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Preface

The annual increments of tree-ring growth are a useful archive, reflecting tree envi-
ronment interactions that can be precisely dated, quantified and even subdivided into
seasonal time periods. This yearly datable wood material contains information about
fundamental physiological mechanisms and processes (e.g. stomatal conductance,
photosynthetic assimilation rates) occurring during ring formation. The analysis of
the classical tree-ring width and density combined with stable C, O and H isotopes
represent a reliable set of climate-sensitive proxies that reflect the impact of environ-
mental variation on tree physiological responses. The strong link between physiology
and isotope ratios is described by the well-established biophysical principles of CO2

and H2O gas exchange and isotopic fractionation. This multiproxy approach (clas-
sical tree-ring analysis combined with stable isotopes) strengthens the interpretation
and provides a more reliable data set for retrospective climate reconstructions and
the analysis of environmental changes. In contrast to non-living chronologies (ice
cores, stalagmites, etc.), trees modify base physical inputs in response to local micro-
climates through their physiological response to light, temperature, humidity, water
availability, CO2 and nutrients. These physiological responses to moisture avail-
ability, like variation in stomatal conductance, result in subtle changes of the isotope
ratios in plants. Although these changes can make interpreting isotopic variation
in organic matter more complicated, it also means that these proxies can provide a
wealth of additional information, if those signals can be parsed from tree-ring stable
isotope chronologies. Thus, a comprehensive understanding of the combined phys-
ical, chemical and biological drivers of isotope fractionation in tree rings is crucial for
retrospective interpretation. In addition, tree rings and the stable isotopes contained
therein integrate dynamic environmental, phenological and developmental variation
that can be used to study and present organism function and recent anthropogenic
influences apart from their use as proxies for conditions in the distant past. The last
few decades have seen tremendous progress in isotopic analytical methods. These
advances have significantly improved our understanding of themechanisms bywhich
tree physiology modifies stable isotope fractionation in organic matter and tree rings.

This textbook is the first to comprehensively cover the field of tree-ring stable
isotopes. Our objective was to highlight how tree-ring stable isotopes have been
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used to address a range of environmental issues, from paleoclimatology to forest
management and anthropogenic impacts on forest growth. This compilation also
provides valuable information on fundamental principles, like isotope fractionation,
xylogenesis and crossdating, as well asmethodological topics like sampling, analysis
and standardization. The chapters evaluate the weaknesses and strengths of isotope
applications in tree rings. In contrast to older tree-ring studies, which predominantly
applied a pure statistical approach, this book focuses on physiological mechanisms
that influence isotopic signals, which reflect environmental impacts. Focusing on
mechanisms that link physiological responses to environmental drivers of isotope
variation also clarifieswhy environmental impacts are not linearly reflected in isotope
ratios and tree-ring widths, or why these drivers and responses are not the same on all
sites. We believe this volume will be of interest to any researcher and educator who
uses tree rings (and other organic matter proxies) to reconstruct paleoclimate, as well
as to understand contemporary functional processes and anthropogenic influences on
native ecosystems. The use of stable isotopes in biogeochemical studies has expanded
greatly in recent years, making this volume a valuable resource to a growing and
vibrant community of researchers.

The book is divided into five sections. The first section introduces the history
of isotope dendrochronology and how it fits into more traditional dendrochronology
(Chaps. 1–3). The second section covers isotope dendrochronological methods, from
sampling and dating tree ring cores, chemical treatments with their pros and cons,
and determining the accuracy and precision of isotopic measurements, to describing
the newest techniques in use (Chaps. 4–7). A core aspect of this book is to describe
relevant isotopic fractionation processes for each of the bioelements commonly used
in tree-ring studies (Chap. 8–12) and the physiological mechanisms that influence
isotopic signals and their interaction with environmental drivers (Chaps. 13–17). In
addition, this volume highlights how tree-ring stable isotopes have been success-
fully applied to reconstruct environmental information. They have also been used to
address a range of environmental issues, from paleoclimatology to forest manage-
ment, pathogens and anthropogenic impacts on forest growth (Chaps. 18–25). Finally,
Chap. 26 overviews themost common physiological models simulating or using tree-
ring stable isotopic records. Each of the 26 chapters has been authored by leading
experts, who provide the most recent developments in their area.

We hope that this volume on the current state of knowledge on tree-ring stable
isotope chronologies will provide researchers with a foundation, on which to develop
new and unique ways to use them in the future. With continued challenges of climate
change, and anthropogenic influences on our environment, we need to understand
how ecosystems are responding. Since forests dominate large portions of the planet,
and trees are long-lived organisms within forests, isotope dendrochronology can
help with this understanding. They sensitively record changes in their environment,
as well as their physiological responses to those changes over their entire lifespan,
which can be centuries long.Newer techniques for exploring isotopic variationwithin
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annual rings open possibilities for examining growth and physiological responses to
individual extreme events. The direction for future research using tree-ring stable
isotope chronologies holds great promise and is only limited by our imagination.

Volume Summary

Part I, Introduction, covers historical and essential background information on
dendrochronology, wood formation and the history of isotope dendrochronology.
In Chap. 1, Leavitt and Roden (2022) provide a historical overview of isotope
dendrochronology startingwith the earliestmeasurements of tree-ring stable isotopes
approximately 70 years ago (Craig 1953, 1954) to more recent advancements in
the field. Dendrochronology is the time series analysis of the annual growth rings
within trees and traditionally focuses on the width of the annual increment, whereas
isotope dendrochronology specifically examines the time series of stable isotope
ratios contained within tree rings. Chapter 2 focuses on the methodological and
scientific foundations of traditional dendrochronology and emphasizes the impor-
tance of accurate cross-dating for all dendrochronological work, including isotope
dendrochronology (Frank et al. 2022). In Chap. 3, Rathgeber et al. (2022) review
the current knowledge of xylogenesis—the formation of wood—and its dynamics
over the growing season. Knowing when and how wood is formed is essential
to understanding the isotopic ratios contained within the wood and their accurate
interpretation.

Part II,Methods, comprises four chapters covering sampling, chemical treatments,
qualityassuranceandqualitycontrolof isotopicmeasurements,andnewermethodolo-
gies being developed within the field. Chapter 4 summarizes the key aspects of field-
workand laboratory sampling strategies for tree-ring stable isotopic studies, including
requirements and processing that need to be taken into consideration to achieve high-
quality results (Belmecheri et al. 2022). In Chap. 5, Helle et al. (2022) evaluate the
differences between wood and cellulose isotope ratios, with an overview of three
methods for cellulose extraction and where they are best applied. Chapter 6 explains
how to evaluate the quality of the isotopic measurements themselves, including how
to estimate the accuracy and precision of isotopic data, and the process of calibrating
isotope ratios to the international standard scales (Brooks et al. 2022). Chapter 7
describes newmethodological developments for stable isotope analysis on both non-
structural carbohydrates and tree rings (Rinne-Garmston et al. 2022). They review
compound-specific isotope analysis of sugars and cyclitols, UV-laser aided sampling
and isotopic analysis of tree rings, and position-specific isotope analysis of cellulose.

Part III provides the details on isotopic fractionation from source to wood for
carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen and includes a chapter on basic isotopic
terminology and one on post-photosynthetic fractionation. Chapter 8 provides the
basic terminology, properties and peculiarities of the stable isotopes of the bioele-
ments along with general information on equilibrium and kinetic isotope effects
(Werner and Cormier 2022). In Chap. 9, Cernusak and Ubierna (2022) cover carbon
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isotope ratios (δ13C), which were the first isotope ratios to be measured in wood.
This chapter covers the basics of how δ13C represents a trees’ response to changes
in water availability, air humidity, temperature and light through their connection to
net photosynthesis (AN) and stomatal conductance (gs) via the ratio of CO2 concen-
trations inside to outside the leaf (ci/ca). Chapter 10 provides an overview of the
current knowledge concerning fractionation mechanisms related to δ18Ocell (Song
et al. 2021). The chapter focuses on three main determinants of δ18Ocell: source water
isotope ratio (δ18Osw, also see Chap. 18), leaf water isotope enrichment (�18Olw)
and biochemical fractionations downstream of �18Olw. Chapter 11 addresses stable
hydrogen isotope (δD or δ2H) fractionation, which follows the same principles as
oxygen isotopes in the water phase (Lehmann et al. 2022). However, during the
incorporation of hydrogen into organic molecules, δ2H is strongly determined by
metabolic pathways and the use of different carbohydrate sources. This makes it
more difficult to use δ2H signals to distinguish different water sources or as a climate
proxy. Chapter 12 reviews nitrogen isotope ratios (δ15N) in tree rings along with
the fundamentals of forest N cycling, describing trees as an interface between the
atmosphere and pedosphere (Savard and Siegwolf 2022). Although the amount of
nitrogen in wood is very small, making it experimentally challenging to determine
δ15N in tree rings, nitrogen isotope ratios have been applied to air pollution studies
that track the sources of N-containing emissions (NOx) and their changes in the
atmosphere. Chapter 13 focuses mainly on the downstream path of carbon, as well
as post-photosynthetic changes in δ13C from leaf photosynthate production to wood
formation, discussing the important link between leaf and tree-ring levels that can
significantly alter and dampen the environmental information (Gessler and Ferrio
2022).

Part IV is devoted to physiological interpretation and includes chapters on how
and when physiological fractionations might be reflected in tree rings, the potential
temporal offset with an annual ring between isotopic environmental signals andwhen
bioelements are preserved inwood. InChap. 14,Andreu-Hayles et al. (2022) consider
how physiological influence on isotopic tree-ring records might change when trees
are growing at the edges of their geographical distributions under growth-limiting
conditions as compared to the same species growing inmore optimum environments.
They also consider important caveats where physiological responses to climate may
mask or interact with climatological signals complicating interpretation. While the
ability to section and analyze isotopic ratios within annual rings into smaller and
smaller subsections has increased (see Chap. 7), the time series contained within
a single ring is complicated by internal processes as introduced in Chap. 13. In
Chap. 15, Kagawa and Battipaglia (2022) discuss post-photosynthetic processes that
affect intra-annual variation in the stable isotopes in tree rings, such as timing of cell
formations and turnover of stored carbohydrates. One way to constrain the physi-
ological interpretations of tree ring isotopic ratios is to measure multiple isotopes
on the same sample. This approach can be useful if one isotope provides indepen-
dent information about important fractionation events that cause variation in another
isotope. In Chap. 16, Roden et al. (2022) describe one such “dual-isotope approach”
where δ18O is used to probe the effects of stomatal conductance on δ13C variation for
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the same sample. In Chap. 17, the final chapter in this physiological interpretation
section, Saurer and Voelker (2022) address the theory behind using δ13C to estimate
intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE), one of the most widely applied interpretations
of plant δ13C values. They show some limitations of the method, give examples of
the combined application of iWUE and tree-ring width, discuss photosynthetic limi-
tations of iWUE and show how the method has been applied in large-scale tree-ring
networks.

Finally, Part V covers environmental factors impacting isotopic fractionation,
important applications like climate reconstruction, andwraps upwith a chapter on the
current stateofmodels that integrate theprinciplesput forward in theother chapters. In
Chap. 18, Allen et al. (2022) address the challenges of determining the δ18O and δ2H
values of source water, a critical environmental parameter for interpreting δ18O and
δ2H values in tree rings. They provide an overview of the terrestrial water cycle and
the associated transport and fractionation processes that influence the stable isotope
ratiosofwaterusedbytrees.Theauthorsalsohighlightobstaclesandopportunities that
must be considered inorder tomore accurately interpret the records ofOandH isotope
ratios in tree cellulose. Chapter 19 introduces isotope dendroclimatology, where tree-
ring stable isotope chronologies are used to infer past climate conditions (Gagen et al.
2022). Because of themany interactions between physiology and the environment, as
discussed in this book, tree-ring stable isotope chronologies are often used in conjunc-
tion with other proxies to tease apart past climate signals. As much of the research
on tree-ring stable isotopes has occurred in temperate regions of the world, Chaps. 19
focuses on the dendroclimatology of these regions. Tohighlight other climate regions,
Chap. 20 specifically address research on tree-ring stable isotopes from three different
climate zones: 20 boreal (Churakova et al. 2021), Chap. 21 Mediterranean (Batti-
paglia and Cherubini 2022) and Chap. 22 tropical (van der Sleen et al. 2021) climate
zones. The authors focus on the distinct climatological aspects of these regions and
how they affect growth and physiology differently than other regions. They discuss
how tree-ring stable isotope values are affected by each climate zone and highlight
methodological, as well as interpretational issues. Human activities can also impact
environmental conditions and growth of forests, which can showup in tree-ring stable
isotope chronologies. In Chap. 23, Marshall et al. (2022) review how tree-ring stable
isotopes have been used to understand forest responses to management practices.
Many controlled experiments have been conducted to examine practices such as thin-
ning and fertilization, some lasting several decades. The length and controlled nature
of these experiments allowfor the separationof someof the confounding influenceson
tree-ringstable isotopes. InChap.24,Siegwolfetal. (2022)reviewtheimpactsofrising
CO2 and air pollutants on isotope chronologies. CO2 and other gaseous compounds
affect plant metabolism in individually specific ways and to differing degrees. These
differences impact the isotope fractionation, leaving specific fingerprints in the C, O,
(H) and N isotope ratios of organic matter. Other organisms can also impact tree-ring
stable isotopes but are often overlooked when interpreting isotope chronologies. In
Chap. 25, Ulrich et al. (2022) explore how insects and pathogens impact the host tree
physiology and how that signal can bemanifestedwithin tree-ring isotopic records. In
Chap. 26, finally,Wei et al. (2022) review the status of several tree-ring δ13C and δ18O
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models that simulate physiological processes for trees and stands within ecosystems
and/or across catchments. Their review highlights the structural differences among
modelswith varied objectives and the valuable insights that can come fromcombining
process modeling with tree-ring stable isotope data.
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Chapter 1
Isotope Dendrochronology: Historical
Perspective

Steven W. Leavitt and John Roden

Abstract Although the fields of dendrochronology and light stable-isotope mass
spectrometry emerged at different times in the first half of the 20th Century, their
convergence with the earliest measurements of isotope composition of tree rings
is now ca. 70 years old. Much of the early stable isotope analysis (including on
wood) explored natural variation of isotopes in the environment, but those researchers
making themeasurements were already contemplating the role of the isotope compo-
sition of the source substrates (e.g., water and CO2), biochemical fractionation, and
environment as contributors to final tree-ring isotope values. Growing interest in tree-
ring isotopes was heavily motivated by paleoclimate or paleoatmosphere reconstruc-
tion, but this new field rapidly developed to generate greatly improved mechanistic
understanding along with expanded applications to physiology, ecology, pollution,
and more. This chapter primarily charts the historical progression in tree-ring C-H-O
isotope studies over those seven decades, but it also identifies potential productive
emerging and future directions.

1.1 Introduction

The roots of stable-isotope dendrochronology extend back to the middle of the 20th
Century during the convergence of the maturing discipline dendrochronology with
development of powerful isotope analytical tools. By that time, methods and prin-
ciples of tree-ring studies (see Chap. 2) had already been developed and refined for
about 50 years, largely based on the year-to-year variability in size of rings, but
to which an arsenal of other tree-ring measurements has progressively been added
over the next 50 years (e.g., wood density, cell size, and dendrochemistry including
isotopes).Additionally,measurement of isotope ratios bymass spectrometers became
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established by the middle of the century, providing a new tool for quantitative
research. A large (and rapidly growing) number of stable-isotope dendrochronology
investigations have been conducted since the commingling of the two scientific
fields, as related to reconstruction and understanding of weather/climate, ecology,
and physiology. We can view any stable-isotope series derived from tree rings as a
rich and layered story that has been transcribed by physiological, physicochemical
and biochemical processes in response to a wide range of influences from climate to
atmospheric chemistry and pollution to ecology (Fig. 1.1).

The dramatic growth of this field from the 1980s into the 2000s is illustrated in
the burgeoning number of papers presented at international tree-ring conferences
(Fig. 1.2). Several useful overviews are available in the literature related to tree-ring
isotopemethodology, theory, and applications, such asMcCarroll and Loader (2004),
Robertson et al. (2008) and Managave and Ramesh (2012). This chapter describes
the historical trajectory of studies and their findings from measurements of stable-
isotope composition of tree rings. It is not exhaustive, but fortunately further details
and more recent advancements and applications are covered in many of the other
chapters in this volume.

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of interplay between environmental factors and ecophysiology
that produces tree-ring C-H-O isotope composition. Environment can influence the ecophysiolog-
ical, biochemical, and physicochemical mechanisms responsible for producing the isotope compo-
sition and consequently isotope dendrochronology can be used to infer environment and ecological
events affecting ecophysiology (e.g., insect outbreaks). Tree rings allow identification of changes
through time, but if a network of sites is sampled, the tree-ring isotope results can also reveal changes
in space (isoscapes)
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Fig. 1.2 Growth in numbers of light-stable-isotope tree-ring papers (oral and poster) presented
at major international tree-ring conferences. Other major meetings, such as AGU, EGU, INQUA,
AAG, and regional tree-ring meetings in Asia, Europe and the Americas often also feature tree-ring
isotope papers in various sessions
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1.2 Origins

The development of the isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) opened the door to
isotope measurements on tree rings (and many other materials). Key to the develop-
ment of IRMS technology was Alfred O.C. Nier at the University of Minnesota, who
in the late 1940s–early 1950s produced the “double-focusing” mass spectrometer,
which used both electrostatic and magnetic focusing of ion beams containing the
isotopes of interest, an advance that is the basis of most modern instrumentation
(Prohaska 2015). Harold C. Urey at the University of Chicago then added a dual
inlet system into the design for alternately admitting aliquots of reference gas and
unknown gas into the mass spectrometer (Brand et al. 2015). His newly configured
mass spectrometer was applied to measurement of stable isotope composition of
various materials, in collaboration with renowned geochemists in the early stages of
their careers, such as Samuel Epstein and Harmon Craig. Urey was able to discern
the importance of temperature effects on isotope fractionation in carbonate-water
equilibria, which established the potential of isotope “thermometers” as a novel tool
in paleoclimatology (Epstein et al. 1951; Fairbridge and Gornitz 2009).

Craig’s Ph.D. research sought to characterize natural carbon isotope variability
in the carbon system (Craig 1953) through extensive δ13C analyses of hot-spring
gases, carbon in sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks, terrestrial and marine
organic carbon, and a variety of freshwater and marine carbonate rocks. Among the
organic carbon samples, he analyzed 22 “modern” wood samples (AD 1892–1950)
from four continents and 16 “fossil” wood samples primarily fromN. America (15 of
whichwere radiocarbon-dated byWillard Libby of the University of Chicago at 2300
to >25,000 years old). In themodernwood, no patterns in isotope composition related
to species, age, geographical location or elevation were detected. The δ13C of the
fossil wood fell within the range of modern wood, –22.5 to –27.3‰. Overall, Craig
was cognizant that changes in δ13C ofCO2 could influence the isotope composition of
wood but thought any such changes were being “randomly masked” by other factors,
probably local environment effects. He was also aware of interannual variability in
isotopic composition among rings within individual trees.

In his Science paper the following year, Craig (1954) interpreted the δ13C data
in Craig (1953) as indicating that δ13C of atmospheric CO2 has not varied by more
than 2‰ over the last 25,000 years and may have actually been fairly constant over
millions of years. However, the real novelty of the new paper was that it communi-
cated the first-ever δ13C analyses of annual growth rings of a calendar-dated giant
sequoia from the Sierra Nevada mountains of California. One or two tree rings in
each century were analyzed from the period from 1072 B.C. to A.D. 1649. The δ13C
values steadily increased ca. 2‰ in the first 150 years of the record, with various
upward and downward deviations thereafter. Coincidentally, in long-lived kauri trees
in New Zealand, Jansen (1962) found a similar increase in tree-ring δ13C over the
first 200 years of the tree’s 800-year life. The sequoia isotope variability did not
seem to be related to precipitation (although the tree may have been growing in
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a landscape position unlikely to be limited by moisture), and variability of atmo-
spheric δ13C of CO2 was discounted. Presaging advancements to come later in the
20th Century, Craig concluded that effects of environmental conditions (e.g., light,
temperature, precipitation) on fractionation during photosynthesis and respiration
were the primary contributors to the isotope variation observed.

This pioneering tree-ring isotope work in the 1950s exclusively involved stable-
carbon isotopes, presumably because the C isotope composition could be readily
measured on CO2 gas after the wood samples were combusted. Analysis of H and
O isotopes in tree-ring cellulose would have to wait until the 1970s when pretreat-
ment and off-line vacuum methodologies were developed for analyzing only non-
exchangeable H (by nitration of cellulose) and procedures for analyzing O isotopes
in organic matter (by mercury chloride or nickel pyrolysis) were applied to tree rings
(see Epstein et al. 1977).

1.3 Advances

1.3.1 20th Century Spin Up

Over the next several decades of isotope dendrochronology, efforts were largely
focused on the use of isotopes in tree rings as paleothermometers, along the line of
the great success with isotopic composition of marine forams to understand glacial-
interglacial temperature history over the last few million years (e.g., Emiliani 1955;
Emiliani and Geiss 1959). These tree-ring isotope efforts began in earnest in the
1970s with a surge of papers attempting to quantify temperature coefficients. For
carbon isotopes, the early studies by Libby and Pandolfi (1974), Pearman et al.
(1976), Wilson and Grinsted (1977), Tans (1978), Farmer (1979), and Harkness and
Miller (1980) found both positive and negative temperature coefficients with tree-
ring δ13C. Additionally, the 1970s saw attempts to use tree-ring δ13C as a measure
of changes in δ13C of atmospheric CO2 (Freyer and Wiesberg 1973; Stuiver 1978;
Freyer 1979a, 1981), in an effort to extend the record of regular direct measurements
at Mauna Loa and the South Pole, which had just begun at Mauna Loa in the late
1950s (Keeling et al. 1979). Such records are critical to understanding alteration of the
global carbon cycle by anthropogenic inputs to the atmosphere of carbon from fossil
fuels and land-use change. The above studies did not analyze a common standard
wood component nor did they establish a minimum number of trees to be sampled
to ensure the δ13C records were representative, which probably also contributes to
some of the variability among published results. Variability of isotopes within and
between trees and among species was later addressed by Ramesh et al. (1985),
Leavitt and Long (1986), and Leavitt (2010). The impetus for developing tree-ring
δ13C records as a proxy for long-term changes in δ13C of atmospheric CO2 faded
by the late 1980s as reliable isotopic measurements on atmospheric gas trapped in
ice cores became established (e.g., Friedli et al. 1986) and the role of environmental
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influences complicating interpretation of tree-ring δ13C relative to atmospheric δ13C
was more fully appreciated.

The development of a plant carbon-isotope fractionation model in the early 1980s
(Vogel 1980; Farquhar 1982; see also Chap. 9) provided both the theoretical back-
ground with which to better explore the potential of isotope dendrochronology and
new insights into the source of the isotope-environment relationships (Francey and
Farquhar 1982). Consequently, the next wave of tree-ring δ13C papers usually refined
their analysis and interpretations with respect to this model and the reality that a
multitude of environmental parameters could actually influence plant δ13C (i.e., δ13

of atmospheric CO2, temperature, light, moisture, humidity) (e.g., Freyer and Belacy
1983; Peng et al. 1983; Stuiver et al. 1984; Stuiver and Braziunas 1987; Leavitt and
Long 1988, 1989). Themodel provides a basis for understanding differences between
δ13C records as well as for selection of tree locations to best capture variability of an
environmental parameter of interest.

Meanwhile, H and O isotopes of water in tree rings were also being explored in
greater depth in the 1970s. For example, Schiegl (1974) was the first to identify a
positive correlation between temperature and δ2H in tree rings (of spruce), which
was predicted based on the established positive relationship between temperature
and δ2H and δ18O of precipitation (Dansgaard 1964), i.e., source water for photosyn-
thates formed in leaves. The whole-wood analysis of Schiegl (1974) left some room
for uncertainty because of the suite of compounds in whole wood as well as the fact
that analysis of whole woodwould include both non-exchangeable and exchangeable
hydrogen, the latter unlikely to represent the original compositionwhen thewoodwas
formed. Epstein and Yapp (1976) and Epstein et al. (1976) circumvented these prob-
lems by analyzing the cellulose component of wood and removing the exchangeable
H atoms by replacing themwith nitrate. Tree-ring δ18O studies in these early decades
also found positive correlations of δ18Owith temperature, but again no specific wood
constituent was being analyzed by all studies (e.g., Gray and Thompson 1976; Libby
and Pandolfi 1979; Burk and Stuiver 1981). These various early studies identified
climate relationships by either spatial gradient analysis of isotope composition of tree
rings and mean climate of different sites, or by isotope analysis of tree-ring series
compared to inter-annual climate variation, and the results were not always the same.
For both δ2H and δ18O, some studies were also identifying significant correlations
with direct water-related parameters such as precipitation and humidity (e.g., Burk
and Stuiver 1981; Edwards et al. 1985; Krishnamurthy and Epstein 1985; Ramesh
et al. 1986).

With expanded awareness of likely environmental and physiological influences on
the isotopic composition of meteoric water and water being fixed in plants, including
temperature, evaporation, humidity, and biochemical fractionation by enzymes,
increasingly sophisticated models for plant δ2H and δ18O slowly began to emerge
in the 1980s (e.g., Burk and Stuiver 1981; Edwards et al. 1985; Edwards and Fritz
1986; Saurer et al. 1997). A critical advance in model refinement was supported
by the experimental work of Roden and Ehleringer (1999a, b, 2000) in the 1990s
examining the acquisition of leaf and tree-ring isotope values under controlled envi-
ronmental conditions including sourcewater isotope composition and humidity. This
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culminated in the advanced mechanistic model for tree-ring δ2H and δ18O developed
by Roden et al. (2000) (see also Chaps. 10 and 11). This work exposed the primary
contributions of both isotopic composition of source water (taken up by the roots)
and evaporation in the leaves (alongwith the biochemical fractionation) toward influ-
encing the composition of the rings. This supported results of previous empirical δ2H
and δ18O tree-ring studies, which depending on dominant influence, could be alter-
nately reflecting (a) source water isotope composition (and thus temperature related
to atmospheric condensation processes) or (b) moisture variables such as evapora-
tion, relative humidity, vapor pressure deficit, rainfall. Further refinements have been
made to account for the Péclet effect, the consequence of net convective and diffusive
water movement in the leaf (Barbour et al. 2004), and to improve understanding of
post-photosynthetic processes influencing isotopes (Gessler et al. 2014).

1.3.2 21st Century Expansion

With these models established for stable C, H and O isotopes in tree rings, climate–
tree-ring isotope studies in the 2000s could now be planned and interpreted based
on refined understanding of the environmental controls on fractionation processes.
The wave of these studies was fortuitously aided by the timely development of
continuous flow-through technology for gases produced by elemental analyzers and
streamed with He carrier gas into the isotope-ratio mass spectrometers (Brenna et al.
1997; see also Chaps. 6 and 7), which resulted in faster analysis. The elemental
analyzers contributed to this reduction in analysis time by producing the gases needed
for analysis in minutes compared to the previous need for lengthy production and
purification of the gases on separate (“off-line”) vacuum-line systems. This new
instrumentation also allowed analysis on samples of as little as tens of micrograms
instead of several milligrams commonly neededwith the previous generation ofmass
spectrometers.

In the last two decades, tree-ring isotopes (particularly of oxygen and carbon) have
been used to explore, identify and reconstruct various elements of temporal climate
variability. For example, variability and impact of large-scale climate modes, such as
ENSO (El Nino-Southern Oscillation) have been studied with δ18O in the Amazon
basin, N. America, and Asia, (e.g., Li et al. 2011; Brienen et al. 2012; Sano et al.
2012; Xu et al. 2013a, b; Labotka et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017). Many of these studies
were based on precipitation/evaporation links to δ18O, but others utilized δ18O in
tree rings as related to rainfall and drought (e.g., Treydte et al. 2006; Rinne et al.
2013; Young et al. 2015), humidity (e.g., Wright and Leavitt 2006; An et al. 2013;
Labuhn et al. 2016), monsoon variability (e.g., Grießinger et al. 2011; Szejner et al.
2016), and even tropical cyclones (e.g., Miller et al. 2006). Tree-ring δ18O itself has
likewise been used to better explore ecophysiological aspects of the models (e.g.,
Gessler et al. 2013).
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Stable-carbon isotopes have likewise been an important component of a sweeping
range of tree-ring projects. Some of these studies have sought climatological infor-
mation, inferring temperature and precipitation (e.g., Barber et al. 2004; Liu et al.
2008, 2014) and even sunlight/sunshine (e.g., Ogle et al. 2005; Young et al. 2010;
Gagen et al. 2011; Loader et al. 2013; Hafner et al. 2014) because according to the
plant carbon isotope fractionation models, the amount of sunlight can influence rate
of photosynthesis, which in turn would affect the ratio of intercellular to ambient
CO2 (ci/ca) and thus δ13C. Tree-ring carbon isotopes have been used in ecological
studies related to destructive insect outbreaks (e.g., Haavik et al. 2008; Hultine et al.
2013), some of which also use δ18O (Kress et al. 2009; Weidner et al. 2010). Many
other studies are more ecophysiological in nature, inferring water-use efficiency and
stomatal response (e.g., Hietz et al. 2005; Peñuelas et al. 2008; Rowell et al. 2009;
Wang et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013a, b, 2018; Saurer et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015; van
der Sleen et al. 2015) and productivity (Belmecheri et al. 2014). Also, McDowell
et al. (2010) identified trees most susceptible to mortality in drought with carbon
isotopes that showed their reduced ability to regulate the difference between atmo-
spheric and intercellular leaf CO2 during drought. Tree-ring δ13C has been used to
infer past atmospheric CO2 concentration (Zhao et al. 2006), and atmospheric CO2

concentration itself has been considered as a subtle influence in accurately modeling
tree-ring δ13C (McCarroll et al. 2009). Wang et al. (2019) found evidence from
tree-ring isotopes that rising atmospheric CO2 is improving water-use efficiency
and thereby decreasing strength of relationships of ring width with moisture on the
Tibetan Plateau.

Some studies are more focused on plant physiology and biochemistry related to
assimilation and translocation processes (e.g., Kagawa et al. 2005; Eglin et al. 2008;
Eilmann et al. 2010; Bryukhanova et al. 2011; Rinne et al. 2015). Tree-ring δ13C and
δ18O have also helped to identify growth rings in tropical trees where they may not
be clearly visible (e.g., Evans and Schrag 2004; Anchukaitis et al. 2008; Ohashi et al.
2009), and tree-ring δ13C studies have even reconstructed snow (Liu et al. 2011) and
sea level (Yu et al. 2004). Finally, other applications not involving environment or
ecophysiology include assessing tree-ring isotopes as a means of crossdating (e.g.,
Leavitt et al. 1985; Roden 2008) and as an aid in determining provenience of wood
(Kagawa and Leavitt 2010).

Tree-ring δ13C has also been used to investigate aspects of plant nutrition (e.g.,
Bukata andKyser 2008;Walia et al. 2010; Silva et al. 2015) and particularly pollution
(e.g., Battipaglia et al. 2010; Rinne et al. 2010), which has been a fertile and growing
application of tree-ring isotopes. Pollutants may impact processes such as stomatal
conductance or photosynthesis, and the C-H-O isotopic composition may reflect that
alteration, often accompanied by tree-ring width decline (see also Chap. 24). One of
the earliest investigations was of SO2 pollution from a coal-fired foundry by Freyer
(1979b), who found altered tree-ring δ13C. Reduced ring size and less negative δ13C
were also found in tree rings in the vicinity of a SO2-emitting copper smelter in Utah
(Martin and Sutherland 1990). Likewise, δ13C in tree rings was elevated up to ca.
100 km downwind from a copper smelter, and the anomaly originated at the time
the smelter opened and was presumed to be a consequence of activation of stomatal
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closure (Savard et al. 2004); tree-ring δ2H also seem to be altered by this pollution
(Savard et al. 2005). δ15N in tree rings has been found shifted as a consequence
of automobile NOx pollution (Doucet et al. 2012) and δ15N shifts along with δ18O
and δ13C in tree rings, which indicate increased iWUE near an oil refinery, are
consistent with NOx pollution (Guerrieri et al. 2010). Choi et al. (2005) also found
such an increase in iWUE in an area of elevated NOx in S. Korea. Tree-ring isotope
evidence for ozone pollution has also been found (Novak et al. 2007), and pollution
effects have been identified as reducing climate sensitivity of tree-ring isotopes (e.g.,
Leonelli et al. 2012; Boettger et al. 2014).

1.4 Emerging Directions

Several directions in tree-ring isotopes have seen growing interest over the last
couple of decades and are promising for future investigations. For example, seasonal
variations of isotope composition in tree rings (e.g., Helle and Schleser 2004;
Monson et al. 2018; see also Chaps. 7, 14 and 15) can be related to both environ-
mental conditions during the growing season as well as late in the previous season
when photosynthates may be stored. The resolution of analysis may vary from 2 to 3
earlywood-latewood subdivisions (e.g., Szejner et al. 2016) to numerousmicrotomed
subdivisions a few tens of microns wide (e.g., Evans and Schrag 2004; Helle and
Schleser 2004). Computer-controlled milling (Dodd et al. 2008) and laser dissection
have been used to separate small subdivisions in lieu of microtoming (e.g., Schollaen
et al. 2014) for isotope analysis, and laser ablation holds hope for more rapid analysis
of these seasonal isotope variations (e.g., Vaganov et al. 2009; Loader et al. 2017)
with the products of ablation admitted to a combustion interface connected to the
mass spectrometer.

Other analytical advances applied to tree rings include compound-specific isotope
analysis and simultaneous analysis of C and O isotopes (dual-isotope analysis,
see Chap. 7). Additionally, interpreting different aspects of the environment with
multiple isotopes has been suggested and applied. For example, Scheidegger et al.
(2000) described how under some circumstances δ18O and δ13C from the same
tree ring may separately reflect humidity and rates of carbon fixation, respectively,
although complete independence is not likely (Roden and Siegwolf 2012; see also
Chap. 16). Isotopomers (isotope abundance in different intramolecular positions of
the glucose repeat units in cellulose, see also Chap. 7) are also regarded as carrying
different environmental signals. Sternberg et al. (2006) concluded that different
biosynthetic pathways contribute to heterogeneous distribution of isotope composi-
tion, and identifiedO bonded to the carbon-2 position as carrying the isotopic compo-
sition of the original source water. O on other positions then carry cumulative influ-
ence of source water composition and humidity, from which source water compo-
sition could then be subtracted to attain a more accurate proxy of humidity (Stern-
berg 2009). Augusti and Schleucher (2007) similarly found H isotope differences
depending on position in repeating glucose molecule in cellulose so that physiology
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and climate could be independently inferred from position-specific isotope analysis.
Large, position-specific differences in C-isotope composition were recently identi-
fied in cellulose, interpreted as post-photosynthetic shifts in metabolic branching,
which may be influenced by environment (Wieloch et al. 2018).

It may be possible to fold the plant isotope fractionation models (Farquhar et al.
1982; Roden et al. 2000) into mechanistic computer models of tree-ring formation,
which use physiological processes and environmental conditions during the growing
season (e.g., moisture, temperature, and sunlight) to produce photosynthates, activate
cambium, and then divide, expand and mature cells in order to replicate observed
growth rings (see Chap. 26). Some models operate at the cell level with short time
steps and dozens of tunable input parameters, such as the ‘TREERING’model (Fritts
et al. 1999) and the ‘Vaganov-Shashkin’ (VS)model (Vaganov et al. 2011). Themodel
of Hölttä et al. (2010) also operates on very short time steps to simulate whole-tree
growth. The simpler ‘VS-Lite’ model (Tolwinski-Ward et al. 2011) has fewer tunable
input parameters and operates on monthly climate data to produce wood increments
rather than cell growth, and it has gained greater traction for routine applications.
An early effort to add isotope algorithms into such models was made by Hemming
et al. (2001), who inserted carbon isotope fractionation (of Farquhar et al. 1982)
into the TREERING model. Gessler et al. (2014) reviews the extensive catalog of
processes (e.g., physicochemical, metabolic, fractionation, transport, storage) within
tree tissues, which can contribute to the final carbon and oxygen isotope composi-
tion in tree rings and must be considered in interpretation and modeling of tree-
ring isotopes. Babst et al. (2018) describe the state of mechanistic tree-ring growth
models, including scaling from tree-ring series to whole tree, and potential integra-
tion with dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) (see also Chap. 26). Because
DGVMs are an important tool for improved understanding of current and future
global ecology, carbon and water cycles, forest productivity, carbon sequestration,
etc., implementation of accurate tree-ring isotope subroutines would provide another
layer of control and validation of many aspects of the Earth system.

Finally, spatial mapping of isotope composition in what are known as “isoscapes”
is of growing interest as related to fields of ecology, hydrology, climate, geology,
forensics, etc. (Bowen 2010). Tree-ring isotopes can play a particularly important
role in developing these isoscapes because tree rings can add the temporal compo-
nent to identify changes in isoscapes through time. A number of tree-ring isoscapes
related to climate have been developed in the southwesternUSA,Europe, Siberia, and
particularly notable in China where a rapid expansion of tree-ring isotope chronolo-
gies has been ongoing (Saurer et al. 2002; Leavitt et al. 2010; del Castillo et al.
2013). Gori et al. (2018) have recently explored δ18O and δ2H isoscapes as a tool for
provenancing wood cut during logging operations.
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1.5 Conclusions

Isotope dendrochronology has been around for ca. 70 years, but the explosion in
the number and diversity of studies over the last 30 years has been breathtaking.
This has been driven by advancements in analytical equipment as well as growing
recognition of problems for which isotope composition of tree rings may provide
resolution, particularly when knowing changes through time is also important. Tree-
ring isotopes provide insights into physiological and biochemical processes from
leaves to site of wood formation, and changes in isotope values can be used to infer
changes in environmental conditions, such as climate parameters.

The history, advances and findings presented here are intended to provide a solid
and useful chronology of events, but this summary is not exhaustive. The contents
of this book can fill in more of those gaps.
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Chapter 2
Dendrochronology: Fundamentals
and Innovations

David Frank, Keyan Fang, and Patrick Fonti

Abstract This chapter overviews long-standing foundations,methods, and concepts
of dendrochronology, yet also pays attention to a few related paradigm shifts driven
by isotope measurements in tree-rings. The basics of annual ring formation are first
reviewed, followed by structural descriptions of tree-rings at the macroscopic-to-
microscopic scale including earlywood and latewood in conifers (gymnosperms) and
hardwoods (angiosperms), as well as wood anatomical features. Numerous exam-
ples of inter-disciplinary applications connected to various tree-ring parameters are
provided. With the foundation of tree-rings established, this chapter then describes
the process and necessity for crossdating—the process by which each and every ring
is assigned to a specific year. Methods and terminology related to field sampling
also briefly described. The long-standing paradigm of site selection criteria—well
shown to maximize common signals in tree-ring width datasets—is challenged in
a brief discussion of newer tree-ring isotope literature demonstrating that robust
chronologies with high signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained at non-ecotonal loca-
tions. Opportunities for isotope measurements to enable crossdating in otherwise
challenging contexts are likewise highlighted. The chapter reviews a conceptual
framework to disaggregate tree-ring time-series, with special attention to detrending
and standardization methods used to mitigate tree-age/size related noise common
to many applications such as dendroclimatic reconstruction. Some of the drivers of
long-term trends in tree-ring isotope data such as the increase in the atmospheric
concentration of CO2, age/size/height trends, and climate variation are presented
along with related debates/uncertainties evident in literature in order to establish
priorities for future investigations. The development of tree-ring chronologies and
related quality control metrics used to assess the common signal and the variance of
tree-ring data are described, along with the limitations in correlation based statistics
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to determine the robustness of tree-ring datasets particularly in the low frequency
domain. These statistical methods will gain relevance as tree-ring isotope datasets
increasingly approach sample replications and dataset structures typical for tree-ring
width measurements.

2.1 The Annual Ring—The Keeper of Time
in Dendrochronology

In most parts of the world, the predictable and consistent march of the seasons, as
our tilted planet Earth orbits around our sun, is strong enough to induce an annually-
rhythmic time interval when environmental conditions are conducive to radial plant
growth. Similarly, an annual rhythmic season when conditions are not conductive
to growth also occurs, and plants for most dendrochronological purposes undergo
a dormant season. This annual alteration of growing and non-growing seasons –
perhaps one of the most regular features of the planet Earth on evolutionary time-
scales—are often associated with changes in the types, and characteristics, of new
wood cells developed over the course of a year (Fig. 2.1). These changes are associ-
ated with observable, often both macroscopically and microscopically, delineations
in annual rings (e.g., Schweingruber 2001). In conifers (gymnosperms), the tracheid
cells produced towards the beginning of the growing season tend to grow to larger
sizes, yet have thin cell walls. As the growing season progresses and comes to a
close, conifer tracheid cells tend to be smaller, particularly in the radial direction,
and have thicker cell walls. In hardwoods (angiosperms), the number of wood cells

Fig. 2.1 Examples of wood anatomical and tree-ring structures for a gymnosperm (Abies alba), b
a ring porous angiosperm (Quercus pubescens) c a diffuse to semi-ring porous angiosperm (Juglans
regia), and d a diffuse to semi-ring porous angiosperm (Malus domestica). In all cases the outermost
rings are towards the top of the images. The xylem of gymnosperms is composed primarily of
tracheid cells, with a simpler and more uniform structure amongst species. Angiosperm xylem is
composed of a several different types of cells whose characteristics and distributions within annual
rings are highly variable amongst species resulting in a diverse range of visual appearances. A very
well-prepared surface is necessary to differentiate annual tree-rings. Images from www.woodanato
my.ch (Schoch et al. 2004)

http://www.woodanatomy.ch
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and the associated structures tends to be more complex and variable, yet annual ring
boundaries are also able to be differentiated based upon the characteristics of vessels
(often larger and preferentially distributed towards the first part of a ring), and more
dense fibers at the end of the growing season. Apart from annual temperature cycles,
the monsoon that influences over half of the world’s population can also influence
the formation of rings due to the prominent hydroclimate seasonality (e.g., Brienen
et al. 2016). Especially in tropical regions, elemental composition and/or both stable
(especially oxygen) and non-stable (especially carbon, i.e.,14C) isotopes have been
used to quantify and confirm annual growth increments (Poussart et al. 2004, 2006;
Anchukaitis et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2014). It is these annual growth increments, and
our ability to distinguish them and ultimately identify and assign them to an exact
year, that is the basis for dendrochronology.

2.1.1 Inter-Annual Variations in Tree-Rings and Tree-Ring
Parameters

The annual rhythm of growing and dormant seasons is the driving factor for annual
ring formation. Yet it is the variations in external environmental forcing, predom-
inantly inter-annual variations in weather and climate, that result in different ring
traits and properties from one year to the next. Characteristic sequences of wider
and narrower rings reflect changes in environmental conditions, and notably also
results in a common signal or a unique fingerprint of this environmental variation
amongst trees growing in proximal regions and ecological settings (Fritts 1976; Cook
and Kairiukstis 1990; Speer 2010). Favorable climatic conditions for tree growth
typically results in wider rings. Examples of favorable climatic conditions includes
amplemoisture for trees growing inmore arid ecological settings, or sufficiently high
temperatures conductive to photosynthetic activity and cellular growth for high eleva-
tion and high latitude trees. Whereas increased ecophysiological stress is typically
associatedwith less radial growth.Althoughweather/climate variations play a crucial
role for assigning the precise year to every ring (see Sect. 2.2), it should be noted
that environmental conditions can and do include anything and everything that influ-
ences the molecular/isotopic composition, structure, ecophysiological functioning,
and growth of trees. Tree-ring width is generally the most easily observable and
measurable tree-ring parameter, yet many other tree-ring properties and parameters
including wood density, (quantitative) wood anatomical assessments, and of course,
stable isotopes, are influenced, often in unique ways, by environmental conditions.
The plethora of tree-ring parameters thus expands the range of inter-disciplinary
investigations possible with dendrochronology (Fig. 2.2). The rest of this section
reviews various (non-stable isotope) tree-ring parameters, and provides an exten-
sive listing of example research applications that have relied upon each of these
parameters.
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Fig. 2.2 Illustration of tree-ring and wood anatomical parameters from a sample of Douglas Fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) collected near Tucson, Arizona. Upper panel shows 11 complete annual
rings with variability in the total tree-ring width as well as the earlywood and latewood widths. Also
shown is a wood density profile based upon anatomical measurements of cell wall thickness using
the program ROXAS (von Arx and Carrer 2014). Common ring-width parameters include tree-ring
width, earlywood width, and latewood width (top). Important intra-ring density parameters include
maximum latewood density and minimum latewood densities, as well as an intra-annual density
fluctuation. Average ring density or average earlywood density (not shown in this figure) are also
used in research applications (e.g., Babst et al. 2014b). Quantitative wood anatomical parameters
include measures of lumen area, lumen diameter and cell wall thickness of the tracheids (bottom
left). The lumen diameter and double wall thickness are shown in the radial direction—these can
of course be measured in the tangential direction as well

2.1.1.1 Tree-Ring Width

A predominance of dendrochronological investigations performed to date have
utilized assessments of the total tree-ring width. The ring-width has been long
regarded as the basic unit of annual radial tree growth. Tree-ring width measure-
ments are typically performedunder a stereomicroscope connected to a linear encoder
stage. In cases where rings can be sufficiently resolved with flatbed scanners, digital
cameras, or imaged from thin sections, various software packages (e.g., Rydval et al.
2014; von Arx and Carrer 2014; Shi et al. 2019) can facilitate ring detection and
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measurement. Investigations relying upon tree-ring width span across the full range
of inter-disciplinary applications including archaeological, climatological, ecolog-
ical, and geological sciences. Examples include: timber trade and resource utiliza-
tion (Guiterman et al. 2016; Domínguez-Delmás 2020); reconstructions of temper-
ature primarily in higher latitude and/or altitude environments where cooler condi-
tions limit radial tree-growth (Jacoby and D’Arrigo 1989; Esper et al. 2002; Salzer
et al. 2014); assessments of past insect activity / outbreaks (Swetnam and Lynch
1989; Speer et al. 2001; Esper et al. 2007); reconstructions of drought (Cook et al.
2004; Fang et al. 2010), precipitation (Büntgen et al. 2011; Griffin and Anchukaitis
2014), streamflow (Woodhouse et al. 2006), and snowpack (Pederson et al. 2011;
Belmecheri et al. 2016) variability primarily from locations where moisture limi-
tations, potentially exacerbated by high thermal stress, limits radial growth; quan-
tifying soil erosion rates (Gärtner et al. 2001; Rubiales et al. 2008); dating debris
flows and avalanches (Stoffel and Bollschweiler 2008) as well as the construction
of ancient (Douglass 1929) and historical structures (Boswijk et al. 2016); quanti-
fying phenotypic traits, variability, and associations with genetic lineage/provenance
(Housset et al. 2018); assessments of large-scale ecological disturbances (Pederson
et al. 2014), and the resilience of ecosystems to climatic stressors (Chamagne et al.
2017; Kannenberg et al. 2019); understanding and predicting treemortality (Cailleret
et al. 2017); quantifying the climate sensitivity and drivers of forest growth in the
past (Babst et al. 2013; St. George and Ault 2014), and making projections about
tree growth in the future (Williams et al. 2013; Klesse et al. 2020); reconstructing
larger-scale pressure and oceanic and atmospheric circulation indices (Trouet et al.
2009; Villalba et al. 2012; Li et al. 2013); quantifying forest carbon stocks and fluxes
(Babst et al. 2014b); and integrating tree-ring and remotely sensed metrics of forest
productivity (Coulthard et al. 2017; Seftigen et al. 2018).

Notably, tree-ring width is often divided into the earlywood and latewood widths
(Fig. 2.2), sub-annual ring structures that have been demonstrated to carry distinct
environmental signals in both angiosperms (Kern et al. 2013) and gymnosperms
(Griffin et al. 2011). Measurement and analysis of these sub-annual ring compo-
nents has allowed skillful reconstructions of the winter precipitation and summer
precipitation to be developed from the earlywood and latewood width, respectively
(Griffin et al. 2013). The distinct information carried in the intra-annual latewood
and earlywood parameters is indicative of the relevance of finer-scale tree-ring
parameters.

2.1.1.2 Tree-Ring Density

Zooming into a further level of magnification, a second overarching category of
measurement parameters involves intra-annual variations in wood density (Fig. 2.2).
Over 40 years ago, it was shown that high-resolution intra-annual wood density
based upon x-ray measurements of conifer trees offered significant new opportuni-
ties for dendrochronology (Parker and Henoch 1971; Schweingruber et al. 1979). In
particular the maximum latewood density carries extremely strong common signals
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among trees and sites (Schweingruber et al. 1979, Briffa et al. 2002a, Frank and
Esper 2005). The maximum latewood density parameter has subsequently taken on
a prominent role within the field of dendroclimatology for its skill in reconstructing
warm-season temperatures (e.g., Hughes et al. 1984; Briffa et al. 2002b; Fan et al.
2009; Esper et al. 2012; Stoffel et al 2015;Wilson et al. 2016; Anchukaitis et al 2017).
Meaningful and systematic environmental and ecophysiological signals in the early-
wood density, that are notably distinct from tree-ring width and maximum latewood
density, have gained increased attention recently (Camarero et al. 2014; Björklund
et al. 2017; Buckley et al. 2018; Seftigen et al. 2020). Moreover, inter-annual density
fluctuations or so-called false rings are connected to the ecophysiological responses
to high aridity during the growing season, as well as to tree age and growth rates
(Babst et al. 2016; Battipaglia et al. 2016; De Micco et al. 2016; Zalloni et al 2016).

Yet, the specialized equipment, labor intensiveness, and relative complexity of
x-ray densitometry measurements has dampened the prevalence of density param-
eters. Regular flat-bed scanners, particularly utilizing blue channel intensity, offer
the possibility to measure an optical density (McCarroll et al. 2002). Although there
are potential challenges related to potential discoloration, surface preparation, heart-
wood/sapwood boundaries, and calibration with surface images, the climatic signals
in the high frequency domain are comparable to those derived from x-ray-based
techniques (e.g., Björklund et al. 2014, 2019;Wilson et al. 2019). However, it should
also be noted that recent investigations and reviews (Jacquin et al. 2017; Björklund
et al. 2019) have emphasized the equipment specific and resolution dependence on
absolute values of the minimum and maximum density. Also crucial is the resolu-
tion and ring-width dependence on long-term (or apparent age/size related) trends in
density measurements. These factors have potential implications for the divergence
phenomena (Björklund et al. 2019; see also Wilmking et al. 2020 and references
therein) and clearly merit further research.

At the other end of the technological spectrum, and related to classical x-ray
densitometry, are newer applications that employ advanced 3d x-ray tomography
(van den Bulcke et al. 2019). Such systems offers labor, analytical, and calibration
advantages (Björklund et al. 2019). Other types of x-ray basedmeasurements include
measurements of the angle of microfibril in the cell wall via x-ray diffractometry.
These microfibril measurements carry strong environmental signatures not reflected
in tree-ring width or intra-annual density measurements (Drew et al. 2012). Also,
x-ray micro fluorescence allows elemental mapping (see Sect. 2.1.1.4) within annual
rings at high resolution (Pearson et al. 2009; Sánchez-Salguero et al. 2019).

2.1.1.3 Quantitative Wood Anatomy

Tree-ring width and density parameters are, in fact, relatively simple functions of the
number, sizes, distribution, and characteristics (e.g., cell wall thickness) of the wood
cells (Vaganov et al. 2006; Fonti et al. 2010). For example, measurements of total
tree-ring width in a given tree core are very highly correlated with the corresponding
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numbers of cells per ring. Thus, the types of investigations performed using quan-
titative wood anatomical approaches parallels, and in many respects expands upon,
those performed using the tree-ring width and density parameters. Quantitative wood
anatomical investigations similarly include climate reconstructions (Panyushkina
et al. 2003; Ziaco et al. 2016), assessments of the environmental impacts on tree
growth (Carrer et al. 2016; Lange et al. 2020; Puchi et al. 2020), and notably the
seasonal progression of environmental influence from the beginning to the end of the
annual growth flush (Castagneri et al. 2017; Popkova et al. 2018). The development
measurement and analysis techniques for quantitative wood anatomy is contributing
to paradigm shifts in tree-ring research that inmany respects complements the overall
subject of this book on isotopes and tree-rings. Specifically, these high-resolution
investigations are contributing to viewing and quantifying the wood cell, and not the
annual ring, as the fundamental building block of radial tree growth.

Moreover, wood anatomical studies are yielding deeper mechanistic insights into
the growth processes and environmental responses of trees. For example, variations
in inter-annual wood density can be well described and modeled as a consequence
of competing cell enlargement and cell-wall thickening processes (Cuny et al. 2014;
Björklund et al. 2017). Moreover, wood anatomy offers insights into ecophysiolog-
ical processes related to drought stress and the turgor pressure required to develop
and enlarge newwood cells (Friend et al. 2019; Cabon et al. 2020; Peters et al. 2021).
Combining tree-ring, wood anatomical, and stable isotope data with complementary
measurements from dendrometers (Deslauriers et al. 2007; King et al. 2013a), xylo-
genesis observations (Belmecheri et al. 2018; Delpierre et al. 2019), sapflow and
sapwood area (Peters et al. 2019), offers more holistic assessments of ecosystem
functioning, and opportunities to support terrestrial ecosystem and climate modeling
approaches with in-situ and long-term data (Zuidema et al. 2018). Notably, it has
been recently advocated to include the basic wood formation processes themselves
into global vegetation models given the fundamental nature of these processes and
the important role forest have on the global carbon balance (Friend et al. 2019).

Some quantitative wood anatomical measurements, for example of the larger
vessels in some angiosperms (see Fig. 2.1), can be successfully performed using
specifically prepared (e.g., with staining and/or filling vessels) core surfaces and
flatbed scanning equipment (Fonti et al. 2009). However, more typically histological
thin-sections and transmission microscopy (e.g., von Arx et al. 2016) complemented
with specialized imaging and processing software (e.g., von Arx and Carrer 2014)
are routinely applied.More specialized techniques such as confocal microscopy have
been successfully employed (Ziaco et al. 2016), and there appears to be significant
potential for high resolution 3D imaging methods with advancements in physical
measurement technology aswell as analytical and computation tools (van denBulcke
et al. 2019). Many wood anatomical investigations rely upon new analytical methods
such as dividing annual rings into equal-width sectors (Castagneri et al. 2017), or
into sequentially ordered and often standardized cell numbers (Popkova et al. 2018)
via so-called tracheidograms (Vaganov et al. 2006; Peters et al. 2018). An emergent
challenge appears to be to understand if and how the sub-annual timing associated
with wood cells (e.g., Ziaco 2020) can be retrospectively inferred. If overcome, this
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will open up additional opportunities for multi-seasonal environmental reconstruc-
tions. At present, project-specific determinations on whether the added information
from quantitative wood anatomical approaches outweighs the additional effort are
warranted. However, with continued advancements in quantitative wood anatomy
processing and analyses, it is likely that future dendrochronological studies will
increasingly be based upon the cellular building blocks.

2.1.1.4 Isotopes and Wood Chemistry

For both brevity here, and completeness, the reader is referred to the rest of the book
for a full overview on stable isotopes in tree-rings, as well as other sections in this
chapter regarding specific implications to, and methods of, tree-ring research related
to stable isotopes.

In terms of non-stable isotopes, dendrochronology has had (e.g., Leavitt and
Bannister 2009), and continues to have (Pearson et al. 2018; Reimer et al. 2020)
a crucial role in substantially improving the accuracy and precision of radiocarbon
dating. Continued technological advancements (e.g., Synal et al. 2007) are permit-
ting 14C measurements on long annual tree-ring sequences (Pearson et al. 2020),
and continuing to reveal considerable inter-annual to decadal scale variability that
is coherent at global-scales (Miyake et al. 2012; Jull et al. 2014; Büntgen et al.
2018). In addition to improving the radiocarbon calibration curve (Reimer et al.
2020), combined dendrochronological and radiocarbon investigations are yielding
more, and often annually, precise dates that could not be achieved, at present, by
either dendrochronology or radiocarbon studies alone (Oppenheimer et al. 2017;
Kuitems et al. 2020; Pearson et al. 2020). Moreover, such coherent signatures in 14C
amongst geographically distant sites, and without common climatic signals, repre-
sents a paradigm shift for tree-ring research (Dee and Pope 2016). In essence, this
begins to create opportunities for “crossdating” at global scales (see Sect. 2.2 below),
and amongst different proxy records (Sigl et al. 2015).

Although wood is primarily composed of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, an
expansive range of trace elements are incorporated into the annual rings of trees.
Subsequent elemental analysis may reflect influences from natural processes such
as relatively recent (Sheppard et al. 2008) and ancient (Pearson et al. 2020) volcanic
eruptions, be linked to anthropogenic influences such as heavymetals associatedwith
industry (Muñoz et al. 2019), or depend upon year-to-year environmental variations
and offer complementary information to the tree-ring width and density parameters
(Sánchez-Salguero et al. 2019). Moreover, such measurements can serve as indi-
cators of the annual cycle and help to define annual rings in tropical ecosystems
(Poussart et al. 2006), and also provide indications of long-term trends that may be
related to tree-age (Scharnweber et al. 2016),or combined climatic and anthropogenic
variability (Panyushkina et al. 2016). At present it appears that the more specialized
equipment, methods, and time consuming approaches contribute to rather modest
sample replications for studies investigating trace elements in tree-rings. This seem-
ingly makes combining such approaches with other independent data the most robust
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research pathway. Yet, it appears likely that with ever increased technological capaci-
ties, further methodological advancements, and consequently more highly replicated
datasets a better understanding of the bioavailability and translocation/immobility
will be achieved. This knowledge will presumably open up additional low risk and
high reward research avenues.

2.1.1.5 Episodic Ring Features

Superimposed upon the normal progression of tree-ring formation (& analysis),
episodic events can impact and leave distinct fingerprints within the annual rings.
Such features can in turn be used to understand the nature of these, generally more
sporadic, phenomena back in time. Inter-annual density fluctuations have already
been discussed as evidence for mid-growing season drought that occurs almost every
year in some ecological and climatic settings and very infrequently in others (Zalloni
et al. 2016). Other types of episodic markers in tree-rings include so-called frost-
rings, whereby freezing temperatures and the formation of ice crystals in the inter-
cellular spaces damage developing wood cells (Barbosa et al. 2019 and references
therein).Major cold snaps during the growing season that result in frost rings are often
connected to major circulation and radiative forcing anomalies from large volcanic
eruptions that eject aerosols into the stratosphere (LaMarche and Hirschboeck 1984;
D’Arrigo et al. 2001; Salzer and Hughes 2007; Sigl et al. 2015). Tree-rings or espe-
cially latewood with anomalously light color (Tardif et al. 2011), or so-called “blue
rings” (the term is derived from a common wood anatomical staining that presents
incomplete lignification in a blue hue; Piermattei et al. 2015), similarly appear to
be an indicator for especially cold conditions late in the growing season. Low-to-
medium severity fires can create so-called fire scars that are evidence of localized
cambial cell mortality and the subsequent healing over of these wounds. Individual
trees often recordmany dozens of individual fires over their lifespans with composite
records successfully used to reconstruct fire history, regimes and return intervals over
the past millennia (Swetnam et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2016). Similarly, traumatic
resin ducts and/or compression and tension wood, can be indicative for localized
injury or disturbances such as caused by past geomorphic/geological events (Jacoby
et al. 1997; Stoffel and Bollschweiler 2008). Moreover, sudden transitions in tree
roots, including wood anatomical properties, can be used to reconstruct erosion rates
(Gärtner et al. 2001).

2.2 Crossdating

Annual ring formation, together with the characteristic coherent year-to-year vari-
ability inmeasurements of tree-ring sequences, gives rise to crossdating. Crossdating
is easily the most fundamental concept and important method of dendrochronology,
and can be broadly defined as the process by which the exact year is assigned to
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each and every ring (Stokes and Smiley 1968; Fritts 1976; Black et al. 2016). It
is necessary to crossdate to ensure that all tree-rings, and all subsequent analyses,
are properly aligned in time. Most typically crossdating results in the assignment of
the exact calendar year to each and every ring. Exceptions to calendric dating exist
with more ancient sites where a continuous tree-ring record to modern times has not
yet been developed, or is not possible (Roig et al. 2001). While annual ring forma-
tion is determined by annually-cyclic growing and dormant seasons, crossdating is
rooted upon intra-annual environmental variations, and especially years where strong
growth reactions occur in response to more extreme environmental conditions.

Crossdating is necessary to: (1) distinguish inter-annual density fluctuations from
annual ring termination (2) identify “locally absent” or so-called “missing rings”
resulting from the lack of radial growth over the entire circumference and along the
entire stem (and thus not present on the tree-ring sample/radius under investigation),
(3) to identify extremely narrow rings e.g., those are only 1–2 cells wide that may
have been initially overlooked, (4) to catch any possibilities for error in the assign-
ment or measurement of rings, and (5) in the case of tree-ring materials spanning
multiple generations (e.g., from historical or archaeological structures, dead relict
wood preserved on the land surface, buried or submerged wood) to align these over-
lapping segments exactly in time. Only tree-ring sequences with a high degree of
certainty in crossdating should be used for dendrochronological applications.

A variety of methods including skeleton plotting, graphical analyses, and statis-
tical assessments of measurement series can be used to perform and assess the cross-
dating (Stokes and Smiley 1968; Fritts 1976; Holmes 1983; Cook and Kairiukstis
1990; Bunn 2010; Speer 2010). In practice, the development of tree-ring records
typically proceeds in a hierarchical order—first working to ensure correct alignment
among multiple cores from a given tree, and then amongst trees within a given site.
The programCOFECHA (Holmes 1983), as well as similar functionality within dplR
package within the R programming environment (Bunn 2008; Bunn et al. 2020),
are helpful to verify, or alternatively point to potential errors in, the crossdating
for a given sample collection. Such programs allow rapid assessment of synchrony
amongst tree-ring series in the hypothesized, as well as temporally lagged positions.
The common signal, at least for tree-ring width and maximum latewood density, is
typically most evident in stressful years that are associated with narrow rings (or low
maximum latewood density) relative to the local mean of approximately one decade
to either side of the ring in question. This has given rise to the practice to high-
pass filter (i.e., remove multi-decadal to secular variability by detrending), remove
autocorrelation, and logarithmically transform tree-ring measurement series prior to
crossdating (Holmes 1983; Wigley et al. 1987).

Important considerations in confidently crossdating wood are the length (i.e.,
number of tree-rings) of records being examined, and the strength of the common
signal. Accordingly, measures of synchrony such as the correlation coefficient,
combined with information about the series length, can be used to statistically assess
the confidence in a crossdated position (Wigley et al. 1987; Loader et al. 2019). The
reader is specifically referred to Loader et al. 2019 for both an excellent discussion on
the statistical tests for such assessments, and also the importance of tree-ring isotopes
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in crossdating (see also below). Any potential or hypothesized dating errors can often
be conclusively identified by careful reexamination of the tree-ring samples. Pris-
tine surface preparation is of critical importance. Proper use of successively finer
grit sanding and polishing papers or alternatively razor blades / microtomes should
allow the individual wood cells to be clearly observed under a microscope (Speer
2010).

Knowledge about the sample context, as well as auxiliary information such as
the occurrence and temporal alignment of episodic features such as the presence of
intra-annual density variations, frost rings, wide latewood, or traumatic resin canals
can offer further confidence to the crossdated position determined from e.g., tree-ring
width. Notably, continuous measurement series of wood density or stable isotopes,
owing to their high-interseries correlation, can add greatly to the confidence in the
assigned dates based upon ring-width (Frank and Esper 2005; Roden 2008; Hartl-
Meier et al. 2014; Loader et al. 2019), and in fact open up opportunities to assign
the correct dates to samples that could not be crossdated using tree-ring width along
(Loader et al. 2019). Once site level crossdating has been achieved, additional inde-
pendent tests of the crossdating can be garnered by comparison with other regional
tree-ring chronologies, or even inferences based upon the expected patterns of tree
growth from instrumental records or models of tree growth.

Whenworkingwith particularly challenging sets of tree-ring samples such as from
tropical regions, or on more ancient samples, radiocarbon dating can be performed to
either refute (Herrera-Ramirez et al. 2017) or help verify annual ring formation and
dating (Andreu-Hayles et al. 2015; Poussart et al. 2006). This represents an iterative
advancement in the partnership between dendrochronology and 14C dating in which
tree ring records, and increasingly annually-resolved measurements (Pearson et al.
2018), have long-been crucial to calibrate 14C dating. The potential to use multi-
parameter approaches, including the high inter-series correlation that is becoming
increasing evident in 18Omeasurements (Roden 2008;Hartl-Meier et al. 2014;Klesse
et al. 2018c; Loader et al. 2019), appear to be a further promising direction for
dendrochronological advancement.

2.3 Sampling and Site Selection

With the incredible multi-disciplinary range of dendrochronology (see Sect. 2.1.1
above), it is perhaps expected that the protocols and sampling designs to collect tree-
ring data exhibit awide range of variability amongst, and evenwithin, sub-disciplines
such as dendroclimatology, dendroecology, and dendroarchaeology (Fritts and
Swetnam1989; Cook andKairiukstis 1990;Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014; Speer 2010).
Ignoring the vast range in individual protocols, a typical sampling strategy would, for
a location of interest, involve the collection of samples from e.g., two dozen trees.
Such a collection of tree-ring samples is usually obtained from a geographically
constrained area (e.g., within a few hundred meters), and where the trees are hypoth-
esized to be in the same ecological setting, influenced by the same environmental
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factors, and usually of the same species. Such collections are typically crossdated
and analyzed together, and referred to as a tree-ring site.

Increment borers are used to extract cores usually approximately 5 mm in diam-
eter. For isotope measurements sometimes larger diameter (e.g., 1 cm) cores are
collected to ensure enough samplematerial for subsequent analysis. Depending upon
the research objectives and setting, cross-sections may be obtained and can be prefer-
able especially in situations where samples are taken from trees that are no longer
living. Even when the investigation may only involve isotope measurements for the
most recent years, it is highly preferable for the collected tree core to span the full
bark to pith radius. A full core allows estimates of tree age, and offers the greatest
number of rings to facilitate crossdating. Collecting multiple cores per tree facili-
tates crossdating as well. Two cores per tree is routine. It is recommended to take
even more cores per tree when investigating genera (e.g., Juniperus spp.) or locations
(tropics) that are known to exhibit high within tree variability in the wood anatomical
structures and/or ring characteristics. Specific investigations have not found a link
between tree coring and increased mortality within multi-decadal time frames (van
Mantgem and Stephenson 2004; Wunder et al. 2011).

Generally samples are collected at, or near, 1.37 m above the base of the tree. This
corresponds to a routinely applied silvicultural measurement—the tree diameter at
breast height (DBH)—and notably allows tree-ring width measurements to be more
readily compared, and integrated, with periodic surveys of tree size (Evans et al.
2017). Moreover, collecting cores at this height: (i) mitigates growth irregularities
/buttressing pronounced near the root collar, (ii) allows for the collection of most tree
rings (rings produced when the tree was shorter than coring height will be missed),
and (iii) is reasonably convenient for the physical collection of the sample (Cook and
Kairiukstis 1990; Speer 2010). It is recommended to collect as many auxiliary data
when sampling (e.g., tree diameter, height, location, canopy coverage), in order to
assist with analysis and interpretation (see below on age/size/height trends), as well
as integration into databases and subsequent multi-investigator compilations (Babst
et al. 2014a; Brewer and Guiterman 2016).

Recent overviews of the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB; Babst et al.
2017; Klesse et al. 2018b; Zhao et al. 2019; Pearl et al. 2020)—a compilation of thou-
sands of tree-ring sites and datasets that have been graciously provided by hundreds of
data contributors over the years in spirit of open exchange of scientific data—demon-
strate that this collection is not representative of the global forested areas. Data in the
ITRDB favor (i) gymnosperms over angiosperms, (ii) higher latitudes over tropical
latitudes, (iii) older over younger trees, and (iv) are dominated by the tree-ring width
parameter. In terms of tree-ring stable isotope measurements, at present only very
few datasets have been submitted to the ITRDB. This presumably reflects the still
expanding status of measurement efforts, the greater effort and expense in tree-ring
isotope data, and far “younger” efforts to systematically share tree-ring isotope data
(Csank 2009).

Sampling of tree-ring sites has been regularly coupled to the specific research
question and objective. Recognizing the multiple influences on tree growth (see
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Sect. 2.4.1), there is a practice to select trees that are minimally influenced by envi-
ronmental factors not under primary consideration (Fritts and Swetnam 1989; Cook
and Kairiukstis 1990; Speer 2010). For example, when sampling trees for climate
reconstruction, individual trees or forest stands whose growth is significantly influ-
enced by factors such as geomorphic activity or obvious disturbance from insect
outbreaks would tend to be avoided. For climate reconstruction, this would typi-
cally also involve the preferential sampling of trees where growth is most limited
by the environmental parameter of interest. And for investigations of fire scars,
sampling would focus on trees showing evidence of fire scars. Some, but not all, of
the patterns of data collection in the International Tree-Ring Databank are driven by
long-standing evidence that the common signal, crossdating, and also climatic infor-
mation in tree ring sites, are strongest for trees growing near the distributional limits
(Fritts 1976). This has been referred to as “The Principle of Tree and Site Selection”.
So as described above, sampling for temperature reconstruction tends to take place
near the upper or latitudinal treeline, whereas precipitation reconstructions tend to
be developed from trees growing near the dry /lower treeline locations. This prin-
ciple or paradigm of tree and site selection is abundantly supported by investigations
utilizing tree-ring width, and amply supported by maximum latewood density. This
paradigm, however, seems to be cast in doubt by tree-ring isotopes. There are an
increasing number of studies that, in comparison to tree-ring width, show extremely
strong common signals amongst proximal tree and sites for stable carbon and espe-
cially oxygen isotopes (e.g., Hartl-Meier et al. 2014; Klesse et al. 2018c) questioning
the application of this principle to tree-ring sampling without consideration of the
tree-ring parameters under investigation. It is plausible that a site selected to maxi-
mize the common signal in tree-ring width might not maximize the common signal
for oxygen isotopes, and vice-versa. More thought, and empirical assessments, likely
are warranted to revisit this topic with stable isotope data. It seems, however, that
this should no longer be considered a universal principle for dendrochronology that
aims to be inclusive for all tree-ring parameters.

2.4 Deconstructing Variability in Tree-Ring Data

2.4.1 The Linear Aggregate Model

A series of tree-ring measurements can be viewed as a composite of multiple under-
lying signals—namely all of the factors that influence the tree-ring parameters—
whose individual contributions “sum-up” in the observed time-series (Fig. 2.3).
The well-known linear aggregate model of tree growth (Cook 1987) formulates this
perspective as an elegant conceptual framework that describes an observed tree-ring
time series as the sum of the following five factors:

1) Biological age/size trend.Manymeasurements of tree growth changewith the age
and size of the tree. Some effects, for example, in tree-ring width measurements are
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geometric related to distributing a given amount of biomass around an ever-increasing
circumference (Biondi & Qeadan 2008). Other age/size related trends may be due to
the changing “social status” of trees within the stand and be related to relative access
to light (Cook 1985; Klesse et al. 2018c), or perhaps roots to increasing soil depth
with time. Many dendrochronology applications attempt to understand, and remove,
the influence of age/size related trends in a process called “detrending” (see below).

2) Climate Signals. Inter-annual variability in climatic conditions such as temper-
ature, precipitation, soil moisture, and vapor pressure deficit is at the heart of
dendrochronology. It is the unique fingerprints of these variations in tree-ring param-
eters that enable crossdating. While crossdating usually focuses on the year-to-year
variability, it should be noted that longer term (e.g., multi-decadal to centennial-
scale and beyond) is also imprinted in tree-ring data. Such long-term variability is,
however, more challenging to partition from age/size trends as we will see below.
The climate signals tend to be common amongst trees at a site, as well as sites within
broader regions (on the scale of hundreds of kilometers) provided similarities in
the underlying ecological and climatic conditions (Fritts 1976; Schweingruber et al.
1979).

3) Endogenous Disturbance. Periodic disturbances to some trees at a given site due
to tree or stand internal factors are also observed in tree-ring data. A classic example
of an endogenous disturbance is related to gap phase dynamics in closed canopy
forests. Here, growth pulses can be often observed in remaining trees following
the removal (natural or anthropogenic) of nearby tree(s), especially if the tree(s)
removed had a dominant canopy position and/or competed for moisture (Giuggiola
et al. 2016). Provided the sampling covers a sufficiently large spatial scale relative to
the size of the local disturbances, only some trees in a site will show responses to such
disturbances. Endogenous disturbances may be the primary subject of dendroeco-
logical investigations (Pederson et al. 2014). Whereas for investigations where such
disturbances are “noise”, their impact on tree-ring time series can be mitigated by a
sufficiently large sample size collected from trees distributed over sufficiently large
spatial areas, as well as statistical techniques (e.g., Principal Component Analyses or
robust means) that can serve to extract signals common to all trees in a stand (Peters
et al. 1981).

4) Exogenous Disturbance. Period disturbances affecting, most if not all trees in a
stand, such as large-scale insect infestations, massive windthrow events, or fires are
also evident in tree-ring data. Again, exogenous disturbances may be the primary
topic of dendrochronological investigations. Both for applications aiming to retain or
mitigate exogenous disturbance impacts, assessment of multiple sites across broader
regions, different species (e.g., host versus non-host for reconstruction) as well as
analytical techniques for disturbance detection and/or signal extraction are of value
(Swetnam and Lynch 1989).

5) Error/Noise. The noise termof thismodel can be thought to include any variability
not accounted for by the first four factors and is presumed to be uncorrelated amongst
trees in a stand. Yet, clearly given the conceptual nature of the linear aggregate
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model, the “error” term in the originally conceived model may inherently including
meaningful and scientifically understandable and interesting components such as
genetic variation (King et al. 2013b; Housset et al. 2018). Mixed effects models
build on the basic principles of the linear aggregate model. Yet importantly also
allow for interactions and a non-independence of the factors (Klesse et al. 2020)
with examples including a differential effect of climate on younger versus older
trees, or compounded effects of drought induced stress and disturbance from insects
on tree-ring width.

2.4.2 Detrending and Standardization

While each of the terms in the linear aggregate model could receive its own chapter,
and the reader is also referred to Cook (1987), a few additional paragraphs will be
spent on the process of detrending and standardization. This is due to the importance
of differentiating long-term age/size related trends from long-term environmental
and ecological signals of interest for many dendrochronological investigations, and
because active research focus iswarranted as there does not appear to be a universal or
best solution to detrend tree-ring data. However, it should be noted from the onset that
potential advantages of stable isotope and some quantitativewood anatomical param-
eters are more moderate age/size related trends (i.e., noise for many applications) in
comparison to tree-ring width. This topic is addressed in Sect. 2.4.3.

When aggregating multiple trees into a tree-ring chronology, it is often scientifi-
cally favorable to eliminate (to the maximum extent possible) the variation due to the
age/size of a tree AND simultaneously retain all (to the maximum extent possible)
variation from other factors of interest, say, climate. Moreover, differences in the
absolute values of tree-ring measurements, say from a faster versus slower growing
tree, or from one with lower versus higher 13C values, when developing a tree-ring
chronology, also must be considered. Tree-ring detrending and standardization is the
process by which time-series are handled, often sensu the linear aggregate model, to
estimate and remove the age/size related trends and standardize tree-ring data into
dimensionless indices (Fritts 1976; Jacoby and D’Arrigo 1989; Cook and Kairiukstis
1990; Cook and Krusic 2005; Melvin and Briffa 2008; Briffa et al. 2013).

There are two major categories of techniques to perform tree ring detrending,
namely, those in which detrending curve is based upon (i) the individual tree-ring
time series, or alternatively, (ii) a sample/population estimate of the age/size function.
Most, if not all, of the earlier studies in dendrochronology relied on estimating the
age/size trend on an individual, series-by-series, basis using deterministic (e.g., linear
regression or negative exponential) curves that can be expressed as a simple equa-
tion, or alternatively, stochastic methods (e.g., moving averages, cubic smoothing
splines, etc.) that are adapted to the data. Removal of the age/size trend is then
typically achieved by dividing the observed (i.e., the tree-ring measurements) by
the estimated (i.e., either the deterministically or stochastically fit curve) resulting
in dimensionless tree-ring indices. Individual detrending may be performed with
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Fig. 2.3 Illustration of the linear aggregate model. a Schematic example using fictitious data
showing how an observed time-series can be decomposed as the sum of the age/size trend, climate
induced variation, endogenous and exogenous disturbances, and some error term. The interannual
variance of the climate term was decreased with increasing tree-age to represent the often observed
decreased inter-annual variation in ring-widths as trees grow and distribute biomass around an ever
increasing circumference. Note that the long-term trend in the climate term would be difficult to
empirically partition from the age/size trend in a single observational time-series. b Examples of
three time-series of tree-ring measurements scaled to have the same vertical range and aligned
by innermost measurement which is assumed to represent a biological/cambial age (years since
pith) of 1. The series are a Pinus ponderosa from New Mexico, USA (pink; Dean and Robinson
1986),Quercus douglasii from California, USA (orange; Stahle et al. 2012, 2013); USA, and Pinus
sylvestris from higher latitudes in Sweden (green; Esper et al. 2012). The stronger multi-decadal
variability evident in the high latitude site from Sweden is consistent with the temperature variations
in this region. The Pinus ponderosa is a classic example for a negative exponential age/size trend
as well as heteroscedasticity
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“conservative” methods (e.g., linear regression or negative exponential curves) that
attempt to retain longer-term climate information (e.g., Jacoby and D’Arrigo 1989)
or alternatively flexible curves that primary retain inter-annual to decadal-scale vari-
ability as is desirable for crossdating (e.g., Holmes 1983). In addition to removing
age/size related trends, detrending by division (i.e., ratios) has the benefit of miti-
gating the commonly occurring heteroscedastic relationships in tree-ring width data
namely the often observed relationship between the local variance and mean (or
spread versus level). Dividing the tree-ringmeasurements by the growth curve results
in a local normalization of variance structure along the tree-ring series (see Fig. 2.4).
For maximum latewood density data (e.g., Helama et al. 2008), and likely also stable
isotope data (Büntgen et al. 2020), where such heteroscedasticity is clearly weaker,
detrending can be performed by subtracting themodeled aged trend from the tree-ring
measurements (e.g., Cook and Peters 1997). Importantly, this detrending, also stan-
dardizes tree-ring series to eliminate influences from difference in absolute growth
rates (or isotope discrimination) in a tree-ring chronology as all tree-ring data are
now in dimensionless indices with a mean of approximately unity.

Three well-recognized pitfalls exist with individual detrending. Firstly, it is not
possible to confidently differentiate age/size related trends from other signals of
interest such as climate (but see “signal free” detrending discussion below). Secondly,
variability on time-scales longer than the individual tree-ring measurement series
cannot be retained—the so-called “Segment Length Curse” (Cook et al. 1995)—
which is especially problematic for investigations that build multi-centennial or
millennial length records from shorter, overlapping, crossdated series. Lastly, biases
in the tree-ring indices might be created when the estimated curve approaches values
close to zero (Cook et al. 1997). The recognition of these pitfalls, and especially
the first two, challenges has driven continued innovations in detrending methods—
particularlywhen long-term (e.g., centennial-scale and beyond) information is sought
(e.g., Briffa et al. 2013).

The second category of established methods to remove the age/size related trends,
and one in a manner that can preserve low-frequency variability and break the “Seg-
ment Length Curse”, is the so-called “Regional Curve Standardization” method
(RCS; Briffa et al. 1992; Cook et al. 1995; Esper et al. 2003; D’Arrigo et al. 2006;
Helama et al. 2017). The RCS method allows retention of low-frequency signals by
detrending all series with the same regional growth curve. Detrended series are thus
not constrained to a mean of unity. Rather, they can “float above” or “sink below” the
regional mean to capture periods of above or below average growth on time-scales
longer than individual trees’ lifespans. In RCS, a population estimate, the so-called
regional curve, for the age-related trend is estimated based upon all tree-ring data at
a site. Operationally, the regional curve is estimated by aligning all tree-ring series
by their cambial age (i.e., first ring after the pith is a cambial age of 1) and averaging
the age-aligned data together. In cases where the tree-core (or cross-section) does
not include the pith, the number of years to the pith can (and should) be estimated
(see Pirie et al. 2015 for a review). Methods for RCS employed in the ARSTAN
(Cook and Krusic 2005) and dplR (Bunn 2008; Bunn et al. 2020) frameworks both
allow the inclusion of pith-offset information. The detrended tree-ring data are then
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic illustration of potential challenges in identification of growth trends in tree-ring
data with e.g., implications for assessment of CO2 fertilization effects. The top panel shows a ficti-
tious example of tree-ring width data (blue) with an age/size related trend. Examples of methods
applied in the literature to assess growth changes including (i) no detrending (note this method
appears useful for the last millennia of multi-millennial tree-ring series where strong conclusions
are able to be drawn if an increase in tree-ring width is observed; Salzer et al. 2009), (ii) flexible
detrending, (iii) conservative detrending (see also Peters et al. 2015) also with some degree of
end-fitting artifacts (see Cook and Peters 1997) are shown. The manner in which these illustrative
tree-ring data have been handled impacts potential conclusions on growth trends. This example
aims to illustrate the relevance of careful assessments of potential age/size related trends in anal-
ysis, interpretation, and dissemination. Note, dividing the tree-ring data with fit curves results in a
homoscedastic tree-ring indices in the lower two panels
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derived by removing (usually by ratios for tree-ring width data) the regional curve
from all measured tree-ring series.

RCS application ideally is performed on tree-ring records (1) with a diverse range
of start (pith) and end dates (outermost ring), (2) that are very highly replicated with
many individual samples, and (3) fromahomogeneouswell defined ecological setting
where all trees are expected to have similar growth rates and ontogenetic trends (e.g.,
Esper et al. 2012; Briffa et al. 2013). The first point is important because this helps
mitigate the impact of temporally aligned events (such as climatic fluctuations or
ecological disturbances) in the calendrically dated tree-ring data from impacting the
shape of the regional curve. Secondly, composite datasets comprised of overlapping
crossdated sequences for the pastmillennia from a single, well constrained ecological
setting appear ideal for the application of RCS as a single regional curve could
theoretically be used (Briffa et al. 2013). Well-replicated datasets are especially
critical as the tree-ring indices are not constrained to a mean of one. On one hand,
the differences in growth rates that are standardized in individual detrending add
noise and greater uncertainty about the mean (e.g., D’Arrigo et al. 2006; Melvin and
Briffa 2014b). But on the other hand, the subtle differences in mean growth rates
of cohorts of trees that lived at different times is precisely the low-frequency signal
that can be retained with RCS (D’Arrigo et al. 2006). And lastly, a homogenous
ecological setting is crucial to ensure both uniformity in the underlying climate
signal as well as growth rates. This criterion is difficult to ensure, but assessments of
the growth rates of different cohorts over time might suggest homogeneity. In cases
where there is reason to doubt the homogeneity of a dataset, it is feasible to develop
and apply regional curves for distinct dataset subsets, e.g., the modern and ancient
portions of a tree-ring chronology. Detrending via multiple RCS cohorts should be
performed in situationswhere sampling differences, site difference, or anthropogenic
disturbances (e.g., forestmanagement regimes, responses to elevatedCO2 or nitrogen
concentrations) may significantly compromise the homogeneity of the dataset over
time. Such approaches have the advantage of reducing potential biases in the final
chronology, but at the same time make it more difficult to retain long-term variability
of interest (Briffa et al. 2013).

A third approach for detrending that continues to gain traction in tree-ring research
is the so-called “Signal Free” method (Melvin and Briffa 2008; Melvin and Briffa
2014a, b). This approach is based upon the recognition that the curves used to detrend
tree-ring data, particularly for individual detrending, do not (readily) distinguish
between the age/size trends and long-term climatic variability (Melvin and Briffa
2008). Conceptually, the “signal free” approach is similar to the RCS. Yet, instead
of developing a population estimate of the regional curve, a population estimate of
the common non-age/size related variability (i.e., generally the climate signal) has
the central role. Specifically, the signal free method iteratively removes a population
estimate of the tree-ring chronology from the tree-ring measurements prior to the
next detrending iteration. Multiple iterations are performed until (in most cases) a
stable estimate for the tree-ring data and chronology is achieved. The “signal free”
method can be applied at the individual series level, or alternatively can be employed
to derive a signal-free estimate of the regional curve in RCS. Investigations that
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have employed the signal-free detrending have shown a superior retention of lower-
frequency climate related signals in the final tree-ring chronology (e.g., Fang et al.
2012; Melvin and Briffa 2014a; Wilson et al. 2019).

Awareness of the potential age/size related trends is crucial for all tree-ring
and subsequent detrending/standardization approaches.Moreover, awareness of how
such long-term trends, and/or methodological approaches applied to remove them
(Fig. 2.4), potentially impacts scientific investigations is also required, as is communi-
cating such information in publications. Continued research on both methodological
detrending/standardization methods, and also emphasizing the importance of highly
replicated tree-ring records, are both necessary.

2.4.3 Long-Term Trends in Tree-Ring Data

Tree-ring data are of great value for the centennial to multi-millennial scale perspec-
tives on changing ecosystems, climate, and societies, including rare, extreme, and
long-term variations. A recurring theme in the dendrochronology literature is the
faithful decomposition—sensu the linear aggregatemodel—of the variable of interest
while mitigating noise from other factors. As described in Sect. 2.4.3 much of the
focus in dendrochronology literature has been on removing age/size related trends,
while retaining all long-term climate related trends. This endeavor is particularly
challenging due to i) multiple environmental and biological factors and processes
that could result in long-term trends in tree-ring data, ii) reduced degrees of freedom
to statistically assess and verify lower-frequency changes (e.g., Briffa et al. 2002a;
Melvin and Briffa 2014b) and iii) limited opportunities to make direct comparisons
with independent long-term records of the same exact phenomena (Emile-Geay et al.
2017) recognizing further differences in seasonality, resolution, and geographic prox-
imity. As dendrochronology continually expands by covering longer periods of time,
over more regions, into newer disciplines such as terrestrial carbon cycling and
ecophysiology, and with greater reliance on parameters from wood anatomy and
stable isotopes, new challenges and opportunities are arising. There are a perhaps a
couple of points of note related to these developments, and with a focus on stable
isotopes.

Firstly, there is not a consensus on the existence or absence of age/size related
trends in stable isotopes (e.g., Klesse et al. 2018c and references therein; Büntgen
et al. 2020 and references therein; McCarroll et al. 2020 and references therein),
and thus also not for the potential mechanisms of such age/size trends nor how they
may differ for carbon and oxygen isotopes. Given the evidence and disparities in the
literature, it seems that the following working conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Investigators should consider the possible existence of age/size related trends
in their data, how such potential trends are best quantified, and attempt to iden-
tify if and how such methodological approaches related to removing (or not)
potential age/size trends, may impact the subsequent analysis and conclusions.
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(2) Age/size/height related noise in most tree-ring stable isotope data appear to
be a smaller fraction of the variance in comparison to most tree-ring width
data. On one hand, this suggests less than perfect removal, if needed, has less
severe consequences on the study. Yet this also suggests, it is more difficult to
identify, consider and remove age/size/height related trends.

(3) Even in the absence of age/size/height trends in tree-ring stable isotope data
for a given location and species, the substantial offset in absolute values both
within a single tree and amongst different trees at a site (e.g., Leavitt and
Long 1986; Klesse et al. 2018c; Esper et al. 2020), indicate standardization
and/or thoughtful compositing is required to minimize signals that might be
artifacts as individual time-series enter or exit from a tree-ring chronology (e,g,
Hangartner et al. 2012; Melvin and Briffa 2014b)

Secondly, the use of 13Cmeasurements as indicators for both direct climate effects
on trees such as, temperature, precipitation and sunshine variation (e.g., Hafner
et al. 2014), and to also infer changes in water use efficiency (e.g., Saurer et al
2004), appears to require more efforts to robustly separate CO2 and meteorolog-
ical driven changes in carbon isotope discrimination. Existing approaches include
constrained stochastic detrending (McCarroll et al. 2009) and the use of climate
variability (Treydte et al. 2009; Frank et al. 2015, but see Lavergne et al. 2019).
Further development of well-replicated tree-ring 13C, 18O and tree-ring width / wood
anatomy datasets and complemented by detailed ecological / forest biometric data
(e.g., Klesse et al. 2018a), as well as integrated empirical-modelling approaches,
as facilitated by this book, will offer needed insights and opportunities to disag-
gregate and understand the drivers of isotope discrimination and forest ecosystem
functioning.

2.5 Chronology Development, Confidence, Sample
Replication, Coherence, and Variance

2.5.1 Tree-Ring Chronologies

In comparison to other earth and environmental science related fields, the relative
ease with which tree-ring samples are collected and measured has greatly facil-
itated well-developed statistical frameworks for signal and noise assessment in
dendrochronology (e.g., Wigley et al. 1984; Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). Multiple
cores per tree, multiple trees per site, and multiple sites per region, can be regarded
as hierarchical view on drawing samples from a population, and using such samples
to estimate population characteristics. Within dendrochronology it is typical, after
crossdating, to take the multiple individual measurement time-series and average (or
use another statistical measure of central tendency such as the robust mean, median
or other percentiles) their values into a single time-series—a tree-ring chronology.
A tree-ring chronology enjoys the characteristic that the common signal from the
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sampled population of individual trees is enhanced by averaging out “noise” variance
specific to individual time-series.

The most basic type of tree-ring chronology consists of the average of all indi-
vidual tree-ring time-series from a given site. This chronology (e.g., referred to
in ARSTAN (Cook and Krusic 2005) as the “Raw” chronology) incorporates all
of the underlying signals in the tree-ring data including possible age-size related
trends, variance changes due to the heteroscedastic nature of tree-ring data, poten-
tially artifacts from changes in sample replication (see below), and so on. Yet, many
investigations derive chronologies after performing data processing and analytical
steps (sensu the linear aggregate model) to remove such unwanted noise. Thus, typi-
cally the tree-ring data are detrended & standardized (see above) prior to averaging
together into most tree-ring chronologies. It is broadly recognized there is no objec-
tive or perfect way to detrend the tree-ring data, and thus an emphasis on both under-
standing and communicating in publications how the detrending impacts the retained
signals in the final chronology is necessary. When emphasis is on year-to-year vari-
ations, as for crossdating, more flexible detrending curves can be used to remove
most variability on say time-scales longer than 30-years whilst retaining essentially
all year-to-year variations. Similarly, when the preservation of long-term trends is
important, as is the case for many global change related investigations, more conser-
vative approaches to retain longer time-scale variability are required (e.g., Jacoby
and D’Arrigo 1989; Briffa et al. 1992; Cook et al. 1995; Esper et al. 2002; Melvin
and Briffa 2008, 2014a, 2014b; Helama et al. 2017). Serial autocorrelation, or the
statistical non-independence of successive years of tree growth due to e.g., biolog-
ical factors such as carbohydrate reserves (or depletion) and changes in needle/foliar
length and capacity, is sometime also removed from tree-ring measurements in a step
often referred to as “pre-whitening” via auto-regressive moving average modeling
(Meko 1981). It is also standard practice tomake amean chronologywith a bi-weight
robust mean to mitigate the influence of statistical outliers (Cook 1985). Some recent
work has also suggested that other estimates of central tendency and/or dispersion
such as percentile chronologies may offer distinct advantages to mitigate noise that
is not uniform to all trees in all years (Stine and Huybers 2017).

Within dendrochronology the program ARSTAN (Cook and Holmes 1986; Cook
and Krusic 2005) is extremely well established for performing all of the steps related
to chronology development and statistical assessments of chronology quality (see
below). The dplR package (Bunn 2008; Bunn et al. 2020) in the R programming envi-
ronment has replicated many of the steps in ARSTAN versions, and offers the advan-
tage of ease of integration with other user-defined analytical or graphical procedures.
Signal-free detrending can be performed using CRUST (Melvin and Briffa 2014a,
2014b) or ARSTAN variants. Many of the basic procedures can also be performed
in user developed algorithms, including potential mixed-effect models which offer
innovation potential for the discipline. However, such user-specific approaches may
be less well understood by the broader scientific community, and would require elab-
orate development to meet robust best practices for both chronology development
and assessment (see below).
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2.5.2 Assessment of Chronology Confidence

It is desirable to understand howwell the tree-ring data and chronology represents the
site, or the theoretical population, that they purportedly sample. In this regard, two
important quantities are: (i) an assessment of the correlation or common signal of the
tree-ringmeasurements and (ii) the sample size. In the simplest casewhere one core is
collectedper tree, the average correlation coefficient, r, amongall possible time-series
pairs is a good estimate for the common signal. Understanding what components of
the tree-ring data (e.g., age-related trends, autocorrelation, pre-whitened time-series)
are included or not in correlation computations is however needed. Similarly, the
number of trees (= the number of tree-ring time series) at any given time would be
an assessment of the sample size. Yet, the common practice to collect multiple cores
per tree somewhat complicates the assessment of the signal and noise (Fritts 1976;
Wigley et al. 1984; Briffa and Jones 1990), and thus requires a bitmore consideration.
In this regard, the first term which may be defined is the effective average number of
cores per tree,cef f , at any given time:

1

cef f
= 1

n

n∑

i=1

1

ci

where ci is the number of cores from tree i, for all n trees at a site. cef f typically
will change over-time as e.g., tree cores that do not come close to the pith no longer
contribute data in earlier years. More interesting is, however, the assessment of the
correlation (usually either via Pearson’s r or Spearman rho). Notably, the correlation
amongst all possible pairs of time-series includes those computed from within the
same tree, and those computed among different trees. Typically, measurement series
from a single treewill tend to bemore highly correlatedwith each other thanmeasure-
ments series from different trees. Counter-intuitively higher within tree correlations
are due to tree-specific noise that, if not accounted for, could lead to inflated confi-
dence in a tree-ring chronology particularly with (i) greater numbers of cores per
tree and ii) fewer number of trees per site. An accurate assessment of common signal
thus requires computing separately: the average correlation (rtot) amongst all pairs
of time series (Ptot); the average correlation (rwt) for the Pwt pairs of times series
computed within the same tree; and the average correlation (rbt) for the Pbt pairs of
times series computed between different trees. Typically rbt is calculated as:

rbt = 1

Pbt
(rtotPtot − rwtPwt)

The difference between rwt and rbt is an assessment of the tree-specific noise.
Finally, the effective average inter-series correlation, ref f , can be computed as:
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ref f = rbt
rwt + 1−rwt

cef f

When cef f = 1, ref f = rbt; and similarly as cef f becomes very large, ref f approaches
the rbt torwt ratio. For anecdotally reasonable values of cef f = 1.9, rwt = 0.7, and rbt
= 0.5 the above equation yields an ref f of 0.583 reflecting the added value of the
multiple cores per tree on top of the rbt = 0.5. With the above terms at hand, it is
now possible to estimate how well the particular sample of tree cores represents the
theoretical population chronology from which it is drawn. Following Wigley et al.
(1984) and Briffa and Jones (1990) the Expressed Population Signal (EPS) can be
defined as:

EPS ≈ Nref f
(1 + (N − 1)ref f )

where N is the number of trees (not cores) that are included in the dataset. EPS values
approaching unity approach the theoretical population signal. These same two works
also derived and discussed the related statistic, the Subsample Signal Strength (SSS).
The SSS defines how well a subset of trees represents the full tree sample. The SSS
is relevant as the number of trees varies typically with fewer and fewer trees further
back in time. The SSS is defined as:

SSS ≈ n(1 + (N − 1)ref f )
N(1 + (n − 1)ref f )

where n is the subset of trees in a chronology at any given point in time. The SSS
can also be expressed and calculated as:

SSS = EPS(n)
EPS(N)

Notably, the EPS and SSS statistics are a simple function of the two terms –
sample size and common signal—that are fundamental to assessing chronology
quality. With increases in sample size, a greater proportion of tree and core specific
noise is averaged out of the mean chronology, resulting in better and better estimates
of the population mean. Similarly, higher correlations between trees are indicative
of a strong common signal and lower amounts of noise, with fewer trees gener-
ally required (but see below discussion on lower-frequency variation) to achieve
a certain robustness. The connections between the theoretical approach of Wigley
et al. (1984) and earlier more empirically-based analysis of variance approaches
(Fritts 1976) to assess chronology signals, noise, and confidence, have been shown
to be essentially identical if the data are normalized (Wigley et al. 1984; Briffa and
Jones 1990). It remains outstanding, to the best of our knowledge, to demonstrate the
potential equivalence or differences between these statistical frameworks and mixed
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Fig. 2.5 This figure displays calculations of the Expressed Population Signal (EPS, dots) and
Subsample Signal Strength (SSS, lines) statistics for two different levels (0.75 and 0.25; dark and
light shades respectively) of effective interseries correlation from illustrative total sample sizes of
15 (purple tones) or 50 (green tones) trees

effects modeling approaches that have gained traction in many environmental and
ecological fields in recent years.

TheWigley et al. (1984) paper that introduced the EPS and SSS statistics provided
illustrative examples of how such statistics can be used to assess chronology confi-
dence using an illustrative value of SSS = 0.85. This example was subsequently
expanded upon by Briffa and Jones (1990). Within the broader community there has
been widespread use of this illustrative threshold 0.85 for EPS and SSS (see Buras
2017) as a criteria to demonstrate chronology robustness. While recognized as arbi-
trary threshold for the SSS (Wigley et al. 1984) and EPS (Briffa and Jones 1990), this
value is also arguably an objective criteria that allows comparisons of chronology
confidence among studies (Briffa and Jones 1990). Figure 2.5 illustrates howEPS and
SSS change as a function of sample size and correlation. Some notable aspects are:
(1) both EPS and SSS rapidly achieve relatively high values at low numbers of series,
particularly for higher ref f values; (2) “returns” on additional samples diminish at
higher samples sizes (but again see below discussion on lower-frequency variation);
(3) the EPS is a more conservative estimate (i.e., more series are required to achieve
a given threshold) of absolute chronology robustness; (4) the SSS and EPS are quite
similar when the underlying tree-ring data are highly correlated.

Perhaps less widely appreciated, is that these statistics, due to their correlation-
based nature, do not assess chronology confidence (or error) that results fromabsolute
differences in the scale or variance of the underlying time-series (Briffa and Jones
1990; Melvin and Briffa 2014b). Furthermore, these statistics are only moderately
sensitive to low-frequency (in)coherence, particularly when computed in moving
(e.g., 50-year) windows (Melvin and Briffa 2014b). For many highly correlating
tree-ring parameters such as tree-ring width from semi-arid or high latitude/altitude
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sites (e.g., Breitenmoser et al. 2014; St. George and Ault 2014), maximum late-
wood density from high latitude/altitude sites (Briffa et al. 2002a, b; Björklund
et al. 2017), and notably stable isotopes across a wide range of ecological and
climatic environments (Hartl-Meier et al. 2014), achieving illustrative EPS and
SSS benchmarks of e.g., 0.85 may require only 4–5 measurement time-series. Yet,
more emphasis appears warranted to address and communicate these estimates of
chronology confidence are for (primarily) high-frequency assessments. Similarly,
more work (and more samples) are required for any dendrochronological investiga-
tions benchmarking longer-term variability. For example, Melvin and Briffa (2014b)
describe an approach to estimate lower-frequency coherence by looking at vari-
ance ratios of the data before and after high-pass filtering. They suggest that for
lower-frequency assessment several times more trees might be actually necessary
than inferred from the EPS and SSS calculations. Anecdotally, trend discrepancies
amongst investigations of tree-ring isotopes support the notion that manymore series
will be scientifically important. Thus, two major research agendas are: (1) to better
quantify the skill and error especially towards lower-frequency domains, and (2) to
develop ever larger tree-ring datasets to increase confidence (and more realistically
assess noise) in lower-frequency domains. The former has been a challenge to the
paleoclimatic community for decades (e.g., Esper et al. 2004), and becoming a clearly
recognized need for assessments of stable isotopes in narrowing the wide range of
water use efficiency responses to the anthropogenic increase in CO2 (e.g., Saurer
et al. 2004). Yet, with continued advances in technology and processing efficiency,
and decreases in expenses (e.g., Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019), it is foreseeable that we
will soon have many more tree-ring isotope datasets with 10’s of trees at any given
point in time (with less or no pooling across trees) and thus steady progress towards
realizing the latter research agenda.

2.5.3 Variance Changes in Composite Time-Series

The same fundamental quantities, the sample size and coherence amongst series, also
determine the variance,S2, of the resulting dataset average—the tree-ring chronology
(Wigley et al. 1984; Osborn et al. 1997; and see also Shiyatov et al. 1990). Following
Wigley et al. (1984) and Osborn et al. (1997) this relationship can be expressed as:

S2 = s2
[
1 + (n − 1)ref f

n

]

where s2 is the mean variance of the individual tree-ring time-series, and n is the
number of trees (at any given time) and ref f is defined above. Notably, changes in
sample replication and/or series coherence over time will cause the variance of the
mean chronology to also vary. While series coherence may vary due to a number
of reasons (including those that should be retained in the tree-ring chronology), any
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variance structure that depends upon sample size must be regarded as an artifact of
the sampling and should thus be removed from the final tree-ring chronology (Osborn
et al. 1997; Frank et al. 2007). As tree-ring time-series are generally significantly
correlated with each other—a general outcome of the common signal and the basis
for crossdating—the effective sample size,nef f , can be defined as:

nef f = n
1 + (n − 1)ref f

which is simply the reciprocal of the bracketed part of the above equation. In this
way nef f serves at the factor by which a mean chronology can be multiplied to yield a
chronology corrected for variance artifacts resulting from changes in sample depth.
And specifically, multiplication of the mean chronology (after centering about a
mean of zero) by

√
r ∗ nef f yields a mean chronology whose variance is adjusted

and the scaling/units are preserved to the variance that would result from the theoret-
ical population chronology (Osborn et al. 1997; Frank et al. 2007). While handling
the variance artifacts from changes in sample size are relatively straightforward,
variance changes resulting from variable coherence of the individual time-series are
more complex to understand and thus address. Variable coherence among tree-ring
series could be due to changes in the underlying climate system, and if so should
presumably be preserved in the underlying dataset. However, inhomogeneities in
tree-ring datasets that might occur e.g., in chronologies composed of samples from
living trees linked together with relict / historical samples from more dissimilar
(and/or unknown) environments should presumably be corrected. Similarly, changes
in climate signal and coherence with tree age could result in variance artifacts in
resulting chronologies. In such cases time-dependent estimates of ref f say computed
in moving window (e.g., Frank et al. 2007) can be employed as included in more
recent versions of ARSTAN (Cook and Krusic 2005).

It can be demonstrated that the variance structure of a tree-ring chronology is less
dependent upon changes in sample size when ref f is high. And similarly, changes
in sample size are more impactful to the variance at lower samples sizes. With
specific reference to tree-ring stable isotope time-series, the general high correlation
amongst series (Hartl-Meier et al. 2014) mitigates sample size variance artifacts.
Conversely, the generally modest sample sizes for most tree-ring isotope studies to
date are conductive to variance artifacts. Such variance artifacts can be mitigated by
selecting formeasurement a constant number of samples, or employing theoretically-
based (see above) or empirically-based (Shiyatov et al. 1990) methods to correct for
variance artifacts. Such considerations will be increasingly important to producers
and analysts of tree-ring isotope datasets as the prevalence of variable sample repli-
cations increases as measurements are performed on all available tree-ring samples
rather than small subsets. Most broadly, potential variance artifacts should be kept in
mind in all scientific disciplines, including dendrochronology, where data quantities
and qualities potentially change over time and space.
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2.6 Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed foundations of dendrochronology with perhaps greatest
relevance for an audience interested in the intersection of stable isotopes and tree-
rings. The chapter began with a fairly broad overview of some of the fundamentals
of tree-ring formation and wood anatomy, and then comprehensively outlined the
diversity of research topics that have been addressed with a broad range of tree-
ring parameters. The role of crossdating is highlighted as the key foundation for
dendrochronology—namely to ensure that each and every ring is confidently assigned
to a correct (and often calendar) year. For readerswith a background in tree-ringwidth
measurements, some of the long-standing paradigms that are being challenged with
isotope data are perhaps of particular interest. This includes a discussion of the long-
standing practices in selecting tree-ring sites towards ecologically extreme sites to
obtain a strong common signal. There is now abundant evident that the stable isotope
parameters in tree-rings carry an exceptionally strong signal where tree-ring width
data do not. Such findings are opening up new possibilities in all domains of tree-ring
research fromcrossdating and dendroarchaeology to dendroecology and climatology.
Moreover, the role of stable isotope data, as well as quantitative wood anatomical
data, inmechanistic / ecophysiological applications is highlighted as a research direc-
tion with excellent past work as well as substantial potential for further research. For
readers that are more familiar with stable isotope measurements, and are part of
the forefront in developing well-replicated tree-ring isotope datasets, the sections
on chronology development, dendrochronological statistics, and characteristics of
times-series may be most useful. Crosscutting issues in this chapter include discus-
sions of age-size related trends in tree-ring data, and recommendations on how such
age-size related trendsmight be characterized and handled for stable isotope datasets.
The importance of producing robust well replicated tree-ring datasets is highlighted,
and for which the signal and noise, variance, and chronology confidence are well
understood and characterized across all time scales. Happy tree-ringing.
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Chapter 3
Anatomical, Developmental
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Abstract Understanding the process of wood formation and its dynamics over the
growing season is fundamental to interpret the isotopic signature of tree rings. Indeed,
the isotopic signal recorded in wood does not only depend on the conditions influ-
encing carbon, water, and nitrogen uptake in the leaves and roots, but also on how
these elements are translocated to the stem and incorporated into the developing
xylem. Depending on environmental conditions, tree developmental stage, and phys-
iological status, wood formation dynamics can vary greatly and produce tree-ring
structures carrying specific isotopic signatures. In this chapter, we present the phys-
iological processes involved in wood formation, along with their relationships with
anatomical, developmental, and environmental factors, to understand when and how
photosynthetic assimilates are progressively incorporated into the forming xylem,
creating the final isotopic signature of a tree ring. First, we review current knowledge
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on the structure and functions of wood. Then we describe the xylogenesis process
(how and when the new xylem cells produced by the cambium develop through
successive differentiation phases), and its relationships with physiological, devel-
opmental, and environmental factors. Finally, we explain the kinetics of xylem cell
differentiation and show why the knowledge recently acquired in this field allows us
to better understand the isotopic signals in tree rings.

3.1 Introduction

Stable isotopes in tree rings represent an important source of information on past
environmental conditions and tree functioning (McCarroll and Loader 2004). In a
time of global changes, it is crucial to further exploit this valuable natural archive
by acquiring a more detailed mechanistic understanding of the processes generating
and transferring the isotopic signal into tree rings (Fig. 3.1). Questions regarding the
acquisition, transfer, and fixation of the isotopic signalwithin the ring, in relationwith
the concurrent environmental factors and tree physiological status, are fundamental
to link the source of the isotopic signal to its final destination in wood. Addressing

Fig. 3.1 Basic organization of the tree stem andmain fluxes affecting stable isotope composition in
tree rings. Water absorption by roots and leaf water transpiration (blue arrows) are related to H and
O isotope signals; atmospheric C uptake by leaves and reserve storage-mobilization (red arrows)
are related to C and O isotope signals; nitrate and ammonium absorption by roots (green arrow) is
related to N isotope signal. The transverse micro-section (bottom right) shows the relative position
and age (double blue arrow) of developing and mature zones of xylem (left, inwards) and phloem
(right, outwards) that are originated from periclinal divisions in the cambial zone (i.e. the cambium
and surrounding non-differentiated derivatives)
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such questions requires a detailed understanding of how tree rings are formed, which
and how internal and external factors influence these processes (Fritts 1976; Schwe-
ingruber 1996), and how they eventually determine the intra-ring anatomical (Fonti
et al. 2010) and isotopic profile (Gessler et al. 2014).

These issues have been of concern to the scientific community for more than
50 years (Wilson 1970; Denne and Dodd 1981). However, it is only in the last
two decades that the number of studies monitoring tree radial growth under both
natural or experimental conditions has rapidly increased (DeMicco et al. 2019). The
approaches developed for the observations of wood growth included the monitoring
of stem radial dimension using dendrometers (Kozlowski and Winget 1964; Zweifel
2016), the repeated marking of the cambium via the pinning technique (Gričar et al.
2007b, Yoshimura et al. 1981), and the repeated coring of the stem using a puncher
(Rossi et al. 2006a). All these approaches have their strengths and weaknesses, and
improvements are still needed. However, thanks to the possibility to assess the devel-
opmental stages of xylem cells, only microcoring currently allows to associate the
dynamics of xylem cell formation with its anatomical structure and eventually with
the tree-ring properties (Rathgeber et al. 2016).

The objective of this chapter is to review the current knowledge on the process
of wood formation (i.e. xylogenesis) to better interpret the isotopic signature of
tree rings. After reminding the structure and functions of the xylem (Sect. 3.2),
we describe the mechanisms and pathways of xylem cell differentiation (Sect. 3.3).
Finally, we review the current knowledge on the influence of the internal and envi-
ronmental factors on the dynamics of tree-ring formation (Sect. 3.4), and the kinetics
of xylem cell differentiation (Sect. 3.5), before to conclude on how this knowledge
can help to better understand tree-ring isotopic signal (Sect. 3.6).

3.2 Wood Structure and Functions

Xylem performs three essential functions: (1) conduction of raw sap (i.e. soil
water containing diluted phytohormones, mineral elements, and other nutrients)
from roots to leaves (Sperry et al. 2008); (2) mechanical support (Fournier et al.
2006); and (3) transport and storage of non-structural carbohydrate and defence
compounds (Kozlowski and Pallardy 1996). Xylem mainly consists of tracheids (in
gymnosperms), and fibres and vessels (in angiosperms), which are elongated cells
that die off at the end of their development to fulfil their functions. In mature xylem,
these cells are characterized by a thick, rigid and impermeablewall, which delimits an
empty lumen through which water can be transported or stored (Domec and Gartner
2002). Additionally, xylem is also composed of parenchyma cells, which are respon-
sible for the storage and radial transport of reserve and defence compounds. They
constitute the living part of mature xylem, displaying an active metabolism in their
dense cytoplasm surrounded by a thin wall.
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3.2.1 Xylem Anatomy

3.2.1.1 The Vascular Cambium

The cambium is composed of a thin layer of meristematic cells located between
the xylem (i.e. the wood) and the phloem (i.e. the living bark) (Fig. 3.1), forming
a continuous envelope surrounding the stems, branches, and roots of woody plants
(Larson 1994; Lachaud et al. 1999; Evert 2006). The cambium produces xylem cells
inwards (i.e. towards the pith), and phloem cells outwards (i.e. towards the bark).
Cambial initials are surrounded by a thin primary wall (about 0.1–1.0 μm thick)
and have a narrow diameter. They contain many small vacuoles (during the dormant
period) or a large central vacuole (during the active period) (Prislan et al. 2013a).
Two types of cambial initials can be found in the cambium: (1) the radial initials,
which are short and isodiametric cells (about 40μm in length and 5μm in tangential
and radial diameter); and (2) the fusiform initials, which are long, spindle-shaped
cells (about 0.4–4.0 mm in length, 30 μm in tangential diameter, and 5 μm in radial
diameter). Radial initials produce the radial elements of xylem and phloem (i.e. the
elements that are arranged perpendicular to the stem axis in the direction of their
length, such as the cells of the ray parenchyma). The fusiform initials are the most
numerous (60–90%) and produce the longitudinal elements of xylem and phloem
(i.e. the elements that are arranged parallel to the stem axis, e.g. tracheids, fibres,
vessels and sieve tube elements; Larson 1994; Evert 2006).

3.2.1.2 Gymnosperm Xylem Cells

In gymnosperms (i.e. conifers or softwood species), xylem is relatively simple and
homogeneous, mainly composed of two types of cells: (1) tracheids, which represent
more than 90% of the total number of cells and fulfil both mechanical and water
conduction functions; and (2) parenchyma cells, which are in charge of the storage
and radial transport of various metabolic and defence compounds. Tracheids are
elongated, spindle-shaped cells of 3–6mm in length and 6–60μmindiameter (Sperry
et al. 2006). Tracheids are interconnected through pits, which facilitate water flow
both vertically between overlapping tracheids and horizontally between contiguous
tracheids. According to tracheid size, tree rings can be divided into earlywood—
composed of large, thin-walled tracheids produced at the beginning of the growing
season; and latewood—composed of narrow, thick-walled tracheids produced at the
end of the season. In numerous species, resin ducts surrounded by living epithelial
cells can appear scattered or arranged in radial or tangential bands. Wider tracheids
are more efficient in transporting water but disputably more prone to cavitation (Pratt
et al. 2007); whereas narrower thick-walled tracheids providemost of themechanical
support but are less conductive (Chave et al. 2009; Cochard et al. 2004; Sperry et al.
2006; Tyree and Dixon 1986).
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3.2.1.3 Angiosperm Xylem Cells

Themore complex and heterogeneous xylem of angiosperms (i.e. hardwood species)
is typically composed of vessels, fibres and parenchyma.Water conduction is mainly
carried out by vessels, while fibres provide mechanical support. Parenchyma cells
provide transport of metabolites and storage. Vessels are multicellular tubes up to
500 μm in width formed by dead vessel elements connected through perforation
plates and assembled to form pipes (Zimmermann 1983; Brodribb et al. 2012).
Depending on the arrangement of vessels along the ring, angiosperm wood may
be classified as diffuse- or ring-porous. In diffuse-porous wood, all vessels are of
similar size and are uniformly distributed along the ring. The ring-porous structure
is characterized by large, highly-efficient vessels in the earlywood and smaller late-
wood vessels. In diffuse-porous trees, vessels range from 1 to 30 cm in length, and
from 15 to 150 μm in diameter; in ring-porous trees, vessels range from 1 to 10 m in
length, and from 15 to 300 μm in diameter (Zimmermann 1982). On the other hand,
fibres are long and narrow tracheid-like cells with scarce pits. Some species can also
present epithelial cells and secretory canals. Due to their size, ring-porous early-
wood vessels are assumed to be functional for only one year because they are highly
vulnerable to freezing- and drought-induced embolism (Cochard and Tyree 1990).
On the other hand, small vessels are more resistant to cavitation and can potentially
be refilled, and thus can be functional for several years (Sperry and Sullivan 1992).
Similarly, diffuse-porous xylem usually remains functional for several years.

3.2.2 Xylem Cell Wall Structure and Composition

3.2.2.1 Xylem Cell Wall Composition

Thewall of xylem cells consists of threemain chemical components: cellulose, hemi-
celluloses and lignins. Overall, these components represent more than 90% of wood
dry matter (Keegstra 2010). Pectins and a wide variety of proteins can also be found
as minor components of xylem cell walls. Cellulose is the world’s most abundant
organic compound and the key structural component of the cell wall (Mutwil et al.
2008). Cellulose is a long molecule, consisting of a chain of D-glucose units, which
presents high tensile strength (Brett 2000). In the cell wall, cellulose is assembled to
form long and strongmacromolecules, themicrofibrils. Hemicelluloses are small and
more diverse branchedmolecules, which interconnect the cell wall components into a
coherent whole (Scheller and Ulvskov 2010). Lignins are macromolecules resulting
from a complex and heterogeneous assemblage of monolignol units (Freudenberg
1959).
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3.2.2.2 Middle Lamella and Primary Cell Wall Structure
and Composition

The first layer to be developed after cell division is called the middle lamella (ML).
The ML is found between the wood cells and ensures the adhesion of a cell with
its neighbours. The ML is only 0.5 to 1.5 μm thick and is principally made up of
pectins (Fromm 2013).

Plant cells are surrounded by a primary wall (P), which regulates cell volume and
content, defines and maintains the shape of the cell, stores nutrients and provides
a protective barrier (Fagerstedt and Karkonen 2015). The primary cell wall is thin
(approximately 1 μm), well-hydrated, flexible and extensible. In the early stages of
xylem cell differentiation, P is principally composed of cellulose microfibrils (15–
40% of the dry mass) linked via hemicellulosic tethers (20–30% of the dry mass)
to form cellulose–hemicellulose networks, which are embedded in a pectin matrix
(30–50% of the dry mass) and associated with structural proteins (1–10% of the dry
mass) (O’Neill and York 2009).

In contrast, during xylem cell maturation, P and ML become highly lignified and
combine to constitute what is conveniently termed the compound middle lamella
(CML) (Dickson et al. 2017; Koch and Schmitt 2013). After the completion of
secondary cell wall formation, the CML has generally a high lignin concentration,
reaching for example 67% in poplar (Fromm 2013).

3.2.2.3 Secondary Cell Wall Structure and Composition

Unlike the primarywall, the secondarywall (S), which is located between the primary
wall and the plasma membrane (PM), only surrounds specific cells, mainly those of
woody plants (Evert 2006). Secondary cell walls represent the major constituent of
wood and the largest biomass stock in terrestrial plants (Zhong and Ye 2009).

Secondarywalls are thick (2–10μm), poorly hydrated (approximately 30%), rigid
and multi-layered structures. They are composed of cellulose (40–60% of dry mass),
hemicellulose (10–40%), and lignin (15–35%) (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012). Cellulose
microfibrils, together with hemicellulose, form the main load-bearing network, in
which lignin is impregnated to form another cross-linked matrix ensuring hydropho-
bicity, rigidity and durability (Zhong and Ye 2009). Hence, with its greater thickness,
the lignified secondary wall provides sufficient mechanical support for trees to grow
vertically above the ground and cope with the pressures generated in the xylem due
to water transport (Speck and Burgert 2011).

Secondary cell walls are commonly composed of three layers: S1 (external), S2
(medium), and S3 (internal). These three layers present similar compositions, but
differ in their thickness and orientation of their cellulose microfibrils. Indeed, the
thin S1 and S3 layers present transversally oriented microfibril angles (from 60° to
80° concerning the cell axis), while the thick S2 layer presents longitudinally oriented
microfibril (5° to 30° concerning the cell axis) (Chaffey 2002; Fromm2013; Plomion
et al. 2001).
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3.2.2.4 Consideration for Isotope Measurements

Isotope measurements of bulk wood could reflect proportional changes (over the
growing season, or between years) of the threemain components of thewood cellwall
(cellulose, hemi-cellulose and lignin), which can carry different isotopic signatures.
Because of different metabolic pathways, wood cellulose and lignin, for instance,
differ by ca 3–4‰ in their carbon isotopes composition (Bowling et al. 2008;Wilson
and Grinsted 1977). Differences in oxygen isotopes composition between cellulose
and lignin are also expected. Indeed, a large proportion of the oxygen atoms present
in lignin, for example, comes directly from molecular oxygen available at the site of
synthesis, while the rest comes from the exchange with stem water (Barbour et al.
2002). In contrast, all oxygen atoms in cellulose molecules come fromwater—either
from unenriched source water or from evaporation-enriched leaf water (Treydte et al.
2014).

Moreover, the lignin content of the bulk wood integrates the lignin concentration
of the different layers of the cell wall and is therefore affected by the anatomical
differences exhibited by tree rings, and in particular, by the thickness of the S2 layer.
Knowing that the ratio between the thickness of layer S2 (which has a relatively low
lignin content) and that of the middle lamella (which has a relatively high lignin
content) varies according to the density of the wood (depending on the proportion
of early- to late-wood in the ring, for example), tree rings of different densities will
therefore exhibit different lignin contents, even if the lignin concentrations of the
different cell wall layers are the same (Siddiqui 1976).

To avoid degrading the environmental signal with changing contributions of the
different compounds over time, the use of a single component (generally cellulose) is
often preferred for C, O and H isotope measurements (McCarroll and Loader 2004).

3.3 The Biological Basis of Wood Formation in Relation
to Tree Development

Xylogenesis designates the process of xylem formation. During differentiation, the
new xylem cells develop into mature and functional wood cells, by undergoing
specific morphological and physiological transformations according to their final
functions (Wilson 1970). This sequence of processes is common to both angiosperms
and gymnosperms, but variations in duration and intensity of the differentiation
phases, aswell asmolecular components, finally result in different cell types and tree-
ring structures. Xylogenesis is represented by five successive stages of cell produc-
tion and differentiation: (1) the division of a cambial cell that creates a new xylem
daughter cell; (2) the enlargement of the newly formed xylem cell; (3) the deposition
of cellulose and hemicellulose to build the secondary cell wall; (4) the impregnation
of the primary and secondary cell walls with lignin; and (5) the programmed cell
death (Wilson et al. 1966). Since secondarywall formation and lignification processes
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Fig. 3.2 The sequence of tracheid differentiation from cambial division to maturation and related
internal and external drivers. Each stage represents a differentiating tracheid in the cross-section,
indicating cambial division (green arrow), enlargement (pale blue arrows), secondary wall thick-
ening (dark blue arrows), lignification (red arrows), and cell death (hydrolysis of the cell content).
Cell wall thickening, wall lignification, and programmed cell death stages are frequently regrouped
in one unique phase named wall thickening or cell maturation. The main environmental factors
affecting tracheid differentiation (photoperiod, temperature, sugar availability, and water content)
are ordered according to their relative importance. This general scheme is also valid for angiosperm
vessels and fibres

occur almost simultaneously, they are frequently grouped in one phase called cell
wall thickening or cell maturation (Fig. 3.2). Parenchyma cells also follow this differ-
entiation sequence but remain alive at maturity. After several years, parenchyma cells
also die, while in the same area the last functional tracheids and vessels definitively
lose their ability to conduct raw sap. This process is called heartwood formation (or
duraminisation) and marks the transition from the sapwood—which is composed
of alive, functional wood at the periphery of the tree; to the heartwood—which is
composed of dead, non-functional wood at the core of the tree (Hillis 1987; Taylor
et al. 2002).

3.3.1 The Successive Stages of Xylem Cell Differentiation

3.3.1.1 Cambial Cell Division

Cambial initials can divide in several directions responding to different needs. Anti-
clinal divisions occur along the tangential direction and allow the cambium to
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increase in circumference as the stem grows. Periclinal divisions occur along the
radial direction and produce xylem and phloem mother cells (Lachaud et al. 1999).
These cells are able to divide again to produce daughter cells that will either retain
the characteristics and function of the mother cell (and thus continue to divide) or
differentiate into xylem or phloem cells. In general, xylem mother cells divide more
often than phloem ones, resulting in a much higher wood than bark production (Evert
2006; Gričar et al. 2009; Grillos and Smith 1959).

Cell division follows a highly ordered sequence of events called the cell cycle (Taiz
and Zeiger 2010). A cell generally divides in the direction of its smallest dimension.
However, during periclinal division, a cambial cell divides along its length. To facili-
tate division, fusiform cambial initials contain a large central vacuole filledwithwater
and solutes that reduces the amount of material and energy required for cytoplasm
biosynthesis in each mitosis (Lachaud et al. 1999; Cosgrove, 2000a). Nonetheless,
the process of cell division is slow in the cambium, with a maximum of one cell
being formed per day (Skene 1969; Larson 1994; Mellerowicz and Sundberg 2008;
Cuny et al. 2012). To achieve high cell production rates, trees must therefore increase
the number of cambial cell layers, which explains the close relationship between the
number of cambial cells and xylem production (Cuny et al. 2012; Pérez-de-Lis et al.
2017).

3.3.1.2 Cell Enlargement

Cell enlargement is the first stage of wood cell differentiation and consists of an
irreversible increase in cell volume. For xylem and phloem cells, cell enlargement
only occurs radially. Yet, the radial diameter of xylem tracheary elements can be
multiplied by 10 (for gymnosperms) to 100 (for angiosperms). As in cell division,
this is achieved by filling the cell vacuoles with water and solutes (Cosgrove 2000a).

The solution inside a plant cell is more concentrated than the one outside. Water
is hence attracted into the cell and exerts pressure (the osmotic pressure) on the
outside of the cell membrane and primary wall. In equilibrium, the primary wall
withstands this osmotic pressure, exerting pressure in the opposite direction (the
turgor pressure or turgidity) (Schopfer 2006). However, during cell enlargement, the
primary cell wall relaxes under the coordinated action of several enzymes, which
break the bonds between its compounds, and of the osmotic pressure which exceeds
its yield threshold (Cosgrove 2000b). Cell enlargement, as well as cell division, is
regulated by phytohormones, primarily auxins but also cytokinins and gibberellins
(Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). These hormones would all act by increasing the extensibility
of the primary cell wall, but using many different control pathways.

The loosening of the wall leads to a relaxation of the cell wall stress, which in
turn causes a decrease in turgor pressure, allowing water to enter the cell by osmosis,
restoring the initial equilibrium between osmotic pressure and turgidity. However,
the incoming flow of water causes a dilution of solutes and a reduction of the osmotic
potential of the cell, which reduces its water absorption capacity and should thus lead
to a rapid cessation of its enlargement. To overcome this problem, enlarging cells
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maintain a constant osmotic pressure by actively transporting and breaking down
sucrose in glucose and fructose (Koch 2004). Regular cellular enlargement can thus
be maintained for several hours or days (Schopfer 2006). However, this could not be
possiblewithout the unique combination of elasticity and rigidity of the primarywall,
which can withstand distension while resisting the high mechanical forces imposed
by turgor pressure (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012). The thinning of the primary cell wall
due to stretching is prevented by the concomitant deposition of newly synthesized
wall material (Cosgrove 2000a). The cessation of wall expansion is generally irre-
versible and is typically accompanied by a reduction in wall extensibility as a result
of the deposition of secondary wall layers (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012).

3.3.1.3 Secondary Wall Deposition

The formation of the secondary wall begins with the deposition against the primary
wall of a dense matrix of cellulose microfibrils associated with hemicelluloses,
forming the S1 layer (Barnett 1981). The synthesis and transport of cellulose and
hemicelluloses follow the same processes as in the formation of the primary wall. In
the S1 layer, the microfibrils are almost perpendicular to the cell axis (i.e. parallel to
the cross section); while in the S2 layer, they are deposited almost parallel to the cell
axis (i.e. perpendicular to the cross section). The S3 layer is formed against S2 with
a sudden reorientation of the microfibrils along a transverse helix (Fromm 2013).
These sequential changes in the orientation of the microfibrils go hand in hand with
the reorientation of the cytoskeleton microtubules (Chaffey 2002). This supports the
hypothesis that microtubules control the orientation of cellulose microfibrils in the
cell wall, which is responsible for secondarywall birefringence under polarized light,
used to detect the wall-thickening process under the microscope (Chaffey 2002).

The secondary wall is not deposited along the whole cell wall surface but is absent
around the pits. Pits thus formmicroscopic openings in the secondary wall, where the
modified primary wall (the pit membrane) allows the passage of water and solutes
from one cell to the next, making possible the upward flow of sap from the roots to
the leaves and the lateral exchange of water and solutes between cells (Siau 1984;
Zimmermann 1983; Zwieniecki and Holbrook 2000).

3.3.1.4 Lignification

Cell wall lignification is a complex process occurring exclusively in higher plants to
strengthen the plant vascular body. Because of the timing of the lignification process
and the composition and structure of the cell walls, the proportion of lignin decreases
from the outermost (i.e. themiddle lamella and the primarywall) to the innermost (i.e.
the secondary wall) layers of the cell wall (Donaldson 1985; Donaldson and Baas
2019). The heavier impregnation of the middle lamella and primary wall allows
xylem tracheary elements to stick together and form with fibres (if present) a strong,
rigid, and self-supporting network of waterproof “pipes”. Inside the secondary cell
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wall, lignin proportions also vary greatly. The S2 layer is less lignified (at least
in softwood tracheids; Donaldson 1985), whereas the S3 layer is highly lignified,
providing tracheids and vessels a more hydrophobic surface lining, which is thought
to facilitate water conduction (Donaldson 1987). Cell wall lignification starts at the
cell corners, in the ML and the P, at about the same time as the deposition of the
S1 layer, and extends along the ML and the P, before progressing inwards into the S
following its deposition (Donaldson 2001). Recently, some authors have suggested
that living, parenchymatic xylem cells can contribute to tracheary element lignifica-
tion in a non-cell-autonomous manner, thus enabling the post-mortem lignification
of these elements (Pesquet et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2013).

3.3.1.5 Programmed Cell Death

Programmed cell death, or apoptosis, marks the end of xylem cell differentiation
and the advent of mature fully functional wood elements (e.g. vessels, tracheids). In
the xylem, only parenchyma cells and, in some species, fibres possess living proto-
plasts at maturity (Evert 2006). The apoptosis process involves a highly controlled
sequence (hence the term “programmed”) of events that induces a cell to kill itself.
In xylem elements, the main trigger for programmed cell death is a regulated entry
of calcium ions (Ca2+) into the cell, probably through the channels of the plasma
membrane (Groover and Jones 1999; Jones 2001). Death then occurs rapidly (in a
few minutes) with the cessation of the cytoplasmic streaming, the sudden rupture of
the cell vacuole, and the release of hydrolases that degrade the cell organelles and
clean up the cell content (Groover and Jones 1999; Bollhöner et al. 2012). After a
few days, the cell consists of an empty space (the lumen) surrounded by a thick wall
pierced with pits and, in the case of vessel elements, end openings (i.e. perforation
plates).

3.3.2 Heartwood Formation

Wood conductive and storage functions are lost during heartwood formation, which
involves the death of living parenchyma cells, the occlusion of the last remaining
conductive elements by gums and tyloses, and the impregnation with secondary
metabolites commonly referred as extractives (Evert 2006). These transformations
increase the durability of heartwood by making it less attractive to decomposing
organisms. The formation of heartwood also reduces the energy expenditure related
to living cell maintenance by optimizing the volume of sapwood and thusminimizing
its metabolic cost (Taylor et al. 2002).

Non-structural biochemical compounds (including polyphenols, tannins, oils,
gums and resins) are responsible for heartwood formation. These extractives are
synthesized by the living parenchyma cells at the sapwood edge from compounds
available locally or brought from the outer sapwood or phloem, then transferred to
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the heartwood by passing from cell to cell through the pits. The extractives impreg-
nate the cell walls in a way that resembles lignification, i.e. starting with the middle
lamella and then continuing with the primary and secondary walls, and block the pits
that connect adjacent cells, rendering them non-conductive (Kuroda et al. 2009).

Tyloses (bubble-shapedparenchymaprotrusions entering the lumenof the vessels)
are also produced during heartwood formation (De Micco et al. 2016a). Tyloses
occlude the vessel lumens and prevent pathogens to spread through the vessel
network. When the tylosis completes its expansion, wall materials, including cellu-
lose, hemicelluloses, pectins, suberins and lignins, are deposited in the primary wall,
rendering it impermeable and providing further defence against pathogens (Bamber
1976; Bamber and Fukazawa 1985).

The strong heterogeneity between heartwood and sapwood, regarding particularly
organic compounds of different isotopic signatures, argues against creating any tree-
ring stable isotope records based on whole wood when both sapwood and heartwood
tree-rings are present. In such cases, cellulose extraction remains necessary (Weigt
et al. 2015). Moreover, whereas radial movements of ions and light molecules are
observed within sapwood, they are expected to be minimal in the heartwood, due to
the absence of living cells (Ohashi et al. 2017). This may be particularly important
to consider when studying N stable isotopes, since most of the N compounds in
the sapwood are mobile molecules, seasonally fluctuating and eventually withdrawn
from the parenchyma cells before their death (see Chap. 12 for more details).

3.3.3 Influence of Environmental Factors on Wood
Formation Processes

Environmental factors affect wood formation processes (Fig. 3.2), either directly or
indirectly through their effect on carbohydrate availability or hormone concentration
and sensitivity (Buttò et al. 2019a). The role of environment on cambium division
and cell enlargement has been the focus of many studies (Denne and Dodd 1981;
Deslauriers et al. 2016, Rossi et al. 2016, 2008). However, the influence of environ-
mental factors on the deposition and lignification of the secondary cell wall remains
largely unexplored (Balducci et al. 2016; Cuny and Rathgeber 2016; Cuny et al.
2019; Denne and Dodd 1981).

Temperature exerts direct control on cambial cell division, most probably via
the polymerization-depolymerization of the cytoskeleton microtubules, which play
important roles in cell division and differentiation (Chaffey 2002). Microtubules are
sensitive to temperature: while favourable temperatures allow their polymerization,
chilling temperatures tend to disassemble them (Begum et al. 2012b, 2013). The
increase of spring temperatures also promotes the enzymatic conversion of starch to
soluble sugars, which can then supply the energy for the biosynthesis of the new cell
walls (Begum et al. 2010, 2013). Besides, temperature plays a role in the expression
of genes related to active auxin transport (Schrader et al. 2003) and influences the
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sensitivity and concentration of division- and enlargement-regulating hormones such
as auxins, cytokinins, and gibberellins (Ursache et al. 2013). It also modulates wall
extensibility and/or yield threshold, possibly controlling the final radial diameter
of xylem cells. The lignification process has also been described as sensitive to
temperature (Donaldson 2001), which is coherent with the observation of low lignin
content in latewood cell walls formed under cold autumn conditions (Gindl et al.
2000; Piermattei et al. 2015).

Of course, water is needed to sustain cambial cell division and enlargement.
Indeed, the cambium has been found to stop dividing under water deficit (most
likely through the mediation of abscisic acid), probably to limit the number of cells
remaining in differentiation without an adequate amount of water (Deslauriers et al.
2016). Moreover, since osmotic pressure is the ‘engine’ of cell wall expansion, water
availability must undoubtedly influence cell growth. When a drought occurs, cell
enlargement is physically and physiologically inhibited (Nonami and Boyer 2008),
resulting in a rapid reduction of the diameter of the cells produced (Rossi et al. 2009b;
Balducci et al. 2016). Cell enlargement is thus often depicted as the plant process
the most sensitive to water stress (Hsiao 1973). Hence, decreasing water availability
in summer has also been considered as one of the main triggers of the transition
from the wide earlywood cells to the narrow latewood cells (Kramer 1964), while
transient changes in water availability trigger the formation of intra-annual density
fluctuations (Balzano et al. 2018). However, wall deposition and lignification appear
to be less sensitive to water stress, so that carbon deposition may continue in forming
wood even though radial increment stagnates (Carvalho et al. 2015).

Environmental factors can also trigger anatomical changes in mature wood. For
instance, tyloses and gums can be formed in sapwood vessels as early as the second
part of the growing season, after they become non-functional due to either frost- or
drought-induced cavitation (De Micco et al. 2016a, Pérez-de-Lis et al. 2018).

3.4 Seasonal Dynamics of Wood Formation in Relation
to Tree Phenology

Tree phenology concerns the particular sequence of developmental events occur-
ring in each organ during the tree life span (Fig. 3.3). Since the canopy is easily
observable, leaf phenology has been broadly studied, and it has been proved to be
crucial in controlling the acquisition of carbon, the loss of water, and the nutrient
cycling in trees (Delpierre et al. 2016). In contrast, the phenology of other organs,
such as wood or fine roots, has received less attention, even though it also influences
overall plant functioning and biochemical cycles. Phenology is a key determinant of
tree fitness and species distribution that integrates the effects of genotype and envi-
ronmental conditions (Chuine 2010; 2016). Over the last decades, plant phenology
and its variation have gained particular importance because environmental changes
have produced shifts in phenological events (Anderson et al. 2013) or mismatched
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Fig. 3.3 Representation of tree phenology in northern-hemisphere temperate evergreen conifers
and their main environmental cues. The annual course of primary growth in the canopy (upper left)
includes both vegetative (flowering and seedmaturation) and reproductive events (leaf development
and bud set). The annual course of secondary growth in the stem (centre right) includes the main
periods of xylem enlargement and maturation, cambial activity, and phloem enlargement. Primary
growth in the root system (lower left) includes main periods of fine root production and mortality.
Circles are divided into twelve sectors indicating the months of the year, while some relevant
environmental cues affecting activity-dormancy cycles are located accordingly
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synchronisms among species (Johnson et al. 2010). Whereas most of the studies
concerning leaf phenology dealwith deciduous angiosperms, themajority of research
efforts on the phenology of wood formation have been conducted in conifers, mainly
at high elevations and latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. There are fewer data on
deciduous angiosperms in the recent literature, and among them, the majority relate
to diffuse-porous species.

Meristem activity underlies several biochemical processes inducing phases of
development or maturation of the plant tissues to be renewed. These phases vary
according to the organ, ranging from a few days in the primary meristems to several
weeks in the secondary meristems (Delpierre et al. 2016; Wilson, 1970). Outside the
tropics, the meristems for primary and secondary growth and reproduction follow
alternating periods of activity and rest, according to the annual cycle of seasons. This
is becausemost plant physiological processes occur when environmental factors (e.g.
temperature, water availability, solar radiation) are favourable for growth and repro-
duction. The growing season, bounded by the phenological phases of growth and
dormancy, represents a trade-off between environmental constraints and resource
availability. In ecosystems with cold winters, the period of growth results from an
optimization between frost risk and carbon gain (Chuine 2010). All overwintering
tree tissues, which include leaves in evergreen species, undergo a process of cold
acclimation to cope with winter freezing (Cavender-Bares et al. 2005). Cold accli-
mation implies several biochemical changes, such as intracellular accumulation of
sugars and specialized proteins, allowing cells to prevent ice crystal formation, stabi-
lize membranes, and maintain respiration (Cavender-Bares et al. 2005). The primary
and secondary meristems further enter dormancy, a resting state under which no
growth or tissue maturation is observed (Arora et al. 2003). Three main phases of
cambium and bud dormancy have been identified: para-dormancy, endo-dormancy,
and eco-dormancy. During paradormancy (late summer and autumn), growth is
repressed by the influence of distant organs via the action of hormones (Horvath
et al. 2003). During endodormancy (autumn to mid-winter), growth is inhibited by
meristem internal factors, which are suppressed at the end of the period by envi-
ronmental factors such as low temperatures (hereafter called chilling temperatures)
and/or long days (photoperiod) (Little and Bonga 1974). During eco-dormancy (mid-
winter to mid-spring), growth is only inhibited by environmental factors, ready to
restart as soon as favourable conditions arise (Oribe and Kubo 1997).

3.4.1 The Phenology of Cambium and Xylem

Cambial activity follows the cycle of the seasons (Denne and Dodd 1981; Ladefoged
1952). In extra-tropical regions, the cambium is dormant during winter and active
during summer (Delpierre et al. 2016; Wilson 1970), while in tropical regions it
may rest during the dry season and be active during the wet season (Bosio et al.
2016). Annual growth rings and typical tree-ring structures, both result from these
periodical changes in cambial activity (Evert 2006). In Mediterranean regions and
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other seasonally dry areas, one or several pauses in cambial activity can also occur
during the growing season, causing intra-annual density fluctuations (IADF), also
known as false rings (Balzano et al. 2018).

The key phenological events in the process of wood tissue formation are the
beginning and cessation of cell division in the cambial zone (bD and cD, respec-
tively), xylem cell enlargement (bE and cE, respectively), and cell-wall thickening
(Rathgeber et al. 2011a). Cell-wall thickening starts with deposition of cellulose in
the S1 layer (bT) and ends with the lignification of the S3 layer (cT). While bE and
cE are proxies commonly used to compute the duration of cambial activity, bE and
cT are commonly used to compute the duration of tree-ring formation (Rathgeber
et al. 2016). This sequence of phenological events is structurally fixed, and the delays
in the beginning and the end of successive wood formation phenophases are highly
conserved among temperate and boreal tree species (Lupi et al. 2010; Rossi et al.
2012, 2013). Considering that the xylem cells produced by cambial division must
undergo long differentiation processes, an earlier onset or a higher rate of cambial
activity, both presumably associated with a higher number of cells produced along
the growing season, would result in a later cessation of wood formation (Rathgeber
et al. 2011b; Rossi et al. 2012).

3.4.1.1 Resting Cambium Versus Active Cambium

The inactive cambium is composed of a few layers of dormant cells (ca. 3–6)
(Fig. 3.4a), while the active cambium is composed of numerous dividing cells (ca.
6–18) (Fig. 3.4b; Prislan et al. 2013a). During the growing season, new xylem cells,
resulting from cambial cell division, are disposed along radial files, and successively
undergo the differentiation program related to their identity and their place in the
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Fig. 3.4 Cross-sections of dormant a and active b cambial zones and the adjacent xylem and
phloem tissues in Silver fir (Abies albaMill.). c Schematic representation of developing xylem and
phloem radial files in conifers, indicating the different zones of cell differentiation. Background
colours delimit the different zones of xylem and phloem differentiation zones

radial file (Fig. 3.4c). At the tissue level, the different stages of differentiation are
well coordinated among all the radial files, creating a characteristic spatial pattern
composed of strip-like developmental zones that remains rather stable throughout
the growing season (Rathgeber et al. 2016).
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3.4.1.2 Reactivation of Xylem Formation

At the beginning of the growing season, cambium reactivates and then begins to
produce new phloem and xylem cells. Generally, a few over-wintering phloem cells
also start to enlarge at about the same time, marking the beginning of stem radial
growth and phloem formation (Prislan et al. 2013b). Some weeks after the start of
cambial cell division, the derivatives begin radial enlargement, marking the onset
of xylem radial growth and wood formation (Wilson 1970; Prislan et al. 2013a). At
the end of enlargement, these first xylem cells enter the wall thickening phases (also
called maturation phase). In ring-porous species, wall thickening finishes earlier in
vessels and surrounding cells,while the neighbouring tissuematures later (Čufar et al.
2011). Because secondary walls hold most of the biomass, the appearance of the first
thickening cells can be seen as the effective beginning of carbon sequestration into
wood (Cuny et al. 2015). Finally, the first-formed xylem cells undergo programmed
cell death and reach their final mature and functional state.

3.4.1.3 Cessation of Xylem Formation

In temperate and boreal forests, cambial activity and xylem radial growth rate gener-
ally peak around the summer solstice, when the photoperiod is maximal (Rossi et al.
2006b). This period generally marks the transition between early- and late-wood in
both conifer and broadleaf species (Cuny et al. 2014; Pérez-de-Lis et al. 2017; Prislan
et al. 2018). Cambial activity then starts to slow down until cessation, being soon
followed by the end of cell enlargement (flagging the end of stem radial growth).
However, the completion of wood formation (marking the end of carbon seques-
tration) occurs several weeks or months later, ranging from less than one month
in diffuse-porous species as European beech (Prislan et al. 2013b, 2018), to more
than two months in ring-porous species as white oaks (Lavrič et al. 2017; Pérez-de-
Lis et al. 2017), and even more in some conifer species (Cuny et al. 2014; Rossi
et al. 2016). Indeed, lignification is a slow process, so the last xylem cells need up
to a couple of months to complete cell wall maturation and reach maturity (Cuny
and Rathgeber 2016). In some species, cambial activity and cell differentiation can
continue in winter if environmental conditions are favourable enough (Dickson et al.
2017; Vieira et al. 2014).

3.4.2 The Phenology of Leaves, Roots and Reserves

3.4.2.1 The Phenology of Leaves

In temperate and boreal regions, the vegetation period manifests strongly in spring
with budburst (also called bud break), when leaves or needles emerge from the bud
scales and is completed in autumn when deciduous trees avoid winter freezing via
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the senescence process that leads to leaf abscission (Fig. 3.3). New buds (either
vegetative, reproductive, or compound) are formed after the cessation of primary
shoot growth, from late summer to early autumn, depending on the species and the
prevailing climate (Gyllenstrand et al. 2007; Rohde et al. 2011). Once formed, buds
undergo dormancy from late summer to the following spring. While temperatures
and photoperiod are the main cues of leaf phenophases (Basler and Körner 2014),
drought may delay bud formation and leaf emergence and advance leaf senescence,
although this effect seems to be species-specific (Ogaya and Penuelas 2004). Indeed,
in regions with dry–wet seasonality, some tree species partially or completely shed
their leaves during the dry season to limit canopy transpiration under increased water
stress and vapour pressure deficits (Wright and Cornejo 1990).

3.4.2.2 The Phenology of Roots

The secondary growth of coarse roots has seldom been studied, but it follows the
same formation processes as aboveground wood (Fig. 3.3). The timing, however,
generally follows a shifted calendar, with later onsets and cessations resulting in
shorter durations of the differentiation period compared to stem wood (Thibeault-
Martel et al. 2008; Lemay et al. 2017). The phenological cycles of production and
mortality of rootlets, the finest and apical parts of the root system, are generally
studied for ensembles of root branching orders rather than individually. Although
growth and mortality may occur simultaneously, the burst of rootlet growth mostly
takes place in spring and early summer while mortality occurs in late summer and
autumn (McCormack et al. 2014).

3.4.2.3 The Seasonal Cycles of Carbon and Nitrogen Reserves

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) reserves are key actors of the seasonal variability of tree
functioning. In evergreen tree species, starch concentration peaks before budburst,
with only slight variations in carbon storage throughout the rest of the growing season
(Hoch et al. 2003). On the other hand, the growth of new organs induces a massive,
short-distance mobilization of reserves in deciduous trees (Bazot et al. 2013), which
typically results in a decrease in carbon reserve concentrations in the majority of tree
organs (Barbaroux et al. 2003). However, photosynthesis by the new leaves causes
a rapid increase in carbon reserves, which culminates at leaf senescence (El Zein
et al. 2011). Leaf senescence and shedding have been observed to be concurrent
with a major starch-to-sugar conversion in carbon pools in deciduous oaks, which
is probably related to the acquisition of frost resistance before winter (Pérez-de-Lis
et al. 2017). The amount of carbon reserves in deciduous species typically decreases
during winter as a result of maintenance processes in perennial organs (Barbaroux
and Bréda 2002).

In evergreen species, remobilization of nitrogen from older shoots and needles
provides the necessary amount for the growth of newly formed tissues (Millard and
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Proe 1992). Fluctuations of nitrogen reserves for the rest of the year appear to be
less variable than those of carbon reserves (Millard and Grelet 2010). In deciduous
trees, nitrogen reserves are mobilised in spring to grow leaves, they remain then at
low levels throughout the leafy season, until they increase due to the reabsorption
of nutrients occurring during the leaf senescence processes in autumn (Millard and
Grelet 2010; El Zein et al. 2011; Bazot et al. 2013). During winter, the level of
variation in nitrogen reserves seems to be reduced compared to the level of variation
in carbon reserves (El Zein et al. 2011).

3.4.3 Seasonal Dynamics of Wood Formation in Relation
to Organ Phenology

The relationships between wood formation and other developmental processes can
have a significant effect on tree functioning, including carbon and water fluxes and
the allocation of resources (Fig. 3.3). Fine root elongation typically starts before
budburst, both in angiosperms and conifers (Lyr and Hoffmann 1967; Konôpka
et al. 2005). However, the sequence of wood and leaf phenology differs among
tree functional types, affecting their resource-use strategies. For diffuse-porous tree-
ring species (e.g. Fagus sylvatica) growth is known to begin just after budburst,
while maximal growth rate occurs when the leaves are mature, so non-structural
carbohydrate (NSC) content variations are low over the year. Thus, diffuse-porous
species radial growth is directly related to leaf photosynthesis. On the other hand,
for ring-porous species (e.g. Quercus petraea), earlywood quickly develops before
budburst, depleting carbon reserves from April to June (Barbaroux and Bréda 2002).
For conifers (e.g. Pinus sylvestris) growth often begins before new needles unfold,
but the lack of NSC depletion during the growing season suggests that the substrates
for radial growth are provided by previous-year needles (Michelot et al. 2012).
Despite being species-specific, the timing of this wood-leaf phenology sequence is
not fixed, and delays in the spring phenophases between wood and leaf development
are observed from year to year (Takahashi and Koike 2014) and among individuals
within species (Perrin et al. 2017).

3.4.3.1 Relationship Between Wood Formation and Tree Phenology
in Gymnosperms

During winter, in temperate regions, xylem and phloem cells can be frozen because
of low temperatures. However, xylem cells generally remain functional for several
years, while phloem cells are functional for only one or two years maximum. While
deciduous conifers overwinter without needles, evergreen conifers still carry several
cohorts of needles from previous years, which can photosynthesize when the air
temperature is above about −3 °C (Lundmark et al. 1998).
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In spring, evergreen conifers start cambial activity early, generally producing
new phloem cells first and new xylem cells afterwards. Budburst and new needle
unfolding occur a couple of weeks later, at about the same time as shoot elongation
(Rossi et al. 2009a; Cuny et al. 2012). Therefore, active cambium and sprouting buds
are supplied principally with carbon originating from old needle cohorts. On the
other hand, deciduous conifers have been reported to start cambial activity later than
cohabiting evergreen conifers (Swidrak et al. 2014). In deciduous conifers, needle
unfolding occurs rapidly after the onset of cambial activity, while shoot elongation
starts approximately two weeks later, indicating that cambial reactivation relies on
carbon reserves stored during the previous year (Rossi et al. 2009a).

At the beginning of the summer, the cambium of conifers produces phloem and
xylem cells at a high pace using mainly new assimilates. The transition between
the production of early- and late-wood cells occurs at about the same time as the
termination of the needle and shoot lengthening (Rossi et al. 2009a; Cuny et al.
2012). Indeed, leaf maturation has long been suggested to be linked to the transition
from early- to latewood (Larson 1994).

Cambial activity stops in late-summer or early-autumn, while xylem formation
ceases about two months later when latewood is mature (Rossi et al. 2016). Needle
abscission in deciduous conifers generally occurs after the end of wood maturation
(Swidrak et al. 2014).

3.4.3.2 Relationships Between Wood Formation and Tree Phenology
in Angiosperms

Because their large vulnerable vessels generally become non-functional within one-
year, deciduous ring-porous species have to rebuild their earlywood vessel network
each spring to supply raw sap to developing leaves (Cochard and Tyree 1990). There-
fore, ring-porous angiosperms generally resume cambial activity before budburst
(Pérez-De-Lis et al. 2016; Gričar et al. 2017; Lavrič et al. 2017), which appears to
be synchronous with the onset of secondary wall deposition in developing vessels
(Pérez-De-Lis et al. 2016; Fernández-de-Uña et al. 2018).

In contrast, the more resistant vessel network of diffuse-porous species can be
functional for several years. This may explain why species belonging to this func-
tional group resume cambial activity concurrently or shortly after budburst (Michelot
et al. 2012; Prislan et al. 2013b, 2018). Therefore, while the earlywood of ring-
porous species is formed using principally carbon reserves, diffuse-porous species
earlywood is made of a mixture of carbon coming from previous-year reserves and
more recent assimilates (Helle and Schleser 2004). A recent study shows that ever-
green angiosperms rely nearly exclusively on recent assimilates to form their rings
(Vincent-Barbaroux et al. 2019).

In summer, the cambium produces phloem and xylem cells using recent carbon
assimilates from fully mature leaves, which are also used to refill the carbon storage
pools (Michelot et al. 2012; Prislan et al. 2013b; Pérez-de-Lis et al. 2017). In ring-
porous angiosperms, leaf maturation is followed by the onset of latewood formation,
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which is associated with an increase in wood formation rates (Pérez-de-Lis et al.
2017). A high carbon availability, already evoked for conifers, could account for the
early-to-latewood transition, although it could be also attributed to a greater produc-
tion of gibberellins bymature leaves, which are thought to promote the differentiation
of latewood fibres (Buttò et al. 2019a).

In early-autumn, the cambium frequently stops producing new cells, while cessa-
tion of wood maturation occurs a few weeks later. Senescent leaves can already be
seen in the canopy at that time, although most of the leaves will be shed in late
autumn (Gričar et al. 2017; Lavrič et al. 2017).

In areas that experience a dry season, a cessation of cambial activity and yellowing
of the leaves can be observed as early as early summer. However, in most of the
Mediterranean species, the cambium can then resume activity in the autumn when
the environmental conditions are more favourable, producing a false ring (Camarero
et al. 2010; Pérez-de-Lis et al. 2017).

3.4.4 Influence of Environment on Seasonal Dynamics
of Wood Formation and Tree Phenology

As described in Sect. 3.3.3, both external and internal factors control xylogenesis
and are likely involved in the regulation of its timing. There is strong evidence that
temperature has a primary role as an environmental driver for xylogenesis. In natural
stands, the onset of cambial activity occurs within a relatively narrow range of daily
minimum air temperature (from 2 to 7 °C) (Rossi et al. 2007, 2008, 2013, 2016),
resulting in elevation gradients of cambium resumption (Moser et al. 2009; Prislan
et al. 2013b; Saderi et al. 2019). Cambial activity can be reactivated during late
winter by artificial heating of tree stems (Oribe et al. 2003; Begum et al. 2010).
This artificial resumption of cambial activity can nevertheless only be triggered
during the ecodormancy phase after the chilling requirement has been fulfilled during
endodormancy (Begum et al. 2013). On the other hand, cessation of cambial activity
in early autumn occurs at milder temperatures than those for spring resumption
(between 5 to 13 °C for conifers) (Rossi et al. 2007, 2008, 2013, 2016), although
it can be hastened by artificial cooling (Gričar et al. 2007a; Begum et al. 2012a).
This equivocal role of temperature results in the absence of a clear elevation trend
in the timing of the cessation of cambial activity (Moser et al. 2009; Prislan et al.
2013b; Saderi et al. 2019). These results demonstrate that cambial division is also
driven by other cues such as photoperiod and water stress (Rathgeber et al. 2016).
For instance, photoperiod is thought to modulate cambial division rates (Rossi et al.
2006b) andmay act as a cue for the onset and cessation of cambial activity (Delpierre
et al. 2019; Fernández-de-Uña et al. 2018; Saderi et al. 2019). Likewise, water stress
hastens the cessation of cambial activity (Gričar and Čufar 2008; Gruber et al. 2010;
Fernández-de-Uña et al. 2017; Saderi et al. 2019).
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The close coordination between the phenology of the different organs of a tree
suggests that environmental effects on cambial activity could also be indirect via the
influence exerted by the environment on other organs, such as buds, leaves and roots.
For instance, bud and leaf phenology is mainly under the control of temperature
and photoperiod, to prevent frost damage (Chuine 2010). Several stresses, such as
drought and mineral deficiencies, can also hasten primary growth cessation and leaf
senescence (Delpierre et al. 2016). On the other hand, soil temperature regulates
rootlet elongation. A few studies have suggested that rootlet growth can continue at
a minimal rate during winter in evergreen trees, although it would not occur below a
threshold of 2 to 4 °C (Schenker et al. 2014). Fine root growth may also be reduced
or interrupted under drought conditions (Konôpka et al. 2005).

Phenological responses in distant tree organs are coordinated thanks to long-
distance signalling mechanisms, which involve the vascular system (Notaguchi and
Okamoto 2015). The phytohormones produced in a given organ can regulate the
phenology of distant organs, raising the question of the autonomy of an organ
phenology. For instance, auxins produced in expanding buds influence the rate of
cambial divisions in the stem (Lachaud et al. 1999). However, the presence of auxins
in overwintering tissues may decouple the onset of cambial division from the timing
of bud elongation, as observed from stem heating experiments (Oribe et al. 2003;
Begum et al. 2010). Nonetheless, the auxins produced in elongating buds are likely
necessary for sustaining a high division rate in the newly activated cambium.Anyway,
temperature remains a major cue for tree phenology because it controls both the
break from ecodormancy in buds (hence, the production of auxins), the sensitivity
of cambium to auxins, and the level of activity of the enzymes involved in all these
different processes.

3.5 Kinetics of Tracheid Differentiation in Relation
with Tree Physiology

A remarkable aspect of xylogenesis is its capacity to generate various wood forms
in response to developmental or environmental constraints (Rowe and Speck 2005).
Contrasting wood anatomy can thus be observed between different phylogenetic
groups, but also between different individuals of the same group, between different
organs inside the same individual, or during the ontogenic trajectory of the tree
(Lachenbruch et al. 2011). Besides, wood anatomy is also known to change with
environmental conditions either in space or in time (Jansen et al. 2004). Variations in
wood anatomy may occur within a single tree ring, such as the transition from early-
to late-wood in conifers and ring-porous species. Tracheid diameter, for example,
is commonly divided by a factor of five from the beginning to the end of a tree
ring in conifer species (Schweingruber 2007; Vaganov et al. 2006). This tree-ring
structure reflects structural and physiological trade-offs that are important for tree
functioning and performance, as seen in Sect. 3.3.1. These changes in tracheid and
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vessel morphology also drive many fundamental wood properties, including the ratio
between early- and late-wood and the tree-ring density profile (Fig. 3.5; Rathgeber
et al. 2006). Xylogenesis is the key process during which trees balance the afore-
said functional and structural trade-offs and fix them permanently in the wood tissue
(Rathgeber et al. 2016). However, which and how climatic factors, in interaction
with tree physiological state, and developmental control, influence xylem cell differ-
entiation and the resulting tree-ring structure have still not been fully unravelled
yet.

Earlywood Transition wood Latewood 

Fig. 3.5 Kinetics of tracheid differentiation and resulting tree-ring structure in conifers. aTiming of
cell differentiation phases (division, radial enlargement, and cell-wall thickening) in each successive
tracheid along a tree-ring radial file. b Cell longevity and cell wall deposition rate. c Resulting tree-
ring structure, with the evolution of the main anatomical parameters along with a scheme of the
corresponding mature tree ring Courtesy of Henri Cuny
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3.5.1 From Wood Formation Dynamics to the Kinetics
of Tracheid Differentiation

The kinetics of wood formation have been predominantly studied in conifer species
because of their simpler wood structure, formed by tracheids sequentially arranged
in rows perpendicular to the ring boundaries. During xylogenesis, cell enlargement
and wall thickening are the two fundamental subprocesses that shape xylem cell
dimensions and create the resulting tree-ring structure (Cuny et al. 2014). In his
pioneering work, Skene (1969) set the framework for studying the kinetics of conifer
tracheid differentiation: the final radial diameter of tracheids is the product of the
duration and the rate of cell enlargement; whereas the final amount of secondary
cell-wall is the product of the duration and the rate of wall material deposition. Cell
wall thickness is thus the result of the total amount of wall material deposited for
one cell, relative to its final size. Subsequent studies, however, focused mainly on
the duration of the processes (cell enlargement and wall deposition) to explain the
observed changes in cell features (cell diameter and wall thickness) along the ring,
discounting the rates without assessing their importance (Wodzicki 1971; Skene
1972).

The complex inter-plays between the durations and the rates of xylogenesis
subprocesses determine the changes in cell features (e.g. cell and lumen diameter,
lumen area, and wall thickness) that, in turn, create the anatomical structure driving
tree-ring density profile (Cuny et al. 2014). There is a positive relationship between
the cell radial diameter and the duration of the enlargement phase in conifer tracheids
(Cuny et al. 2014;Buttò et al. 2019b) and, to a lesser extent, also in angiospermvessels
(Pérez-de-Lis et al. 2016). Indeed, most of the changes in cell radial diameter are
attributable to shifts in the duration of cell enlargement along the ring (Cuny et al.
2014; Buttò et al. 2019b). Cell radial diameter itself accounts for most of the changes
in wall thickness, thus making the duration of cell enlargement also responsible for
a great proportion of the variations in wood density along the ring, together with the
variations in the duration and rates of cell-wall deposition, which contribute equally
to cell-wall thickness (Cuny et al. 2014).

3.5.1.1 Relationship between Conifer Tree-Ring Structure
and the Kinetics of Tracheid Differentiation

Wood formation monitoring studies reveal that a strong negative relationship links
the duration and rate of cell-wall deposition for the majority of the cells of a ring,
except for the very last latewood cells (Fig. 3.5; Cuny et al. 2014, 2019; Balducci
et al. 2016; Cuny and Rathgeber 2016).

The duration of enlargement decreases progressively across a conifer ring by about
two-thirds from the first to the last cells (Wodzicki 1971; Skene 1972; Cuny et al.
2014). This decrease is particularly abrupt in transition wood of species exhibiting
contrasted tree-ring structures (e.g. Larix spp., Pinus sylvestris). Enlarging tracheids
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can take between one to four weeks to reach their final size at the beginning of the
growing season, while final latewood cells may only take one week (Wodzicki 1971;
Skene 1972; Rathgeber et al. 2011a; Cuny et al. 2014). In comparison, the rate of
enlargement shows little variations along tree rings (Wodzicki 1971; Skene 1972;
Cuny et al. 2014).

On the other hand, wall-thickening duration tends to increase along tree rings,
although some species may show a decrease for the last tracheids (Cuny et al. 2014;
Buttò et al. 2019b). Secondary wall formation may take two to three weeks for
earlywood cells, and three to seven weeks for latewood cells. Conversely, cell-wall
deposition rates tend to decrease in transition- and late-wood cells (Cuny et al. 2014).

3.5.1.2 Carbon Allocation Along the Ring and the Growing Season

Wall thickness changes have been related to the kinetics of wall deposition (Skene
1969; Wodzicki 1971), and the idea that wall thickness is mainly driven by the
duration ofwall-thickening is deeply anchored in the scientific literature. However, in
opposition to this common belief, the results obtained by Cuny et al. (2014) revealed
that the amount of material deposited per cell was almost constant along most of
the ring, but decreased dramatically in the last 25% of the ring, reaching minimal
values for the last latewood cells, where wood density was maximal. Because of this,
changes in the amount of wall material per cell, and the kinetics of wall deposition,
only explained 33% of the changes in wall thickness and 25% of the changes in
wood density. In other words, more or less constant amounts of wall material are
placed into smaller and smaller cell volumes, resulting in increasing wall thickness
and wood density. Therefore, increasing cell wall thickness and wood density along
tree rings do not reflect higher carbon allocation to woody biomass, but rather a
downturn of secondary growth. Thus, the main driver of density changes along the
ring is the cell enlargement process.

The same kinetic approach was also used to describe the dynamics of carbon
allocation to the xylem (Cuny et al. 2015), showing that woody biomass production
lags behind stem-girth increase by over onemonth in conifers fromboreal, temperate,
subalpine and Mediterranean regions (Fig. 3.6). In angiosperms, preliminary results
show that there is also a time lag between growth in size and in biomass, but it is
estimated to be only about two weeks in ring-porous species and probably even less
in diffuse-porous species (Andrianantenaina et al. 2019). These time lags question
the extension of the equivalence between stem size increase and woody biomass
production at intra-annual time scales. They also suggest that these two growth
processes exhibit differential sensitivities to local environmental conditions. Indeed,
in well-watered sites, the seasonal dynamics of stem-girth increase matched the
photoperiod cycle, whereas those of woody biomass production closely followed the
seasonal course of temperature (Cuny et al. 2015).
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Fig. 3.6 Seasonal dynamics of stem-girth increase, xylemsize increase andwoodybiomass produc-
tion.aStem-external radial variations.bRate of xylemcell production through cambial cell divisions
and the number of cambial cells (shading). c Rate of xylem size increase, with isolated contributions
of cell production and cell enlargement, togetherwith the number of enlarging cells (shading).dRate
of woody biomass production, which sums the carbon sequestered by wall thickening plus that from
cell enlargement and cell production. Shading shows the number of wall thickening cells. Vertical
blue and red dashed lines indicate time of maximal rates of xylem size increase and woody biomass
production. The curves represent the average data for three sites in Vosges mountains (Northeast
of France), including three species (Abies alba, Picea abies and Pinus silvestris) monitored during
three years (2007–2009). Figure from Cuny et al. (2015)
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3.5.2 Influence of Environmental Factors on the Kinetics
of Wood Formation

In temperate forests, earlywood cells generally develop from mid-April to mid-July;
transition-wood, from mid-June to mid-August; and latewood, from the beginning
of July to mid-November (Cuny et al. 2014). Each cell in a tree ring experiences
particular environmental conditions, potentially uniquely shaping its final dimen-
sions, since each of its differentiation phases occurs within a specific time window.
However, the links between tracheid or vessel size and environmental conditions
during their formation are still largely unknown.

In conifers, for the majority of the cells along the ring, as the rate of cell wall
deposition decreases, the duration of wall deposition increases in the same propor-
tion (Balducci et al. 2016; Cuny and Rathgeber 2016; Cuny et al. 2019). Because of
this ‘compensation effect’, the amount of wall material incorporated by the tracheids
exhibits little change along a large part of tree rings (Cuny et al. 2014). Only in the
second part of the latewood, the compensation effect decreases to become minimal
for the very last tracheids (Cuny and Rathgeber 2016). In these last tracheids, vari-
ations in the rate of wall deposition result in equivalent variations in the wall cross-
area. Because of the compensation effect, the influence of climate on the rate of wall
deposition may not be translated into shifts in the amounts of deposited wall material
during most of the growing season and thus, could not be recorded in the tree-ring
structure, and probably only partially in wood isotopic composition. Indeed, Cuny
and Rathgeber (2016) found that for cells presenting a strong compensation, influ-
ences of temperature on wall deposition rate were not traced in the wall cross area.
Conversely, for cells presenting a weak compensation, highly significant, positive
relationships were found between the wall cross area, the daily rate of wall depo-
sition, and the temperature during the period of secondary wall formation (Cuny
and Rathgeber 2016; Cuny et al. 2019). Such contrasting sensitivities of early- and
late-wood cells to temperature confirm results from dendroclimatology showing that
latewood conveys a much stronger climatic signal than earlywood (Wimmer and
Grabner 2000). Thus, the lack of compensation for the last latewood cells appears
as a clue to explain the supremacy of maximum latewood density as a proxy for past
climatic conditions in general, and temperature in particular (Briffa et al. 2002a, b).

On the other hand, Cuny & Rathgeber (2016) observed a strong effect of day-
length, but only on the duration of latewood cell enlargement. This absence of a clear
climatic determinism of the decreasing tracheid diameter along the ring, a crucial
determinant of the whole tree-ring structure, argues for a close control of the kinetics
of wood cell differentiation. However, in Mediterranean regions, features such as
intra-annual density fluctuations (IADF), show that strong variations of the water
regime during the growing season can also break the ‘compensation effect’, and
modify tracheid size and tree-ring structure (De Micco et al. 2016b; Zalloni et al.
2016). Indeed, in the first half of the growing season, the enlargement rate of xylem
cell can drop to zero during a severe drought, creating a band of latewood-like cells
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in earlywood (Balducci et al. 2016). Conversely, in the second half of the growing
season, when the cambium encounters exceptionally good water conditions, it may
produce a band of earlywood-like cells in the latewood (Balzano et al. 2018).

3.6 How Wood Formation Monitoring Can Help to Better
Understand Tree-Ring Isotopic Signal

The isotopic composition of tree rings integrates the specific isotopic signatures of
the various compounds used to build xylem cell structures (e.g. cellulose, hemi-
celluloses, lignins). The isotopic signature of these compounds is modulated by the
physiological processes occurring during the synthesis and delivery of the substrates
to the growing xylem (Gessler et al. 2014). We know that the isotopic signature
of these substrates is well related to the environmental conditions occurring during
their production by photosynthesis (Brandes et al. 2006). However, the relation-
ships between the environmental conditions occurring during carbon assimilation,
assimilate transport, xylem formation and the final isotopic signature of a tree ring
is rather complex and not completely unravelled yet. For instance, at the beginning
of the growing season, the utilization of carbohydrate reserves to build new xylem
cells causes a mismatch between the time at which wood is formed and the time
at which its carbon was assimilated. Therefore, the isotopic signal recorded in the
earlywood could reflect previous-year environmental conditions rather than current
spring conditions (Kagawa et al. 2006). Moreover, in this example, the isotopic
signal would also be affected by the effect of post-photosynthetic fractionations (see
Chap.13). The same considerations apply for the oxygen isotope signal. However,
starch remobilization can lead in this case to extended exchange with the reaction
water, potentially further diluting the original isotopic signal (Gessler et al. 2014).

High-resolution studies dividing tree rings into a variable number of sectors either
manually (Treydte et al. 2014; Zeng et al. 2017) or with automated laser-based
systems (Schulze et al. 2004; Schollaen et al. 2014) to provide intra-annual isotopic
composition profiles of tree rings are becomingmore andmore frequent. Such studies
not only help to more precisely identify external and endogenous factors driving
the isotopic signature of bulk wood or cellulose along the growing season, but can
also provide additional insight into the carbohydrate dynamics sustaining xylem cell
growth (Helle and Schleser 2004; Ogée et al. 2009; Rinne et al. 2015; Belmecheri
et al. 2018).

Intra-ring sectoring in isotope studies is conventionally done by assuming that
each ring sector can be somehow attributed to a definite time window according to
its position within the ring. This is the case of studies applying both regular (all the
sectors exhibit the same width) and irregular (all the sectors do not have the same
width, e.g. earlywood and latewood) sectoring. In this chapter, we showed that tree-
ring formation is the result of a complex succession of developmental processes,
which rates and durations vary along the growing season. Therefore, despite their
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relatively simple structure, not even conifer tree rings can be seen as a succession
of cell rows formed during separate regular time intervals. Rather, the successive
cell rows of a tree ring are formed in highly overlapping time intervals of variable
durations (Fonti et al. 2018). We showed that, as we move from early- to late-wood,
cells spend progressively more time in the wall thickening phase and less in the
enlargement phase. A longer period of differentiation, along with higher rates of cell
division, increase the amount of forming tissue that can be observed at a given day.
Therefore, the amount of tissue in wall thickening is generally higher than that in
enlargement zone, increasing along the growing season and with maximum values
in summer. This scheme is even more complicated in angiosperms, due to their
heterogeneous tree-ring structure and greater variety of cell types with contrasting
maturation rates and lifespans. As a result, the association between intra-ring isotopic
measurements (taken along several ring sectors) and the time window of formation
cannot be accurately inferred by simply using their relative position along the tree
ring. The accurate dating of intra-ring sectors requires a good understanding of wood
formation processes, which can only be obtained through repeated observation of the
developing xylem along the growing season. Therefore, monitoring wood formation
is essential for disentangling high-resolution isotope signals stored in the cellulose
and bulk wood of tree rings, as well as to assess the extent to which wood formation
processes affect the recording of the isotopic signature.
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Chapter 4
Sample Collection and Preparation
for Annual and Intra-annual Tree-Ring
Isotope Chronologies

Soumaya Belmecheri, William E. Wright, and Paul Szejner

Abstract This chapter provides guidance for conducting studies based on stable
isotope measurements in tree rings to infer past and present climate variability
and ecophysiology. Balancing theoretical perspectives of stable isotope variations
recorded in tree rings, intended research applications (paleoclimate or ecophysi-
ology) and resource limitations, this chapter describes key aspects of field sampling
strategies and laboratory sample processing. It presents an overview of factors influ-
encing variations and thus interpretations of carbon and oxygen isotopes, including
juvenile/age effects, canopy status and stand characteristics to informsampling strate-
gies that optimize a robust paleoenvironmental and physiological signal with statis-
tically defined confidence limits. Fieldwork considerations include the selection of a
study site and trees, field equipment, and sample requirements to recover sufficient
material for isotopic measurements, and the desired environmental signal. Aspects
of laboratory sample processing include choosing a sampling resolution (e.g. whole
ring, earlywood/latewood, thin section, etc.), sample pooling within and between
trees, and particle size requirements for chemical extraction and analytical repeata-
bility. Finally, this chapter provides a case study highlighting the potential benefits
and limitations of high-resolution sub-seasonal sampling.

4.1 Introduction

Stable isotope ratios of carbon (δ13C) and oxygen (δ18O) as measured in tree rings
(cellulose or wood) are commonly used to understand eco-physiological processes
and environmental conditions governing tree-growth (McCarroll and Loader 2004;
Gessler et al. 2014). Because of the relationship between photosynthetic carbon
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isotopic fractionation (�13C) and the ratio of leaf internal and ambient CO2 concen-
trations (ci/ca), δ13C in tree rings has been used to characterize the relationship
between the physiology involved in photosynthesis and the environment (Farquhar
et al. 1989). This tool further provides a retrospective annual to intra-annual record of
photosynthesis activity under varying atmospheric CO2 via δ13C-derived estimates
of intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE), the ratio of carbon gain to water loss (Saurer
et al. 2014, see Chap. 17). The δ18O in tree rings is related to the δ18O of soil water,
which reflects the δ18O of precipitation (see Chap. 18), and leaf water evaporative
enrichment (Roden and Ehleringer 2000; Barbour et al. 2004; Treydte et al. 2014).
Thus δ18O in tree rings has been used to reconstruct past eco-hydrological processes
and atmospheric circulation patterns (Sidorova et al. 2010; Ballantyne et al. 2011;
Brienen et al. 2012; Zhu et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2019, 2020; Nagavciuc et al. 2019),
and provided a tool to evaluate the effects of relative humidity and air temperature
on photosynthesis (Wright and Leavitt 2006b).

Sampling living trees for stable isotope analyses of tree rings involves many
choices. Typically, the tree species and general locations selected are determined by
the research questions. For example, in temperate orwater limited environments, δ13C
has been used to reconstruct drought and its impact on tree physiology (Lévesque
et al. 2014). In boreal or temperature limited environment, δ13C has been used to
reconstruct cloudiness (Young et al. 2010). Optimizing field sampling to have the
best chance of addressing the research hypothesis and recovering the desired ‘signal’
requires choices regarding the site microenvironment, individual tree characteristics,
and appropriate sampling equipment. Some of these choices can affect the stable
isotope ratio(s) recorded in the wood (tree rings). However, other decisions related
to practicalities of getting adequate sample mass and the methods employed during
the subsequent processing must also be taken into consideration.

After choosing the research question and the tree species, the most important
field consideration is site selection. The most common site selection criteria include
proximity to compatible instrumented weather data, extra-site conditions, and stand
characteristics (e.g., monoculture/mixed species, natural/planted, density, substrate,
aspect, slope, and age). Ideally, instrumented weather data have been recorded close
to the site of interest, at a similar elevation and aspect. Extra-site conditions refer
to the surrounding topography and land use. For example, a hydrologic connection
(with respect to lateral flow through soils) of the tree site with higher elevations likely
indicates that the available water in deeper soils will have a mixture of local stable
oxygen isotope values and values characteristic of higher elevations (see Chap. 18
for source water considerations in site selection). Subsurface flow and runoff can
also cause differences across the area chosen for sampling, by providing water with
different stable oxygen isotope values to some trees (Dawson and Ehleringer 1991).
Stable carbon isotope values can also be affected through differences in water status
driven by differences in microsite conditions, i.e., if some of the trees have access to
the subsurface flow or runoff while others do not. In addition, major changes in land
use can alter the timing ofmoisture input, e.g., from snowpack, and can even affect the
local climate (Salati and Nobre 1991; D’Almeida et al. 2007; Perugini et al. 2017).
Selecting sites where environmental data and historical land-use data is available
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maybe critical to the success of a project, and researchers should consider carefully
what information they need for their specific research questions when selecting sites.

Stand characteristics can affect the growth rate of the trees and their sensitivity
to changes in the local climate. For example, competition for light and water can
reduce the ability of a tree to respond optimally to favorable environmental condi-
tions (Moreno-Gutiérrez et al. 2012; Voelker et al. 2019). Mature trees within a
closed canopy stand will be buffered to some extent from the direct effects of drought
and heat by lower vapor pressure deficit caused by the transpiration of the neigh-
boring trees (Talbott et al. 2003). Subcanopy trees within a closed-canopy forest may
incorporate a larger proportion of respired CO2 during photosynthesis than canopy-
dominant trees (see Chaps. 19 and 24) and may have lower carbon assimilation rates
due to lower light input (e.g., Cerling et al. 2004). Stable isotopes contained within
subcanopy trees may reflect more information on stand dynamics and competition
than canopy-dominant trees, particularly if a tree has changed competitive status
over time. The isotopic composition within canopy dominant trees is more likely to
reflect climate variation over time (Barnard et al. 2012).

Achieving the desired temporal resolution from the sampledwood requires knowl-
edge about the length of the growing season and the growth rate of the species at the
chosen site. Obtaining an adequate amount of material (e.g., whole wood, cellulose)
for the desired temporal resolution may require careful consideration of the diameter
of the increment borer used for sampling and the number of samples taken from
each tree. Many studies involving subannual sampling use the relatively time-stable
earlywood/latewood boundary as a time marker to designate the subannual divi-
sions, but subannual sampling can also be executed using successive equal segments
within a ring (Xu et al. 2020). These two options have a technical but fundamental
difference. On the one hand, utilization of the earlywood/latewood technique yields
a predetermined number of slices per year, whereas the successive equal-segment
cut technique yields a variable number of samples per year and among trees because
it will depend on the ring width of individual trees and specific years. Independent of
the sectioning method used, variable tree growth rates should play an important role
in how the samples are prepared. It is necessary to avoid unbalanced mass among
trees if the samples are combined. For example, if the trees are combined (pooled),
it is preferable to select the same mass of material per tree to avoid biased isotopic
signals from the trees that havemoremass on the same section (Leavitt 2010; Dorado
Liñán et al. 2011).

For tree-ring stable isotope analyses, several components can be analyzed: whole
wood, holocellulose, α-cellulose, or lignin. The α-cellulose molecule is often the
preferred material because it is more resistant to environmental degradation than all
major wood-constituents except lignin. Additionally, α-cellulose is a single molecule
formed by a specific series of biochemical steps and it does not undergo isotopic
exchange after deposition, in contrast to hemicellulose, for example, which can
exchange at the carbonyl bonds. Several methods can be used to extract α-cellulose
from whole wood material (see Chap. 5 for cellulose extraction details). While there
is a prevalence of α-cellulose analyses in tree-ring isotope studies based on the advan-
tages described above, whole wood remains another component of choice because it
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requires less analytical time and cost. A number of studies have assessed the coher-
ence of the climate signal recorded in both whole wood and α-cellulose (Borella et al.
1998; Barbour et al. 2001; Loader et al. 2003; Ferrio and Voltas 2005; Cullen and
Grierson 2006; Sidorova et al. 2008; Szymczak et al. 2011; Bégin et al. 2015; Weigt
et al. 2015), but there is no consensus as to whether both components record similar
climate signals (i.e., strength and timing) for both δ13C and δ18O. Ultimately, the
choice of α-cellulose versus whole wood can be informed by a preliminary analysis
of the studied site and species (Guerrieri et al. 2017), particularly when aiming to
conduct large-scale (e.g. network) or long-term (e.g. millennial scale) paleoclimate
and physiology reconstructions (Leavitt et al. 2010).

This chapter provides guidelines for field sampling and sample processing in the
context of the current major areas of research using stable isotope ratios from stem
wood, i.e., tree physiology and climatology. Specifically, it provides an overview
of how to account for various factors influencing the isotopic signal recorded in
tree rings when designing and conducting a tree-ring stable isotope study for either
paleoclimate or ecophysiology investigations. The overview will cover theoretical
and practical aspects of site and tree selection, sample collection and tree ring sample
preparation. Finally, an emphasis on high-resolution tree ring isotope analyseswill be
presented in order to highlight the potential ecophysiological and paleoclimatological
insights thatmay be gained fromhighly resolved intra-annualmeasurements of stable
isotopes in tree rings.

4.2 Sample Collection

4.2.1 Site and Tree Selection

Site selection should minimize the influence of any local micro-environment effects
on the isotopic signal recorded by individual selected trees. A common approach is
to select canopy-dominant trees with no direct competition (McCarroll and Loader
2004; Leavitt 2010). Usually, dominant trees will also be older than subdominant or
subcanopy trees, and when trees of the same age are compared, the dominant trees
are likely to have wider ring widths for the same years. The choice of older trees
is primarily motivated by the goal of developing long multi-centennial paleoclimate
and paleophysiological reconstructions or to avoid isotopic trends observed in early
growth years, the so-called "juvenile or canopy effect” for δ13C (Monserud and
Marshall 2001) or “age-related-effect” for δ18O (Treydte et al. 2006). Age-related
isotope trends appear to bemore consistent for δ13C than δ18O (Young et al. 2011; Xu
et al. 2011; Labuhn et al. 2016; Lavergne et al. 2017; Friedman et al. 2019;Duffy et al.
2019). Overall, fewer studies have addressed these trends and their causes for δ18O
compared to δ13C. Age-related trends are avoided by only including rings formed
after the first (or inner) 20–50 years from the pith. The number of years included
within the juvenile period is not constant, so a preliminary test on a single core may
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be advisable prior to expending money and time on unusable samples. An alternative
to omitting the juvenile tree growth is to mathematically remove the juvenile isotopic
trend using different detrending methods such as the regional curve standardization
“RCS” detrending method (Gagen et al. 2008; Esper et al. 2010, 2015; Helama et al.
2015).

The majority of paleoclimate tree-ring isotope-based studies use an approach
similar to classic dendrochronology studies where old, dominant and sensitive trees
(“big trees”) are selected (Gagen et al. 2011; Loader et al. 2013a).Minimizingmicro-
environment effects is addressed ad hoc during field collection (through tree selec-
tion), while isotopic trends related to developmental stages are addressed post hoc
during sample preparation by excluding the inner rings or by detrending. The “clas-
sic” dendroclimatology sampling approach can, however, be biased when estimating
past and projected responses of forest growth (based on tree-ring width) to climate
variability and trends (Klesse et al. 2018a). This bias in targeting climatically sensi-
tive and dominant trees for δ13C chronologies has been investigated with respect to
their use to infer physiological responses of trees to rising atmospheric CO2 concen-
trations, i.e., iWUE (Brienen et al. 2017). In this recent analysis of iWUE derived
from tree-ring δ13C, Brienen et al. (2017) used a size-stratified sampling approach
to infer how developmental effects, particularly the interaction between tree height
and age, affect the derived trend of 13C discrimination and the corresponding iWUE
magnitude over the twentieth century.Within a given site, the size-stratified approach
involves sampling trees from all size classes at similar CO2 levels. Such stratification
enables comparison of age or height effects independent of CO2 trends (Klesse et al.
2018b). This sampling approach has shown that when accounting for tree height, the
magnitude of iWUE trends derived prior to height correctionwas significantly dimin-
ished or nonexistent in conifers (Monserud and Marshall 2001). There are several
mechanisms, physical and physiological, by which tree-height can affect variations
and trends in tree-ring δ13C. These include gradients of light, VPD and δ13C of atmo-
spheric CO2 between canopy and subcanopy trees. These mechanisms are indirect
because they result from tree status in the canopy (canopy position) and therefore are
mediated by stand structure, particularly in closed canopy forests (e.g. shade tolerant
tree species) (Vadeboncoeur et al. 2020).

In contrast, direct mechanisms of height effect result from hydraulic resistance
linked to either reduced water potential or turgor when trees get taller. This leads
to reduced stomatal conductance (McDowell et al. 2011), reduced CO2 concentra-
tion inside the leaves and consequently less isotopic discrimination, which explains
artefactual increases in iWUE as being related to height rather than a physiological
response of stomatal conductance and photosynthesis to higher atmospheric CO2.
An important caveat when considering the height effect is the underlying assumption
that the height of average photosynthetic carbon gain impacting stem growth at ~130
cm (height at which tree rings are commonly sampled) is linearly related to height
growth. This in turn depends on species, light compensation points, stand density
and relative dominance of the sampled individuals. Brienen et al. (2017) found that
at constant atmospheric CO2, iWUE in young understory trees increased by a factor
of two or three throughout a tree’s life span in several species. These developmental
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trends were attributed to an increase in tree height and were not restricted to the early
part of tree growth as previously thought (Treydte et al. 2006; Esper et al. 2010,
2015; Helama et al. 2015).

Despite potential biases of height effects discussed above, themagnitude of iWUE
increases over the twentieth century, as derived from tree-ring δ13C measurements
from several tree species in temperate, boreal and tropical forests is, however, remark-
ably consistent amongst tree species and forest ecosystems (Saurer et al. 2004, 2014;
van der Sleen et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015). Further, it is consistent with estimates
derived from δ13C measurements of atmospheric CO2 (Keeling et al. 2017). The
iWUE estimates derived from tree rings using the “classic” sampling strategy are
therefore robust and are further supported by results of process-based biogeochem-
ical (Keller et al. 2017) and vegetation models (Frank et al. 2015). Recent findings
corroborate that using δ13C for climate and physiological inferences is reliable for
years when trees are in canopy dominant positions, particularly for shade-tolerant
species (Klesse et al. 2018a) with the underlying assumption that stand density and
therefore competition remained unchanged over time (Voelker et al. 2019).

The application of tree-ring isotope studies to constrain the carbon cycle and
atmosphere-biosphere interactions at the ecosystem level offer exciting opportunities
(Belmecheri et al. 2014; Babst et al. 2014; Guerrieri et al. 2019; Lavergne et al. 2019,
2020; Szejner et al. 2020a). However, the commonly used sampling strategies ignore
spatial scaling issues (e.g., stem, to leaf, to stand, to forest, to region, to global)
(Medlyn et al. 2017; Yi et al. 2019). One example illustrating this challenge is the
divergence in iWUE magnitude and other physiological metrics between tree-ring
isotopes, leaf-gas exchange measurements, and estimates from direct measurements
of carbon andwater exchange usingEddyCovarianceflux towers (Medlyn et al. 2017;
Keen 2019; Yi et al. 2019; Lavergne et al. 2019). These discrepancies persist at site
level, with trees sampled in the vicinity (and footprint) of a flux tower (Belmecheri
et al. 2014; Medlyn et al. 2017; Guerrieri et al. 2019). Methodological assessments
to identify sampling strategies when reconstructing forest productivity from tree-
ring widths have demonstrated the influence of sampling design on estimates of
forest growth and productivity (Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014). Future research in tree-
ring isotopes when applied as records of carbon–water dynamics may benefit from
conducting similar sampling design assessments.

Ultimately, site choice and sampling design will depend on the scientific appli-
cation (paleoclimate, ecophysiology), but also require prior knowledge of environ-
mental andmicro-climate conditions at the site(s), either through site reconnaissance,
monitoring (Wright 2001;Wright and Leavitt 2006a; Treydte et al. 2014; Belmecheri
et al. 2018), or preliminary and published studies.

4.2.2 Sample Replication

Typically, in a homogenous site, between four and six trees are sufficient to achieve
a representative common variability at the site level. This is similar to the strong
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common signal measured by “Expressed Population Signal” when using tree-ring
widths (Wigley et al. 1984; McCarroll and Loader 2004). However, the number of
trees required to build a representative isotopic chronology that captures a significant
proportion of the site variance depends on the tree species, site conditions and the
isotope considered (C, O or H). One approach would be to assess the between-tree
variability (or inter-tree differences) on a subset of years-rings (10–30 years) or on
only every 5th or 10th ring over the time period of interest before analyzing all of the
samples (Leavitt 2010). This exploratory step is particularly relevant when consid-
ering pooled versus individual measurements of tree-ring isotopes (see Sect. 4.3.2
of this chapter).

While the majority of isotopic studies report between 4–6 trees as a sufficient
sample size to achieve a representative signal (McCarroll and Loader 2004; Leavitt
2010), this number should be considered a minimum to be informed by prelim-
inary isotopic analyses as described above. The number of trees required can be
influenced by attributes of individual trees, such as circumferential variability in tree
vigor, stand status (e.g. dominant, subdominant, subcanopy), micro-climate and local
hydrology, and strongly depends on the environmental signal recorded in the tree-ring
isotopes. These factors contribute to circumferential isotope variability within a ring
(intra-tree) and between trees within a site (inter-tree). The typical inter-tree isotopic
variability is 1–3‰ for δ13C and 1–4‰ for δ18O, whilst the approximate intra-tree
variability is 0.5–1.5‰ for δ13C and 0.5–2‰ for δ18O, though this aspect has not been
widely studied. Because the goal for paleoclimate reconstructions is to estimate the
site mean value, not individual tree values, and because inter-tree isotopic variability
is considerably greater than intra-tree variability, sampling a higher number of trees
in a given site has been prioritized in order to capture a representative isotopic record
with high precision of the sample mean for paleoclimate reconstructions.

The strength of the environmental signal recorded in the tree-ring isotopes can
be assessed through (1) inter-series correlations of tree-ring isotopic series and (2)
correlations between tree-ring isotopes and environmental signals (e.g. climate data).
It is therefore not unusual to use up to 8–10 trees per site (Daux et al. 2011). When
the aim is to build robust paleoclimate and physiological reconstructions, the number
of trees is determined by the confidence interval represented by the absolute differ-
ence between individual tree-ring isotopic time-series (Loader et al. 2013b). In this
context, increasing the number of trees will enhance the dominant environmental
signal and reduce uncertainties in reconstructions. The absolute difference in the
stable isotope values between trees can vary through time, and consequently, the
theoretical number of trees required for a representative isotopic chronology may
vary, too. Changes in the strength of the common signal through time cannot be
determined beforehand, so the number of trees included in developing the isotopic
chronology should be if possible.
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4.2.3 Choosing Field Sampling Equipment

Sampling wood from living trees is usually done with an increment borer. Standard
diameters of the borer bit include 4.3, 5.15, 10 and 12 mm. The larger borer sizes
are often chosen to ensure that an adequate amount of wood is recovered for stable
isotope analyses, but these borers are relatively expensive and smaller diameter borers
may already be available. It is worthwhile to consider the total mass of α-cellulose
that can be recovered from wood based on the average ring width (or the minimum
ring width of the sample), or the average width of the desired tree-ring subdivision.

Analytical masses used for isotopic analysis and reported in publications from
2009 to 2019 (n = 285) range from 0.04 to over 1 mg for carbon isotope analysis
(median= 0.3 mg; n= 145) and from 0.05 to over 1 mg for oxygen isotope analysis
(median = 0.2 mg, n = 140). The exact amount required depends on the analytical
method and machine sensitivity. Therefore, determining the sample mass required
for isotopic analyses should be confirmed with the analytical laboratory of interest.

Table 4.1 indicates the mass of α-cellulose recoverable from wood samples when
using 4.3 mm diameter and 5.15 mm diameter increment borers, assuming 40% α-
cellulose. The values in Table 4.1 assume that 10% of the volume is removed during
surfacing (e.g., sanding, microtome). The cross-diameter distance equivalent to 10%
of the volume, to account for surfacing, is 0.81 mm and 0.68 mm for the 5.15 mm
and 4.3 mm borers, respectively. This table can be used to determine the amount of
α-cellulose that can be recovered from a specific subdivision increment for the two
standard diameters of increment borer. A better estimate for individual tree species
can be calculated if the percentage of α-cellulose in the wood is known.

The following example describes the procedure to use Table 4.1 for a given
tree species and the width of a ring or a ring-subdivision: Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Douglas-fir) is reported to contain about 45% α-cellulose. The specific gravity of
this species is ~0.47 (though the specific gravity ofwoodvarieswithmoisture content,
ring width, and with the part of the ring considered e.g. earlywood versus latewood).
Let’s assume that the trees were sampled using a 5.15 mm borer, and that the cores
are sampled at 0.5 mm wide subdivisions. According to Table 4.1, a core from a
5.15 mm borer, for a tree with a wood density of 0.47 and a subdivision width of
0.5 mm will yield ~1.8 mg of α-cellulose. These values are calculated assuming
40% α-cellulose. To convert the α-cellulose to the specific yield for Douglas-fir of
45% α-cellulose, simply multiply the yield from Table 4.1 by the ratio of the actual
α-cellulose % to the % of α-cellulose used to make Table 4.1 (1.8 mg * 45%/40%=
2.0 mg α-cellulose).

Material losses during processing, other than during surfacing and chemical
extraction, are not included in these calculations, so the table values should be
considered the maximum recoverable amount of α-cellulose for a species with 40%
α-cellulose. The values presented in the Table 4.1 can be applied to any desired linear
distance to be subsampled (e.g., whole ring, earlywood, latewood, etc.), but when
considering the density of the wood to be sampled, researchers should be aware that
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the density of latewood is somewhat greater than both the density of earlywood and
the reported average wood density for the tree species.

Consider Pinus ponderosa as another example of the use of the information
summarized in Table 4.1. Wood density within a single species can vary greatly
depending on the tree age, the rate of growth, seasonal changes in climate, and other
factors determining the wood composition. A typical value for the specific gravity
(unitless; approximately equal to the density measured in g cm−3) of oven-dried
Pinus ponderosa is 0.40 (Miles and Smith 2009), i.e., equal to ca. 0.40 g cm−3.
Based on Table 4.1, recovery of 2.0 mg of α-cellulose using a 4.3 mm increment
borer, requires a ring width or ring subdivision of at least 0.95 mm. For a 5.15 mm
increment borer, the ring width or ring subdivision required to recover 2.0 mg of
cellulose is at least 0.67 mm (Table 4.1). For a 12 mm increment borer (not shown),

Table 4.1 Alpha-cellulose recovery: Theoretical amount of α-cellulose (mg) recoverable from
wood cores using 5.15 and 4.3 mm increment borers and containing 40% α-cellulose. The value of
40% α-cellulose was chosen because it is less than the percentage present in most tree species (N
= 83, Table 3, (Pettersen 1984)). These values assume that 10% of the wood was removed during
surfacing. For the 5.15 and 4.3 mm borers this means removing wood to a depth of ~0.8 and ~0.7
mm, respectively. The “ring or subdivision width” indicates the width in mm of the whole ring or of
a ring subdivision (e.g. earlywood, latewood, thin sections). If the percentage of α-cellulose in the
wood of a chosen tree species is known, then a more accurate estimate of the maximum recoverable
α-cellulose can be estimated (see text)

Wood density (mg/mm3)

5.15 mm 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8

Ring or
subdivision
width (mm)

3.0 6.7 7.9 9 10.1 11.2 12.4 13.5 14.6 15.7 16.9 18

2.5 5.6 6.6 7.5 8.4 9.4 10.3 11.2 12.2 13.1 14.1 15

2.0 4.5 5.2 6 6.7 7.5 8.2 9 9.7 10.5 11.2 12

1.5 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.1 5.6 6.2 6.7 7.3 7.9 8.4 9

1.0 2.2 2.6 3 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.2 5.6 6

0.9 2 2.4 2.7 3 3.4 3.7 4 4.4 4.7 5.1 5.4

0.8 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.8

0.7 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.2

0.6 1.3 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.6

0.5 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3

0.4 0.9 1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.4

0.3 0.67 0.79 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

0.2 0.45 0.52 0.6 0.67 0.75 0.82 0.9 0.97 1.05 1.12 1.2

0.1 0.22 0.26 0.3 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.52 0.56 0.6

4.3 mm 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8

Ring or
subdivision
width (mm)

3.0 4.7 5.5 6.3 7.1 7.8 8.6 9.4 10.2 11 11.8 12.5

2.5 3.9 4.6 5.2 5.9 6.5 7.2 7.8 8.5 9.1 9.8 10.5

(continued)
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Wood density (mg/mm3)

2.0 3.1 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.2 5.8 6.3 6.8 7.3 7.8 8.4

1.5 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.3

1.0 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.2

0.9 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.8

0.8 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3

0.7 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.9

0.6 0.94 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 2 2.1 2.5

0.5 0.78 0.91 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 2 2.1

0.4 0.63 0.73 0.84 0.94 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

0.3 0.47 0.55 0.63 0.71 0.78 0.86 0.94 1 1.1 1.2 1.3

0.2 0.31 0.37 0.42 0.47 0.52 0.58 0.63 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.84

0.1 0.16 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.39 0.42

the ring width or ring subdivision must be at least 0.125 mm. For analysis of either
δ13C or δ18O in Pinus ponderosa, with two replicates, using the median values typi-
cally reported for the analytical masses (δ13C median = 0.3 mg; δ18O median = 0.2
mg), a minimum linear distance (sampling resolution) of 0.3 mm (4.3 mm borer) or
0.2 mm (5.15 mm borer) is required for δ13C and 0.2 mm (4.3 mm borer) or 0.13
mm (5.15 mm borer) is required for δ18O. At least twice the mass is required if both
isotopes are to be analyzed. Of course, an assessment that inadequate material will
be recovered from a single core can be offset by pooling material frommultiple cores
(see Sect. 4.3.2 on pooling).

Typically, two cores are sampled per tree, from opposing radial directions across
any slope (not upslope or downslope), for establishing tree-ring chronologies, irre-
spective of the diameter of the increment borer. The same two cores can be used for
isotope analyses which will circumvent the potential problem of intra-tree variability
(Leavitt and Long 1984) by pooling rings or subdivision of rings while ensuring that
sufficient material will be recovered when using smaller diameter increment borers.
Albeit, when not constrained by the amount of recovered material, e.g., access to-
and use of a 12 mm increment borer or analyzing whole rings, it is not unusual to
sample one core per tree.

4.3 Sample Preparation

4.3.1 Sampling Resolution

Most tree rings exhibit anatomical characteristics within annual rings that demar-
cate tissues with relatively large-diameter tracheids/vessels known as earlywood
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(EW) from adjacent tissues with dense, small-diameter tracheids/vessels, which are
known as latewood (LW) (Pallardy 2008). In most trees, the EW forms in the spring
and the LW in the summer. In some tree species, other wood anatomical charac-
teristics can occasionally be identified, e.g., the so-called false ring, defined as an
abrupt intra-annual density fluctuation (IADF) , consisting of layers of tracheids with
small diameters within the EW and sometimes impinging on the LW (Szejner 2011;
Battipaglia et al. 2016; Babst et al. 2016; Pacheco et al. 2018; Belmecheri et al.
2018). Depending on the species, these variations are the expression of phenolog-
ical processes related to xylogenesis, driven by temperature and water availability
(Budelsky 1969; Yoshimura and Suzuki 1975; Vaganov et al. 2006; Zalloni et al.
2016). For example, cell enlargement is driven by turgor pressure and accordingly
by water availability (Lockhart 1965; Rathgeber et al. 2016), and extreme or abrupt
reductions in water availability can result in the formation of IADFs. These anatom-
ical variations can serve as temporal markers that can be used to investigate intra-
seasonal variation in tree-climate interactions using stable isotopes (Castagneri et al.
2018; Belmecheri et al. 2018).

The majority of tree-ring isotope studies are based on the analyses of whole rings
or latewoodportion of the ring, for bothGymnosperms andAngiosperms (specifically
ring-porous angiosperms). Tree-ring stable isotope publications surveyed between
2009 and 2019 report 18 studies based on blocks of rings, 237 studies based on
whole rings, 30 studies based on latewood subdivision, 28 studies based onboth early-
wood/latewood subdivisions, and 35 studies based on subdivisions smaller than early-
wood/latewood. For deciduous tree-species, the LW portion of the ring is preferred
for isotopic analyses because it corresponds to recent photoassimilates as opposed
to remobilized carbon from previous growing seasons used for EW (Kagawa et al.
2006a, b). Therefore, the isotopic composition of LW is imprinted by environmental
conditions experienced by trees during the current growing season. In contrast, EW
in most conifer species rely almost entirely on current photosynthates.

For Gymnosperms, separating LW and EW is not necessary in some cases (Kress
et al. 2010; Daux et al. 2011). Analyses of pine species at the European tree line
showed that the δ13C signal was coherent amongst EW and LW (Kress et al. 2010).
In this case, the coherence of the δ13C isotopic signal amongst these two portions of
growth is related to the short duration of the growing season, and smaller carbohydrate
pools. In such cases, analyzing the whole ring offers an advantage in the presence of
narrow rings and is more cost-effective for developing long isotopic chronologies.

Recently, analyses of δ13C in EW from Quercus species have been used to
constrain seasonal dynamics and strategies of carbon storage as they relate the pheno-
logical phases to climate trends (e.g.warming) (KimakandLeuenberger 2015).Using
δ13C fromEWandLW inmatureQuercus trees,McCarroll et al. (2017) demonstrated
the existence of two pools consisting of only non-structural carbohydrates (NSCs).
For EW formation, trees preferably used younger reserves (NSCs from the previous
year), but accessedolder reserves (NSCs fromearlier years)whenpoor environmental
conditions prevailed during the previous growing season (McCarroll et al. 2017). The
inter-seasonal δ13C variations described for Quercus species are consistent with the
highly resolved intra-seasonal variations of δ13C described for several broad-leaf
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species (Fagus, Populus, andMorus). Isotopic measurements were conducted at 100
μm resolution for two consecutive years and showed a consistent tri-phasic δ13C
pattern of enrichment-depletion-enrichment (Helle et al. 2004). At the beginning of
the EW portion, δ13C values rise to reach the maximum observed values, followed
by a decline (gradual or abrupt) to the minimum observed values within the LW
portion. The end of the LW is marked by an increase of δ13C values and is similar
to the next year (ring) EW δ13C. The increase marks the switch-over from current to
stored carbohydrates use. This seasonal pattern is interpreted as reflecting isotopic
fractionations related to post-photosynthetic processes and downstream metabolism
(Gessler et al. 2009; Offermann et al. 2011) (see Chap. 13), which can lead to a
decoupling between the signal recorded in the leaf and that stored in the wood or
cellulose (Gessler et al. 2014).

In regions with distinct seasonality such as cool and wet spring and hot dry
summers, the EW and LW portions will record different climate signals that can be
averaged out if thewhole ring is analyzed. BeyondEWandLW temporal resolution, a
systematic investigation of intra-annual variations of δ13C and δ18O offers the advan-
tage of identifying the seasonality of the climate signal recorded in various portions
of the tree-ring throughout the growing season. This then allows reconstruction of
the long-term variability of the seasonal climate signal (Roden et al. 2009; Johnstone
et al. 2013). Intra-annual δ18O measured from coast redwoods revealed a consistent
δ18O pattern across 10 years and from multiple trees/sites, with the most depleted
δ18O recorded in the central portion of the ring. The low δ18O values were related
to depleted source water δ18O and a reduction of evaporative enrichment related to
fog during the summertime, and were interpreted as signaling a switch from stored
to current summertime photosynthates. In this study, it was possible to identify the
timing of the seasonal climate signal and therefore the portion of the ring suitable for
longer-term reconstructions (Johnstone et al. 2013). This one example illustrates the
value of considering what portion of the tree ring will be analyzed, and the relevance
of such an approach to enhance the interpretation of the isotopic results but also
optimize utilization of resources.

In temperate forests, most isotopic studies of tree rings with temporal resolu-
tion higher than earlywood and latewood focused on only few years (2–10 years). In
contrast, high resolution intra-annual investigation is very common in tropical forests
and particularly for tree-species lacking visible growth rings (Verheyden et al. 2004;
Anchukaitis et al. 2008), and has been used to develop long and highly-resolved
isotopic records (Poussart et al. 2004; Cintra et al. 2019). High-resolution intra-
annual tree-ring studies have improved the knowledge and understanding of the
underlying physiological processes of tree response to climate and environmental
variability (Walcroft et al. 1997; Leavitt et al. 2002; Barbour et al. 2002; Helle et al.
2004; Roden et al. 2009; Kimak and Leuenberger 2015; McCarroll et al. 2017).
This is further illustrated by the use of process-based models for interpretation of
seasonal variation in δ13C and δ18O (Walcroft et al. 1997; Barbour et al. 2002; Ogée
et al. 2009) (see Chap. 26). A detailed model-data comparison for pine trees over
two consecutive growing seasons revealed that a single-substrate model (a simple
model for carbohydrate reserve) represents a reasonable assumption for interpreting
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seasonal variations of tree-ring δ13C and δ18O driven by precipitation and soil mois-
ture (Ogée et al. 2009). Interestingly, a sensitivity analysis of the single substrate
model revealed that the modeled EW isotopic signal was sensitive to the onset of the
cell-wall thickening phase, during which almost all cellulose is deposited.

Recent insights into xylogenesis have improved the understanding of the timing
and duration of cell enlargement and cell-wall thickening phases throughout the
tree-ring formation (Cuny et al. 2014, 2015). The duration and rates of cellular
differentiation processes are highly variable throughout the growing season (Cuny
et al. 2013; Ziaco et al. 2016). For conifers in France, the cell enlargement phase
for EW had a longer duration, ~20 days, compared to the cell wall thickening phase
of ~5 days. The opposite was observed later in the growing season where LW cells
had a shorter enlargement phase and an extended thickening phase, ~50 days (Cuny
et al. 2014, 2015). The timing and duration of cell-wall thickening imply that lags
between the onset of cell formation and secondary cell-wall formation should be
accounted for when aligning climate drivers with isotopic signals recorded in cellu-
lose (Monson et al. 2018; Belmecheri et al. 2018). Until recently, the kinetics of
xylogenesis processes were not integrated into the empirical or process-based inter-
pretations of tree-ring isotopic studies (Ogée et al. 2009; Belmecheri et al. 2018). In
the absenceof such information, tree-ring isotopic studies basedon annual or seasonal
time resolution can lead to a smoothed or mixed signal of intra-seasonal xylogenesis
processes (Chap. 15). For paleoclimatic and ecophysiological inferences, systematic
isotopic investigations at high intra-annual resolution offer great potential to gain a
better theoretical understanding of the coupling between tree-ring formation, isotopic
fractionation and environmental conditions (Wright and Leavitt 2006b; Roden et al.
2009; Vaganov et al. 2011).

The whole ring, EW or LW portions can be accurately and manually separated
using a scalpel or a razor blade under a binocular magnifier or stereoscope (e.g. Daux
et al. 2011). For high intra-seasonal resolution, a sliding (Barbour et al. 2002; Helle
et al. 2004; Ogée et al. 2009) or rotary (Anchukaitis et al. 2008; Szejner et al. 2020b)
microtome is used to cut continuous and tangential slices at the desired resolution
incrementally. When sampling thin slices with a microtome, it is important to ensure
that the ring-boundaries are parallel to each other for an accurate representation of
the radial growth progression and that the orientation of the blade is parallel to the
fiber direction. Note that the pronounced arc of rings near the pith precludes the use
of a microtome for accurate ring subdivision, because of mixing of wood produced
during different time periods when cutting with a straight blade across the arc of the
ring. Slices as thin as 10 μm can yield enough wood mass for cellulose extraction
and isotopic analyses (Table 4.1). This can be achieved using 12 mm tree cores or
wood segments (from stem discs).
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4.3.2 Sample Pooling

It is advisable when resources (cost, time) are not limiting to analyze trees indi-
vidually. The major advantage of analyzing individual trees is the assessment of
statistical uncertainties associated with isotopic signal arising from the between-tree
variability, but also to correct for age-related trends as discussed above. For phys-
iological and ecological applications, analyzing individual trees enables statistical
analysis where a single tree is used as a random or fixed factor when assessing drivers
of physiological response of trees to environmental change. This is increasingly used
in mixed-effect linear models (Guerrieri et al. 2019).

On the other hand, pooling dated rings from multiple trees reduces sample
processing time and resources use. A compromise between these two procedures
is a split-pool protocol where rings from multiple trees are pooled for each year but
also analyzed separately at a fixed frequency of every 5 or 10 years allowing for
inter-tree isotopic errors to be quantified (Wright and Leavitt 2006b; Dorado Liñán
et al. 2011; Szejner et al. 2016) (see Chap. 6). Rings frommultiple trees for any given
year can be pooled independently of their mass differences (but see Dorado Liñán
et al. 2011), though adequate sample homogeneity pre- or post-chemical extraction
(see following Sect. 4.3.3) is crucial for obtaining a composite (pooled) isotopic
time-series that is similar to the average of the individual tree measurements (Leavitt
2010; Dorado Liñán et al. 2011).

Beyond resources, the study aim will determine the sample preparation protocol.
For instance, it is possible to pool consecutive years within a tree (blocks of several
rings, typically 5 year blocks) to develop long isotope chronologies when the goal
is to investigate paleoclimate trends and low-frequency variations (Mayr et al. 2003;
Gagen et al. 2012). In such cases, pooling across years seems to be a practical choice
that yields a robust isotope-based reconstruction with sufficient sample replication,
but the method may not be suitable for some physiological investigations of long-
term trends given that pooling adjacent years may involve mixing the isotopic signals
of EW and LW sections and their sources, respectively. Nevertheless, multiple-year
pooling with individual tree analysis offers the advantage of estimating the confi-
dence interval of an isotope chronology mean and therefore of paleoclimate recon-
structions (Boettger and Friedrich 2009). There are different strategies to develop
isotope chronologies using multiple-year pooling. The first one consists simply of
serial pooling of tree-ring blocks from an individual tree (Leavitt and Lara 1994). The
second one consists of pooling tree-ring blocks from an individual tree, but shifted
by one year between trees, which produces a “quasi-annual” pooled chronology that
retains replication in each year (Boettger and Friedrich 2009). The third strategy
consists of supplementing the second strategy by analyzing a larger number of trees
where tree-cohorts join (e.g. ~10 trees for cohort-join points vs 5 trees for shifted tree-
ring blocks). This technique is termedOffset-pool plus Join-Point and was developed
by Gagen et al. (2012) to rapidly generate a robust millennial length δ13C chronology
by combining living trees and sub-fossil wood. However, such reconstruction relied
on prior work in the same site exploring the strength of the climate signal as well as
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age-related trends, and consequently can be applied in similar settings to the original
study.

In summary a balance between the objectives of the study and available resources
will determine the choice and the relevance of analyzing trees individually, pooling
rings within individual trees, or pooling the same sampling units from multiple trees
prior to chemical extraction of cellulose or isotopic measurements. Yet, the ability
to provide uncertainty estimates should remain a central goal and the strategies
described above offer a few options to achieve this goal.

4.3.3 Particle Size Requirements for Chemical Extraction
and Analytical Repeatability

When α-cellulose is to be analyzed for stable isotopes of δ13C and δ18O, we recom-
mend the following steps: (1) reduction of the wood sample prior to chemical extrac-
tion, and (2) further particle size reduction using an ultrasonic probe after chemical
extraction (Laumer et al. 2009). Large differences in the stable isotope ratios can
occur across a tree ring, within the same year, between different sides of the same
tree and between neighboring trees of the same species (e.g., Leavitt and Long 1986;
Saurer et al. 1997). The current analytical masses used are typically a few hundred
micrograms, and usually a subsample from each sample is analyzed, not the entire
sample (e.g. whole tree ring or a subdivision of a tree ring). When multiple samples
are pooled as described above, homogeneity of the sample is critical for precision
(unless the sample mass from which the subsample is drawn is not much larger
than the size of the subsample). The subsample must be isotopically representative
of the average value for the entire sample within the precision of mass spectrom-
etry, whether pooled or not, or the accuracy and repeatability of the results of the
analysis will not be maximized (see Chap. 6 for more details on accuracy and preci-
sion). The maximum acceptable particle size that will ensure homogeneity within a
pooled or unpooled wood sample is somewhat dependent on the wood density of the
tree species, and intra-annual variability in density (e.g. earlywood/latewood), but
the most important consideration is the relationship between analytical mass of the
sample and of the subsample chosen for stable isotope analysis.

In 1998, Borella et al., published results of a study that considered the number of
particles required for analysis given (1) a typical wood density of ~600 kg/m3, (2) a
deviation of 1 or 1.5‰ in the measurements of the isotopic ratios within the original
sample, (3) the mass of the original sample (immediately prior to analysis), (4) the
desired ‰ deviation from the actual value (precision), and (5) the probability that a
given particle size will yield a value within 1σ or 2σ of the actual value. At that time,
Borella et al. (1998) stated that “a grain mass of <6 μg should be achieved to ensure
an accuracy of 0.15‰”, which they report as being achievable using a sieve size of
0.15 mm (~80 mesh) for cellulose and 0.10 mm (120 mesh) for whole wood.
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Advances in instrumentation now allow analysis of much smaller masses than
considered by Borella et al. (1998), where a mass of 1–1.5 mg out of an original
post-processing mass of 10–50 mg was used for the online analyses, a range for
the subsample of ~2–10% of the original sample mass. Over the last 10 years of
publications reporting stable isotope results from wood (2009–2019), the average
analytical mass reported for δ13C analyses was 0.67 ± 0.6 mg (N = 145; median
value= 0.35 mg), and the average mass used for δ18O was 0.39± 0.3 mg (N= 140;
median value = 0.25 mg). The current median values for analytical masses of 0.3
mg (δ13C) and 0.2 mg (δ18O) are less than ~20–30% of the analytical values used
by Borella et al. (1998), suggesting that the required particle mass under current
conditions should be ~20–30% of the 6 μg maximum particle mass recommended
by Borella et al. (1998), or between 1 and 2 μg. Particle masses of this size are
achievable using some mills, but the resulting particle size is likely to be smaller
than the pore size of the filtering media used during cellulose extraction, resulting in
sample loss during chemical processing (see below).

Note, however, that Borella et al. (1998) state that the results presented in their
Table 1, from which their recommendation was drawn, are for an “extreme case”
where two samples that differed by 2‰ were combined. Individual tree rings, or
combinations of the same year using multiple cores from the same tree are unlikely
to contain two pools that consistently differ by 2‰, at least for δ13C, for which their
study was done. The variability of δ18O values across a tree ring and between the
same years on different trees is larger than the spread for δ13C. Examples of large
intra-annual variations in δ18O in tree-ring α-cellulose are shown in Fig. 4.3, with
intra-annual ranges in the δ18O across thin sections from two years at 4 sites of >6
and >8‰. In this case the within-ring variability is much larger than the between-tree
(i.e. between-site) variability.

What is the best method to use for obtaining the particle mass necessary to ensure
homogeneity?

Many methods have been employed for reducing the sizes of wood particles prior
to chemical extraction (Fig. 4.1), includingmanual cutting (scalpel, razor blade, etc.),
mortar and pestle, and various kinds of milling. Many types of mills are available
for wood sample reduction, including grinding/pulverizing mills (Yokoyama and
Inoue 2007), impact mills (Nied 2007) and robotic micro-milling (Dodd et al. 2008),
although the latter can be extremely time-consuming (Voelker et al. 2018). Milling
has been themost commonpre-chemical extractionmethod for particle size reduction
prior to chemical extraction over the last 10 years (Fig. 4.1). Reduction methods such
as microtome thin sectioning, laser ablation (Drew et al. 2009; Soudant et al. 2016)
and the platemethod (Li et al. 2011;Kagawaet al. 2015) can circumvent anyquestions
aboutmaximumacceptable particle size, unless the samples are to be pooled, inwhich
case an additional particle reduction step may be required to ensure homogeneity.
Yet minimizing the size of the particles prior to chemical extraction is limited by
another factor. The resulting particle sizes from some mills are small enough to
ensure homogeneity, but most methods for chemical extraction involve the use of
filtering media (The Brendel Method is one exception—see Chap. 5 for cellulose
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Fig. 4.1 Methods used to obtain the final particle size analyzed in research published between 2009
and 2019 (n= 342). No particle size reduction is involved in the “Plate Method” which is based on
cellulose extraction of a whole tree-ring lath (cross-section). Other methods such as laser ablation
and microtome thin sectioning are not plotted because they represented only a small percent of the
papers. Note the increase in the percentage of papers using the ultrasonic probe method [Dark blue
bars] since the method was first described by Laumer et al (2009) and the covariance of the use of
this method in recent years with the use of various forms of the word ‘homogenous’ when referring
to the analytical subsample [Red bars]

extraction details). Filtering media, such as fritted glass filters (No. 2, porosity 40–
100 μm; e.g., Loader et al. 1997; Rinne et al. 2005) and polymer pouching material
(ANKOM F57; porosity 25 μm; e.g., Szejner et al. 2016, 2018; Belmecheri et al.
2018) have porosities much larger than the particle sizes obtainable through many
millingmethods.Milling to toofine aparticle sizewill result in substantial sample loss
during the subsequent chemical extraction but milling to a very coarse size can result
in incomplete chemical extraction. Ideally the particle size after milling will be only
slightly larger than the porosity of any filtering media. For example, pre-extraction
milling to 20 mesh (~840 microns) can yield adequate particle size. Yet, the suitable
particle size for the filteringmedia is too large to provide adequate homogenization of
the sample when small samples masses are being analyzed, we therefore recommend
a further reduction of the particle sizes after chemical extraction through the use of
an ultrasonic probe (Laumer et al. 2009), which results in complete separation and
mixing of the α-cellulose fibers.

In summary, given the changes in instrumentation that now allow the analysis of
δ13C and δ18O from wood-derived samples in the range of 100–200 μg, we recom-
mend reduction of the wood to a particle size larger than the filtering media prior
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to chemical extraction, to ensure the completion of the chemical extraction and to
reduce the length of the fibers, followed by further particle size reduction using
an ultrasonic probe (Laumer et al. 2009). This combination yields samples with
the greatest possible homogeneity for the typical methods employed prior to stable
isotope analysis of α-cellulose.

4.4 Towards Subseasonal-Resolution Analyses of Tree-Ring
Records

4.4.1 Important Considerations

The appropriate sampling resolution for stable isotope analysis in tree-rings depends
on many factors, including the research question, the width of the rings of the chosen
trees, and the climate variability and repeating patterns within that variability, factors
that are best expressed in the following questions: What temporal resolution would
best answermy researchquestion? Is there enoughmaterial available inmy samples to
allow sub-tree-ring sampling? Howmuch does the climate vary across each growing
season at my tree site? Are there intra-annual climate changes at my site that are
temporally consistent on an inter-annual basis?

Increasing the number of samples per tree-ring may provide additional data. But
to be useful in any given research effort, the increase in the sampling resolution must
provide additional information that is pertinent to answering the research question.
If finer temporal gradations in the stable isotope data (as a proxy for either envi-
ronmental or physiological changes) would better inform the research effort and/or
increase the certainty of some aspect of the research, then an increase in the sampling
resolution is worth considering.

Practical limitations such as narrow tree rings and/or smaller diameter core
samples may confound efforts to increase the sampling resolution. The amount of
material (wood, α-cellulose, etc.) required for stable isotope analysis will determine,
in part, whether increased sampling resolution is possible. This consideration was
addressed in detail earlier in this chapter. The amount of time required to mature
the secondary cell wall of each cell (where almost all the “wood” resides) is another
consideration that may potentially limit the value of increasing the sampling resolu-
tion. The secondary cell wall maturation timing can range from a few weeks to a few
months (Cuny et al. 2015), with the maturation of neighboring cells to the inside or
outside of the tree ring being slightly ahead or behind any particular cell. The prac-
tical result is a smoothing of the stable isotope signal relative to the stable isotope
values that would have been present at any given point in time in the newly formed
photoassimilates. The degree of overlap in maturation across a tree ring will limit the
recoverable temporal resolution of the factor of interest, i.e. environmental changes
or physiological changes. Finally, for high resolution sampling to be useful, there
must be greater variability in the higher resolution data than in the lower resolution
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data, and ideally that variability will recur in a temporally consistent inter-annual
pattern. Stable isotope values that vary only slightly across each tree ring will prob-
ably not provide enough additional information to justify the additional cost and
efforts. Moreover, stable isotope values that vary across each tree ring in each year,
but in a non-systematic way, may be difficult to interpret, especially for tree rings
formed prior to the existence of local weather data.

Manyclimate regimeshave consistent cool season towarmseason shifts in temper-
ature, and some regions also have consistent intra-annual patterns in the precipitation.
Monsoonal and Mediterranean climates are good examples of climate regimes with
consistent inter-annual and intra-annual climate changes. Such distinct climate vari-
ations can result in seasonal and sub-seasonal changes in the stable isotope ratios
fixed in the tree-ring cellulose and can even produce visual evidence of the seasonal
changes in the wood (i.e. false latewood bands-FLBs, also called inter-annual density
fluctuations-IADFs). In these cases, stable isotope analysis at high-resolution within
each tree ring (e.g., intra-annual thin sections, or similar) can provide useful seasonal
and even sub-seasonal information, both during the period of instrumented weather
data and before (Szymczak et al. 2019; Pacheco et al. 2020), with appropriate
calibration/verification of the stable isotope time series with the instrumental data.

4.4.2 Sampling Resolution Comparison

As an example of the potential value of high-resolution (intra-annual) sampling of
tree rings, we combined high-resolution stable isotope values (100 μm) sampled
across two consecutive tree rings to represent a range of sampling resolutions from
low resolution (whole tree ring) to high resolution (100 μm; Fig. 4.2). The stable
isotope data used to produce Fig. 4.2 came from α-cellulose in a tree that grew in a
monsoonal climate (i.e. the North American Monsoon in Southwestern US).

What value was added in this case by having higher resolution data?

(1) Whole-ring—Note that the whole ring δ18O values (dashed lines) for the two
years differ by about 2‰. This 2‰ difference between the two years would be
the extent of the information available with whole ring analysis.

(2) Earlywood/Latewood—A further subdivision into earlywood (springwood)
and latewood (summerwood) reveals that the latewood δ18Ovalues are enriched
compared with the whole ring δ18O values, and that the earlywood δ18O values
are slightly depleted compared with the whole ring δ18O values, but the overall
pattern is similar between the two years. The Earlywood δ18O values between
the two years are similar, but there is a 2‰ difference between the latewood
in the two years. Information about differences between the seasons, with
similarities between the annual earlywood/latewood pattern, is revealed by
using two intra-ring sampling subdivisions.

(3) Quartiles—Further subdivision of the tree-ring δ18O data into quartiles begins
to reveal additional intra-annual isotope information when compared with the
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Fig. 4.2 Subseasonal variation of tree-ring α-cellulose δ18O recorded across a range of sampling
resolutions. Lower resolution δ18O data points were produced by averaging the δ18O values from
the 100 μm thin sections (circles). The whole ring value is indicated by the dashed line. An early-
wood/latewood tree-ring subdivision is indicated by the thick green line (earlywood) and the thick
blue line (latewood). A 4-part tree-ring subdivision (quartiles) is indicated by the brown lines. The
grey line is a 30 day smoothing spline of the maximum daily VPD (hPa) provided here to contextu-
alize environmental drivers of subseasonal δ18O variations recorded in tree-ring α-cellulose. Note
that the Y-axis for the VPD does not extend to the top of the graph. The position of the false ring
within each year is indicated with a filled circle. DOY = Day of the Year

whole ring δ18O: (a) the first quartile is very enriched, (b) the second quartile
is very depleted, (c) the third quartile reveals differences between the two
years, though both are depleted relative to the whole ring value, and (d) the
fourth quartile, roughly equivalent to the latewood, is slightly enriched. The
variability of the δ18O above and below the tree-ring mean δ18O value would
not be recognized with either whole ring or earlywood/latewood analysis.

(4) 100 µm thin sections—Values from the original data (circles) indicate tran-
sitions across the tree rings, with a very enriched first three slices, a 3–4 slice
transition to the most depleted values, followed by a gradual increase in the
δ18O values until the end of the growing seasons. Arguably, the results from
the quartile analysis provide almost the same information recovered in the 100
μm thin sections, though information that aids the interpretation will be added
in the following case study.

4.4.3 Case Study: Pinus Ponderosa Growing in Southwestern
US [Southern Arizona]

In the following section, the high-resolution δ18O subseasonal variations presented
above, is further replicated in three additional tree sites to investigate the consistency
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of the seasonal pattern discussed earlier and its spatial coherence across Southern
Arizona.

The annual precipitation in Southern Arizona is consistently bimodal, with a
cool-season component and a warm season (monsoon) component (Sheppard et al.
2002). A hot and extremely dry period fromApril to June always separates these two
precipitation modes. During the dry period, tree species growing at high elevations
(~2000–2600 m) experience very high transpiration rates caused initially by high
vapor pressure deficit (VPD) which is later combined with depleted soil moisture.
The combination of extremely dry air and low soil moisture causes the growth in
these trees to slow, often resulting in a reduction in the cell sizes (Belmecheri et al.
2018). Following the onset of the North American Monsoon (NAM) precipitation
(July 7th ±9 days; Higgins et al. 1999), many of the trees are able to resume their
cambial activity and growth (Budelsky 1969). In these cases, the smaller lignified
cells produced during the dry period are followed by larger cells, forming a visual
growth transition. This feature, often called a “false ring”, “interannual density fluctu-
ation (IADF)” , or “false latewood band (FLB)”, when combined with the consistent
timing of the onset of the NAM, allows the FLBs to be used as a visual intra-annual
time marker, separating spring growth from growth in the summer and autumn.

Examination of the α-cellulose δ18O extracted from 100 μm thin sections (using
a rotary microtome) from high elevation trees growing in two proximate mountain
ranges (The Santa Catalina and Pinaleño mountains), at four different elevations
(between 2040–2680 m) and during two consecutive years (1998 and 1999) reveals
consistent δ18O patterns across the growing seasons in all cases (Fig. 4.3). In general,
the δ18O values in cool season precipitation in Arizona are more depleted than those
in warm season precipitation, because of the effect of cooler temperatures on the
condensation fractionation (Eastoe and Dettman 2016). Stable isotope analyses of
precipitation collected at a location close to two of the studied sites (HEL andWCP)
show the expected cool season/warm season pattern in precipitation δ18O (Wright
2001). The timing of budburst at one of the sites (HEL) indicated that the growing
seasons began in mid-April in both years at a time when soil moisture was close
to field capacity (Wright and Leavitt 2006a). The comparisons of the precipitation
δ18O values with soil and xylem water δ18O showed strong covariance, indicating
little or no groundwater access (Belmecheri et al. 2018). Yet the δ18O values in the
first few slices from each year at all the sites were much higher than the δ18O values
measured on slices produced during the summer season, the opposite of expectations
if the cool season/warm season precipitation δ18O signal was dominating the δ18O
values in the photoassimilates.

Approximately 58% of the final δ18O value in xylem α-cellulose comes from the
leaf water, while about 42% of the oxygen atoms in the photoassimilates produced
using leaf water subsequently exchange with stem water during cellulose synthesis
(Roden and Ehleringer 1999). It is the 58% of the oxygen atoms that retain values
related to the leaf water enrichment that provide one possible explanation of the
observed cellulose δ18O seasonal pattern. The degree of evaporative enrichment of
leaf water δ18O differs greatly with VPD as mediated by water availability in the soil,
such that leaf water δ18O values during transpiration may be the same as the source
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Fig. 4.3 Tree-ring δ18O (W. E. Wright, unpublished data) from 100 μm thin sections for two
consecutive years 1998 CE [Left] and 1999 CE [Right]. The data comes from samples taken at four
sites located in two Arizona mountain ranges (U.S. Southwest) separated by about 80–90 km. False
Latewood Bands (FLBs) occurred in both years at the lower elevation sites [UAC and HEL, circles].
In the 1998 graph, the δ18O values for the FLBs [filled circles] occurred at the same point in time,
but their δ18O was different. In the 1999 graph, δ18O values for the FLBs from the two sites plot
almost at the same point in time and have very similar δ18O, so the symbols are indistinguishable
on the graph. The higher elevation sites [CPP and WCP, triangles] did not form FLBs in these
years, though the intra-annual δ18O patterns are very similar. Note that the x-axis values for the
δ18O from all the sites are plotted at constant time intervals relative to starting dates of Day 135
(May 15) and ending dates of Day 304 (October 31), based on observed leaf extension timing,
which roughly correspond to the growing season (Wright and Leavitt 2006a). Consequently, the
placement of the δ18O data points relative to the x-axis is based on estimates for the beginning and
end of the growing seasons, and therefore does not include the shift forward in timing required to
account for the maturation of the secondary cell walls (i.e. about 4–6 weeks on average)

water δ18O if the atmospheric humidity is 100%, but will become very enriched if
transpiration occurs into very dry air. The very enriched early growth in the data
shown in Fig. 4.3 is consistent with stable isotope model outputs using local climate
data, which suggests that extreme evaporative enrichment caused by high VPD may
be the main driver of the high δ18O values (Belmecheri et al. 2018). An alternative
interpretation is the use of enriched stored photoassimilates. But the important point
here is that coarse resolution sampling would not have revealed the unusual early
growing season values.

Another detail that would not have been revealed by coarser sampling is the
temporal relationship of the FLBs (IADFs) to the stable isotope values. A FLB is
formed during a period of extreme water stress, which causes partial or complete
growth cessation resulting in the production of smaller cells. Yet in these examples
the summer rains began soon after the formation of the FLB, so most of the matura-
tion occurred under conditions of high humidity (lower vapor pressure deficit). The
combined effects of reduced evaporative enrichment of the leaf water and increased
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diffusion of depleted water vapor 18O into the stomata result in leaf water δ18O that is
less enriched than during the dry period. Photoassimilates formed using this summer
leaf water are then used to mature the small cells in the FLB. Consequently, the δ18O
value for the thin section containing the FLB is one of the most depleted in both
tree rings (Belmecheri et al. 2018). This pattern can be explained by the kinetics
(timing and duration) of cell-wall enlargement and thickening phases for the FLB
cells. While cell-wall enlargement of the FLBs is initiated during the arid period,
secondary cell-wall deposition begins and extends through themoist monsoon period
(July to mid-September).

Evidence for the offset in the timing between the appearance of the small cells and
the maturation of the secondary cell walls of the small cells would not be available
at a coarser sampling resolution. In addition, thin section analysis allowed us to
recognize that the intra-annual patterns in the δ18O of the same years were very
similar, and that these δ18O pattern similarities were independent of the presence or
absence of a FLB (Fig. 4.3).

4.4.4 Preliminary Assessments

High-resolution intra-annual sampling can also be used in preliminary assessments
to inform subsequent sampling for long-term reconstructions. In some instances,
answering a research questionmay require only information from a limited part of the
growing season, so information provided by analysis of many tree-ring subdivisions
may be superfluous. In one example, the research question involved determining
the position of a summer fog drip signal within tree rings of Sequoia sempervirens
(Roden et al. 2009). The researchers already knew that the stable isotope values in
fog drip were always distinguishable from other water sources. Preliminary high-
resolution sampling allowed the researchers to focus their subsequent sampling on
only the portion of each tree ring that was incorporating fog drip. They were also
able to account for some time variance in the fog drip by expanding the sampling
increment. The sampling focus and the modification of the width of the sampling
unit were facilitated by the preliminary high-resolution sampling.

The data presented in the Southwestern US case study described earlier was
also conducted as a preliminary assessment. Initially, the relationships between the
presence or absence of FLBs and seasonal transitions in precipitation occurrence
were unknown. There was no FLB within the rings in many tree rings at some
sites, so an assessment of the high resolution differences between rings with and
without FLBs was necessary to be certain that the visual criteria we would use to
make subseasonal subdivisions (5 per ring in the case of our studies Szejner et al.,
2020) would capture adequate details about intra-annual shifts in the source water
and in water stress whether or not there was a FLB present. Careful preliminary
assessments can help researchers to optimize information gained from stable isotope
analysis when research resources are limited.
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4.5 Conclusion

As the application of stable isotope measurements in tree rings is becoming essential
in the fields of paleoclimate and paleophysiology, its full potential is still limited by
time and cost of sample preparation and processing. These constraints persist despite
remarkable progress in analytical techniques and a better understanding of biases
and uncertainties related to sampling of trees (number and status of trees) and rings
(temporal resolution). When planning tree-ring isotope studies, balancing project
goals and resources is often unavoidable; however, the goal should still be to produce
robust measurements of the sample mean at any chosen temporal-resolution, and
to quantify uncertainties of these measurements. Analyzing individual trees allows
uncertainties in the paleoclimate or paleophysiology reconstructions to be assessed.
Otherwise, choosing between individual trees vs pooling multiple trees, or choosing
between whole wood and α-cellulose should at least be informed by preliminary
analyses on a subset of years/trees. In all cases, sample homogeneity (wood or α-
cellulose) is key to achieving precise and representative (within or between tree vari-
ability) measurements. Advances in xylogenesis (wood phenology), wood anatomy
and mechanistic understanding of how stable isotopes are incorporated in tree-rings
offer an opportunity to shift the temporal-scale perspective at which ecophysiolog-
ical processes, forest-environment interactions, and paleoclimate reconstructions are
investigated using tree-ring stable isotopes.

Tree-ring stable isotope studies in conjunction with process-based models, and
xylogenesis studies can inform the next generation of vegetation modeling efforts
(Zuidema et al. 2018; Friend et al. 2019). With scientific motivations and resource
limitations in mind, sampling for isotopic analyses can be approached from the
perspective of exploiting and leveraging the same data for both ecophysiology and
paleoclimate studies, while reducing uncertainties in estimates and inferences of
forest growth, ecophysiology, and climate sensitivity.
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Chapter 5
Stable Isotope Signatures of Wood, its
Constituents and Methods of Cellulose
Extraction

Gerhard Helle, Maren Pauly, Ingo Heinrich, Karina Schollän,
Daniel Balanzategui, and Lucas Schürheck

Abstract In this chapter, we give some basic information on the chemical and
isotopic properties of wood constituents and describe their relative contribution to the
isotopic signature ofwood. Based on these considerationswe review studies that have
compared stable isotope signals of wood with those of corresponding cellulose. We
exemplify how relationships of wood-based tree-ring stable isotope sequences with
climate can be affected by varying proportions of wood constituents like cellulose,
lignin and extractives. A majority of benchmarking studies suggests that cellulose
extraction may not be necessary. However, based upon existing research, a general
statement cannot be made on the necessity of cellulose extraction. Changes in wood
composition can particularly influence environmental signal strength during periods
of low isotope variability. Cellulose extraction removes any effects from changing
wood composition. We present the three established chemical approaches of extrac-
tion, outline how to test the purity of isolated cellulose and present user-friendly effi-
cient experimental setups allowing to simultaneously process hundreds of samples
in one batch. Further, we briefly address the analysis of stable isotopes of lignin
methoxyl groups because of easy sample preparation and its potential additional
value for studies on fossil wood.
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5.1 Introduction

At the beginning of tree-ring stable isotope investigations, bulk wood was used
without any chemical pre-treatment (e.g. Craig 1954; Farmer andBaxter 1974; Libby
and Pandolfi 1974). However, wood is a chemically complex material consisting of
various biopolymers (cellulose, lignin, resin etc.) with divergent isotopic signatures
(Taylor et al. 2008; Loader et al. 2003; DeNiro and Epstein 1977; Schmidt et al. 1998,
2001; Wilson and Grinsted 1977). Consequently, the use of bulk wood is usually
avoided in eco-physiological or climatological stable isotope studies due to poten-
tially changing mass proportions of the different wood constituents relative to each
other, different seasonal timing of formation and possible mobility (of extractives)
across tree-rings that may cause signal distortion of the tree-ring isotope records.
Instead, it is presumed that analysis of one of the major wood constituents, usually
cellulose rather than lignin, can ensure isotopic records uninfluenced of changing
mass proportions over the life span of a tree. Cellulose (α-cellulose or, holocellu-
losewhich is α-cellulose and hemicellulose) is themost abundant andmost important
structural constituent of any terrestrial plant cell wall and it is most frequently chosen
for tree-ring stable isotope analyses. It is preferred over lignin because cellulose is a
chemically well-defined macromolecule and remains basically immobile during the
lifespan of a tree, i.e. the time of polymerization (not necessarily the time of uptake
of inorganic precursors by the tree) is always tied to the formation of the annual
tree ring. Furthermore, its isolation is relatively simple involving only a few chem-
icals. Yet, the traditional procedures of cellulose isolation like those described by
Green (1963) were tedious. Offlinemass spectrometric analysis was the time limiting
step in stable isotope analysis, and thus no major efforts in optimizing the method-
ology of cellulose extraction had to be made. Modern continuous-flow isotope ratio
mass spectrometry permits efficient measurement of large sample numbers using
minimal sample amounts (few micrograms) (e.g. Loader et al. 2015; Woodley et al.
2012). Sample preparation has become the limiting step in terms of cost and sample
throughput and several studies have used bulk wood material with or without prior
testing if the bulk wood (or extractives-free wood) and cellulose isotope values are
highly cross correlated and show similar relationship, variability and significance
to the environmental or climate dynamics against time series of instrumental data.
Nonetheless, these approaches are compromises to circumvent the constraints of
classical chemical sample preparation. More efficient extraction techniques were
developed capable of processing micro-amounts of sample material, while at the
same time ensuring high quality in terms of sample purity and homogeneity (e.g.
Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019; Schollaen et al. 2017; Kagawa et al. 2015). Ongoing
advances in the dissection tree-rings and/or parts thereof using on- and offline UV-
laser ablation or UV-laser dissection microscopes (cf. Chap. 7) have challenged the
current development of well-adapted sample preparation techniques (e.g. Schollaen
et al. 2014, 2017).

Severalmethodologies have been proposed for the isolation of holo- orα-cellulose
from wood for isotopic analysis. They differ from one another to a greater or lesser
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extent concerning the extraction chemistry applied and/or specific devices and reac-
tion vessels developed for improving efficiency by reducing labor time and costs for
consumables and laboratory equipment (Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019; Kagawa et al.
2015; Loader et al. 1997; Schollaen et al. 2017; Anchukaitis et al. 2008). Besides
the efforts in improving chemical sample preparation for C, O and H isotope anal-
ysis of tree-ring cellulose, C and H isotope analysis of lignin methoxyl groups by
GC-C/TC-IRMS (Keppler et al. 2007) has been introduced as a novel approach in
stable isotope dendroclimatology with a fast and easy preparation method.

In this chapter, we provide some basic information on the chemical and isotopic
properties of wood constituents and describe their relative contribution to the isotopic
signature of wood. Based on these considerations we review studies that have
compared stable isotope signals of wood with those of corresponding cellulose and
discuss why the extraction and use of cellulose instead of wood is of benefit. We
address the analysis of stable isotopes of lignin methoxyl groups and its additional
value. Last, but not least we describe the most commonly used chemical approaches
and efficient experimental setups for extracting cellulose and outline how to test the
purity of the resulting cellulose.

5.2 Whole Wood, Resin Extracted Wood, Lignin
or Cellulose?

5.2.1 Basic Considerations from Chemical and Isotopic
Properties of Wood Constituents

Wood is composed of α-cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, resin and other extractives
that show very different intrinsic isotopic signatures. For carbon, the extent of the
general depletion of primary sugars in 13C relative to the atmospheric CO2 pool due
to availability of CO2 for photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1982) is the very founda-
tion of eco-physiological and palaeoclimatological interpretation. Beyond leaf level
physiology, photosynthetic intermediates are modified further at various metabolic
branching points in primary and secondary plant metabolism. This is due to the
involvement of (predominately) kinetic, isotope effects on multiple enzyme reac-
tions during the polymerization or breakdown of precursor substances of the wood
constituents (Gleixner et al. 1993; Schmidt et al. 1998).Aprogressive depletion in 13C
can be usually observed with metabolic distance from a metabolic branching point
(Schmidt et al. 1993). Accordingly, carbohydrates from primary plant metabolism
like sugars, starch, hemi- or α-cellulose normally have heavier isotopic signatures
than secondarymetabolites (e.g. lignin or fatty acids) that originate fromdifferent and
rather long metabolic pathways. Hemi- and α-cellulose are usually found enriched
in 13C over lignin and fatty acids by 2 to 4 ‰ on average (Table 5.1) (e.g. Robertson
et al. 2004; Schmidt et al. 1998 and citations therein). These differences vary with
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Table 5.1 δ13C and δ18O of lignin and their offsets to corresponding values of cellulose. Only data
of pine and oak have been published so far

Species δ13CLig ‰
vs.VPDB

Offset (C
– L)

δ18OLig ‰ vs.
SMOW

Offset (C
– L)

Reference

P. glauca NA NA +13.5 ± 1.5 10.6 Gray and
Thompson
(1977)a

Quercus spp. NA NA +22.1 ± 3.5 6.9 Barbour et al.
(2001)a

Pinus spp. NA NA +21.4 ± 5.4 6.4 Barbour et al.
(2001)a

P. halepensis −25.2 ± 0.6 2.5 +22.7 ± 2.4 8.6 Ferrio and
Voltas
(2005)a

Q. petraea −27.17 ± 0.8 2.41 NA NA Robertson
et al. (2004)

P. radiata −28.8 ± 1.2 ca. 3.5 NA NA Wilson and
Grinsted
(1977)

P. ponderosa −21.0 ± 0.8 4.1 NA NA Mazany et al.
(1980)

Q. robur ca. −23.8 ca. 3 NA NA Loader et al.
(2003)

NA = Not analysed
a Isotope data of lignin obtained gravimetrically from combinedmass balance calculations and δ18O
analyses of solvent-extracted wood, hemicellulose and a-cellulose or holocellulose

tree species, tree age, tree organ (e.g. leaf/needle, sapwood, heartwood etc.,) and site
conditions.

The majority of comparative stable isotope studies on different wood constituents
were on carbon and conclusions drawn cannot simply be transferred to hydrogen
or oxygen isotopes. Oxygen and hydrogen atoms of chemical wood constituents
basically originate from water and, their isotopic signatures are characterized by
various exchange reactions of their different precursors at leaf level and beyond (cf.
Chaps. 10 and 11 for details), potentially leading to insignificant correlation of δ18O
data of cellulose and lignin (Gray and Thompson 1977).

Cellulose is generally enriched in 18O by ~+27 ± 4‰ versus leaf water due
to an equilibrium isotope effect between carbonyl groups and water (Sternberg
1989). Hemi- and α-cellulose were found to have rather similar oxygen isotopic
compositions (Gray and Thompson 1977; Richard et al. 2014).

Generally, the δ18O of aromatic compounds like lignin attains values of around +
12‰ (vs. V-SMOW) (Schmidt et al. 2001) revealing significantly lower δ18O values
than cellulose. However, to our knowledge no data from direct δ18O measurements
on chemically extracted lignin do exist, as the extraction procedure (hydrolysis with
72% H2SO4 at 20 °C, (Klason 1911; TAPPI 1988) usually applied in δ13C studies
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may affect δ18O of remaining acid-insoluble lignin. Estimates of δ18O of lignin
were obtained gravimetrically from combined mass balance calculations and δ18O
analyses of solvent-extracted wood, hemicellulose and α-cellulose. The calculated
δ18O values of lignin were found quite variable and the offsets in δ18O between
cellulose and lignin appear to be larger and more variable than the offsets reported
for δ13C (Table 5.1).

A similar picture likely holds for hydrogen stable isotopes. δ2H values of cellulose
tend to be higher by 30 to 40‰ than those of corresponding bulk wood due to
significantly lower δ2H values of lignin than those of cellulose (Gori et al. 2013).
δ2H values of wood (δ2Hw) collected from various sites between 69°N and 1°S of
the equator were always found to be higher (δ2Hw = −141 to −29‰ vs. V-SMOW)
than δ2H (δ2HL) obtained from corresponding lignin methoxyl groups (δ2HL = −
325 to −153‰ vs. V-SMOW) (Keppler et al. 2007).

While the general differences between the stable isotope values for various wood
constituents are a consequence of enzyme-specific fractionations at variousmetabolic
branching points involved in their biosynthesis, the definite extent of isotopic shifts
depend on flux rates at metabolic branching points as well as the isotopic signature
and the pool sizes of precursor substances which can vary with changing ambient
environmental conditions (for details cf. Schmidt et al. 2001, 2003; Keppler et al.
2007; Schmidt 1999).

5.2.2 The Isotope Signatures of Wood as a Result of Relative
Contributions of Its Individual Constituents

5.2.2.1 Cellulose and Lignin

The major and also minor wood constituents derived from primary and secondary
plant metabolism hold intrinsic differences in their stable isotope C, O and H signa-
tures. Their relative contribution to the isotopic composition of bulk wood depends
on the extent of isotopic difference and relative mass contribution of individual
constituents.

Hemi- and α-cellulose together form the largest part within wood (on average 65–
75%). They are composed of ca. 45%carbon, 6%hydrogen and49%oxygen,whereas
lignin contains around 60–70% carbon, 6–7% hydrogen and 20–30% oxygen,
depending on the relative contribution of monolignols and degree of methoxylation.
The lignin content of different woody species can vary between 15 and 36%of the dry
weight of wood (e.g. Kürschner and Popik 1962; Pettersen 1984). However, within
the same species variability appears to be lower. For pine trees, a range from 25 to
30% has been observed (Zobel and van Buijtenen 1989). On average, gymnosperms
have a slightly higher lignin content than angiosperms. Within the same plant lignin
can vary also in quantity and composition between different cell types and tissues
(Agarwal and Atalla 1986; Boudet 2000). For example, wood formed at the top
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of a mature conifer typically has a higher lignin content than wood from further
down the stem (Zobel and van Buijtenen 1989). The overall lignin quantity and its
composition of different alcohol monomers can also vary depending on location in
the cell wall, developmental state of the cell and tissue, and the influence of envi-
ronmental stress (Zobel and van Buijtenen 1989). Hence, the relative lignin content
can vary radially within a tree ring, i.e. from earlywood to latewood (Wilson and
Wellwood 1965; Lanvermann et al. 2013; Fergus et al. 1969; Gindl 2001; Fukazawa
and Imagawa 1981). Also, radially across the trunk heartwood was found to contain
significantly more lignin and less cellulose than sapwood e.g. in P. abies (Bertaud
and Holmbom 2004) or in Tectona grandis (Narayanamurti and Das 1955). This may
particularly affect the significance of time series of eco-physiological or climatic
signals in tree-ring stable isotope sequences.

5.2.2.2 Extractives

Besides cellulose and lignin, extractives, i.e. nonstructural substances that are soluble
in organic solvents or water, represent an additional contribution of carbon, oxygen
and hydrogen in bulk wood. They are supposed to be rather mobile within the wood
and resin or fatty acids can have highly variable carbon and hydrogen contents of up
tomore than 70%with oxygen contributing notmore than around 20%. Extractives in
sapwood, often starch, simple sugars or lipids, are generally considered to be energy
reserve materials for the tree and carbohydrate and lipid extractives are believed to
be converted to compounds during heartwood transformation such as phenols and
terpenes (resin) in rather variable amounts contributing to a passive defense to prevent
attack by wood destroying insects and fungi (Keith 1969; Hillis 1987; Friedman et al.
2019; Schmidt 1999; Taylor et al. 2002, 2007). Extractives may show a very wide
range of δ-values, however, as most of them derive from secondary plant metabolism
it can be assumed that their stable isotope signatures are considerably depleted as
compared to cellulose (Schmidt 1999), but stable isotopes of extractives also revealed
significant correlations, at least with respect to carbon (Taylor et al. 2007, 2008). The
few studies that have compared bulk wood and extractives-free wood have found
no difference or shifts of only up to +0.3‰ on average in δ13C after removal of
extractives (e.g. Harlow et al. 2006; Richard et al. 2014; Ferrio and Voltas 2005).
With respect to oxygen positive as well as negative shifts were obtained from P.
pinaster wood from multiple sites with an average of +0.24 ± 0.6‰ (Ferrio and
Voltas 2005). From these studies it can be derived that the effects of extractives on
the overall isotopic signature of wood might be negligible. However, the amount
of extractives in wood can be highly variable. In heartwood of various pine species
contents ranging between 5–62% (5–34%P. sylvestris, 15–62%P. nigra) were found,
whereas their content was found fairly stable in sapwood (3–5%). A similar, but
smaller radial gradient was found in young trees ranging from 7% (central wood) to
2.5% (outermost rings) (Kurth 1933), and also the chemical properties of extractives
can differ between sapwood and heartwood (Keith 1969; Hillis 1987). This can add
to the potential differences in lignin and cellulose contents between heartwood and
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sapwood resulting in isotopic trends that may mask ecological or climatological
long-term information. Extractives obtained from broadleaf woody species growing
in temperate climates can constitute up to 10% of dry weight and up to 20% in
certain tropical tree species (Pettersen 1984). Besides the general differences found
between tree species and gradients across the trunk, the content of extractives can
vary in relation to particular environmental incidents such as fire or drought which
may induce, for example, resin production or may act as part of the trees’ defense
mechanism against microbial attack (e.g. Hall 1993; Guest and Brown 1997).

5.2.3 Estimating Potential Effects or Implications of Variable
Proportions of Wood Constituents

Prior to any test measurements the variability of the stable isotope composition of
wood due to changing proportions of different wood constituents with their various
isotope compositions can be estimated by simple exercises using mass balance equa-
tions as demonstrated by e.g. Richard et al. (2014) or Schleser et al. (2015). SM5.2.3
details a general equation for calculating the δ value of carbon, oxygen or hydrogen
of bulk wood from the relative mass proporations of cellulose, lignin and extrac-
tives and their respective isotopic signature. An example calculation of δ13C of bulk
wood (δ13CbW) for a hypothetical conifer sample is also given. Assuming an average
composition of 65% cellulose, 27% lignin and 8% resin and a constant difference
of 3.5‰ between cellulose and secondary plant metabolites lignin and resin (i.e.
assuming the same δ13C value for lignin and extractives) mass balance calculation
results in an offset of δ13C of cellulose (δ13Cc) to δ13CbW (δ13Cc−δ13CbW = 1.59‰)
that is well around the mean of real values observed (Table 5.2a). Compared to
δ13CbW, resin-extracted wood (δ13CeW) is calculated slighty less negative by 0.24‰
(δ13Cc−δ13CeW = 1.35‰). Such an example indicates that the contribution of extrac-
tives like resin to the overall stable isotope value of wood may be negligible if their
mass fraction of carbon, oxygen or hydrogen from these extractives make up only a
small percentage of thewood and/or if the isotope values of these fractions aremainly
in the ranges of the major wood constituents cellulose or lignin. Perhaps more impor-
tant than the influences of extractives are changing relative proportions of the major
constituents cellulose and lignin. As outlined above (Sect. 5.2.2), the proportion of
cellulose can increase up to 80% with the lignin content decreasing down to 20%
(e.g. in reaction wood). This would lead to an offset of (δ13Cc−δ13CeW = 0.96‰).
It has to be emphasized that in this example a constant isotopic difference between
cellulose and lignin of 3.5‰ has been assumed, however, this isotopic difference
not only differs between species (Table 5.1), but potentially changes within a tree
and may vary with time, site conditions and wood preservation, as demonstrated in
Sect. 5.2.4.3 and Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.

Similar mass balance calculations as for carbon isotopes may suggest that the
potential influence of varying cellulose to lignin proportions on δ18O and δD values
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a

b c

d

Fig. 5.1 Real δ13C time series of tree-ring cellulose (δ13CC, z-scored) and hypothetical time series
for wood (δ13CW*, z-scored) calculated from different proportions of wood constituents (cellulose
(C), combined lignin and extractives (L + E)) and linear correlations with instrumental climate
data. δ13CW* records were calculated for different C/(L + E) ratios (60/40, 70/30, 80/20) assuming
a constant offset of 3.5‰ between C and L + E. Linear correlation of real δ13CC to air temperature
of the vegetation period (May to September) (a). C/(L + E) deviating from 70/30 in individual
years or sub-periods causing δ13CW to correlate better with climate (b) or worse (c) than δ13CC. d
Corresponding time series of δ13CW calculated from different C/(L + E). Note, z-scored δ13CW
with constant C/(L + E) is not different from z-scored δ13CC. e δ13CW* records calculated from
different levels C/(L + E) hypothetically changing from pith to bark (heartwood (HW) to sapwood
(SW)) or due to wood decay (C/(L + E) reduced to 20/80). Corresponding correlations to climate
(f, g) show distinct differences to correlation of δ13CC (a). See 5.2.4.3 SM5.2.4.3 for further details
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f g

e

Fig. 5.1 (continued)

Fig. 5.2 Real δ13CC time series (green) from P. sylvestris with rather low variability for the time
period 1801 to 1822CE (22 years). Hypothetical δ13CW (blue) with 7 years deviating from a C/(L
+ E) ratio of 70/30. Circles: C/(L + E) = 80/20; diamonds: C/(L + E) = 60/40. Besides different
year-to-year variability, δ13CW* can even show inverse trends (bright colored lines). See 5.2.4.3 for
details
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ofwood are likely to be lower than the effects on δ13Cdue to the rather lowabundances
of hydrogen (6–7%) and oxygen (20–30%) in lignin and the generally much higher
content of cellulose in wood.

Mass balance calculations can also help to test the implications of potentially
contaminating substances, like chalk or from pencil marks (SM5.2.3; Schollaen et al.
2017).

5.2.4 Wood Versus Cellulose—A Review of Tree-Ring Stable
Isotope Benchmarking Studies

Stable isotope ratios from cellulose (holo- or α-cellulose) are usually considered to
be the benchmark for eco-physiological and climatological studies using tree rings
because any variation due to different biosynthetic pathways of wood constituents
have been previously removed. However, many studies have tested whether or not
stable isotope ratios of wood are equitable in terms of use and quality. A majority of
studies investigated carbon isotopes (40, Table 5.2a), twenty comprised oxygen stable
isotopes (Table 5.2b) and two studies focused on hydrogen stable isotopes testing
whether or not cellulose extraction is necessary for tracing the geographical origin
of wood (Gori et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015; Table 5.2c). Many trials were focusing on
rather short periods of time for comparison (Table 5.2, frequently≤25 years) aiming
at extrapolating correlation properties of wood and cellulose to other, usually longer
time intervals. Associated to these short assessment periods, a few authors indicated
that their studies were constrained to sapwood (SW, Table 5.2a, b) (e.g. Weigt et al.
2015; Verheyden et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2008), but given the information about tree
age and sampled time periods, several other studies were also likely limited to the
study of sapwood (cf. SW*; ‘Remarks’ in Table 5.2a–c). Ten studies clearly indicated
that longer time periods (≥50 years) including sapwood (SW) and heartwood (HW)
were investigated. The majority focused on bulk wood, whereas some also used
extractives-free wood (mostly from conifers) for comparison with cellulose. All of
the peer-reviewed publications we found have assessed the differences (offset, C-
W) between isotope values of bulk wood (bW) and/or extractives-free wood (eW)
and holocellulose (hC) or α-cellulose (αC) for a large number of various species.
Holo-, hemi- and α-cellulose are products of primary plant metabolism. Apparently
no significant differences do exist with respect to their carbon and oxygen stable
isotope signature (Richard et al. 2014; Gray and Thompson 1977). Hence, except for
the details given in Table 5.2 no distinction is beingmade in the following paragraphs.
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5.2.4.1 Isotopic Offsets Between Bulk Wood, Extractives-Free Wood
and Its Cellulose

Across all studies and species an average offset in δ13C values between wood and
cellulose of around 1‰was found. Usually, the offsets in δ13Cwere ranging between
0.7 and 2‰, very few studies found no (D’Alessandro et al. 2004) or exceptionaly
large offsets (Table 5.2a), e.g. ca. 3‰ for fossil wood from the Tertiary geologic
period (Lukens et al. 2019 and citations therein; Hook et al. 2015). In a high reso-
lution intra-annual study comprising 279 data pairs across 3 consecutive tree rings,
the offset in δ13C varied between 0.5 and 1.8‰, but it was rather stable within
years (Helle and Schleser 2004). Generally, intra-seasonal trends revealed a much
higher amplitude (up to 5‰) than the variability that might be induced by poten-
tially changing concentrations of individual wood constituents (e.g. Leavitt and Long
1991; Verheyden et al. 2004). However, some phase shift in the relationship between
δ13C intra-ring curves of cellulose and lignin was observed (Wilson and Grinsted
1977). The resulting consequences for δ13C of wood were considered to be small
with no apparent temporal offset in the climate signal (Loader et al. 2003; Taylor
et al. 2008). For more details on intra-annual stable isotope variability see Chap. 15.

Among the ten studies that investigated longer tree-ring sequences, six trials,
mostly on δ13C, noted an unstable offset between wood and its cellulose with time.
Marshall and Monserud (1996) decided to focus on cellulose after detecting highly
variable differences in the δ13C offset between heartwood and sapwood. Particularly,
P. ponderosa has revealed a considerably higher offset of wood vs. cellulose in
heartwood. A similar difference in isotopic offset was observed for sapwood and
heartwood of an oak tree (Quercus sp.) (Borella et al. 1998). Schleser et al. (2015)
reported a variable offset along 253 consecutive tree rings of tropical C. micrantha
ranging between 0.8 and 2.0‰ with moving correlations (50 years interval length)
conspicuously varying from virtually zero to 0.98 (at an average correlation of 0.96).
Friedman et al. (2019) found the offset increasing frompith to bark due to a decreasing
trend in δ13C of wood that was not observed in δ13C of cellulose. Sidorova et al.
(2008) and Sidorova et al. (2009) observed the offsets for both, δ13C and δ18O, being
not stable with time. When compared with climate variables, they found slightly, but
consistently better relationships to δ13C (and δ18O) ofwood relative to the correlations
of corresponding values of cellulose to climate.

Apart from the particular findings for mummified wood (δ18O ≥ 15.5‰, (Hook
et al. 2015)), the offsets in δ18O values between wood and cellulose were found
generally ranging from 2.97 to 7.59‰, i.e. a considerable higher variability than for
δ13C was observed.

With respect to hydrogen stable isotopes Gori et al. (2013) and Lee et al. (2015)
have found the δ2H values of wood about 30–45‰ more negative than those of
cellulose at a largely similar interannual variability (Table 5.2c).
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5.2.4.2 Statistical Relationship Between the Stable Isotopes of Bulk
Wood, Extractives-Free Wood and Corresponding Values
of Cellulose

Most studies calculated correlation coefficients (r) or coefficients of determination
from ordinary least square regression of wood versus cellulose isotope values, and/or
applied reduced major axis regression (RMA) or bivariate least squares regression
(BLS), for example, to include the measurement errors for calculating confidence
intervals (e.g. Verheyden et al. 2005; Harlow et al. 2006). Besides presenting corre-
lation coefficients several authors also examined whether or not slopes of regression
were different from one (e.g. Verheyden et al. 2005; Roden and Farquhar 2012;
Harlow et al. 2006).

Usually highly significant average correlation coefficients of 0.8 or higher were
discovered in the studies comparing δ13C values of wood and corresponding cellu-
lose.A fewauthors reportmedium(D’Alessandro et al. 2004;Weigt et al. 2015; Ferrio
and Voltas 2005; Schleser et al. 2015) or insignificant (Guerrieri et al. 2017) rela-
tionships. For δ18O (wood vs. cellulose values), frequently only medium, neverthe-
less significant, correlation coefficients were discovered, with p values often <0.05,
compared to <0.01 or less as was mostly found for δ13C. Whereas one study iden-
tified highly variable moving correlations (0.5–0.98; 50 years interval length; rbar
= 0.96, n = 253) for a tree-ring δ13C sequence from a tropical tree (Schleser et al.
2015), no such test has been reported for δ18O or δ2H, yet, because time series were
too short or not existing.

For hydrogen isotope values for bulk wood and its cellulose, Gori et al. (2013)
have found highly significant positive correlation coefficients of 0.7, 0.66 and 0.88
(p < 0.001) at three different sites. For P. densiflora from a network of sites in South
Korea a similar relationship was observed (r = 0.89 to 0.92) (Lee et al. 2015) (Table
5.2c). These values are slightly lower than those gained for δ13C (Table 5.2a) and lie
within the same order of magnitude as the values determined for δ18O (Table 5.2b).
This may suggest that hydrogen isotope analysis on wood is as useful as on cellulose.
However, in these studies exchangeable hydroxyl-bound hydrogen atoms (ca. 30%
of hydrogen in cellulose) have not been quantified or removed prior to the isotope
measurements. This is assumed to be not necessary for tracing the geographical
origin of timber (Lee et al. 2015; Gori et al. 2013), however it is considered to be
important if a measure of the hydrogen (water) taken up by a tree during cellulose
synthesis is to be obtained in ecological or paleoclimatic studies using tree-ring time
series (Loader et al. 2015; Epstein and Yapp 1976; Sternberg 1989).
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5.2.4.3 Statistical Relationships of Stable Isotopes of Bulk Wood,
Extractives-Free Wood and Corresponding Cellulose to Climate
Variables

Several studies tested respective signal strengths of isotope values of wood and
corresponding cellulose in relation to climate parameters. This was done by corre-
lating time series of tree-ring isotope data versus instrumental climate variables (e.g.
Mazany et al. 1980; Weigt et al. 2015; Guerrieri et al. 2017; Saurer et al. 2000;
Gori et al. 2013) or in space-for-time (‘SfT’, Table 5.2) substitution approaches,
by using wood material from trees growing under various eco-climatological condi-
tions at different latitudes and elevations (Barbour et al. 2001; Ferrio andVoltas 2005;
Lee et al. 2015; Gori et al. 2013). Barbour et al. (2001) concluded that δ18O from
wood contains the same annual average information on climatological site param-
eters (temperature, rainfall, weighted δ18O of rain) as cellulose. Similarly the two
comparative studies on hydrogen stable isotopes suggest that bulk wood is as useful
as on cellulose for tracing the geographical origin of timber (Lee et al. 2015; Gori
et al. 2013). In another space-for-time substitution study on wood fragments of P.
halepensis from a network of 23 Mediterranean sites across eastern Spain annual
means generally failed to adequately reflect the large range of climate seasonality
among the sampled sites (Ferrio and Voltas 2005). In contrast to findings of Barbour
et al. (2001), only δ18O values of cellulose revealed weak, but significant correla-
tions to climate variables. Here, the already weak climate signal exhibited by δ18O
of cellulose might be further lowered if the analysis of δ18O was conducted on wood,
probably because of varying proportions of wood constituents in the sample material
combined with their different intrinsic δ18O signatures. Similar to the findings of
Ferrio and Voltas (2005), but using δ18O tree-ring time series from two broad-leaved
tree species, a study from theMediterranean (S-Italy) reported that δ18O of the cellu-
lose fraction strongly correlated with monthly and seasonally resolved climate data,
while the whole wood fraction generally did not (Battipaglia et al. 2008).

Apart from these two studies with insignificant correlations of δ18O of wood to
climate variables statistically significant climate-proxy relationships were generally
found for both, wood and cellulose, and for all three isotope species (δ13C, δ18O,
δ2H). The rather coherent response to climate can be expected from the similarity
that has been generally observed between the isotopic signatures of wood and its
cellulose. For δ2H, bulk wood showed even stronger relationships to climate or δ2H
of surfacewaters than δ2Hof cellulose (Gori et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015).Also, δ13Cor
δ18O values of wood sometimes showed higher correlations than those of cellulose
(Guerrieri et al. 2017; Sidorova et al. 2008, 2009; Loader et al. 2003; Gori et al.
2013), sometimes the opposite was the case, i.e. stronger relationships of cellulose
isotopes to climate were reported (Gray and Thompson 1977; Szymczak et al. 2011;
Mazany et al. 1980). Furthermore, Cullen and Grierson (2006) found that δ18O of
cellulose provides a temporarily more stable climate proxy. Besides differences in
signal strength, δ18O of bulk wood and corresponding cellulose were also found to
respond to different climatic signals (Sidorova et al. 2008) and hence, Sidorova et al.
(2009) suggested to analyze both if enough sample material is available.
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5.2.4.4 How Varying Proportions of Wood Constituents Can Affect
Climate—Stable Isotope Relations of Bulk Wood Time Series
to the Better or Worse

Themixed results in terms of the ranking of climate signal strength inwood and cellu-
lose, respectively, may be just coincidence because correlation coefficients of tree-
ring stable isotopes inwood or its cellulosewith climate variableswere often found to
be rather close to each other. Yet, variable proportions of wood constituents with their
intrinsic isotope signatures might also be relevant to sometimes either strengthen or
weaken the climate signature of isotope values of wood relative to cellulose. In order
to figure out how the linear relationship of a tree-ring stable isotope sequence with
a climate variable can be affected, we have taken an existing δ13C time series of
tree-ring cellulose (δ13CC) and calculated wood time series (δ13CW*) with different
hypothetical proportions ofwood constituents for linear correlationwith instrumental
climate data (Fig. 5.1a–g). The δ13CC time series was obtained from six trees (not
pooled) of a 230-year old pine (P. sylvestris) stand located near (approx. 300 m) the
long-term meteorological Station Potsdam Telegrafenberg, Germany (PIK-Potsdam
2020). For simplification the hypothetical δ13CW* records were calculated from two
components only, i.e. cellulose (C) and combined lignin and extractives (L + E)
using mass balance equations introduced in Sect. 5.2.3 and SM5.2.3. Assuming that
cellulose is constantly about 3.5‰ less negative in δ13C than lignin and extractives
three different percentage ratios of C/(L + E), namely 80/20, 70/30 and 60/40 were
chosen for calculating δ13CW*.T his resulted in offsets between δ13CC calculated
δ13CW* well within the real range of offsets reported in the literature (0.7 and 2‰;
Table 5.2a). The ratio C/(L + E) of 70/30 was adopted as default for the majority
of calculated δ13CW values. Different δ13CW* curves were obtained by changing this
ratio to 80/20 and/or 60/40 for individual years or different periods, e.g. to simulate
potential differences between heartwood and sapwood. By changing this ratio for
individual years or different periods various δ13CW* series were obtained reflecting
potential responses to extreme years, effects of reaction wood or differences between
heartwood and sapwood, as well as wood decay with a preferential loss of cellulose
(cf. SM5.2.4.4. for further details).

δ13CC is significantly correlated (R2 = 0.76) to air temperature of the vegetation
period (TMJJAS; Fig. 5.1a). However, increasing or lowering the average C/(L +
E) ratio for some years can cause the resulting δ13CW* record to correlate better
(Fig. 5.1c) with temperature than δ13CC or worse (Fig. 5.1b). The coefficients of
determination are quite different (R2 = 0.299 vs. 0.615) although the time series for
δ13CW* seem to visually vary in details, only (Fig. 5.1d).

δ13CW* records correlate better than those of δ13CC if low δ13C values (due to low
air temperatures) are additionally reduced by lower C/(L + E) ratios and vice versa.
In contrast, climate relationship of δ13CW* is not as good as of δ13CC if the C/(L +
E) ratio changes in opposite direction, i.e. when δ13CW* is increasing together with
decreasing C/(L + E). Changing C/(L + E) over periods of several years or along
with specific stem sections the time series for δ13CW* can show rather deviating
trends (Fig. 5.1e−g). Increasing C/(L + E) ratios from the inner (heartwood, 60/30)
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to the outer part (sapwood, 80/20) of a tree-ring sequence can lower the climate
relationship of δ13CW* as compared to δ13CC (Fig. 5.1e, f). Likewise, pronounced
cellulose decay can not only statistically weaken correlations to climate (Fig. 5.1g),
but also can cause distinct differences in the progression of trends (cf. 1950CE to
1980CE, Fig. 5.1e).

Although this simple exercise is based on the assumption of a constant isotope
offset between cellulose and lignin and extractives, both having identical values, it
illustrates that varyingproportions ofwood constituents canwell explain the observed
differences in signal strength reported for isotope ratios of wood, its cellulose and
climate data, respectively (Table 5.2).

Generally, changes of the chemical composition of wood can cause rather larger
effects during periods in which the isotopic signature governed by environmental
conditions varies little in contrast to periods in which the isotopic signature varies
strongly. This is exemplified in Fig. 5.2 showing real δ13CC with rather low variability
(sd= 0.29) from Potsdam Scots pine for the time period 1801 to 1822CE (22 years).
An artificial δ13CW* was calculated with 7 years deviating from a C/(L + E) ratio of
70/30. The resulting δ13CW* record shows a higher variability (sd= 0.37) than δ13CC

and, probablymore important, sometimes inverse year-to-year changes. Furthermore,
this implies that correlations between wood and cellulose isotope values may be
reduced during periods of generally low variability of isotopic signature and high
when it is changing considerably from a certain level to another one (Schleser et al.
2015).

The illustrated potential effects might be weakened or even be more prominent
if the isotope signatures of the different wood constituents do respond differently
to environmental or climatic changes, and not in the same way as assumed for the
simple exercise here. In this regard, it should be noted, that conclusions drawn from
this exercise on carbon stable isotopes cannot be simply transferred to oxygen or
hydrogen, because of different proportions of these elements within cellulose, lignin
and extractives and different precursors substances with rather different δ18O and
δ2H values (Schmidt et al. 2001).

5.2.5 Benefits of Using Cellulose Instead of Wood

Before discussing major aspects, the minor benefits of extracting cellulose instead
of using wood shall be addressed. Firstly, no carbon transfer across tree-ring bound-
aries after formation of primary cellulose structures. Secondly, working with cellu-
lose makes the sample homogenization easier. Cellulose can be homogenized rather
quickly (ca. 50 samples/hour) with ultrasonic devices after wood slithers or chips
of up to 1 mm in thickness and no more than 5 mm in length underwent the chem-
ical extraction procedure (Laumer et al. 2009). Contrastingly, wood material has
to be homogenized by grinding, i.e. chopping with subsequent sieving by using
certain mills. Although the milling process may only take a few seconds, the neces-
sary cleaning process (vacuum cleaner, compressed air, rinsing with alcohol, etc.)
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is usually rather time consuming (ca. 10 samples/hour). Furthermore, sample losses
fromwoodmilling are rather high,whereas ultrasonic homogenization virtually leads
to no sample loss at all (cf. Sect. 5.3.4 for further details). Thirdly, chemical extrac-
tion of cellulose removes contaminants from sampling and handling, e.g. by tree
corer or chain saw lubricants and it probably makes an extra removal of extractives
obsolete as found for P. sylvestris by Rinne et al. (2005). Fourthly, the content of
tree-ring cellulose was recently introduced as a potential supplementary proxy in
dendroclimatology (Ziehmer et al. 2018).

Major aspects: in theory, the presence of a stable isotopic offset, a significant
correlation between isotopes ofwood and its cellulose, aswell as a slope of regression
that is not significantly different from 1 should allow the use of wood instead of
cellulose. This seems to be the case for the two studies on δ2H (Lee et al. 2015; Gori
et al. 2013), and for themajority of δ13C and δ18O studies (Table 5.2). However, many
authorswere usually avoiding generalizing statements as their studies are constrained
to certain tree species and/or the specific sites. Nonetheless, a broader validity is
suggested simply by the large number of case studies recommending that bulk wood
or extractives-free wood (mostly referring to resinous conifers) can be used. This is
underlined by two studies that did not assess tree-ring time series but used numerous
wood fragments (twigs, branches, stem wood or worked wood) from a wide range
of species (Harlow et al. 2006) and/or collected from spatially separated sites along
large ecological or environmental gradients (Barbour et al. 2001). Although these
studies appear to be very elaborate, Harlow et al. (2006) have investigated 44 different
tree species (38 angiosperms; 7 gymnosperms) and Barbour et al. (2001) analyzed 16
samples of different oaks and 26 samples ofPinus sp., it was concluded that cellulose
extraction is not necessary for many applications and many wood samples, implying
that the conclusions are not unconditional and both studies did not discuss for which
species, site conditions or research questions extraction may not be skipped. The
uncertainty was indeed highlighted by a Mediterranean site network suggesting that
cellulose extraction is required when correlations of isotopes to climate are generally
weak so that changes in chemical wood composition can mask the climate signal
(Ferrio and Voltas 2005). Other studies from the Mediterranean likewise concluded
that cellulose extraction is required for extracting a climate signal from tree-ring
δ18O (Battipaglia et al. 2008; Szymczak et al. 2011). In contrast, D’Alessandro et al.
(2004) found stable isotopes of bulk wood suitable for ecological studies at their sites
in Southern Italy.

In synopsis, the basic question remains whether or not all the studies proposing
to skip cellulose extraction are yet adequately systematic in nature, i.e. whether the
covered geographical range, species selection, time range and ecological gradients
were broad enough for a general conclusive statement. Still, tests seem to be advised
for all isotope studies that are not consistent with the framework of the published
studies, which is, frequently difficult to define because given site descriptions are
lacking in detail.

Many studies that have investigated tree-ring isotope time series of wood and its
cellulose and suggest that cellulose extraction is unnecessary have assessed records of
no more than 20 to 30 years (e.g. Sohn et al. 2013; Guerrieri et al. 2017; Warren et al.
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2001; Weigt et al. 2015), whereas studies on longer sequences were less convincing
or even critical about skipping cellulose extraction. They noted some instability in
the isotope offsets between wood and its cellulose on inter- and/or intra-annual level,
e.g. indicated by variable moving correlations or by slopes of regression being signif-
icantly different from a one-to-one relationship (Table 5.2). The results of Schleser
et al. (2015), revealing that correlations between δ13C of wood and cellulose can
collapse from >0.9 down to virtually zero for 50-year sub-periods of a 273-year
record, raise questions whether it is eligible to extrapolate correlation properties from
a certain time interval to any other time interval without considering a weakening of
signals.

A probable reason for the differences observedmight be that the studies on shorter
sequences seem to be largely constrained to sapwood, whereas investigations on the
longer sequences were comprising heartwood as well (Table 5.2). Sapwood differs
from heartwood by chemical and isotopic properties of extractives (Sect. 5.2.2.2).
This might have been relevant in the longer-term studies that did not rely on extrac-
tives-free wood and hence, were facing differences from pith to bark. However, apart
from varying extractives the cellulose to lignin ratio likewise can be very different
in sapwood, heartwood and the transition zone in between. Bertaud and Holmbom
(2004) not only found that heartwood of P. abies contained significantly more lignin
and less cellulose than sapwood, but also the transition zone between heartwood and
sapwood had a specific composition, with less lignin and lipophilic extractives than
heartwood and sapwood. This can explain, at least partly, the varying offsets observed
between isotope ratios of (extractives-free) wood and cellulose, and the exercise
above (Fig. 5.1e) has demonstrated that potential effects can well cause different
curve shapes or trends (from pith to bark) of isotopes between wood and cellulose,
respectively, as was also observed in nature (Friedman et al. 2019; Szymczak et al.
2011). Strictly speaking the available literature indicates that only tree-ring stable
isotope ratios of sapwood (untreated or extractives-free in case of resinous conifers)
may be used in short-term scale studies. Nonetheless, even in short-term studies
oak sapwood have shown variable isotope responses and further investigations were
suggested (Weigt et al. 2015; Borella et al. 1998).

Isolation of cellulose excludes any potential issue associated with variability in
the relative amounts of wood constituents with their different isotope signatures and
related to that particular concern was raised regarding the preferential degradation
of cellulose in subfossil and fossil wood under both aerobic and anaerobic condi-
tions (Loader et al. 2003; Borella et al. 1998; Hook et al. 2015; Schleser et al. 1999;
Savard et al. 2012; Nagavciuc et al. 2018; Lukens et al. 2019). This may impart a
low-frequency signal in bulk wood stable isotope values potentially causing trends
that are unrelated to climatic or other environmental changes and cause potential
problems when using bulk wood for climate reconstructions from long sub-fossil
tree-ring chronologies (McCarroll and Loader 2004). Differential degradation of
wood constituents can lead to contrasting isotopic trends in trunks (of same age)
buried in bogs or deposited lakes (Savard et al. 2012; Bechtel et al. 2007b; Lukens
et al. 2019). However, wood decay from infections by fungi and bacteria can already
affect stressed or diseased living trees and probably cause much larger damage than
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any degradation commencing after wood-preserving burial. In-depth studies (exper-
iments) on the isotopic effects of cellulolytic enzymes of fungi and/or bacteria are
lacking and it is quite uncertain to which extent partial decay results in changes
in the isotopic signature of cellulose, which would also degrade the environmental
or climatic signal. Savard et al. (2012) could show that highly altered wood from
boreal lakes shows a decrease not only in cellulose proportion but also in δ18O of
cellulose, whereas δ13C ratios were apparently preserved. Despite this one study,
there is a need for further research on the effects of different kinds of wood decay,
stages of preservation and burial history on the isotopic signatures of wood and its
constituents. Loader et al. (2003) andRobertson et al. (2004) suggested to analyze the
stable isotope ratios of more resistant lignin to address this issue. Furthermore, the
analysis of stable isotope ratios of carbon and hydrogen of lignin methoxyl groups
(Mischel et al. 2015; Gori et al. 2013) may also well be used as in case of decayed
wood to substitute potentially obscured cellulose isotope data.

5.2.6 The Additional Value of Stable Isotopes of Lignin
Methoxyl Groups

Keppler et al. (2007) and Gori et al. (2013) suggested that stable isotope ratios of
carbon and hydrogen of ligninmethoxyl groups can be used as palaeoclimate proxies.
Particularly, because isotope ratios of hydrogen of ligninmethoxyl groups are consid-
ered not to undergo significant exchange with plant water duringmetabolic reactions.
Carbon and hydrogen isotope ratios are determined on methyl iodide (CH3I) by GC-
C/TC-IRMS (Greule et al. 2009; Greule and Keppler 2011). CH3I gas is obtained
from the reaction of hydroiodic acid (HI, 55–58%) with 2 mg/10 mg (δ13C/δ2H) of
wood at 130 °C for 30 min. This method of sample preparation is rather quick, after
equilibration of about one hour aliquots of 10–90 μl of CH3I can be transferred to
the autosampler of the GC-C/TC-IRMS (Mischel et al. 2015). A disadvantage of this
method might be that not only lignin methoxyl groups are unclosed, but all methoxyl
groups being present in a wood sample. Nonetheless, given the high similarity of
lignin and corresponding isotope time series of cellulose (Mischel et al. 2015) parallel
analyses may help to identify degraded wood sections not only in terms of reduced
cellulose content, but also concerning potentially altered isotopic signatures of the
remaining cellulose.
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5.3 Cellulose Extraction Procedures, Reaction Devices
and Sample Homogenization

5.3.1 Sample Pre-preparation, Wood Cross Sections
and Tree-Ring Dissection

Analyzing stable isotope ratios of tree rings requires careful sample collection and
precise dissection of tree rings or parts thereof (cf. Chap. 4). In the classical approach,
wood material from tree rings dissected by scalpel or rotary tools (e.g. Dremel®) is
easiest placed into labeled 2 ml transparent microcentrifuge tubes (e.g. Eppendorf
Tubes®) for transport and storage. The wood material should be chopped into small
pieces of about 1 to <0.5 mm thickness and length of no more than 5 mm prior to
extraction described in Sect. 5.3.2 below. The use of small pieces of wood slivers
ensures that the chemicals used are effective and the time needed for ultrasonic
homogenization after extraction is minimized (Laumer et al. 2009). The chopping
procedure is obsolete if micromilling devices are used for sampling tree-ring mate-
rial, however, precise tree-ring dissection with a scalpel is usually faster than with a
semi-automatic micromilling devices. More recently, approaches to cellulose extrac-
tion from wood cross-sections (Sect. 5.3.3.3) were proposed that allow for tree-ring
dissection from cellulose laths after extraction (Kagawa et al. 2015; Schollaen et al.
2017).

5.3.2 Extraction Chemistry

Three basic chemical approaches to extract cellulose or α-cellulose are actually
applied in stable isotope studies (Fig. 5.3). The most frequently used approaches to
extract cellulose are initially based on a procedure described by Jayme (1942) and
improved by Wise et al. (1946) (Jayme-Wise method, often referred to as method
after Green (1963)). Two other approaches were established but are far less prevalent:
the so-called Brendel-method (Brendel et al. 2000) and the diglyme-HCL method
(MacFarlane et al. 1999).

If wood samples are not decayed, extraction procedures proposed here usually
yield between about 30 to 45% of cellulose, depending on whether α-cellulose or
holocellulose is targeted. Assuming that about 200 μg of cellulose are required for
a routine mass spectrometric analysis, a minimum of 2 mg of wood material would
allow up to 3 individual measurements.
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Fig. 5.3 Overview of procedures of tree-ring stable isotope analysis involving cellulose extraction
(modified after Schollaen et al. 2017).Note, removal of extractives from resinous conifers and certain
tropical tree species is important. However, this is not highlighted as an extra step on the figure,
because FTIR purity tests indicate that resin is removed by the bleaching procedure during cellulose
extraction even without prior solvent extraction. For details cf. text, as well as key references given
in this figure and citations therein

5.3.2.1 Removal of Extractives Prior to Cellulose Extraction

Green (1963) proposed a pretreatment of conifer wood in a Soxhlet apparatus with
2:1 benzene-ethanol and 95% ethanol or 95% ethanol and then ether. He considered
a pretreatment to be unnecessary for most non-resinous woods except for tropical
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woods. To date, a variety of solvents (ethanol, chloroform, methanol, toluene, deion-
ized water) and solvent-mixtures are applied in isotope studies for removing extrac-
tives prior to cellulose extraction (Table 5.2, E1 to E4). In most cases a Soxhlet appa-
ratus is used, however, sometimes wood samples are simply treated with ethanol in a
beaker for 1 or 2 days (e.g. Schollaen et al. 2013). Note, FTIR purity tests suggest that
a solvent extraction step is unnecessary prior to cellulose extraction when applying
the Jayme-Wise method (Sect. 5.3.2.4) to resinous conifers (Schollaen et al. 2017;
Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019; Rinne et al. 2005).

5.3.2.2 Brendel Method

The Brendel-method applies iterations of acetic acid (80%) and nitric acid (70%)
to finely ground wood samples at 120 °C. It has been modified for small samples
(Evans and Schrag 2004) and with regards to chemistry (Anchukaitis et al. 2008;
Gaudinski et al. 2005; English et al. 2011; Dodd et al. 2008), particularly including
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and extra water rinsing steps to yield pure α-cellulose
instead of holocellulose. Themodified Brendel-method is supposed to be particularly
attractive to non-specialist researchers new to the field of stable isotope dendrocli-
matology because it requires only basic equipment and reagents and an advantage
over other approaches in terms of minimizing losses associated with filtering and
changing of reaction vessels (Brookman and Whittaker 2012). However, even expe-
rienced researchers can still face problems with the modified extraction protocol
(Berkelhammer and Stott 2011). As a disadvantage of this method it was raised that
the proposed reaction temperature (120 °C) to be applied is close to (i) the boiling
point for 70% nitric acid and (ii) to melting point of polypropylene mircrocentrifuge
tubes or Eppendorf© vials. Brookman and Whittaker (2012) proposed to digest the
samples at lower temperature (115 °C) and provided an update of this method.

5.3.2.3 Diglyme-HCL Method

The diglyme-HCL procedure as originally proposed by Wallis et al. (1997) was
adapted for tree-ring stable isotope analysis by MacFarlane et al. (1999). It applies a
1:0.25 mixture of diglyme (1-Methoxy-2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethane) and 10M HCl
to ground wood samples at 90 °C (shaking water bath) for 1 h. Depending on the
reaction vials used residual cellulose is obtained after cooling by gravity filtration
(MacFarlane et al. 1999) or centrifugation and discarding of the supernatant (Hietz
et al. 2005). Recovery of cellulose is faster when the wood samples are put into
heat-sealed filter bags (e.g. type F57, pore size <30 μm, Ankom Technology, NY)
for subsequent chemical treatment in a beaker (Cullen and MacFarlane 2005). In
adaptation to tropical tree species (Cedrela odorata, Swietenia macrophylla) Hietz
et al. (2005) added an extra step of acidified NaClO2 (10%, 12 h, 70 °C) ensuring
complete removal of lignin.
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5.3.2.4 Jayme-Wise Method

The Jayme-Wise-method is the prevailing approach to extracting cellulose in stable
isotope studies. Originally the procedure results in holocellulose and comprises 3–6
iterations of delignification with sodium chlorite (NaClO2, 1%) acidified with acetic
acid to pH 3–4. The reaction temperature is set to about 70 °C and every 60 min
fresh portions of acetic acid and sodium chlorite has to be added. A fume hood is
required because chlorine dioxide is generated during the delignification. After 3–4 h
(softwoods up to 6 h) white (sometimes slightly yellowish) holocellulose is obtained
after thorough washing with de-ionized water. At present, the number of iterations
with NaClO2, concentration of solution, reaction temperature and reaction time vary
by author. In isotope studies pH < 4 should not be used because lower pH will cause
higher degradation of final cellulose.

In order to remove hemicelluloses (i.e. non-glucan polysaccharides, in particular
xylan andmannan) Green (1963) proposed an additional step with sodium hydroxide
(NaOH). He described treatments with various concentrations of NaOH (2–18%)
and various reaction temperatures (room temperature to 95 °C) to obtain α-cellulose.
Hence, several different variants of this extraction procedure are currently used in the
various stable isotope laboratories around the globe. They basically refer to Green
(1963), Leavitt and Danzer (1993) and/or (Loader et al. 1997).

Pure α-cellulose is usually isolated by a treatment of holocellulose with a NaOH
solution (17%) at room temperature followed by repeated washing with deionized
water and 1% (w/v) HCl until pH is neutral (e.g. Ziehmer et al. 2018; Loader
et al. 1997). However, as indicated in Table 5.2 various other concentrations of the
NaOH solution, application times and reaction temperatures were applied intending
to isolate α-cellulose (αC1 to αC6). Most frequently solutions with rather low NaOH
concentrations (4–10%) are used but maintaining the relatively high reaction temper-
ature (70–80 °C) of the preceding delignification step with NaClO2. Some authors
applying a low concentration, high temperature application of NaOH describe their
product still holocellulose or just cellulose, since it has not always been testedwhether
or not all the xylan and mannan hemicelluloses were effectively removed from the
holocellulose. Loader et al. (1997) reported that sequential treatment with a combina-
tion of 10% (w/v) NaOH at 80 °C followed by 17% (w/v) NaOH at room temperature
maximized the removal of hemicelluloses. Either way, two studies found the carbon
and oxygen isotopic compositions of hemicellulose and α-cellulose to be identical
(Gray and Thompson 1977; Richard et al. 2014), so that holocellulose seems to be
well suited. More importantly, findings by Rinne et al. (2005) suggest that the 2-
step extraction with NaClO2 and NaOH can make an extra solvent extraction step
unnecessary.

5.3.2.5 Testing the Purity of Extracted Cellulose

Despite the various chemical procedures applied no systematic differences seem to
prevail between themwith respect to the isotopic signature of extracted cellulose. This
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is because all the different extraction methods established were tested at some point
for the purity of the isolated cellulose in comparison to corresponding wood (Richard
et al. 2014; Schollaen et al. 2013; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019; Keri et al. 2015;
Kagawa et al. 2015; Brookman andWhittaker 2012). This is usually done by Infrared
Spectrometry (FTIR or IR-ATR; e.g. Richard et al. (2014)) or liquid-state 13C NMR
(Keri et al. 2015). Infrared spectrometry is the most common method to identify the
functional groups of resin, lignin,α-cellulose andhemicellulose.Analyses are usually
performed on normalized spectra in the wavenumber region 1800–730 cm−1. A
specific band at 1694 cm−1 is characteristic of resins occurring only in conifer woods,
some FTIR tests indicate that the chemical bleaching during cellulose extraction
removes resin even without prior solvent extraction (e.g. Rinne et al. 2005). Further
information on relevant FTIR wavenumbers according to literature can be found in
SM5.3.2.5.

Apart from IR, liquid state 13C NMR (DEPT-135 13C NMR) was chosen as an
analytical tool by Keri et al. (2015) in a comparative study testing nine variants of the
Jayme-Wise extractionmethod for the isolation of cellulose fromwood. The different
approaches mainly varied in concentration of NaClO2, NaOH, and application time
and reaction temperatures, as well as rinsing with HCl, HNO3 and/or water. They
evaluated the purity, degradation and yield of cellulose and stable isotope ratios
of carbon and oxygen. All preparation methods tested resulted in pure α-cellulose
samples without hemicellulose and lignin content, and δ13C and δ18O measurements
revealed similar values, thus indicating that all the published NaClO2 and NaOH
chemical protocols based on the Jayme-Wise approach are suitable. It might be also
best applied in conjunction with the technical devices described below for handling
of large sample numbers (Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019; Kagawa et al. 2015; Schollaen
et al. 2017).

5.3.3 Extraction Devices—Or How to Keep Order When
Processing Large Numbers of Small Samples

5.3.3.1 From Erlenmeyer Flasks to Custom-Made Filterfunnels

In the early days of stable isotope analysis cellulose was extracted using Erlenmeyer
flasks (Leavitt and Danzer 1993). Because fume hoods have to be used during chem-
ical extraction the number of samples to be processed at a time was limited by the
limited space provided for the rather large flasks. A major improvement has been
made by introducing small borosilicate extraction thimbles with a sintered glass
filter near the bottom end (Loader et al. 1997). Batches (25–50) of (labelled) thim-
bles could be placed into a beaker containing chemical solutions or deionized water
for washing. The beaker containing the thimbles was placed into an ultrasonic bath to
promote degassing at 70 °C. Removal of chemical solutions or water was achieved by
taking out the thimbles from the beaker and vacuum filtration of remaining solvents
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from each thimble. This approach was developed further by using filter thimbles
with a tapered bottom (Büchner funnels) to make them fit into specially designed
PTFE-devices (Wieloch et al. 2011; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019) that allow simul-
taneous drainage of 20 interconnected filter funnels from solvents through a single
outlet (Fig. 5.4e, f). As commercially available Büchner funnels are relatively expen-
sive and tend to rapidly degrade after a few extractions, custom-made funnels were
introduced (Harada et al. 2014; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2019). A borosilcate filter disc
is secured between tubings made of glass or PTFE and silicone rubber (Fig. 5.4a, b).
Properly labelled custom-made funnels can be placed also into beakers (Fig. 5.4c,
d). For further details cf. Andreu-Hayles et al. (2019) and citations therein.

5.3.3.2 Filter Fiber Bags

Apart from filter funnels to take up wood material for extraction porous bags are
utilized. The samples can be processed simultaneously in a Soxhlet apparatus and/or
a beaker glass. A variety of bag materials, e.g., Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), fibre
glass are utilised. After the bags have been filled with the samples they are usually
heat-sealed. Individual encoding of the bags is complicated since they cannot be
simply inscribed with a pencil or felt-tipped pen. Therefore, they are either labelled
by cutting out bits and pieces in different shapes from their borders or expensive
pre-numbered bags are used. After one time application bags normally need to be
replaced.

A handy way of processing a high number of samples within filter fiber bags
while maintaining sample organisation and ensuring ease of chemical exchange and
washing is to use a filter bag drum tower (FBDT) that is designed to hold filter fiber
filter bags in place during cellulose extraction a 2000 mL beaker (Fig. 5.5). A FBDT
contains up to five PTFE sample drums with 25 individually labelled slots placed on
top of each other (Fig. 5.5a). Each slot can hold a single filter bag and unlike other
methods, the bags do not require inscription. The entire FBDT can be lifted out of the
beaker and placed into another one with fresh chemical solution or for neutralizing
with boiling water (Fig. 5.5b, c, e).

Individual sample filter bags can be developed by cutting commercially available
Ankom F57 filter bags (Fig. 5.5d) into up to 5 individual sample bags (depending on
the size of the samples in question) and closed using an inexpensive Polythene Heat
Sealer device or soldering iron. The FBDT provides a means of completing cellulose
extraction in a single, economical unit which can be heated within a beaker on a
single hotplate (Fig. 5.5b) or multiple beakers within a large water bath (Fig. 5.5f).
In an optimal arrangement (Fig. 5.5f), five fully equipped beakers can be placed
within an ultra-sonic water bath, resulting in 625 samples to be processed in one
batch. See SM5.3.3.2 for details on the FBDT and remarks on F57 filter bags.
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a b

c
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Fig. 5.4 Custom-made funnel-filter assembly (a, b): (1) Glass or PTFE tube, (2) silicone tube, (3)
borosilcate filter, (4) PTFE support tube for fitting into PTFE extraction device (e, f). c, d Several
labelled filter funnels placed into a beaker for cellulose extraction without special PTFE device. (5)
PTFE extraction device for placing into a water bath. (6) Borosilicate Büchner funnels positioned
in PTFE extraction device with slots for up to 20 samples. (7) Custom-made funnels positioned
in slots, sealed by silicone tubing. Slots are interconnected by channels leading to an outlet slot
allowing simultaneous draining of all filter funnels. For details see Sect. 5.3.3.1, as well as Wieloch
et al. (2011), Harada et al. (2014), Andreu-Hayles et al. (2019) and citations therein
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Fig. 5.5 Filter bag drum tower (FBDT) for holding fiber filter bags in place during cellulose
extraction. a Sketch drawings showing the design of individual PTFE sample drums for up to 25
filter bags. Up to five labeled PTFE sample drums can be combined forming a tower that can be
placed into a 2000 mL beaker (b, c). FBDTs can be swapped between beakers while maintaining
sample organisation by using flexible silicone tubings ensuring ease of chemical exchange and
washing (e). PTFE segments can be placed vertically between the sample bags along the entire
tower (b, c) to reduce the volume of chemical solution required to ca. 800 mL (in a 2000 mL
beaker; 6.4 mL/samples). d Individual sample filter bags can be developed by cutting commercially
available filter bags up (depending on the size of the samples in question) and using an inexpensive
Polythene Heat Sealer device or soldering iron. f Five fully equipped beakers placed within an
ultra-sonic water bath (Elmasonic S300H, Elma-Schmidbauer GmBH, Singen, Germany) allowing
simultaneous treatment of 625 samples
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5.3.3.3 Cellulose Extraction from Wood Cross-Sections

Loader et al. (2002) made a first attempt to extract cellulose directly from standard
increment cores (5 mmØ). However, this approach was not pursued further, because
clear identification of boundaries of narrow tree ring was found difficult to achieve as
the cores tend to shrink and twist during extraction and subsequent drying procedure.
Instead, Li et al. (2011) reported a technique to extract cellulose from wood cross-
sections of 3.5–4 mm thickness (wood laths, Fig. 5.6) using a special perforated
PTFE casing to prevent cellulose splines from breaking apart. This method was
developed further by Nakatsuka et al. (2011) and Kagawa et al. (2015), by utilizing
special containersmade of PTFEpunching sheet to prevent disintegration of cellulose

a

b

c

f

e

d

Fig. 5.6 Cellulose extraction from wood cross-sections in custom made PTFE containers (70 mm
× 30 mm). a Sub-fossil wood cross-section from pine (P. sylvestris, Binz, Switzerland). b Cellulose
cross-section (ca. 3–4mm thick). c Tree ring dissected from a cellulose cross-sections (10mmwide,
3 mm thick). d Wood and cellulose cross-section from a degraded subfossil pine sample. e Wood
and cellulose cross-section from oak (Q. petraea). f wood and cellulose cross-section of larch (L.
decidua). The upper pictures of each species show wood cross-sections while the lower pictures
display the cellulose cross-sections obtained. Tree-ring structures remained clearly visible after the
cellulose extraction process. d, e, f modified after Schollaen et al. (2017)
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laths (see also Xu et al. 2011). Based upon on the idea of extracting cellulose from
wood laths, Schollaen et al. 2017 presented an improved semi-automated cellulose
extraction system in conjunctionwith a comprehensive guide ofmanual (with scalpel,
Fig. 5.6c) or semi-automatic (UV-Laser systems; cf. Chap. 7) sample preparation.

The chemical procedure is not different to methods described above (Sect. 5.3.2),
however, wood sample preparation and tree-ring dissection of tree rings from cellu-
lose cross-sections are special. Figure 5.6a, b show wood and white cellulose cross-
sections of well-preserved sub-fossil P. sylvestris (ca. 14 k a BP) from Switzerland.
Tree-ring boundaries can bewell identified allowing binocular-aided tree-ring dissec-
tionwith a scalpel (Fig. 5.6c). Tree rings of a partly decayedwood samples (Fig. 5.6d)
are not so clearly visible. However, tree-ring structures of modern oak (Fig. 5.6e)
and larch (Fig. 5.6f) are well preserved after the cellulose extraction process. For
further details cf. Schollaen et al. 2017 and citations therein.

5.3.4 Homogenization of Micro Amounts of Cellulose
Samples

As mentioned above, one of the advantages of extracting cellulose is that sample
homogenization is simpler. Cellulose can be homogenized rather quickly (100
samples/hour or more) by ultrasonic devices (e.g. UP200s, Hielscher Ultrasonics,
Germany) (Laumer et al. 2009). Contrastingly, wood material, if not obtained from
full- or semi-automatic micromilling devices (e.g. Dremel® rotary tools) has to be
homogenized by grinding after dissecting tree rings using a scalpel. Usually (modi-
fied) coffee mills (e.g. Borella et al. 1998; Szymczak et al. 2011), ultra-centrifugal
mills (ZM200, Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany) (e.g. Wieloch et al. 2011) or ball
mills (e.g. mixer mill MM200, Retsch, Haan, Germany) (e.g. Weigt et al. 2015)
are utilized. Although the grinding process itself may only take a few seconds, the
necessary cleaning process is usually rather time consuming and sample losses may
be high (Laumer et al. 2009).

Homogenization by ultrasonic cracking is virtually without sample loss because
sample material does not have to be transferred between storage vials and any special
homogenization vessels. Sample material is kept in suspension with water during
ultrasound treatment and vacuum freeze-dried thereafter. Laumer et al. (2009) tested
and confirmed that neither cellulose soaked in water and stored overnight nor cellu-
lose treated ultrasonically for different time periods showed a significant difference
in δ18O from untreated cellulose. No such tests were yet performed with respect to
hydrogen isotopes.
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5.4 Concluding Remarks

Many of the studies that have compared stable isotope ratios in wood and its cellu-
lose suggest that cellulose extraction is not necessary. However, this is not without
constraints. Removal of extractives from resinous conifers and certain tropical tree
species is required in any case. Studies indicate that this is provided by the chemical
bleaching during cellulose extraction even without prior solvent extraction. Further-
more, the basic question remainswhether or not the benchmarking studieswere broad
enough for a general conclusive statement with regard to geographical range, species
selection, ecological gradients or time range. Still, tests seem to be advised for envi-
ronmental or climatological isotope studies, maybe except for those at short-term
scale focusing on sapwood. The climatic or ecological signal of a tree-ring stable
isotope sequence can be strengthened or weakened by variable relative amounts of
wood constituents. In particular, during periods of low isotope variability signals
may be weakened or even inverted. Radial changes in relative amounts of wood
constituents from pith to bark, e.g. due to conversion of sapwood into heartwood or
wood degrading processes can cause trends in isotope chronologies from wood that
are unrelated to trends in the desired environmental signal. Hence, varying cellulose
to lignin ratios may be critical when analyzing long-term climate trends from old
living trees (across heartwood and sapwood) and/or potentially decayed trunks. It
may not be required for obtaining information on extreme events such as droughts or
high-rainfall years, when large year-to-year isotopic shifts potentially make effects
of varying wood constituents insignificant. Nonetheless, a moisture signal in tree-
ring δ13C from wood may be enhanced if the fraction of 13C-depleted secondary
metabolites, like lignin or fatty acids, decreases/increases with dry/wet conditions
relative to 13C enriched primary products like cellulose or starch. Correlationsmay be
weakened if the opposite occurs, and the stable isotope signal and wood composition
respond differently to certain environmental changes.

Differences in the proportion of the various wood constituents are not the main
source of isotope variability within a tree stand. The use of cellulose is likely not
reducing this variability (McCarroll and Loader 2004), but changing wood compo-
sition adds to the noise in tree-ring stable isotope signals from wood. Hence, cellu-
lose extraction is of benefit. A preceding Soxhlet procedure to remove extractives
seems obsolete and homogenization of cellulose is much faster than grinding wood
samples. The experimental setups for extraction have dramatically improved over
the last decade with respect to handling and costs. Several guidelines for chemical
extraction procedures are available. They basically represent modifications of three
different chemical approaches (Jayme-Wise, Brendel-, diglyme-HCL method) that
are well approved. Any non-specialist or specialist researcher can establish and/or
improve their own guideline in accordance to the technical framework of their labo-
ratory, available budget and research aim. Last, but not least, further investigations
of wood constituents and their isotope signatures as a function of a tree’s life, i.e.
across sapwood and heartwood, in response to climate variables, as well as with
respect to wood and cellulose decay are advised. Both, tree-ring stable isotope time
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series fromwood, as well as from cellulose have revealed nonstationary relationships
with climate variables. They may respond differently under particular environmental
conditions in the surrounding of a tree, such as weather anomalies, changing length
in seasonality, tree competition etc. Consequently, the analyses of isotope data from
cellulose, wood and lignin methoxyl groups could in part point to different environ-
mental signals, help to assess effects of wood decay and, hence, provide an added
value. In parallel to stable isotope analysis, measurements of the chemical compo-
sition of wood could enable a potential correction of isotope signals or ensure that
changing wood composition is insignificant relative to the variability of the isotopic
signals.
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Chapter 6
Tree-Ring Stable Isotope Measurements:
The Role of Quality Assurance
and Quality Control to Ensure High
Quality Data

J. Renée Brooks, William D. Rugh, and Roland A. Werner

Abstract Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) are important components
of every study. In this chapter, we give an overview of QA/QC specific for tree-ring
stable-isotope analysis from the perspective of the entire research project, rather than
from the operation of Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometers (IRMS). We address how
users of stable isotope tree-ring data can quantify the quality of their data for reporting
in publications by calculating accuracy and precision. We cover some of the poten-
tial sources of error that can occur during sample processing and isotopic measure-
ments, basic principles of calibration to the appropriate isotopic scales, and how
researchers can detect error and calculate uncertainty using duplicates and quality
control standards.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses how you can determine the analytical quality of your stable
isotope tree-ring data for reporting in publications and with the data when made
public. Jardine andCunjak (2005) summarized thewide disparity in reporting analyt-
ical error of stable isotopic data in the ecological literature. We provide guidance on
the necessary data and methods for estimating the uncertainty around stable isotope
data for one’s research project. Our approach is from the perspective of the researcher
designing a project that uses the stable isotopes contained within tree rings, rather
than from the perspective of a laboratory conducting stable isotope analysis for a
wide array of projects and individuals. Ultimately, the researcher is responsible for
quantifying the quality of the data generated within the project and needs to report
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that uncertainty in final reports and published papers. Ideally,measures of uncertainty
should stay with the data when the data are made publicly available.

6.1.1 What is QA/QC?

Quality assurance (QA) is the overall framework or plan that describes your exper-
imental design to address your research questions and what steps you will take to
detect and minimize errors in the data you are generating within the project. Quality
control (QC) is the system of procedures or actual steps you take to quantify and
minimize potential errors and assure data integrity. In other words, quality assurance
is the plan you develop, whereas quality control is implementing that plan and docu-
menting those steps. For example, your quality assurance planmight call for a certain
frequency of sample duplication (see Sect. 6.2.3.1) to be included in each sample set
analyzed on the Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometers (IRMS) for calculating precision
and that a QC standard be used in each sample set to test the accuracy of calibra-
tion procedure. The quality control would be the actual inclusion of those duplicates
and QC standards, and then an estimation of precision with duplicates, and accuracy
with the QC standard. A good quality assurance plan with appropriate quality control
measures is a critical component of every study and needs to be developed at the
very beginning of every project.

A QA plan should be developed around a project’s objectives and experimental
design and include the information in themethods section of one’s publication(s). The
QA plan is not static, it evolves as the project proceeds and is updated to address new
or emerging issues not foreseen at the beginning of the project. Individual procedures
used in the study such as methods for ring separation and cellulose extraction should
be written into standard operating procedures (SOPs), which provide step-by-step
instructions for carrying out each procedure. The purpose of SOPs is to ensure that
everyone is following the same methods for every sample within the study, and to
limit variation that may be introduced by different people conducting the procedure.
All personnel conducting those procedures must be required to read and follow the
study SOPs. Developing a good QA plan and SOPs is the first step to ensuring your
data are of the quality you need to address your research objectives.

Quality control steps should be described in both the QA plan and in individual
SOPs. Quality control steps would be measures that would allow for quantifying
variation introduced by the procedure. For example, including a QC sample, such as
a uniformly homogenized wood sample of sufficient volume for many samples, into
each set of samples processed or analyzed together would allow for quantification of
the uncertainty with sample processing and measurement (Porter and Middlestead
2012). This chapter will discuss many of the sources of uncertainty in tree-ring stable
isotope analysis, and QC steps to assess the quality of your data even if you are not
conducting the stable isotope measurements yourself.
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6.1.2 Taking Ownership of Your Data Quality

The following are a set of questions to consider during development of your QA plan
and develop QC steps to address them:

• Can I detect the isotopic differences I am expecting with my study design?

This is the primary study question being asked of the isotopic data. Do you have
sufficient replication and sample precision so that the signal variation within the
study is much larger than the variation between sample replicates? In order to answer
this question, you must understand some more basic levels of isotopic variation, and
what might be causing that variation: signal variation is what you are hoping to show
using stable isotopes, and noise-variation is unrelated to your study question which
could be natural variation of the system or measurement noise. A good experimental
designmight be able to control for natural system variation, and good QA/QC should
minimize the measurement noise.

• What is the range of isotopic variation within my study?

Is your isotopic variation within the study sufficiently large relative to analytical
error in order to detect biologically meaningful patterns? Are the isotopic values a
useful measure to address the question you have? Is the variation between replicates
(two trees from the same stand expected to show similar patterns) small relative to
the variation across time? Generally, background literature of similar studies will
provide some guiding expectations and will help in designing experiments that will
maximize the signal around your study questions.

• How variable are my samples (variation within a sample)?

This is an area of which you have control and relates to sample homogenization (see
Sect. 6.3.1.1) and is measured by sample precision of duplicates (see Sect. 6.2.3).

• Have my samples been isotopically altered since collection?

This question addresses potential problems with sample extraction methods or
storage issues that alter the isotopic ratio of the sample in unintendedways. Clear and
detailed SOPs will help ensure that all personnel are conducting analyses correctly
and minimizing mistakes. The use of replicates, duplicates and a study standard can
be useful in detecting any issues that do occur (see Sects. 6.2.3.1, 6.3.1.1 and 6.4.2.3).

• Do the stable isotope values I received from a lab accurately reflect the isotopic
values of the samples I submitted?

This question relates towhether the IRMSwas functioning normally, and the samples
were accurately calibrated to the international scale (see Sect. 6.3). Generally, you are
not in control of how your samples are calibrated but obtaining information about the
calibration standards and independentQCstandards aswell as your sample duplicates
should enable you to answer this question by calculating the accuracy and precision
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as outlined below. We encourage you to compile your QC data from each set of
samples submitted for analysis on the IRMS and calculate your own study accuracy
and precision to be reported in your final manuscripts as well as kept with the data
when made publicly available.

6.2 Measurements of Uncertainty

All measurements have some uncertainty around a reported value, and this uncer-
tainty should be reported with the value to allow for accurate interpretation. In the
Eurachem/CITAC guide (https://www.eurachem.org/index.php/publications/guides/
quam), the term measurement ‘uncertainty’ is defined as the “parameter associated
with the result of a measurement that characterizes the dispersion of the measured
values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand” (Ellison and Williams
2012). In this section, we outline the steps to accurately quantify uncertainty around
tree-ring stable isotope values used in a research project.

6.2.1 Identical Treatment Principle

The Identical Treatment Principle (IT Principle) is the principle that standards (both
for calibration and QC purposes) shall be treated the same as the samples (Werner
and Brand 2001). Following this principle, the standards will go through the same
transformations as the sample from cellulose to the final gas that is measured in
the IRMS, and any alteration to the isotopic composition will affect both standards
and samples equally. For example, calibration and QC standards (and preferably
one or two cellulose standards) need to be transformed from sample matrix into the
measured gases along with each set of samples analyzed on the IRMS for accu-
rate isotopic measurements. Isotopic reference gas, which is injected directly to the
IRMS without the transformation step, should never be used alone to establish the
calibration. By using this principle, calibration standards should accurately correct
for isotopic alterations during the transformation process. The IT Principle should be
standard practice in all IRMS laboratories, but it can also be applied within a study
to other transformation steps such as cellulose extraction (see Chap. 5). However,
no wood standard with a certified isotopic ratio for cellulose exists, so applying the
IT Principle to cellulose extraction must be modified. The key is to develop a study
standard that can be used to assess the influence of the process or transformation that
the samples go through (see Sect. 6.4.2.3 in this chapter). For example, Porter and
Middlestead (2012) developed a study standard using a large amount of homogenized
wood particles similar in particle size to their samples, and included one sample in
every sample set extracted for cellulose within a study to account for the variance
the extraction process may have imposed on their samples. While they didn’t know
a priori the isotopic composition of cellulose within this wood study standard, they

https://www.eurachem.org/index.php/publications/guides/quam
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could calculate the uncertainty introduced by variation in cellulose extraction and
isotopic measurement over the duration of their study. Another approach would be to
construct an “artificial”wood samplemixingwood components (lignin, cellulose and
other materials) using reagent grade cellulose where the isotopic composition could
be measured prior to and after extraction (See Richter et al. 2009 for an example of
an artificial leaf). For hydrogen isotopes in cellulose samples, hydrogen exchange of
hydroxyl groups with local water vapor is another important isotopic transformation
that must be corrected for using standards that have been treated identically to the
samples (see Chap. 11). To apply the IT Principle, researchers should include some
form of standards along with their samples whenever samples are transformed from
their original state to the final gas introduced into the IRMS.

6.2.2 Accuracy

Accuracy is ameasure of systematic bias and is calculated as the difference between a
measured value from the “true” value (measured—true). For stable isotope measure-
ments, accuracy is determined from a QC standard with a known isotopic value.
A QC standard cannot be used for any calibration or normalization of the isotopic
results but is used as an independent test of the calibration and normalization process
(see Sect. 6.3). Generally, one or two QC standards are included into each set of
samples analyzed by the IRMS, following the IT Principle.

A research study is generally composed of multiple sets of samples that have been
measured on the IRMS over time, and thus contain multiple measurements of a QC
standard (Table 6.1). To calculate accuracy across the entire study, researchers should
calculate the average and the standard deviation of the difference value (measured—
true). The average difference value is the systematic bias within the study, and if the
isotope data are adequately calibrated, the average should be very close to zero. The
standard deviation of the difference values is the random error around the accuracy
measurement, and it should be similar to sample precision (see next section) or
smaller. In Table 6.1, accuracy, or study bias is average difference (μ) and was
estimated to be −0.01 ‰, while random error represented by the standard deviation
(σ) was 0.12 ‰, which is typical for carbon isotope values of homogenized internal
laboratory standards. If the study bias was larger than the standard deviation, then
the study data could have a significant bias that the calibration procedures did not
correct; however, a low number of QC samples could lead to a false indication of bias
as well. For the example in Table 6.1, the accuracy of the study should be reported
as −0.01 ± 0.12 ‰ SD.
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Table 6.1 Example calculation of accuracy from QC standards from six IRMS sets of study
samples. A set is a sequence of samples analyzed continuously on the IRMS, usually overnight.
In this example, QC samples were analyzed at the 68th position in the sample set, and the 93rd
position

Internal QC
Standard

Sample set Sample
position

δ13Cc (calibratedd) δ13C
(actuale)

δ13C
(difference)

ISIRFa Cellulose 1 68 −24.71 −24.88 0.17

ISIRF Cellulose 1 93 −24.76 −24.88 0.12

NBSb Apple 2 68 −27.10 −27.03 −0.07

NBS Apple 2 93 −27.03 −27.03 0.00

ISIRF Cabbage 3 68 −25.72 −25.61 −0.11

ISIRF Cabbage 3 93 −25.74 −25.61 −0.13

ISIRF Cabbage 4 68 −25.46 −25.61 0.15

ISIRF Cabbage 4 93 −25.61 −25.61 0.00

ISIRF Cellulose 5 68 −24.89 −24.88 −0.01

ISIRF Cellulose 5 93 −24.82 −24.88 0.06

NBS Citrus 6 68 −27.70 −27.49 −0.21

NBS Citrus 6 93 −27.52 −27.49 −0.03

Accuracy Bias μ: −0.01

Random error σ: 0.12

aISIRF Integrated Stable Isotope Research Facility at the US EPA in Corvallis, Oregon
bNBS National Bureau of Standards, currently National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)
cδ13C is carbon isotope ratio as defined in Eq. 6.3, Sect. 6.4.2.1. All units are in parts per thousand
(‰)
dCalibrated values are those reported to you by the IRMS facility after data corrections and scale
calibration have been complete for that sample set
eActual values are those assigned to the standard by the IRMS laboratory after multiple calibrations
with certified reference materials, and repeatedly measured to determine a long-term average value
with associated uncertainty

6.2.3 Precision

Precision is the random error of the measurement for study samples, generally calcu-
lated as the standard deviation of repeated measures from study samples. Standard
deviation is a statistical description of population variance and for precision, that
population is repeated measures of the same study sample. One standard deviation
away from the mean captures 68% of the observations (assuming a normal distribu-
tion), and two standard deviations capture 95%of the observations. Another common
measurement for precision is the coefficient of variation (CV) which is calculated
as σ/μ. However, because stable isotope measures are ratios (see Chap. 8) and are
referenced to a standard (zero means the same as the scaling standard), CV should
never be used for precision of stable isotope ratios.
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Precision reported for a study should always be based on repeated measures of
study samples and not from laboratory standards, or the QC standards. IRMS labo-
ratories base their long-term analytical precision on those standards, but laboratory
analytical precision is not the same as precision for a study. Precision based on study
samples will include variance from sample preparation, and homogenization. If the
repeated measures are from duplicates created during the tree-ring grinding process,
then variation introduced from storage and cellulose extraction will also be included
in the precision measurement (see Sect. 6.2.3.1).

Study precision reported in a paper should be based on the aggregate of repeated
samples for an entire study and not just a typical value from the results of a single
IRMS sequence, or from the long-term precision of laboratory standards from the
laboratory conducting the analysis. For each set of samples analyzed on the IRMS,
2–3 samples are generally duplicated, and precision is determined from these for
that set. This type of precision is a measure of repeatability: the agreement between
measures of the same sample analyzed under the same conditions (the same operator,
instrument, over a short period of time). To calculate precision of a study, these
repeated measures need to be accumulated across sample sets, which is closer to
a measure of reproducibility: the agreement between measures of the same sample
analyzed under the different conditions. Equation 6.1 is used to calculate precision
when samples that are duplicated don’t have identical isotopic values but span a
range of isotopic values:

s =
√∑

s2(n − 1)∑
(n − 1)

(6.1)

where s2 is the variance between the duplicates, and n is the number of times the
samplewas analyzed, generally two. In the case of a study standard (see Sect. 6.4.2.3)
that is included in every sample set, n would be much larger equaling the number
of sample sets in which the study standard was included. Equation 6.1 sums the
variance of all duplicated samples, and weights them by the degrees of freedom (n
− 1), before taking the square root to estimate standard deviation. Table 6.2 contains
an example of how precision for a study should be calculated. Precision for this set
of samples was ±0.06 ‰, slightly better than the uncertainty around the accuracy
estimate in Table 6.1.

6.2.3.1 Duplication Versus Replication

Duplicate samples are not statistical replicates but are considered the same sample
collected twice or more, and are used to calculate precision only. Duplicates are
collected to answer the questions “howmuchvariation existswithin the same sample”
and “have my samples been unintentionally fractionated since collection”. Tree-ring
samples are often composed of combining a particular year (or sub-year) of growth
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Table 6.2 Example calculation of precision for a study compiled from four sets of samples on
an IRMS for δ13C. Three duplicates were analyzed within each sample set, and sample sequence
indicates when in the order of samples that the duplicates were analyzed. Note that the first replicate
within a sequence is split between the beginning (Sample Position 7) and the end of the IRMS set
(Sample Position 92)

Sample ID Sample set Sample
position

δ13C
(Calibrated)

δ13C
(Variance)

Degrees of
freedom

Sample 20 Dup 1 1 7 −24.65 0.00045 1

Dup 2 1 92 −24.68

Sample 40 Dup 1 1 46 −21.85 0.00980 1

Dup 2 1 47 −21.99

Sample 60 Dup 1 1 70 −25.21 0.00405 1

Dup 2 1 71 −25.30

Sample 80 Dup 1 2 7 −24.60 0.00405 1

Dup 2 2 92 −24.51

Sample
100

Dup 1 2 46 −22.79 0.02420 1

Dup 2 2 47 −23.01

Sample
120

Dup 1 2 70 −23.95 0.00605 1

Dup 2 2 71 −23.84

Sample
140

Dup 1 3 7 −23.48 0.00245 1

Dup 2 3 92 −23.41

Sample
160

Dup 1 3 46 −23.25 0.00080 1

Dup 2 3 47 −23.29

Sample
180

Dup 1 3 70 −24.24 0.00020 1

Dup 2 3 71 −24.26

Sample
200

Dup 1 4 7 −23.78 0.00045 1

Dup 2 4 92 −23.75

Sample
220

Dup 1 4 46 −22.90 0.00180 1

Dup 2 4 47 −22.96

Sample
240

Dup 1 4 70 −24.61 0.00320 1

Dup 2 4 71 −24.69

Study
Standard

QC 1 50 −24.92 0.00113 3

(continued)
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Table 6.2 (continued)

Sample ID Sample set Sample
position

δ13C
(Calibrated)

δ13C
(Variance)

Degrees of
freedom

Study
Standard

QC 2 50 −24.90

Study
Standard

QC 3 50 −24.95

Study
Standard

QC 4 50 −24.87

Precision Sum 0.0609 15

s 0.064

frommultiple cores collected from the same tree. These multiple core pieces are then
homogenized to make a sample (see Chap. 4). For sample duplication, the sample
should be split after homogenization, and stored in separate containers. Variance
between these samples will include variance from lack of homogenization, cellulose
extraction, sample storage, and analysis on the IRMS. Samples that are split just
prior to analysis contain only the variance of homogenization and the analysis on the
IRMS.

We recommend creating a duplicate for every twenty samples. Sample size for
creating duplicatesmay be an issue depending on the growth rate of the sampled trees,
and the sectioning requirements of the study (i.e. annual increments, separating late-
and earlywood). In these cases, duplicates might be created for only larger growth
rings, and a lower frequency of duplicates may be necessary.

Only one value from the duplicates should be analyzed in any statistical or other
analysis as part of the study. Duplicates are for quality assurance only, and to use
them in statistical analysis would be considered pseudo-replication (Hurlbert 1984).
The duplicate value used should not be the mean of the two values as that value
would be less variable than all the other samples that were not duplicated. Statistical
replicates are independent samples collected from a population or group that is to be
compared with another population or group. For tree-ring stable isotopes, individual
trees are generally considered replicates, but that depends on the study objective.

6.2.4 Study Uncertainty and the Propagation of Error

In the examples from Tables 6.1 and 6.2 which are from the same study, accuracy
was 0.02 ± 0.12 ‰, and our measured precision was ±0.06 ‰, which was lower
than the uncertainty around the accuracy estimate. Both of these values should be
reported in the methods section of a study, but the larger value of uncertainty is a
better reflection of actual study uncertainty. For example, because the uncertainty
around accuracy was larger than precision, it was a better reflection of the study
uncertainty for comparing numbers within the study to each other.
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Uncertainty is also used to determine the number of significant digits to report.
Because the uncertainty within the study in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 was approximately
0.1 ‰ for δ13C, then values of δ13C reported for this study should not include digits
below 0.1‰, even though values with more digits are often provided by output from
the IRMS. We included more digits in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 so that variation between
values were apparent.

For data included in meta-analysis, where the δ13C values are to be compared to
δ13C values from other studies analyzed in other laboratories, then additional uncer-
tainty must be considered. The values assigned to the QC standards have uncertainty
around them, and that uncertainty must be propagated along with the uncertainty
described above. The root mean squared error is used for propagating error (Eq. 6.2).

SMeta =
√
S2QC + S2Study (6.2)

If the assigned values of the QC standards had uncertainties of 0.2 ‰ when
calibrated to the internationally certified standard referencematerial (see Sect. 6.4.2),
and the study uncertainty was 0.12 ‰, then the combined uncertainty using Eq. 6.2
would be 0.23 ‰. This uncertainty value should be used with the data for any meta-
analysis across studies as it reflects the uncertainty to the international scale (see
Sect. 6.3.3). The patterns and trends within a single study with samples all calibrated
to the same standards in the sameway by the same lab have inherently less uncertainty
(0.12 ‰ in this case) relative to each other, as compared to samples that originated
from different studies with different calibration procedures and standards.

6.3 IRMS Errors and Calibration

Errors introduced into isotopic analysis can come from sample collection, cross-
dating, sub-sectioning cores, sample handling, extraction processes, from the sample
conversion into gases introduced to the IRMS, or from analysis on the IRMS directly.
These errors have random and systematic components. Random error cannot be
corrected and is the major component of uncertainty. Systematic errors can poten-
tially be corrected with accurate calibration if standards were also subjected to the
same process. Errors from sample collection, cross-dating, sub-sectioning cores,
handling and extraction are mostly random and cannot be corrected. However, both
sample conversion to gases and isotopic analysis of the gases contain both elements
of error.

The IRMS and associated peripherals (i.e. elemental analyzers,) need to be opti-
mized for precision and accuracy for the samples being measured, thus laboratory
accuracy and precision can vary dramatically depending on instrument maintenance
and attention tomeasurement details. For example, sample volumes need to bewithin
the linear working range of the instrument when the ratio output to input signal is
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constant and in a direct proportion over the range of instrument voltage output gener-
ated by the samples. The introduced gases need to produce appropriate peak shapes.
The reasons for increasing errors in isotopic analysis are extensive, and can be related
to the ionizing process in the ion source of the mass spectrometer or due to prob-
lems with the conversion of the sample to the measuring gas. We advise carefully
selecting an IRMS laboratory with experience in the type of analysis required for
a study, and with documented and defensible QA/QC procedures. In addition, we
advise including an independent QC standard with a known isotopic value with each
set of samples if possible. Study standards (see Sect. 6.4.2) can be that independent
QC standard if its isotopic value is from multiple IRMS labs.

Measurements of δ13C of wood or cellulose and δ18O of cellulose are relatively
standard isotopic measurements that can be made with high precision and accuracy
(see Chaps. 9 and 10). Both wood and cellulose have consistent stoichiometry for
C and O, thus sample weights can be optimized for isotopic analysis. However,
measurements of δ15 N and δ2H in tree rings can be particularly challenging. For
δ15 N, the challenge comes from the low amount of nitrogen contained in wood
compared to the abundance of carbon (C:N ratio of ~300, see Chap. 12), and for
δ2H, the problem is from isotopic exchange of hydroxyl H atoms on cellulose with
the last water in which the sample was in contact (see Chap. 11). For measuring δ15

N in wood samples, CO2 volumes far exceed N2, and large sample sizes are required
to obtain enough N atoms for accurate analysis. As a result, laboratories need to take
special action to ensure the large sample is completely converted to CO2 and N2 and
that the volume of CO2 from the previous sample does not interfere with the N2 peak
of the current sample for accurate measures of δ15 N (e.g. Brooks et al. 2003). Most
laboratories making δ15 N analysis on wood will optimize for δ15 N, and not measure
δ13C on the same sample, and thus, require two separate analyses to provide δ13C and
δ15 N values. Below, we briefly describe some of the potential errors and calibration
procedures so that readers understand some of the complexity into making accurate
and precise isotopic analysis.

6.3.1 Random Measurement Error

Random errors influence the measurement in unpredictable ways, hence showing no
statistical pattern, and thus cannot be corrected. For example, unknown parameters
in the IRMS such as electronic noise in the detector can introduce random error
into the isotopic measurement. This random variance is quantified within the preci-
sion measurements described above. Increases in random error within and between
sample sets analyzed on the IRMS are often a sign of needed maintenance for the
IRMS, as they are often caused by instrument parameters influencing the robustness
and ruggedness of an isotopic measurement method. Increased random error must
be recognized by the IRMS operator, and the causal factor repaired to improve preci-
sion. Laboratories conducting IRMS measurements should monitor the long-term
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stability of the measurement system or method, by regular measurement of QC stan-
dards in every sample set. The long-term instrument stability should be visualized in
quality control charts showing QC standard variation over time to allow detection of
possible systematic deviations, or increased noise. When such problems are noticed,
laboratory personnel should have rules of action formaintenance and troubleshooting
possible problems. IRMS laboratories can vary greatly in the degree of quality assur-
ance exercised contributing to overall uncertainty in isotopic analysis. The analysis
of duplicate samples and QC standards over time should allow for quantification of
random error in precision and accuracy measures described above.

6.3.1.1 Errors from Sample Tracking, Preparation,
and Homogenization

Sample tracking, homogenization and preparation can cause significant random
error if good QA practices are not followed. The preparation of tree-ring samples
for isotopic analysis requires many steps, each of which can introduce error and
mistakes. The process of accurately dating cores, subdividing cores, and combining
increments from multiple cores from a single tree into a single sample leads to many
points where irreversible mistakes can happen. Duplicates will not capture this type
of error because duplicates are generally created after these steps. However, replicate
trees within a study design will. Because of sample sizes or cost of analysis, some
studies end up pooling replicate trees but doing so can mask these types of errors.
Liñán et al. (2011) found good agreement between individual tree and samples pooled
across trees, but sacrificed the ability to quantify uncertainty between trees. Sample
homogenization and extraction will also lead to random variance, but adequate dupli-
cationwill account for this error. As IRMS technical advancements allow for analysis
on smaller and smaller samples, homogenization becomes more and more important
to reduce variance between duplicate samples. Borella et al. (1998) recommended
particle sizes of 0.1 mm or smaller for samples weighing 1.5 mg (~250 particles per
sample) in δ13C analysis. The nested nature of tree-ring stable isotope analysis, with
many years (or sub-years) of samples from multiple trees can also lead to sample
tracking problems, particularly if samples are moved through multiple containers
for grinding and extraction. A good quality assurance plan should develop a system
to make sure that samples are uniquely identifiable so that they don’t get easily
confused with one another, allowing for accurate chain of custody and traceability
for all samples.

6.3.2 Systematic Measurement Error

Systematic errors influence the accuracy of the result in the same direction, in a
reproducible fashion. Generally, they can be detected and corrected by using cali-
bration standards (see Sect. 6.3.3). Systematic errors are normally caused by erratic
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instruments, wrong handling of instruments, or changing environmental conditions
during analysis of a sample set on the IRMS. Systematic errors are classified into two
types: offset and scale factor errors (Fig. 6.1). Offset errors are considered constant
across the range of isotopic values being measured. However, the offset may not be
constant over time, and is then known as instrument drift. Drift can be defined as a
slow change over time of an output signal to the same input parameter. Within the
IRMS, drift can occur because the ionizing conditions in the ion source of the mass
spectrometer are not constant over time. While a constant offset can be detected by
calibration standards measured at one time within the sample set, drift can only be
detected and corrected by calibration standards that were analyzed throughout the
entire sequence of samples (see below).

Scale factor errors are associated with measurement compression or expansion
of the actual range in isotopic values, and can be corrected by measuring calibration
standards that span an appropriate isotopic range, ideally a range larger than the
isotopic range of samples being analyzed, and that brackets the sample measure-
ments. Scale factor errors (often scale compression effects) in isotope ratio mass
spectrometry are often caused by mass discriminatory effects (the heavy isotope
moves more slowly than the light isotope) during the transport of the sample gases
towards the ion detection in the mass spectrometer (Meier-Augenstein and Schim-
melmann 2019). Examples of mass discriminatory effects are peak tailing on GC
columns and adsorption in the ion source. Large compressions of the isotopic scale
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Fig. 6.1 Typical calibration for adjusting measured sample values to the correct δ scale illustrating
the two types of systematic error affecting δ13C. The intercept represents the offset correction
error, and the slope the scale factor error. The gray dashed line is a 1:1 line between measured and
calibrated isotopic values
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can lead to lower accuracy because the relative variation between samples is reduced,
and the overall signal is reduced relative to the noise of themeasurement. Scale-factor
errors influence the slope of the calibration curve (Fig. 6.1).

6.3.3 Calibration

Proper calibration of isotopicmeasurements is essential to providing accurate results.
In analytical sciences, the term “calibration” describes a series of operations that
connect themeasured value of a samplewith its real analytical value (true value) using
calibration standards that have followed the IT Principle (see Sect. 6.2.1). Calibration
standards are certified standard reference materials (SRMs) with known composition
(true value including a statement on the measurement uncertainty if applicable).
Mathematical equations relating the difference between the certified SRMsmeasured
values and the analytical “true” value are used to correct the measured sample values
to deliver accurate results in a reproducible fashion (Fig. 6.1).

Isotopic analysis anddata calibrationmust be performed in an accurate and reliable
way under specified conditions (constant environmental conditions like temperature,
air humidity etc.), and using certified SRMs spanning a quantified range of isotopic
values. As mentioned above, the IRMS needs to be optimally adjusted for accurate
and precise measurements, and the amount of sample introduced needs to be within
the linear working range of the instrument. Introducing sample volumes that are too
small or too large can produce results outside the limits of detection or quantification.
Thus, the IRMSand peripheral equipment need to be routinelymaintained inworking
order for samples to be accurately calibrated, correcting for offset problems, and
adjusted to the appropriate δ scale.

The first step in calibration is to correct the data for systematic offset errors that
change over time or with sample volume such as drift. For sample drift, calibration
standards need to be analyzed throughout the set of samples. A systematic long-term
drift might be correctable if the trend can be mathematically estimated, whereas a
highly variable drift is not correctable and becomes random error, and an increase in
measurement uncertainty. Once these systematic drift errors are corrected, the data
can then be calibrated to the appropriate isotopic δ scale. Additionally, separating
duplicates within the sample set such that one is analyzed early, and one is analyzed
towards the endof a setwill help capture the variance not correctedbydrift corrections
into the precision estimate (Table 6.2).

The last step in the calibrationprocess is calibrating to the appropriate international
scale (Sect. 6.4.2.1). The isotopic δ scale is determined by two primary scale-defining
international standards (Table 6.3), where one standard sets the zero ‰ value, and
the second sets the ‰ distance. For example, Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water
(V-SMOW) is defined as 0‰ and Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation (SLAP) has
the δ2H value of −428 ‰, so the distance between these two measurements is 428
‰, setting the hydrogen isotopic δ scale. All standard reference materials need to be
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Table 6.3 International scales for isotope ratio determination (Accepted isotope ratios andR values
for certified SRM can change over time. The most current values can be obtained from the CIAAW
website: www.ciaaw.org)

Ratio International
scale

primary SRM
defining scale

Accepted
ratio R [×
106]

Error of
ratio R [×
106]

References

2H/1H VSMOW VSMOW: 0 ‰ 155.75 ±0.08 de Wit et al.
(1980)

SLAP: −428 ‰ Gonfiantini
(1978)

13C/12C VPDB NBS 19: +1.95
‰

11,180.2 ±2.8 Zhang and Li
(1990)

USGS64: −
40.81 ‰

Schimmelmann
et al. (2016)

15 N/14 N AIR-N2 AIR-N2: 0 ‰ 3678.2 ±1.5 de Bièvre et al.
(1996)

IAEA-N-1 +
0.43 ‰

Boehlke and
Coplen (1993)

USGS32 + 180
‰

Boehlke and
Coplen (1993)

18O/16O VSMOW VSMOW: 0 ‰ 2005.2 ±0.45 Baertschi (1976)

SLAP: −55.5
‰

Gonfiantini
(1978)

17O/16O VSMOW VSMOW: 0 ‰ 379.9 ±0.8 Li et al. (1988)

SLAP: −
29.6986 ‰a

Schoenemann
et al. (2013)

aExact values defining the δ17O VSMOW/SLAP scale. The δ17O values for SLAP are calculated
assuming that the accepted mass-dependent isotope fractionation with λ = 0.528 is valid for ocean
water (c.f. Brand et al. 2014)

calibrated to these scale-defining international standards for isotopic measurements
to be meaningful and comparable across laboratories, studies and through time.

This final scaling correction can contain both scale-factor and offset errors and
requires at least two or more independent calibration standards with isotope ratios
that span the isotopic range of sample values but have similar chemical properties. In
the example in Fig. 6.1, three calibration standards were used that spanned 22.1‰ in
the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) δ13C scale. The measured span between the
calibration standards was only 20‰, indicating scale compression error. The correc-
tion equation slope reflects this compression with a slope greater than 1, and thus
would stretch the data back to the correct δ value (Coplen 1988), and this stretching
increases the error associated with each measurement in the set. The measured δ

values were also higher than the actual δ values leading to an intercept of −0.58
‰ which represents the offset factor. Three calibration standards were used in this
example, and one independent QC sample that was not used to calculate any correc-
tion equations, and is the only standard used to calculate accuracy (see Sect. 6.2.2).

http://www.ciaaw.org
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The advantage of three calibration standards that span the range of samples is that
it would be apparent if one standard has become compromised for any reason. This
would be an additional QC check on the calibration equation.

6.3.3.1 Calibration Error

Improper and inconsistent calibration of data to the correct δ scale is major source
of error and data discrepancy between laboratories (Wassenaar et al. 2018; Meier-
Augenstein and Schimmelmann 2019). Wassenaar et al. (2018) found that labora-
tories reporting inaccurate data during a round-robin comparison had four common
problems: incorrect data calibration to the δ scale (sometimes called normalization),
insufficient coverage of the δ-scale, instrument problems, and/or compromised stan-
dard reference material. While their study compared laboratories analyzing water
samples, similar problems can be found in laboratories measuring isotopic ratios of
other materials. This potential difference between laboratories measuring the same
sample is concerning for studies that switch laboratories during a study, or for meta-
analysis of isotopic data. For studies that need to switch IRMS laboratoriesmid-study,
we highly recommend conducting repeat analysis at both IRMS laboratories for 10%
of samples spanning a range of isotopic values. The researcher should calculate any
systematic differences between the laboratories, and correct all data to one laboratory
scale. In addition, the researcher should quantify the remaining random differences
(after correcting for systematic differences) between the 10% repeated measures
using Eq. 6.1 and include that uncertainty using Eq. 6.2. Anyone conducting meta-
analysis using stable isotope data from tree rings needs to be aware of this problem
as well and increase the uncertainty around the compiled data to reflect the actual
reproducibility rather than the repeatability, which is precision based on results from
a single laboratory over a short period of time.

6.4 Traceability and Standards

6.4.1 Traceability

Traceability is defined as “the value of a standard, whereby it can be related to
stated references, usually national or international standards, through an unbroken
chain of comparisons all having stated uncertainties” (ISO 15189). For isotope ratio
mass spectrometry without real SI units, traceability implies a connection of all
measured δ values to an internationally accepted measurement scale related to a
scale defining primary reference material (de Bièvre et al. 1997). This unbroken
calibration chain must be connected to carefully measured and estimated uncer-
tainties of all involved intermediate materials and used procedures. The combined
uncertainty of the whole comparison chain will define the quality of the connection
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to the internationally agreed scale unit (Table 6.3) and consequently will be also a
quality factor for the measured values themselves. To arrive at a combined uncer-
tainty budget (see Sect. 6.2.4 on uncertainty) for any certified reference material, the
uncertainty valuemust include the uncertainty around the international certified stan-
dard reference materials that were used in the calibration as well as the uncertainty
estimated from all the steps in the isotopic measurement (from conversion to gases
for analysis, to the actual measurement of the ion current ratios of a sample, to the
reported δ values). This list can contain typical laboratory corrections like 17O correc-
tion, linearity, blank, drift, memory and/or offset correction as well as normalization
(Dunn et al. 2015). Every certified reference material should have its isotopic value
and associated uncertainty reevaluated and connected back to internationally certi-
fied scale-defining standard reference material regularly, and this uncertainty should
be propagated forward to the measurement of samples. Ideally, studies should report
the certified reference materials used in calibration and associated values, as the
assigned values to certified reference materials can change over time.

Traceability also relates to the chain of custody and treatment of samples
from collection through analysis to the final data analysis and publication (see
Sect. 6.3.1.1). Significant error and uncertainty can be introduced without a proper
plan for tracking samples fromcollection to publication of the data.Assigning sample
IDs that avoid confusion and errors is critical, and with the nested nature of tree-ring
samples, can be very challenging. Additionally, samples go through many steps
from collection to accurate dating of rings, to separating rings, to homogeniza-
tion to cellulose extraction to weighing for isotopic analysis. Sample identity and
accurate sample tracking needs to be maintained throughout all these steps. Details
of assigning sample IDs and sample tracking should be thought out carefully and
explained clearly in a QA plan and appropriate SOPs.

6.4.2 Types of Isotopic Standards for Tree-Ring Analysis

Three classes of standards are used in isotopic studies: international certified stan-
dard reference materials (SRM) (Sect. 6.4.2.1), laboratory standard reference mate-
rials (Sect. 6.4.2.2) and study standards (Sect. 6.4.2.3). International-certified SRM
are reference materials with certified accuracy and uncertainty including a stated
confidence level and supplied by supranational organizations like the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in highly controlled and limited quantities. Labora-
tory SRMs are SRMs used in day-to-day operation of the IRMS for calibration and
QC. These laboratory SRMs must be routinely calibrated to the appropriate δ scale
using international certified SRM and assigned a level of accuracy and uncertainty
to their assessed isotopic value. Study standards are large quantities of homoge-
nized material in which the isotopic value may or may not have been previously
determined. These standards are used to check for consistency and estimating of
processing influences on study precision.
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6.4.2.1 International Certified Standard Reference Material

Measured isotope ratios are typically reported as the deviation from a primary refer-
ence material that defines the zero point for a respective scale for each element.
These primary SRMs are then scale defining international standards (Table 6.3) and
are often definedwithout uncertainty. Using carbon as an example, the scale-defining
primary international SRM is Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB, Table 6.3), thus a
measured ratio of 13C/12C (13Rsample) would be compared to the 13C/12C of VPDB
(13RVPDB, Eq. 6.3).

δ13CVPDB
=

13RSample − 13RVPDB

13RVPDB
=

13RSample

13RVPDB
− 1 (6.3)

The resulting δ value is typically reported in parts per thousand (‰) bymultiplying
by 1000. This “‰ unit” is not compatible with the SI system; in recent years the term
milli-Urey (mUr) as an attributed SI unit replacing “‰” was suggested (Brand and
Coplen 2012). The storage and distribution of international certified scale-defining
SRMs are under control of the Internationa Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC), Commission for IsotopeAbundances andAtomicWeights (CIAAW,www.
ciaaw.org, Brand et al. 2014), and can be ordered from IAEA only once in 3 years
per lab.

Interestingly, the corresponding isotope ratios of the international scale-defining
primary SRMs are not always known exactly. The original reference material Pee
Dee Belemnite (PDB) acting as scale anchor for 13C/12C and 18O/16O since the 1950s
was used up a long time ago. To preserve the scale in a consistent way, the virtual
standardVPDBwas defined via the referencematerialNBS19. The original Standard
Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) for 18O/16O and 2H/1H virtually did not exist but was
defined via reference material NBS-1. As a replacement of the exhausted NBS-1, a
large batch of water with an isotopic composition close to SMOWwas prepared and
termed “VSMOW”, with the V standing for Viennawhere IAEA is located. Recently,
a new reference water set VSMOW-2 and SLAP-2 was produced to be available as
SRM set for the oxygen and hydrogen isotope scale. VSMOW-2 and SLAP-2 are
now associated with an uncertainty relative to VSMOW and SLAP. AIR-N2 serves
as scale anchor for 15N/14N measurements.

To overcome the constraints of limited supply of the primary SRMs and to ensure
a more general applicability of SRMs, several materials of natural and/or synthetic
origin have been produced to act as secondary SRMs. These referencematerials must
satisfy special conditions:

• Homogeneous material in the isotope range used for measurements and certified
as homogeneous to a certain sample size.

• High purity of the reference material. No extra purification needed when SRM
is used with described dedicated analysis techniques. Single chemical compound
preferred.

http://www.ciaaw.org
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• Stable and inert material. No need for special treatment during storage or handling
of the SRM (no reaction “autodecomposing” with water, air-O2 under normal
conditions). Non-hygroscopic.

• No change of isotope ratio when stored or handled properly under normal condi-
tions. In case SRM should work for oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios: no or
low (and documented) exchangeable hydrogen and/or oxygen atoms in the SRM
molecule.

• Easy handling of SRM (no autodecomposition, no “electrostatic” property, not
toxic or explosive). Easily replaceable when exhausted.

• SRM with chemical form similar to samples available (carbonate for carbonate
analysis, water for water analysis, organic when organic samples should be
analyzed).

• Identical chemical form preferably with different isotope ratios available
(calibration).

The δ values of these internationally available secondary SRM are derived from
careful calibration versus the primary scale-defining SRMs. For this reason, all
secondary SRMs have uncertainties assigned with the internationally adopted and
agreed δ values, which can change over time. All these properties are also desirable
for any reference material used for calibration or QC in isotopic analysis. However,
not all certified SRMs can be accurately measured on all peripheral devices used for
IRMS analysis. For example, Schimmelmann et al. (2016) found that δ2H values of
caffeine cannot be measured accurately in a TC/EA, but need a chromium reactor,
thus would be an inappropriate SRM for TC/EA analysis. Nitrogen bearing organic
compounds interfere with δ2H analysis during pyrolysis (Nair et al. 2015). The
CIAAW provides a list of certified SRM with their isotopic values (http://ciaaw.org/
reference-materials.htm).

6.4.2.2 Laboratory Standard Reference Materials

Because of the limited availability of International certified scale-defining and most
secondary SRMs, IRMS laboratories use “laboratory SRMs” for calibration and
quality control during routine isotopic analysis. IRMS laboratories must calibrate all
of their laboratory SRMs with international certified SRMs. Many laboratories have
a large range of laboratory SRMs because the chemical properties of the SRMs used
for correcting and calibrating isotopic measurement should be as similar as possible
to the samples under investigation following the IT Principle (Werner and Brand
2001; Brand et al. 2009). To the extent possible, these laboratory SRMs should be
composed of material that adheres to the special conditions listed above for inter-
national certified SRMs. For tree-ring cellulose analysis, IAEA-CH-3 is a certified
cellulose standard that laboratories can use. Laboratories are always searching for
reference materials that can span a range of isotopic values for proper calibration
across the relevant δ scales (see Sect. 6.3). To that end, Qi et al. (2016) developed
three whole-wood reference materials that span a range of isotopic values for δ2H,

http://ciaaw.org/reference-materials.htm
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δ18O, δ13C and δ15 N, and they provide the fraction of exchangeable hydrogen for
each. These would be ideal laboratory SRMs for tree-ring studies for both calibration
and QC. However, they were not certified for their cellulose isotopic values, so they
would require in-house calibration with other international SRMs before being used
for the IT Principle through cellulose extractions. In addition to IAEA-CH-3, certi-
fied wood samples are an excellent start at providing appropriate SRM for isotopic
analysis for any study using wood or cellulose from tree rings.

6.4.2.3 Study Standards

Study standards provide additional information to assess error or for calculating
precision for a study (Table 6.2).A study standard is a bulk sample of similar chemical
composition as the samples within the study. For tree-ring analysis, this would be a
large highly homogenized wood sample that can be used as a QC sample throughout
all the steps of preparation such as cellulose extraction (Porter andMiddlestead 2012).
QC standards added by the IRMS laboratory during isotopic analysis will quantify
the accuracy of isotopic analysis, but would not capture the uncertainty associated
with sample processing or storage. Sample duplicates will capture some processing
and storage uncertainty, but duplicates are often processed and analyzed together in
the same sample set through cellulose extraction to analysis on the IRMS. A study
standard will allow for assessing error across the entire study. By including one or
more study standards into each set of samples that are processed as a unit throughout
the study, inter-set variation can be quantified and study standards can potentially
identify batches that were compromised during processing (Porter and Middlestead
2012) Comparing a single result with a longer record of data can additionally help
researchers to detect isotope fractionation problems during processing of tree-ring
samples.

6.5 Conclusions

Aproper quality assurance plan along with proper quality control steps andmeasures
should be a part of every research project. Our purpose in this chapter was to provide
tools for researchers to quantify the accuracy and precision of their isotopic data
within tree-ring studies, although many of the principles apply to all studies. We
discussed some of the challenges with making high quality isotopic measurements,
but this chapter was not intended to guide anyone through the details of how to
properly operate an IRMS. Instead, we discussed these challenges to highlight how
critical it is to use a high-quality laboratory for conducting stable isotope analysis,
and how critical instrument condition and proper use of standards are to accurate and
precise isotopic data. The use of duplicates and study standards gives researchers the
ability to quantify the precision of their analysis as outlined in Sect. 6.2. Following
the principles outlined in this chapter, researchers should be able to design a quality
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assurance plan tominimize potential errors in tree-ring isotopic analysis and quantify
the uncertainty around the isotopic values in their study for reporting in the final
publishedmanuscripts and to providewith the datawhenmade public. In themethods
and materials section of manuscripts, researchers should include at a minimum the
accuracy asμ± σ of the QC standards (Table 6.1) and the precision based on sample
duplicates (Table 6.2) along with the number of QC standards and duplicates, the
standard reference material used for the QC standard, and the isotopic range of
calibration standards used during analysis.
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Chapter 7
Newer Developments in Tree-Ring Stable
Isotope Methods

Katja T. Rinne-Garmston, Gerhard Helle, Marco M. Lehmann,
Elina Sahlstedt, Jürgen Schleucher, and John S. Waterhouse

Abstract The tree-ring stable C, O and H isotope compositions have proven valu-
able for examining past changes in the environment and predicting forest responses to
environmental change. However, we have not yet recovered the full potential of this
archive, partly due to a lack understanding of fractionation processes resulting from
methodological constraints. With better understanding of the biochemical and tree
physiological processes that lead to differences between the isotopic compositions of
primary photosynthates and the isotopic compositions of substrates deposited in stem
xylem, more reliable and accurate reconstructions could be obtained. Furthermore,
by extending isotopic analysis of tree-ring cellulose to intra-molecular level, more
information could be obtained on changing climate, tree metabolism or ecophysi-
ology. This chapter presents newer methods in isotope research that have become
available or show high future potential for fully utilising the wealth of information
available in tree-rings. These include compound-specific analysis of sugars and cycli-
tols, high spatial resolution analysis of tree rings with UV-laser, and position-specific
isotope analysis of cellulose. The aim is to provide the reader with understanding of
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the advantages and of the current challenges connected with the use of these methods
for stable isotope tree-ring research.

7.1 Introduction

Significant gaps still exist in our understanding about how a given isotopic compo-
sition of a tree ring is formed. This mainly concerns the metabolic processes and
isotopic fractionations that occur post-photosynthetically in the leaf and phloem and
also during tree-ring formation (see Chap. 13). To achieve a profound level of knowl-
edge of these processes that impact the environmental signal extractable from tree-
ring δ2H, δ13C and δ18O values, it is necessary to go beyond the conventional analyt-
ical methods in isotope analysis, which utilize “bulk” matter (e.g. leaves or sugar
extract) and to focus on studies at intra-annual level and at intra-molecular level. New
methodological developments have beenmade during the last decade that have shown
highpotential in this respect. These developments enable us to study isotopic fraction-
ationprocesses and environmental signals in δ13C, δ18Oand to someextent also in δ2H
values at molecular (compound-specific isotope analysis, “CSIA”) and even at intra-
molecular (position-specific isotope analysis) level. Combined with methodological
advancements in intra-annual tree-ring analysis (application of UV-laser), these new
applications will improve our understanding of the relationships between climatic
and isotope variability in tree rings. This chapter describes the new methodological
developments of stable isotope analysis established for non-structural carbohydrates
and tree rings.

7.2 Compound-Specific δ13C and δ18O Analysis of Sugars
and Cyclitols

CSIAwas introduced already in 1984 for δ13C, which was accomplished by coupling
on-line Gas Chromatography (GC) to an Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS)
(Barrie et al. 1984).However, δ13C analysis of carbohydrates using aGC/combustion-
IRMS requires substantial derivatization, which incorporates external carbon atoms
into the molecule and can cause kinetic isotope effects (Boschker et al. 2008; Macko
et al. 1998). The development of a new interface for on-line coupling of high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to an IRMS by Krummen et al. (2004)
overcame these issues by removing the need for sample derivatization. Hence, it has
become the method of choice for δ13C analysis of sugars and sugar-like compounds
(Boschker et al. 2008; Rinne et al. 2012). δ18O analysis of carbohydrates has been
recently achieved with GC/pyrolysis-IRMS (Zech and Glaser 2009; Zech et al.
2013a), where CSIA has been finally accomplished without the introduction of
external O into the derivative (Lehmann et al. 2016). So far, no literature has been
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published on compound-specific hydrogen isotope analysis of carbohydrates using
chromatographic separation, presumably because of the oxygen-bound hydrogen
that exchanges with surrounding water during sample processing or the addition of
external hydrogen to the sugar molecule during derivatization.

7.2.1 δ13C Analysis of Tree Sugars and Cyclitols Using
Liquid Chromatography

Tree-ring δ13C composition does not directly record changes in the ratio of leaf
internal to ambient CO2 concentrations (ci/ca), which would relate to changes in
environmental conditions and their impact on photosynthetic rate and stomatal
conductance (Barbour and Song 2014; Cernusak et al. 2009; Gessler et al. 2014).
A multitude of mechanisms have been proposed that may modify the original envi-
ronmental signal imprinted in primary photosynthates (Farquhar et al. 1982) during
the pathway from leaf sucrose production to its consumption for stem wood produc-
tion. These include respiration, enzymatic isotope fractionation, carbohydrate storage
effects and fractionation during xylem cell formation (Gleixner et al. 1998; Helle and
Schleser 2004; Panek andWaring 1997; Rinne et al. 2015a) (see Chap. 13). Detailed
understanding of post-photosynthetic fractionations and processes is necessary for
improved interpretation of δ13C signal in tree rings. To achieve a profound level
of understanding for a single biochemical process, studies must be conducted on a
molecular level. This is because individual compounds within the “bulk” matter may
have a δ13C signal that contains substantially different environmental or biochemical
information. For tree rings, the need for CSIA was recognized quite early, and cellu-
lose extraction is nowadays a common, and recommended practice in stable isotope
laboratories developing tree-ring isotopic chronologies. For metabolic studies, isola-
tion of other compounds, such as sugars, starch and organic acids, is also needed.
This section discusses CSIA of sugars and sugar-like substances (cyclitols), which
are involved in various biochemical processes and are essential for the accurate
interpretation of the tree-ring δ13C archive.

7.2.1.1 Analytical Methodology

Isotope analysis of bulk material, such as whole leaves or bulk compounds extracted
by water, has been the mainstay in biochemical studies. However, bulk isotope ratios
reflect the average value of compound-specific isotope ratios in a mixture, where
the individual compounds may substantially differ in their isotopic value due to
differences in their genesis. Hence, the recent literature has started to explore the
application of chromatographic separation on bulk matter prior to isotope analysis,
which is possible on-line using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
ion chromatography (IC) or gas chromatography (GC) connected via an interface to
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an IRMS. HPLC and IC separation are best suited for the analysis of non-volatile,
polar and thermally labile sugars and cyclitols (e.g. pinitol andmyo-inositol), because
no modifications (i.e. derivatization) are required for the analyte prior to its intro-
duction to an HPLC/IC-IRMS system. For HPLC (Krummen et al. 2004) and IC
(Morrison et al. 2010) separation, a small amount of purified sugar extract is injected
into amoving streamof liquid (i.e.mobile phase, diluteNaOH),which passes through
a column packedwith particles of stationary phase. Themost commonly used column
for CSIA of sugars has been the Dionex CarboPac PA20 (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
due to its capabilities at separating individual chromatography peaks (Boschker et al.
2008; Rinne et al. 2012). Column oven temperatures of 15 or 20 °C have been typi-
cally used for plant sugars (Rinne et al. 2015a). At higher temperatures isomerization
will distort δ13C values of hexoses (Rinne et al. 2012). Different compounds pass
through a column at different times, i.e. they have different elution rates. The eluting
compounds are oxidized to CO2, when still in themobile phase, using sodium persul-
fate (Na2S2O8) under acidic conditions (H3PO4) at 99 °C. Since oxidization is done
in the mobile phase, which contains dissolved CO2 and a high abundance of O atoms
from the chemicals used, these instruments are not suitable for compound-specific
δ18O analyses (for δ18O analysis see Sect. 7.2.2). For δ13C determination, the CO2

produced from each carbohydrate is separated from the mobile phase in a capil-
lary gas separator flushed with helium gas, dried and led to the IRMS for analysis.
The analytical instruments enable accurate and reproducible δ13C measurements of
sample sizes down to 400 ng of C per compound. In addition, the produced CO2

can be also used to obtain the concentration of each carbohydrate. An example of a
HPLC-IRMS chromatogram of larch needle sugars is presented in Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.1 Larch needle sugar HPLC-IRMS (top graph) and GC/Py-IRMS (bottom) chromatograms
for compound-specific δ13C and δ18O analysis, respectively. The four compounds with adequate
amount of material for isotope analysis are pinitol (P), sucrose (S), glucose (G) and fructose (F)
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7.2.1.2 Sample Preparation

In the field, collected plant samples for sugar extraction are placed immediately in a
cold box below 0 °C and microwaved soon after (60 s at 600 W) to stop enzymatic
activities (Wanek et al. 2001). Sampled tissues are subsequently dried for 24 h at 60 °C
and ground to fine powder. Typically, the water soluble fraction is extracted using a
method modified after Wanek et al. (2001) and Rinne et al. (2012). According to this
method, reaction vials are filled with 60 mg of the homogenized needle powder and
1.5 mL of Milli-Q water (18.2 M�, total organic C < 5 ppb). The mixture is stirred
with vortex until the powder is fully suspended. The tubes are then placed in a water
bath at 85 °C for 30 min. The samples are then centrifuged at 10,000 g for 2 min.
For phloem samples, the exudation method has been used for obtaining sugars for
isotope analysis (Gessler et al. 2004; Treydte et al. 2014), and described in detail in
Chap. 13. After extraction, neutral carbohydrates are purified from ionic compounds
using anion and cation exchange cartridges (FionexOnGuard II H andOnGuard II A,
Thermo Fisher Scientific; Wild et al. 2010) and from phenolic compounds (Dionex
OnGuard II P) as described in detail in Rinne et al. (2012). Purification is necessary
not only to simplify the chromatogram but also to remove compounds that could
affect the column performance and lifetime (Boschker et al. 2008).

7.2.1.3 Research Applications

So far only a few studies have been published on compound-specific δ13C analysis
of tree sugars and cyclitols. CSIA has been applied on leaf (Bogelein et al. 2019;
Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2018; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019; Galiano et al.
2017; Rinne et al. 2015a), twig and stem phloem (Bogelein et al. 2019; Smith et al.
2016), shoot (Streit et al. 2013) and coarse root (Galiano et al. 2017) samples for
tree physiological and environmental studies, both at natural isotope abundance and
after 13CO2 labelling. In addition to trees, CSIA of sugars has been used on a CAM
plant Kalanchoë daigremontiana to study the flux of carbon from PEPC and direct
Rubisco fixation (Wild et al. 2010), on potato plants to study source of leaf respired
CO2 (Lehmann et al. 2015) and on common bean to determine the influence of sugars
and cyclitols on predictions of plant water use efficiency (Smith et al. 2016).

For leaf sugars of larch (Larix gmelinii Rupr. in Siberia and Larix decidua Mill.
in Swiss mountains), high resolution sampling during a growing season has shown
a significant climatic signal with little or no sign of the use of carbohydrate reserves
in δ13C values of sucrose or hexoses (glucose and fructose) in studies at natural
abundance (Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019; Rinne et al. 2015a). Also, Streit et al.
(2013) combined 13C-labelling with subsequent CSIA on larch (Larix decidua), and
showed that sucrose δ13Cvaluewas notmuch affected by old stored carbon. The intra-
seasonal low-frequency trends of climatic variability observed in leaf sucrose, which
is the sugar transported from leaves to phloem (Dennis andBlakeley 2000; Streit et al.
2013), ofLarix gmelinii (Rinne et al. 2015a)were retained in the corresponding intra-
annual tree-ring δ13C records (Rinne et al. 2015b). This matching of seasonal signals
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may indicate a better chance to reconstruct seasonal climate information from larch
trees compared with other species that have shown more dependency on reserves.
To improve knowledge on the use of C reserves for leaf sugar formation and to
determine how the intra-seasonal climate signal in leaf sugars is preserved in intra-
annual tree-ring δ13C record, similar studies are needed also for other tree species
and for different growing conditions.

CSIA analysis has shown that individual sugars and sugar-like compounds have
differences in the environmental signal stored in their δ13C values due to differences
in their genesis (Fig. 7.2). In contrast to sugars, which have been reported to record
well day-to-day variability of the ambient weather conditions (Rinne et al. 2015a),
leaf pinitol is isotopically relatively invariable from one day to another suggesting a
slow turnover rate for this compound (Bogelein et al. 2019; Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. 2019; Rinne et al. 2015a). A significant carbon reserve signal in pinitol δ13C
was suggested also by the study of Streit et al. (2013). Yet, the abundance and δ13C
value of pinitol have been observed to correlate with stress-related processes, such as
drought and cold temperatures (Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019; Ford 1984; Moing
2000; Rinne et al. 2015a). In addition to the significant differences in intra-seasonal
trends between pinitol and sugars, also the absolute δ13C values differ: pinitol is in
general relatively 13C-depleted. For these reasons, climatic and physiological signals

Fig. 7.2 CSIA of individual leaf sugars. δ13C and δ18O values in glucose, fructose, sucrose, and
quercitol in 2 year old oak (Quercus robur) saplings under well-watered (W) and dry (D) soil
moisture conditions measured by HPLC- and GC/Pyr-IRMS, respectively. Dry conditions were
induced by no water addition for 3 weeks. Experimental details of the greenhouse experiment can
be derived from (Lehmann et al. 2018). Mean ± SE (n = 4–5)
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extractable from leaf photosynthates can be reduced or even distorted, if bulk δ13C
analysis (vs. CSIA) is used for samples with high pinitol content. For example,
(Bogelein et al. 2019) reported absence of diel variation in δ13C of leaf and twig
phloem water soluble organic matter of Douglas fir, which was connected with the
large amount of isotopically relatively invariable cyclitols. Further, the CSIA studies
of Rinne et al. (2015a) and Rinne et al. (2015b) on larch suggested that the widely
reported and debated 13C-depletion of leaf bulk sugars relative to tree rings (Gessler
et al. 2009; Gleixner et al. 1993) is in large parts due to the high abundance of 13C-
depleted pinitol in the leaves, as well as due to the 13C-enrichment of the transport
sugar sucrose relative to hexoses (Bogelein et al. 2019; Churakova (Sidorova) et al.
2018; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019; Rinne et al. 2015a). Bulk sugar δ13C analysis
can also lead to erroneous conclusions on the use of reserves for leaf sugar formation,
if pinitol is abundant in the studied leaves, as is typical for areas with cold winters
where pinitol is needed for cryoprotection (Lipavská et al. 2000).

The 13C-enrichment of leaf sucrose relative to hexoses is likely caused by inver-
tase enzyme (Rinne et al. 2015b), which causes fractionation at the C-2 position of
fructose leading to ~1‰ relative enrichment of sucrose (Gilbert et al. 2011; Mauve
et al. 2009). The δ13C difference between leaf sucrose and hexoses can be sustained
with continuous synthesis (hexoses) and transport (sucrose) reactions (i.e. branching
points) (Hobbie andWerner 2004). However, the level of leaf sucrose 13C-enrichment
relative to hexoses is not constant in the published studies (Bogelein et al. 2019;
Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2018; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019), not even within
a growing season (Rinne et al. 2015a). This may indicate, for example, a varying
level of activity of the fractionating invertase enzyme (Rinne et al. 2015b), the pres-
ence of readily available residual remobilized carbohydrates (Rinne et al. 2015b),
tree health status (Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2018) or species specific differences
(Pinus mugo ssp. uncinata and Larix decidua) (Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019).

The 13C-enrichment of sucrose relative to hexoses and cyclitols could also explain
the reported 13C- enrichment of phloem (where sucrose is loaded for downstream
transport) relative to leaves in studies that have analysed bulk sugar δ13C values
(Brandes et al. 2006). Indeed, forDouglas fir trees (Pseudotsugamenziesii), Bogelein
et al. (2019) reported a one-to-one relationship between leaf sucrose δ13C and twig
bulk sugar δ13C values supporting the hypothesis. However, for broad-leaved species,
compartmentalization of sugars with different δ13C composition in leaf mesophyll
may induce an additional isotopic fractionation during phloem loading (Bogelein
et al. 2019). More studies are needed to understand how leaf-to-phloem isotope
fractionation differs between tree species. Further isotopic discrimination may occur
during tree-ring formation due to the kinetic isotope effect of invertase, if a branching
point is present also during wood formation (Rinne et al. 2015b). Concomitant CSIA
analysis of sugars obtained from different tree compartments on a seasonal scale
combined with high-resolution tree-ring analysis are needed to construct isotope
fractionation transfer models, including storage and later remobilization. This will
lead to a better knowledge of the formation of tree-ring isotope signal enabling
utilization of tree-ring isotope chronologies at their full potential.
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7.2.2 δ18O Analysis of Tree Sugars and Cyclitols Using Gas
Chromatography

During the last decade, several gas chromatograph pyrolysis IRMS (GC/Pyr-
IRMS) methods have been developed for δ18O analysis of individual carbohydrates
(Lehmann et al. 2016; Zech and Glaser 2009; Zech et al. 2013a). The primary aim
of each method is to convert the very hydrophilic carbohydrates into volatile and
hydrophobic compounds by chemical conversion, a process which is commonly
known as “derivatization”. All common derivatization reactions for δ18O analysis of
individual carbohydrates permanently add new functional groups to oxygen atoms of
the hydrophilic hydroxyl groups (i.e. C–OH) of carbohydrate molecules. The ideal
method avoids oxygen isotope fractionation and addition of new oxygen isotopes
during the derivatization reaction. The methylboronic acid (MBA) derivatization
allows δ18O analysis of individual carbohydrates derived from hemicellulose such as
arabinose, xylose, rhamnose, or fucose (Zech and Glaser 2009), which was widely
applied on plant hemicellulose in soils and thus for (paleo-)climate reconstructions
(Hepp et al. 2016; Zech et al. 2013b).However, theMBAderivatization does notwork
with recent photosynthetic assimilates such as hexoses or sucrose. A trimethylsilyl
(TMS) derivatization method produces more reliable δ18O results for sucrose and
raffinose, but not for hexoses and cyclitols (Zech et al. 2013a). The most recent
method for compound-specific δ18O analysis of carbohydrates is the methylation
derivatization, which was found to produce precise and accurate δ18O results for a
wide variety of sugars (Lehmann et al. 2016). This includes common plant sugars,
such as glucose, fructose, sucrose and cyclitols, as well as levoglucosan, a biomarker
for biomass (e.g. wood or grass) burning. Therefore, the method has been widely
applied in plant ecophysiological research (Blees et al. 2017; Lehmann et al. 2016,
2017, 2018, 2019).

In general, aminimumof about onemilligramof sugars fromplantmaterial should
be used for methylation derivatization to achieve adequate amount oxygen for δ18O
analysis. An addition of silver oxide, methyl iodide, acetonitrile, and dimethyl sulfide
starts the (overnight) methylation process. After a centrifugation step, themethylated
sugars in acetonitrile can be injected into a hot injector (250 °C) for separation on a
GC column (e.g. SemiVolatiles, 60 m× 0.25 mm× 0.25 μm, Zebron, Phenomenex,
Torrance, CA, USA). The GC is coupled via an IsoLink interface and a reference
control unit to an IRMS (all Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany). The
IsoLink holds space for a 32 cm oxygen isotope reactor (0.8 mm outer diameter)
consisting of outer ceramic and an inner platinum tube filled with nickel wires. The
reactor is heated to 1280 °C in a high temperature conversion oven causing pyrolysis
of individual methylated sugars that elute from the GC and pass the reactor in a flow
consisting of helium (1.4 mL min−1) and 1% hydrogen in helium (ca. 0.6 ml/min).
The oxygen isotope ratio of each individual sugar is then measured on the produced
CO gas peak (mass 28/mass 30) using an IRMS (Fig. 7.1). Importantly, triplicates
of standard sugar mixes of different concentrations should be interspersed into a
measurement sequence for drift, amount, and pyrolysis offset corrections.
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7.2.2.1 Sample Preparation for GC/Pyr-IRMS

Sample preparation including hot water extraction from plant material and
sugar purification with ion-exchange cartridges generally follows the protocol of
Sect. 7.2.1.2 in this chapter. However, a few points should be additionally consid-
ered for δ18O analysis. (1) For a better understanding of oxygen isotope fractiona-
tions in plants, it is important to have also the information on δ18O values of water
in leaves and other tissues. Plant samples should therefore be ideally transferred into
gas-tight glass vials (Labco, UK) and stored as cold as possible in the dark shortly
after sampling to avoid metabolic activity. The vials allow the extraction of water by
vacuum distillation (West et al. 2006) and the remaining dry material can be milled
to powder and used for sugar extraction and purification (Lehmann et al. 2018). (2)
Although oxygen isotope exchange between water and sugars have been observed
to be negligible for the above-described sugar sample preparation (Lehmann et al.
2017), it is recommended to keep water extracts and purified sugars frozen at all
times, if they are not used for further analysis. (3) Furthermore, prior to derivatiza-
tion, it is generally recommended to freeze-dry each sugar sample to remove excess
water, avoiding any potential isotope fractionation that can be caused by oven-drying
(Lehmann et al. 2020).

7.2.2.2 Research Application (δ18O of Individual Sugars)

Given the relatively new methodological development, research applications of
the compound-specific δ18O analysis of individual sugars in ecophysiological or
dendrochronological research are still rare (Blees et al. 2017; Lehmann et al. 2016,
2017, 2018; Zech et al. 2013a). First applications on leaves from grasses and trees
showed that sucrose is generally 18O-enriched compared to hexoses and cyclitols.
In grasses, biosynthetic fractionation factors (εbio) of ~33 and ~30‰ were found
for sucrose and hexoses (Lehmann et al. 2017), respectively, both exceeding the
commonly reported value of 27‰ (Sternberg and DeNiro 1983). Moreover, the εbio
values of the individual sugars were found to depend on changes in relative humidity,
and this dependence was stronger for sucrose than for other carbohydrates (Lehmann
et al. 2017). The εbio was also found to be species dependent, so that εbio was higher in
larch than in oak trees under similar environmental conditions. The results indicate
that processes controlling the imprint of the leaf water isotopic signal on carbo-
hydrates can differ with environmental conditions and between tree species, which
should be considered in studies comparing δ18O responses across sites and species
(Treydte et al. 2007).

Leaf water, which reflects the synthesis water for carbohydrates, was found to be
increasingly 18O-enriched from the bottom to the tip or from the vein to the margin
of a leaf (Cernusak et al. 2016). The extent of this 18O-enrichment in leaf water has
been observed to increase with a decrease in air humidity (Cernusak et al. 2016;
Helliker and Ehleringer 2002). In addition to this 18O-enrichment, the relative loca-
tion of sucrose and hexose syntheses may differ within a leaf, e.g. higher sucrose
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synthesis rates have been observed in tips of a grass leaf blade compared to the
bottom (Williams et al. 1993). Thus, relatively higher synthesis rates of sucrose in
18O-enriched leaf water compartments might therefore explain the 18O-enrichment
of sucrose compared of hexoses and thus oxygen isotope fractionations among indi-
vidual carbohydrates (Lehmann et al. 2017). If true, a similar mechanism might
explain the tree-specific δ18O differences in carbohydrates between larch and oak.
Relatively higher sugar synthesis in 18O-depleted leaf water in the bottom of a needle
may cause lower δ18O values in leaf sugars compared to those in broadleaf oaks. In
fact, the differences in leaf sugars are likely translated to tree-rings and should be
considered if species responses to environmental changes are compared.

In contrast, only a few δ18O data are currently available for cyclitols, also known
as sugar alcohols or alditols (Lehmann et al. 2016). Overall, δ18O values in sugar
alcohols tend to be lower compared to sucrose and hexoses across different tree
species. As described above (Sect. 7.2.1.3), biochemical pathways for sugar alco-
hols are different and their seasonal turnover is slower compared to photosynthetic
assimilates. For instance, rapid changes in the isotopic composition of leaf water
are only barely incorporated into cyclitols compared to other photosynthetic assim-
ilates (Lehmann et al. 2017, 2018). High abundances of cyclitols, such as pinitol or
quercitol, can therefore strongly dampen the δ18O response of leaf sugars to recent
environmental changes, if measured with standard δ18O analysis for total organic
matter (Kornexl et al. 1999a, b).

The different response of sugars and cyclitols in leaves to environmental stress can
be deduced from Fig. 7.2. In a greenhouse experiment, 2 year old oak trees were kept
for 3 weeks without water to induce drought stress, while a control was well-watered
(see Lehmann et al. 2018 for experimental details). The drought stress caused no
change in δ18O values but lower δ13C values in the cyclitol quercitol, while δ13C and
δ18O values increased in sucrose and hexoses. These differences between cyclitol
and sugars would have opposite physiological interpretations for dual isotope appli-
cations (Chap. 16) where the isotopic response of quercitol would be interpreted as
lower assimilation rates without a change in stomatal conductance, and the isotopic
response of sucrose and hexoses would indicate no change in assimilation rates but
lower stomatal conductance (Scheidegger et al. 2000). Compared to the cyclitol
quercitol, the isotopic response of sucrose and hexoses likely reflects the more real-
istic physiological adaptation to the drought treatment, given that no water was given
for 3 weeks and the oak saplings had to close their stomata to avoid unwanted water
loss. Thus, our result demonstrates that high amounts of cyclitols in a sample may
lead to dampened or falsified isotopic responses to environmental stresses, if only
bulk sugar fractions are measured, and therefore may cause misleading interpreta-
tions. Compound-specific isotope analysis of sugars allow to avoid these biases as
the isotopic response of indivudal compounds is specificly measured.

Further studies showed that individual sugars were up to 8‰ enriched in 18O
compared to cellulose in grass leaves under controlled conditions, with δ18O values
of sucrose showing the highest correlation with those of cellulose among other indi-
vidual sugars (Lehmann et al. 2017). This indicates a strong biochemical link between
sucrose and cellulose synthesis, but also a strong 18O-depletion of sugars during
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cellulose synthesis (Cernusak et al. 2005; Farquhar et al. 1998; Roden et al. 2000).
Moreover, sucrose has been observed to better integrate rapid isotopic changes in
leaf water than other carbohydrates (e.g. hexoses, cyclitols) (Lehmann et al. 2018,
2019). Sucrose might therefore be the ideal candidate to trace δ18O variations from
leaves to stem cambium cells where tree-rings are produced. However, studies on a
compound-specific level tracing the translocation of sucrose in the phloem to sink
tissues, such as tree-rings, are very scarce and limited so far to leaf and twig level
(Cernusak et al. 2003; Lehmann et al. 2018). The compound-specific approach may
therefore be applied on twig and stemphloem inmature trees to better understand how
the isotopic signal in leaves is transported and incorporated into tree-ring archives
(Gessler et al. 2013; Treydte et al. 2014).

In summary, the newest findings by CSIA studies reveal high δ18O variation
between individual sugars, which can be much higher than year-to-year variations
in tree-ring cellulose. The leaf water signal is differently incorporated by different
sugars (e.g. sucrose vs. hexoses versus cyclitols) and depends on environmental
conditions (e.g. relative humidity, drought) and species. The recent CSIA results
are particularly important for modelling studies, which aim to reconstruct the leaf
water isotopic enrichment and thus the physiological responses to environmental
conditions from tree-ring isotope ratios. Studies comparing tree-ring δ18O values
of different species and/or across different sites should also consider these newest
developments.

7.3 UV-Laser Aided Sampling and Isotopic Analysis
of Tree Rings

Two new approaches to tree-ring stable isotope analysis have been established, which
both utilize UV-laser systems. One of them is UV-laser assisted microdissection,
which can be used to cut subsamples of tree rings that are subsequently manually
prepared for isotopic analysis using the conventional methods (e.g. cellulose extrac-
tion, EA/HTC-IRMS analysis). The other UV-laser-based method enables on-line
isotope analysis of tree rings, which is accomplished via laser ablation (as opposed
to laser cutting). Both methods take advantage of the features of modern UV-laser
systems, which support the sampling of tree tissues at a very high spatial resolution
and accuracy.

7.3.1 UV-Laser Microscopic Dissection (LMD) of Tree Rings

UV-laser-assisted microdissection (LMD or LAM) or laser capture microdissec-
tion (LCM) is a technology allowing for isolating areas of interest from cell tissues
under direct microscopic visualization. LMD systems are typically used for isolating
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DNA and RNA in e.g. genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics and next generation
sequencing, as well as for live cell culture manipulation in cloning and re-cultivation
experiments (c.f. Leica Microsystems GmbH 2018; Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH
2013 for comprehensive lists of publications). A key advantage of using the LMD
technique is on-screen selection of sample areas enabling accurate sub-seasonal
sampling of single cell rows or dissection of complete tree rings with irregular shapes
or narrow ring widths, as documented in recent studies (Blokhina et al. 2017; Kuroda
et al. 2014; Schollaen et al. 2014, 2017). Furthermore, the technique provides elec-
tronic documentation of the dissection processes by photo or video sequences, as
well as a report of labelled and dissected elements.

7.3.1.1 Instrumentation and Principle of the LMD Methodology

The LMD approach to dissecting and sampling wood cells of tree rings for down-
stream analysis has first been described in detail by Schollaen et al. (2014). Two
different UV-laser microdissection microscopes (i) LMD7000 by Leica Microsys-
temsGmbH,Wetzlar, Germany and (ii) PALMMicroBeambyCarl ZeissMicroscopy
GmbH, Jena, Germany, implemented at the GFZ German Research Centre for
Geosciences, Potsdam, were tested and their advantages and constraints of the use in
tree-ring stable isotope research was discussed. The LMD systems are basically used
off-line and generally consist of a microscope equipped with objectives of high UV
transmission, a UV-laser cutting unit, a motorized stage for various sample holders
and specimen collectors. Sample holders can carry thin sections of up to 50 mm ×
76mm in area and a variety of vials like PCR tubes or 96-well plates can be employed
for receiving specimens from the dissection of the tree-ring samples.

The preparation and analysis scheme comprises five steps:

(1) manual preparation of thin wood cross-sections (max. 1500 μm thickness)
with a microtome or a high-precision saw,

(2) microscopic identification and pen-screen selection of woody tissues of
interest,

(3) automatic UV-laser-assisted microscopic dissection of inter-or intra-annual
wood sections,

(4) automatic sample collection by gravity (Leica LMD 7000) or forceps (PALM
Microbeam) into PCR tubes or 96-well plates, optional chemical treatment
(e.g. cellulose extraction), and

(5) stable isotope analysis via conventional isotope ratio mass spectrometry
(IRMS) coupled online to a combustion or pyrolysis furnace (δ2H, δ13C and
δ18O).

In general, wood samples of 100–1500 μm thickness can be dissected without
any major constraints. The use of cross-sections thinner than 100 μm may not be
advised. Wood of certain tree species, e.g. Adansonia digitata (baobab) can have
densities varying between 0.09 and 0.2 mg/mm3. The density of cellulose extracted
from conifers can be in a similar range. Specimen dissected from corresponding
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cross sections of about 0.15 mm3 (e.g. from a 0.3 × 5 mm wide and 0.1 mm thick
cross-section) yield amass range of 13.5–30μg,which can be challenging for routine
mass spectrometry with conventional combustion/pyrolysis systems. Dissection of
samples of up to 1500 μm thickness requires a number of cutting iterations to be
preselected in the LMD software resulting in automatic adjustment of the in-focus
depth of the Z-axis of the UV-laser beam during repeated lasering of the pre-defined
cutting line. UnlikeUV-ablation lasers, LMDsystems are producing sharp-contoured
pieces of sample tissue instead of wood dust.

Relevant plant cells/tissues can be selected on-screen, while non-relevant tissues
(e.g. resin ducts, wood rays) may not be selected or be removed, i.e. cut away before
sampling. Any size and area within the given range of the size of the sample holder
(max. 50 mm × 76 mm) can be dissected. This allows for the precise dissection
of asymmetric tree rings or parts thereof, for example by lobate growth, intra-ring
density fluctuations or wedging tree rings. Furthermore, it is possible to cut serial
sections or even to pool sample material, for example, if the weight of the dissected
tissue from one thin section is found insufficient for a stable isotope measurement
(for details c.f. Schollaen et al. 2014, 2017). Sample material from the same array
of wood cells can be identified unambiguously on a second or third cross-section
and may be pooled for chemical treatment, e.g. cellulose extraction before IRMS
analysis. However, thin wood cross-sections may also be subject to LMD after cellu-
lose extraction. (Schollaen et al. 2017) showed that tree-ring structures of cellulose
laths, which represented a variety of tree species (coniferous and angiosperm wood)
with different wood growth rates and differently shaped tree-ring boundaries, largely
remained well identifiable and suited for UV-dissection at annual and intra-annual
resolution. Nevertheless, it can be challenging to work with cellulose cross sections
originating from very soft and light wood like e.g. from baobabs (Adansonia digi-
tata), which contain a high percentage of parenchyma tissue (up to 80%) (Schollaen
et al. 2017). In order to get enough sample material for a stable isotope measurement,
either the radial cutting width or the thickness of the thin section needs to be adjusted
accordingly. A wider sample reduces the possible data points per tree ring, whereas
a thicker sample increases the time required to dissect the sample. For example, ten
cutting processes on the same sample were needed to successfully separate a baobab
cellulose sample from a cross section of 1300 μm thickness.

7.3.1.2 Comparison of the LMD Systems and their Operation

The two commercially available LMD systems differ concerning their practical
implementations and applications. The laser from Leica is moved via optics and
the cross-section samples are mounted on a stage that is fixed during actual laser
cutting. The Leica system uses high precision optics to steer the laser beam bymeans
of prisms along the desired cut lines on the tissue. Limitations of earlier software
(v6.7.1.3952; Schollaen et al. 2014) have been overcome, so that the laser cutting of
the LMD7000 is no longer restricted to the actual microscopic field of view. Larger
areas, for example whole tree rings, can now bemarked. The dissected sample tissues
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principally fall down by gravity into collection vessels like 96-well plates, which can
be equipped with tin or silver capsules for direct uptake of sample tissue. Thus,
samples can be prepared directly for conventional autosampler systems coupled to
IRMS. Another limitation of the Leica system was the lack of an automatic z-focus
adjustment to allow repeated laser cutting of thicker cross-sections (Schollaen et al.
2014) but this function has been available since 2017.

Compared to the Leica microscope, the objectives of the Zeiss microscope are
installed inversely, or underneath the sample holder, i.e. dissected specimen cannot
be collected by gravity. Hence, tissues of interests are marked via mouse or screen
pen on the lower sample side and can be selected beyond the visible screen. The
laser stays fixed while the sample is moved by the high-precision stage during the
dissection process. The UV laser passes through the glass slide and the dissected
sample tissues remain in position. After all of the marked tissue has been dissected,
specimens are picked up manually with a forceps and transferred into tin or silver
capsules for stable isotope measurements. Dissected tree-ring sample tissues were
observed to be too heavy for patented ZEISS laser catapult that was designed to
toss upwards individual cells or even smaller specimen up into collection vessels
(Schollaen et al. 2014). The Zeiss system also comes with an automatic z-focus
feature that allows easy definition of the number of automatic cutting iterations. As
the Zeiss laser (100 μJ, wavelength 355 nm) is less powerful than the laser from
Leica (120 μJ, wavelength 349 nm), more cutting iterations are generally required.

Together with the manual collection of dissected specimens, the overall sampling
process with the Zeiss system takes longer than with the Leica system. In general, the
use of UV-laser microdissectionmicroscopes is not necessarily faster than traditional
methods for the dissection of wood tissue. The cutting process of selected tissue lasts
ca. 1–2 min, depending on the size of the selected area, the thickness of the cross-
section, density of the wood material and the UV laser settings. If further cutting
iterations are required, more time is needed. The average sample throughput per 8-h
day may vary between 20 and 120 samples. This includes the on-screen selection
of area, the automatic UV-laser-based microscopic dissection and the collection of
specimens, as well as unpredictable interferences such as stuck specimens (Leica
LMD7000). With some modification of the current sample collection methods the
Leica system could be run automatically overnight, which would increase sample
throughput drastically, allowing more cuts than manual methods.

7.3.2 On-line Analysis of Tree-Ring δ13C by Laser Ablation
IRMS

Laser ablation-combustion-gas chromatography-IRMS method (hereafter LA-
IRMS) to analyze carbon isotope composition of wood was introduced by Schulze
et al. (2004). In the method, the labor intensive process of sectioning wood manu-
ally or by microtome to produce samples for intra-annual isotope studies (Helle and
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Schleser 2004; Kagawa et al. 2003) is replaced by a spatially precise, high resolution
sampling of tree rings in situ using a UV-laser (Schulze et al. 2004). In contrast
to the newly developed LMD technique (see Sect. 7.3.1.), the LA-IRMS combines
the sampling and isotope analysis by transportation of the ablated sample mate-
rial directly to IRMS via a modified combustion unit (Loader et al. 2017; Schulze
et al. 2004). Unlike the LMD technique, the LA-IRMS applications have so far been
limited to δ13C analysis.

7.3.2.1 Instrumentation and Principle of Analysis

Similar to a conventional EA-IRMS, which is used for “bulk” isotope analysis of,
for example, tree rings, a LA-IRMS operates as a continuous flow IRMS (Schulze
et al. 2004). A wood sample is placed in a He-flushed chamber connected to a UV-
laser, where a subsample of the wood is removed by laser ablation, and the released
particles are directed by the He flow to a miniaturized combustion unit. Water vapor
is removed from the formed CO2, which can then be introduced into a liquid nitrogen
trap that concentrates CO2 from a single ablation run in a small volume of carrier gas
(Loader et al. 2017). The cryogenic trapping is beneficial for high resolution δ13C
analysis, where the amount of ablated wood is at the minimum (Rinne et al. 2015b).
After the CO2 is released from the cold trap, it is separated from other gaseous
products in a GC-column prior to its introduction into an IRMS for δ13C analysis
(Loader et al. 2017; Schulze et al. 2004).

The size of the sample CO2 peak detected by IRMS can be tuned by adjusting
the laser output power settings, the laser spot size and the length of the ablated track
(Loader et al. 2017; Schulze et al. 2004), which is positioned along a line parallel
to the corresponding tree-ring boundary (Fig. 7.3). The ablation track is positioned
using a camera connected with the laser unit and controlled by the laser software.

Fig. 7.3 Picture of an annual ring of larch (Larix gmelinii Rupr.) analysed using a LA-IRMS
(modified after Rinne et al. 2015b). 53 laser ablation tracks with a 40 μm diameter laser spot size
and 40 μm were analysed within the annual ring. The width of the annual ring was 2.3 mm.
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A spatial resolution of 80 μm has been reached in LA-IRMS analysis using 40 μm
diameter spot size for ablation tracks and 40μmspacing between each track (Fig. 7.3;
Rinne et al. 2015b, Schulze et al. 2004). The maximum number of ablation tracks
(i.e. δ13C data points) in an intra-annual tree-ring δ13C profile depends on the width
of the tree ring and on the selected laser spot size (Fig. 7.3).

Following the principle of identical treatment (Chap. 6), at least one or prefer-
ably three reference materials with known isotope composition should be measured
with LA-IRMS together with the analytes for correcting the produced δ13C results.
Ideally, the reference material should be matrix matched to the sample and isotopi-
cally homogenous to a very fine spatial scale. Unfortunately, certified reference
materials of this type do not exist, and as a substitute, the IAEA-C3 cellulose paper
has been used (Loader et al. 2017; Schulze et al. 2004). Analysis of this material
has shown that the precision of LA-IRMS measurements (the standard deviation of
repeated measurements (SD): 0.1–0.2‰; Loader et al. 2017; Schulze et al. 2004) is
comparable to conventional EA-IRMS δ13C measurements (SD: ≤0.1‰). However,
a δ13C offset correction may be required for tree-ring LA-IRMS data to correct for a
matrix effect caused by using a non-matrix-matched reference material, such as the
cellulose IAEA-C3 (Míková et al. 2014; Rinne et al. 2015b).

7.3.2.2 Sample Preparation for LA-IRMS

Due to the mobility of resin in tree rings (Long et al. 1979), resinous tree cores
obtained from conifers should be treated in a Soxhlet apparatus with hot ethanol
over a period of 50 h followed by repeated washing with boiling deionized water to
remove the solvents completely (Loader et al. 2017; Rinne et al. 2015b). Tree cores
can then be dried at 40 °C in an oven for 2 days to speed up the drying process
(Rinne et al. 2015b). Despite of the Soxhlet extraction procedure, some resins have
occasionally been observed to persist in resin ducts, as indicated by ATR-FTIR
analysis (Rinne et al. 2005) and deviant δ13C values obtained during laser ablation
(Loader and Rinne, unpublished data). Consequently, resin ducts should be avoided,
when positioning ablation tracks, in case of incomplete resin removal (Rinne et al.
2015b).

For laser ablation, the surface of the analyzed tree-ring sample should be even
to enable accurate focusing of the laser beam. This can be achieved by treating
the wood surface with a microtome, razorblade or sandpaper (Loader et al. 2017;
Schulze et al. 2004; Soudant et al. 2016). Finally, the resin extracted (for conifers)
and polished sample is cut into sections that fit into the laser chamber together with
the reference material. LA-IRMS analysis of resin extracted wood takes advantage
of the reported generally similar climatic signal in δ13C values of wood compared to
extracted cellulose (e.g. Helle and Schleser 2004; Schulze et al. 2004; Weigt et al.
2015). If the objectives of the study require the analysis of cellulose instead of resin-
free wood, cellulose extraction can be performed prior to LA-IRMS using methods
designed for whole wood sections as described in Loader et al. (1997) and Schollaen
et al. (2017) (cf. Schulze et al. 2004). However, the extraction procedure will cause
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some distortion to the wood sections (e.g. shortening and bending) (Schollaen et al.
2017; Schulze et al. 2004), which may complicate the selection of ablation spots
as well as the connection of the individual δ13C results with tracheid formation
times, especially in very high resolution studies. See Chapter 5 for further details on
chemical pre-treatments, review and discussion of the use of wood, resin extracted
wood and cellulose in stable isotope studies.

7.3.3 Conversion of High Resolution Tree-Ring Isotope Data
into a Temporal Scale

To fully utilize high resolution stable isotope data from tree rings, special consid-
eration should be given on how to link tree-ring isotopic profiles obtained by LMD
(δ2H, δ13C or δ18O) or LA-IRMS (δ13C) methods with other seasonal data that has
been collected from the studied tree (e.g. carbohydrate dynamics of the growing
season) and how to relate the isotopic profiles with climatic events (Schulze et al.
2004). To accomplish this, the isotopic profiles can be transformed into a temporal
scale using direct (dendrometer band) or indirect (e.g. cell size, cell number) seasonal
growth measurements of tree rings (Skomarkova et al. 2006; Walcroft et al. 1997;
Vysotskaya et al. 1985). However, a tree-ring stable isotope signal is not formed only
during the phenophase of wood expansion but also during the phase of lignification,
whose start and end dates occur later in the growing season in comparison to those of
the expansion phase (Cuny et al. 2013; Rinne et al. 2015b). Consequently, for laser-
assisted, high resolution isotopic analysis of woody tissue, ideally both the seasonal
expansion and lignification development of the tree ring should be determined.

Although somewhat laborious, periodical collection of micro-cores provides a
way of monitoring wood formation stages without causing undue damage to the
trees under study (Forster et al. 2000). Several methods of obtaining micro-cores
exist, including different types of needles, punchers and miniaturized borers (Forster
et al. 2000; Rossi et al. 2006). Samples are collected from the trees during the
growing season (e.g. weekly) following an oblique pattern around the tree trunk
(Fonti et al. 2018; Rinne et al. 2015b). Distance between coring spots should be
≥1 cm to avoid wood tissue affected by previous sampling (Forster et al. 2000).
In the field micro-cores are placed in ethanol solution and subsequently stored in
a fridge until further processing. Sample processing and analysis for xylogenesis
parametermeasurements is described in detail in (Schweingruber et al. 2006).Careful
comparison of the laser ablation spots or laser dissection areas to tree-ring structure,
together with the information on timing of tracheid formation obtained from micro-
core time series, allows one to estimate the corresponding timing of each individual
isotopic measurement within the calendar year (Fonti et al. 2018; Rinne et al. 2015b).
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7.3.4 Research Applications

The laser assisted methods have provided an unprecedented spatial accuracy in
sampling for isotopic analysis compared to conventional use of handheld instru-
ments or microtomes (De Micco et al. 2012; Rinne et al. 2015b; Schollaen et al.
2014; Schulze et al. 2004). Both LMD and LA methods are capable of sampling
very small scale features in tree rings, such as small growth defects (Battibaglia et al.
2010; DeMicco et al. 2012) and ray parenchyma (Schollaen et al. 2014), and provide
material for high resolution intra-annual isotope analysis (Bruykhanova et al. 2011;
Fonti et al. 2018; Rinne et al. 2015b; Schollaen et al. 2014; Skomarkova et al. 2006;
Soudant et al. 2016; Vaganov et al. 2009) either on-line (δ13C: LA-IRMS) or off-line
(LMD: δ13C, δ18O, δ2H).

The studies utilizing laser assisted methods have combined the resulting knowl-
edge of intra-annual δ13C variability with other tree-ring characteristics that can
be measured in equal spatial resolution, such as wood density (Schollaen et al.
2014; Skomarkova et al. 2006) and wood anatomical traits (Battibaglia et al. 2010;
Bruykhanova et al. 2011; De Micco et al. 2012; Fonti et al. 2018; Vaganov et al.
2009), for the better understanding of intra-ring proxy signals. The isotopic profiles
together with other seasonal data can then be compared with environmental vari-
ables for deepening our understanding about the mechanisms controlling the isotope
variability in tree rings (see Chap. 15 for further discussions). The outcomes of
such studies, where the UV-laser assisted analytical methods have been employed,
include (1) evaluation of a dependency on carbohydrate reserves (Bruykhanova et al.
2011; Fonti et al. 2018; Rinne et al. 2015b; Skomarkova et al. 2006; Vaganov et al.
2009), (2) influence of stand structure (Skomarkova et al. 2006), tree age (Fonti et al.
2018) and tree growth rates (Vaganov et al. 2009) on the intra-annual δ13C signal,
(3) preservation of seasonal rainfall patterns in tree-ring δ18O (Schollaen et al. 2014)
and (4) linking of intra-annual tree-ring δ13C profiles to upstreampost-photosynthetic
processes by analyzing the seasonal variation of δ13C in different leaf sugars within
growing seasons (Rinne et al. 2015b). In the future, these methods will continue to
broaden our understanding of the fine scale variation of the isotopic composition
of tree rings. In addition, LA-IRMS has potential for it to be used as a tool for
selecting tree cores for conventional isotopic analysis, for analyzing exceptionally
narrow rings and for constructing long δ13C tree-ring chronologies in a relatively
less labor intensive manner (Loader et al. 2017).

7.4 Position-Specific Isotope Analysis of Cellulose

Intra-molecular isotope analysis of tree-ring cellulose has been established for all the
constituent chemical elements. For δ2H and δ13C analysis, the methodology utilizes
the nuclear spin of 2H and 13C, which produces a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
signal that can be used for position-specific measurements. For δ18O analysis, on the
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other hand, a different approach has been necessary, since 18O does not have a
nuclear spin. The published methods involved for δ18O requires a substantial amount
of synthetic organic chemistry, which is needed to isolate or remove oxygen atoms
from particular positions for δ18O determination.

Significant intra-molecular isotope variation has been reported for cellulose, for
all the three elements. If changes occur in the intra-molecular isotope pattern, this
can influence the δ values of cellulose, but this influence cannot be inferred without
intra-molecular isotope data. Applied to isotope studies of tree rings, trends in a δ

value of cellulose might be attributed to changing climate, while the intra-molecular
location of the effect would point to changes in metabolic regulation along the tree-
ring series. Further, because intra-molecular variation is created by enzyme reactions,
it can in principle carry ecophysiological information, as illustrated by Gleixner and
Schmidt (1997). Researchers have barely begun to explore this potential wealth of
information, largely because intra-molecular isotope variation was for a long time
extremely cumbersome to measure.

7.4.1 Position-Specific δ2H and δ13C

In tree-ring studies, stable isotope composition is measured for the whole molecule,
that is, for the glucose units of cellulose. However, a glucose unit contains for each
of the elements several intra-molecular positions, which are biochemically distinct.
Thus, the question arises how these distinct positions behave in terms of isotope
abundance. Kinetic isotope effects modify the abundance of heavy isotopes that are
connected to a particular chemical bond. Because isotope effects of enzymes synthe-
sizing glucose vary, it must be expected that isotope abundance varies among the
intra-molecular positions. This conclusion holds for all isotopes in non-symmetrical
molecules. Indeed, it has also been demonstrated for many other metabolites that
stable isotope abundancevaries among intra-molecular positions.Thiswas concluded
in an earlier study for 13C in acetyl-CoA (De Niro and Epstein 1977) and later
for deuterium (D) in several metabolites (Martin et al. 1992). For photosynthetic
glucose, Rossmann et al. (1991) observed substantial intra-molecular 13C variation,
which could be explained mechanistically as equilibrium isotope effect of aldolase
(Gleixner and Schmidt 1997). This example demonstrates an important advantage of
intra-molecular isotope data: the intra-molecular localization of isotope fractionation
directly suggests which enzyme might be responsible, and this hypothesis can then
be compared to the enzyme’s isotope effect or be tested in experiments.

For deuterium,Martin et al. (1992) summarized the knowledge on variousmetabo-
lites. They describe intra-molecular δ2H variation for sugars, amino acids and
monoterpene biosynthesis, with typical intra-molecular variation of hundreds of
‰. For 13C, the typical intra-molecular isotope variation is 10‰ (Schmidt 2003)
(for intra-molecular oxygen isotope variation, see Sect. 7.4.2). From the size of this
intra-molecular variation, it must be concluded that δ values are averages of the
intra-molecular isotope data, with important consequences.
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7.4.1.1 Sample Preparation and Analytical Methodology

Measurements of intra-molecular 13C-abundance of glucose were first performed by
controlled breakdown of the molecule and subsequent IRMS analysis of the frag-
ments (Rossmann et al. 1991). However, such wet-chemical methods are extremely
labour-intensive and need to be tailor-made for eachmetabolite. In themeantime, 13C
NMR has been established as a tool for intra-molecular 13C-measurements. In a 13C
NMR spectrum, each structurally distinct C gives rise to a specific signal (Fig. 7.4).
Careful optimization of parameters is needed so that the signal integrals reflect rela-
tive isotopomer abundances (Chaintreau et al. 2013), but when this is achieved, this
general method has been applied to various metabolites including tree-ring cellu-
lose (Romek et al. 2017; Wieloch et al. 2018). NMR has the fundamental advantage
that the intra-molecular isotope composition of the intact molecule is determined,
avoiding a risk for isotope fractionation during chemical breakdown, pyrolysis or
fragmentation. On the other hand, NMR gives relative abundances of isotopomers,
but no information about the ratio of heavy to light isotopes.

For measurements of intra-molecular 2H variation, deuteriumNMR spectroscopy
has been the method of choice. NMR can be done both on solid and solution samples,
but solution NMR achieves the resolution required for isotopomer analysis, therefore
polymeric analytes such as cellulose have to be broken down first. Although the 7
carbon-bound deuterons of glucose in principle give separate NMR signals, these
are in practice not resolved. Therefore, glucose must be converted into a derivative
that gives resolved signals by locking the anomeric equilibrium and by lowering
the polarity of the molecule so that it can be dissolved in low-viscosity organic
solvents yielding narrow signals (Betson et al. 2006). As seen in Fig. 7.5, deuterium
isotopomer variation is directly visible in the NMR spectrum. But as for 13C, quan-
tification of the isotopomers is done by integration of the signals by lineshape fitting.
NMR spectra give ratios of isotopomer abundances, but do not directly reflect the
ratio of heavy to light isotope. From isotopomer patterns, site-specific isotope ratios
can be calculated in two ways: Either the δ2H of the analyte is measured indepen-
dently and isotope ratios for the intramolecular positions are calculated by isotope

Fig. 7.4 13C NMR of a glucose derivative. Each signal originates from one 13C isotopomer. The x-
axis is the so-called chemical shift. The “ppm” units are unrelated to isotope abundance but describe
the signal positions that are governed by the intra-molecular chemical environment of each 13C
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Fig. 7.5 2H NMR spectrum of a glucose derivative designed to give highly resolved spectra. The
formula of glucose shows the assignment of the signals to isotopomers of glucose. Reproduced
from Ehlers et al. (2015)

mass balance, or a reference molecule with known δ2H is added to the NMR sample
so that integrals in the 2H spectrum can be linked to the δ2H scale (Spahr et al. 2015).

7.4.1.2 Research Applications

As expected from the results on othermetabolites, the intra-molecular 2H distribution
of tree-ring derived glucose is non-random (Betson et al. 2006). The intra-molecular
variation is hundreds of‰ large, much larger than for example the seasonal variation
of δ2H of precipitation. Because the intra-molecular variation influences δ2H of the
whole molecule, correlations of tree-ring δ2H with climate variables are fraught with
difficulty. Betson et al. (2006) also showed that the intra-molecular pattern of tree-
ring cellulose is independent of the source water δ2H. For metabolites on the leaf
level, this can be expected, because when a metabolite is synthesized in a cellular
compartment, all hydrogen that is incorporated into the molecule originates from
the same water with a certain δ2H. When tree-ring cellulose is synthesized, the 2H
isotopomer pattern may be modified by hydrogen exchange; that clear signals can
be obtained from tree-ring cellulose may indicate that this exchange is constant over
time. That the intramolecular pattern is independent of δ2H means that signals that
are based on isotopomer ratios can be extracted and interpreted without knowledge
of δ2H.

As mentioned above, intra-molecular isotope patterns reflect regulation of
enzymes or metabolic pathways. Thus, they might respond to changes in metabolic
fluxes. This was tested on glucose formed by plants using the C3 photosynthetic
pathway. In C3 plants, the CO2-fixing enzymeRubisco can react with oxygen instead,
in a side reaction that leads to C loss of the plant and which therefore is highly rele-
vant for the global C cycle. Metabolites formed upon O2 fixation are partly recycled
to glucose in the so-called photorespiration cycle; therefore the isotopomer pattern of
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C3 glucose might reflect the ratio of O2 to CO2 fixation. As shown in Fig. 7.6a, the 2H
isotopomer pattern of C3 glucose indeed depends on atmospheric CO2 concentration
during growth, expressed as function of 1/CO2 to reflect the O2:CO2 competition.
The high correlation observed indicates that this isotopomer ratio is a clean measure

Fig. 7.6 Dependence of the 2H-6R/2H-6S isotopomer ratio (see Fig. 7.5) on 1/CO2 in a chamber-
grown sunflowers (r2 = 0.88, P < 10−7, slope 0.057 ± 0.006 (SEM)) and b beet sugar samples
formed between 1890 and 2012 (r2 = 0.49, P = 0.001, slope = 0.048 ± 0.012). The slopes of the
isotopomer ratio as function of 1/CO2 are not significantly different. Reproduced from Ehlers et al.
(2015)
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of this metabolic flux ratio. This information cannot be achieved with δ2H measure-
ments on the whole molecule, because the dependence on the level of isotopomers
gets averaged into the δ2H of the whole molecule. The quantitative dependence of
the 2H isotopomer ratio on 1/CO2 was compared between plants grown in a CO2

manipulation experiment and plants that grew at different times during the rise of
atmospheric CO2 concentration. Because therewas no significant difference between
the two data sets, it was concluded that increasing CO2 concentration suppressed
photorespiration to the same degree in the chamber studies and over the twentieth
century. This also suggests that there was no acclimation response of plants over
nearly a century, and demonstrates how long-term physiological information can be
derived from isotopomers.

In contrast to the high correlations observed in Fig. 7.6, correlations of δ values
with environmental parameters in tree-ring studies usually do not exceed r2 = 0.25
(McCarroll and Loader 2004). We hypothesize that this is a general consequence of
the averaging of isotopomer abundances into the δ value for thewholemolecule of the
respective isotope. The high correlations observed indicate that the 2H-6R/2H-6S ratio
is determined by one metabolic process, namely the ratio of oxygenation to carboxy-
lation, which is driven by atmospheric CO2. Other isotopomer ratios may reflect
other metabolic processes that may be driven by other environmental drivers (see
below for 13C). When a δ value is correlated with one environmental driver, it must
be expected that isotopomer variation introduced by other environmental variables
degrades this correlation, hence the curtailed correlation coefficients observed.

As glucose shows a non-random intra-molecular 13C pattern (Gilbert et al. 2012;
Gleixner and Schmidt 1997), the glucose units of tree-ring cellulose should also show
a 13C pattern. This expectation has been tested using a pine (Pinus nigra) tree-ring
series (Wieloch et al. 2018). Figure 7.7 shows the observed 13C isotopomer pattern.
The 13C variation of about ±5‰ is important for 13C signals in the C cycle: When
cellulose is decomposed in the environment, the δ13C of the released CO2 differs
among the intra-molecular C positions. Thus, the δ13C of respired CO2 can vary,
depending on whether the glucose units are completely respired to CO2, or if the
active metabolic pathway (such as fermentation) only releases some C positions as
CO2. Furthermore, it was observed that this 13C pattern is variable over the tree-ring
series (Wieloch et al. 2018). This variation must be caused by changes in environ-
mental variables and hence it carries ecophysiological information. To analyse this,
a hierarchical cluster analysis identified groups of 13C isotopomers that vary inde-
pendently of each other, which implies that they carry independent ecophysiological
signals. One of these signals originates from the 13C fractionation of diffusion and
the 13C isotope effect of Rubisco. The others are caused by yet unidentified 13C
fractionations downstream of Rubisco, and will hence carry new information. We
hypothesize that isotopomer signals originating from such fractionations will shed
light on processes such as C allocation. We anticipate that extracting such signals
from tree-ring series can unravel acclimation responses of plants to environmental
changes, a subject of great importance for the future of the biosphere as a C sink,
and for crop productivity.
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Fig. 7.7 13C isotopomer pattern of glucose units of tree-ring cellulose. The pattern connected by
a solid line is the observed distribution, expressed as 13C fractionation �i for carbon i = 1–6; and
the dashed line is a fractionation pattern �i

′ that has been back-calculated to remove the isotope
scrambling effect of triose phosphate cycling. Reproduced from Wieloch et al. (2018)

7.4.2 Position-Specific δ18O

Oxygen isotope ratios (δ18O) in the annual growth rings of trees are considered to
hold a valuable climatic and physiological records (Farquhar et al. 1998; Lehmann
et al. 2017;McCarroll and Loader 2004; Sternberg et al. 2006) (see Chaps. 10, 16 and
19 for a more detailed discussion on climatic and physiological aspects of δ18O). The
original source of the oxygen atoms in tree-ring cellulose is soil moisture, generally
obtained from precipitation, the δ18O of which are closely linked to temperature
(Chap. 18; Dansgaard 1964). Early hopes that δ18O values of tree rings (e.g. Gray
and Thompson 1976) could directly serve as a record for past temperature were
overly optimistic. This is because the isotopic history of oxygen atoms from source
water taken up by the tree and their final destination in trunk cellulose is complicated
and, indeed, not fully understood (see Chap. 10 for more details). As a result of
the processes involved, tree-ring cellulose is expected to carry a mixed soil water
and leaf water signal in its oxygen atoms, complicating the process of abstracting
climatic and physiological information from the oxygen isotope record (Roden et al.
2000). Position-specific isotope analysis of the oxygen atoms of cellulose holds out
the hope of separating the leaf water and source water signals, especially if oxygen
atoms at specific positions exchange either fully or not at all with stem water: the
former group of oxygen atoms would be expected to provide a good record of source
water, hence temperature, while the latter group would provide a good record of
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leaf water, hence relative humidity. Progress in this field, however, has been much
slower than is the case for position-specific carbon and hydrogen isotope analysis
of cellulose (see Sect. 7.4.1). This is chiefly because, unlike 13C and 2H, 18O does
not have a nuclear spin and so does not produce an NMR signal. The lighter isotope
(17O) has a nuclear spin of 5/2; so that the 17O nucleus has a quadrupole moment,
which results in broad NMR peaks with poor resolution. This, combined with very
low signal strengths resulting from the low natural abundance of 17O (ca. 0.038%)
means that 17O NMR cannot at present be used to determine intra-molecular δ17O
values of samples with isotopes of natural abundance.

7.4.2.1 Sample Preparation and Analytical Methodology

To date, all methods published for the determination of δ18O values at specific posi-
tions in the glucose rings of cellulose have involved a significant amount of synthetic
organic chemistry in order to isolate or remove oxygen atoms from particular posi-
tions. Sternberg et al. (2003) reported the first of these methods, which was designed
to determine the value of δ18O-2 of cellulose1 by hydrolysing cellulose to glucose
and then converting this to phenylglucosazone (Fig. 7.8a). Values of δ18O-2 were
calculated from measured oxygen isotope ratios of cellulose (δ18Ocell) and phenyl-
glucosazone (δ18OPG) using an isotopic mass balance equation. The authors used
cellulose fromwheat seedlings (Triticum aestivum), which were grown in the dark in
water samples differently enriched in 18O, in order to simulate heterotrophic synthesis
of cellulose in trunks of trees. The amount of cellulose required (1.5 g), however, is
very high considering the amount of wood present in individual growth rings of trees.
Results indicated that oxygen atoms at position 2 in cellulose completely exchanged
with water, suggesting that δ18O-2 would be a better recorder of oxygen isotope
ratios of soil water than is δ18Ocell. In a later study, however, Sternberg et al. (2006),
using the same general synthetic method but withmodifiedmethods for hydrolysis of
cellulose, obtained results indicating that only about 65–70% of the oxygen atoms at
position 2 exchanged with water during cellulose synthesis. Importantly, the authors
showed that there was no exchange between the oxygen atoms of cellulose and water
during cellulose hydrolysis.

A different approach was made by Waterhouse et al. (2013), who described a
method for the determination of the δ18O value for each of the five oxygen positions
in the glucose ring of cellulose. The overall process involvedmultiple synthetic steps,
in which oxygen atoms from specific positions were removed and incorporated into
molecules of benzoic acid (Fig. 7.8b). Benzoic acid samples were used for isotopic
ratio measurement using GC/Pyr-IRMS. Reaction conditions had to be optimized to
minimize the risk of isotopic fractionation during each step. As the authors acknowl-
edge, a process with so many steps and the consequent need for large wood samples
is unlikely to be practical for routine isotope analysis of tree-ring cellulose. The

1 Oxygen atoms at specific positions in the cellulose molecule are designated ‘O-n’, where n is the
same number as that of the carbon to which the oxygen atom is bonded—see Fig. 7.8a.
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cellulose
glucose

phenylglucosazone(a)

(O-2,O-3,O-4,O-6)

(O-3)

(O-2,O-3)
(O-2,O-3,O-4)

(b)

(c)

diacetone glucose

3-deoxydiacetone glucose

Fig. 7.8 Summaries of synthetic chemical steps involved in preparing samples for measuring
oxygen isotope ratios at specific positions in cellulose. See cited literature for reagents and condi-
tions. a Preparation of phenylglucosazone from cellulose (after Sternberg et al. 2003)—note
numbering of oxygen atoms in the cellulose molecule. b Selective incorporation into benzoic acid
(PhCO2H) of oxygen atoms from indicated positions of cellulose (after Waterhouse et al. 2013).
c Selective removal of O-3 from glucose by conversion of diacetone glucose to 3-deoxyacetone
glucose (after Ma et al. 2018)
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method was applied to α-cellulose samples obtained from wheat seedlings germi-
nated in water of differing values of δ18O (Sternberg et al. 2003), in order to deter-
mine the degree if isotopic exchange at each position during heterotrophic cellulose
synthesis. Significant differences in the percentage exchange of oxygen with water
at each position were detected: O-2 and O-4 showed little or no exchange; O-3, 48%
exchange; O-5 and O-6, ca. 80% exchange. O-1, on the other hand, is derived from
the water used in acid hydrolysis of cellulose. These results suggest that it is O-2
and O-4 that maintain chiefly a leaf water signal, whereas O-5 and O-6 should be the
best targets for reconstructing source water isotope ratios. Significantly, the average
of these percentage figures (41%) is close to the previously reported value (ca. 42%)
for the percentage of oxygen exchange with trunk water during cellulose (Roden
et al. 2000). The result that O-2 does not exchange is contrary to those of Sternberg
et al. (2003) and Sternberg et al. (2006) but consistent with later results from samples
from trees (Ellsworth et al. 2013; Sternberg et al. 2007)—see above; moreover, the
enriched values of δ18O-2 (Ellsworth et al. 2013) are consistent with δ18O-2 of cellu-
lose carrying a leaf-water signal enriched by evapotranspiration. However, oxygen
at position 2 should have several opportunities to exchange with water during cellu-
lose synthesis via reversible addition at carbonyl (Farquhar et al. 1998; Hill et al.
1995; Sternberg and DeNiro 1983); the fact that it seems not to exchange requires
explanation.

More recently, a method for the determination of δ18O-3 of cellulose has been
described (Ma et al. 2018). Like earlier methods, it comprises a sequence of synthetic
steps and involves the same general strategy of Sternberg and colleagues described
above: removal of the oxygen in question and calculation of its isotope ratio using
an isotopic mass balance equation. In this case, glucose (from e.g. cellulose) is
converted to diacetone glucose and O-3 removed by conversion to 3-deoxydiacetone
glucose in a 2-step process (Fig. 7.8c). Values of δ18O-3 are calculated from δ18O
values of these two products measured using GC/Pyr-IRMS. One complication with
the overall procedure is that the second and third synthetic steps each yield two
products, allowing the possibility of a consequential change in the δ18O value of 3-
deoxydiacetone glucose. The authors calculate, however, that this is not significant.
They also address the potential problem of error propagation, and show that overall
the uncertainty in values of δ18O-3 could be as high as 1.3‰. Calculation of δ18O-
3 of glucose derived from a C4 plants suggested that this oxygen was isotopically
enriched by around 12‰ relative to the average values of O-2 to O-6, confirming that
there is isotopic inhomogeneity within the glucose molecule. Although the authors
claim that their method would be suitable for a 50 mg sample of glucose, this still
represents an inconveniently large amount of wood for routine application to samples
from individual tree rings.

Despite the novelty of the above methods, they all require time-consuming
synthetic procedures, which risk isotopic fractionation, and comparatively large
amounts of material; there are also uncertainties regarding propagation of errors
throughout the many procedures involved. Much still needs to be done before
position-specific oxygen isotope analysis can be routinely applied to tree-ring
samples.
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7.4.2.2 Research Applications

There are only two reports in the literature on the application of position specific δ18O
analysis to tree samples, and both of them use the phenylglucosazone technique to
obtain values of δ18O-2. In the first of these (Sternberg et al. 2007), treeswere sampled
from a wide range of latitudes across the northern hemisphere. Phenylglucosazone
was prepared from glucose after acid hydrolysis of cellulose obtained from stem
samples. Each sample of phenylglucosazone required comparatively large amounts
(0.3 g) of wood. Comparison of values of δ18Ocell, δ18OPG and δ18O-2 (the latter was
calculated from measured δ18Ocell, and δ18OPG) with δ18Osw (measured from water
removed from the stem) showed that δ18OPG was most closely related to δ18Osw,
whereas δ18O-2 was very poorly correlated with δ18Osw. This result was unexpected,
as O-2 had been previously reported to undergo exchange with source water to a high
degree during heterotrophic cellulose synthesis (see above). The authors proposed
that the lack of correlation resulted from ‘isotopic noise’ in values of δ18O-2 caused
by the variety of species sampled and widely different values of δ18Osw across the
wide geographical area of the study. One of the main conclusions was that phenyl-
glucosazone presents a better record of δ18Osw, and hence precipitation, than does
cellulose itself.

In the second study (Ellsworth et al. 2013), phenylglucosazone was prepared
from α-cellulose extracted from annual growth rings of trees growing in Finland,
Switzerland and New Zealand. An innovation of the work was the modification of
the synthesis of phenylglucosazone so that a smaller amount (25 mg) of cellulose
could be used. This makes the technique more appropriate for the routine analysis
of annual growth rings. As expected, removing O-2 from cellulose resulted in 18OPG

having a much stronger relationship with δ18Osw, hence higher potential for climatic
reconstruction, than either δ18Ocell or δ18O-2. Furthermore, the authors showed that
values of δ18Osw calculated from measured 18OPG closely followed observed values
of δ18Osw in both magnitude and temporal variability, whereas values of δ18Osw

calculated from δ18O-2 were both significantly enriched and much more variable
than observed values.
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8.1 Introduction

The bioelements H, C, N, O and S occur in nature as mixtures of stable isotopes.1

As a consequence, all organic material also consists of a mixture of stable isotopes.
With the exception of sulfur, the natural mean global abundance of the heavy stable
isotopes of the bioelements is around one percent or less. The isotopic compo-
sition of organic compounds is primarily dependent on the isotopic composition
of the precursor molecules and on isotope fractionation during (bio)synthesis or
(bio)degradation reactions. The extent of the observable isotope fractionation is also
dependent on environmental and climatic variables and their impact on the source
organism producing the biomass. Plants record these isotope fractionations annually
e.g. in tree rings. Therefore, with a proper understanding of the processes involving
isotope fractionation, it will be possible to use the information behind the isotopic
signatures of tree rings to reconstruct the climatic conditions (climate proxy) during
tree ring growth. The principles and techniques of tree ring researchwill be explained
in the following chapters of this book. The aim of the present chapter is to provide
key knowledge on isotope terminology and related ‘technical jargon’, as well as on
properties and behavior of stable isotopes in biochemical reactions and/or physical
processes. The chapter gives definitions, thereby explaining terms in simple examples
with reference to mono-, disaccharides and cellulose (and other wood ingredients)
where possible.

8.2 Terminology

8.2.1 Isotopes

Atoms consist of a nucleus and an electron shell; the mass of an atom is concentrated
mainly in the nucleus. The nucleus contains nucleons (positively charged protons and
neutrons without charge). The much lighter electrons with negative charge “orbit”2

1 In this chapter the authors follow in principle below listed recommendations with the following
supplement: the terms ‘isotope fractionation (factor)’ and ‘isotopic fractionation (factor)’ are used
synonymously.

Official terms used in “isotope chemistry” according to the IUPAC Compendium of Chemical
Terminology (GoldBook) and related glossary recommendations (Muller 1994;Coplen 2011;Brand
et al. 2014) are:

(1) Isotope effect (IE -> equilibrium, heavy atom, intramolecular, inverse, kinetic, normal,
primary, secondary, solvent, thermodynamic IE), isotope exchange, isotope ratio, isotope scale.

(2) Isotopic abundance, isotopic atom, isotopic composition, isotopic enrichment (factor),
isotopic exchange, isotopic fractionation (factor), isotopic mass, isotopic separation, isotopic
signature, isotopic substitution, isotopic tracer.

(3) Isotopically enriched, isotopically labelled, isotopically substituted.
2 In quantum mechanics there is no orbiting motion of electrons, but only a probability to find an
electron in a certain location in the electron shell.
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Fig. 8.1 Schematic representation of the three naturally occurring hydrogen isotopes. The origin
of the names protium, deuterium and tritium are the ancient greek terms prôtos (πρîτoς—first),
deúteros (δε�́τερoς—second) and trítos (τρίτoς—third) Urey et al. (1933). The three hydrogen
isotopes differ only inmass of the nucleus (atomicmass) and not in the arrangement of the electron(s)

around the central nucleus in the electron shell. Electrons and protons are mutually
attracted to each other by electromagnetic force. The term nuclide is used to describe
atomic species by the compositionof the nucleus e.g. by the number of protons (Z) and
the number of neutrons (N). Nuclides with the same number of protons are described
as isotopes. In this context isobaric nuclides (Isobars) have the same nominal mass
while isotones are nuclides having the same number of neutrons. The term ‘isotope’
was introduced byNobel laureate Frederick Soddy (1923) throughmerging theGreek
words for ‘equal’ (ισo—iso) and ‘place’ (τ óπoς—topos) indicating that all isotopes
of the same chemical element share the same position in the periodic table of the
elements (IUPAC periodic table of the elements and isotopes (IPTEI), Holden et al.
2018). As an example, the isotopes with the simplest schematic structure are shown
in Fig. 8.1. The most abundant hydrogen atom, ‘protium’ consists of a single proton
and one electron. ‘Deuterium’ is the heavier stable hydrogen isotope possessing an
additional neutron. ‘Tritium’ possessing two neutrons is the only naturally occurring,
not stable, radioactive hydrogen isotope (Fig. 8.1).

Isotopes of the same element have different masses owing to the various number
of neutrons at constant proton number in the nucleus. Universally, the mass number
of nuclides (sum of protons and neutrons) is denoted on the left side of the atomic
symbol as a superscript and the atomic number (number of protons) is noted as
the left subscript (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 1959). For
example, 12

6 C and 13
6 C are the stable isotopes of carbon and 14

6 C is the naturally
occurring radioactive carbon isotope with the masses (N + Z) changing from 12 to
14, respectively. By definition, all of them have six protons (Z = 6); the number of
neutrons varies from six (12C; N= 6) to eight (14C; N= 8) for the naturally occurring
carbon isotopes. Additionally, other radioactive carbon isotopes like 11

6 C (N= 5) can
be artificially produced, but are highly unstable (very short half-life time). The atomic
weight of the elements is not considered as a constant of nature (Coplen and Holden
2011; Brand 2013); it could be calculated from the number of stable isotopes and
the corresponding global mean natural abundances (with the natural isotopes of the
bioelements as example). In the case of carbon, about 98.93% 12C and 1.07% 13C
(with negligible amounts of 14C) are occurring naturally. Multiplying these numbers
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Table 8.1 Natural abundance of the stable isotopes of the bioelements. The standard atomic weight
of these elements is derived from best estimates by the IUPAC of atomic weights occurring in
terrestrial materials (Meija et al. 2016; IUPAC 2018)

Element Atomic mass Range of atomic mass Mean natural abundance

Hydrogen 1.008 1.00784–1.00811 99.9885% 1H

0.0115% 2H

Carbon 12.011 12.0096–12.0116 98.93% 12C

1.07% 13C

Nitrogen 14.007 14.00643–14.00728 99.636% 14 N

0.364% 15 N

Oxygen 15.999 15.99903–15.99977 99.757% 16O

0.038% 17O

0.205% 18O

Sulfur 32.06 32.059–32.076 94.99% 32S

0.75% 33S

4.25% 34S

0.01% 36S

with the corresponding mass numbers (12 Da3 for 12C and 13.003354835 Da for 13C;
Meija et al. 2016, IUPAC 2018) will result in an average atomic weight of 12.011 Da
for the element carbon (IUPAC 2018).4

As mentioned above, isotopes of an element are either stable or radioactive. In the
following we will focus on the stable isotopes of the bioelements H, C, N, O and S.
The natural abundance of the primordial isotopes (or primordial nuclides) on Earth,
including the stable and the long-lived radionuclides have been determined during
the formation of our solar system (Chown 2001).

Table 8.1 lists the atomic weight in intervals because the natural abundance of the
isotopes of the bioelements on Earth varies compound-wise on spatial and temporal
scales.

3 The mass of nuclides (and nucleons) can be expressed in dalton Da or in unified atomic mass
units u (IUPAC Green book: Quantities, Units and Symbols in Physical Chemistry, 3rd ed.; https://
doi.org/10.1039/9781847557889 (February 2022). Da and u both are defined as exactly 1/12 of the
mass of a single 12C atom (BIPM 2019).
4 Please refer to the web site of the Commission on Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights
(CIAAW) of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) for relevant and
recent authoritative literature: https://www.ciaaw.org (December 2021).

https://doi.org/10.1039/9781847557889
https://www.ciaaw.org
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8.2.2 Isotopocule, Isotopologue and Isotopomer

The umbrella term used for molecules having identical chemical constitution, but
differing in isotopic composition and different number of isotopic substituents or
different chemical positions of the specific isotope substituent(s) in these molecules
is isotopocules (Kaiser and Röckmann 2008). The term is a short form of the descrip-
tion “all isotopically substituted species of a molecule”. Molecules that differ only
in the number of isotope substituents are designated as isotopologues (derived from
contracting “isotopic homologues”; Seeman et al. 1992; Seeman and Paine 1992).
Isotopologues can have different masses. However, in some cases also isobaric
isotopologues are possible (e.g. 14N15N16O and 14N14N17O in case of nitrous oxide).
Molecules differing in the chemical positions of isotopic substituents (and not in bulk
isotopic composition) are named isotopomers (abbreviated from “isotopic isomer”;
Seeman et al. 1992; Seeman and Paine 1992). These isotopomer molecules do have
identical mass.

This terminology is best explained with a simple molecule like nitrous oxide
(N2O) having both isotopologues and isotopomeric variants. Nitrous oxide is a linear
asymmetric molecule; each nitrogen atom has different chemical bonding partners
(Fig. 8.2 left side). The most abundant ‘isotopic’ nitrous oxide molecule is 14N2

16O.
With two stable nitrogen isotopes and three stable oxygen isotopes a total of twelve
stable nitrous oxide isotopocules are possible with masses from 44 (14N2

16O) to
48 (15N2

18O) (Fig. 8.2 right side; Magyar et al. 2016). Among them, nine isotopo-
logues and six isotopomers (corresponding to three ‘isotopomer pairs’) can occur.
Isotopomer molecules have the same mass but the heavy isotope(s) are located at
different chemical positions in the molecule. In case of N2O, the two nitrogen atoms
have different bonding partners allowing isotopomermolecules with one 14N and one
15N atom. The 15N can be either positioned as terminal or central N atom (Fig. 8.2).

Fig. 8.2 Left side: The chemical bonding inside the nitrous oxide molecule can be described by
two stable resonance structures with a delocalized electron system. Nitrous oxide molecules with
one 14N and one 15N atom can have two ‘constitutional isotopomers’. 15N can be either in the
central (α) or terminal (β) N position. The concept of ‘site preference’ with α and β denotation
of the N atoms in N2O was introduced by Toyoda and Yoshida (1999). Right side: Twelve stable
isotopocule molecules of nitrous oxide. The three isotopomer pairs are marked with rectangular
boxes. Only one member of each isotopomer part can be counted as isotopologue; giving in total
nine isotopologues
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Fig. 8.3 Left side: Ethanol—structural formula and functional groups. Right side: Three different
‘constitutional isotopomers’ of ethanol molecules labelled with one 2H atom. This 2H atom can be
positioned in either the methyl, the methylene or the hydroxyl group of ethanol

a b

Fig. 8.4 a Structural formula of ethanol. b Fischer projections of the two optical ‘stereo
isotopomers’ of ethanol position-specifically labelled with one 2H atom (‘isotopically labelled’)
in the methylene group. The 2H atom can be either in (R)- or (S)-position5

Isotopomers canbe either constitutional isotopomers (‘constitutional isotopomer’,
see 14N15N16O and 15N14N16O molecules above) or isotopic stereo
isomers (‘stereoisotopomer’). Constitutional isotopomers have the same molecular
formula and same isotopic mass, but a different spatial arrangement of the atoms
and a different chemical connectivity inside the molecule.

As an example, the three possible constitutional 2H isotopomers of ethanol are
shown in Fig. 8.3 (right side). 2H could be found either in the methyl, or in the
methylene or the hydroxyl group of the molecule. All three hydrogen atoms in
the methyl group of ethanol are chemically indistinguishable, but the H atoms in
the methylene group can be differentiated as pro-R- and pro-S-H atoms (prochiral
ethanol molecule5; Zhang and Pionnier 2002) allowing two possible enantiomeric
optical stereo isotopomer molecules of 1-(2H)-ethanol (Fig. 8.4).

The two hydrogen atoms bound to position C-6 of glucose can be differentiated
as (R)- and (S)-position (Zhang et al. 2002). The position-specific hydrogen isotopic
signature in these two positions of glucose hydrolyzed from plant cellulose bears
also information on the photorespiration/ photosynthesis ratio of the respective plant
(Ehlers et al. 2015).

Geometric stereo isotopomers show a usually small restricted rotation of two
different isotopic substituents around a carbon–carbon double bond allowing a

5 Prochiral molecules can be converted to chiral molecules by a single desymmetrization step; the
two hydrogen atoms in the methylene group of ethanol are enantiotopic, but can be differentiated in
an asymmetric environment (e.g. by enzymes; Smith 2013, pp. 170–171). Substitution of the two
hydrogen atoms in the CH2 position-specifically with 1H and 2H produces monodeuterated isotopic
enantiomers → chiral isotopomers (see e.g. Zhang and Pionnier 2002).
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Fig. 8.5 Lewis structures of three isotopomers of dideuteroethene: cis-1,2-2H2 ethene and trans-
1,2-2H2 ethene are diasteromeric isotopomers. Meanwhile IUPAC prefers the (Z)-/(E)-notation
to describe the absolute stereochemistry for alkenes. In contrast 1,1-dideuteroethene (“gem-
dideuteroethene”) is a constitutional isotopomer. All of them have different physical properties
(Bigeleisen et al. 1977)

different spatial positioning of the two different isotopic substituents relative to the
double bond. This is best explained with e.g. ethene molecules consisting of two 1H
and two 2H atoms (Fig. 8.5). The two 1H (and the two 2H) atoms can be oriented
on the same side of the carbon double bond (cis) or on the opposite side (trans).
The resulting diasteromeric isotopomer molecules are termed cis- and trans-1,2-2H2

ethene or (Z)- and (E)-1,2-2H2 ethene (latter terms now preferred IUPAC notation
for alkenes).

In contrast 1,1-dideuteroethene with the two 2H atoms as substituents at the same
carbon atom (“gem-dideuteroethene”) is a constitutional isotopomer.

Isotope ratio analysis of tree ring cellulose has been used since the 1970s to
reconstruct past climate conditions. The site-specific isotopic signature (isotopomer
analysis) of glucose hydrolyzed from the extracted cellulose fraction shows high
intramolecular differences for 2H (seven carbon-bound hydrogen isotopomers6 of
glucose; Augusti et al. 2006, Betson et al. 2006) and 13C (six carbon isotopomers
of glucose; Wieloch et al. 2018, 2021). This site-specific isotopic signature has its
origin in position-specific isotope effects on enzyme reactions during glucose and/
or cellulose biosynthesis and might help to elucidate the mechanism of biochemical
reactions causing plant-specific adaption to environmental and climatic changes. A
corresponding site-specific oxygen isotopic signature (18O isotopomers) of glucose
(from soluble sugars and cellulose monomers) has been proven (c.f. Schmidt et al.
2001; Sternberg 2009; Ma et al. 2018) with six possible oxygen isotopomers of
glucose. Recently the possible application of the analysis of lignin isotopomers (i.e.
carbon and hydrogen isomers in the methoxy groups of lignin) isolated from tree
ring wood in reconstructing paleoclimate has been described by Gori et al. (2013)
and Mischel et al. (2015). Wang et al. (2021) analyzed the position-specific oxygen
isotopic signature of lignin monomeric units.

6 Hydrogen atoms bound to heteroatoms like O, N or S are easily exchangeable with hydrogen
atoms from (polar) solvents (Bonhoeffer and Brown 1933; Gold and Satchell 1955). Carbon-bound
hydrogen atoms preserve the isotopic signature originally imprinted during synthesis reactions with
the exception of H atoms bound to enol tautomers (see e.g. Zhang et al. 1993).
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Table 8.2 Masses and
abundances of the twelve
isotopocules of nitrous oxide
assuming random distribution
(without mass selective
processes). Proportional
abundances of the isotopocule
N2O molecules have been
calculated using the natural
abundances of the nitrogen
(14N 99.636 and 15N
0.0364%) and oxygen
isotopes (16O 0.99757, 17O
0.00038 and 18O 0.00205%)
given by IUPAC (2018)

Mass Isotopocule Proportional abundance

44 14N14N16O 9.90 × 10–1

45 14N15N16O 3.62 × 10–3

45 15N14N16O 3.62 × 10–3

45 14N14N17O 3.77 × 10–4

46 15N15N16O 1.32 × 10–5

46 14N15N17O 1.38 × 10–6

46 15N14N17O 1.38 × 10–6

46 14N14N18O 2.04 × 10–3

47 15N15N17O 5.03 × 10–9

47 14N15N18O 7.43 × 10–6

47 15N14N18O 7.43 × 10–6

48 15N15N18O 2.72 × 10–8

8.2.3 Clumped Isotopes

Molecules containing more than one heavy isotope (multiply-substituted
isotopocules) are labeled as showing the “clumped isotopes” effect. For molecules
with “clumped isotopes” the chemical bonds between the heavy isotopes are the
focus. Due to their often low isotopic abundances, these molecules usually are diffi-
cult to observe in tree rings. Interestingly, the analysis of clumped isotopes inmethoxy
groups extracted from organic material was recently shown by Lloyd et al. (2018,
2021). This opens a door for possible applications of “clumped isotopes” in methoxy
groups of lignin extracted from tree rings.

The stochastic proportional abundance (Table 8.2) of the ‘clumped isotopocules’
of nitrous oxide can be calculated using the known numbers for the natural abundance
of the nitrogen and oxygen isotopes shown in Table 8.1. In nature, the isotopocule
molecules of nitrous oxide do not exhibit a stochastic distribution because of equilib-
rium and kinetic isotope effects influencing thermodynamic stability and/ or kinetic
reaction rates of the involved synthesis or degradation reactions of each isotopocule
showing “clumped isotopes”.

8.3 Notation and Measurement Units

8.3.1 Atom Fraction

Abundances of isotopes should be reported in terms of atom fraction (x). The new
term atom fraction is compatible with the International System of Units (SI) and
should replace the old term atom percent (atom %). For example, the 13C fraction of
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a substance A is given by:
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(
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(
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)
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(
12C

)
A

(8.1)

where n = amount of 13C or 12C atoms in substance A7. Atom fraction is a dimen-
sionless quantity (Coplen 2011); therefore, a specification of results in form of a
relative indication in per cent8 is possible (see Table 8.1 with estimates of the natural
isotopic abundances given in relative form in per cent).

8.3.2 Isotope Delta

Themeasurement of the absolute isotopic abundances of the bioelements is too labor-
intensive, error-prone and costly relative to used methods and techniques to perform
it on a daily basis (Nier 1946; De Bièvre et al. 1996). In contrast, the “simultaneous”
measurement of isotope ratios9 (e.g. 13C/12C) of a sample relative to that of a standard
with an isotope ratio mass spectrometer allows a high-precision determination (error
cancelling; Nier 1946; Werner and Brand 2001; Brand 2004).

Changes of isotope ratios through natural processes are very small and the isotope
ratios generally vary only at the third decimal place or beyond. To better illustrate
changes in isotope ratios caused bynatural processes, the term ‘isotope delta’ (relative
isotope-ratio difference; Coplen 2011) has been accepted showing the difference of
the sample isotope ratio from the standard one. The isotope delta was first formally
defined byMcKinney et al. (1950). Meanwhile the definition of the isotope delta was
made compatible (see Coplen 2011) to the requirements of the International System
of Units (SI). Equations (8.2a and 8.2b) show the isotope delta formula (in the two
common notations) applied for stable carbon isotopes (i.e. δ13C).

δ13CVPDB =
13RSample − 13RVPDB

13RVPDB
(8.2a)

δ13CVPDB =
13RSample

13RVPDB
− 1 (8.2b)

7 14C is neglected due to very low natural abundance.
8 It is recommended to use ‘per cent’ in the text of manuscripts and the ‘%’ sign only in tables and
figures or behind numbers in the text (Coplen 2011).
9 By convention the ratio is always determined as the ratio of the heavy to the light isotope (O’Neil
1986b).
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13RSample represents the 13C/12C ratio of the sample. 13RVPDB is the 13C/12C ratio of
the international VPDB (Vienna Peedee Belemnite) ‘standard’10 defining the carbon
isotope scale (c.f. Werner and Brand 2001; Brooks et al. Chap. 6); corresponding
scale defining standards and reference materials for the bioelements can be found in
Chap. 6 (Table 6.3). Up to few years ago, this equation contained an additional
multiplying factor 1000 and the resulting δ13C values were written in per mill (‰)
“units”.11 To ensure comparability of the old and the actual valid definition of isotope
delta values, it is recommended to avoid ‰ or the factor 1000 when including the
isotope delta equation inmanuscripts. A δ13C value of ‘−0.010’ according to Eqs. (2a
and 2b) can be also expressed as ‘−10‰’. According to Coplen (2011), it is recom-
mended to replace the old “traditional” ‰ sign by e.g. ‘103 δ13C’ (here exemplarily
shown for carbon isotopes) in tables and figures of articles and presentations. To
prevent possible confusion with two otherwise identical equations differing only by
multiplication with a factor of 1000, Brand and Coplen (2012) suggested the new
unit ‘milli-Urey’ (mUr) replacing the old ‰.12 The use of the ‰ symbol is not
encouraged any further by IUPAC. Consequently, all δ values in this chapter will be
expressed in the unit ‘mUr’.13

8.3.3 Isotope phi

Isotope delta values can be added or subtracted linearly allowing the use in mass
balance equations or correction procedures for (analytical) blanks. This is strictly
valid only in the natural isotopic abundance range of 13C, 15N, 18O (and 34S). For
hydrogen isotopes with a wide natural range of δ2H values from −500 to +300 mUr
and applications of artificially heavy isotope enriched tracer of the other isotopes
(‘isotopic tracer’) it is recommended to use the phi notation in mass balance equa-
tions (� defined in Eq. 8.3 exemplarily shown for carbon isotopes) instead of δ values
(Corso and Brenna 1997) because the isotope delta is not linearly connected to the
isotopic abundance. Brand and Coplen (2012); Coplen (2011).

10 VPDB is not a physical existing standard; theVPDB scale can be traced back to the now exhausted
carbonate standard PDB and the 13C/12C and 18O/16O ratios of VPDB are now defined via NBS 19
reference material.
11 The official diction for ‘‰’ is ‘per mill’ and not ‘per mil’, ‘permil’ or ‘per mille’ (International
Organization for Standardization 1992). But keep in mind, ‘per mill’ is a fraction or comparator
sign and not a true unit. The extraneous factor 1000 is not permitted in quantity equations (Coplen
2011).
12 Especially as the original isotope delta equation with the factor 1000 was introduced to avoid
giving results with several decimal places.
13 The term ‘mUr’ can be used for all isotope scales of the bioelements. A δ value of 1 ‰ in the
old form (McKinney et al. 1950) corresponds to 0.001 (“modern” δ equation according to Coplen
2011) and 1 mUr (Brand and Coplen 2012).
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Fig. 8.6 Left side: δ13C versus φ13C values in dependence of 13C atom fraction: φ13C values
show a perfectly linear connection to 13C atom fraction whereas δ13C values do not. Right side:
For carbon isotope ratio measurements the international scale-defining standard is VPDB with an
accepted 13C/12C ratio of 11180.2 × 10–6 (Zhang and Li 1990 cited in Werner and Brand 2001).
VPDB is a virtual standard (based on exhausted carbonate standard PDB) and defined via NBS 19
reference material

Φ13C = δ13C
13RSample + 1

(8.3)

The 13RSample needed to calculate �13C values can be derived from Eq. 8.2b.
In Fig. 8.6 the relationship between ‘isotope delta’ values, ‘isotope phi’ values

and corresponding ‘atom fraction’ values is exemplarily shown for carbon isotopes.
A sample that contains relatively more 13C than the standard, is enriched in 13C

relative to the standard and will therefore show more positive or higher δ13C values
relative to the standard. In contrast samples with relatively less 13C as compared
to the standard will be depleted in 13C relative to the standard and correspondingly
will have more negative or lower δ13C values than the standard (Fig. 8.6 right side).
The isotope delta value of the scale-defining standard is per definition set to zero
(0.000 = 0 ‰ = 0 mUr) on all the corresponding isotope scales. Per definition (see
Eqs. 8.2a and 8.2b) the minimum δ13C value is −1000 mUr. A special feature of the
international carbon isotope scale with the virtual VPDB standard is its relatively
high 13C/12C ratio with the consequence that nearly all natural organic carbonaceous
material is 13C depleted relative to VPDB and will therefore show negative δ13C
values.
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Table 8.3 Selected properties of the water isotopologue 2H2O in relation to H2O. Data from
Krumbiegel (1970)15

Property H2O 2H2O Difference (%)

Molecular weight in g/mol 18.01558 20.02823 11.2

Melting point in °C, 1013.25 hPa 0 3.813 1.4a

Boiling point in °C, 1013.25 hPa 100 101.43 0.4a

Vapor pressure in hPa, 20 °C 23.38 20.32 −13.1

Vapor pressure in hPa, 100 °C 1013.25 962.05 −5.1

Density in g/mL 20 °C 0.998232 1.10536 10.7

Ionic product 25 °C in mol2/L2 1.01 × 10–14 1.38 × 10−15 −86.3

Solubility of NaCl, 25 °C
in g salt / 100 g water

35.92 30.56 −14.9

aRelative to 0 K (−273.15 °C)

8.4 Properties of Isotopes

The termmass-dependent14 ‘isotope effect’ in a wider sense describes small changes
in physical and/ or chemical properties of isotopic atoms of elements and/ or of
isotopocules caused by differences in nuclear mass. The following chapters deal
exclusively with mass-dependent isotope effects.

8.4.1 Isotope Effects—Physical Effects

Themass variance of isotopic atoms and/or isotopoculemolecules can influence their
physical properties. Isotopes of the same element may be separated using physical
processes like diffusion, fractional distillation, centrifugation, electrolysis etc. The
large relative mass difference of hydrogen isotopes in the water molecule as an
example is responsible for the considerable differences in vapor pressure,melting and
boiling points of normal H2O and 2H2O (Table 8.3), but obviously has no significant
influence on the organoleptic tasting of both water samples (Urey and Failla 1935).
The different water isotopologues also have different molar volumes (2H2O > H2

16O
> H2

18O; Jancsó 2011). The crossover of the lighter water molecules from liquid to
gaseous phase is facilitated in contrast to the heavier ones. Physical processes with

14 Mass dependent isotope effects on physical processes and/or (bio)chemical reactions lead to
changes in isotope ratios between reactant(s) and product(s) with the size of the change being
proportional to the relative difference in mass between the isotopes. Non-mass-dependent isotope
fractionation (e.g. Thiemens 2006) often occurs in high energy systems (e.g. ozone formation by
photolysis or electrical discharge).
15 See similar data collection by Horita and Cole (2004), Jancsó (2011), Brand and Coplen (2012)
and Haynes et al. (2014) and https://water.lsbu.ac.uk/water/water_properties.html (December
2021).

https://water.lsbu.ac.uk/water/water_properties.html
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phase transitions (e.g. evaporation or condensation of water molecules) are known
to be (partly) ‘isotope-selective’ and can be used for example to enrich heavier
water isotopocules in the liquid phase. Similarly, heavier isotopocule molecules will
be enriched in the solid phase (‘isotopically enriched’) during a phase transition
between solid and liquid phase.

Other examples for ‘isotope-selective’ physical processes are a.o. diffusion and
deflection in magnetic fields. Having the same kinetic energy Ekin (in the gas phase
at a given temperature, Eqs. 8.4 and 8.5), heavier isotopologues (with mh) will show
a smaller average velocity v (White 2015) in contrast to lighter isotopologues (with
ml) when diffusing along a concentration gradient into a low-pressure system (Young
et al. 2002). The basis for the measurement of isotope ratios by isotope ratio mass
spectrometry (IRMS) is also the behavior of ionized isotopologue molecules in a
magnetic field. The radius of deflection (r) of the accelerated ions generated from
the isotopologue molecules in the magnetic field can be described by the Eq. (8.6)
with m = mass of the ion, e = electric charge unit, B = magnetic field strength and
U = acceleration voltage (e.g. Ardenne 1944; Love 1973).

Ekin = 1/2mlvl
2 = 1/2mhvh

2 (8.4)

vl
vh

=
√
mh

ml
(8.5)

r = 1

B

√
2mU

e
(8.6)

The mass of the ion is proportional to the square radius of deflection of the ion in
the magnetic field of an isotope ratio mass spectrometer.16

8.4.2 Isotope Effects—Chemical Effects

Chemistry textbooks teach that isotopes of an element have identical chemical prop-
erties because the chemical ‘reactivity’ of atoms and molecules is determined by the
electrons in the outermost shell (i.e. valence electrons) of the atom(s). These electrons
participate in the formation (or cleavage) of chemical bonds between different atoms.
Isotopes of the same element have the same number of electrons in the same elec-
tron shell; therefore also isotopocules have the same electron bonding system. But
isotopes of an element do not behave like identical twins. The type of the chemical
‘behavior’ is nearly identical, but the rate of kinetic reactions and/or the position of the
chemical equilibria of certain thermodynamic reactions can be ‘isotope-selective’.

16 An isotope enrichment method by electromagnetic separation has been used for enrichment of
235U for the Manhattan Project (development of the Hiroshima bomb), starting in 1942 in Oak
Ridge, TN, USA (Groves 1962; Love 1973).
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Chemical reactions of isotopocule molecules are qualitatively equal but can be quan-
titatively different (c.f. Hoefs 2018). Different nuclear mass (and increasing nuclear
volumes) of the isotopes will influence the intramolecular binding forces and there-
fore lead to a shift of lines in e.g. Raman and IR spectra of isotopocule molecules
due to affecting the frequencies of the vibrational modes of a molecule (“isotopic
shift”). Molecules in which positions are substituted with heavy isotopes (isotopic
substitution) are more stable andmore energy (‘bond-dissociation energy’) is needed
to cleave a covalent bond homolytically17 between atoms when heavier isotopes are
involved. This implies that covalent chemical bonds between 12C-1H are weaker and
easier to split than between 13C-1H or 12C-2H (evenmore energywould be needed for
13C-2H). The cleavage reaction of bonds between lighter isotopes normally will also
have a higher reaction velocity. Correspondingly, higher energy (‘bond enthalpy’) is
released during bond formation with heavier isotopes.

According to the IUPAC Gold Book18 the term ‘isotope effect’ (IE) is defined
more scientifically as the “effect on the rate or equilibrium constant of two reactions
that differ only in the isotopic composition of one or more of their otherwise chemi-
cally identical components”. Effects on rate constants are known as ‘kinetic isotope
effects’ (KIE); effects on equilibrium constants are designated as ‘thermodynamic’
or ‘equilibrium isotope effects’ (EIE). The isotope effect ismathematically expressed
as the ratio of the rate constants (in case of KIE) or equilibrium constants (in case
of EIE) of the respective reaction; both exemplarily shown for carbon isotopes (after
Coplen 2011):

13KIE = 12k/13k (8.7)

13EIE = 12K/13K (8.8)

Cautionary note: in other science fields 13KIE =13k/12k and 13EIE =13K/12K is
used rather than Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8). 12k and 13k are the rate constants and 12K
and 13K the equilibrium constants for reactions involving 12C and 13C isotopocules,
respectively. According to Eq. (8.7) KIEs larger than 1 are termed ‘normal’ and
smaller than 1 are called ‘inverse’. Isotope effects related to the atoms (as part of
molecules) directly taking part in bond formation or cleavage are named ‘primary IE’;
IE related to more remote atoms or molecule positions are designated as ‘secondary’.
Furthermore, the bond formation or split can be in the rate-determining step (KIE)
or pre-equilibrating step (EIE). Secondary IE are typically smaller than primary IE
and the dimension is usually dependent also on the distance of the respective atom
or molecule position from the site of bond formation or cleavage (secondary IE in
α position > secondary IE in β position and so on, relative to the positions directly
involved in bond cleavage or bond formation;VanHook 2011). Isotope effects caused

17 During a homolytic bond cleavage the shared electrons of the chemical bond to be split will be
divided equally between the binding partners.
18 IUPAC Gold Book: Compendium of Chemical Terminology https://goldbook.iupac.org/
(December 2021).

https://goldbook.iupac.org/
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by the isotopic substitution of elements heavier than hydrogen (1H, 2H, 3H) can be
named ‘heavy atom isotope effects’. Substrates with equivalent molecule positions
(two or more identical functional groups) can be subject to ‘intramolecular IEs’ (e.g.
decarboxylation reaction of carboxylic acids with two or more carboxyl groups,
e.g. Yankwich and Belford 1954). Isotope effects often influence only the isotope
ratio of a specific position in a molecule (‘position-specific’ or ‘site-specific’ isotope
effect); a corresponding site-specific isotope ratio analysis (“isotopomer analysis”)
can be performed by quantitative NMR or by IRMS coupled to chemical degradation
of the chemical molecules in question. This has been shown by measuring site-
specific δ13C values of all six carbon positions of glucose with IRMS by Rossmann
et al. (1991) and with NMR by Gilbert et al. (2012); c.f. a recent review by Gilbert
(2021). EIEs canbe larger or smaller thanunity dependingon thepotential enrichment
of the heavier isotope in reactant(s) or product(s). Solvent isotope effects 18 are either
KIEs or EIEs caused by changes of the isotope ratio of the solvent 19.

In the following the physicochemical basics of the theory of (kinetic and equi-
librium) isotope effects will be discussed briefly. A more detailed discussion of
the theoretical background of isotope effects as origin of isotope fractionation has
been provided by a.o. Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer (1947), Urey (1947) and
Bigeleisen (1965) for equilibrium isotope effects and by Bigeleisen and Wolfsberg
(1958), Saunders (1966) and Wolfsberg et al. (2010) for kinetic isotope effects.

8.4.2.1 Fundamentals of Mass-Dependent Isotope Fractionation
in Chemical Reactions

Atoms in molecules are in constant movement (in translational, rotational and vibra-
tional mode). Translational and rotational motions are of minor relevance for chem-
ical isotope effects (Hoefs 2018) as they have limited effect on intramolecular bonds.
Only (intramolecular) vibrations are influencing the atomic distances of chemical
bonds in molecules. The energy at a specific quantum level n (En) associated to
these stretching and bending (deformation) vibration modes20 of the bond in ques-
tion according to the quadratic harmonic oscillator approximation (see text below

19 Solvent molecules can interact in(bio)chemical reactions mostly in three ways: (1) Solvent
molecules can be reaction partners (direct participation of water molecules, e.g. as H2O or H3O+

in hydrolysis reactions interacting with reactant state, transition state and/or product state of the
reaction; Schowen 2007). (2) Protic solvents can modify properties of involved reaction partners by
exchanging (hydrogen) isotopeswith reactants, products and/or involved enzymes possibly affecting
enzyme activity and structure (Fitzpatrick 2015). (3) Solvent–solute interactions are known to stabi-
lize the transition state of a reaction by influencing both, the free energy of the transition state and
the activation energy of the specific reaction. The extent and nature of these interactions can be
influenced by the isotope ratio of the used solvents (Smith 2013, p. 288).
20 Depending on the degrees of freedom polyatomic molecules can show vibration modes influ-
encing the length of a specific chemical bond (stretching mode) in the molecule or vibration modes
that are related to the change in the angle between two bonds in the molecule. All these vibration
modes influence the inner energy of the molecule. Asymmetric or symmetric stretching is important
for the splitting (and formation) of that specific bond.
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and Fig. 8.7) is:

En = (n + 1/2)hv (8.9)

where h is the Planck constant, n= vibrational quantum number (0 plus positive inte-
gers) and v the vibrational frequency. The origin of isotope effects can be attributed
to the dependence of the vibration frequency on the reduced mass (μ) of the binding
partners and a molecule-specific force constant k of the bond involved (Eq. (8.10),
analogous to the spring constant in Hooke’s law). The force constant is identical for
isotopologue molecules (Fujii et al. 2009) and the potential energy surface (Fig. 8.7)

Fig. 8.7 Schematics of a potential energy curve for the diatomic molecule X–H, adapted and
modified fromVogel and Houk (2019). Blue line represents the quantum harmonic oscillator energy
well; whereas the red line shows the more realistic anharmonic oscillator (Morse potential). EAct =
activation energy needed to drive the corresponding bond to the dissociation limit (splitting of the
chemical bond). ZPE = zero-point energy, corresponds to the energy at the lowest vibrational level
ν0. The anharmonic oscillator shows the minimum and maximum position (left and right side of
the red line) of the H atom relative to the X atom positioned at 0 distance symbolized by the “two
balls - spring model”. Consequently, the difference from the X atom to the X-

1
H and X-

2
H marks in

the horizontal ZPE lines corresponds to the average bond lengths of the X-1H or X-2H bond. The
bond involving 2H is shorter than the bond with 1H (Vogel and Houk 2019)
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is then essentially independent from isotopic substitution (Bennet 2012).

v = 1

2π

√
k

μ
(8.10)

Key influencing factor on the vibrational frequency is then the reduced mass μ

(Eq. 8.11) of the two bonded atoms. Increasing reduced mass μ lowers the vibration
frequency v. According to Young et al. (2002) the reduced mass is relevant for
bond-breaking reactions, whereas molecular or atomic mass is relevant for transport
processes.

μ = m1 × m2

m1 + m2
(8.11)

The reduced mass μ is increasing with increasing mass m. Substituting one of
the bonding partners in a molecule with a heavy isotope will change neither nuclear
charge, nor electron distribution in the molecule nor the potential energy curve of the
“isotopic” molecule. But the vibrational frequency of a bond and the average bond
length will be influenced (Vogel and Houk 2019). This is best shown schematically
in Fig. 8.7 by drawing the potential energy of the most simple example, a diatomic
molecule (X–H) in dependence to the internuclear distance in the molecule (poten-
tial energy surface). This course of the potential energy relative to the internuclear
distance can be either modeled by the quantum harmonic oscillator (blue line in
Fig. 8.7) or by the more realistic Morse potential (red line in Fig. 8.7) that includes
a.o. corrections for anharmonicity of real chemical bonds. The anharmonic oscillator
postulates different average bond lengths for e.g. X-1H and X-2H bonds (Vogel and
Houk 2019). The two bonded atoms influence each other by repulsive and attractive
forces, building an average bond length between them. In Fig. 8.7 the X atom would
be near the vertical axis and the bonded H atom then would vibrate following the
black horizontal lines (either at v0(X-1H) or v0(X-2H) depending on the isotopicmass
of the H atom) represented by the two end positions of the “two balls—springmodel”
as an analogue for the chemical bond in the diatomic molecule shown in Fig. 8.7
(Mook 2001). The red line models the minimum potential energy in dependence of
the internuclear distance (energy well or potential well) between the two atoms. The
energy of such a system at the lowest vibrational energy level (ground state n = 0;
at room temperature the majority of the molecules are in vibrational ground state)
is defined as zero-point energy (ZPE) corresponding to the energy of the respective
system at 0 K (−273.15 °C). The energy level of the atom in the energy well (the
bottom of the well will not be reached even at 0 K) is then depending on its mass and
is labelled as ZPEX-

1
H and ZPEX-

2
H in Fig. 8.7. To reach the dissociation limit with

the effect to split the X–H bond, a certain amount of (kinetic) activation energy (EAct)
has to be applied. Correspondingly, this energy (‘bond enthalpy’) will be released
during the bond formation process. Bonds with heavier isotopes show lower vibra-
tional frequencies and therefore will have a lower ZPE. The heavier hydrogen isotope
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is located at a lower level in the energy well than the lighter hydrogen isotope and
needs therefore more energy (higher activation energy) to leave the chemical bond,
which means, that it has a higher bond enthalpy.

To summarize the above: Chemical bonds with heavier isotopes have a lower
vibrational frequency as compared to lighter ones. Therefore chemical bonds with
heavier isotopes have a lower ZPE. Consequently, more energy (higher activation
energy EAct) is needed to cleave bonds with heavier isotopes (Fig. 8.7), and formation
of bondswith heavier isotopeswill then also releasemore energy (bond enthalpy) and
are stronger. Therefore, heavier isotopocules are more stable than light isotopocules.

8.4.2.2 Thermodynamic or Equilibrium Isotope Effects for Reversible
Reactions at Equilibrium

Reversible chemical reactions approach equilibrium with the consequence that
forward and backward reaction then occur simultaneously and at chemical equilib-
rium also with equal rates. The concentration of reactants and products will change
until a chemical equilibrium is established. Such reversible reactions can be described
with equilibrium constants. In many cases also the position of the equilibrium in
such reversible reactions is ‘isotope-selective’. Reactants and products are then also
‘isotopically’ different. Such isotope exchange reactions tend to reach additionally
an isotopic equilibrium. In these isotopic exchange reactions two different chemical
structures in which the isotopes of the element in question are bonded in different
ways are connected to each other. The distribution of the isotopes between the two
structures in this system will occur ensuring that the free energy of the total system
is at the minimum in equilibrium conditions (White 2015).

It can then be deduced that in a chemical and isotopic equilibrium21 the heavier
isotope will concentrate at the molecular site where it is bonded stronger (Fig. 8.8).
A measure for the bond strength is the force constant k from Eq. (8.10). The force
constant k in the harmonic oscillator model is independent from the nuclear masses
of the isotopic bond partner (Fujii et al. 2009) and is directly proportional to the
strength of the vibrating chemical bond. The small difference in ZPEs between the
isotopologue molecules drives the isotopic exchange reaction; the size of �ZPE
is controlling the isotope effect. The extent of equilibrium isotope fractionation is
mostly decreasing with increasing temperature (c.f. O’Neil 1986a; Hoefs 2018).
The heavy isotope is usually concentrated in the molecule or ion with the more
constrained site (O’Leary et al. 1992), the chemical structure in which the element
in question is “bound most strongly” (Bigeleisen 1965). The heavy isotopes can
preferentially be found in chemical structures connected to strong and short chemical

21 The free energy change (standard Gibbs energy change ΔG0) for such an isotope exchange
reaction typically is relative small (e.g. ~−5 J/mole for the oxygen isotope equilibrium between
H2CO3/H2O at pH 0, whereas the free energy of the hydration of CO2 at same pH is
around−17 kJ/mole; Usdowski andHoefs 1993). Therefore it can be assumed that chemical systems
in isotopic equilibriumare also in chemical equilibrium.But seeSchimerlik et al. (1975) and footnote
26.
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Fig. 8.8 Schematics of the potential energy curves (illustrating the harmonic oscillator curves only)
for a reversible reaction between reactants(s) and product(s), approaching isotopic (and chemical)
equilibrium (adapted and modified from Vogel and Houk 2019). A strong (stiff) X–H bond in the
reactant is exchanged with a weak Y-H bond in the product. The difference �E1

H (ZPEY-
1
H—

ZPEX-
1
H) is smaller than the difference �E2

H (ZPEY-
2
H—ZPEX-

2
H). This will lead to a normal

equilibrium isotope effect with 1K > 2K and following 1K/2K > 1 (Vogel and Houk 2019)

bonds showing higher bond enthalpy (higher bond stiffness—the oscillator with the
highest frequency; Bigeleisen 1965; Vogel and Houk 2019; Fig. 8.8). The bond
stiffness is related to the force constant k in Eq. (8.10). A strong bond corresponds
to a force constant with a high value and vice versa. In summary, heavy isotopes are
concentrated in chemical structures which have the more constrained environment
with bonds with the highest stiffness (low-energy systems havingmost stable bonds).
Usually for carbon isotopes, the chemical state with four bonds is preferred under
equilibrium conditions: Bicarbonate is 13C enriched relative to CO2 and carboxyl
groups in organic acids are enriched in 13C relative to CO2 (O’Leary et al. 1992). In
the review article by Rishavy and Cleland (1999) many isotope fractionation factors
for (organic) molecules are tabulated.

8.4.2.3 Kinetic Isotope Effects on Unidirectional (One-Way)
or Irreversible Reactions

The progress of a kinetically controlled chemical reaction can be characterized
by showing the energy profile along the reaction coordinate22 during transforma-
tion of reactant(s) to product(s). The reaction coordinate connects the reactant(s)
and product(s), both at local energy minima via an intermediary transition state at
maximum energy (Fig. 8.9). Reactants are separated from the products by a potential
wall; the transition state correspond to the highest potential energy on the reaction

22 According to Van Hook (2011) the reaction coordinate describes the progress through the respec-
tive chemical reaction.The reaction coordinate therebydisplays the reactionpath atminimumenergy
level between the reactant(s) and product(s), both shown as (local) energy minima.
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Fig. 8.9 Schematics of a potential energy diagram (potential energy following the reaction
coordinate22) of a hypothetical reaction (X-H cleavage) from the ground state (GS) via the tran-
sition state (TS) to the product state. The activation energy (EAct) of the X-2H bond between GS
and TS is higher than the corresponding activation energy of the X-1H bond describing a reaction
with normal kinetic isotope effect. The reaction can be either endothermic or exothermic. Scheme
modified after Bennet (2012)

coordinate. Ground state (reactants) and activated transition state (TS) are in equi-
librium, whereas the further reaction path from transition state to the product(s)
is irreversible. The total reaction can be exothermic thereby releasing energy from
the system to the environment during the reaction or endothermic with the need to
absorb energy from the environment. Figure 8.9 illustrates the change of the poten-
tial energy surface of a homolysis17 reaction (X–H bond) from the initial (ground)
state via the transition state towards the products along the reaction coordinate. Both
ground state and transition state of a reaction can be characterized by vibrational
modes with associated ZPEs. The corresponding activation energies of the reactants
are primarily determining the extent of the kinetic isotope effect. As stated above,
chemical bonds with heavier isotopes have lower vibrational frequencies and a lower
ZPE than bonds in the lighter isotopologues. These bonds are therefore located deeper
in the potential energy surface (as can be seen in Fig. 8.7). Consequently, a higher
activation energy is needed to reach the transition state (or the dissociation limit)
of the respective chemical bond. This corresponds also to a slower reaction rate. In
case of a ‘normal’ hydrogen isotope effect the difference in ZPEs of the isotopologue
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molecules in the transition state is lower than the corresponding difference in ground
state (�ZPETS < �ZPEGS; Wolfsberg et al. 2010) because of and due to the different
activation energies between the C-1H and C-2H bond.

To summarize: Bonds with heavier isotopes vibrate at lower frequency and have
therefore a lower ZPE. This implies a higher activation energy for the specific chem-
ical bond in the heavy isotopologue to approach a transition state or the dissociation
limit of the bond in question. Heavier isotopologues are more stable and corre-
spondingly react more slowly as compared to lighter isotopologues (Elsner 2010).
This results in lower turnover rates causing (normal) isotope fractionation in irre-
versible or one-way reactions without complete turnover of reactants to products
(non-quantitative reaction). Kinetic isotope effects are depending on the mechanism
of the involved (bio)chemical reaction and are therefore an effective instrument to
get insights in (enzyme) reaction mechanisms (e.g. Elsner and Hofstetter 2011).

8.5 Isotope Fractionation

Isotope effects on (chemical) reactions are physical phenomena which cannot be
directly measured by itself, but can lead to observable isotope fractionation (partial
isotopic separation) between products and reactants in case of a non-quantitative
turnover or a (quantitative) allocation of the isotopic composition of e.g. one reactant
to two or more products. To get a KIE (or EIE) expressed in form of an isotope
fractionation in reaction networks needs branching points involved (e.g. Hayes 2001;
Schmidt et al. 2015). Isotope effects on enzyme reactions normally are position-
specific (site-specific) thereby influencing the isotope ratio of one specific molecule
position. The relative isotopic abundance (and the corresponding atom weight) of
chemical compounds and biological materials are not precisely constant at a local
scale. Isotope effects on (bio)chemical reactions and/ or physical processes will
influence the isotope ratio of involved compounds by fractionating isotopes during
the reaction and/or the process. Thereby, the corresponding isotope ratio of these
compounds will be changed leading to an enrichment or depletion of the relative
abundance of one isotope compared to the other(s) during the chemical reaction or
physical process. In the following, isotope fractionation in (bio)chemical reactions
on the way from the reactant(s) to the product(s) during establishing an equilibrium
in reversible reactions or in an irreversible kinetically controlled reaction will be
discussed. The change in isotope ratio is proportional to the size of the involved
isotope effect.

Isotope fractionation can be caused by:

• Thermodynamic or equilibrium isotope effects on reversible reactions reaching a
chemical (and isotopic) equilibrium.

• Kinetic isotope effects on (irreversible) unidirectional reactions and reactions not
leading to (full) chemical equilibrium.
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Often the situation is more complex; there are (bio)chemical reactions (and phys-
ical processes) that are not completely unidirectional, but also a full (chemical)
equilibrium is not accomplished. In such systems the net isotope fractionation can
vary between the kinetic isotope fractionation of e.g. the forward reaction and an
isotope fractionation near the equilibrium isotope fractionation depending on the
realized ratio of forward to backward flux in relation to the equilibrium fluxes
(e.g. Sade and Halevy 2017). An example for such a (physical) system combining
kinetic and equilibrium isotope fractionation would be the relationship between the
isotope ratios of H2O(l) and H2O(g) in an open system with liquid and gaseous
water. Kinetic isotope fractionation dominates the evaporative transition of H2O(l)
to H2O(g) up to the point when the vapor phase above the liquid water gets saturated,
but complete irreversibility of the evaporation cannot be ensured and the proportion
of incipient condensation is difficult to measure (Mook 2001). With starting satu-
ration the kinetic isotope 18O depletion of H2O(g) reduces to the equilibrium one
(see Chap. 10). Evaporation and condensation ofH2O(g) in a closed system is then an
equilibrium process (Chaps. 10 and 18). As consequence the extent of the 18O deple-
tion of the H2O(g) above H2O(l) depends on the degree of saturation in the system
under observation (O’Neil 1986a;Mook 2001).A plant physiological example for the
combined effect of kinetic and equilibrium isotope fractionation is the CO2 exchange
between leaves (stomata) and atmosphere: The oxygen isotopic information of CO2

that is back diffusing from the stomata in leaves to the atmosphere is depending on the
reaction conditions of the oxygen isotope exchange reaction between leaf water and
CO2 catalyzed by the enzyme carbonic anhydrase (CA) in plant leaves. Depending
a.o. on the activity of CA the actual 18O enrichment of the CO2 from back diffusion
out of the stomata can be lower as the theoretically expected equilibrium isotope
enrichment in 18O (Gillon and Yakir 2000).

Enzyme catalyzed reactions should show identical equilibrium isotope fraction-
ation than the not catalyzed reaction as enzymes in fact take part in the reaction
but are not altering the position of the chemical and isotopic equilibrium (see e.g.
Uchikawa and Zeebe 2012). Isotope fractionation by equilibrium isotope effects
in multi-reaction sequences can be additive to other isotope fractionation caused
either by equilibrium or kinetic isotope effects. Enzyme-catalyzed reactions often
show lower kinetic isotope fractionation than their non-catalyzed analogues (O’Leary
et al. 1992). Isotope fractionation caused by irreversible or unidirectional kinetically
controlled reactions is often larger than related equilibrium isotope fractionation
(O’Leary et al. 1992).Kinetic isotope fractionation is often related toone rate-limiting
step in a chemical reaction or reaction network.

8.5.1 Quantities to Express Isotope Fractionation

The distribution of the stable isotopes between two compounds A and B can be
displayed in several mathematical forms. The following equations will be exemplary
for carbon isotope fractionation.
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(A) The isotope fractionation factor1 α describes the isotopic relationship between
compounds A and B that can either be in equilibrium (A < = > B or B < = > A) or
in an one-way (irreversible) relationship (A –> B). The isotope fractionation factors
for equilibrium reactions can be identified as αeq

13CA/B and for kinetic reactions as
αkin

13CA/B.

α13CA/B =
13RA
13RB

= δ13CA + 1

δ13CB + 1
(8.12)

The isotopic fractionation factor α13CA/B can be easily determined by measuring
the corresponding δ13C values of the compounds in question. It is common use to list
isotope fractionation factors for isotope exchange reactions of the molecules or ions
of interest relative to so called ‘reference molecules’ (Rishavy and Cleland 1999).
The reference molecule for 2H/1H and 18O/16O systems is usually water. For 13C/12C
often (aqueous) carbon dioxide is used (Rishavy and Cleland 1999). Corresponding
α factors would be e.g. αeq

13CHCO−
3 /CO2

for the bicarbonate/carbon dioxide 13C/12C
system and αeq

18OCO2/H2O for the carbon dioxide/water 18O/16O system. αeq Values
larger than unity indicate an enrichment of the heavier isotope in the molecule or
ion of interest. Values smaller than unity would show an enrichment of the heavier
isotope in the corresponding reference molecule (Rishavy and Cleland 1999).

The kinetic carbon isotope fractionation factor αkin
13C is defined analogous to

Eqs. (8.7) and (8.12) for the reaction A –> B; reactant A (‘source’) is converted to
product B. This mode of designation for the quantities describing isotope fraction-
ation, especially connected to 13C fractionation during photosynthesis, is used by
Farquhar et al. (1989), O’Leary et al. (1992), Hayes (2001), Fry (2006) and many
others. Authors working in other scientific disciplines prefer a reciprocal diction of
Eq. 8.12 with αkin

13CB/A = (δ13CB + 1)/(δ 13CA + 1) as recommended by Coplen
(2011). The latter way of designation ismore commonly usedwith hydrogen isotopes
(see Hayes 2001, Sachse et al. 2012, Cormier et al. 2018 and many others).

In equilibrium reactions the isotopic fractionation factor α is related to the
equilibrium constant K:

α = K1/n (8.13)

with n describing the number of atoms exchanged in the reaction. Normally reactions
are written for the case n = 1 (only one isotopic atom is exchanged) to keep the
mathematics involved at low level (O’Neil 1986b). It is important to note that, the
equilibrium constant of an isotope exchange reaction depends on how the chemical
equation for the isotope exchange reaction is written (O’Neil 1986b).23 This then

23 As an example, the equilibrium reaction between CO2 and HCO−
3 can be written either as (i)

13CO2+12HCO−
3 <––>12CO2 + 13HCO−

3 or as (ii) 12CO2 + 13HCO−
3 <––>

13CO2 + 12HCO−
3 .

The corresponding isotopic fractionation factor α for equilibrium (i) would be αeq
13CHCO−

3 /CO2

and that for equilibrium (ii) would be αeq
13CCO2/HCO

−
3
. Isotope fractionation factor α from
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affects the definition of EIE (Eq. (8.8)) as well as the isotope fractionation factor α

(leading correspondingly to values αA/B > 1 or αB/A < 1, or vice versa).
(B) Isotope fractionation can also be described with the epsilon notation (previous

name ‘isotopic enrichment factor’ is not biuniquely used see IUPAC Gold Book18).

ε13CA/B = α13CA/B − 1 (8.14)

The factor epsilon should be named ‘isotopic fractionation’ (Coplen 2011) or
‘isotope fractionation’1; a specification for equilibrium and kinetic reactions is
possible. In principle α and ε values can be used to describe isotope fractionation in
equilibrium systems and kinetic processes with irreversible reactions. ε values can
be expressed as ‘103 ε ’ or like the δ values in mUr.

(C) The isotope fractionation between the two compounds A and B can be approx-
imated as the difference of two (measurable) δ values (shown here for two δ13C
values).

�13CA/B = δ13CA − δ13CB (8.15)

All these quantities are related to each other by the following equation.

�13CA/B ≈ ε13CA/B = α13CA/B − 1 (8.16)

In geological studies “lnα values” are often used to relate (equilibrium) isotope
fractionation between solids (e.g.minerals) to their formation temperature (Sharp and
Kirschner 1994). The term ‘103 lnα’ is indicated as ‘per mill isotope fractionation’11

in prominent geological literature (Friedman and O’Neil 1977; O’Neil 1986b). This
‘per mill isotope fractionation’ is often (depending on the temperature range) a linear
function of T−1 (low temperature processes) or T−2 (high temperature processes)
(O’Neil 1986a; Hoefs 2018). Such resulting isotope fractionation curves can then
be applied in isotope thermometry (Clayton 1981). The interrelation between the
isotopic difference � and lnα is shown (for 13C) in equation

�13CA/B ≈ ln
(
α13CA/B

)
(8.17)

This is mostly valid for α values around 1, small numerical values for both δ13CA

and δ13CB and for small differences between δ13CA and δ13CB. O’Neil (1986b)

(i) is the inverse of α from (ii). αeq
13CHCO−

3 /CO2
> 1 (e.g. Marlier and O’Leary 1984) and

αeq
13CCO2/HCO

−
3

< 1 (e.g. Mook et al. 1974), both describing the identical 13C enrichment of

αeq
13CCO2/HCO

−
3

< 1 in equilibrium with CO2. The equilibrium isotope effect (13EIE in case of
carbon isotopes) on an exchange reaction of one (carbon) atom as defined in eq. 8.8 is exactly the
inverse of the equilibrium constant K (eq. 8.13; e.g. eq. 8.21 for the bicarbonate/carbon dioxide
13C exchange) and correspondingly the equilibrium isotope fractionation factor (αeq13C in case of
carbon isotopes) as defined in equation 8.12 (when the exchange reaction is written in the same
direction, as discussed by Coplen 2011, p. 2549).
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suggested a preferred use of the lnα values over � values when either the differ-
ence � or the involved δ13C values of A and B are larger than 10 mUr (see Table
8.4).24

In the scientific literature, there are different definitions available for α, ε and �

(e.g. Fry 2006). In disciplines like geochemistry and hydrology for example, it is
more common to define αkin = hk/lk with the heavy isotope in the numerator and
the light one in the denominator (e.g. Mook 2001; Harris et al. 2012). To avoid any
confusion, it is recommended on the one side to carefully verify how the particular
values are given in the respective source article. On the other side, a clear definition
and precise wording should be provided to the reader when writing newmanuscripts.

In practice, one often needs to discuss the isotopic difference between two samples
forwhich only δ valueswithout information on turnover rates are available. The above
mentioned quantities for isotope fractionation ε, α, lnα and � will be exemplified
for the following arbitrary systems. The mode of designation for 13C fractionation
developed above (Eqs. 8.12–8.17) has been applied:

(I) A precursormaterial with a δ13CSource value of−8.00mUr should be converted
to a) product A with a δ13C value of −14.00 mUr, b) product B with a δ13C
value of −28.00 mUr and c) product C with a δ13C value of −90.00 mUr.

(II) (a) A precursor material A with a δ13C value of −14.00 mUr, (b) product B
with a δ13C value of −28.00 mUr and (c) product C with a δ13C value −90.00
mUr each should be converted to a product with a δ13C value of −8.00 mUr
(reversed case I).

The corresponding calculated values for �, lnα, α and ε for both scenarios are
presented in Table 8.4. Simply subtracting the δ13C values (�13C) delivers a good
approximation to the involved isotope fractionation for case Ia) with a difference
(δ13CSource−δ13CProduct < 10 mUr). The difference of both �13CSource/Product and
lnα13CSource/Product to ε13CSource/Product is within the limits of the analytical error of
a measurement of the δ13C value (we assume here ±0.1 mUr for measurement
with an elemental analyzer coupled to IRMS). For case Ib) with a difference of
20 mUr between δ13CSource and δ13CProduct, the difference between �13CSource/Product

and ε13CSource/Product increases quite considerably, whereas the difference between
lnα13CSource/Product and ε13CSource/Product would be still in the range of 2σ (analytical
error). Nevertheless, the �13C notation is in quite common use for estimating the
photosynthetic isotope fractionation (Farquhar et al. 1989). In case Ic (with differ-
ences in δ13C of >20 mUr between source and product and one of the involved δ13C
values more than 10 mUr distant from the 0 mUr of the standard) only α13C values
and/or the ε13C notation should be used. In case II, it is obvious that � and lnα show
the same relation than in case I, except for the algebraic sign. In contrast α13C and
ε13C show always different numerical values. The ε13C values for case Ia and IIa
still show similar mathematical absolute values, but with increasing mathematical
distance from the 0 mUr of the standard (case Ib to IIb and Ic to IIc) the absolute
ε13C values are gettingmore andmore different (Table 8.4). The numerical values for

24 Therefore Δ values should not been used to describe hydrogen isotope fractionation.
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α13C and ε13C are depending on which mode of designation for isotope fractionation
is used. αkin

13C values >1 (case I) deliver positive values for �13C, lnα13C and ε3C
indicating that the products are depleted in 13C, whereas αkin

13C values <1 (case II)
lead to negative values for �13C, lnα13C and ε13C showing an 13C enrichment of the
products.

In special cases, a combined use of the above described quantities can be applied
in scientific literature: For instance, a simple subtraction (�) of different ε2H values
was recently used to compare the different hydrogen isotopic fractionations occurring
during the biosynthesis of n-alkanes (i.e. 2H-εbio quantifying the 2H isotope fraction-
ation between leaf water and synthesized leaf compounds) in plants growing under
different environmental regimes implying different physiological plant metabolism
(Cormier et al. 2018). In that context, this was expressed as the�2H-εbio of n-alkanes
between heterotrophic and autotrophic metabolisms, but the concept could be used to
estimate other differences occurring in other complex isotope systems (e.g. systems
encompassing many biochemical pathways).

8.5.2 Example for Equilibrium Isotope Effects

Reversible reactions aim at approaching a chemical equilibrium with forward and
backward reactions then proceeding simultaneously at the same rate (principle of Le
Chatelier). The concentrations of all reaction partners at this ‘dynamic’ equilibrium
will be constant without a net change. The equilibrium constant of a reversible
chemical reaction is related to the ratio of the stoichiometrically balanced product
concentrations to reactant concentrations at equilibrium. In case of CO2 hydration
and HCO−

3 dehydration in water:

CO2 + H2O � H+ + HCO−
3 (8.18)

the equilibrium constant will be:

Keq =
[
HCO−

3

][
H+]

[CO2]
(8.19)

Adding of reactant(s) will increase the forward reaction, by adding product(s)
the backward reaction will be strengthened. A change of temperature will change
the equilibrium concentration of reactants and products and correspondingly the
equilibrium constant. The reversible reactions tend to approach both a chemical and
an isotopic equilibrium (see Schimerlik et al. 1975; Rishavy and Cleland 1999).26

Isotope exchange reactions are reversible reactions involving a redistribution of

26 Schimerlik et al. (1975) observed that a reversible system at chemical but not “isotopic equilib-
rium” is perturbed away from the (chemical) equilibrium after starting the reaction by adding the
enzyme. Finally, a new equilibrium was achieved where both conditions are met. Consequently, a
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isotopes between the reactants and products by substituting lighter isotopes in a
chemical compound with a heavier one and vice versa. As an example the carbon
isotope exchange between CO2 and HCO−

3 will be discussed 23:

13CO2(g) + H12CO−
3 (aq) � 12CO2(g) + H13CO−

3 (aq) (8.20)

The equilibrium constant for that reaction is then:

K =
[
12CO2

][
H13CO−

3

]

[
13CO2

][
H12CO−

3

] (8.21)

The corresponding isotope fractionation factor αeq
13C for the HCO−

3 / CO2 system
can be calculated according to Eq. 8.13:

α13CHCO−
3 /CO2

=
13RHCO−

3

13RCO2

(8.22)

The K values for the equilibrium constant are temperature dependent (Le Chate-
lier’s principle). In addition, the EIE values for the isotope exchange reaction are
temperature dependent and can be theoretically calculated using statistical mechan-
ical methods on the basis of spectroscopic data (Urey and Greiff 1935; Urey 1947,
Bigeleisen and Goeppert Mayer 1947). The K value for the equilibrium reaction
between carbon dioxide and bicarbonate for example has been determined to be
1.0093 at 0 °C and 1.0068 at 30 °C (Friedman and O’Neil 1977). As a consequence,
at 30 °C the bicarbonate is only by 6.8 mUr enriched in 13C relative to the CO2. In
contrast, the 13C equilibrium enrichment of bicarbonate at 0 °C is 9.3 mUr. Raising
the temperature ‘diminishes’ the extent of 13C enrichment by favoring the reaction
towards the reactant(s) of the reaction because the (endothermic) back reaction is
absorbing heat. As a rule of thumb one should keep in mind that the heavier isotopes
prefer to concentrate in themore constrained chemical systemwithmore and stronger
chemical bonds (O’Leary 1978; O’Leary et al. 1992). In physical phase separations
the lighter isotope is more ‘volatile’ with the effect that the heavier isotope will
concentrate in the more condensed phase.

Both the oxygen isotope exchange reaction between H2O and CO2 and the carbon
isotope exchange reaction between CO2 and HCO−

3 explain this very well. Oxygen
in CO2 is bonded with two double bonds in contrast to two single bonds in H2O
(Fig. 8.10). The carbon atom in HCO−

3 is connected to three oxygen atoms with
double and single bonds in contrast to two double bonds between C and O in CO2

(Fig. 8.10). This leads to the 13C enrichment of the bicarbonate ion relative to CO2

and the 18O enrichment of CO2 relative to H2O under equilibrium conditions. Equi-
librium isotope effects are temperature-dependent; the resulting isotope fractiona-
tion normally decreases with increasing temperature. Oxygen isotope exchange of

system at isotopic equilibrium implies that the system is also at chemical equilibrium, but more
time is needed to reach isotopic equilibrium (Rishavy and Cleland 1999).
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Fig. 8.10 Structural
formulas of H2O, CO2 and
HCO−

3

oxygen atoms in carbonyl groups of aldehydes and ketones with surrounding water is
occurring under physiological conditions (c.f. Schmidt et al. 2001) during cellulose
biosynthesis. This reversible hydration of carbonyl compounds easily establishes an
equilibrium oxygen isotope enrichment of the oxygen function in the C = O group
relative to the oxygen in water via a gem-diol (HO-CR2-OH) intermediate. This
isotope exchange reaction of intermediates leads to the well-known 18O enrichment
of cellulose relative to the water present during biosynthesis of glucose/ cellulose
by +27 ± 3 mUr (Sternberg et al. 1986). Oxygen isotope analysis of cellulose in
tree rings allows to infer climatic conditions during biosynthesis of cellulose in the
trees via the oxygen isotopic composition of (leaf) water as long as the extent of 18O
enrichment is constant under physiological conditions.

8.5.3 Example for Kinetic Isotope Effects

Irreversible unidirectional reactions are reactions where only the forward reaction
takes place without the possibility of a backward reaction. An irreversible reaction
is characterized by a reaction rate that corresponds to the velocity of the conversion
of reactant(s) to product(s). The reaction rate is directly proportional to the concen-
trations of the reactant(s) via the rate constant k. This rate constant k is related to the
Gibbs free energy. Substituting the bond partners of a chemical bond with heavier
isotopes will decrease the rate constant for the heavier isotopocule via the Gibbs free
energy of the molecule. The KIE (kinetic isotope effect) of a reaction is defined as
the ratio of the rate constants of the corresponding irreversible reaction according to
Coplen (2011), exemplarily shown for 13C in Eq. (8.7).

A kinetic isotope effect occurs when the rate of an irreversible chemical reaction
is sensitive to the atomic mass. An example for a unidirectional reaction with kinetic
isotope effect is the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) reaction.

Pyruvate is decarboxylated to acetyl-CoA with gain of NADH. In plants the
produced CO2 can be either re-assimilated (during the day) or is respired (during
night). The PDH catalyzed reaction is regulating an important interface between
plant catabolic and anabolic metabolism (Tovar-Méndez et al. 2003) and PDH is a
key enzyme in plant (dark) respiration (Werner et al. 2011). During the reaction the
bond between C-1 and C-2 of pyruvate (Fig. 8.11) is cleaved. Melzer and Schmidt
(1987) measured the KIEs on the PDH catalyzed reaction (PDH from S. cerevisiae)
for all three carbon atoms of pyruvate; namely primary 13KIEs on C-1 and C-2 and
a secondary 13KIE on C-3 of pyruvate.
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Fig. 8.11 Pyruvate dehydrogenase catalyzes the oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate under
production of acetyl-CoA and NADH. This reaction takes place in plant mitochondria and
chloroplasts and is irreversible under physiological conditions

13KIEC−1 = 1.0238 ± 0.0013 (8.23a)

13KIEC−2 = 1.0254 ± 0.0016 (8.23b)

13KIEC−3 = 1.0031 ± 0.0003 (8.23c)

The primary 13KIEs on C-1 (1.0238) and C-2 (1.0254) of pyruvate are of a compa-
rable dimension, whereas the 13KIE on C-3 (1.0031) is one size smaller, typical for
a secondary KIE on carbon atoms not involved in the bond cleavage (Melzer and
Schmidt 1987). In case of a non-quantitative conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA the
C-1 and C-2 of pyruvate will be strongly enriched in 13C. The produced acetyl-CoA
will be depleted in 13C leading to the prominent 13C depletion of acetogenic lipids
relative to their precursor glucose (see cited literature in Hayes 2001 and Hobbie
and Werner 2004). Acetyl-CoA is 13C depleted in C-1 (former C-2 of pyruvate) and
enriched in 13C in C-2 (former C-3 of pyruvate) relative to the 13C/12C ratio of the
whole acetyl-CoA molecule. This alternating 13C pattern can be again found in the
13C pattern of fatty acids biosynthesized from acetyl-CoA units. The odd-numbered
carbon positions in fatty acids (originating from C-1 of acetyl-CoA) are depleted in
13C. In contrast, the even-numbered carbon positions (methyl position of acetyl-CoA
acts as precursor) are enriched in 13C relative to glucose (c.f. Hayes 2001).

The extent of isotope fractionation in natural systems is usually decreasing with
increasing temperatures; approaching zero at very high (geological) temperatures
(Hoefs 2018). Also heavy atom isotope effects per se tend to decrease with higher
temperature (O’Leary 1978). Living organic systems are adapted to an environment
with limited temperature and pH range (“physiological” temperature and pH values)
that allows enzymes in reaction networks to function. As a consequence isotope
effects in living organic systems are largely invariant with temperature (O’Leary
1978). For instance, the 27 ± 3 mUr 18O enrichment of cellulose relative to water
during its biosynthesis appears constant in the range of temperatures where trees
can grow. However, the resulting isotope fractionation in organisms may neverthe-
less show some temperature effects. This can be the case because pool sizes, flow
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rates, and enzymatic activities in these reaction networks may depend on temper-
ature (O’Leary et al. 1992). Moreover, the environmental sources of reactants in
these reaction networks (e.g. environmental water) may also be affected by temper-
ature (e.g. the temperature of precipitation in rain and snow events will affect the
isotopic composition of the water available to plants). As such, although isotope
effects in living organic systems are largely invariant with temperature, a tempera-
ture signal may yet be recorded in the isotopic composition of organic material and
used, if disentangled from other signals, to reconstruct temperatures at the moment
of production.

8.5.4 Connection of EIE and KIE

Reversible chemical reactions approach chemical and isotopic equilibrium. The two
involved (forward and backward) reactions can be associated with kinetic isotope
effects (e.g. Jones 2003). If the reaction system is in chemical and isotopic equilibrium
the fluxes of the forward and backward reactions are equal. As an example the
hydration reaction of CO2 and the dehydration of HCO−

3 is shown (Eq. (8.18)).
Marlier and O’Leary (1984) measured the KIEs for the CO2 hydration (forward) and
the HCO−

3 dehydration (backward reaction) at 24 °C under conditions that secure
the irreversibility of both reactions. The corresponding equilibrium isotope effect
was calculated (13EIEHCO−

3 /CO2
= 13 KIEHCO−

3 /CO2
/ 13KIE/CO2/HCO−

3
) and fits very

well to experimentally determined 13EIE values (Mook et al. 1974; c.f. Friedman
and O’Neil 1977).

13KIECO2/HCO
−
3

= 1.0069 ± 0.0003 (8.24a)

13KIEHCO−
3 /CO2

= 1.0147 ± 0.0007 (8.24b)

13EIEHCO−
3 /CO2

= 1.0077 ± 0.0008 (8.24c)

According to O’Leary et al. (1992) the equilibrium isotope fractionation can be
calculated from the two kinetic isotope fractionations (on forward and backward
reactions) via:

�13C(A/B) = �13C(A→B) − �13C(B→A) (8.25)

but compare with Table 8.4 and related text.
EIE reactions are sensitive to temperature but KIE reactions are not (at least

not with the same level of “sensitivity”). These two facts are interconnected versus
the Le Chatelier principle. The size of the equilibrium constant will change when
the temperature is changing. This has as consequence that the ratio of the fluxes
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of forward and backward reaction is changing but the values of the kinetic isotope
effects on forward and backward reaction will not be influenced to the same extent
by the temperature itself.

8.6 Conclusion

The measurement of stable isotope ratios of the bioelements is a technique used
in many different scientific areas, and not all communities seem to use the same
set of parameters and equations. While following the terminological recommenda-
tions by Coplen (2011), the present manuscript explains the basic principles and
concepts underlying the use of stable isotopes in many diverse fields of study. It
strongly suggests to thoroughly check the exact definitions and equations to derive
specific parameters, e.g. to express isotope fractionation. Authors are encouraged to
carefully select corresponding suitable parameters (cf. Table 8.4) and to use proper
terminology and notation. They are also advised to provide a traceable deriva-
tion (e.g. in form of equations) in their texts to avoid confusion when reporting
results of stable isotope measurements. This clarification should foster and grow
the understanding and interpretation of stable isotope data, also across discipline
borders.
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Chapter 9
Carbon Isotope Effects in Relation
to CO2 Assimilation by Tree Canopies

Lucas A. Cernusak and Nerea Ubierna

Abstract The carbon atoms deposited in tree rings originate from the CO2 in the
atmosphere to which the tree’s canopy is exposed. Thus, the first control on the stable
carbon-isotope composition of tree rings is by δ13C of atmospheric CO2. There has
been an inter-annual trend of decreasing δ13C of atmospheric CO2 over the past
two centuries as a result of combustion of fossil fuels and land-use change. Atmo-
spheric CO2 is, for the most part, well mixed, but the sub-canopy air space can
become depleted in 13C due to inputs from soil and plant respiration when turbulent
exchange with the troposphere is hindered, for example by a high leaf area index
at night. This is less likely to occur during daytime when turbulence is higher and
photosynthesis takes place. Discrimination against 13C (�13C) occurs upon assimi-
lation of atmospheric CO2 by C3 photosynthesis. Trees using the C3 photosynthetic
pathway comprise the overwhelmingmajority of all trees. The primary control on the
extent of discrimination during C3 photosynthesis is the drawdown in CO2 concen-
tration from the air outside the leaf to the site of carboxylation in the chloroplast.
Part of this drawdown is captured by ci/ca, that is, the ratio of intercellular to ambient
CO2 concentrations. The ci/ca represents the balance between the CO2 supply by
stomata and its demand by photosynthesis. It can be related to water-use efficiency,
the amount of CO2 taken up by photosynthesis for a given amount of water loss to the
atmosphere, assuming a given evaporative demand. To predict time-averaged ci/ca
from wood �13C, a simplified, linear model can be employed. In this linear model,
the slope is determined by b, the effective enzymatic discrimination. The value of b
can be estimated by comparing wood �13C to representative measurements of ci/ca.
The b was originally estimated from observations of leaf tissue to have a value of
27‰. We compiled data for woody stem tissue here, and our analysis suggests that
a lower b should be used in the simplified model for wood (b = 25.5‰) than for
leaves (b = 27‰). This is also consistent with widespread observations that woody
tissues are enriched in 13C compared to leaves.
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9.1 Introduction

The abundance of the heavier stable carbon isotope, 13C, in plant material is modu-
lated both by its environment and by plant metabolism. The ratio 13C/12C is typically
expressed as δ13C, which is the relative deviation of the ratio in the sample of interest
from that of an internationally accepted standard, Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (Craig
1957; Coplen 2011). With respect to plant metabolism, stable isotopes have the
unique feature of integrating plant responses over time and space. Thus, they offer a
powerful tool to investigate photosynthetic processes and responses to environmental
change from the leaf to the ecosystem. In this chapter, we focus on δ13C in tree rings
and how it is related to assimilation of CO2 by the tree’s canopy.

Tree rings have the potential to provide a time-structured archive of information
related to a tree’s growth environment and its physiological responses to changes
in that environment (Fritts and Swetnam 1989; Briffa et al. 2004). Tree ring anal-
yses have provided an indispensable tool in efforts to understand how the terrestrial
biosphere is responding to the accelerating impacts of the Anthropocene (Saurer
et al. 2004; Peñuelas et al. 2011; Frank et al. 2015; van der Sleen et al. 2015). One
of the more tractable analyses that can be conducted on tree rings is to measure the
δ13C of the wood that comprises the individual rings or sequences of rings. This
represents an integration of carbon laid down over a period of time. For annual rings,
this is taken as the course of a growing season (Chap. 14), or the full year in the
case of tropical trees without distinct non-growing seasons (Chap. 22). In the latter
case, there may also be a lack of clear annual rings. It is assumed that the majority
of carbon will have originated from canopy photosynthesis in that same time period,
although there can also be a contribution from stored carbon produced in previous
years (Monserud and Marshall 2001; Drew et al. 2009; Belmecheri et al. 2018).

The carbon isotope ratio of the photosynthate produced by a tree’s canopy is deter-
mined primarily by two factors: the δ13C of the atmospheric CO2, which provides the
substrate for photosynthesis, and the discrimination against 13C (�13C) which takes
place during conversion of gaseous CO2 into carbohydrates through the process of
photosynthesis. When these two factors are sufficiently understood, one can use the
measured δ13C in a tree ring tomake inferences about how the process of 13C discrim-
ination responded to climatic and other environmental changes. Also, because the
�13C is responsive to climate, there exists the possibility to reconstruct climate from
measured changes in �13C once a calibration relating the two has been developed
(McCarroll and Loader 2004; Hartl-Meier et al. 2015). Perhaps the most widespread
use of tree ring analyses of δ13C has been to reconstruct changes in intrinsic water-
use efficiency, the ratio of photosynthesis to stomatal conductance to water vapour,
over the course of a tree’s adult life in response to climatic change, mainly rising
atmospheric CO2 concentration (Francey and Farquhar 1982; Saurer et al. 2004;
Peñuelas et al. 2011; Frank et al. 2015; van der Sleen et al. 2015). This is possible
because there is a reliable relationship between �13C, as recorded in plant biomass,
and the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations, ci/ca, which in turn is
related to the intrinsic water-use efficiency (Farquhar et al. 1982a, b; Farquhar and
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Richards 1984). The latter represents an index of the amount of carbon that a tree took
up by photosynthesis relative to its potential for releasing water to the atmosphere
through transpiration (see Chap. 17). If the atmospheric vapour pressure deficit is
known, then the intrinsic water use efficiency can be converted to an actual water
use efficiency in terms of molar or mass units of water exchanged for carbon. More
detailed physiological conclusions can be drawn when the δ13C values are combined
with δ18O from the same sample (e.g. Chap. 16).

9.2 The δ13C of Atmospheric CO2

Prior to the industrial revolution, the δ13C of atmospheric CO2 fluctuated between
about−7.5 and−6.2‰for the previous 160,000 years (Fig. 9.1). These data are based
on analysis of air that was trapped in ice cores. The onset of industrial activity saw
increasing combustion of fossil fuels,made up of plant carbon deposited in geological
reservoirs millions of years ago. This fossil carbon carries a δ13C signature reflecting
photosynthetic discrimination against 13C, and has δ13C roughly similar to C3 plants
of today, with global emissions having a weighted mean δ13C of ~−28‰ in recent
decades (Andres et al. 1996, 2000). The CO2 released from combustion of fossil
fuels associated with the industrial revolution began to accumulate in the atmosphere
after the mid-18th Century, and the atmospheric CO2 concentration increased from a
pre-industrial value of ~280 μmol mol−1 to ~407 μmol mol−1 in 2018. Associated
with this, the δ13C of atmospheric CO2 began to decline (Fig. 9.1).From about 1960
onwards, it declined at a steeper rate, reaching −8.5‰ in 2018 (Table 9.1). This was
associated with an acceleration in the rate of fossil fuel emissions around this time
(Andres et al. 2012). The depletion in 13C of atmospheric CO2 caused by the addition
of CO2 from combustion of fossil fuels during the industrial period is referred to as
the 13C Suess Effect (Keeling 1979), by analogy to the decrease in 14C of CO2

discovered by Hans Suess (1955).
Both the atmospheric CO2 concentration and its δ13C show an intra-annual, or

seasonal, cycle associated with photosynthesis in summer months and respiration
in winter months in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 9.1). This seasonal cycle is most
pronounced at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere, less pronounced at tropical
latitudes, and essentially absent at high latitudes of the southern hemisphere, where
there is very little land mass and therefore little terrestrial productivity (Keeling et al.
2005). In addition to this latitudinal and hemispheric gradient in the seasonal cycle
of CO2 concentration and isotopic composition, there is also an interhemispheric
gradient in seasonally adjusted values for these variables; that is, their values when
the seasonal cycle has been statistically removed. The interhemispheric gradient is
such that the atmospheric CO2 concentration is higher in the northern than in the
southern hemisphere, and this concentration difference has been increasing since
direct atmospheric measurements commenced around 1960 (Keeling et al. 2011). It
is accompanied by a difference in seasonally adjusted atmospheric δ13C of CO2 on
the order of 0.1‰, in which δ13C of CO2 in the northern hemisphere is more negative
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Fig. 9.1 The stable isotope composition (δ13C, panels a to c) and CO2 concentration ([CO2],
panels d to f) of atmospheric CO2 over the last ~160,000 years. Time is in years before present (yrs
BP), where zero corresponds to the year 1950 of the current era (CE). In panels c and f both yrs
BP and CE scales are presented. Data are from studies reporting both δ13C and [CO2] in either ice
cores or atmospheric air samples. For each data series the information presented next corresponds
to the number in the legend—symbol—time span (Kyrs BP or CE)—sample origin (ice core drilling
location or atmospheric station)—reference. Data series: 1—White circles—156.3 to 104.3 Kyrs
BP—European Project for IceCoring in Antarctica (EPICA) Dome C (EDC) and Talos Dome—
Schneider et al. (2013); 2—Black triangles—151.7 to 125.2 Kyrs BP—EDC—Lourantou et al.
(2010); 3—Red circles—149.5 to 1.5 Kyrs BP – EDC, Talos Dome and EPICA Dronning Maud
Land (EDML) –Eggleston et al. (2016); 4—Blue triangles—46.4 to 10.9Kyrs BP—TaylorDome—
Bauska et al. (2016, 2018); 5—Black circles—24.4 to 0.5KyrsBP—EDCandTalosDome—Schmitt
et al. (2012); 6—White triangles—22.0 to 8.8 Kyrs BP—EDC—Lourantou et al. (2010); 7—Blue
circles—27.1 to 1.3 Kyrs BP—Taylor Dome—Indermuhle et al. (1999); Smith et al. (1999); 8—Red
triangles—1.8 to −0.04 Kyrs BP—Law Dome—Rubino et al. (2019); 9—White squares—1.2 to
−0.01 Kyrs BP—WAIS Divide—Bauska et al. (2015); 10 – Green horizontal lines – air samples at
Mauna Loa and South Pole – 1960 to 2018 CE—Keeling et al. (2001, 2017), Table S3 in Supple-
mental Materials). Series 10 shows seasonally detrended monthly records while Series 11 (Green
line in the inserts of panels c and f) show the seasonal trends for δ13C (Keeling et al. 2001) and [CO2]
(NOAA ESRL-Global Monitoring Division) in air samples from Mauna Loa. The Blue line (12) is
theMonte Carlo spline fitted to the δ13C data in series 1, 3 and 5 by Eggleston et al. (2016). TheGrey
lines (13) are the splines fitted to Law Dome ice core records of δ13C and [CO2] by Rubino et al.
(2019). Online resources: 1. https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.817041 2. ftp://ftp.ncdc.
noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/epica_domec/edc2010d13co2-t2.txt 3. https://doi.org/
10.1594/PANGAEA.859209, https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.859179 4. https://www1.ncdc.
noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/taylor/taylor2018d13co2.txt 5. https://doi.org/10.1594/
PANGAEA.772713 6. ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/epica_domec/edc
2010d13co2.txt 7. ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/taylor/taylor_co2-lat
equat.txt 8 and 13. https://doi.org/10.25919/5bfe29ff807fb 9. ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/
paleo/icecore/antarctica/wais2015d13co2.txt and ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/
antarctica/wais2015co2.txt 10. https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu 11. https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/assets/
data/atmospheric/stations/flask_isotopic/daily/daily_flask_c13_mlo.csv and ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.
gov/products/trends/co2/co2_mm_mlo.txt 12. http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/
antarctica/eggleston2016d13co2.txt. The age chronologies are: AICC2012 (Bazin et al. 2013) for
series 1 and 3, EDC3_gas_a according to the 4th scenario (Loulergue et al. 2007) for series 2 and
6, LDC 2010 (Lemieux-Dudon et al. 2010) for series 5, Baggenstos et al. (2017) for series 4, and
st9810 (Steig et al. 1998) for series 7

https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.817041
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/epica_domec/edc2010d13co2-t2.txt
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.859209
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.859179
https://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/taylor/taylor2018d13co2.txt
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.772713
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/epica_domec/edc2010d13co2.txt
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/taylor/taylor_co2-latequat.txt
https://doi.org/10.25919/5bfe29ff807fb
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/wais2015d13co2.txt
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/wais2015co2.txt
https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu
https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/assets/data/atmospheric/stations/flask_isotopic/daily/daily_flask_c13_mlo.csv
ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/trends/co2/co2_mm_mlo.txt
http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/eggleston2016d13co2.txt
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Table 9.1 Annual values for δ13C (‰) and CO2 concentration (ppm) of atmospheric CO2 for the
period 1850 to 2018. Data from 1850 to 1979 are the splines fitted by Rubino et al. (2019) to ice
core records from LawDome, Antarctica. Data from 1980 to 2018 are the average of annual records
of atmospheric samples collected at Mauna Loa, Hawaii and the South Pole Observatory (Keeling
et al. 2001)

Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2]

1850 −6.71 285.5 1893 −6.78 293.5 1936 −6.98 308.4 1979 −7.54 334.9

1851 −6.71 285.6 1894 −6.78 293.5 1937 −6.98 309.0 1980 −7.56 337.9

1852 −6.71 285.6 1895 −6.78 293.6 1938 −6.98 309.6 1981 −7.58 339.2

1853 −6.71 285.5 1896 −6.78 293.8 1939 −6.99 310.1 1982 −7.57 340.2

1854 −6.72 285.4 1897 −6.78 294.0 1940 −6.99 310.5 1983 −7.65 341.9

1855 −6.72 285.2 1898 −6.78 294.3 1941 −6.99 311.0 1984 −7.70 343.5

1856 −6.72 285.0 1899 −6.79 294.7 1942 −7.00 311.4 1985 −7.66 344.8

1857 −6.72 284.9 1900 −6.79 295.1 1943 −7.00 311.7 1986 −7.64 346.2

1858 −6.72 285.0 1901 −6.79 295.5 1944 −7.01 311.9 1987 −7.70 348.0

1859 −6.72 285.0 1902 −6.80 296.0 1945 −7.01 311.8 1988 −7.77 350.3

1860 −6.73 285.1 1903 −6.81 296.4 1946 −7.02 311.7 1989 −7.80 351.7

1861 −6.73 285.2 1904 −6.81 296.9 1947 −7.02 311.6 1990 −7.82 353.1

1862 −6.73 285.3 1905 −6.82 297.3 1948 −7.03 311.6 1991 −7.80 354.4

1863 −6.73 285.5 1906 −6.83 297.6 1949 −7.03 311.6 1992 −7.81 355.4

1864 −6.73 285.7 1907 −6.84 297.9 1950 −7.04 311.8 1993 −7.78 356.1

1865 −6.73 286.0 1908 −6.84 298.1 1951 −7.05 312.1 1994 −7.83 357.6

1866 −6.73 286.3 1909 −6.85 298.3 1952 −7.06 312.4 1995 −7.85 359.5

1867 −6.74 286.6 1910 −6.86 298.5 1953 −7.06 312.9 1996 −7.91 361.3

1868 −6.74 287.0 1911 −6.87 298.8 1954 −7.07 313.4 1997 −7.91 362.4

1869 −6.74 287.4 1912 −6.88 299.3 1955 −7.08 313.9 1998 −8.01 365.1

1870 −6.74 287.7 1913 −6.89 299.9 1956 −7.09 314.4 1999 −8.02 366.9

1871 −6.74 288.1 1914 −6.90 300.6 1957 −7.10 314.8 2000 −8.03 368.4

1872 −6.74 288.4 1915 −6.90 301.2 1958 −7.11 315.0 2001 −8.04 369.8

1873 −6.74 288.7 1916 −6.91 301.9 1959 −7.13 315.2 2002 −8.06 371.8

1874 −6.75 288.9 1917 −6.92 302.6 1960 −7.14 315.5 2003 −8.12 374.3

1875 −6.75 289.1 1918 −6.92 303.2 1961 −7.15 316.0 2004 −8.16 376.0

1876 −6.75 289.2 1919 −6.93 303.7 1962 −7.17 316.9 2005 −8.20 378.2

1877 −6.75 289.1 1920 −6.93 304.1 1963 −7.19 317.8 2006 −8.21 380.1

1878 −6.75 289.1 1921 −6.94 304.5 1964 −7.20 318.6 2007 −8.22 382.1

1879 −6.75 289.1 1922 −6.94 304.8 1965 −7.22 319.4 2008 −8.23 384.0

1880 −6.76 289.1 1923 −6.94 304.9 1966 −7.24 320.1 2009 −8.24 385.6

1881 −6.76 289.3 1924 −6.95 305.0 1967 −7.27 321.0 2010 −8.27 387.8

1882 −6.76 289.5 1925 −6.95 305.1 1968 −7.29 321.9 2011 −8.28 389.7

(continued)
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Table 9.1 (continued)

Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2] Year δ13C [CO2]

1883 −6.76 289.8 1926 −6.95 305.2 1969 −7.31 322.9 2012 −8.30 391.8

1884 −6.77 290.0 1927 −6.95 305.5 1970 −7.33 324.1 2013 −8.35 394.8

1885 −6.77 290.3 1928 −6.96 305.9 1971 −7.36 325.3 2014 −8.35 396.9

1886 −6.77 290.6 1929 −6.96 306.1 1972 −7.38 326.6 2015 −8.39 399.2

1887 −6.77 291.1 1930 −6.96 306.3 1973 −7.40 327.9 2016 −8.47 402.3

1888 −6.77 291.6 1931 −6.96 306.5 1974 −7.43 329.2 2017 −8.49 404.6

1889 −6.77 292.1 1932 −6.97 306.8 1975 −7.45 330.4 2018 −8.50 406.9

1890 −6.78 292.5 1933 −6.97 307.1 1976 −7.47 331.6

1891 −6.78 292.9 1934 −6.97 307.4 1977 −7.49 332.7

1892 −6.78 293.3 1935 −6.97 307.9 1978 −7.52 333.8

than that in the southern hemisphere. These interhemispheric gradients largely reflect
the greater intensity of fossil fuel emissions in the northern hemisphere compared to
the southern hemisphere. However, there is also a natural gradient that can be seen if
fossil fuel emissions are statistically removed; this appears to be related to oceanic
transport processes (Keeling et al. 2011).

Despite these complexities, it is still true from a broader perspective that in the
troposphere, the concentration of CO2 and its δ13C are generally well mixed. For
example, the interhemispheric gradient in δ13C of CO2 of ~0.1‰ is of the same
order of magnitude as the measurement uncertainly for δ13C in wood samples. Thus,
it is probably not relevant for tree ring studies. However, at the land surface, in
ecosystems where vegetation canopies are dense and fluxes of carbon into and out
of vegetation and soils are large, the air CO2 concentration and δ13C can become
partly uncoupled from the free troposphere above. This uncoupling should be most
pronounced where carbon cycling is vigorous and leaf area indices are high, such as
in tropical rainforests. An example of the air CO2 concentration and its δ13C for a
tropical rainforest in French Guiana is shown in Fig. 9.2. There is a notable build-up
of CO2 beneath the canopy at night, with the highest values near the forest floor fed by
respiration from soils that are relativelywarm andmoist, and have large root biomass.
The build-up of CO2 shifts the δ13C toward that of C3 plants, because the additional
CO2 comes from respiration fuelled by carbohydrates captured in photosynthesis
and decomposition of dead plant material. As a result, the δ13C of atmospheric CO2

in the forest understory can be as low as −12‰ (Buchmann et al. 1997; Pataki et al.
2003). However, such pronounced build-up of respired CO2 is generally limited to
night time conditions when there is little atmospheric turbulence and therefore less
effective mixing of air beneath the canopy with that above.

Under photosynthetic conditions, when the sun shines, the land surface heats
causing turbulence, and atmospheric mixing is therefore more effective. Buchmann
et al. (1997) estimated that at 2 m height in a tropical rainforest the daytime δ13C of
CO2 weighted by the top of canopy photosynthetically active radiation was only
about 1‰more negative than the free tropospheric value. In contrast to this relatively
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Fig. 9.2 The CO2 concentration (a) and its δ13C (b) measured in a tropical rainforest in early
morning, before the onset of turbulent mixing, and at midday, when the canopy air space is typically
well mixed. The more negative δ13C of CO2 in the understory is also reflected in the δ13C of leaf
dry matter (c), explaining part of the gradient in leaf dry matter δ13C from top of canopy to the
understory. Comparison of panels b and c shows that other factors in addition to δ13C of CO2 must
be driving the reduction in δ13Cplant from canopy top to understory, with reduction in light likely
the most important of these. The figure is redrawn from Buchmann et al. (1997), using data they
presented for the dry season

modest daytime shift in δ13C of atmospheric CO2 with canopy depth, the gradient
in δ13C of leaf biomass (δ13Cp) from upper canopy to understory can be up to 5‰
(Fig. 9.2c). The much steeper gradient in leaf δ13Cp compared to that in daytime
δ13C of CO2 suggests that physiological effects predominate in driving the changes
in leaf biomass δ13C (Le Roux et al. 2001; Buchmann et al. 2002; Duursma and
Marshall 2006; Ubierna and Marshall 2011). These physiological effects are likely
driven by the reduction in light with canopy depth. The amount of photosynthetically
active radiation in the understory of a forest with leaf area index of 8, for example,
can be as little as 1% of that above the canopy (Duursma and Mäkelä 2007). Such
strong gradients in light result in lower chloroplastic CO2 concentrations at top of
the canopy than at depth, and therefore lower photosynthetic 13C discrimination in
sun than in shade foliage.

For trees that grow with their crowns in the forest canopy or in communities
with lower leaf area indices, the δ13C of atmospheric CO2 that forms the source for
photosynthesis can be assumed similar to that of the free troposphere (Buchmann
et al. 2002). For treeswith their crowns near the forest floor in communitieswith dense
canopies, Buchmann et al. (2002) provide a relatively simple, empirical approach to
estimating the daytime depletion of δ13C of atmospheric CO2 as a function of canopy
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height. This is most relevant to the lowermost 2 m of the canopy air space near the
forest floor.

Typically for tree ring studies, an annually averaged value for the δ13C of CO2

in the troposphere is needed. This can be compiled for years prior to 1980 based on
ice core data, and for years after 1980 from flask measurements of atmospheric CO2

that can be accessed online (https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/data/atmospheric_co2/sam
pling_stations.html), with details of the measurements described in Keeling et al.
(2001). In Table 9.1, we compile annually averaged values which are updated since
the values given by McCarroll and Loader (2004). The ice core δ13C record was
revised recently (Rubino et al. 2019), such that the value in 1850 is best estimated as
~−6.7‰, rather than about ~−6.4‰ at the time that McCarroll and Loader (2004)
compiled their table. In Table 9.1, we list the spline fitted data from Rubino et al.
(2019) for the years 1850 to 1979, because the directly measured ice core data are
not annually resolved. For years from 1980 to 2018, we list the average of flask
measurements from Mauna Loa and South Pole (Graven et al. 2017; Keeling et al.
2017). The interhemispheric gradient in δ13C of CO2 between Mauna Loa and South
Pole is small, less than 0.1‰ for most years, and the continuity with the ice core
record at the changeover point from 1979 to 1980 is good (Table 9.1). An alternative
to using spline fitted data is to use separate regression equations for prior to 1960
and following 1960, an approach favoured by McCarroll and Loader (2004). For
comparison to their values, we provide such regression equations in Fig. 9.3. Note,
however, that the annual values listed in Table 9.1 are not from these regression
equations, but rather from the sources described above. During preparation of this
book chapter, Belmecheri and Lavergne (2020) also published a new up-to-date
compilation of atmospheric CO2 concentrations and δ13C for use in tree ring studies.
Although they used different datasets for their compilation than we did for Table
9.1, the two compilations agree to within 1.6 ppm for [CO2] and 0.1‰ for δ13C for
individual years, with mean differences of 0.5 ppm and 0.03‰ for [CO2] and δ13C,
respectively.

9.3 Photosynthetic Discrimination Against 13C

Once an estimate for the δ13C of the air that a plant was exposed to (δ13Ca) has been
obtained, and the δ13C of plant tissue measured (δ13Cp), the 13C discrimination of
the plant tissue (�13Cp) can be calculated (Farquhar et al. 1989),

�13Cp = δ13Ca − δ13Cp

1 + δ13Cp
(9.1a)

The delta values are typically expressed in per mil, which means that they will
have been multiplied by 1000. When Eq. (9.1a) is scaled to per mil, the left side of
the equation and the terms in the numerator of the right side will be multiplied by

https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/data/atmospheric_co2/sampling_stations.html
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Fig. 9.3 Alternatively to values given in Table 9.1, annual δ13C and CO2 concentration can be
estimated from fitted functions. In this case, two time periods are considered as distinct (McCarroll
and Loader, 2004): from 1850 to 1960 (Period 1), and from 1961 to 2018 (Period 2). Data used for
Period 1 are the original ice core records from Rubino et al. (2019) (black circles in panels a and
b), which differ from the spline fitted values displayed in Table 9.1. Data used for Period 2 are a
combination of ice cores (clear circles, from 1961 to 1979, Rubino et al. 2019 original values) and
atmospheric CO2 records (clear triangles, from 1980 to 2018, Keeling et al. 2001). The grey shaded
areas around each fitted line represent the 95% prediction limits. Functions for δ13C are: Period 1)
δ13C = (0.3217 ± 0.4487) − (−0.0038 ± 0.0002)*Year, R2 = 0.83, P < 0.0001, df = 51; Period 2)
δ13C = (39.7336 ± 0.7971) – (0.0239 ± 0.0004)*Year, R2 = 0.99, P < 0.0001, df = 51. Functions
for [CO2] are: Period 1) [CO2] = (-299.7999 ± 9.8124) – (0.3140 ± 0.0051)*Year, R2 = 0.96, P <
0.0001, df = 158; Period 2) [CO2] = (43,217 ± 2120.2725) – (44.6794 ± 2.1335)*Year + (0.0116
± 0.0005)*Year2, R2 = 1, P < 0.0001, df = 68
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the factor 1000. Therefore, if the δ13Ca and δ13Cp are already expressed in per mil,
Eq. (9.1a) will be written as,

�13Cp(
0/00) = δ13Ca(

0/00) − δ13Cp(
0/00)

1 + δ13Cp(
0
/00)

1000

(9.1b)

Thus, the 13C discrimination essentially expresses the difference between the δ13C
of atmospheric CO2 and that of plant tissue, with the denominator on the right side
of the equation typically increasing that value by a factor of 1.02 to 1.03.

For C3 plants, which include the vast majority of all tree species, the �13Cp can
then be related to ci/ca according to the theoretical model of Farquhar et al. (1982b).
In its simplest form, this model can be expressed as,

�13Cp ≈ as + (
b − as

) ci
ca

(9.2)

Here, as is the 13C/12C fractionation that takes place during diffusion of CO2

through static air, such as in the stomatal pore. The as has a theoretical value of
4.4‰.The termb represents discrimination against 13CO2 by carboxylating enzymes,
mainly Rubisco. In this simplified form of the model, the term b also encompasses
some other known sources of variation in δ13Cp, such as the diffusion resistance from
the intercellular air spaces to the sites of carboxylation in the chloroplasts (Ubierna
and Farquhar 2014). The value that is commonly assumed for b is 27‰. This estimate
was first based on comparison of instantaneous measurements of ci/ca from leaf gas
exchange with �13Cp measured in leaf tissue (Farquhar et al. 1982a). Subsequent
measurements of instantaneousgas exchange and leaf tissue δ13Cp have alsogenerally
supported a value for b of 27‰ with respect to leaf dry matter (Farquhar et al. 1989;
Cernusak et al. 2013; Cernusak 2020).

The objective for tree ring studies is often to retrieve an estimate of ci/ca from
measurements of �13Cp. For this, Eq. (9.2) can be rearranged,

ci
ca

≈ �13Cp − as
b − as

(9.3)

Finally, the intrinsic water use efficiency, A/gs, where A is net photosynthesis and
gs is stomatal conductance to water vapour, can be calculated as,

A

gs
≈

ca
(
1 − ci

ca

)

1.6
(9.4)

The factor of 1.6 in the denominator represents the ratio between the stomatal
conductance to water vapour and that to CO2. Note that Eq. (9.4) ignores both
boundary layer resistance and ternary effects, and is thus a reasonable simplification
of a more precise treatment (von Caemmerer and Farquhar 1981).
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As noted above, Eq. (9.2) represents a simplified version of amore elaboratemodel
for �13C during C3 photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1982b; Farquhar and Cernusak
2012; Busch et al. 2020),

�13C ≈ 1

1 − t

(
ab

ca − cs
ca

+ as
cs − ci
ca

)
+ 1 + t

1 − t

(
am

ci − cc
ca

+ b
cc
ca

− e
Rd

A

cc
ca

− f
�∗

ca

)

(9.5)

Here, ab is the 13C/12C fractionation during diffusion of CO2 through the boundary
layer (2.9‰), and am is that for dissolution and diffusion from the intercellular air
spaces to the sites of carboxylation in the chloroplasts (1.8‰). The term b represents
fractionation by Rubisco (~29‰), e is fractionation during day respiration, and f is
fractionation during photorespiration. The fractionation factor assigned for e should
take into account both respiratory fractionation, estimated at between 0 and 5‰
(Tcherkez et al. 2010, 2011) and any offset between δ13C of respiratory substrate
and the substrate currently being produced by photosynthesis (Wingate et al. 2007;
Busch et al. 2020). Estimates of fractionation for photorespiration, f , range from 8
to 16‰ (Gillon and Griffiths 1997; Lanigan et al. 2008; Evans and von Caemmerer
2013). The Rd is the rate of day respiration, and �* is the CO2 compensation point in
the absence of day respiration. The terms cs and cc represent the CO2 concentrations
at the leaf surface and at the sites of carboxylation, respectively. The term t is a ternary
correction factor, defined approximately as t≈E/2gc, where E is transpiration rate
and gc is stomatal conductance to CO2 (Farquhar and Cernusak 2012). For further
description of the terms in Eq. (9.5), the reader is referred to Ubierna et al. (2018).

The reader will notice that the value taken for b, discrimination by Rubisco, in
the more complete model, Eq. (9.5), is typically 29‰, whereas the value taken for b
in the simple model, Eq. (9.2), for leaf tissue is smaller at 27‰. Below we discuss
an even smaller value that should be used in the simple model for woody tissue.
The difference arises because b becomes something of a catch all for several less
important terms that are in Eq. (9.5), but neglected from Eq. (9.2). A hierarchical
approach to removing these terms was provided by Ubierna and Farquhar (2014),
from which the impacts can be explored. Interestingly, such a bottom up approach
suggested that the expected value for b is actually less than 27‰, and the estimate of
27‰ likely includes developmental effects in leaf tissue δ13C (Cernusak et al. 2009a;
Vogado et al. 2020) and possibly other post-photoysnthetic processes (Ubierna and
Farquhar 2014). The largest impact on the difference between b and b comes from the
drawdown in CO2 concentration between the intercellular air spaces and the sites of
carboxylation in the chloroplasts. This is the effect of a finite mesophyll conductance
to diffusion of CO2. An additional term that could be of interest in tree ring studies
is the photorespiratory fractionation, f (�*/ca). Over large changes in atmospheric
CO2 concentration, there is a discernible impact on �13C from changes in �*/ca,
independent of impacts caused by changes in ci/ca (Schubert and Jahren 2012, 2018;
Porter et al. 2019).

Equation (9.5) is thought to include all processes that impact upon discrimination
against 13C in photosynthetic CO2 uptake by C3 photosynthesis. Even so, there
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are further modifications that could take place depending on the arrangement of
mitochondria with respect to chloroplasts (Tholen et al. 2012; Ubierna et al. 2019),
and the model does not address allocation of the products of photosynthesis, for
example to starch versus export from the chloroplast (Tcherkez et al. 2004). Post
photosynthetic fractionation is discussed further in Chap. 13. Equation (9.5) requires
several additional parameters compared to Eq. (9.2) which are difficult to estimate
retrospectively, aswould be required for application to tree rings. Therefore, Eq. (9.2)
represents a good compromise between mechanistic representation and tractability
with respect to parameterisation. For situations where other parameters can also be
measured or where accompanying datasets are available, application of the more
complete model to tree rings could yield more subtle, but important, insights about
past climate, leaf gas exchange, and carbon allocation dynamics within trees (Ogee
et al. 2009). However, there remain challenges in understanding time integration and
post-photosynthetic fractionation with respect to the δ13C signal in tree rings, and
these create additional complexities for knowing how and when Eq. (9.5) can be
applied effectively.

9.4 Relating the δ13C of Wood to Leaf Gas Exchange

As mentioned above, the value originally estimated for b in Eq. (9.2) of 27‰ was
based on comparison of instantaneous measurements of ci/ca by leaf gas exchange
with δ13Cp measured in leaf tissue (Farquhar et al. 1982a). At the same time, it
has long been recognized that δ13Cp of wood is typically less negative than that of
the leaf tissue which supplies it with photosynthate (Craig 1953; Leavitt and Long
1982; Francey et al. 1985; Leavitt and Long 1986; Badeck et al. 2005; Cernusak
et al. 2009a). Differences are typically such that δ13Cp of leaves is more negative
than that of stem or branch wood by about 1 to 3‰. A number of hypotheses have
been suggested to account for this difference, none of which are mutually exclusive
(Cernusak et al. 2009a). Part of the explanation involves a depletion in leaf δ13Cp that
takes place during leaf expansion, such that when leaves mature, they export carbon
less negative in δ13C compared to their structural carbon (Evans 1983; Francey et al.
1985;Cernusak et al. 2009a;Vogado et al. 2020). There are likely additional processes
during the transfer of photosynthate from chloroplasts to newly differentiatingwoody
tissue that could contribute (Offermann et al. 2011;Gessler et al. 2014; Bögelein et al.
2019), with further discussion in Chap. 13.

Although it is difficult to define the exact processes involved, it would nevertheless
seem reasonable that the value of b assigned for woody tissue in Eq. (9.2) could be
less than that which would be assigned for leaf tissue. In Fig. 9.4, we compile data
for 33 woody plant species in which ci/ca was measured by leaf gas exchange and the
δ13Cp was measured in both leaves and woody stem tissue. We present the data for
individual plants, rather than as species averages, because in many cases treatments
were imposed within a species that resulted in a within species range of ci/ca and
δ13Cp. The full dataset is available in a Dryad Digital Repository (https://doi.org/10.

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.jm63xsjct
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Fig. 9.4 Carbon isotope discrimination (�13C) measured in leaf biomass a and in stem biomass
b plotted against the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations (ci/ca) measured by
instantaneous gas exchange in 33 woody plant species. Further details of the measurements can be
found in the original publications (Cernusak et al. 2007, 2008, 2009b, 2011; Garrish et al. 2010;
Cernusak 2020). The data are available in a Dryad Digital Repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.jm63xsjct). Dashed lines show regression lines fitted with the intercepts fixed at 4.4‰. The
inset equations show the regression slopes applied to the simplifiedmodel of Farquhar et al. (1982b)

5061/dryad.jm63xsjct). The fitted value for b for the leaf tissue dataset, with as fixed
at 4.4‰, was 26.9 ± 0.1‰ (coefficient ± SE; R2 = 0.52, n = 451). This estimate is
consistent with previous estimates of b = 27‰ for leaf tissue. On the other hand, the
estimate of b for stem tissue was 25.5 ± 0.1‰ (R2 = 0.63, n = 449), consistent with
the idea that wood is less negative in δ13Cp than leaves of the same plant. Therefore,
we recommend that if one aims to reconstruct ci/ca from leaf δ13Cp, a value for b

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.jm63xsjct
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.jm63xsjct
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of 27‰ should be used in Eq. (9.3), as is typically done. On the other hand, if one
aims to reconstruct ci/ca from woody tissue, as is the case for tree rings, one should
use a value for b of 25.5‰. The difference in ci/ca estimates will vary depending on
the measured δ13Cp, but will be on the order of 0.05 in ci/ca. Thus, the difference
is not large, but at the same time it will better align estimates of ci/ca from leaf
and woody tissue with each other. Also, when carried through to the calculation of
intrinsic water-use efficiency, the proportional change is larger, about 17% decrease
in estimated A/gs when ci/ca shifts from 0.7 to 0.75, for example. Note that if some
parameters fromEq. (9.5) are brought in to Eq. (9.2), but Eq. (9.5) is not adopted in its
entirety, then bwill need to be adjusted. This would create a challenge in merging the
empirically determined value of b from organic material analyses with parameters
drawn from other contexts, and should be approached with caution (Vogado et al.
2020).

In order to test for species specificity in the value of b for woody tissues, we
constructed a mixed effects model for wood �13C as a function of ci/ca with a fixed
intercept of 4.4‰; species × ci/ca was additionally taken as a random effect. The
model thus allowed us to test for different slopes among species (indicating different
b among species). The random effect was shown to be significant, with 14 out of 33
species having a slope significantly different than the overall mean slope, suggesting
that b can indeed vary among species. Thus, the value for b for woody stems of
25.5‰ is a cross-species average value. However, the situation is entirely analogous
to taking b = 27‰ based on the average estimate for leaf tissue, as this is also a
cross-species average and varies by species, as shown in Fig. 9.4a. Thus, we are
suggesting moving the average from 27 to 25.5‰ for woody tissues, to correct for
the overall average difference between leaf and wood�13C, but this does not address
the variance around this average due to species or environment. It is an incremental
step, but nonetheless seems an easy and appropriate one to take.

Often for tree-ring studies, investigators prefer to extract cellulose prior to isotopic
analysis,which has both advantages anddisadvantages (McCarroll andLoader 2004).
The δ13C of cellulose is typically less negative than that of whole wood by about 1‰
(Leavitt and Long 1982; Loader et al. 2003; Harlow et al. 2006). We recommend
that if cellulose is analysed for δ13C, that an approximation of the offset between
this and whole wood δ13C be subtracted from the cellulose δ13C before application
of Eq. (9.3) with b = 25.5‰, since this value of b was determined for whole wood.

9.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reviewed the primary influences on the δ13C of carbon
captured by photosynthesis in C3 plants. The first control is the δ13C of atmo-
spheric CO2 that the plant canopy was exposed to. The δ13C of atmospheric CO2

has decreased since the onset of the industrial revolution due to release of carbon
from geological reservoirs. The δ13C of atmospheric CO2 inferred from ice cores
was recently revised down slightly, so that the value in 1850 is now estimated at
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~−6.7‰. The mean value for 2018 was −8.5‰. The δ13C of CO2 beneath forest
canopies can be more negative than that in the free troposphere above due to the
influence of soil and plant respired CO2. This decrease in δ13C occurs mainly at
night, and is most pronounced in forests with high leaf area indices. During daytime
when photosynthesis takes place, turbulent exchange of canopy air with that in the
troposphere diminishes this effect. Thus, forest respiration can reduce the δ13C of
the CO2 that forms the source for photosynthesis of understory plants and small
statured trees, but the decrease is probably not more than about 1‰ under photo-
synthetic conditions. A simplified model provides a means of calculating ci/ca, the
ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations, from measurements of δ13C of
plant tissues and an inference of the δ13C of atmospheric CO2 at the time when the
plant tissue was formed. The long standing observation that woody tissues are less
negative in δ13C than the leaves that supply them with photosynthate suggests that
the coefficient relating ci/ca to δ13C should differ for the two tissue types (see also
Chap. 13). We used a dataset comprising measurements in 33 woody plant species to
estimate that the coefficient b should be taken as 27‰ in the simplifiedmodel for leaf
tissue, and as 25.5‰ for woody tissue, including tree rings. While the difference in
estimated ci/ca using the two coefficients is not large, the revision will aid in aligning
ci/ca inferred from tree rings with that which would be measured by instantaneous
gas exchange.
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Chapter 10
Environmental, Physiological
and Biochemical Processes Determining
the Oxygen Isotope Ratio of Tree-Ring
Cellulose

Xin Song, Andrew Lorrey, and Margaret M. Barbour

Abstract Analysis of the oxygen isotope ratio of tree-ring cellulose (δ18Ocell) is a
promising tool for reconstructingpast climatic variations and their influence on terres-
trial ecosystems, but control mechanisms of δ18Ocell are multi-faceted, involving
a number of fractionation steps along the oxygen transfer pathway from precipi-
tation water to the site of cellulose formation. The goal of the current chapter is
to provide an overview of the current knowledge concerning fractionation mecha-
nisms related to δ18Ocell. The review is organized by using the currently widely-used
δ18Ocell model as a reference context, and is focused on three main determinants of
δ18Ocell: source water isotope ratio (δ18Osw), leaf water isotope enrichment (�18Olw),
and biochemical fractionations downstream of �18Olw. For each component, we
summarize environmental, physiological, and/or biochemical processes underlying
18O fractionations, and provide explanations of how these processes are critically
relevant for linking δ18Ocell to climatic factors in real-world scenarios. We identify
knowledge gaps in mechanistic controls of δ18Ocell, and highlight opportunities for
more research to improve upon the existing model.
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10.1 Introduction

Stable oxygen isotope composition of tree ring cellulose (δ18Ocell) has been demon-
strated to reflect a suite of biotic and abiotic factors (i.e. air temperature, precipitation,
relative humidity, leaf temperature, transpiration) during the period of tree growth.
There is widespread interest in the employment of δ18Ocell as a reconstructive proxy
to these various factors, and such interest spans a range of research areas including
paleoclimatic studies (Anchukaitis and Evans 2010; Saurer et al. 2012; Voelker et al.
2014; Zeng et al. 2017), plant ecophysiology (Helliker and Richter 2008; Brooks
and Coulombe 2009; Ulrich et al. 2019), and environmental sciences (Savard 2010;
Wagner and Wagner 2006; Guerrieri et al. 2011).

Central to many of the δ18Ocell-based applications is a solid understanding of
the isotopic fractionation mechanisms underlying δ18Ocell. Over the last 30 years,
plant scientists have made significant progress in characterizing physiology- and
biochemistry-related fractionation processes and their influences on δ18Ocell. These
efforts have led to an accumulation of knowledge about δ18Ocell-associated mecha-
nisms, and consequently the development of a process-based model which can be
mathematically expressed as the following (Roden et al. 2000; Barbour and Farquhar
2000):

δ18Ocell = δ18Osw + (1− pex)�
18Olw + εo (10.1)

where pex is the fraction of oxygen in the cellulose molecule that exchanges with
water at the site of cellulose synthesis, and εo is the biochemical fractionation factor
associated with the exchange of oxygen atoms between carbonyl group and the tissue
water.�18Olw refers to isotope enrichment of bulk leaf water above source water and
can be approximated as isotopic difference between leaf and source water or δ18Olw

− δ18Osw.
In this chapter, we will review the current knowledge of the factors/processes

affecting stable isotope compositions in tree ring cellulose, by using the tree-ring
isotopemodel (Eq. 10.1) as a reference context.Wewill focus on the threemain deter-
minants of δ18Ocell as represented by the mechanistic model: source water isotope
ratio, leaf water isotopic enrichment, and biochemical fractionation at the site of
sucrose production and cellulose synthesis. For each of the components we will
present current understanding as well as highlight knowledge gaps that remain to be
answered with future research. Further, recent evidence for the presence of biochem-
ical fractionation during phloem loading and transport, a process not represented by
the current model, will also be discussed.
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10.2 Oxygen Isotope Ratio of Source Water (δ18Osw)

10.2.1 δ18Osw and Climatic Signals

Source water is here defined as water in the soil available to be taken up by roots.
Previous studies have produced convincing evidence that root uptake and subsequent
xylem transport of the source water do not alter the original δ18O signature (i.e., no
occurrence of isotopic fractionation during these processes; Wershaw et al. 1966;
Dawson and Ehleringer 1991; Dawson 1993). As such, it is now common practice
for researchers to analyse stem xylem water when determining δ18Osw.

In a general sense, the ultimate “source” of the source water originates from
local precipitation. Hence, in situations where δ18Oxw information is not available,
use of δ18O of precipitation (δ18Oppt) as a proxy for δ18Osw is an alternative. The
past several decades have seen great efforts to document natural variation in δ18Oppt

in space and time (Bowen 2018). As a result, GIS-based, data-driven models (i.e.,
isoscape models) are now available enabling prediction of δ18Oppt at any given site
on the Earth with high accuracy (Bowen and Revenaugh 2003). The availability
of isoscape-type δ18Oppt data has provided a convenient and effective means for
researchers to constrain δ18Osw with δ18Oppt under different field settings (Bowen
2010).

Regarding climatic effects on δ18Oppt, the pioneering work of Dansgaard (1964)
has demonstrated that δ18Oppt can be influenced by several abiotic factors including
altitude, latitude, distance from coast and amount of precipitation. Both the alti-
tude and latitude effects are derived from the decreasing temperature as latitude
and altitude increase, where the temperature influences the condensation rate and
the equilibrium fractionation between vapour and liquid (Gat 1996). The distance
from coast, known as the continental effect, is caused by a Rayleigh distillation
process by which preferential precipitation of the heavier water isotopes (18O and
2H) leaves subsequent precipitation depleted as a weather system moves over land.
The fourth effect noted by Dansgaard (1964), is the amount effect that is also caused
by a Rayleigh process, resulting in a negative correlation between the amount of
precipitation and its isotope composition, as typically observed in tropical regions.

The isotope processes described in Dansgaard (1964) suggest that δ18Oppt varia-
tion in space and time is mainly a function of two climatic variables; temperature and
precipitation amount. It has been shown that temperature effect is often markedly
present in themid- and high-latitudinal regions whereas precipitation amount is more
likely a significant controlling factor for low-latitudinal δ18Oppt variation (Bowen and
Revenaugh 2003). Accordingly, δ18O of tree rings, with δ18Oppt as one of its critical
determinants, has also been shown by numerous studies to provide proxy infor-
mation about precipitation amount in tropical ecosystems (Anchukaitis and Evans
2010; Brienen et al. 2012) and air temperature in boreal and temperate ecosys-
tems (Rebetez et al. 2003; Etien et al. 2008). Modelled and measured δ18Oppt has
also been included in mechanistic models of δ18Ocell that couple variable climate
measurements with environmental and ecophysiological parameters, which show
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strong relationships for the inter-annual tree responses to vapour pressure deficit and
relative humidity (Lorrey et al. 2016). On interglacial to glacial timescales, tree ring
δ18Ocell measurements are rare (Poussart 2004), but some species like New Zealand
kauri offer this potential (Lorrey et al. 2018). Differences between interglacial and
glacial oceanic δ18Oseawater as a result of continental ice sheet expansion and eustatic
sea level lowering drives δ18Oppt toward more negative values during glacial phases.
This suggests an ice volume correction for δ18Ocell may be required when tree rings
outside of interglacial epochs are analysed.

10.2.2 Isotopic Transfer from Precipitation to Source Water

Other than studies that investigated the relationships between δ18Ocell and δ18Oppt-
contained climatic factors, there are also studies performed to examine how δ18Ocell

is related to δ18Oppt itself (Saurer et al. 1997a; Barbour et al. 2001; Song et al. 2011).
These studies generally showed good correlations between δ18Ocell and δ18Oppt,
substantiating the role of δ18Oppt in controlling δ18Ocell. Notably, several large spatial-
scale studies have presented data to show that δ18Ocell is strongly correlated with
amount-weighted average of δ18Oppt throughout the year (δ18Oppt_annual). Such obser-
vations indicate that source water utilized by trees during the period of tree-ring
growth (i.e., the growing season) may not derive solely from water precipitated over
the growing season, but rather is more likely from a combination of both growing
and non-growing season precipitation water. As an example, Fig. 10.1 presents the
results from a re-analysis of a published, world-wide collection of tree wood cellu-
lose sampled from a number ofQuercus and Pinus tree species (Barbour et al. 2001).
As can be seen from Fig. 10.1(a), at this large, geographic scale δ18Ocell was strongly
positively correlated with the variation in δ18Oppt_annual, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.79 (P < 0.001). By comparison, the correlation coefficient for the relationship
between δ18Ocell and growing-season averaged δ18Oppt (or δ18Oppt_grs) is only 0.61
(Fig. 10.1b), lower than the δ18Ocell -δ18Oppt_annual relationship. Further evidence in
support of the notion that trees utilize a combination of both growing- and non-
growing-season rainwater can be obtained from Sternberg et al. (2007) in which tree
xylem water was directly sampled and analysed for δ18O across a continental scale
in the United States. For this study δ18O of xylem water was found to be related
more strongly to δ18Oppt_annual than to δ18Oppt_grs (see Fig. 10.2), in agreement with
the pattern seen at the cellulose level.

Stored meteoric water in soil and regolith that interacts with tree roots (Sprenger
et al. 2016) has an isotopic composition related to multiple precipitation events,
including rainfall from the growing season and pre-growing season dormancy inter-
vals. This highlights the fact that trees utilise a heterogeneous precipitation resource
from both the current and past seasons. Recently, capitalizing on a four-year collec-
tion of isotope compositions of precipitation, soil and tree xylem water, Brinkmann
et al. (2018) conducted a rigorous, quantitative evaluation of the residence time of
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Fig. 10.1 The relationships between δ18O of tree-ring cellulose (δ18Ocell) and annual-weighted
(δ18Oppt_annual; a), and growing-season-weighted (δ18Oppt_grs;b) δ18Oof precipitation. The δ18Oring

data presented in this figure were obtained from Barbour et al. (2001). Each of the δ18Oring data
points represents integration of 3–10 year of tree-ring isotope signal in the late 1990s. δ18Oppt_annual

and δ18Oppt_grs were calculated based on the site information (latitude, longitude and elevation)
presented in Barbour et al. (2001), using the online precipitation isotope calculator at http://www.
waterisotopes.org (Bowen and Revenaugh 2003). The criterion set out in Song et al. (2011) was
used to define growing-season months for each sampling site. For more information about this
world-wide collection of δ18Oring data refer to Barbour et al. (2001)

Fig. 10.2 The relationships between δ18O of stem xylem water (δ18Oxw) and annual-weighted
(δ18Oppt_annual; a), and growing-season-weighted (δ18Oppt_gs; b) δ18O of precipitation across a
wide range of sites in the United States. (a) is an adaptation from Fig. 1 of Sternberg et al. (2007).
For (b), δ18Oppt_grs values were calculated based on the site information presented in Sternberg et al.
(2007), using the online precipitation isotope calculator at http://www.waterisotopes.org (Bowen
and Revenaugh 2003). The criterion set out in Song et al. (2011) was used to define growing-season
months for each sampling site

precipitation in the soil of a temperate forest. Their results showed that the resi-
dence time of soil water can be months or even years long, depending on the relative
strengths of the precipitation input and the amount of water removal through evap-
otranspiration and infiltration. A significant finding of the Brinkmann et al. (2018)

http://www.waterisotopes.org
http://www.waterisotopes.org
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is that contributions of growing season and non-growing season precipitation are of
similar magnitude as far as the total water supply of temperate trees is concerned.
This finding is consistent with the pattern seen at the spatial scale that demonstrates
strong correlations of δ18Ocell or δ18Oxw with δ18Oppt_annual.

It is worth pointing out that the close linkage between precipitation water and
source water notwithstanding, δ18Oppt inherently represents an approximation to
δ18Osw regardless of the temporal scale over which it is integrated. In some cases,
there is evidence that rapid uptake of meteoric rainfall (via increased soil mois-
ture availability) corresponds to incremental growth of trees (Wunder et al. 2013),
suggesting in some cases there may be low δ18Oppt residence time prior to incorpora-
tion in δ18Ocell. On the other hand, the transfer of the isotope signal from precipitation
to the plant-available source water pool may not be a straightforward process, but
instead, could be complicated by several factors. For example, after infiltrating into
the soil, the precipitation signal can be damped or even masked after mixing with the
existing soil water, and there is potential for precipitation and soil water to mix with
short- and long-residence stem water, and/or precipitation may be further altered by
extreme events such as tropical cyclones that often bring in large amount of water
with distinctively low δ18O values (Miller et al. 2006), or by evaporative enrichment
of soil water or the influence of the ground water (Cernusak et al. 2016; Sprenger
et al. 2016). In addition, δ18Oppt is known to be seasonally variable for many regions
(Bowen 2018), which means the season of growth response that dominates incre-
mental ring addition (and therefore δ18Ocell) may require consideration. Furthermore,
according to the recently proposed “two-water worlds” theory, it is possible that in
some circumstances the precipitation signal may not be present in δ18Oxw at all, i.e.,
after soil pores are filled with tightly-bound water from early rainfall events, the
subsequent, recurrent precipitation would only act as the so-called “mobile water”
contributing mainly to the soil water flow, without interacting much with the plant-
accessible pore water (Brooks et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the “two-water worlds”
theory suggests that substantial energy will need to be overcome during root uptake
of the tightly-bound water, and thus is incompatible with water movement along
water potential gradients within the soil–plant-atmosphere continuum (Bowling et al.
2017). Because of these complications, we recommend caution in the use of δ18Oppt

to parameterize δ18Osw in applications where very precise information about δ18Osw

is needed.

10.3 Oxygen Isotope Enrichment of Leaf Water (�18Olw)

10.3.1 The Craig-Gordon Model and Humidity Effect

During plant transpiration, the heavier H2
18O evaporates and diffuses more slowly

through the stomata than does H2
16O, leaving leaf water enriched in 18O. Early

studies of leaf water enrichment usually treated the leaf as a single, well-mixed and
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isotopically uniform water pool such that �18Olw is the same as 18O enrichment of
water at the evaporative sites within the leaf (�18Oe). At steady state, �18Oe can
be well described by the Craig-Gordon model, as the following (Craig and Gordon
1965; Farquhar et al. 2007):

�18Oe = ε+ + εk + (
�18Ov − εk

)
(
ea
ei

)
(10.2)

where ε+ and εK are temperature dependent equilibrium fractionation factor for the
water evaporation and the cumulative kinetic fractionation factor of water vapor
diffusing out of the leaf respectively, �18Ov denotes 18O enrichment of atmospheric
water vapour relative to the source water, and ea

ei
is the ratio of the water vapor mole

fraction in the air relative to that in the intercellular air spaces within the leaf.
With regard to tree-ring isotope modelling, atmospheric water vapor is often

assumed to be in isotopic equilibrium with the source water. This assumption has
been examined in several studies that employed either isotope ratio infrared spec-
trometry for making high-frequency, in-situ measurement of δ18O of water vapour
(δ18Ov) throughout the year (Lee et al. 2006), or a novel, epiphyte-based proxy
for estimating a δ18Ov signal that integrates over the growing season (Helliker and
Griffiths 2007; Helliker 2014). The results of these studies, albeit obtained through
remarkably different types of methods, showed consistent evidence supporting the
general validity of the equilibrium assumption. In the case of equilibrium, �18Ov is
equivalent to -ε+. In such a case, Eq. 10.2 can be further simplified to:

�18Olw = (
ε+ + εk

) (
1− ea

ei

)
(10.3)

Note that εk is dependent on weighted diffusional fractionations through the
stomata and leaf boundary layer, so a weak negative dependence of εK on stom-
atal conductance (gs) is expected. Further, ε+ may also be slightly (but in a positive
manner) influenced by gs, given that a lower gs is generally associated with an eleva-
tion in leaf temperature. Nevertheless, in natural conditions both ε+ and εK can vary
only in a very limited range, and Eq. 10.3 essentially demonstrates that �18Olw is
strongly related to ea

ei
in a negative manner. The ea

ei
term in Eq. 10.3 can be further

approximated by the ambient relative humidity (RH) if tree canopies are gener-
ally assumed to be aerodynamically coupled to the ambient environment. Such an
approximation in turn gives rise to the expectation that �18Oe and by extension
δ18Ocell should contain a record of RH.

Assessment of the RH influence on�18Oe has been included in numerous studies
in a variety of plants (Farquhar et al. 2007). Some studies showed evidence of a RH
signal in δ18Ocell (Ramesh et al. 1986; Saurer et al. 1997b; Porter et al. 2009; Lorrey
et al. 2016), whilst many others reported no significant relationship between δ18Ocell

and RH. The mixed results at the tree-ring level are not surprising given that δ18Ocell

is subject to the control of isotope signatures of two different water pools (δ18Osw and
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�18Olw; refer to Eq. 10.1). In view of the “dual control” nature, we can reasonably
infer that the �18Oe-contained RH signal could be better revealed in circumstances
where δ18Osw remains relatively constant and thus does not add a confounding factor,
i.e., in deep-rooted trees that mainly utilize deep soil water or ground water; whereas
when δ18Osw variation is considerable and becomes a dominant source of variation
in δ18Ocell, the leaf-level signal may become dampened or even completely masked,
resulting in a lack of significant correlation between δ18Ocell and RH (see Tsuji et al.
(2006) and Cintra et al. (2019) for examples illustrating this point).

It is worth pointing out that the above inference inherently assumes that RH as a
climatic factor is only related to variation in �18Oe but not with δ18Osw. Clearly, this
assumption is an over-simplification of the complex dynamics between isotopes and
climates in nature, and thus may not be valid in some circumstances. For example, in
regions where the “amount effect” dominates, a decrease in RH could act to increase
δ18Ocell not only because of its effect on enriching �18Olw, but also because a lower
RH (or drier atmosphere) is usually accompanied with a reduction in precipitation,
which, in the event of the “amount effect” corresponds to higher δ18Osw values. In
such a case, the amount-effect caused variation in δ18Osw (and the associated variation
in RH) essentially acts to strengthen the δ18Ocell-RH link instead of confounding it;
this is in contrast with the general case as pointed out in the preceding paragraph.
This type of response has been observed for some tree species in monsoon-affected
East Asia or tropical ecosystems (Xu et al. 2015; Zeng et al. 2015).

As far as detection of a leaf water signal in δ18Ocell is concerned, plant physiolo-
gists have demonstrated the value of removing the influence of δ18Osw by expressing
cellulose isotope signatures as enrichments above the source water (i.e., �18Ocell =
δ18Ocell − δ18Osw). Expressing Eq. 10.1 in the form of �18Ocell notation yields the
following:

�18Ocell =
(
1 − pex

)
�18Olw + εo (10.4)

From Eq. 10.4 it can be seen that δ18Osw is no longer a parameter influ-
encing �18Ocell. Therefore we should expect that �18Ocell is related to �18Olw

or �18Olw−contained RH signal in a more clear-cut manner, without relying on
whether there is significant δ18Osw variation or not. However, counter to this theoret-
ical expectation, in neither of the two studies that analysed large-scale collection
of tree-ring datasets was �18Ocell observed to exhibit strongly negative correla-
tion with RH (Helliker and Richter 2008; Song et al. 2011; Fig. 10.3a, b). Such
an inconsistency with what is predicted by theory (i.e. Equations 10.3 and 10.4) has
prompted the suggestion that assumptions implicit in models where tree canopies
are aerodynamically coupled to the ambient environment (such that ea/ei is equal
to RH) are invalid (Helliker and Richter 2008). Subsequent calculations based on
inverting of Eq. 10.4 led to the unexpected finding of boreal-to-subtropical conver-
gence of photosynthesis-weighted tree leaf temperatures toward ca. 21 °C (Helliker
and Richter 2008).

Of interest, a similar absence of a negative association between RH and �18O
of tree-stem cellulose was also observed in a more recent study performed across
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Fig. 10.3 The relationships between�18Ocell and relative humidity (RH) across geographic scales.
Data presented in (a) and (b) were obtained fromHelliker and Richter (2008) and Song et al. (2011)
respectively. (c) was� adapted from Fig. 3 of Cheeseman and Cernusak (2017).18Ocell values in (a)
and (b) were derived from tree-ring cellulose samples while in (c) were from tree-branch cellulose
samples. Data in (a) and (b) spanned a wide range of latitudes at the continental and global scale
respectively; data in c) spanned an aridity gradient in the northeastern part of Australia. RH values
shown in (a) and (b) represent growing-season averaged values and in (c) were averaged from site
averages of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. measurements and thus also likely represent the conditions during
which the majority of photosynthesis occurs

11 sampling sites that spanned an aridity gradient in NE Australia (Cheeseman and
Cernusak 2017; Fig. 10.3c). However, this observation cannot be fully explained
by leaf-air temperature uncoupling, as along this same gradient a strongly negative
correlation was observed between RH and leaf cellulose enrichment. In view of
the different patterns between stem- and leaf-cellulose enrichment, Cheeseman and
Cernusak (2017) proposed that the nil trend of stem cellulose enrichment along the
RH gradient is a result of variation in the biochemical term “pex” (a topic that will be
explored in more detail in the next section) and especially that pex is related to aridity.
As of now, whether it is leaf temperature or pex that represents the true mechanism
for the observed stem or tree-ring cellulose patterns remains to be further tested.
Future studies explicitly designed to examine the relevant assumptions (as recently
attempted by Helliker et al. (2018)) will hold the key to unravelling this uncertainty.

10.3.2 The Péclet Effect Model

The Craig-Gordon model has been shown to predict general trends in leaf water
enrichment quite well. However, if examined more closely, measured bulk leaf water
enrichment inmany caseswas found to be somewhat less enriched than that predicted
by the Craig-Gordon equation (Walker et al. 1989; Flanagan et al. 1991). This has led
to the realization that theCraig-Gordon equationmayonly predict the 18O enrichment
at the evaporative sites within the leaf water, but not the bulk leaf water. The latter
instead can be highly heterogeneous, likely as a result of mixing processes within
the leaf lamina involving both unenriched and enriched water. This process was
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rigorously treated by Farquhar and Lloyd (1993), who introduced a Péclet effect into
the leaf model to mathematically account for the ratio of advection of unenriched
vein water via transpiration stream to back-diffusion of the enriched water from the
evaporative site. With the incorporation of the Péclet effect, �18Olw model can be
further modified into the following form:

�18Olw− = �18Oe − 1− e - P

P
(10.5)

where �18Oe, as aforementioned, refers to 18O enrichment of evaporative site water
and can be predicted by the Craig-Gordon model (Eq. 10.2) and P = EL

CD . E is leaf
transpiration rate, L is the scaled effective pathlength (m) for water movement within
the leaf lamina,C is the density of water (55.56 103 mol m−3) andD is the diffusivity
of H2

18O in water (Cuntz et al. 2007). A detailed, theoretical analysis of Eq. 10.5
revealed that for plants experiencing similar atmospheric conditions (i.e., similar
δ18Ov and RH), there should be a negative correlation between �18Olw and stom-
atal conductance and/or transpiration rate (Barbour et al. 2000a). The demonstrated
potential for �18Olw to record transpirative physiology in turn stimulated consider-
able interest among plant scientists to explore the use of plant oxygen isotopes as a
phenotypic trait for various applications in crop breeding, forest management, and
global change ecology (Barbour et al. 2000b; Brooks and Coulombe 2009; Cabrera-
Bosquet et al. 2009; Battipaglia et al. 2013). For more details on this topic, the reader
is referred to the “dual isotope” chapter (Chap. 16) of this book.

Although the Péclet effect is a theoretically sound concept, until now the available
evidence in support of this concept remains limited. The standard procedure for
experimentally testing the Péclet effect relies on examination of the relationship
between transpiration rate (E) and the proportional difference between �18Olw and
�18Oe (f ). A positive correlation between f and E is compatible with that predicted
from thePéclet theory (Flanagan et al 1991;Barbour et al. 2000a), and consequently is
used as a criterion by which to determine the validity of the Péclet concept. However,
to date a significantly positive f –E relationship was only observed in some studies
(Flanagan et al. 1994; Barbour et al. 2000a; Rippulone et al. 2008), but not in many
others (Roden and Ehleringer 1999; Cernusak et al. 2003; Song et al. 2015; Roden
et al. 2015).

The limited support for the Péclet theory may be viewed as an indication that the
Péclet effect is insignificant in determining leaf water enrichment for many species.
However, this indication is far from being conclusive, given that methodological
issues common in the published experiments could have biased the results. For
example, one methodological issue is related to the adoption by many early studies
of a somewhat arbitrary procedure to determine isotopic steady state and δ18O of leaf
transpiration (δ18OE) (Simonin et al. 2013); this could have led to uncertainty in esti-
mating δ18Oe and f , and by extension in assessing the f –E relationship (Loucos et al.
2015). Another methodological issue lies in that all currently available methods for
measuring δ18Olw involve a step of destructive sampling of the leaf before isotopic
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analysis. This dictates the need for collection of multiple leaves for generating a
single f –E plot (i.e., each data point in the f –E plot corresponds to an individual
leaf) (Cernusak and Kahmen 2013). Such a multi-leaf based approach is not ideal,
because among-leaf variation in anatomical, morphological and physiological vari-
ables may be confounding factors that result in “noise” within the f –E plot (i.e.,
among-leaf variation per se results in much variation in f ), potentially posing an
obstacle to detecting the true Péclet signal.

Encouragingly, with the recent emergence of laser-based measurement instru-
ments that permit online quantification of δ18OE at both steady and non-steady states,
the above-mentioned first methodological issue can now be readily overcome (Song
et al. 2015; Holloway-Phillips et al. 2016). Addressing the second issue will rest
on development of new methods to allow for repeated determination of δ18Olw on
a single leaf. In this context, we note that previous studies have attempted to indi-
rectly estimate δ18Olw at different time points in a single castor bean leaf through
repeated sampling and measurement of δ18O of phloem sugar transported out of the
leaf under different VPD conditions (Barbour et al. 2000a, Cernusak et al. 2003). The
phloem-based “single-leaf” method is a novel attempt; nevertheless, this method has
limitations in that: (1) it requires assumptions regarding the biochemical fractiona-
tion factor and/or time lags from isotopic transfer of leaf water to phloem organic
matter, and (2) the method relies on a phloem-bleeding technique, yet this tech-
nique is only applicable to a few plant species. As such, future studies should focus
on development of a method that would permit multiple direct measurements of
isotopic signals from leaf water in a non-destructive manner, and also be generally
applicable to different types of species.

Undoubtedly, continuedmechanistic investigationswill enlighten us as towhether
the Péclet theory is a valid concept in different plant types. Nevertheless, it has been
argued that the Péclet effect, even if present, is unlikely to exert a significant impact
on δ18Ocell when the effect is relatively small, because the transfer of the Péclet signal
from leaf water down to tree-ring cellulose necessarily involves multiple steps that
serve to further damp the original signal, to the point that the association of the Péclet
effect to δ18Ocell becomesweak or even negligible (Ogee et al. 2009). Furthermore, in
many paleo-related contexts applying a single-value based correction (the so-called
“damping factor”) to the Craig-Gordon equation and the tree-ring model seems to
serve the study purposes well (Saurer et al. 1997a; Saurer et al. 2016). In such cases
theremay be limited value of considering themore complicated Péclet correction. As
such, we recommend that researchers carefully consider several factors including the
strength of the Péclet signal and the scale and purpose of the planned investigation
when it comes to deciding whether to include the Péclet correction for modelling
δ18Ocell in practice (Cernusak et al. 2016).
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10.4 Biochemical Fractionation

10.4.1 Oxygen Isotope Exchange at the Sites of Sucrose
Production and Cellulose Synthesis

Exchange of oxygen atoms between water and organic molecules can occur for
oxygen in carbonyl groups via formation of short-lived gem-diol intermediates
(Sternberg et al. 1986). Hydration of a carbonyl oxygen is closely coupled with
subsequent dehydration and the oxygen atom retained in the organic molecule can
be from either the original molecule or the reaction water (Sternberg 2009). Impor-
tantly, when this type of oxygen exchange reaction reaches equilibrium, the carbonyl
oxygen will become ca. 27‰ more enriched in 18O than the reaction water because
of a biochemical fractionation effect (Sternberg and DeNiro 1983). This explains
why εo (the biochemical fractionation factor) is treated as a constant of 27‰ in the
tree-ring model (but see Sternberg and Ellsworth (2011) and Zech et al. (2014) for a
slight temperature effect on εo).

According to the tree-ring model, carbonyl-water exchange of oxygen occurs
during two distinct metabolic steps: the photosynthetic production of sucrose in the
leaf and sucrose-cellulose conversion within the stem (Sternberg 2009). Of relevance
to oxygen exchange at the leaf level, is the fact that all of the oxygen atoms in a
sucrose molecule will pass through a carbonyl group at some point in the Calvin
cycle leading to production of sucrose (Farquhar et al. 1998). For this reason, leaf
sucrose is expected to be in equilibrium with the reaction water (i.e., leaf water).
This expectation is well supported by published data proving that leaf soluble organic
matter (a proxy for sucrose) is ca. 27%more enriched than leaf water in a diversity of
plant species (Cernusak et al. 2003; Gessler et al. 2007, 2013; Barnard et al. 2007).
The oxygen exchange at the site of cellulose synthesis is made possible by the
requirement that sucrose be cleaved into carbonyl-containing hexoses (glucose and
fructose) before it can be converted into cellulose. Further, it has been demonstrated
that a proportion of hexose phosphate molecules also undergo futile cycling through
triose phosphates before being incorporated to cellulose (Hill et al. 1995). This triose
cycling process would expose more carbonyl oxygen to the local water (i.e., xylem
water), allowing additional isotopic exchange.

As already mentioned, the proportion of oxygen exchange with xylem water
during the sucrose-cellulose conversion is termed pex in the tree-ring model.
Regarding pex, the conventional assumption is that it is a rather invariable parameter,
with a value close to 0.4 regardless of species or environmental conditions. Support
for this assumption comes from a number of experimental and observational studies
performed on a range of species and growth conditions (Sternberg et al. 1986; Yakir
and Deniro 1990; Roden et al. 2000; Cernusak et al. 2005), over which average pex
is ca. 0.42 (summarized by Cernusak et al. 2005). Nevertheless, several more recent
studies have suggested that pex may exhibit considerable variation in association with
variation in aridity (Cheeseman and Cernusak 2017), salinity (Ellsworth and Stern-
berg 2014), or turnover time (τ) of the sucrose pool available for cellulose synthesis
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(Song et al. 2014). A relationship between pex and τwas suggested by Farquhar et al.
(1998) through consideration of biochemical pathways leading to cellulose synthesis.
When τ is small such that the sucrose pool turns over rapidly, there should be less
opportunity for hexose phosphates to cycle through triose, potentially resulting in a
smaller pex compared to the case of a slow turnover pool of sucrose. Further, it is
known that τ is a parameter that can be readily influenced by plant growth environ-
ments, and hence the observed aridity- or salinity-dependence of pex may well be an
indirect reflection of τ influence on pex. However, despite these plausible explana-
tions,Waterhouse et al. (2013) demonstrated that position-specific isotopic exchange
rates in cellulose cannot be fully accounted for by the carbonyl-exchange theory, with
or without consideration of cycling via trioses. That is, our current understanding of
the biochemical fractionation is incomplete and more research is needed to explore
potential variations in pex and the associated mechanisms.

10.4.2 Oxygen Isotope Exchange During Phloem Loading
and Transport of Sucrose

Lying between the above mentioned two metabolic steps is the sucrose transloca-
tion pathway, where sucrose is loaded into the minor-vein phloem of the leaf and
subsequently transported downwards in phloem towards the cellulose synthesis site.
The current tree-ring model assumes no isotopic effect during sucrose translocation.
However, this assumption may be problematic, as both phloem loading and transport
involve highly dynamic and complex mechanisms (i.e., multiple pathways during
loading and the leakage-retrieval dynamics persisting throughout transport) (van
Bel 2003), which may give rise to metabolic conversion of sucrose into carbonyl-
containing intermediates and consequently to isotopic oxygen exchange (Barnard
et al. 2007; Offermann et al. 2011; Gessler et al. 2013, 2014).

Indeed, several studies have documented significant leaf-to-phloem or phloem-
basipetal isotopic gradients in sucrose (Gavrichkova et al. 2011; Offermann et al.
2011; Gessler et al. 2013), hinting at the possibility of biochemical fractionation
during phloem loading and transport. In a field investigation involving five different
species, Gessler et al. (2013) found that twig phloem-transported sucrose was signif-
icantly less enriched than its leaf counterpart in three evergreen species, but not in
the other two deciduous species. Gessler et al. (2013) presented a detailed discussion
of the anatomical and physiological variations in the studied species, and suggested
that these variations may at least be partially responsible for species-specific varia-
tion in the extent of phloem-loading/transport associated oxygen exchange, in turn
causing the observed variation in the isotopic difference between phloem sucrose
and leaf water among species. The dataset presented in Gessler et al. (2013) does
not allow for quantitative assessment of the contribution of bark photosynthesis (a
critical confounding factor) to the δ18O signature in phloem so that no definitive
conclusion can be drawn yet regarding whether and to what extent carbonyl-oxygen
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exchange during phloem loading/transport may influence the phloem-leaf isotopic
difference in different species. Nevertheless, the observed isotopic effect during
phloem loading/transport highlights knowledge gaps that need to be filled in order
to put our understanding of the δ18Ocell-associated mechanisms on a firmer ground.
To this end, future experimental studies should be performed not only to advance
understanding of the biochemical/physiological mechanisms underlying the phloem-
related oxygen exchange process, but also to quantify the mean and variation of the
apparent fractionation factor associated with this process among different species
and/or environmental conditions. This understanding should then be incorporated
into the existing tree-ring isotope model, to improve our ability to interpret climatic
and physiological signals from δ18Ocell under various contexts.

10.5 Conclusions

The oxygen isotope composition of tree rings records environmental conditions,
such as temperature and relative humidity, and to a lesser extent physiological and
biochemical responses such as stomatal regulation of water loss and the balance
between sources and sinks for carbohydrates. However, there are a number of gaps
in our understanding that need to be addressed, the three most pressing being: (1)
the relevance of the Péclet effect in leaves from different species; (2) the role of
variability in the proportion of exchangeable oxygen during cellulose synthesis; and
(3) isotope effects during phloem loading, unloading and transport. We envision that
use of high-resolution isotope sampling/measurements techniques (see Chap. 7 for
more details), combined with detailed physiological and environmental monitoring
across a range of species and geographies would be helpful in resolving some of
these uncertainties.
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Chapter 11
The Stable Hydrogen Isotopic Signature:
From Source Water to Tree Rings

Marco M. Lehmann, Philipp Schuler, Marc-André Cormier, Scott T. Allen,
Markus Leuenberger, and Steve Voelker

Abstract The hydrogen isotopic signature (δ2H) of water in trees contains infor-
mation on plant functional responses to climatic changes and on the origin of the
water. This is also true for the non-exchangeable hydrogen isotopic signature (δ2HNE)
of plant organic matter, which contains additional physiological and biochemical
information that can be dated to specific years if extracted from annual rings of
trees. Despite this potential for gaining unique insights from δ2HNE of tree-ring
cellulose (δ2HTRC), it has not been widely used compared to other isotope signals,
likely due to challenging methodological constraints and interpretations of these
isotopic signals. In this chapter, we first summarize hydrogen isotope (2H-) frac-
tionation that occurs between source water and tree rings and review methods (e.g.
nitration, equilibration, position-specific applications) and calculations to determine
δ2HNE in tree material. Building upon a summary of the current state of knowl-
edge, this chapter also provides an exhaustive synthesis of δ2HTRC papers, applica-
tions, and associated data from approximately 180 sites across the globe (paired with
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modelled precipitation δ2H values and climate data). The data allow us to investi-
gate the hydrological-climatic effects driving δ2HTRC pattern on a global scale, the
relationship of hydrogen with oxygen isotopes in the same tree-ring material, as well
as the influence of physiological-biochemical effects (e.g., species differences, tree
growth) that appear to be more important on local or temporal scales than on a large
spatial scales. Thus, when local hydro-climatic influences on source water δ2H can
be isolated, δ2HTRC gives novel insights on tree physiological responses to abiotic
and biotic stresses. We conclude that the growing constellation of tree-ring metrics,
including advancements in 2H-processing (i.e., equilibration techniques allowing
rapid determinations of δ2HNE) and further refinements to the understanding of post-
photosynthetic 2H-fractionations will together provide many new opportunities to
understand past climates and ecophysiology by using δ2H in tree rings.

11.1 General Introduction

Hydrogen isotopes in various biomarkers have been widely used by geochemists and
paleo-climatologists to reconstruct past hydrological and climatic changes (Feng and
Epstein 1994; Sachse et al. 2012). The underlying assumption of these studies has
been that the hydrogen isotope ratio (δ2H) in a compound reflects the δ2H of water
used during photosynthesis and during biosynthesis of these compounds in various
plant organs. Given that δ2H of precipitation water is well known to be under the
control of air humidity during evaporation and temperature during condensation,
δ2H of plant compounds have primarily been used to reconstruct those two climatic
variables (Libby et al. 1976; Voelker et al. 2014a). The more abundant protium
(99.98%) is the lighter of the two stable hydrogen isotopes, consisting of one proton
and one electron (mass 1). The less abundant deuterium (0.02%) is the heavier of the
two, holding an additional neutron (mass 2). The large difference in mass between
the two hydrogen isotopes is physically expressed as strong kinetic and equilib-
rium isotope fractionation that can cause δ2H variation of up to 550‰ in water and
organic (plant) samples (Schmidt et al. 2007). Moreover, there are strong differ-
ences in 2H-fractionation among plant metabolic pathways leading to δ2H variation
between carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins. In recent decades, measurements of
δ2H have been increasingly applied on plant-derived lipids such as n-alkanes, that
are highly recalcitrant to environmental degradation over timescales of thousands
of years. These compounds can be extracted from soil or sediment cores, or other
sources that are often dated using radiocarbon or other dating methods (Sachse et al.
2012). Yet, we are just beginning to understand the physiological and hydrological
driving factors causing isotopic variations of plant-derived lipids (Kahmen et al.
2013; Newberry et al. 2015). In contrast, analyses of non-exchangeable δ2H of tree-
ring cellulose (δ2HTRC) is still rarely applied, which is mainly caused by what has
appeared to be a low sensitivity to local climatic changes and associated difficulties
interpreting δ2H signals (Boettger et al. 2014; Lipp et al. 1991), as well as due to
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methods that hinder the rate of sample processing (Epstein and Yapp 1976; Schim-
melmann 1991). However, further developments during the last two decades led to
high-throughput methods for δ2HNE analyses of plant organic material (including
δ2HTRC) and important new interpretations of metabolic controls over δ2HNE in plant
material (Cormier et al. 2018; Sanchez-Bragado et al. 2019) and tree-ring cellulose
(Kimak 2015; Lehmann et al. 2021; Mayr 2003). The coming decade promises more
rapid developments in this field that should lead to more studies employing δ2HTRC

to understand past climates and plant ecophysiology.

11.2 The Hydrogen Isotopic Signature of Water in Trees

The hydrogen isotopic compositions of precipitation and atmosphericwater represent
the primary determinants of δ2H in terrestrial plant tissues including tree rings. Estab-
lishment of the temporal and spatial dynamics of the hydrogen isotopic composition
of source water (δ2HS, but see also Chapter 18), via measurements and modelling,
is therefore an important prerequisite for optimal interpretation of δ2H values in
tree rings (Allen et al. 2019; Dawson et al. 2002; Saurer et al. 2012). As δ2H values
in precipitation and water progressively change due to various factors including
temperature, elevation, latitude, distance to coast, amount of a rain event, weather
events, and atmospheric circulation pattern, the variability of water isotopes across
land surfaces are substantial. Ocean water is used as international reference point
for isotope measurements (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water, VSMOW), with a
δ2H value of 0‰. After evaporation from a water surface or from vegetation, vapor
is depleted in 2H (lower δ2H) compared to its origin due to fractionation during
phase transition from liquid to gas form; that transition favors the preferential evap-
oration of lighter isotopologues (e.g., 1H16O) over heavier ones (e.g., 2H18O). In
contrast, when water condenses in clouds, precipitation is enriched in 2H (higher
δ2H) than the water vapor remaining in the air (Fig. 11.1). Therefore, precipitation
will become more depleted in 2H with each rain event as an air mass undergoes
successive condensation and precipitation while moving inland or to higher eleva-
tions. This process, commonly termed “rainout”, depends strongly on temperature
conditions during condensation, partially explaining the strong temperature depen-
dency of precipitation δ2H values (Dansgaard 1964; Libby et al. 1976). Given that
the isotopic composition of precipitation is not always available, global maps of
average water isotope values have been modelled and can be used to infer δ2H values
of precipitation in the absence of measurements (Bowen and Revenaugh 2003). The
isotopic signals of precipitation can be modified by evaporation effects prior to when
trees take up water in the soil, which has often been characterized by an enrichment
in 2H from deep to more shallow soil layers (Allison et al. 1983; Lin and Sternberg
1993). On the other hand, δ2H of soil water that is taken up by trees is an admixture
of recent and older precipitation that can depend on the size, depth, and geological
properties of water catchments and groundwater aquifers, as well as on water turn-
over rates in concert with soil characteristics, vegetation rooting depths and other
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Fig. 11.1 ➀ The hydrogen isotope composition in tree rings is dependent on the origin of the rain
(water vapor source). The higher the latitude (latitude effect) and altitude (altitude effect), and the
more continental the formation area of the clouds is, the more 2H-depleted the precipitation will
become. ➁ Surface water becomes 2H-enriched due to evaporation of isotopically lighter water.
➂ Water infiltrating deeper soil layers mixes with water of previous precipitation events, which
is often 2H-depleted compared to surface water as it experiences no evaporative effects. ➃ The
isotopic composition of groundwater can deviate strongly from rainwater as it may have a different
catchment area and a different temporal origin. ➄ Depending on the root depth and transpiration
rates, tree xylem water can show a mixed isotopic composition of soil and groundwater, with gener-
ally no further 2H-fractionation during uptake. ➅ Leaf water is 2H-enriched due to transpiration of
isotopically lighterwater. This effect can be influenced by changes in stomatal aperture, temperature,
and air humidity. ➆ 2H-enriched leaf water and 2H-depleted NADPH derived from photolysis of
H2O are the main isotopic sources of primary assimilates.➇Unresolved 2H-fractionation processes
linked to carbon fixation, starch synthesis, re-mobilization, and downstream transport of sugars lead
to a ➈ 2H-enrichment of tree-ring cellulose compared to leaf assimilates. Blue lines refers to water,
with dashed lines indicating processes that show little or no 2H-fractionation. Red lines and axis
refers only to 2H-fractionations in organic molecules, including NADPH and carbohydrates (i.e.
sugars, starch, and cellulose)
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processes modifying the mixing and uptake of water by tree roots (Brooks et al.
2010; Lin and Sternberg 1993). Overall, the isotopic composition of precipitation
and source water taken up by trees can lag precipitation inputs by weeks to years, and
can vary markedly among individuals and across regions (Allen et al. 2019; Voelker
et al. 2019; Volkmann et al. 2016).

Source water (δ2HS) becomes enriched in heavy isotopes after reaching leaves
due to preferential evaporation loss of lighter isotopologues from the leaf water pool
during transpiration. The fractionation from δ2HS to δ2Hof leafwater (δ2HL) has been
closely predicted by the Craig-Gordon model (Dongmann et al. 1974), describing
the isotopic enrichment at the evaporative site of a water pool as (Craig and Gordon
1965):

δ2HL = δ2HS + εe + εk + (δ2HV − εk − δ2HS) ∗ ea/ei (11.1)

where εe is the temperature-dependent equilibrium isotope fractionation between
vapor and liquid water (Horita and Wesolowski 1994), εk is the kinetic isotope frac-
tionation occurring during the diffusion of water molecules through the stomata
cavity and the boundary layer (Merlivat 1978), δ2HV is the hydrogen isotope ratio of
atmospheric water vapor, and ea/ei is the ratio between the partial pressures of the
atmosphere and intracellular water vapor. As implied by Eq. 11.1, δ2HL values are
mainly driven by the leaf-to-air vapor pressure ratio, similar to relative humidity (i.e.,
which is often used as an estimate for ea/ei) or by the vapor pressure deficit (VPD,
difference between saturated and ambient pressure) and have foundwidespread appli-
cation for reconstruction of environmental and hydrological conditions from plant
organic compounds (Sachse et al. 2012; Voelker et al. 2014a; Zech et al. 2013).
Importantly, at high relative humidity (ca. > 60%), the isotopic value of water vapor
dominates the isotopic signal of leaf water (Gerlein-Safdi et al. 2018; Lehmann et al.
2018; Roden et al. 2000). The basic leaf water model (Eq. 11.1) tends to overesti-
mate δ2HL values; corrections include representing leaves as two pools as well as
Péclet effects, to account for unenriched water pools (e.g., lignified leaf veins) or
progressive leaf water enrichment (e.g., from the bottom to the tip or from the main
vein to the margin in leaves) (Roden et al. 2015). Variation in δ2HL strongly influ-
ences δ2H of assimilates (Cormier et al. 2018) and thus δ2HTRC (Roden et al. 2000).
The following section will therefore focus on the manifold isotope fractionations
influencing δ2HTRC chronologies.

11.3 The Hydrogen Isotopic Signature of Tree-Ring
Cellulose

2H-fractionations occurring in trees during the biosynthesis of organic compounds
from leaf water and CO2 to sugars and subsequent molecules result from several
biochemical processes (Luo and Sternberg 1992; Schmidt et al. 2003; Sternberg et al.
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1984; Yakir 1992). The biosynthetic hydrogen isotope fractionation (εbio) between
leaf water and organic compounds was (and still is) largely treated as a constant in
practice in paleo-biogeochemical studies (Sachse et al. 2012). However, εbio may
vary among species and compounds, as related to plant enzymatic reactions and the
specific biochemical origin of H atoms during their biosynthesis (Cormier et al. 2019,
2018; Estep and Hoering 1981; Ziegler et al. 1976). For biosynthesis of compounds
in plants, three origins of H are important in this respect (Fig. 11.1):

(1) The organic precursor molecules in a biosynthetic pathway; for example, the
H atoms of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate that are transferred to the two triose
phosphates synthesized in the Calvin cycle.

(2) Redox cofactors (e.g. the biological reducing agent NADPH) that provide an
important part of the H atoms in the biosynthesis of organic compounds.

(3) The cellular water.

Yakir and DeNiro (1990) suggested that the overall 2H-fractionation factor occur-
ring between leaf water (δ2HL) and carbohydrates (δ2HCarbo) can be divided into
photosynthetic (F1) and post-photosynthetic 2H-fractionations (F2), and that the
relative fraction (f) of these two processes drives the εbio according to the following
equations:

δ2HCarbo = δ2HL + εbio (11.2)

εbio = f ∗ F1 + (1 − f) ∗ F2 (11.3)

The photosynthetic 2H-fractionation (F1) occurs in the chloroplast during the light
reaction of photosynthesis where ferredoxin-NADP + reductase produces NADPH
with reduced H that is strongly 2H-depleted compared with leaf water (Luo et al.
1991). This 2H-depleted H pool in NADPH is subsequently introduced into organic
compounds in the Calvin cycle, causing the first building blocks of sugar pools to be
2H-depleted compared with leaf water. Cormier et al. (2018) suggests that this initial
process is independent of the rate of photosynthesis within a species and possibly
stable for any given species. In turn, this suggests variation in εbio of carbohydrates
are driven by post-photosynthetic 2H-fractionations.

Post-photosynthetic 2H-fractionation (F2) processes are assumed to have strong
2H-enrichment effects, commencing in sugars produced by the Calvin cycle and
reflecting several overlapping processes and enzymatic reactions. Triose phosphates
(TP) synthesis in the Calvin cycle allows (partial) exchange of C-boundH atomswith
(2H-enriched) cellular water in CH2 groups adjacent to COgroups via an enolic struc-
ture (Knowles and Albery 1977). Moreover, only one out of four C-bound H atoms in
TPs is derived from 2H-depleted NADPH from the light reaction of photosynthesis;
alternatively, the others derive from precursor molecules that become 2H-enriched
after exchange with cellular water, as described earlier. During the fructose1,6-
bisphosphate aldolase reaction, two TPs are used to build one hexose phosphate and
one out of fourC-boundHatoms is lost to the surroundingwater (Schmidt et al. 2015).
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Phosphoglucose isomerase, used to inter-convert glucose 6-phosphate and fructose
6-phosphate, might further 2H-enrich the sugar pool by allowing partial exchange
of specific H atoms with the surrounding cellular water (Schleucher et al. 1999). In
non-autotrophic plants and plant tissues, NADPH is likely strongly 2H-enriched as
it derives from the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway reactions. Overall, δ2HNE

values of carbohydrates typically do not deviate as strongly from those in leafwater as
wewould expect from the primary 2H-depletion of theNADPHpool that is generated
in the light reaction of photosynthesis because post-photosynthetic 2H-enrichment of
the sugar pool provides nearly a net balance of isotopic fractionation events affecting
tree rings and other plant tissues.

The 2H-fractionations in sugar pools of trees do not only occur at the leaf level.
Roden and Ehleringer (1999) experimentally showed that about 36% of the leaf
isotopic signature in a given tree-ring was replaced by the source water isotopic
signal during cellulose biosynthesis. From their findings, the authors developed a
mechanistic model for δ2HTRC:

δ2HTRC = f ∗ (δ2HS + F2) + (1 − f) ∗ (δ2HL + F1) (11.4)

The estimates of 2H-fractionation factors were derived from various experimental
systems (Luo and Sternberg 1992; Yakir and DeNiro 1990), with F1 and F2 as −
171‰ and + 158‰, respectively. The Roden et al. (2000) model provided a 1:1
relationship between observed and modeled δ2HTRC under two different relative
humidity conditions. Similarly, the Roden model has been applied to paired tree-ring
oxygen and hydrogen isotopes for reconstruction of relative humidity over space
and time (Voelker et al. 2014a). Although the Roden model has found practical
applications for tree-ring studies it is known to neglect that the compensating effects
of F1 and F2 simultaneously determine δ2HCarbo (Eqs. 11.2 and 11.3) and that δ2HNE

of leaf sugars are lower than δ2HTRC. Moreover, as discussed toward the end of this
chapter, the use of heterotrophic 2H-enriched starch might play an important role for
δ2HTRC values of mature trees (Kimak et al. 2015; Lehmann et al. 2021; Mayr 2003).
Thus, further improvements to the Roden et al. (2000) model are needed to more
accurately understand drivers of plant tissue δ2H and, consequently, better realize
the research potential that δ2HTRC can provide.

11.4 Methods and Calculations for δ2H Analysis of Tree
Carbohydrates

There are two kinds of hydrogen in carbohydrates or hydrocarbons such as sugars
and cellulose. Hydrogen linked to carbon atoms (C-H) is called non-exchangeable
hydrogen and cannot be easily exchanged without enzymatic catalysis in biochem-
ical pathways. The δ2H ratio of such carbon-bound non-exchangeable hydrogen
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(often termed δ2HNE) in carbohydrates holds meaningful information on hydrolog-
ical, climatic, or biochemical conditions during their synthesis and is therefore of
interest in dendrochronological studies. In contrast, hydrogen that is linked to oxygen
atoms in hydroxyl (O–H) groups of carbohydrate molecules is called exchange-
able hydrogen. Exchangeable hydrogen is in equilibrium with the hydrogen of the
surrounding water such as recent sap water or environmental water and thus does
not reflect the hydrological, climatic, or biochemical conditions during cellulose
synthesis. Moreover, during extraction of carbohydrates such as sugars or cellulose,
the exchangeable hydrogen will be exchanged with extraction water or solutions and
therefore its original isotopic composition will be again overwritten. Therefore, it
is crucial to exclude the exchangeable hydrogen for an accurate determination of
δ2HNE values in carbohydrates. Several methods have been developed to overcome
this problem over the last decades to isolate the δ2HNE values of sugars and cellulose
in plants. In Table 11.1, we summarized the different available δ2HNE methods and
in the following section we explain the main principles.

Table 11.1 Overview of methods to determine δ2HNE in plant carbohydrates. The given references
reflect seminal papers that provide detailed descriptions of the methods and demonstrate some
applications. “Hot equilibration” is performed in an oven or in a heated operational unit, while
“cold equilibration” is conducted at room temperature. “Online” means that individual samples (of
a batch) are equilibrated with water vapor and subsequently analyzed by IRMS. “Offline” means
that sample equilibration with water vapor is performed independently of the actual IRMS analysis

Methods Compounds Sample amount References

Nitration Cellulose, Starch Individual samples Alexander and Mitchell
(1949), Boettger et al.
(2007)

Nitration Sugars Individual samples Doner et al. (1987),
Dunbar and Schmidt
(1984)

Hot offline
equilibration

Cellulose, Starch,
Sugars

Batch of samples Sauer et al. (2009),
Schuler et al. (2022),
Wassenaar et al. (2015)

Hot online
equilibration

Cellulose Batch of samples Filot et al. (2006), Loader
et al. (2015)

Cold offline
equilibration

Dry Matter, Cellulose,
Water soluble organic
compounds

Batch of samples Qi and Coplen (2011),
Sanchez-Bragado et al.
(2019)

NMR Cellulose, Starch,
Sugars

Individual samples Betson et al. (2006),
Schleucher et al. (1999)

Lignin methoxyl
groups

Lignin Individual samples Anhauser et al. (2017),
Greule et al. (2008)
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11.4.1 Nitration Methods

Nitration is the most commonly employed method (Table 11.1) for determination
of δ2HNE values in cellulose and particularly helpful to establish δ2HNE reference
material (Boettger et al. 2007). The nitration of cellulose is a reaction where the
hydroxyl groups are replaced by nitro groups (NO2) via an electrophilic substitution.
The reaction can be performed using a mixture of HNO3 (90%) and H2SO4 (~98%)
with a final concentration of HNO3 of about 25% in a 150 times weight excess at
room temperature for ≥ 12 h. Alternatively, cellulose can also be nitrated with a
40 times weight excess of a solution of 28.7 m% P2O5 in HNO3 (90%) at room
temperature (RT) for 4 h (modified after Alexander and Mitchell 1949). For both
methods, the mixing of the two components is highly exergonic and the solution
needs to be cooled down to 4 °C, e.g., in an ice-water bath. The complete dissolving
of P2O5 can take several hours or overnight, where a slow temperature increase
to RT is uncritical. For achieving highly nitrated cellulose, it is recommended to
constantly stir the reaction solution and to keep the water content as low as possible.
After the nitration, the product can be washed with distilled water and stabilised with
methanol. Incompletely nitrated side products can be removed via the dissolution
of the highly nitrated product in acetone and centrifugation. Cellulose nitrate with
a nitrogen content of > 12.7% is assumed to reflect a nearly complete nitration, but
more than 13.5% N are not achievable (de la Ossa et al. 2011). To complete these
steps noted in the methods above and produce cellulose nitrate with an acceptably
high nitrogen content, there is probably an upper limit of about 50 samples per week
that can be processed by one person, which has limited its application in attempts to
understand inter-annual variation in δ2H of tree rings. Note that cellulose nitrate is
an explosive material and should be stored in a refrigerator to reduce degradation.
In addition, nitration methods for sugars have been developed (Dunbar and Schmidt
1984) and applied in food authenticity studies (Doner et al. 1987). However, sugar
nitration should be performed very carefully under constant cooling as temperature
above 20 °C can cause an extremely vigorous reaction and explosion. Finally, δ2H
analysis of cellulose nitrate with a TC/EA-IRMS system might be best performed in
a reactor consisting of a mix of chromium and quartz chips to avoid potential isotope
fractionation during pyrolysis of nitrogen-rich compounds (Gehre et al. 2015).

11.4.2 Equilibration Methods

In contrast to the cellulose nitration method, where the exchangeable H on hydroxyl
(OH) groups is replaced by a nitro group (NO2), the equilibration method is based
on a physico-chemical principle of exchanging the OH groups with those of standard
water. This process of H isotope exchange happens naturally with ambient water or
vapor. In order to guarantee stable and robust δ2HNE values, which makes up 70% of
the hydrogen atoms in a cellulose molecule, it is accepted to follow an equilibration
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with in-house-standard water of known isotopic composition before sample analysis
with a TC/EA-IRMS system. Samples are decomposed by pyrolysis at ca. 1400 °C
to hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO) gases, with the former being used
to determine δ2H values. Given strong methodological improvements over the last
decades, the equilibration method has become more popular for determining δ2HNE

in cellulose.
First, offline methods were used to perform the equilibration (Feng et al. 1993;

Grinsted and Wilson 1979; Schimmelmann 1991; Wassenaar and Hobson 2000).
They followed different temperature regimes but all of them suffered from disad-
vantages: (1) slow equilibration process at low temperatures, (2) difficult and time-
consuming removal of the excess water through sublimation for the method of Feng
et al. (1993), (3) isotope fractionation potential between water and exchangeable
hydrogen during the different process steps and (4) a rather large amount of sample
(3–12mg) that is required.Wassenaar andHobson (2000) described a similar method
with static offline equilibration that canbe applied for cellulose, aswell as for complex
organic materials, for example, feathers or keratin. More recent developments in
offline methods allow equilibration of a batch of cellulose, starch, or sugar samples
in a metal chamber under a continuous flow of vapor with a known isotopic compo-
sition at high temperature conditions (ca. 70 to 130 °C; “Hot offline equilibration”,
Table 11.1) in an oven and to dry them before TC/EA-IRMS analysis (Sauer et al.
2009; Schuler et al. 2022). This systemwas further optimized, enabling sample equi-
libration and drying to occur directly in a heated and helium purged autosampler to
prevent contamination with humid laboratory air. The autosampler is placed on an
TC/EA-IRMS system, so that multiple samples can be equilibrated with injected
water vapor, dried, and directly measured (Wassenaar et al. 2015). Equilibrations are
mostly performed at high temperatures to vaporize a water source and to accelerate
the equilibration process. However, other studies showed that sufficient equilibration
of plant material with a water source can also be achieved at room temperature in an
evacuated glass desiccator over a longer time period (“Cold offline equilibration”,
Table 11.1), followed by drying of the samples in a vacuum oven over several days
(Qi and Coplen 2011; Sanchez-Bragado et al. 2019).

In addition to offline equilibration systems, Filot et al. (2006) developed an online
equilibration method. An equilibration chamber temperature controlled at 110 °C
with a moving piston selecting between three positions to load (sample derived from
an autosampler), equilibrate and inject a sample for subsequent isotope ratio anal-
ysis. The equilibration chamber is flushed with helium and in-house-standard water
that is immediately vaporized when entering the heated equilibration chamber. An
analytical batch consists of 94 measurements (i.e. 55 samples and 39 standard mate-
rials), allowing the analysis of about 165 samples per week. Samples and standard
materials are equilibrated sequentially within 600 s and then pyrolyzed by a TC/EA-
IRMS to determine δ2H values. A GC-column held at 70 °C was used to separate H2

and CO gases to the degree that sequential isotope ratio measurements are feasible
on IRMS, enabling to do triple isotope analysis (Loader et al. 2015). The “hot online
equilibration” method (see Table 11.1) can actually be used for the quadruple isotope
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ratio determination by a corresponding adjustment of the GC-column that allows the
separation of N2 from CO.

11.4.3 Position-Specific Methods to Determine δ2HNE
in Wood Material

Deuterium in plant carbohydrates can also be position-specifically determined by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR, Table 11.1) spectroscopy. δ2HNE methods have
been developed for starch and sugars from different herb and tree species (Schleucher
et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2002) and for plant and tree-ring cellulose (Betson et al.
2006). The intra-molecular analysis reveals strong δ2H differences for carbon-bound
hydrogen atoms within carbohydrate molecules. Thus for interpretation of δ2HTRC

values the underlying δ2HNE variations on individual positions should be considered
(but see Chapter 7 for more information). Moreover, a novel and simple prepara-
tion method was developed to measure the δ2H value of lignin methoxyl groups
(δ2Hmeth, Table 11.1) by gas chromatograph/pyrolysis-IRMS (Greule et al. 2008).
δ2Hmeth values of wood samples were strongly correlated with the δ2HP on a global
scale. δ2Hmeth might therefore reflect a new climate proxy for temperature changes
over time if extracted from annual rings of trees (Gori et al. 2013). However, the
biosynthetic isotope fractionation between δ2Hmeth and δ2HP of ca. -217 ‰ can vary
among different tree species and therefore care should be taken if used for climate
reconstructions (Anhauser et al. 2017). δ2Hmeth might be of particular interest for
paleo-wood samples, which have often been buried under anoxic conditions and have
undergone substantial or nearly complete losses in cellulose due to degradation, but
may still contain lignin.

11.4.4 Calculation of Non-exchangeable Hydrogen Isotopic
Composition, International Standards,
and Referencing

During our review for this chapter, we found that equations regarding δ2HNE can
vary among studies using equilibration methods. To facilitate comparisons among
past and future δ2HTRC values, we propose the following systematics and syntax. The
total δ2H values (δ2HT), which is the result of an isotopic analysis of equilibrated
samples, can be calculated as follows:

δ2HT = f e ∗ δ2HE + (1 − fe) ∗ δ2HNE (11.5)

where ƒe is the fraction of total exchangeable hydrogen in the total H pool and δ2HE

the δ2H value of the exchangeable hydrogen atoms. For a precise estimation of δ2HNE,
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a comprehensive evaluation of different potential cases for ƒe are needed. Theoret-
ically, 30% of the hydrogen in cellulose should be exchanged, but in most cases
less were exchanged, most probably due to difficulties in accessing all exchangeable
hydrogen and to inhomogeneities of the cellulose preparation steps. Therefore, the
range for ƒe of cellulose varies between 0 and 0.3 (Schimmelmann 1991; Wassenaar
andHobson 2000). The higher ƒe values of ameasurement, the better the equilibration
processes and the precision and accuracy of the δ2HNE analysis:

fe = (δ2HT − A − δ2HT − B/ (δ2HW − A − δ2HW − B) ∗ (1 − εe/1000)
(11.6)

where δ2HT-A and δ2HT-B are δ2HT values of cellulose that have been equilibratedwith
in-house-standard water (A or B) and thus with water vapor of a known isotope ratio
(δ2HW-A, δ2HW-B), respectively. The isotopic differences between the two in-house-
standard waters A and B is mostly several 100‰ and allow for the determination of
ƒe (approximately the slope of relationship between δ2HT and δ2HW of both waters).
The 2H-fractionation (εe) occurring between δ2HE and δ2H of water vapor has been
found to vary between 60‰ and 100‰ for most plant derived compounds. Most
methods set εe to ca. 80‰, as it has been found to be an average isotope fractionation
factor for most cellulose samples (Schimmelmann 1991; Wassenaar and Hobson
2000). Both, εe and ƒe are temperature dependent, so temperature needs to be tightly
controlled during equilibration and also held constant among batches to provide
consistent results.

Amass balance allows the determination of δ2HNE from the δ2HTA or δ2HTB where
δ2HT values are normalized to the international VSMOWscale using an international
standard, which has no exchangeable hydrogen (e.g., polyethylene foil, IAEA-CH-7)
following Filot et al. (2006):

δ2HNE = (δ2HTA − 1000 ∗ fe ∗ ( εe − 1) − fe ∗ εe ∗ δ2HWA) / (1 − fe) (11.7)

δ2HNE values of equilibrated cellulose samples should be checked against cellu-
lose standards with known δ2HNE values to verify method accuracy. Cellulose nitrate
derived from different wood material or chronologies might be ideal for verification
of these methods (Filot et al. 2006; Schuler et al. 2022). Recently published inter-
national wood standards (USGS 54–56) might also be used for δ2H calibration (Qi
et al. 2016). There is also an international cellulose standard available (IAEA-CH-3),
however, there is no agreement yet on its actual δ2HNE value (Loader et al. 2015;
Sauer et al. 2009). Equilibration can also be performed on other organic matter,
however, the degree of exchangeable hydrogen and the exchangeability of hydrogen
atoms itself can differ among substances.
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11.5 Synthesis of δ2HTRC Data, Applications,
and Interpretations

For this book chapter, we reviewed ca. 50 studies and unpublished records showing
information on δ2HNE of tree-ring cellulose (δ2HTRC;mainly derived via equilibration
or nitration methods) from ca. 180 sites. We approximated the mean δ2HTRC values
for each site chronology and plotted the distribution on a global map (Fig. 11.2).
Table S1 holds all information on publications, sample preparation and material, tree
species, temporal resolutions, location, and tree-ring isotope data. For each site, we
estimated the mean annual temperature (MAT) andmean annual sum of precipitation
(MAP) using a gridded data product at 5-arc-minute resolution (Fick and Hijmans
2017).We alsomodelled long-termmean annual δ2H and δ18O of precipitation (δ2HP

and δ18OP) for each site using grids available on Bowen and Revenaugh (2003). For
studies that reported site elevation, δ2HP values were adjusted by a value calculated
from multiplying the isotopic lapse rate, assumed to be −2.24‰ δ2H per 100 m
(Poage and Chamberlain 2001) for the difference between site elevation and pixel-
mean elevation; for studies that did not report site elevation, the gridded values were
used without adjustment.

Fig. 11.2 Global map for δ2HNE of tree-ring cellulose (δ2HTRC, VSMOW, markers) and δ2H of
precipitation (δ2HP,VSMOW, shaded) for ca. 140 sites derived from literature data (Table S1). Paleo
sites (< 1000 years before 2000 AD) are not shown due to climatic and sampling uncertainites
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11.5.1 Global δ2HTRC Patterns and Hydro-Climatic Effects

Formore than four decades, δ2HNE ofwood or tree-ring cellulose has been recognized
to closely correlate with MAT and that δ2HNE is generally sensitive to continental-
scale climatic trends (Epstein and Yapp 1976; Gray and Song 1984; Libby et al.
1976; Schiegl 1974). In retrospect, the temperature dependence of δ2HTRC at these
large scales is partially due to the isotopic composition of meteoric water, which also
correlates with temperature variations (Dansgaard 1964; Yapp and Epstein 1982).
Here we investigated the global relationship of δ2HTRC with δ2HP and MAT across
various tree species and study sites (Fig. 11.3). Including δ2HTRC values from paleo
study sites (< 1000 years before 2000 AD) only slightly affected the relationship.
However, to be conservative, we excluded paleo studies (ca. 40 sites) from this anal-
ysis due to large uncertainties related to time-transgressive estimates of paleoclimate
temperatures and associated estimates of δ2HP.

As expected, δ2HP is indeed significantly related to δ2HTRC (r2 = 0.69), demon-
strating that spatial variability in δ2HP of precipitation determines more than two
thirds of the spatial variation in tree-ring isotope ratios. Interestingly, the relation-
ship between δ2HP and δ2HTRC largely envelopes the 1:1 line, albeit with a slightly
shallower slope of 0.9 ± 0.05. The overlap of the 1:1 line is somewhat surprising,
given that δ2HTRC is modified by 2H-enrichment of leaf water and by various 2H-
fractionation in carbohydrates in leaf and sink tissues. Roden et al. (2000) showed
that it is rather unlikely that the leaf water signal is fully lost during tree-ring cellu-
lose synthesis for both oxygen and hydrogen isotopes. We therefore assume that the
sum of the 2H-enrichment during leaf water evaporation and 2H-fractionations of
carbohydrates (Eqs. 11.2 and 11.3) cancel each other out, so that the mean δ2HTRC

of a chronology approximately reflects the average δ2HP of a site. While MAP
showed no clear relationship with δ2HTRC (not shown), we found a significant rela-
tionship betweenMAT and δ2HTRC (r2 = 0.47), with a slope-derived change of 5.2±
0.5‰/°C and an intercept of−21.5± 4.0‰. The linear relationship was very similar
between MAT and δ2HP (r2 = 0.67, not shown), with a slope-derived change of 5.8
± 0.3‰/°C and an intercept of −122.2 ± 3.0‰. Our results agree with 5.5‰/°C
that was observed by Gray and Song (1984), demonstrating that the temperature-
dependent equilibrium isotope effect in precipitation water is the dominant factor
influencing δ2HTRC on a global scale (however, not on a local scale as discussed
later).

Moreover, we additionally investigated the global δ2H-δ18O relationship for tree-
ring cellulose of about 110 sites (70 modern/40 paleo) (Fig. 11.4). Previously, these
two types of data had been used tomodel leafwater isotope across continental climate
gradients (Voelker et al. 2014a). However, to our knowledge, a global δ2H-δ18O
relationship for tree-ring cellulose across diverse tree species has not previously been
presented. We found that the global δ2H-δ18O of tree-ring cellulose is shifted by an
average δ18O offset of+ 38.6‰ between precipitation and the signal incorporated in
tree-ring cellulose. This offset approximates the difference between measured δ18O
values of xylem water and tree-ring cellulose (Roden and Ehleringer 2000). The
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Fig. 11.3 Relationships between δ2HNE of tree-ring cellulose (δ2HTRC, VSMOW) with modelled
δ2H of precipitation water (δ2HP) and mean annual temperature (MAT). Mean values of ca. 180
sites derived from ca. 50 publications and unpublished records (Table S1) are given. Paleo sites (<
1000 years before 2000 AD) were excluded from the regression line due to climatic and sampling
uncertainites. Unknown = tree species could not be identified

changes in δ2HTRC values are low (Fig. 11.4), which can be explained by the close
relationship to δ2HP (Fig. 11.3). The slope of the δ2H-δ18O relationship for tree-ring
cellulose is 8.1 and thus closely mirrors that of the global meteoric water line (the
GMWL is here derived from the modelled precipitation isotope data), reflecting the
dominance of isotope fractionations driving spatial variation in the signals of δ2HP
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Fig. 11.4 Gobal relationships between δ18O and δ2H values (both VSMOW) for precipitation
(modelled) and tree-ring cellulose. Mean values of ca. 180 sites are given for precipitation and
of ca. 110 sites for tree-ring cellulose (Table S1). Paleo sites (< 1000 years before 2000 AD)
were exludced from the regression line due to climatic and sampling uncertainites. Isotope data of
precipitation follow the typical equation of the global meteoric water line (GMWL). Isotope data
of tree-ring cellulose follow the same slope as the GMWL. Unknown = tree species could not be
identified

and δ18OP taken up by trees. Global δ2H-δ18O relationships of tree-ring cellulose
were not clearly influenced by broadleaf or coniferous tree species (Fig. 11.3 &
11.4) and species-effects might not play a significant role at this scale (but see species
effects on the local scale below). Perhaps more importantly, variability of how δ2H vs
δ18O diverge from this global relationship spatiotemporally and among and within
species certainly has the potential to yield unique insights on climatic variability,
ecohydrology and tree ecophysiology that needs further exploration.
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11.5.2 Paleo-Climatic δ2HTRC Applications

Due to the strong temperature response, δ2HTRC analyses were undertaken to provide
early paleoclimate or “paleo-thermometer” proxies that could be applied to ancient
wood samples (Feng and Epstein 1994; Yapp and Epstein 1977). Other studies on
ancient wood material combined δ2HNE and δ18O for the reconstruction of relative
humidity (Edwards andFritz 1986;Voelker et al. 2014a) and atmospheric circulations
patterns (Feng et al. 2007). Some studies used the δ2HTRC difference between ancient
and modern wood to infer climatic changes or monsoon intensity (Boettger et al.
2003; Feng et al. 1999). Moreover, δ2HTRC can function as a supplementary infor-
mation, helping to date tree rings in wood of unknown sources (Becker et al. 1991).
This is particularly important for dating of ancient wood samples, which are rarer
and thus can be more difficult to cross date using conventional dendrochronological
methods. The longest published δ2HTRC record so far (over 8000 years before 1950,
at 50-year resolution) was established by Feng and Epstein (1994) from bristlecone
pine trees. However, δ2HTRC was also analyzed from much older individual wood
samples from the Late Glacial/Holocene (14 to 8 Ka) (Boettger et al. 2003; Edwards
and Fritz 1986; Epstein 1995; Feng et al. 2007), Late Pleistosence (60 to 30 Ka)
(Stojakowits et al. 2020), Early Pliocene (~4.5 Ma) (Csank et al. 2011), and Eocene
(~45Ma) (Jahren andSternberg 2008).Despite this pastwork, hydrogen isotope anal-
ysis of tree rings is rarely conducted compared to the use of hydrogen isotopes from
other paleo isotope archives (e.g., ice or sediment cores). Hence, novel approaches
that combine δ2HTRC with carbon and oxygen isotope analyses and other tree-ring
properties at inter-annual resolution may provide promising new multi-proxy tools
for understanding past climates and their impact on plant ecophysiology.

11.5.3 Local δ2HTRC Pattern and Physio-Biochemical Effects

Despite knowncorrelations between climate variables and δ2HTRC across large spatial
scales, temporal variations in local δ2HTRC chronologies often do not strongly corre-
late with local climatic changes or hydrological influences (Boettger et al. 2014;
Lipp et al. 1991; Loader et al. 2008; Pendall 2000). Oxygen and hydrogen isotopes
in an individual tree should theoretically be derived from the same water sources
and thus be correlated (as shown in Fig. 11.4), however, only weak relationships
between δ2H and δ18O chronologies of tree-ring cellulose have been observed on
local scales (Fig. 11.5). Early research indicates that climatic information in water-
derived hydrogen isotopes is potentially overwritten by physiological factors driving
changes in δ2HTRC, including differences in 2H-fractionation between autotrophic
and heterotrophic tissues and metabolic pathways (Luo and Sternberg 1992; Yakir
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Fig. 11.5 Local relationships between δ18O and δ2H chronologies of tree-ring late wood cellulose
(TRC, both VSMOW) for three European Quercus robur forest sites (Haupt et al. 2011; Hilasvuori
and Berninger 2010; Szczepanek et al. 2006). The chronologies are annually resolved for the period
1901–2003. Relationships are low for all sites (r2 < 0.1)

and DeNiro 1990). The following text reviews a growing body of evidence docu-
menting strong physio-biochemical isotope effects on δ2H of plant-derived carbohy-
drates that are eventually incorporated into δ2HTRC and may explain the difference
between global versus local isotopic patterns.

(1)Maturation effect: In Germany, δ2HTRC of oaks was shown to increase by about
20‰ between approximately age 0 and 150, with little change thereafter (Lipp et al.
1993;Mayr 2003).We term this trend over 100+ years a “maturation effect” because
the juvenile stage for many oaks, biologically, usually only lasts up to about 40–
50 years and sometimes much less if trees are from sprout rather than seed origin.
This increase in δ2HTRC with age is the opposite of that which would be expected
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if rooting depths increased with development, leading to them tapping deeper soil
water sources with more negative δ2HS values. Changes in δ2HTRC values with tree
age might be related to an age-related increase in the availability or use of non-
structural carbohydrates for growth (i.e. fresh assimilates vs. carbon storage) and/or
increased phloem transport distance between canopy leaf area and the stem base (i.e.
tree height) where wood samples are typically extracted for isotopic analyses. The
aforementioned ideas should be tested with species that differ in growth rate and
maturation as only a few δ2HTRC studies have investigated the maturation effect so
far (Arosio et al. 2020).

(2) Intra-annual effects: An early δ2HTRC study investigated intra-annual varia-
tion (Epstein and Yapp 1976) and documented that earlywood was 2H-enriched by
7 to 52‰ compared to latewood within the same tree and year, with some excep-
tions; 2H-enriched earlywood was confirmed by other studies (Kimak 2015; Mayr
2003). Higher-resolution intra-annual measurements in fossil (Metasequoia sp.) or in
modern (Quercus crispula, Pinus radiata) wood demonstrated that cellulose is most
2H-depleted in the center of an annual tree-ring, while the start and end are more
2H-enriched (Jahren and Sternberg 2008; Nabeshima et al. 2018; Wilson and Grin-
sted 1978). Leaf cellulose of two deciduous trees in Switzerland were also observed
to be more 2H-enriched in the early than in the late growing season, while the oppo-
site pattern was observed for an evergreen conifer (Kimak et al. 2015). The drivers
of these intra-annual effects are not simply explained by changes in source water
or environmental conditions. Winter/spring source water from temperate and boreal
zones is 2H-depleted, which is in contrast to higher δ2HTRC values in wood formed
at the growing season, assuming much of the water used by trees during this time
are from dormant season precipitation recharge of soil moisture. The VPD-driven
leaf water 2H-enrichment would also be lesser during the early growing season than
in summer, which is again in contrast to the observed intra-annual δ2HNE pattern
in leaf and tree-ring cellulose. It is likely, the intra-annual effects are caused by a
higher relative use of 2H-enriched storage pools for the formation of earlywood and
consequently 2H-depleted photosynthetic assimilates for the formation of late wood
(Lehmann et al. 2021; Vitali et al. 2022). Cleary, the drivers of intra-annual isotope
variation needs further exploration to provide better insights on seasonal changes in
plant-water relations and physiology.

(3)Growth effects:Change in biomass productivity, as indicated by various metrics
of tree-ring growth, have often been used as primary indicator of plant physiological
performance under changing climatic conditions. Here we combined growth and
δ2HTRC data of bur oaks (Quercus macrocarpa Michx.) at three North American
sites with a range in environmental conditions (Voelker et al. 2014a, b). Using the
Rodenmodel (Eq. 11.4),we calculated the expected δ2HTRC for at least fifteen years at
each of those three sites and then subtracted these modeled values from the observed
δ2HTRC values andplotted these residuals versus growth rates as calculated byVoelker
et al. (2014b), which yielded a significant negative relationship (r2 = 0.30; Fig. 11.6).
For themodel,we assumed constant δ2HS values for each year, as the species is known
to be very deeply rooted, and δ2H values of vapor to be in equilibrium with those
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Fig. 11.6 The δ2H differences between observed and modeled tree-ring cellulose (δ2HTRC,
VSMOW) following (Voelker et al. 2014a), plotted against adjusted growth rate index values
following (Voelker et al. 2014b). Each data point represents a cross-dated tree-ring year within
a site pooled across > 10 trees of bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa). The three sites were sampled
across continental gradients in temperature and humidity. The relationships within sites are not
significant (P > 0.05), which likely reflects a lack of data for changes in precipitation δ2H across
years. The significant relationship across sites supports the contention of Cormier et al. (2018) that
constraints on metabolic rates can increase δ2H

of source water. If the Roden model would have accounted for all δ2HTRC variation,
then there should be no offset and no trend in data shown. There are two possibilities
explaining the trend. The first is that the modelled δ2HS used in the Roden model
were increasingly underestimated across regions with slower growth rates, which
is unlikely, because the slower growth rates arise from a complex combination of
climatic phenomena thatwould not have provided such shifts inmodeled δ2HS values.
The second explanation for this trend is that lowgrowth rates are inherently associated
with greater 2H-fractionation, which correspond to how slow-growing oak trees used
a greater proportion of stored carbohydrates that were 2H-enriched. To some extent
this would be expected, particularly in oak trees, because their earlywood vessels
are largely formed early in the spring (i.e. before leaf expansion is complete) from
stored carbohydrates and as oaks grow more slowly, a larger proportion of the tree-
ring tissue in any given year is earlywood vessels (Voelker et al. 2012). Figure 11.6
demonstrates that correlations were weak within sites, which would be expected
given a lack of year-specific knowledge of water δ2H values to plug into the Roden
model. Importantly, the significant relationship across sites provides the first tree-
ring based support for the contention of Cormier et al. (2018) that constraints on
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metabolic rates can increase δ2H in plant compounds. Besides, a recent publication
suggest the use of carbon storage under stress conditions by observing a negative
relationship between δ2HTRC values and tree-ring width chronologies on four sites in
Europe and Asia, where growth is limited by precipitation or light (Lehmann et al.
2021). However, on a site where temperature was the growth-limiting factor, the
relationship between δ2HTRC and TRW was slightly positive. Thus, further studies
are needed to determine the driving factors of 2H-fractionaions related to annual
growth (Vitali et al. 2022).

(4) Herbaceous tissue effects: Tissue-specific δ2HNE effects represent important
physiological processes, but have rarely been analyzed in trees (e.g. stem vs. root
cellulose, Roden and Ehleringer 1999). We thus focused on δ2HNE reports working
with herbaceous plant tissues and assume that this knowledge is helpful to under-
stand tree physiological responses. Sanchez-Bragado et al. (2019) documented the
lowest δ2HNE values in plant assimilates of autotrophic flag leaf tissues of wheat,
intermediate δ2HNE values in semi-autotrophic ears, and highest δ2HNE values in
heterotrophic roots and grain tissues. These results indicate the importance of the
photosynthetic reactions causing 2H-depleted NADPH pools in autotrophic tissues.
The findings are supported by δ2HNE responses of leaf cellulose to light intensity and
CO2 concentrations (Cormier et al. 2018), δ2HNE differences in leaves of different
morphology between parasitic plants and their hosts (Cormier et al. 2019), leaf blade
and vein tissues (Kimak et al. 2015), and photosynthetic pathways (Sternberg and
DeNiro 1983). These findings collectively indicate that autotrophic leaf tissues and
their compounds are likely more 2H-depleted compared to all other plant tissues
of trees (Ruppenthal et al. 2015). It will remain a future challenge to determine
δ2HNE values of compounds in different tree tissues and to better understand the
most relevant processes leading to 2H-fractionations that occur during photosyn-
thesis, transport of freshly assimilated sugars, and during cellulose biosynthesis in
woody tissues.

(5) Species effects: We analyze the previously described synthesized dataset for
species effects because they are under-described in the literature (but see Ziehmer
et al. (2018)). Using sub-fossil wood remains from alpine locations in the Euro-
pean Alps, we show that δ2HTRC is consistently 40‰ lower in the deciduous Larix
decidua than in evergreen Pinus cembra across a 9000-year chronology (Fig. 11.7).
Such differencesmight be partly driven by δ2HS difference, or, on the other hand, they
might indicate divergent metabolic 2H-fractionations associated with leaf formation,
translocation of assimilates, and tree-ring formation (Arosio et al. 2020). To investi-
gate this further, we corrected the δ2HTRC value from each site in the literature data
with modelled δ2H values of precipitation (�2HTRC). As global-scale isotope varia-
tions in precipitation water are taken into account by this correction (see Fig. 11.3),
�2HTRC can be compared between tree species fromdifferent sites.However, no clear
�2HTRC pattern were observed on a global scale (Fig. 11.8), suggesting that�2HTRC

variationsmust be related to somecombination of species/genus and regional climatic
differences (i.e.MAT,MAP).We further investigated the�2HTRC values across genus
and species, with mean values ranging strongly between −57 and 30‰ and−19 and
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Fig. 11.7 δ2HNE of tree-ring cellulose (δ2HTRC, VSMOW) for deciduous Larix decidua and ever-
green Pinus cembra over the course of 9000 years in 5-year resolution. These records were estab-
lished on subfossil wood remains based on 201 trees of the Eastern Alpine Conifer Chronology
(EACC) established by the Department of Geography of the University of Innsbruck, where these
samples has been calendar-dated (Nicolussi et al. 2009)

Fig. 11.8 Global map for δ2H of tree-ring cellulose corrected for δ2H of precipitation (�2HTRC,
VSMOW, circles) for ca. 140 sites derived from literature data (Table S1). Paleo sites (< 1000 years
before 2000 AD) are not shown due to climatic and sampling uncertainites

34.5‰, respectively (Fig. 11.9).�2HTRC values were significantly different for some
genera (P < 0.001) and species (P≤ 0.02), showing that taxon-specific information is
likely imprinted on the 2H-fractionations in mature trees. Interestingly, we found that
�2HTRC values at the genus level were co-influenced byMAP (P≤ 0.02, ANCOVA),
indicating that regional climate conditions at a given site, likely a combination of
precipitation and strongly co-varying relative humidity, also contributes to variation
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Fig. 11.9 Variations in δ2H of tree-ring cellulose corrected for δ2H of precipitation (�2HTRC,
VSMOW) for species and genus level across different sites on a global scale. For genus, the number
of sites strongly varies (n = 1 to 34, given in parenthesis). For species, a minimum of three sites
were considered (n = 3 to 13). The color-coding indicates the average mean annual precipitation
(MAP) for each species and genus varying between < 500 mm (red) and > 1500 mm (blue). Paleo
studies were excluded (< 1000 years before 2000AD; Table S1). Abbreviations: Junip.= Juniperus,
Pseu./Pseudo. = Pseudotsuga, Querc. = Quercus, Rhizo. = Rhizophora, Popu. = Populus, Seq.
= Sequoia, Seqd. = Sequoiadendron, ab. = abies, gl. = glauca, lo. = longaeva, ni. = nigra, st. =
strobus, sy. = sylvestris, tr. = tremuloides, me. = menziesii, ma. = macrocarpa, pe. = petraea, ro.
= robur

in 2H-fractionations. The influence of water availability on �2HTRC would make
sense, since growth sometimes depends on carbon storage and thus on 2H-enriched
heterotrophic starch rather than on 2H-depleted sugars from recent photoassimilates,
particularly in extreme dry years or during defoliation events (Vitali et al. 2022).
Thus, it is likely that the highly negative and positive�2HTRC variations at the species
and genus levels mainly reflect plastic 2H-fractionations related to the carbohydrate
metabolism in trees. In this sense, broad surveys of δ2HNE values of non-structural
carbohydrates and cellulose in different tree species might be helpful to disentangle
the drivers of 2H-fractionations and potential phylogenetic effects.

11.6 Conclusions

Our chapter reveals that we are at the beginning of a new phase of understanding
the hydrogen isotopic signals in trees. Overall, deriving robust inter-annual climate
signals from δ2HTRC is currently challenging, but δ2HTRC may retain important low-
frequency climate variation and allow for additional and complementary inferences
on tree physiology and carbon metabolism when paired with other isotopic signals
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and tree-ring growth. To maximize this potential the δ2HTRC signals need further
study and calibration. Toward this end, the foremost need is to investigate the 2H-
fractionation processes between water, photosynthetic assimilates, carbon storage,
and cellulose at the leaf and stem level. More specifically, studies should be carefully
designed to address how this varieswith abiotic or biotic stressors, among species and
genus, and across diel and seasonal cycles. Second, we need to develop new isotope
modeling approaches that can better isolate hydrological 2H-fractionations (leaf
water, source water) from the proportionally larger biochemical 2H-fractionations.
Third, the newknowledge on 2H-fractionation processes need to be applied to δ2HTRC

chronologies to assess the potential for obtaining improved multi-proxy climate
reconstructions or improved understanding of changes in ecophysiology in response
to climate variability or other environmental influences. Great progress has been
made in understanding and calibrating the δ2HTRC signal. Continuing advancements
in 2H-processing that allow for rapid determinations of δ2HNE, a growing constella-
tion of ancillary tree-ringmetrics, and advances in knowledge on post-photosynthetic
2H-fractionations together foretell that applications of δ2HTRC will be increasingly
used in dendroclimatology and forest ecophysiology.
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Chapter 12
Nitrogen Isotopes in Tree
Rings—Challenges and Prospects

Martine M. Savard and Rolf T. W. Siegwolf

Abstract Nutritive, but detrimental if at high levels, several nitrogen (N) forms
involved in air and soil biogeochemical reactions constitute the N load trees assim-
ilate. Although a large body of literature describes series of tree-ring N isotopes
(δ15N) as archival systems for environmental changes, several questions relative to
the isotopic integrity and reproducibility of trends still linger in the dendroisotopist
community. This chapter reviews the fundamentals of forest N cycling and examines
trees as N receptors in their very position, at the interface between the atmosphere
and pedosphere. The related scrutiny of intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms regu-
lating isotopic changes also underlines flaws and forces of tree-ring δ15N series as
environmental indicators.

12.1 Introduction

Keynutrient for trees, but forming reactivemolecules potentially detrimental to forest
ecosystems (e.g., Etzold et al. 2020), N constitutes a central object of research in
terrestrial biogeochemistry. After several decades, the substantial body of literature
on N in trees reflects the complexity of N cycling through trees, and how some
intrinsic and extrinsic processes remain elusive. With anthropogenic emissions of
reactive N (Nr) rising globally and driving atmosphere-pedosphere exchanges that
can perturb the external terrestrial N cycle, tree-ring δ15N series may record past
changes in forest-N cycling.

Studies of long tree-ring δ15N series are rare, largely because ring wood includes
very low amounts of N relative to carbon, evidently making tree rings difficult for
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isotopic determination. Additionally, N translocates between trunk rings, dampening
environmental isotopic effects in time series.Nevertheless, several studies report δ15N
trends interpreted in relations to changes in soil and air conditions.

How does N assimilation in non N2-fixing trees operate? Do trees react to changes
in air and soil Nr contents? Can tree-ring δ15N series help understand environmental
changes? The purpose of this review primarily consists in scrutinizing the current
understanding of mechanisms responsible for determining δ15N values in tree rings,
appraising the type of information δ15N series can provide, and synthesizing the
knowledge gaps of this research domain.

12.2 Sample Preparation and Analytical Procedures

The habitual mechanical separation of tree rings from stem samples using fine blades
or microtome at the sought time resolution produces wood sub-samples for δ15N
analysis. Treating these sub-samples prior to their isotopic analysis generates a
debate regarding the utility of removing their mobile N (resins) to prevent producing
false trends. But recent investigations suggest this type of pre-treatment does not
modify significantly the final δ15N values (Elhani et al. 2005; Bukata and Kyser
2007; Couto-Vázquez and González-Prieto 2010; Caceres et al. 2011; Doucet et al.
2011; Tomlinson et al. 2014). Another observation arguing against pre-treatment is
that samples from several species, for instance Pinus ponderosa, Fagus grandifolia
and Picea rubens, show no change of concentrations after resin removal (Hart and
Classen 2003; Doucet et al. 2011).

On another note, regardless of pre-treating wood samples or not, several studies
have clearly shown trends of higher N concentrations in rings (and coniferous leaves)
grown during sampling years, relative to concentrations in previous years. The
general pattern forms an increasing trend from the heartwood-sapwood transition
to the most recent ring; a physiological effect typical of N translocation. In addi-
tion, tree-ring N concentrations show poor inter-tree and inter-species coherence.
These observationsmakeN concentrations in tree rings (and dated coniferous leaves)
useless in environmental research (Hart and Classen 2003; Saurer et al. 2004; Savard
et al. 2009; Gerhart andMcLauchlan 2014). However, this inter-ring Nmobility does
not seem to affect the final tree-ring δ15N values (Doucet et al. 2011).

For isotopic analysis, wood samples wrapped in tin capsules drop automatically
from a carousel into an elemental analyser (EA) in continuous flow (CF) with an
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS). The analytical procedure involves combus-
tion in a reaction tube producingN2O, followed by a reduction to N2, which produces
the analyses calibrated relative to air N2 (set at 0‰). Tree-ringwood harbors very low
concentrations relative to roots or leaves (Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 2000), and high
C/N ratios, making its isotopic analysis difficult. For that reason, the EA-CF IRMS
system for δ15N analysis needs close monitoring for performing complete combus-
tion to prevent CO+ derived interferences at masses 28 and 29. A CO trap installed
between ovens andGCcolumns helps for that step. The lowNconcentrations inwood
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make internal standards a requirement to avoid poor analytical accuracy from low
peak to background ratios (Couto-Vázquez and González-Prieto 2010). Inserting
several internal wood standards in sample batches allows monitoring the external
precision and accuracy of the complete laboratory procedure. Whole wood materials
from three species of trees recently proposed as references may also support this
essential task (Qi et al. 2016), although the δ15N range they cover is narrower (−2.4
to +1.8‰) than the natural extent in tree rings (generally between −10 and +5‰).

12.3 Assimilation, Storage and Fractionation of Nitrogen
by Trees

Numerous tree-ring studies dealing with natural δ15N values or 15N-labelled N
assume that uptake of soil inorganic N dominates the N assimilated in stems of
non N2-fixing trees. However, other means such as soil organic N assimilation and
foliar uptake of various atmospheric N forms may significantly contribute to the N
loads commonly characterized for δ15N values (Fig. 12.1). This section discusses
the knowledge gains from controlled experiments, studies under natural conditions,
recent developments in understanding the ultimate source and pathways of N to tree
rings, and the role of N remobilization in determining the tree-ring δ15N values.

12.3.1 Nitrogen through Foliage

Many studies reveal that soil fertilization has direct impacts on foliar N character-
istics, however, leaves also assimilate N (e.g., Gebauer and Schulze 1991; Arain
et al. 2006; Pardo et al. 2007; Vizoso et al. 2008; Balster et al. 2009; Averill and
Finzi 2011). Similarly, articles specifically addressing canopy functions report oper-
ational foliar uptake from air for all atmospheric N forms (Garten and Hanson 1990;
Rennenberg and Gessler 1999; Krupa 2003; Sparks et al. 2003; Vallano and Sparks
2007; Chaparro-Suarez et al. 2011). In other words, it is widely accepted now that the
foliar N loads come from soil as well as from air (e.g., Vallano and Sparks 2013). For
its nutritive functions, leaf N plays a crucial role in enhancing activities of Rubisco,
the proteins of photosynthesis (Warren et al. 2003; Wright et al. 2004). However,
higher atmospheric N availability does not always translate into higher growth rates
of stems. The crucial point for the present chapter lies with estimating the atmo-
spheric foliar N contribution to the loads in stems of deciduous and coniferous trees,
as atmospheric N transferred from leaves to stems may have a direct impact on the
tree-ring δ15N series.

Atmospheric Nr-forms include N in ammonia gases (NH4
+, NH3), oxides (NO3

−,
NO2, NO), nitric acid (HNO3), and organic compounds (amino acids, peroxyacetyl
nitratePAN). These N-forms get to ground through wet scavenging or dry deposition
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Fig. 12.1 Representation of the forest nitrogen cycle. Processes influencing the bioavailability of
N forms taken up by boreal and temperate trees are included; NO2 loss is significant mostly in
wetlands and tropical settings; the tropical cycle would include N2 fixation by trees (not shown).
EcM stand for ectomycorrhiza (Sect. 12.3.2)

upon contact with surfaces such as leaves. The N forms enter leaves either as wet or
dry (gaseous) phases through stomata, although the liquid phases appear to pass in
the foliar systemmore readily (Rennenberg and Gessler 1999; Harrison et al. 2000b;
Krupa 2003; Choi et al. 2005; Gerhart andMcLauchlan 2014). A series of enzymatic
reactions transform NH4

+ and NO3
− into amino acids, which generally enriches the

reactants and depletes the products in 15N (e.g., Rennenberg and Gessler 1999).
Once incorporated in organic compounds within leaves, N shortly resides in active
and non-active parts (Millard and Grelet 2010). Experiments using 15N-labelled N
show that the remobilized N can reach down to the root systems (Macklon et al.
1996; Rennenberg and Gessler 1999; Bazot et al. 2016).

Studies rarely quantify stem N originating from foliar uptake. In one known
experimental example, the estimated proportions of N from previous-year needles
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exported to support the growth of shoots vary between 10 and 37% in 5 year-old
or younger coniferous trees (Millard and Grelet 2010). Otherwise, in 30-year-old
spruce trees, between 8 and 22% of the annual N demands come from leaves, the
range depending on the N forms selected for experiments (Harrison et al. 2000a,
and references therein). Also, natural abundance of 15N has helped estimating foliar
assimilation at 10% in 10- to 20 year-old Norway spruce trees, given that the signal
of car exhaust, the single local source of anthropogenic NO2 emissions, was known
to strongly deviate from the natural N sources (Ammann et al. 1999). However, in
general, the precise quantification of anthropogenic N in the canopy constitutes a
complex task because the isotopic signals of N in air can significantly change in
space and time, and an array of emitters show overlapping δ15N ranges (e.g., Savard
et al. 2017).

In deciduous specimens, the proportion of canopy N uptake used up for annual
wood production appears to vary between <5 to >40% (Harrison et al. 2000b). In
the case of young poplars exposed to NO2-enriched air with low δ15N values, and
grown on high and low N-supplied soils, the calculated foliar contributions were 14
and 18% of the total amount of plant N, respectively, based on δ15Nmeasurements of
plant material and the known isotopic signal of NO2 (Siegwolf et al. 2001). In another
example, with labelled fertilizers applied at both the foliage and root levels of oak
trees, soil N and internal storage contributed 60 and 40%, respectively, to the N of
spring leaves (Bazot et al. 2016). Whereas the total autumn root N reserves included
73% from leaves and 27% from soils. At the broad scale, modeling studies reported
the canopy to contribute between 3 and 16% of the total N demands for new growth
in plants (Vallano and Sparks 2007, and references therein). Thus, on one hand, N
in leaves comes partly from soils, and several studies clearly demonstrated partial
remobilization of this N. On the other hand, the estimated contributions from leaves
to the demands of trees may be more variable than the range covered in the literature
because they largely depend on the atmospheric concentrations and the involved
N-forms, the studied tree species, and the methodology selected for quantifying the
foliar uptake/contribution.

Although trees acquire atmospheric N directly through leaves and without inter-
mediate transformation steps as through soils before root uptake, the overall influence
foliar uptake has on the tree-ring N loads is difficult to determine. To our knowledge,
research efforts never estimated its contribution to stem N loads of mature trees.
Accordingly, the remaining key questions regarding foliar uptake does not relate
to its assessment but to the magnitude of its contribution in determining the final
tree-ring δ15N values.
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12.3.2 From Soils through Roots to the Stems

12.3.2.1 Soil Nitrogen Species and Processes

Dinitrogen-fixing microbes and forest organic matter represent the ultimate sources
of N in soils of non-disturbed forests (Fig. 12.1). Geological N from rocks and
minerals can provide a background influencing the forest N cycling and the overall
δ15N values of organic soils, particularly if developed over clay-rich mineral hori-
zons or sedimentary rocks, which generally have high δ15N values (Holloway and
Dahlgren 2002; Craine et al. 2015; Houlton et al. 2018). Variability in the distribu-
tion of geological N contributes to the heterogeneity of soil N properties. Several
studies also report evidence for microbial communities (fungi and bacteria) involved
in mineral weathering (e.g., Courty et al. 2010).

Even though the absolute amount of N in soils is large, the dominant proportion
of N is immobilized (carbon bound) in organic matter (Knicker 2004; Näsholm et al.
2009), with a small part of this matter available for nutrition (labile N or dissolved
organic N—DON). The main N-rich constituents of DON, amino acids, derive from
rapidhydrolysis of soil proteins (Näsholmet al. 2009). Furthermore, the soil inorganic
(NH4

+ and NO3
−) parts, largely derived from organic matter constitute only about

1% of the total soil N (Kendall et al. 2007). Forest N demands generally exceed the
inputs in bioavailable N forms, limiting the net productivity in most of the boreal
and temperate forests. As a consequence, trees compete for soil NH4

+, NO3
− and

DON. Anthropogenic N emissions can add to the regional N loads by wet or dry
deposition, and enter the series of transformations leading to the bioavailable N pool
mined by tree roots (Fig. 12.1).

The main transformation processes affecting the concentration and δ15N values
of inorganic and organic bioavailable N in soils consist in fixation, immobiliza-
tion, ammonification (mineralization), volatilization, nitrification and denitrification
(Hopkins et al. 1998), and the rates of these N transformations vary seasonally and
regionally (Handley et al. 1998). Whereas fixation and ammonification generally
create minor isotopic N fractionation, volatilization of NH4

+, nitrification and deni-
trification tend to significantly increase the 15N content in the reacting substrates and
decrease it in the products (Högberg 1997; Pardo and Nadelhoffer 2010; Hobbie and
Högberg 2012). Consequence to the interplayingN transformation processes, nitrate,
ammonium and DON generally show δ15N values in increasing order. In addition, in
N-limited forests, δ15N values of bulk N tend to increase with sample depth, and its
concentration, to decrease (Fig. 12.2a). The general explanations for this pattern are
that low nitrification rates and leaching from top horizons depletes the components
of the organic horizons in 15N. Shedding of leaves depleted in 15N relative to soil
and preferential uptake of 15N by fungi associated to roots (see Sect. 12.3.2.2) may
accentuate this pattern (Hobbie and Colpaert 2002; Compton et al. 2007; Högberg
et al. 2011). However, in less N-limited forests, the top horizons may show high
δ15N values in soil N-species due to increased rates of nitrification in the N- and
organic-rich horizons (Fig. 12.2b; Högberg 1997; Mayor et al. 2012; Shi et al. 2014).
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Fig. 12.2 The general δ15N
trends of soil bulk N as a
function of sample depth for
N-limited a and N-saturated
b forests (see text)

Hence, the overall N status of the forest, the proportions of the various soil N forms
trees use up, and the depth of root N uptake from the soil all have direct influence on
the final δ15N values of tree tissues. A key point to note here is that isotopic studies
rarely characterize root (or tree-ring) samples along with individual bioavailable soil
N forms, even though this combination would greatly help determining fractionation
steps before N uptake by trees.

12.3.2.2 Direct and Ectomycorrhizal Root Uptake

Trees can use up inorganic N forms and DON directly through their roots (Näsholm
et al. 2009; Averill and Finzi 2011). This direct uptake by physical transport shows
no evidence of fractionation; N isotopic fractionation occurs during assimilation
processes involving enzymatic functions (Handley et al. 1998; Pardo et al. 2013).
Alternatively, trees can gain N (and other nutrients) while providing C, through
symbiotic associations with fungi (ectomycorrhiza EcM; e.g., Näsholm et al. 2009;
Courty et al. 2010; Lilleskov et al. 2019). It is well accepted that EcM generally show
higher δ15N values relative to N sources in soils, and to roots and stems of trees. In
the process of N uptake, they preferentially incorporate the heavy 15N during the
production of their tissues, and provide light N to their hosts (Gebauer and Taylor
1999; Hobbie and Högberg 2012). The extent of this biogenic fractionation and
thus the isotopic values of fungi vary widely (Trudell et al. 2004; Mayor et al. 2009;
Hobbie and Högberg 2012), inasmuch as different EcM communities may efficiently
assimilate specific soil N-compounds. Also, it is established that EcM communities
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change in structure and abundance under varying soil chemistry (pH), N deposition,
N transformation rates, and climatic conditions (Chalot et al. 1995; Wallander et al.
1997; Qian et al. 1998; Schulze et al. 2000; Lilleskov et al. 2002; Averill and Finzi
2011; Högberg et al. 2011; Kjoller et al. 2012; Kluber et al. 2012; van der Linde et al.
2018). The role of EcM in regulating δ15N values in plants during N assimilation in
field conditions is illustrated by the measured δ15N patterns in Alaskan trees, EcM
and soils (Hobbie et al. 1999). Modeling of these results indicates a net fractionation
during the N transfer from EcM to trees.

Another example compares the foliar δ15N values of Acer rubrum seedlings from
seven sites distributed along a gradient of atmospheric NO2, with active EcM or
manipulated absence of EcM in native soils of New York state (Vallano and Sparks
2013). The foliar δ15N results for seedlings devoid of EcM show no influence of
increasing N, but for EcM seedlings, they correlate significantly with ambient NO2

levels, indicating the aid EcM provides to trees for N assimilation. These examples
and the above observations make EcM causative agents for changes in tree-ring
(and foliar) δ15N series, a key point for understanding the overall δ15N values of N
transferred fromsoils to trees.However, the inventory of responses and functionalities
of EcM communities under various environmental conditions, particularly the extent
of their isotopic fractionation and implication during N uptake by roots, is not yet
comprehensive. Research in that domain could help elucidate the causes of shifts in
tree-ring δ15N series.

12.3.2.3 Preference of Trees for Soil N Species

Most trees absorb NH4
+ and NO3

−, but experiments conducted using fertilization
with 15N-labelledNdemonstrated that various species of trees show improved perfor-
mances if grown with a specific soil N form (Kronzucker et al. 1997; Zhang et al.
2016;Miller andHawkins 2007). The relative preferences for specificN formsmostly
derive from the energy requirement for the production of proteins and the needed
level of carboxylates (Arnold and van Diest 1991). Many species of deciduous trees
take up NO3

− preferentially (e.g., Quercus alba, Fagus grandifolia), whereas it is
well established that most coniferous trees lacking the enzyme nitrate reductase
assimilate NH4

+ more favorably, up to 20 times more than NO3
− (Kronzucker et al.

1997; Templer and Dawson 2004; Islam and Macdonald 2009). Other studies have
addressed the question of assimilation of DON, and found that coniferous trees such
as Chamaecyparis obtusa do not use this form of N-compound (Takebayashi et al.
2010), whilePinus sylvestris andPicea abies assimilate asmuchDON asNH4

+ if the
soil contains similar amounts of eachN form (Ohlund andNäsholm2002). To explain
long-term deviations between tree-ring δ15N series of various deciduous species,
McLauchlan and Craine (2012) linked differences to N-form preferences. Given that
soil N compounds undergo different transformation paths and carry distinct δ15N
signals, diverse N preferences by trees growing at the same site or under similar
conditions ought to generate distinct tree-ring δ15N trends over time.
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12.3.3 N Remobilization, Inter-ring Translocation
and Fractionation Within Stems

Many studies explain well the fractionation along the length of trees, from root to
stems and leaves (Yoneyama et al. 1998; Gebauer et al. 2000; Evans 2001). Briefly,
after assimilation of N-species by trees, enzymatic functions transform NH4

+ and
NO3

− into amino acids (Handley et al. 1998). As mentioned previously, these steps
generally enrich the reactants in 15N and deplete the products (Yoneyama et al.
1998; Gebauer et al. 2000). Research efforts also indicated that deciduous trees
store N in their bark and wood, whereas coniferous trees predominantly store N
as photosynthetic proteins in their youngest needles. The remobilization of these
amino acids is seasonal. During spring, deciduous trees transfer non-structural N
compounds (arginine and asparagine) from twigs and coarse roots (and stems) to
forming leaves (Bazot et al. 2013; Brereton et al. 2014). For instance, N proportion
in twigs of oak trees decreases by 55% during that period. During summer, leaves
are the dominant storage of N (>50% in June, compared to only 10% in stems;
see also Sect. 12.3.1). During autumn, while leaves are shedding, storage begins in
stems, coarse roots and twigs. For willow trees, the stems become a major N reserve
(Brereton et al. 2014), a pool that new leaves will solicit later on.

During spring, coniferous trees transfer N stored in their youngest needles to
support new growth of leaves and stems (Millard and Proe 1993; Bauer et al. 2000;
Krupa 2003; Millard and Grelet 2010; Couto-Vázquez and González-Prieto 2014).
Translocation generates fractionation and systematically decreases δ15N values in old
needles relative to young needles (Gebauer and Schulze 1991; Couto-Vázquez and
González-Prieto 2010). In contrast, there is no systematic difference between recent
and old tree rings as mentioned in Sect. 12.2. The remobilization steps described
above may largely explain why foliage and tree-ring δ15N trends in coniferous trees
are different from broad-leave trees (Pardo et al. 2006; Gerhart and McLauchlan
2014; Tomlinson et al. 2015).

For further assessing the impact of N mobility in stems on growth ring δ15N
values, various research groups investigated the distribution of 15N after fertilization
or misting labelled-N compounds (e.g., Elhani et al. 2005; Tomlinson et al. 2014).
In such studies, labelled N detected in rings predating and postdating the marking
events, clearly indicate that rings include both C-bound andmobile N (not removable
by sample pretreatments). However, in most cases, the 15N maximal contents always
peak in rings of the marking years (Schleppi et al. 1999; Elhani et al. 2003, 2005;
Tomlinson et al. 2014). These experiments indicate that the inter-ring translocation
of N does not erase the record (direction and year of changes) of environmental
events, but may minimize the extent of its isotopic impact.
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12.4 Tree-Ring δ15N Responses to Changing Conditions

12.4.1 Physiological Changes

Some studies suggested that physiological functions, for instance lignification, may
modify the δ15N values of rings with age of Spanish Pinus radiata, and proposed
further experimentation in order to assess the validity of the hypothesis (Couto-
Vázquez and González-Prieto 2010). Acer saccharum and Fagus grandifolia trees
investigated for assessing the importance of potentially changing root depth with
age on the evolution of δ15N values in leaves (and tree rings by extension) show no
significant changes with age, but significant δ15N differences between root, stems
and leaves, and averages between the two species (Pardo et al. 2013). These results
suggest fractionation during transport and assimilation ofN, and physiological differ-
ences between species. Such a finding agrees with former studies of temperate trees
reporting a general increasing δ15N trend along the height of trees (Kolb and Evans
2002; Couto-Vázquez and González-Prieto 2010), with differences existing between
species.

12.4.2 Regional and Global Climate

Based on the concepts explored in the former sections, in theory climatic conditions
can imprint the δ15Nvalues transferred to tree rings.Namely, temperature andprecipi-
tation variationsmaymodify the soil bioavailableN pools through changes in organic
matter degradation, ammonification and nitrification rates, functions of EcMcommu-
nities, and depth of drawing available soil water and N species (Savard et al. 2009;
Courty et al. 2010;Durán et al. 2016). Such changesmodify the overall isotopic signal
of bioavailable N, which will reverberate in the δ15N values of trees. Indeed, several
studies have linked foliar δ15N results fromvarious species of treeswith precipitation,
showing either direct or inverse correlations depending on the amounts of precipita-
tion considered (Pardo et al. 2006; and references therein). Likewise, in rain exclusion
experiments (simulated droughts) deciduous trees clearly increased their foliar δ15N
values due to a relative decrease in soil N availability (Ogaya and Peñuelas 2008).
At large scales, plant foliar δ15N trends correlate inversely with mean annual precip-
itation, but directly with mean annual temperature (MAT) possibly due to higher soil
N availability under moist and warm conditions (Craine et al. 2009; Dawes et al.
2017). Instead, inverse correlation of temperature with foliar δ15N values of Populus
balsamifera may reflect changing dominance in soil N transformation pathways,
from DON leaching (lowMAT) to denitrification (high MAT; Elmore et al. 2017). In
general, wemust keep inmind that soil N availability derives frommicrobial activity,
and thus hinges on temperature and soil water content. Depending on the habitat,
microbial activity reaches an optimum at a specific range of soil temperature and
water content: too much or too little water reduces or inhibits microbial activity. The
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same is true for temperature. As such, N availability depends on soil temperature and
water content, which ultimately leave their fingerprints on the δ15N values of soil N
compounds.

If leaf δ15N values of a given time contain climatic information, tree-ring δ15N
series should also record this information. This suggestion is supported by a few
studies reporting significant statistical correlations between precipitation or temper-
ature with δ15N series from Fagus grandifolia, Pinus strobus, Pinus massioniama,
Fagus sylvatica and Pinus radiata (Savard et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2010; Härdtle et al.
2013; Couto-Vázquez and González-Prieto 2014). Causes for the climate-induced
δ15N variations includemodified ratios of soil NH4

+/NO3
−, and change in soil depths

of root uptake.
Despite these expressions of climatic triggers for changes in tree-ring δ15N series,

one has to consider the potential limitations when evaluating potential climatic
effects. High frequency changes in climatic parameters may be impractical to resolve
using δ15N values of annually sampled tree rings, as remobilization and transloca-
tion of N tend to minimize the isotopic responses (Sect. 12.3.3). Such attempt for
quantitative climatic –isotopic correspondence at this resolution may fail. However,
tree-ring δ15N series may record low-frequency climate variability. This proposition
is supported by a recent investigation of δ15N series in six and ten Picea glauca trees
from two Canadian sites (Savard et al. 2020). The results indicate that short-term
variations (<7 years) show no inter-tree coherence, whereas middle- (7–15 years) to
long-term (>15 years) isotopic changes show strong coherence, encouraging their use
as an environmental indicator. One option that may deserve further testing is to pass
running averages through long tree-ring δ15N series, and evaluate their correlations
with similarly treated climatic series (Savard et al. 2009; similarly treated for global
climatic changes, see Sect. 12.4.3—cause number 4). As can be seen, climatic tree-
ring δ15N studies require further exploration considering that climatic effects may
interplay with anthropogenic impacts, and that improved knowledge on that front
may help deciphering intricate δ15N responses of trees to intrinsic and extrinsic
triggers.

12.4.3 Anthropogenic Impacts

There are fourmain reasonswhy anthropogenicNemissions are expected to affect the
δ15N values in rings of specific species of trees. (1) Shifts in signals in N forms assim-
ilated by trees through addition of large anthropogenic N loads with isotopic ratios
markedly different from natural N isotopic abundance. (2) Change in N availability
of the forest ecosystem due to high anthropogenic N supply relative to demands,
modifying the overall soil N isotopic contents. (3) Modifications of the overall soil
microbial structure and related N dynamics having an impact on the signal of N
assimilated by stems under moderate anthropogenic N deposition. (4) Global change
(climate and pCO2) interplaying with one or a combination of the former causes.
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In the first case, much of the N in trees derives from the inorganic soil N pool
(NH4

+ and NO3
−), which forms only a small portion of the total soil N, but that has

δ15N signals that may vary with changes in environmental conditions, particularly
with enhanced N deposition from anthropogenic emissions. After transition of N
contaminants in the soil compartments, trees assimilate anthropogenic N through
roots, or root N possibly combines in stems with anthropogenic N transiting through
leaves. Key studies have invoked changes in the isotopic signals of assimilated N to
account for shifts in tree-ring δ15N values (Saurer et al. 2004; Savard et al. 2009).
However, determining the cause of changes in tree-ring δ15N series is possible only
when N deposits chronically and in abundance, from a dominant source with δ15N
values deviate significantly from soil N, and if the other potential causes for change
do not blur this effect.

In the second case, increased N deposition in temperate and boreal forest ecosys-
temsmay cause acidification of soils, and nutrient nitrogen imbalances in trees (Aber
et al. 1998; Högberg et al. 2007). The soil N status may pass from semi-closed to
open, if a high N supply exceeds demands. Such a forest soil would see a high
rate of 15N-poor nitrate loss through leaching, increasing the overall δ15N values of
the residual pool (Fig. 12.2). The chronic exposure of a forest to such a rate of N
input would generate a long-term δ15N increase in tree rings. In contrast, a decrease
of anthropogenic N supply would generate a decrease in long-term tree-ring δ15N
series in the recovering forests. This interpretation explains the declining δ15N series
over 75 years inPicea rubens trees of the central Appalachians (Mathias and Thomas
2018).

In the third case, a combination of modified biogeochemical processes under
low to moderate long-term exposure to anthropogenic N inputs alters the overall
signal of soil N species prior to their assimilation by trees. On a theoretical basis,
one can conceive that microbial communities in forest soils with very low N avail-
ability (<1 kg/ha/y) will quickly adapt to enhanced input and chronic exposure to
anthropogenic N. As mentioned in Sect. 12.3.2, in such conditions, existing EcM
communities may thrive or shift in terms of diversity, and rates of bacterial N trans-
formationmay change. A study of four different deciduous species of trees in Indiana
(USA), found long-term increasing and decreasing δ15N trends explained by species-
specific preferences for inorganic N forms while nitrification increases (McLauchlan
and Craine 2012).

In the fourth potential cause for δ15N changes in plant tissue, climatic conditions
or rising pCO2 generate long-term changes in soil N processes and N availability. At
a continental scale, centennial, standardized, 10 year resolution tree-ring δ15N series
of temperate forests seem to evolve independently from anthropogenic N deposition
in the USA (McLauchlan et al. 2017). The series instead may reflect changes in N
transformation rates and EcM assimilation, and the declining N availability under
rising pCO2. Further along this line, at the global scale, rising atmospheric CO2

may have generated decreasing foliage and tree-ring δ15N trends through the last
150 years due to prolonged growing seasons, increased photosynthesis and overall
enhanced plant-N demands, ultimately lowering the terrestrial N availability (Craine
et al. 2019).
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To summarize, tree-ring series may record changes in the forest N cycle or reflect
successive N-cycling patterns, but the potential causes for these changes are complex
and rigorous interpretations require excellent knowledge of the setting in which trees
are growing. Given the attenuated nature of the isotopic changes due to intra-tree
N remobilization and intricate enzymatic fractionations along the assimilation path
within trees, attempts to quantify anthropogenic impacts on the forest N cycle using
tree rings or leaves could be scant. On a more positive note, recognizing and dating
perturbations of the forest N cycle using tree-ring δ15N series appears achievable.

12.4.4 Other Applications

The literature also documents several applications other than the ones presented in
Sects. 12.4.1, 12.4.2 and 12.4.3. For tropical and N2-fixing trees, the reader can
consult Craine et al. (2015). Boreal wetland and tropical trees emit N2O (Rusch
and Rennenberg 1998; Welch et al. 2019), a process significant for understanding
the global N cycling, for which δ15N results in stems and emitted gasses may turn
useful. Moreover, tree-ring δ15N applications exist on effects of wild fires (Cook
2002; Beghin et al. 2011; Hyodo et al. 2012), clear cutting (Pardo et al. 2002; Bukata
and Kyser 2005), and bird nesting (Mizota 2009; Holdaway et al. 2010; Larry et al.
2010). Understandably, researchers should select sites devoid of these perturbations
in order to achieve meaningful results and refine our understanding of climatic and
anthropogenic influences on tree-ring δ15N series.

12.5 Knowledge Gaps and Future Directions

Studies dealing with the assimilation of N through either leaves or roots have mostly
operated independently,with root assimilation experiments disregarding the potential
foliar assimilation, and vice versa. As a consequence, the proportions of N in stems
contributed from the foliar and rooting systems still need resolving even if these
proportions are highly pertinent for relating tree-ring δ15N values to mechanistic
processes and environmental changes.

As with ice cores, lakes sediments and skeletal corals reflecting complex and
irrefutable anthropogenic impacts on the atmospheric, aquatic, andmarineN cycling,
tree-ring series likely represent another natural archive offering potential for unrav-
elling impacts on forest N cycling. Although each archival system potentially offers
many applications, in all cases the interplaying mechanisms responsible for changes
through time need to be further constrained. With trees, difficulties arise from the
requirement to have an excellent understanding of soil conditions to interpret tree-
ring trends adequately. Further research should address the knowledge gaps on the
steps of fractionation of individual bioavailable N forms in the soil compartments.
Similarly, the role of EcM should be explored as it might be effective or non-effective
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during the transfer of N forms to roots under the broad ranges of existing soil condi-
tions. Tree-ring studies seldom involve the investigation of the full spectrum of N
transformations in the air–soil-tree continuum. However, such an interdisciplinary
approach may solve several questions regarding the extrinsic controls on tree-ring
δ15N changes, perhaps with the combination of running well-adapted models of soil
N budgets.
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Chapter 13
Postphotosynthetic Fractionation
in Leaves, Phloem and Stem

Arthur Gessler and Juan Pedro Ferrio

Abstract Stable carbon isotope ratios (δ13C) in organic matter convey important
integrated and (if assessed in the tree ring archive) dateable information onplant phys-
iology and related environmental drivers. While the generation of the δ13C signal in
the primary assimilates in the leaves via photosynthetic carbon isotope fractionation
is well understood, we still lack detailed knowledge of the processes that determine
the isotopic fractionation in downstream processes in the leaves and during the trans-
port in the stem, which in turn affect δ13C in the tree-ring archive. We here provide
an update on processes that drive post-carboxylation carbon isotope fractionation in
the leaves, on potential changes in δ13C related to phloem loading and transport and
we also discuss the role of stem CO2 fluxes (bark photosynthesis, stem respiration
and CO2 fixation by phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase). Moreover, we address the
impact of carbon storage and remobilization on the intra-annual variation of δ13C in
tree rings. Finally, we point to the potential importance of the intra-molecular carbon
isotope distribution in carbohydrates for tree ring δ13C and its relation to shifts in
metabolic pathways.

13.1 Introduction

Stable carbon isotope ratios (δ13C) in tree ring—either determined compound-
specific in cellulose or in whole wood consisting of various chemical compounds—
are widely assessed to obtain retrospective information on tree gas exchange physi-
ology and the related environmental drivers (e.g., Saurer et al. 1997; Schleser et al.
1999; McCarroll and Loader 2004; Marshall andMonserud 2006; Rinne et al. 2010).
The tree-ring archive allows on the one hand accurate dating and on the other hand
integrates δ13C of the canopy, so that biophysical processes occurring at the leaf
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scale can be transferred to the whole tree and further to the ecosystem scale. The
original signal imprinted in the primary photoassimilates is depending on the δ13C
of CO2 and the photosynthetic carbon isotope discrimination. The latter is in a first
approximation proportional to the ratio of leaf internal and ambient CO2 concentra-
tion ci/ca or—to be more precise—of chloroplastic CO2 concentration (cp) and ca
(Farquhar et al. 1982). Thus the δ13C of organic matter can be used to characterise
environmental effects and their influences on diffusional versus biochemical controls
over photosynthesis. The details on photosynthetic carbon isotope discrimination are
given in Chap. 9.

While the understanding of stable isotope fractionation during photosynthesis and
the environmental factors affecting it is well developed (Cernusak et al. 2013), there
is a larger gap of knowledge about the processes leading to alteration of δ13C in
downstream metabolic processes in the leaves and in heterotrophic tissues as well
as during transport. Such processes lead to the generally observed pattern that non-
photosynthetic tissues are enriched in 13C compared to leaves in C3 plants (Badeck
et al. 2005; Cernusak et al. 2009). In this chapterwewill thusmainly focus on the path
of carbon and its carbon isotopic composition from leaf photosynthate production
to wood formation, as summarised in Fig. 13.1. We will discuss here the different
post-assimilation processes that might be able to alter δ13C and thus cause a (partial)
decoupling between the original leaf isotopic signals and the archived signals in tree
rings and aim to provide an update of a recent review also tackling this topic (Gessler
et al. 2014). As almost all trees are C3 plants (but see Pearcy and Troughton 1975;
Lüttge 2006) we only refer to processes in C3 plants. Tree-ring carbon isotopes are
determined on a broad range of temporal scales from very fine scale interannual
variations up to millennial time scales (Barbour and Song 2014). Knowledge of the
potential alteration of the isotope signal on its way to the tree ring at various time
scales allows for a better estimation of the uncertainties when reconstructing the
coupling between tree processes and climatic drivers.

13.2 Post-Carboxylation Fractionation in the Leaves

Metabolically downstream from the CO2 fixation byRubisCO, there is one important
reaction imposing post-carboxylation fractionation on the newly-fixed assimilates,
which involves the aldolase reaction within the Calvin cycle. Due to its location
in the metabolic pathway between triose phosphate and fructose 1,6-bisphosphate,
aldolase imposes a diurnally distinct isotope signal on the assimilates available in
the leaf cytoplasm. During the light, starch that is derived from fructose-6-phosphate
via fructose 1,6-bisphosphate is produced and accumulated in the chloroplasts of
leaves. On the other hand, sucrose is produced in the cytoplasm and this synthesis is
based on the triose phosphates exported from the chloroplast. The triose-phosphates
are 13C depleted, which is a direct consequence of transitory starch synthesis, which
favours 13C during production of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate by aldolase, leading to
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Fig. 13.1 Conceptual scheme summarizing themain processes in theway from primary assimilates
(triose-P) to the wood that may cause fractionation at time scales relevant to tree-ring archives. The
first fractionation processes occur already within the leaf, where various isotopic effects during
metabolic pathways and phloem loading cause lipids and lignin to be depleted, and sugars and
cellulose to be enriched in 13C. For some species, a basipetal enrichment in phloem sap from twigs
to basal stem has been described, potentially associatedwith the continuous unloading and reloading
of sugars during phloem transport. This sugar would be partially exposed to metabolic reactions
(e.g. production of lignin) in stem tissues, causing an enrichment of the fraction that is reloaded
in the phloem. Wood formation could also be affected by fractionations occurring during stem
metabolism. Bark photosynthesis, respiratory fractionation, or PEPC CO2 refixation processes are
known to produce fractionations, but their direct effect on tree rings is not clear. Finally, the source
of carbon used for wood formation could show seasonal and inter-annual variations. In particular,
remobilization of stored carbon is crucial for leaf development and early stem growth in deciduous
trees but could also play a key role during stress episodes. See text for further details

a relative 13C enrichment of starch (Rossmann et al. 1991; Gleixner and Schmidt
1997). During the night, the sucrose synthesized in the cytoplasm of leaf mesophyll
cells is originating from the 13C-enriched starch, which is degraded via maltose
(Weise et al. 2004). As a consequence of this fractionation step, leaf exported sucrose
during the day has been shown to be relatively 13C-depleted while night sucrose was
enriched in 13C (Gessler et al. 2008). Observations of diel variation in δ13C of leaf
sugars exported into the phloem in different tree species (Pinus sylvestris; Euca-
lyptus delegatensis) showed day-night differences of up to 1.7‰ (Brandes et al.
2006; Gessler et al. 2007; Kodama et al. 2008). However, there are also indications
from other trees species that such diel variations in leaf-exported sugars might not
always occur (Fagus sylvatica, Pseudotsuga menziesii) (Bögelein et al. 2019). More-
over, only recently, Lehmann et al. (2019) showed with starch deficient mutants that
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post-carboxylation carbon isotope fractionation was low in three herbaceous species.
Thus, there is still some uncertainty regarding which species and under which envi-
ronmental conditions the aldolase related isotope effects and thus diel variations in
δ13C of leaf sugars are expressed. This might also depend on species specific differ-
ences in day vs. night phloem loading even though there is some evidence that sugar
transport is not changing during the diel cycle (Peuke et al. 2001).

If, however, occurring, diel variations in δ13C of leaf exported and phloem trans-
ported sugars may affect the carbon isotope composition of cellulose in tree rings
(Tcherkez et al. 2007), as cellulose is mainly constructed from this carbon source.
Cell expansion in plants is known to depend on turgor. Steppe et al. (2015) assumed
that all stem growth processes, including cell expansion and deposition of cell wall,
occurs during the night, when the tree’s water status and thus cell turgor is most
favourable. This is in line with molecular studies that show highest night-time gene
expression for enzymes of the lignin (Rogers et al. 2005) and cellulose (Harmer
et al. 2000; Solomon et al. 2010) metabolism. If we now assume that mainly sucrose
produced from starch during the night is used for tree ring production, δ13C of this
tissue might be more than 2‰ enriched compared to the situation where 50% night
and 50% day sucrose would be used (Tcherkez et al. 2007). Since phloem transport
velocities vary between ca. 0.1 and 1 m h−1 (Jensen et al. 2012) for different species,
with conifers at the lower and broadleaf trees at the higher end, not only species
but also tree height might influence the proportion of starch-derived (13C enriched)
assimilates that are used for wood production at a particular position at the tree
trunk. There is, however, indication that even in trees where diel variations in δ13C
of leaf-exported sugars occur, the amplitude of variation gets strongly dampened
during transport in basipetal direction in the trunk so that aldolase fractionation in
the leaves does not likely affect tree ring δ13C. The mechanisms leading to the loss
of diel oscillation are discussed below.

Besides temporal variation in δ13C of assimilates, also a relative 13C enrichment
of sugars loaded into the phloem - compared to primary assimilates or bulk leaf
material - is observed. A process, leading to an apparent enrichment of the leaf sugar
fraction that can be exported to the phloem compared to bulk leaf material is related
to the different δ13C among distinct chemical compounds (for a comprehensive list of
enzyme reactions that are involved in producing compound-specific isotope differ-
ences see Hobbie and Werner 2004). Primary assimilates are used in the leaves to
produce 13C-depleted compounds, such as lignin and lipids. Consequently, the unre-
acted sugars that can be loaded into the phloem are assumed to be isotopically heavier
than the primary assimilates, due to mass balance reasons (see Fig. 13.1). As woody
plants have especially high lipid and lignin contents in the leaves, the carbohydrates
that can be loaded to and subsequently allocated in the phloem are more strongly
13C-enriched as compared to non-woody plants (Hobbie and Werner 2004). This
assumption of an enrichment of unreacted sugars compared to primary assimilates
is in agreement with measurement of Brandes et al. (2006), who showed that this
offset amounts to >1.5‰ in Scots pine.
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13.3 Changes in δ13C Related to Phloem Loading
and Transport

There are two main alterations of the δ13C directly related to phloem transport: one
(a) that acts on the temporal (i.e. diel) scale and one (b) on the spatial scale along the
transport pathway. Both changesmight, however, be due to one commonmechanism.

The dampening of the short-term diel variations (a) in δ13C of sugars along the tree
axis in basipetal direction is assumed to be a result of the mixing of different sugar
pools with different age and metabolic history during transport between the leaf and
the trunk cambium (Brandes et al. 2006; Kodama et al. 2008). Such mixing of pools
lead to a reduction of the diel amplitude: while the amplitude amounted to 2.5‰ for
sugars transported in the twig phloem, it was reduced to <0.5‰ at the trunk base in
Eucalyptus delegatensis, where normally tree rings are sampled (Gessler et al. 2007).
Thus, this dampening prevents any fractionation related to leaf starch synthesis to
be imprinted in tree ring material. Gessler et al. (2014) proposed that the mixing
of different sugar pools during basipetal transport might be explained by intrinsic
properties of the dynamicMünchmass flowmodel (see review byVanBel 2003). The
model proposes the sieve tubes to act as a leaky pipe during transport: a proportion
of the sucrose from sieve tubes is always released to the surrounding parenchyma,
and to compensate for the loss sugars from the surrounding tissues are reloaded back
to the sieve tubes (Minchin and Thorpe 1987; see Fig. 13.1). The loss and retrieval of
sugars may allow for continuous mixing of different sugar pools along the transport
pathway towards the trunk base, and as a consequence dampen the diel variations in
δ13C. Further research is, however, needed to clarify if this mixing effect is universal
and occurs in all tree species and under all environmental conditions.

This process might, however, also explain (b) the often observed 13C enrichment
of phloem sugars from the twig to the trunk base phloem (Brandes et al. 2006). In
a comparable way as for the primary assimilates in the leaves, the sugars leaking
out of the phloem will be used as substrates for different metabolic conversions (see
Fig. 13.1). Assuming that the produced non-exported compounds (i.e. lignin) are 13C-
depleted compared to the original sugar substrates originating from the phloem, the
unreacted sugars, reloaded into the phloem, will be 13C-enriched. The continuous
unloading, metabolic conversion and reloading of unreacted sugars would conse-
quently lead to an enrichment of phloem transported sucrose in basipetal direction.
Such an enrichment is not always observed, sometimes occurs only between branch
and trunk phloem but not along the trunk (Bögelein et al. 2019), or is detected only
during particular periods of the growing season (Gessler et al. 2004). To understand
such differences, a complete isotopic mass balance taking into account the δ13C
phloem sugars as well as the δ13C of non-exported compounds over the growing
season would be extremely useful.
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13.4 The Hidden Stem Metabolism: Bark Photosynthesis,
Stem Respiration, and the Role of Carbon Re-fixation

Tree ring wood or cellulose has been shown to differ in the carbon isotopic compo-
sition from the phloem sugars, which are thought to be the source for cellulose
formation. In general, an enrichment between 1 and 2‰ has been observed (Gessler
et al. 2009a; Wei et al. 2014). Thus, wood formation can be also affected by different
fractionations associated to stem metabolism (see Fig. 13.1). Firstly, bark photosyn-
thesis and re-fixation of stem-respired CO2 have a significant effect on total tree
carbon balance (Pfanz et al. 2002). In angiosperm trees, it has been estimated that
30–90% of the CO2 respired in the stem could be re-fixed (Pfanz et al. 2002; Hilman
et al. 2018), and ca. 25% of refixation has been also reported in the upper stem of
Scots pine (Tarvainen et al. 2018). Bark photosynthesis is widely found in young
twigs and branches, but in the main stem it seems to be restricted to species with
thin (<8 mm) outer bark (Rosell et al. 2015; Tarvainen et al. 2018). During bark
photosynthesis, the main source of CO2 is stem respiration, which is 13C-depleted
as compared to ambient air, and photosynthesis further discriminates against 13C
(Cernusak et al. 2001). CO2 refixation may also occur in non-photosynthetic bark,
mainly driven by phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase (PEPC), thus resulting in 13C-
enriched products (Cernusak et al. 2009), although this could be compensated by the
use of a 13C-depleted substrate (stem-respired CO2). An additional source of uncer-
tainty is the role of xylem sap as a CO2 carrier, potentially allowing the refixation of
root-respired CO2 in the trunk (Bloemen et al. 2013). Nevertheless, given the tight
association found between bark photosynthesis and both phloem load and xylem
refilling (De Baerdemaeker et al. 2017; Konrad et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019), it is
likely that bark photosynthates are mainly used to force changes in osmotic pressure
in the xylem and phloem sap, rather than to build new tissues. Therefore, although
significant for the whole-plant carbon balance and potentially also for branch growth
(Cernusak and Hutley 2011), so far there is no clear evidence that these processes
contribute to wood formation in the main stem.

Another metabolic process that may affect the isotope signal in the wood is respi-
ratory isotope fractionation (Ghashghaie et al. 2003). Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH)
andkey enzymes in theKrebs cyclemay cause kinetic isotopic effects, but they cannot
explain alone the observed respiratory fractionation (Werner et al. 2011). PDHand the
Krebs cycle also provide substrates for the shikimate pathway, and thus may affect
the isotopic signature of (depleted) lignin precursors (Hobbie and Werner 2004).
Depending on the demand of different products, PEPC re-fixation may contribute
with malate to the Krebs cycle, in order to restore temporal metabolic imbalances,
thus resulting in 13C-enriched respired CO2 (Cernusak et al. 2009; Gessler et al.
2009b). These metabolic changes appear as the best explanation for observed diel
cycles in the relative enrichment of stem-respired CO2, which becomes negatively
correlated with respiration rates (Kodama et al. 2008). Although a direct connection
with wood δ13C is not clear, respiratory fractionation may have an indirect effect on
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the remaining substrates for wood formation (Eglin et al. 2010; Rinne et al. 2015;
Vincent-Barbaroux et al. 2019).

Stem metabolism may also play a role in the seasonal pattern of δ13C. Only
recently, Budzinski et al. (2016) reported large seasonal variation in expressed tran-
scripts, proteins andmetabolites in the bark ofEucalyptus grandis. For example, they
found that during the wet summer the expression of cytosolic 1–6-Fructose bisphos-
phate aldolase and PEPC increased, together with the accumulation of organic acids
(malate, fumarate). This suggests a larger relative contribution of PEPC-derived
malate to the Krebs cycle, which contributes to the aforementioned 13C enrichment
in respired CO2 (Cernusak et al. 2009; Gessler et al. 2009b). Conversely, during
the dry winter, both, sugars (sucrose, fructose, glucose) and secondary metabolites
(shikimate, taxifolin) tended to accumulate in the bark. Hence, this is likely a period
when isotopic signatures of lignin precursors are formed, and these precursors subse-
quently accumulate at the onset of cambium initiation (Förster et al. 2000). Evidence
so far indicates that the environmental signal stored in lignin is comparable to that
in cellulose, but in agreement with these metabolic changes, lignin δ13C seems to
be more sensitive to early-season temperature (Loader et al. 2003; Ferrio and Voltas
2005; Gori et al. 2013).

13.5 Imprint of Storage and Remobilization
on the Intra-annual Variation in Tree Rings

As pointed above, starch-derived carbon is 13C-enriched, as compared to primary
assimilates (Rossmann et al. 1991; Gleixner and Schmidt 1997). Therefore, seasonal
variations in the contribution of stored carbon to growth may lead to intra-annual
δ13C patterns that are not linked to leaf-level processes (Helle and Schleser 2004;
Eglin et al. 2010; Offermann et al. 2011). Helle and Schleser (2004) first proposed the
existence of three phases in the seasonal evolution of tree-ring δ13C. Phase 1 shows
the highest seasonal values for δ13C, indicative of the incorporation of starch-derived
carbon into the growing tissue (both leaves and wood). This has been consistently
observed in a range of deciduous broadleaves (Fig. 13.2b–d; see also Helle and
Schleser 2004; Eglin et al. 2010; Schollaen et al. 2014). During this phase, Eglin
et al. (2010) further interpreted the initial increase in δ13C as a transition from stored
soluble sugars to stored starch. After this peak, Phase 2 shows a decline inwood δ13C,
inmany cases opposing the expected positive effect on δ13Cof increasingwater deficit
from spring to summer. This has been interpreted as a transition from (enriched)
storage to (more depleted) current assimilates as the main source of carbon in the
wood (Helle and Schleser 2004, Eglin et al. 2010), and is supported by an increase in
phloem sugar concentration (Offermann et al. 2011).According toHelle and Schleser
(2004), during Phase 3 the source strength of leaves is reduced due to leaf senescence,
and wood formation again relies more on stored carbon, thus becoming enriched.
However, this late-season increase is less consistent across studies, and most likely
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Fig. 13.2 Seasonal trends and offsets in carbon isotope composition (δ13C) form leaves (triangles,
dotted lines) to stem phloem (circles, dashed lines) and whole wood (solid lines) in different tree
species and locations. Note that the scaling of X axis in panel B is different. a Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris L.) in Hartheim, SW Germany (HA) and Fontainebleu, N France (FO). b holm oak
(Quercus ilex L.. Subsp. ballota and the portuguese oak (Quercus faginea Lam.) in Oliola, SE
Spain (OL). c Beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) in Freiburg-Zähringen, SW Germany (FR), Tuttlingen,
SW Germany (TU) and FO. d Sessile oak (Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl.) in FR and FO. SOM,
water soluble organic matter. Sampling years and data source for each site: HA, year 2004, (Brandes
et al. 2006; Gessler et al. 2009a); TU, year 2007, (Offermann et al. 2011); FR, year 2007, Ferrio,
Offermann, Gessler, unpublished; OL, years 2005–2008 (leaf data: Aguilera et al. 2010; whole
wood data: Aguilera, Ferrio, Voltas, unpublished); FO, year 2009, (Michelot 2011)

depends on the interaction between wood and leaf phenology. In some cases, leaf
senescence begins well after the end of wood growth, and thus cannot be reflected
in the tree rings (e.g. Aguilera et al. 2010; Eglin et al. 2010; Offermann et al. 2011).
Under such conditions, Phase 3 would be a period of predominant use of current
assimilates, during which wood variations would respond mainly to environmental
conditions (Eglin et al. 2010; Offermann et al. 2011). Still seasonal variation in
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photosynthetic discriminationmight additionally influence such intra-annual patterns
in tree rings.

In evergreens, seasonal shifts between storage and current-assimilates are not so
evident, neither in conifers (Fig. 13.2a; see also Barbour et al. 2002; Klein et al.
2005; Sarris et al. 2013; Schollaen et al. 2014), nor in the few evergreen angiosperms
studied so far (Fig. 13.2b; see also Battipaglia et al. 2010; Schubert and Timmermann
2015; Vincent-Barbaroux et al. 2019). This further supports the interpretation of the
early-season δ13C peak in deciduous trees as a starch signature. Whereas deciduous
species depend on stored carbon during the initial stages of wood formation (Kagawa
et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2016; Andrianantenaina et al. 2019), evergreens would be
able to rely more on current assimilates (Ogée et al. 2009; Klein and Hoch 2015).
Regarding deciduous conifers (e.g. larch), the few studies performed so far show
contradictory results. Kagawa et al. (2006), following an isotope-labelling approach,
estimated that about 40% of the carbon used in wood formation was derived from
previous-year photoassimilates. Conversely, Rinne et al. (2015) found a good agree-
ment between exported sucrose and tree-rings, concluding that, similar to evergreen
conifers, storage dynamics had little effect on the intra-annual patterns.

In summary, intra-annual trends in deciduous broadleaf trees are largely domi-
nated by storage dynamics, whereas evergreen species, and particularly conifers,
seem to track the seasonal response of current assimilates. Besides seasonal cycles
linked to leaf phenology, the existence of periods of stress (e.g. summer drought)
during the growing season might also force a major reliance on stored carbon (Sarris
et al. 2013; Klein and Hoch 2015; Hentschel et al. 2016). However, wood growth
is also restricted under stress, and therefore severe stress episodes often result in
temporal gaps in the wood archive (see e.g. Sarris et al. 2013; Forner et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, and regardless of leaf habit, there is increasing evidence of the exis-
tence of soluble carbon pools of mixed age within the stem, which could eventually
contribute to wood formation (Muhr et al. 2015; Trumbore et al. 2015; Klein et al.
2016).

In the near future, recent technical advances like laser ablation andmicrodissection
are likely to facilitate the construction of high-resolution intra-annual records in
tree-rings (Schollaen et al. 2014; Rinne et al. 2015; see also Chap. 7). However,
one key limitation in our understanding of the link between leaf and wood seasonal
trends remains unsolved, and that is the need of an accurate dating of wood and
carbon deposition in the tree ring. Although stem increment can be estimated from
dendrometer records, carbon deposition may lag over one month girth growth (Cuny
et al. 2015; Andrianantenaina et al. 2019; for further discussion see Chap. 15). So
far, repeated sampling of microcores appears as the most reliable way to characterize
xylogenesis, but is time-consuming and destructive (Cuny et al. 2015; DeMicco et al.
2019). Further research should focus on the characterization of the link between
xylogenesis, carbon deposition and stem growth, in order to develop alternative
approaches for intra-annual tree dating.
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13.6 Intra-molecular Isotope Distribution in Wood Tissues

Most of the organic carbon in plants is due to the CO2 fixation by RubisCo in the
leaves (but see PEPC carbon fixation above). The RubisCo mediated reaction adds
one single C-atom fromCO2 to the acceptor molecule ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate and
due to the cyclic nature of the Calvin cycle the acceptor is regenerated. Since (almost)
all organic carbon originates from this process the variations in the fractionation
related to this step (i.e. photosynthetic carbon discrimination; see Chap. 9) explain
variations in the δ13C of the whole molecules synthesized (i.e., triose-phosphates,
sugars) but cannot cause intra-molecular differences in δ13C. Rossmann et al. (1991)
showed for the first time evidence of such non-statistical intramolecular 13C isotope
distribution in starch and sugars andGilbert et al. (2012) provided an extensive review
on the potential underlying mechanisms. Only recently, intramolecular patterns were
also observed in the glucose units of tree-ring cellulose (Wieloch et al. 2018).

Post-photosynthetic carbon isotope fractionation related to enzyme reactions that
occur at individualCpositionswithinmetabolites are able to imprint position-specific
carbon isotope differences. Rossmann et al. (1991) as well as Hobbie and Werner
(2004) assumed this intramolecular 13C distribution, with a strong enrichment in
the C-4 position of glucose, to be due to the aldolase and transketolase reactions in
the Calvin cycle. Tcherkez et al. (2004) developed a model that takes into account
the isotope effects of C–C bond-breaking reactions (including aldolase and transke-
tolase) of the Calvin cycle, which consequently lead to a mathematical expression
for the isotope ratios in hexoses in the steady state. The assumptions made in this
model were verified by assessing day-night differences in leaf and phloem sugars
(Gessler et al. 2008). Theoretically, changes in metabolite allocation to a metabolic
pathway that includes branching point(s) can change the intramolecular 13C pattern.
At such isotope-sensitive metabolic branching point, enzyme-related isotope effects
might be more or less expressed depending how much substrate is allocated to the
branches of the pathways. Thus, environmental factors that cause shifts in metabolic
pathway commitment might affect intramolecular 13C distributions. Thus, any shift
in intramolecular 13C distributions in sugar moieties laid down in the tree archives is
assumed to reflect such shifts in metabolic branching. In fact, Wieloch et al. (2018)
found temporal variability in the intramolecular 13C pattern of glucose units of cellu-
lose across a 34 year-long tree ring series. They could also show that intramolecular
13C abundances can give a purer signal of photosynthetic isotope discrimination
and a better estimate of VPD than the whole molecule. This was mainly attributed
to the fact that the molecule averaged signal is strongly influenced by both, varia-
tion in photosynthetic and post-photosynthetic fractionation, while mainly the C-1
to C-3 position of glucose captures the photosynthetic signal. Moreover, position-
specific 13Canalysis in tree ringsmight allow for distinguishing environmental effects
on photosynthetic gas exchange (via photosynthetic fractionation) from effects on
downstream metabolism (via postphotosynthetic fractionation). At the downside,
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measurements of intramolecular 13C abundances are time consuming and limited to
small sample sets but the analytical advancements in futuremightmake this approach
feasible for higher throughput analysis (see Wieloch et al. 2018).

13.7 Can We Actually Assess Water Use Efficiency
from Tree-Ring δ13C?

The link between leaf-level processes and wood δ13C is not straightforward, but with
some caution we still can retrieve a relevant environmental/physiological signal. In
this regard, δ13C in tree rings has been widely used as a proxy for variations in
intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE) across time, space, or genetic populations (e.g.
Saurer et al. 2004; Del Castillo et al. 2013; Fardusi et al. 2016) (for further insight into
iWUE see Chap. 17). However, the fractionation processes discussed in this chapter
may hinder the physiological interpretation of wood or cellulose δ13C, particularly
those linked to carbon partition and storage/remobilization patterns. This is partic-
ularly relevant for the interpretation of intra-annual variation, but may also have an
imprint on a multi-year scale, partly explaining the drought-legacy often reported
after extreme dry events (Sarris et al. 2013; Del Castillo et al. 2015; Hentschel et al.
2016). Evidence so far suggests that deciduous species are more affected by storage-
remobilization processes than evergreens, and angiospermsmore than gymnosperms
(Ogée et al. 2009; Eglin et al. 2010; Rinne et al. 2015;Vincent-Barbaroux et al. 2019).
This fits well with our knowledge on their use of carbon resources (Hoch et al. 2003)
and early empirical observations of a stronger current-year signal in latewood than
in earlywood for deciduous trees (Loader et al. 1995). As a consequence, a single-
substrate mechanistic model may be enough to explain seasonal and inter-annual
trends in evergreen conifers (Ogée et al. 2009), but more complex models are needed
to explain isotope variations in deciduous trees (Eglin et al. 2010; Offermann et al.
2011; Rinne et al. 2015). Overall, although the imprint of photosynthetic discrimina-
tion is retained in the isotope signature of tree-rings, physiological information tends
to be dampened as compared to the leaves (Roden and Farquhar 2012; Gessler et al.
2014; Fardusi et al. 2016). On top of that, fractionation processes can be modelled
with reasonable accuracy, but their magnitude seems to be species- and site- specific
(see e.g. Fig. 13.2). Therefore, trends in iWUE can be tracked using δ13C in tree rings,
but without external validation it is not advisable to compare absolute estimates of
intrinsic water use efficiency based on tree rings, e.g. among contrasting species or
sites. Current advances in position-specific isotope analysis may offer in the future
an alternative to overcome (or at least to better account for) post-photosynthetic
fractionation, allowing to retrieve a ‘clean’ leaf-derived signal (Wieloch et al. 2018).
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Chapter 14
Limits and Strengths of Tree-Ring Stable
Isotopes

Laia Andreu-Hayles, Mathieu Lévesque, Rossella Guerrieri,
Rolf T. W. Siegwolf, and Christian Körner

Abstract This chapter aims at summarizing strengths and caveats on the suitability
of stable carbon and oxygen isotopes in tree rings as recorders for fingerprints of
environmental influences. First, environmental constraints limiting tree growth and
shaping tree species distribution worldwide are discussed. Second, examples are
presented for environmental conditions under which tree-ring isotopes record envi-
ronmental signals particularly well, but also cases where physiological processes can
mask climate signals. Third, the link between leaf-level carbon assimilation and the
investment of assimilates in the stem during the annual ring formation are discussed
in light of the resulting deviations of the isotopic values between leaves and tree
rings. Finally, difficulties and pitfalls in the interpretation of stable isotope signals in
tree rings are reviewed. These problems often result from a poor understanding of
when and how the tree canopy, stems and roots are physiologically interconnected.
Current literature suggests that photosynthesis and radial growth are only loosely
coupled, if at all, challenging the interpretation of environmental signals recorded in
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tree-ring isotopes. Harsh environmental conditions (e.g. low temperatures, drought)
often result in a decoupling of carbon assimilation and growth. The chapter closes by
providing possible solutions on how to improve the detection of environmental infor-
mation from stable isotope signals by integrating scales and different methodological
approaches.

14.1 Introduction

Climate exerts a major control of tree growth and has shaped the current phytogeo-
graphical distribution of tree species and populations within tree species worldwide.
Understanding the interactions between environmental factors and physiological
responses at leaf and tree level and for tree growth is key for understanding tree
species distributions, ecosystem functioning and the role of forests in the carbon and
hydrological cycles (Pallardy 2008). Tree rings represent a proxy for radial growth
that result from cambial activity (Chap. 3) integrating metabolic processes over time
and space. Climate variations influence carbon sink processes such as radial growth
(Körner 2003) and can be inferred using tree-ring width records (Fritts 1976), but
they also modulate photosynthesis, transpiration and other physiological processes
that are recorded in the stable isotopic composition of plant tissues (Dawson and
Siegwolf 2007). The use of stable isotopes as an indicator of physiological responses
to climate relies on a mechanistic understanding of the isotopic fractionation during
metabolic and transport processes (see Chaps. 9 and 10). These isotopic “finger-
prints” recorded in the tree’s tissue (such as leaf, wood and roots) represent the tree-
environment interactions over a lifetime (McCarroll andLoader 2004; Cernusak et al.
2013). Environmental information reflected in isotopic signatures is fundamental for
the reconstruction of past environmental changes and periods of extreme conditions
such as flooding, drought, temperature extremes (Chaps. 19–22) or exposition to
pollutants (Chap. 24).

Traditional tree-ring studies solely based on temporal variations in tree-ring width
have beenmostly conducted on trees from locations with limiting or extreme climatic
growth conditions (Fritts 1976). This approach provides information on the dominant
climate factor limiting tree growth, which is reflected in tree-ring width. Fritts (1976)
postulated that under non-limiting environmental conditions for growth, high growth
rates and low inter-annual variability (“complacent” tree growth) are observed, while
for trees located at the limit of their distribution range, reduced growth rates and high
inter-annual variations (“sensitive” tree growth) are found. However, advances in
tree-ring analyses have shown a higher complexity in this conceptual framework. For
instance, under non-limiting growth conditions, extreme events and environmental
stressors can occur in specificmoments of the growing seasons leading to differential
imprints in tree-ring anatomical features. Nevertheless, samples for dendroclimatic
purposes are often taken from trees growing near their ecological distribution limits
with inter-annual variations in tree-ring width, which are more likely related to a
single limiting environmental factor, e.g. temperature or precipitation. In contrast,
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stable isotopic ratios in tree-ring samples usually show a higher sensitivity under
non-limiting growth conditions than tree-ring width. For example, numerous studies
have reported a stronger sensitivity of stable carbon, C (δ13C) and oxygen, O (δ18O)
isotopes than ring width to temperature and moisture under temperate moist climates
(e.g. Treydte et al. 2007; Hartl-Meier et al. 2015; Young et al. 2015; Levesque et al.
2017), but also in humid tropical regions (e.g. Brienen et al. 2012; van der Sleen
et al. 2017 and references therein, see Chap. 22).

14.2 Environmental Constraints Impacting Tree Growth
and Tree Species Distribution

Numerous biophysical and biogeochemical factors and their interactions limit tree
physiology and growth, and thus species distribution and terrestrial vegetation
growth. Besides soil nutrient availability (Du et al. 2020), the most important factors
influencing distribution, physiology and vegetation growth of plant species (Pallardy
2008), are temperature, water availability, air humidity, sunlight and atmospheric
CO2 concentrations (Nemani et al. 2003; Running et al. 2004; Seddon et al. 2016).
However, biogeochemical models often operate with a stringent hierarchy of the
driving variables starting with water availability and temperature as the most impor-
tant limiting factors for terrestrial net primary productivity, followed by sunlight limi-
tation (Fig. 14.1a), while neglecting the importance of nutrient availability (Churkina
andRunning 1998). Thesemodels are often inaccurate because they frequently ignore
the variability of the local site properties together with the available resources and
environmental conditions as driving factors. The requirements and strategies in using
resources, i.e. moisture, nutrients, and responsiveness to light, temperature and air
humidity is species specific and impact their phytogeographical distribution across
the globe in a mechanistic way. Stochastic events such as environmental extremes
(e.g. frost, drought, fires events) or forest dynamics (e.g. mortality, regeneration,
species competition) may also shape tree species distribution.

At high latitude and high elevation sites, temperature exerts the strongest control
on plant physiology and growth, while in arid and semi-arid temperate and tropical
regions soil moisture and air humidity are the most limiting factors. In regions with
high frequency of cloud occurrence and/or cloud immersion light scattering via cloud
/ fog droplets improves the light distribution within the crown enhancing the irradia-
tion for the shaded leaves in the lower tree crown sections. This often leads to a higher
total crown C-acquisition (Berry and Goldsmith 2020), which impacts the isotope
ratio in leaves and potentially growth. While water, irradiance and temperature are
co-limiting photosynthesis and transpiration (Pallardy 2008) impacting the isotopic
composition of plant tissues directly, nutrient availability is key for tree growth, with
nitrogen (N) being most limiting in temperate and boreal forests and phosphorus
(P) in tropical forests (Reich and Oleksyn 2004; Pallardy 2008). Recent estimates
(Fig. 14.1) indicate that for natural terrestrial ecosystems about 18% are limited by
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Fig. 14.1 Relative importance of temperature, water availability and sunlight on global terrestrial
vegetation productivity (a), and soil nutrients (b). Figure (a) is reproduced from Churkina and
Running 1998; Nemani et al. 2003; Running et al. 2004, and (b) from Du et al. (2020). Figure 14.1b
reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature Geoscience, Global patterns of terrestrial
nitrogen and phosphorus limitation by Du et al. (2020), license number 4964260783580

N and 43% are limited by P (Du et al. 2020a). Although N deposition could partially
alleviate N limitation in certain environments, excessive N or P deposition can have a
detrimental effect on tree growth (e.g. Etzold et al. 2020). Therefore, tree growth can
also be reducedwhenN (Norby et al. 2010) or P (Fleischer et al. 2019) availability are
not limiting and other nutrients (Mg, Mn, Mo, K etc.) come into play. N-deposition
can actually drive ecosystems into P-limitation as occurs in central Europe (Braun
et al. 2010). In all these cases, growth rates are not regulated through C supply.
Depending on seasonal, annual and decadal changes of these environmental factors
and their interactions, tree physiology and growth vary in time and can leave their
imprints in tree-ring isotopes.
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14.3 Climatic Factors Recorded in Tree-Ring Isotopes

The interaction between environmental factors and isotopic fractionations at the
leaf level are generally well understood (Chaps. 9 and 10). However, the processes
responsible for the isotopic variation in tree rings still need a thorough examination
for a correct interpretation of climatic and ecological information represented by
tree-ring isotopes. Environmental signals recorded in tree-ring isotope ratios depend
essentially on (a) temporal changes in environmental factors, including the inten-
sity and duration of the environmental stressors (see also Chaps. 19–22) and their
interactions; (b) their effect on the coupling between leaf gas exchanges (CO2 and
H2O) and secondary growth, and their associated isotope fractionation processes
(McCarroll and Loader 2004; Cernusak et al. 2013; Gessler et al. 2014; see also
Chaps. 13, 19 and 23). Finally, the isotopic signals in leaves and even more so in
tree rings integrate the variation of isotopic fractionation during the entire growth
period represented by the sample (i.e. an annual ring). This integrated signal more
strongly reflects periods when CO2 uptake was greatest by the tree and contributed
most strongly to the sampled biomass.

Along with the climate variability during the growing season, the isotopic ratios
and growth are fluctuating as well. Therefore, the isotope signals are not uniformly
distributed within a given tree ring. Tree-ring formation is a rather complex process
where fluctuations in temperature and moisture, as well as in stored carbohydrates,
influence the variations in the isotopic signal. The isotopic ratios of whole tree rings
predominantly reflect the environmental conditions during which the photoassim-
ilates were produced and allocated to woody tissue. This explains why tree-ring
isotope studies, based on samples from trees growing under harsh environmental
conditions may not reflect the actual severity of the conditions because no tissue was
produced during such periods. In fact, such extremes may not show up in isotopic
chronologies,whilemoremoderate stress situations (with slowly ongoing growth and
assimilation) do, and thus, produce tree rings with a strong isotope signal (Fig. 14.2)
(Rodriguez-Caton et al. 2022). Under most severe drought conditions that prevent
tissue production, no δ13C and δ18O signals representing that event will be present in
the ring produced during that current growing season (Körner et al. 2005; Cernusak
and English 2015). On the other hand, if tree roots are exposed to too much moisture
(submerged) an anaerobic condition develops and they gradually loose their func-
tionality, impairing water uptake. Here we observe the paradox, that trees experience
an “above ground drought”, while the roots are submerged in water, but non func-
tional due to an anaerobic situation. Some trees are adapted to cope with flooded
roots.

In contrast, other tree-ring parameters such as tree-ring width are most sensi-
tive when trees grow in growth-limiting environments (very cold/hot or moist/dry)
(Fig. 14.2). Tree-ring maximum latewood density and blue reflectance or intensity, a
proxy for wood density (Campbell et al. 2007; Björklund et al. 2019), are also known
to be very sensitive proxies in temperature-limited regions such as high-latitudes in
North America (Wilson et al. 2017, 2019) or Europe (Björklund et al. 2013, 2019).
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Fig. 14.2 Schematic representation of the variability and sensitivity of tree-ring variables (ring
width, latewood density, blue reflectance and isotopes) to record environmental and climatic signals
across a range of temperature and moisture conditions. No arrows indicate that not enough infor-
mation is available. The orange rectangles indicate extreme climate conditions, where missing or
weak environmental signals are recorded by δ13C and δ18O in tree-ring cellulose. Modified from
Fritts (1976, p. 301) and Cernusak and English (2015)

Recent studies report that blue intensity measured in earlywood in tropical conifers
in Vietnam was sensitive to maximum temperature variations during the monsoon
season (Buckley et al. 2018). Therefore, the combination of these other proxies beside
stable isotopes can help to disentangle the relative influence of each factor (Levesque
et al. 2017).

14.4 Climatic Controls of Plant Physiology as Reflected
in Isotopic Signals

As the isotopic patterns and signal amplitudes between tree rings and leaves often
differ, particularly under harsh climatic conditions, we focus on the influence of
extremes such as low/high temperatures and mesic/xeric conditions. Which are the
mechanisms responsible for the respective differences and which are the resulting
interpretations?While the fractionation principles for C and O isotopes are presented
inChaps. 9, 10, and 13, herewe focus our discussion on the processes that are relevant
for the tree-ring signals detected under different climatic situations.

14.4.1 Meteorological, Microclimatic and Biogeochemical
Impacts on the Isotopic Fractionations

Dominant climatic factors that exert control on carbon isotopic discrimination are
those that control stomatal conductance and the rate of photosynthesis at the leaf level
(Farquhar et al. 1982, 1989; McCarroll and Loader 2004), and thus modify the leaf
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δ13C values. Vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and soil moisture have the predominant
control on stomatal conductance, whereas irradiance, CO2 and air/leaf temperature
control photosynthetic rates (Von Caemmerer and Farquhar 1981; Larcher 2003;
see also Chap. 9). Variation of stomatal conductance at wide stomatal apertures
exerts proportional changes in transpiration (at a given VPD), but hardly affects
photosynthesis, simply because mesophyll resistance is almost 5 times larger than
minimum leaf (stomatal) diffusive resistance, both operating in series (Körner et al.
1979), an insight that also relates to the ‘operating point’ as coined by Farquhar and
Sharkey (1982).

Overall, the well-understood fractionation processes during photosynthesis are
commonly the basis for interpreting δ13C in tree rings, which per se is correct. This
facilitates the decoding for climate reconstruction and tree physiological responses to
various environmental impacts. Yet, during transport of fresh assimilates, post photo-
synthetic processes such as conversion of photoassimilates to structural biomass
or storage reserves and remobilization of sugars, etc., modify the original isotope
signals formed in leaves, which can result in considerable deviations between leaves
and wood for both C and O isotope values. Here we refer to Chap. 13 where this
topic is discussed in detail.

Besides post-photosynthetic fractionation and climate, other processes impact
the isotopic composition in wood. The fractionation for δ18O occurs at two different
scales. At the first (meteorological) scale, fractionations occur before water is incor-
porated in the plants (Chap. 18), and at the second (microclimatic) scale, fraction-
ations take place in the leaf and the whole plant (Chap. 10). In the first case, air
temperature and evaporation are themain controlling factors. During condensation of
water vapor the prevalent temperature determines the 18O/16O ratio in meteoric water
(Dansgaard 1964), thus incoming precipitation varies seasonally. In the canopy and
soil surface, some water may evaporate, causing enrichment in 18O of the remaining
water depending on the degree of evaporation. As water infiltrates into the soil, it
mixes with residual water (Chap. 18, also Allen et al. 2019). This mixing between
rainwater of different seasonal origins occurs mainly in temperate and boreal regions
(Szejner et al. 2018), whereas in tropical regions the 18O/16O ratio in meteoric water
have been related to the wet season (e.g. Brienen et al. 2012; Rodríguez-Catón
et al. 2021, 2022). Irrespective of soil depth, plants absorb water where it is easiest
accessible. No measurable fractionation occurs during water uptake. Deviations in
δ18O between xylem and soil water result from a mixture of water, absorbed along
the rooting depth with varying δ18O values of the soil moisture at different depths
(Sprenger et al. 2016;Barbeta et al. 2020). Sourcewater can change in timedepending
on the water availability and changes in the seasonal amount and precipitation type
(Brinkmann et al. 2018; Allen et al. 2019), or shifts in rooting depth and water
uptake from different soil water pools (Sarris et al. 2013; Barbeta and Penuelas
2017; Brinkmann et al. 2019).

At the second (microclimatic) scale, fractionations occurring in leaves (described
in detail in Chap. 10) are essentially influenced by VPD and temperature (both
controlling transpiration and stomatal conductance), as well as δ18O of source water
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and δ18O of water vapor. The 18O enrichment in leaf water is tightly linked to tran-
spiration and stomatal conductance (gs), with the lighter water molecule (H2

16O)
evaporating more easily than the heavier H2

18O, leaving the remaining leaf water
enriched in H2

18O (Craig and Gordon 1965; Dongmann et al. 1974). The following
three scenarios illustrate the significance on leaf water enrichment of VPD, gs and
soil water supply, as well as of the source water δ18O and the ambient water vapor
δ18O:

1. Low air humidity (high VPD) with sufficient soil water supply, high gs and high
net transpiration (E): large humidity gradient between the ambient air (ea) and the
leaf intercellular spaces (ei) results in high evaporative losses and a moderate to
low leaf H2

18O enrichment. To maintain the plant water balance, water loss via E is
continuously replenished with non 18O enriched xylem (source) water. This results
in a reduced leaf water 18O enrichment, described by the Péclet effect (see Chap. 10;
Farquhar and Lloyd 1993). The higher E, the less the leaf water enrichment due to
less back-diffusion of 18O enriched water at the evaporative site (in the leaf) with the
non 18O enriched xylem water that is continuously replenishing the leaf water pool.
Under these conditions the variation in source water δ18O is the basis for the δ18O
variation in the leaf water and organic matter. For example, this is found in temperate
forests with abundant water supply.

2. High air humidity (low VPD) with sufficient soil water supply, high gs and low
E: small humidity gradient between ei and ea results in a low transpiration rate
and minimal leaf H2

18O enrichment. Under such conditions hardly any water flow
occurs from the xylem into the leaf as VPD is low and the Péclet effect is minimal to
ineffective. But the large exchange of 18O depletedwater molecules from the ambient
air (i.e. vapor exchange) into the leaf via stomata results in a reduced to no leaf H2

18O
enrichment (Goldsmith et al. 2017; Lehmann et al. 2020). Under these circumstances
the ambient water vapor δ18O is reflected in the δ18O of the leaf water and organic
material. For example, this is the case in humid tropical forests or regions exposed
to high occurence of fog (e.g. Dawson 1998) or rain events.

3. Low to moderate air humidity (high VPD) with scarce soil water supply, thus low
gs and E: large humidity gradient between ei and ea with insufficient water supply
results in closed stomata and low transpiration and high leaf H2

18O enrichment.
Since E is low the xylem flow into the leaf is low thus allowing back-diffusion of
18O enriched water from the site of evaporation. Furthermore, the ambient water
vapor pressure and gs are lower too, resulting in a considerably reduced exchange
with H2

18O depleted, ambient vapor. Under these conditions the climate i.e., VPD
and temperature are predominantly imprinted in the δ18O of the leaf water and
biomass, additionally to the δ18O of the given source water. This is found under
xeric, Mediterranean or drought conditions.

In reality there may be gradual transitions between the different scenarios. From
scenario 1 to 3, stomatal conductance (gs) is inversely related to leaf H2

18O enrich-
ment (Barbour et al. 2004). However, whether low leaf H2

18O enrichment (i.e.,
similar values for leaf water δ18O and xylem water δ18O) in very humid environment
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with enough soil water supply is the result of high VPD (scenario 1) or low VPD
(scenario 2) cannot be distinguished with tree-ring δ18O alone. Other proxies, i.e.,
δ13C, tree-ring width or density could be useful to clarify themechanism. In any case,
a good knowledge of the site conditions is mandatory for a correct interpretation of
the isotopic signals in tree rings. Although in scenarios 1 and 2 we find low, to no
leaf H2

18O enrichment with little variability, the causes can be different as shown
above (i.e., very humid environment or abundant water supply allowing for high
E). Scenario 3 is most frequent as the air humidity on average is more variable and
generally lower in boreal, temperate and Mediterranean regions than in the tropics
or at certain treelines/sites.

Numerous studies assume similar or even identical δ18O values between source
water and summer precipitation. Recent studies, however, indicated considerable
deviations between δ18O of precipitation and xylem (source) water. Depending on
the soil structure (heavy, dense and clay rich versus light, predominantly organic
soils), the infiltration of precipitation water can vary considerably, which is reflected
in the infiltration time and δ18O gradient from the soil surface to the roots. Brinkmann
et al. (2018) and Allen et al. (2019) showed that trees rely only partly on the growing
seasons precipitation and use considerable amounts of precipitation from winter and
diverse seasonal origins. This can lead to a temporal shift in the seasonal course of
the δ18O values of source water. Therefore, Brinkmann et al. (2018) and Allen et al.
(2019) refer to this temporal shift in source water δ18O as seasonal origin. These
shifts can potentially mask the physiological response signals of trees to variations
in temperature and moisture, and thus they can dampen the prevalent climate signals
in tree-ring δ18O records (see Chap. 18). Such disparities between precipitation and
sourcewater have implications on tree-ringbased climate reconstructions anddeserve
a cautious consideration in the data interpretation.

14.4.2 Tree-Ring Isotopic Signals Under Non-limiting
Climate Conditions for Growth

In the absence of severe growth constrains, tree response to climate conditions for
optimal growth can differ between species and is dependent on ecosystem prop-
erties (soil, water and nutrient availability, stand structure, species composition).
In general, abundant precipitation, moderate temperatures, non-limiting light and
adequate nutrient conditions are a precondition for detecting clear isotopic signals
(Cernusak and English 2015; Hartl-Meier et al. 2015). The likelihood that a strong
temperature and humidity signal is recorded in sourcewater is givenwith high precip-
itation as indicated above and preferably on porous, organic soils where water infil-
trates into the soil rapidly. For instance, the strongest precipitation signal recorded in
tree-ring δ18O observed in temperate regions is where soil water supply relies mostly
on precipitation during the growing season (Treydte et al. 2014). Studies based on
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tree-ring isotope networks agree with this theory and reported the strongest correla-
tion between tree-ring δ18O and precipitation in regions with abundant precipitation
during summer in Europe and North America (Treydte et al. 2007; Hartl-Meier et al.
2015; Levesque et al. 2019), but also in the Southern Hemisphere in South America
(Rodríguez-Catón et al. 2021, 2022).

For a clear interpretation of isotopic signals in tree rings, one needs to know
when (season) and where (region) tree rings were produced. This requires a defini-
tion of conditions under which tree-ring δ13C and δ18O signals are less influenced
by confounding factors and under which conditions the strongest environmental
and climatic signals can be obtained. As shown above, trees growing under quasi
non-limiting growth conditions provide the most representative isotopic signal of
environmental conditions.

In areas where a single limiting factor has the strongest effect on isotopic compo-
sition, the interpretation of the physiological and climatic signals is usually straight-
forward. For example, in regions where temperature is the most limiting factor for
tree physiology during the growing season, tree-ring isotopes are expected to respond
specifically to temperatures (e.g. Porter et al. 2009; for other examples see Chaps. 20
and 21). However, under natural conditions, it is rarely the case that a single limiting
environmental factor is recorded in the isotopic composition of plant materials. Often
several environmental variables impact physiological responses at the same time such
as temperature and VPD (Grossiord et al. 2020). Such interactions complicate the
interpretation of the environmental signals recorded in stable isotopes despite the
relatively well understood physiological processes influencing isotopic fractionation
at the tree level (Gessler et al. 2014).

14.4.3 Tree-Ring Isotopic Signals Resulting from Extreme
Climate Conditions

The strength of the isotopic signal in tree rings in response to environmental changes
may not be proportional to the strength of the environmental stressors. For instance,
very low temperatures or sever water limitations during the growing season may halt
growth, and thus, there is no woody tissue that the isotopic signal can be related to.

14.4.3.1 Cold Conditions

At high latitudes and in mountainous environments, low temperatures limit cambial
activity, and thus, growth (Körner 2012). Although radial growth is very lowwhen air
temperature drops below 5–6 °C (Körner 2016), leaves are still producing photoas-
similates (Körner 1991). So, the specific isotopic patterns in the freshly produced
assimilates may represent a cold environment, while the amount of wood produced
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during this cold phase is negligible. With temperature above 5–6 °C, wood produc-
tion rate increases following a sigmoidal course. To the extent that temperature per
se influences isotopic signals of the produced wood biomass in a warmer phase.
Thus the isotope values representing higher temperatures is usually much larger than
wood produced during the cold phase. This results in a disproportionate relation-
ship between wood masses formed during cold versus warm phases for a given year.
This means that the isotope signals from cold periods within the season may be
underrepresented relative to the warmer phases due to less amount of wood mass.
Therefore, isotopic signals specific to cold periods can be difficult to detect in tree
rings. Still, climate signals from cold periods recorded by tree-ring isotopes have
been used to reconstruct cold winter anomalies (Szejner et al. 2016, 2018; Voelker
et al. 2019). Whatever the reason, such an analysis requires a careful splitting of
tree-ring segments with either a microtome or ideally via laser ablation. Having very
thin sections, which might consist of only a few cell layers, intra annual climatic
variability can be uncovered even from periods with very small parts of the tree-ring
material (Monson et al. 2018).

To summarize: During critically cold periods tree-ring increments are very small
because cell division is very slow at low temperatures (Rossi et al. 2007; Körner
2015), but cell division increases with rising temperatures until a maximum growth
rate is reached. Thus, the amount of wood that carries the isotopic signals for cold
periods is very small relative to the whole tree ring. Consequently, the cold signal
may be hardly detected in tree-ring isotopes.

14.4.3.2 Dry/Hot Conditions

With increasing temperature, the atmospheric evapo-transpirative demand (i.e. VPD)
increases as well (Novick et al. 2016; Grossiord et al. 2020). However, as plants are
generally more sensitive to VPD than to high temperature, VPD is predominantly
limiting both assimilation and growth before temperature does. What is often indi-
cated as temperature limitation could be in fact a limitation by VPD (Grossiord et al.
2020).

Drought and heat combined have a similar effect with regard to wood produc-
tion as low temperature conditions (see above). These climatic signals (dry/hot)
expressed in isotope ratios of individual tree rings may also be underrepresented.
Beyond a species-specific maximum air temperature and VPD threshold, photo-
synthesis declines, and carbon allocation is shifted towards root expansion, rather
than in radial growth (Pallardy 2008; Teskey et al. 2015). While these physiological
responses to drought and heat alter the isotopic ratios at the leaf level, they can deviate
strongly from the δ-values of tree rings. Such drought situations slow down or prevent
xylogenesis and can result in a growth cessation leading to an isotopic uncoupling
between leaves and tree rings (Pflug et al. 2015). In contrast, during situations with
sufficient soil water and reduced VPD (spring/fall, e.g., in the Mediterranean), the
wood production rate is much higher (Sarris et al. 2013). Again, this leads to a dispro-
portionate relationship between wood masses formed during dry/hot versus wet/cool
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phases. As the wood mass produced during cooler wetter phases is much more abun-
dant, its isotopic signal is proportionally more expressed in the tree ring (similar to
the cold but inverse situation, with regard to temperature, see Sect. 14.4.3.1).

To summarize: With increasing temperature, VPD increases as well, and this
is often associated with a reduction in soil water availability. Both radial growth
and physiological processes at leaf level, namely photosynthesis and stomatal
conductance, can be affected. However, photosynthesis is restrained or even ceased,
commonly long after cell and tissue growth had been halted. Thus, the isotopic signals
in leaves could be decoupled from the isotopic signals in wood (Pflug et al. 2015). No
new cell produced means no tree-ring isotopic signals are representing this specific
climate situation.

14.5 Carbon Storage and Carry-Over Effects on Tree-Ring
Isotope Signals

The approach to use stable isotopes in tree rings to reconstruct changes in leaf gas
exchanges, over decades to centuries in response to anthropogenic (e.g. rising CO2,
Voelker et al. 2016, Chap. 24) and climate factors (Leonardi et al. 2012; Saurer et al.
2014; Frank et al. 2015; Levesque et al. 2017; Mathias and Thomas 2018; Guerrieri
et al. 2019) is based on the assumption that carbon sources (tree canopies) and sinks
(tree stem) are tightly coupled and synchronized in time. This implies that the isotopic
signal in the annual rings, which is imprinted in foliage during photosynthesis and
transpiration, would be closely related to the environmental impact. As discussed
above, this is rarely the case, particularly when trees are not living at their most
favorable environmental conditions (in terms of resource availability). Hence, they
may allocate the recently assimilated carbon to sinks other than radical growth (C-
storage see Sects. 14.5.3.1 and root biomass 14.5.3.2).

Translocation, storage and remobilization of old and new assimilates within a
tree affect the isotopic composition of tree rings (see Chap. 13). Understanding how
these processes influence δ13C and δ18O in tree rings at the inter- and intra-annual
time scale is a prerequisite for improving the use of isotope signals in tree rings to
derive climate and environmental conditions retrospectively. This section will take
a closer look at the dynamic of the annual ring formation, and at the fate of recently
assimilated carbon and its isotopic signals when stored in tree rings.

14.5.1 Annual Ring Formation Through Xylogenesis (Tree
Carbon Sink)

The production of new cells during the formation of annual tree rings—the xylo-
genesis occurs through a few steps, separated in space and time, but connected
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among them: cell division, cell enlargement, deposition of secondary wall and finally
maturation when thickening and lignification are completed. The production of new
woody cells results in a tree carbon sink occurring during a given growing season (in
temperate and boreal forests) and all year around (in humid tropical forests). Xylo-
genesis and the cambial activity, depends on the activity of meristem tissues and the
rate at which new tissue becomes differentiated and matured (Rossi et al. 2012; see
Chap. 3). All this relies on the developmental ‘preparedness’ to grow (hormones), the
existence of active sinks (Körner 2015) and the coordination between phloem loading
with sugars, the transport from autotrophic to heterotrophic tissues (Hölttä et al.
2014; Ainsworth and Lemonnier 2018), and the downloading capacity in developing
xylem tissue.Xylogenesis is affected bydevelopmental (genomic) and environmental
factors (with particular reference to temperature, photoperiod and water). Assimilate
availability is rarely limited in nature except for plants in deep shade. Temperature
and photoperiod define the onset of cambial activity, particularly in temperate and
boreal forest. Water availability and sugar concentrations plays a significant role in
the cell growth by maintaining the turgor pressure needed for cellular expansion
(e.g. Steppe et al. 2015 and references therein). Dynamics of cambial activity vary
depending on tree age (Rossi et al. 2008) and environmental conditions. Xylogenesis
lasts longer in young compared to mature trees, though this may be the result of tree
size rather than simply an age-effect (Rossi et al. 2008; Zeng et al. 2018). Overall,
previous findings in literature seem to indicate that xylogenesis is not limited by
assimilate availability, but by developmental, thus hormonal and ultimately genetic
factors (e.g. Grattapaglia et al. 2009) and direct environmental influences on the
tissue forming processes (meristems, Körner 2015, and references therein).

In boreal and high-elevation forests at the treeline, growth occurs continuously
following a unimodal curve during a short season when growth is determined by
temperature thresholds (Fig. 14.3). In contrast, growth inMediterranean ecosystems,
can last longer, but is often discontinuous, as drought conditionsmay temporarily stop
new cell production, and resume xylogenesis following precipitation. This leads to
the formation of the so-called intra-annual density fluctuations (IADFs) (Battipaglia
et al. 2016; De Micco et al. 2016). In some tropical trees, tree cambial activity is
expected to be constant all year around and without periodicity, though alternation
of dry and wet season may pause and resume xylogenesis, and reproductive cycles
can induce growth cycles that materialize as growth rings (see Chaps. 3).

14.5.2 Tree Carbon Pools and Their Effect on the Isotopic
Ratio in Tree Rings

Recently produced carbohydrates can move from the canopy down to the tree stem
and roots within hours (Keel et al. 2006, 2007; Gessler et al. 2009a) and return back
to the atmosphere through respiration from the soil within a few days (Steinmann
et al. 2004; Högberg et al. 2008; Mildner et al. 2014) or even become transferred
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Fig. 14.3 Variation of growth patterns in two contrasting biomes. Xylem and phloem growth over
one growing season resulting from cambium activity in (top) boreal or temperate and (bottom)
Mediterranean forests. In each case, the periods of growth are defined by the onset (green squares)
and cessation (black squares) while the arrow represents the time variability in the onset and cessa-
tion. For both xylem and phloem, the progress of growth over time (black lines) is quantified either
as the number of cells or ring width produced within a year. A general rate of growth (blue lines),
which indicates how fast the process occurs in terms of the measured quantity per time unit, can be
represented as the first derivative of the progress of growth (black lines). Only one pattern of xylem
and phloem growth over timewas represented for temperate- boreal areas illustrated as the S-shaped
(top, pattern 1) growth pattern (black line). The general rate of growth of this pattern is typically
bell shaped (top, blue line in pattern 1). For Mediterranean areas, three patterns of growth over
time were represented: (bottom, pattern 1) S-shaped growth, such as for temperate-boreal conifers
with its bell-shaped rate of growth (solid black and blue lines); (pattern 2) Intra-annual density
fluctuation (IADF, dashed black line)with its bimodal rate of growth (dashed blue line); (pattern 3)
missing rings or dark rings (illustrated as the rate of growth only, dotted blue line) where few xylem
cells are formed (less than five cells), which slowly differentiate and can look like latewood cells.
Orange and red lines indicate the progress of phloem growth over time and phloem growth rate,
respectively. Phloem growth rate (in red) is hypothetical and has been shown to be bimodal like
the xylem of pattern 2. [Source figure and text: (Deslauriers et al. 2017)]. Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature: Springer, Ecophysiology and Plasticity of Wood and Phloem Formation by
Deslauriers et al. (2017), license number 4971200864679
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to the adjacent trees via mycorrhiza (Klein et al. 2016a). However, high rates of
transfer does not necessarily indicate a high, direct and lasting incorporation of new
assimilates into structural growth, because the mobile carbohydrates can mix, and
thus, get diluted by the old carbon pool, with only the mixture becoming invested in
new growth (Keel et al. 2007; Mildner et al. 2014).

14.5.2.1 Assimilation at Leaf Level (Tree Carbon Source)

At the canopy level during the photosynthetic assimilate production (Fig. 14.4) the

Fig. 14.4 Scheme showing the fate of non-structural carbohydrate (NSC) in trees. Modified from
(Hartmann and Trumbore 2016)

δ13C signature of new carbohydrates at leaf level reflects the dominant climate factors
controlling stomatal conductance and/or photosynthetic rates (see Chap. 9). The δ18O
signature of new carbohydrates is driven by climate variations responsible for the
isotopic fractionations before water is incorporated in the plants (Chap. 18) and in
leaves controlling transpiration and stomatal conductance (see Chap. 10).

14.5.2.2 Non-structural Carbohydrates

Non-structural carbohydrates (NSC) are photassimilates produced during a given
growing season in the leaves and are mostly composed of starch and sugars, but
also fructans, sugar-alcohols and other compounds. NSC are not directly invested
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in growth but they are used by trees to fulfill different functions (Fig. 14.4) such
as storage, reproduction, growth and respiration (maintenance of life sustaining
processes). Furthermore, they are used for osmoregulation, defense (synthesis of
biogenic volatile organic compounds, BVOCs), protection, attraction, stimulation
and export (e.g., root exudates). They also provide a neutral disposal avenue for
overabundant photoassimilates, similar to storage lipids (Hartmann and Trumbore
2016; Martinez-Vilalta et al. 2016), or may simply be exuded for no other reason
than a C overflow (Prescott et al. 2020).

However, the hierarchy or priority of certain uses of fresh photoassimilates is
unclear. Evidence is accumulating that storage has a very high priority. Plants tend
to prioritize storage even under C shortage (Weber et al. 2018), indicating that
survival has a higher rank than adding structural biomass (growth). When meristem-
atic activity is inhibited or slowed because of critically low temperatures, drought,
lack of nutrients, or phenology, photosynthates are simply stored, since photosyn-
thesis is commonly less sensitive to such stressors or limitations than meristem
activity (Körner 2003, 2015; Muller et al. 2011). Under such conditions, the concen-
tration of C stores rises and these stores either become mobilized as meristems
resume their activity when conditions improve (Würth et al. 2005) or they remain
disposed forever in heartwood. The only alternative is down regulation of photosyn-
thetic capacity. Seasonal changes in cambial activity are coupled with a higher sugar
concentration in the cambial zone, with highest demand during the cell differenti-
ation and wall-thickening phase (Deslauriers et al. 2009; Perez-de-Lis et al. 2016).
The NSC pool also undergoes seasonal variation, and is negatively correlated with
the rate of structural growth. Whenever growth slows, NSC content increases, when
growth resumes, NSC declines (Körner 2003; Würth et al. 2005; Streit et al. 2013).
The alternatives are down regulation of photosynthetic capacity or export of excess
carbon as discussed by Prescott et al. (2020).

14.5.3 Coherency Between C-Sources and Sinks

There is no evidence that mature trees in forest ecosystems with a natural nutrient
cycle are carbon limited at current atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Norby and Zak
2011; Bader et al. 2013; Sigurdsson et al. 2013; Klein et al. 2016b; Ellsworth et al.
2017); for a review see also Palacio et al (2014). The proposed trade-off between C
storage and growth (Wiley and Helliker 2012) is not driven by C shortage but rather
reflects investment opportunities driven by meristem activity (C sink limitation to
growth) as set by environmental cues. In other words, the allocation of new assimi-
lates to storage is an active or passive response by trees, particularly under limiting
environmental conditions (Körner and Paulsen 2004; Dietze et al. 2014; Hartmann
2015; Galiano et al. 2017; Piper et al. 2017), and depends on when trees prioritize
growth over storage or defense (Huang et al. 2019).

At the beginning of seasonal growth, some stored carbohydrates that were
produced in previous years, or during the non-growing season in evergreen species,
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are used for the onset of tree growth. Therefore, the isotope signals of stored carbo-
hydrates used for growth in the current growing season are not necessarily repre-
sentative of the concurrent climate. With the ongoing foliage development, tree
growth is progressively supplied with freshly formed assimilates, which carry the
isotope signals representing the current climate, stored in the late wood formation
(see Sect. 14.6). Thus, in the short term, environmental signals are well represented
in fresh photoassimilates, but only to a minor degree in lasting tissue signals such as
those captured in bulk stem wood.

14.5.3.1 Evidences from Intra-annual Ring Measurements

Recent improvements in dendro-isotopic analysis, such as sampling thin sections
of tree rings either by microtome slicing (Sarris et al. 2013) or by laser ablation
techniques (Schollaen et al. 2014; Rinne et al. 2015; Soudant et al. 2016; Loader
et al. 2017) have greatly enhanced the possibility to simultaneously study xyloge-
nesis and isotopic composition at high-temporal intra-annual resolution (Chap. 7).
High-resolution intra-annual analyses of tree-ring isotope ratios (Rinne et al. 2015;
Belmecheri et al. 2018) disclosed time lags in the isotope ratios resulting from
climatic impacts, remobilization of carbohydrates and tree-ring formation. Intra-
annual analyses assessing tree response to the seasonal variation of climatic condi-
tions have mostly separately analyzed the isotopic ratios in early- and latewood
sections (Kress et al. 2009; Lévesque et al. 2014). Kimak and Leuenberger (2015)
confirmed that δ13C in earlywood material was strongly dependent on previous year
reserves (although the usage of stored versus fresh assimilate can vary between
species and seasons depending on the prevalent climatic conditions), while latewood
material was mostly formed from assimilates of the current growth year. Thus, early-
wood and latewood need to be analyzed separately for their isotopic composition,
even for trees from cold environments with narrow rings if possible (Kagawa et al.
2006a).

The examination of the xylogenesis dynamics can help to identify temporal lags
between cell formation and cell thickening such as lignification (Cuny et al. 2015).
The interactions between cambial phenology and seasonal climate result in seasonal
lags of the isotope ratios, stressing the importance of properly aligning isotopic
measurementswith the phenologyof the xylogenesis (Belmecheri et al. 2018;Castag-
neri et al. 2018). The amount of cellulose produced during the development of the
primary cell wall (cell enlargement) is smaller than during the cell wall thickening
phase (Cuny et al. 2015), with the latter (reflecting the concurrent climate conditions)
having a greater weight in the overall tree-ring isotope signal. This implies a bias
toward the climatic controls of the main part of cell wall thickening (Cuny et al.
2015; Castagneri et al. 2017; Belmecheri et al. 2018). Finally, lignification, the last
stage of cell maturation, can last until the end of the growing season, so it can be
also associated with late season climate. By aligning tree-ring isotope series with
xylogenesis and climate conditions, the robustness of ecological and paleoclimatic
studies will improve considerably (Monson et al. 2018). Consequently, the need
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of cellulose extraction prior isotopic analysis should be carefully considered based
on the questions being addressed. Removing other wood constituents could prevent
the detection of the full dynamics of carbon allocation during tree-ring formation.
Indeed, lignification can last up to one month after growth cessation (Cuny et al.
2015), hence potentially losing physiological and environmental signals associated
with these compounds (Barbour et al. 2001; Guerrieri et al. 2017). See also Chaps. 3
and 5.

14.5.3.2 Species Specific Dynamics in Xylogenesis and the Use
of Stored and New Carbohydrates

The seasonal stages of xylogenesis are also species-specific. These NSC dynamics
(i.e., production in the canopy and NSC investment during xylogenesis in the stem)
differ among species (Hoch and Körner 2003). In ring-porous species, earlywood
formation relies almost exclusively on previous year(s) carbohydrates, exhibiting
isotopic carry-over effects (Helle and Schleser 2004). The onset of cambial activity
and vessel formation in ring porous tree species occurs prior to budburst and depends
on the remobilization of carbohydrates from storage (Gonzalez-Gonzalez et al. 2013;
Perez-de-Lis et al. 2017). Yet a large fraction of these C storages is never mobilized,
but rather stays in ray tissues, with the climatic signal related to the time when
they were assimilated. This lack of synchronicity between photosynthesis and stem
growth leads to temporal shifts between C assimilation and investment in secondary
tissues, which is reflected in the isotopic values.

In contrast, diffuse-porous species rely mostly on new assimilates to build up
new woody biomass (Keel et al. 2006; Palacio et al. 2011; Michelot et al. 2012;
Carbone et al. 2013; Vincent-Barbaroux et al. 2019). Conifers use mostly newly
formed sugars (see early studies from Glerum 1980; Michelot et al. 2012; Rinne
et al. 2015; Deslauriers et al. 2016). These potential lags between C assimilation and
xylem formation can also be bimodal if spring and autumn activity are separated by a
dry summer such as in the southwestern United States (Belmecheri et al. 2018) or in
Mediterranean regions (Sarris et al. 2013; Castagneri et al. 2018). In contrast, when
trees were irrigated in precipitation manipulation experiments after a long drought
period (e.g. Pinus sylvestris in a dry valley in the Alps), the δ13C signals were more
depleted in 13C, for both, earlywood and latewood, evidencing an almost synchronic
coupling between new assimilates and xylem formation (Eilmann et al. 2010).

Generally deciduous conifer species (i.e. Larix spp.) show a lower use of stored
assimilates produced in previous years as indicated by δ13C intra-annual patterns of
sucrose and tree-ring samples of Larix sibirica (Rinne et al. 2015). Still earlywood
formation relies on both carried-over photoassimilates from the previous year(s) and
to the degree as current photoassimilates are available, whereas latewood formation
depends predominantly on current assimilates, as demonstrated with δ13C pulse-
labeling and intra-annual δ13C analysis (Kagawa et al. 2006a, b).
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14.5.3.3 Coupling and Decoupling Between Carbon Source and Sinks
and Their Isotopic Coupling

Under the assumption that source (canopy physiology) and sink (stem growth) are
strongly linked and synchronized, tree-ring width and isotope compositions are an
ideal proxy to reconstruct changes in leaf physiological responses to environmental
limitations retrospectively. However, this agreement is rare (Michelot et al. 2012;
Belmecheri et al. 2014; Guerrieri et al. 2016, see also Chap. 9). When trees are
exposed to severe environmental limitations, photosynthesis and tree growth are
uncoupled to the degree that an isotopic decoupling occurs, i.e., the isotopic signals
in tree rings do not correspond with the prevalent environmental conditions. For
example, drought can stop radial growth and cold conditions can slow it signif-
icantly, even though there are no changes in NSC concentration (Lempereur et al.
2015; Fernandez-de-Una et al. 2017;Dietrich et al. 2019)while photosynthesis is still
ongoing (Pflug et al. 2015). As mentioned before, growth is more drought sensitive
than photosynthesis (Muller et al. 2011; Piper et al. 2017). Source and sink activities
were also found not to be fully coupled in a mesic forest, with growth being more
sensitive to atmospheric, soil moisture limitation and low temperature than canopy C
uptake in a temperate oak forest (Delpierre et al. 2016). At the world’s highest eleva-
tion treeline in the South American Altiplano, a coupling and decoupling between
physiological processes at leaf level (carbon source) and wood formation (carbon
sink) was observed along an aridity gradient likely asssociated to similar or different
climate sensitivity of these carbon source and sink processes (Rodríguez-Catón et al.
2021). The accumulation of soluble NSC under drought conditions in the cambium
zone could be a strategy for trees to prioritize maintenance of cell turgor (Deslau-
riers et al. 2014; Piper et al. 2017) and to keep an efficient vascular system (including
phloem and xylem (Sala et al. 2012)). However, the quantities required for osmoreg-
ulation are small, with one mole of solutes already creating an osmotic pressure of
2.24 MPa, and cells already operate under ’normal’ conditions at an osmotic pres-
sure between 0.5 and 1 MPa. The increase in NSC with increasing elevation (Hoch
and Körner 2002, 2012; Fajardo et al. 2013), although not always observed (Simard
et al. 2013), was associated with sink rather than source limitation (Körner 2003)
and hence, to environmental control on cambial activity (Rossi et al. 2016).

Beside the time lag in the transfer and mixing between recently fixed and old
assimilates, other factors may contribute to mask the isotopic tree-ring signal. First,
soluble sugars may undergo biochemical transformation (e.g., synthesis of cellulose
or lignin)within the canopy and later they are loaded to the phloem (during the export)
and used during the annual ring formation, with associated isotope fractionations
(Cernusak et al. 2013; Gessler et al. 2014). This can cause an offset between sink
and source in both δ13C and δ18O. Its magnitude has shown to be species-specific
(Cernusak et al. 2005; Gessler et al. 2009b; Bögelein et al. 2019), and can partially
uncouple tree rings from isotopic signals in fresh assimilates in the canopy (see also
the post-photosynthetic fractionation in Chap. 13; Cernusak et al. 2013; Gessler et al.
2014).
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Another aspect to consider is the confounding effect of changes in atmospheric
CO2 and air pollutants (Ozone, SO2 NOy and NHx) on tree physiological processes.
This topic is discussed in detail in Chap. 24.

14.6 Concluding Remarks

The dendro-isotope approach is one of the few reliable methods allowing for the
assessment of tree carbon and water relations in response to changes in environ-
mental conditions. It facilitates the reconstruction of climate signals (Chap. 1) and
environmental changes retrospectively over long temporal and large spatial scales and
at high spatial and time resolution (Babst et al. 2017). Yet this approach has also some
weak points in particular when trees are exposed to chronic or sever stress episodes:
(1) an isotopic decoupling between leaves and tree rings occurs under limiting envi-
ronmental conditions when growth is restricted e.g., either by low temperatures (<5–
6 °C) or drought. (2) A temporal decoupling related to the different carbon pools used
for growth, with different isotopic signals. While stored assimilates (starch, sugars)
carry a mixture of isotopic signals from past and current growing seasons, they are
distinctly different from the isotopic values of freshly synthesized assimilates. (3)
Shifts in the oxygen isotope signals can occur due to usage of different water sources
that vary in their temporal origin. In temperate sites during the growing season, trees
can utilize large proportions of winter water deeper in the soil profile, which can
lead to an asynchrony between the δ18O values in tree rings and recent precipitation
water carrying the growing season temperature/humidity signal. (4) Post photosyn-
thetic fractionations can dampen the amplitude of the initial signal in the leaves, to a
degree, that a poor signal to noise ratio hampers a straightforward data interpretation.

To overcome these difficulties, we suggest an isotopic intra-annual assessment
(IAA) of tree rings (using microtomes, laser ablation, etc.) to gain access to isotopic
signals, which are formed under boundary conditions, particularly for trees living
under extreme environments (cold/hot, dry).Moreover, the interpretation of the intra-
annual stable isotope-climate relationships, with particular reference to the seasonal
changes in the NSC and water source for δ18O, could be greatly improved when
different stages of xylogenesis are accounted for (Szejner et al. 2016; Belmecheri
et al. 2018). Furthermore, the IAA facilitates the study of physiological processes at a
finer temporal resolution. In a combined effort with controlled experiments and field
studies one could be looking at dynamics and isotopic composition of NSC with the
help ofCSIA (CompoundSpecific IsotopeAnalysis) in autotrophic and heterotrophic
tissues, which reflect the instantaneous changes in leaf gas exchanges better (e.g.
Keitel et al. 2003). Thus it is possible to account for the lag between C assimilation
in foliage and investment in the annual ring formation through xylogenesis (Rinne
et al. 2015).

The development for fine resolution intra annual tree-ring analysis is highly
promising, thanks to the recent instrumental development (Chap. 7). Not only it will
help to improve the interpretation of tree-ring isotope values, but itwillwiden the field
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of tree-ring analyses and advance the detection of tree physiological mechanisms we
can gain from them.
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Chapter 15
Post-photosynthetic Carbon, Oxygen
and Hydrogen Isotope Signal Transfer
to Tree Rings—How Timing of Cell
Formations and Turnover of Stored
Carbohydrates Affect Intra-annual
Isotope Variations

Akira Kagawa and Giovanna Battipaglia

Abstract In this chapter, we discuss post-photosynthetic processes that affect intra-
annual variation in the stable isotopes of tree rings, such as timing of cell formations
and turnover of stored carbohydrates, by combining research findings gained by
using either natural-abundance or artificially-enriched carbon, oxygen and hydrogen
isotopes. We focus on within-ring variation in stable isotope ratios, with an emphasis
on aligningobserved ratios inwholewoodor extracted cellulose to seasonal dynamics
in climate and phenology. We also present a discussion of isotopic fractionation that
operates within the scope of observed variations across individual rings. We then
introduce amodel that traces the seasonal partitioning of photosynthate into tree rings
via storage pool, which is based on experimental data gained from labeling studies
using artificially enriched 13CO2 gas. Finally, we will describe our current under-
standing of post-photosynthetic signal transfer processes of oxygen and hydrogen
isotopes from leaves to tree rings, such as exchange of oxygen and hydrogen between
storage carbohydrates and local cambial water, and possible causes of difference in
oxygen and hydrogen isotope fractionations. Finally, we discuss mechanisms behind
how oxygen and hydrogen from foliar-absorbed liquid water is then incorporated
into wood biomass, by introducing results gained from recent H2

18O and HDO
pulse-labeling experiments.
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15.1 Introduction

Conventional tree-ring analyses have focused on the annual growth ring with a
primary aim of inter-annual-to-inter-decadal translation of growth-climate relations.
Partitioning of annual rings into earlywood and latewood, in those species that show
such differentiation, has been used in some studies to extract early- and late-season
growth trends, though the attribution of those trends to more specific dates during
the growing season has been impeded by lack of knowledge about the use of stored
carbon and seasonal lags in the phases of xylogenesis. As a result, intra-annual
dendrochronological perspectives have been considerably fewer in number than
inter-annual perspectives, and when developed, they have been relatively coarse
in their alignment to patterns of seasonal climate variation. Compared to ring width
and density measurement, tree-ring isotope analysis used to be much more costly
and time-consuming in 1990s, and the number of tree-ring isotope research has been
limited. However, this situation has changedmarkedly over the past decade as sample
preparation and analytical approaches have improved (see Chap. 7).

In the last decade, the labor required for intra-annual analysis of tree-ring isotope
ratio analysis has decreased, while the precision associated with these measures
has increased (Kagawa et al. 2015, Chaps. 5 and 6). Analysis of intra-annual varia-
tions of tree-ring isotope ratio was first conducted by separating single annual rings
into sub-sections by means of a knife or chisel under a microscope (Wilson and
Grinstead 1977, Leavitt 1993; Kagawa et al. 2003) and isotope analysis of up to
0.1 mm resolution became possible by manually subdividing α-cellulose lath under
stereomicroscope, which is prepared directly from thin cross-section (Kagawa et al.
2015; Ohashi et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016; Chap. 4). Higher spatial resolution is
achieved by using a sliding microtome to cut serial tangential sections from wood
blocks at thicknesses of 10–240 μm (Ogle and McCormac 1994; Walcroft et al.
1997; Helle and Schleser 2004). Robotic micromilling (Dodd et al. 2008) and UV-
laser based dissection (Schollaen et al. 2014, Chap. 7) allow serial isolation of tissue
from the millimeter-to-micrometer scale. Although its use is currently limited to
carbon isotope analysis and on whole wood, laser ablation can achieve an ultimate
spatial resolution of 10 μm, enabling observations at the cellular level (Schulze
et al. 2004, Moran et al. 2011; Soudant et al. 2016; Loader et al. 2017). Using
these more recent techniques, it is now foreseeable to routinely assess patterns in
the seasonal variation of multiple elements, including carbon, oxygen and hydrogen
isotope ratios. However, for accurate interpretation, researchers must understand the
linkage between an intra-annual sample, and the seasonal timing that the sample
represents.

In this chapter, we discuss post-photosynthetic processes that affect intra-annual
variation in the stable isotopes of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen in tree rings, such
as timing of cell formations and turnover of stored carbohydrates. We discuss past
findings and the knowledge-gaps that aremost likely to constrain efforts to expandour
understanding in the future. In Sect. 15.2, we present a general overview of studies to
date that have aimed to assess intra-annual variation in tree ring growth as presented
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through the anatomical analysis of wood. Scientists have used observable variation in
wood density, and cellular differentiation within the wood, to infer seasonal patterns
in radial growth rates and general responses to warming and drying as the growing
season progresses.

InSect. 15.3,we focus onwithin ringvariation in carbon andoxygen isotope ratios,
with an emphasis on aligning observed ratios in whole wood or extracted cellulose
to seasonal dynamics in climate and phenology. We not only present the principal
findings from past studies, but also note the likely uncertainties that exist due to a lack
of complete knowledge about fractionation processes and seasonal lags in cambial
phenology. One of the primary considerations in this topic involves the degree to
which stored carbohydrate, which carries isotope signals from antecedent climate
conditions is used for xylem maturation, and therefore causes mixing of the isotopic
signals recorded during past and present-day climate (Chap. 14). The identification
of growth periods when stored carbohydrates are used will be considered in this
section, but we will defer to a later section the discussion of experimental studies
aimed at revealing the physiology of stored carbohydrates use during xylogenesis.

In Sect. 15.4, we present a discussion of isotopic fractionation that operates within
the scope of observed variations across individual rings. We start with consideration
of processes at the site of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation in the chloroplasts of
leaves or needles. The processes recorded in leaf-scale sugar isotope ratios vary on
the order of fractions of seconds, though by the time the sugars have been transported
to intra-leaf storage pools or to the phloem for transport to other parts of the plant,
time-averaged isotope fractionation can be well-approximated by the steady-state
assumption in observations and models. Following a discussion of leaf-scale photo-
synthetic dynamics, we progress to ’downstream’ influences that have the potential
to scramble the association of observed sugar isotope ratios with the short-term phys-
iological and climate controls over leaf physiology, and thus mask efforts to trace
tree-ring isotope time series with seasonally-resolved influences.

In Sect. 15.5, we consider xylogenesis itself as a cause in the disruption of the
association of observed intra-annual isotope ratios with specific climate and pheno-
logical phases during the growing season. The incorporation of photosynthate into
cellulose during xylogenesis is affected by seasonal lags in the processes of cell
formation and maturation. Thus, the anatomical attributes of variation in the cellular
appearance of xylem may not align seasonally with the isotopic attributes of the
cellulose that makes up the primary and secondary cell walls of individual xylem
elements and tracheids. We discuss new approaches relying on cambial phenology
modeling conditioned on high-frequency micro-core sampling to resolve lags in the
seasonal phases of xylogenesis.

In Sect. 15.6, we present a discussion of experimental studies that have traced
the seasonal partitioning of photosynthate into tree rings. The research develop-
ments discussed in this section, when coupled with recent approaches that iden-
tify the intra-annual domains of tree rings according to isotope ratios and phases
of xylogenesis, hold the greatest promise to provide explanations of intra-annual
patterns of isotopic fractionation, especially those fractionations associated with
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post-assimilation processes. 13CO2 pulse-labeling used in combination with high-
resolution analysis of tree-ring isotopes is an effective tool to elucidate the processes
that transfer fractionation signals fromassimilation processes ’in the currentmoment’
versus those from past processes that are stored in carbon reservoirs and subse-
quently transferred to the archived cellulose isotope record in tree rings. We also
discuss future applications of H2

18O and HDO pulse labeling for elucidating the
post-photosynthetic processes of oxygen and hydrogen isotope signal transfer from
leaves to tree rings, such as exchange of oxygen and hydrogen between carbohydrates
and local water.

15.2 Intra-annual Variation in Wood Structure

Wood structure variationwithin a ring is important to understanding variation in intra-
annual isotope ratios, because (1) these differences are caused by seasonal changes
in the climate and phenology, and are often visual cues to guide sample analysis, and
(2) are related to the seasonal course of storage carbon allocation to wood (e.g. ring-
porous wood). Therefore, measures of wood density, width of early- and latewood,
and/or chemical composition can be highly useful for helping to interpret the isotope
ratio variance.

The earlywood-to-latewood variations in wood anatomy across individual rings
are aligned with seasonal phases associated with the earliest and latest portions of the
growing season (Brown 1912; Pallardy 2008). Earlywood (EW) consists of larger
cells with thinner secondary walls, and is overall less dense than latewood (LW). The
anatomical differences of EW and LW reflect differences in the seasonal phases of
xylogenesis (Butto et al. 2019). Despite general correlations of EW and LW growth
with variations in seasonal climate, detailed alignment of these tissue types with
specific dates during the growing season is difficult; the time-dependent growth rate
of woody tissues within an annual ring does not occur linearly (Camarero et al.
1998; Rossi et al. 2003; Kagawa et al. 2005; Soudant et al. 2016; Belmecheri et al.
2018). Furthermore, there is ample evidence that antecedent (previous-year) climate
conditions and stored water and carbon resources can influence the current-year
growth of both EW and LW (e.g. Seargent and Singer 2016; Kerhoulas et al. 2017;
Szejner et al. 2018). EW and LW designations in trees fromMediterranean or humid
tropical ecosystems is often challenging (Cherubini et al. 2003; Sass et al. 1995),
due to stochastic occurrence of droughts (resulting in the formation of false rings)
or the lack of seasonality (resulting in a lack of ring boundaries).

In the literature, several classifications of false ring, or double rings, or intra annual
density fluctuations (IADF) exist. The appearance of an IADF can create errors in
dendrochronological dating as it can be mistaken for a true LW band, and therefore
cause a false assumption of annual growth truncation; this is the so-called ’false ring’
phenomenon. The formation of IADFs has been related to physiological responses
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at the leaf scale, including stomatal diffusion restrictions and photosynthetic water-
use efficiency (WUE), that are induced by extreme mid-season droughts (Battipaglia
et al. 2010, 2013; Balzano et al 2018, 2019; Zalloni et al 2016, 2018a, b, 2019).

The seasonal variations that are evident in the wood structure of annual rings
are due to both phenological dynamics in cambial activity and influences from the
ambient environment. McCarroll et al. (2003) explored the relationships of ten tree
proxies, including several related to wood structure variation, with seasonal climate
in Pinus sylvestris from three sites in northern Finland. Clear distinctions were noted
in the correlations of EW and LW density and width-increment and seasonal climate
variables. EW width was best correlated with late-summer temperature from the
previous (antecedent) growing season, and it was hypothesized that overwinter stores
of carbohydrate were used for EW construction. No clear climate signal could be
associated with EW density. Latewood width and density were best correlated with
late-summer (July and August) temperature of the current year, though the correla-
tion was only strong at the southernmost site, and density alone was highly correlated
with late-summer temperature at all sites. Similarly, usingQuercus robur in Hungary,
Kern et al. (2013) showed no significant correlation between EW width-increment
and monthly precipitation or temperature, whereas LWwidth-increment was signifi-
cantly correlatedwith July precipitation, but not with temperature. In ring-porous oak
species, traits associated with individual EW xylem vessel size, rather than EW ring-
width increment, have been shown to respond to site differences in spring moisture
availability (Fonti and Garcia-Gonzalez 2008) and appear to be capable of acclima-
tion to changes in spring temperature and moisture conditions (Gea-Izquierdo et al.
2012; Nabeshima et al. 2015). Thus, correlations between anatomical features of
tree rings (width/density) and monthly climatic parameters (temperature, precipita-
tion etc.) are closely related to seasonal dynamics of photosynthetic carbon allocation
to tree rings, because, typically, latewood is mainly made from current summer and
autumn photosynthate and earlywood is made from the mixture of photosynthate
from current spring and the previous summer and autumn as we will discuss in
Sect. 15.6 (Fig. 15.5, Kagawa 2006; Kagawa et al. 2006a).

15.3 Theoretical Considerations of Intra-annual Variation
in Tree-Ring Isotope Fractionation

The theory regarding fractionation processes that lead to observed 13C/12C, 18O/16O,
and 2H/1H ratios in the cellulose of tree rings has been covered in other chapters of
this book (Chaps. 9–11). In this section, we focus on those processes that underlie
intra-annual variation in δ13C, δ18O and δ2H. The principle determinant of seasonal
variation in the δ13C of the photosynthate used in xylogenesis is due to climate
variation in the atmospheric environment—specifically, atmospheric humidity and
available precipitation. Soil characteristics affect infiltration and drainage of precip-
itation into and out from soil, and thus alter the availability of source water, locally;
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but, ultimately the amount of rain and snow deposited to the surface will control soil
moisture availability, and thus the physiological states of trees. The 13C/12C ratio
observed at the moment of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation depends on the atmo-
spheric (source) ratio, the kinetic fractionations associated with diffusion in the air
and cellular cytosol between the outer edge of the leaf boundary layer and the site of
carboxylation within the chloroplast, and that associated with the active site of the
chloroplastic enzyme, riblose 1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) carboxylase. Each isotopic
form of CO2 can either diffuse to the chloroplast and be assimilated biochemically
or it can diffuse back out of the leaf and rejoin the atmospheric source. The relative
fates of these molecules can be mathematically predicted by the ratio of stomatal
conductance (which controls the diffusive entry and exit from the leaf) to RuBP
carboxlation (which controls biochemical removal from the leaf). An equation that
has been shown to approximate the interactions of these determining processes is:

�A = a + (b − a)
ci
ca

. (15.1)

where �A is the overall fractionation associated with CO2 assimilation, a is the
fractionation of 12CO2 and 13CO2 due to diffusion through air, b is the biochemical
fractionation associated with RuBP carboxylase, and ci and ca are the CO2 (12CO2

and 13CO2 combined) concentrations in the intercellular air space and atmosphere,
respectively (Farquhar et al. 1989). Equation 15.1 is simplified in that it ignores the
liquid-phase diffusion paths within the cell, as well as some additional biochemical
processes that can influence the overall fractionation, such as photorespiration. It
is important to note that a principal concept underlying the weighting employed
in Eq. 15.1 is the requirement for discriminated isotopes to leave (or leak) from a
fractionation process. That is, there is no fractionation associated with processes
and reactions that are truly closed, and thus capable of producing product from all
available reactants. Fractionation requires the ’escape’ of discriminated reactants.

Working from Eq. 15.1, seasonal variations in δ13C in the cellulose of tree-rings
will depend on seasonal variations in ci/ca, which in turn reflect dynamics in gs
(stomatal conductance) relative to A (the biochemical capacity for photosynthetic
CO2 assimilation). Although the potential exists for seasonal variation in A through
changes in light levels, Vcmax (carboxylation capacity) or Jmax (electron transport),
which are the biochemical determinants of the maximum photosynthetic rate, the
primary influences imposed on Eq. 15.1 will be due to seasonal climate attributes
that affect gs. Thus, precipitation and atmospheric humidity reflect the first-order
seasonal climate drivers of intra-annual variation in tree-ring δ13C.

The initial control of the atmospheric environment on cellulose δ13C is often not
straightforward because of the temporal offsets between the time of photosynthate
production and its eventual use during xylogenesis (Badeck et al. 2005; Kagawa et al.
2005, 2006a). Offsets in the timing of the production and use of photosynthate are
the result of non-structural carbohydrates (NSC) storage and remobilization, and the
phenological lags that are imposed on xylogenesis as it proceeds through its phased
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time course. In both cases, photosynthate that was produced with a unique relation to
the atmospheric environment at one point in time, is incorporated into the cellulose of
xylem cell walls, where the photosynthetic signals are time-averaged over the period
of xylogenesis (as we discuss later in Sect. 15.6.4, Fig.15.5). For example, the offsets
in the timing of the production and use of photosynthate for tree-ring formation can
range from9–42 days in Japanese cedar (Kagawa et al. 2005) to 1–2 years inDahurian
larch (Kagawa et al. 2006a). Efforts to reconstruct the atmospheric environment,
using theory such as that presented in Eq. 15.1, must include reconciliation of any
time gaps between photosynthate production and utilization.

Theoretical models that aim to couple cellulose oxygen isotope ratios to the
surrounding environment begin with consideration of leaf or needle water, which
exchanges isotopes with CO2 during photosynthesis (Chap. 10). The current model
assumes leaf surfaces without wetting, as in the case of sunny or cloudy days, and this
model does not apply to wet leaf surfaces covered with liquid water, as in the case of
rainy days (see Sect. 15.6.5). The isotope composition of leaf water during steady-
state transpiration reflects the combined influences of atmospheric vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) , the kinetic and equilibrium exchanges between the leaf and atmo-
spheric vapor, and the advective mixing of non-fractionated (xylem) and fractionated
(mesophyll) water (the Péclet effect) (Dongmann et al. 1974; Farquhar and Lloyd
1993; Farquhar 1998; Barbour et al. 2004). Modeling of this dynamic interaction
starts from the Craig-Gordon model (1965):

�e ≈ ε+ + εk + (�v − εk)
ea
ei

(15.2)

where�e is overall evaporative fractionation, ε+ and εk are the equilibriumand kinetic
fractionations, respectively,�v is the isotope enrichment in atmospheric water vapor
relative to source water, ea is the ambient mole fraction of water vapor, and ei is
the mole fraction of water vapor in the leaf. Equation 15.2 has been modified in
some studies to account for the serial diffusive fractionations occurring through the
stomatal pore (still-air diffusion) versus the leaf boundary layer (still-air diffusion
plus turbulent transfer) (Flanagan et al. 1991).

The observed fractionation of evaporating leaf water is seldom as great as that
predicted by Eq. 15.2. Recognition of this discrepancy has led to modification of
the model in one of two ways: (1) a transport-based kinetic dilution of �e through
advective mixing of fractionated and non-fractionated water in the leaf (the Péclet
effect), and (2) a simpler, linear mixing of two pools of leaf water, one enriched
(mesophyll) and one not (xylem):

(Péclet modification)

�blw = �e
(
1 − e−℘

)
/℘ (15.3)

(Two-pool modification)
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δblw = δe(1 − fu) + δwx fu (15.4)

where �blw refers to fractionation of the bulk leaf water and ℘ is a Péclet number,
reflecting the ratio between advective and diffusive transport in the leaf (Farquhar and
Lloyd 1993). In Eq. 15.4, the notation has switched from fractionation (�) to delta-
ratio (δ), and includes the isotope ratio of the unfractionated xylem water pool (δwx)
and the fraction of leaf water in that pool (f u) (Roden et al. 2015). Conifer needles
are difficult for predicting Péclet modifications due to uncertainties in transport path
length, velocity of water movement and degree of xylem suberization (Song et al.
2013; Roden et al. 2015). A simpler 2-pool model may be more appropriate (Roden
et al. 2015).

Photosynthates that reflect the isotope effects of transpiration and needle water
mixing is modified further during tree-ring cellulose production and deposition. A
post-assimilation fractionation occurswhen carbonyl oxygens in phloem-transported
sucrose exchange with the oxygens of cambial water during cellulose synthesis
(Sternberg et al. 1986). This secondary fractionation of cellulose oxygen (�c), can
be defined mathematically as:

�c = �blw
(
1 − px pex

) + ε+ (15.5)

where px is the fraction of cambial cellular water that is not isotopically fractionated
(px ≈ 1.0), and pex is the fraction of carbonyl oxygen atoms that exchange with non-
fractionated water (Barbour and Farquhar 2000). Fractionation occurs when mobi-
lized hexoses are broken down to the triose sugar (Hill et al. 1995), dihydroxyacetone
phosphate (DHAP), and in the process, exposed to an opportunity to exchange oxygen
(and hydrogen) atomswith the surroundingwater (Reynolds et al. 1971;Knowles and
Albery 1977; Sternberg et al. 1986; Kagawa 2020; Chap. 11). The post-assimilation
fraction of cellulose oxygen subjected to exchange with source water (pex) has been
shown to vary across spatial climate gradients and seasonally (Gessler et al. 2009;
Offermann et al. 2011; Cheesman and Cernusak 2016). Cheesman and Cernusak
(2016) estimated the exchange fraction as 0.21–0.68 for Australian eucalypts, and
observed it to be highest in the most arid sites. Belmecheri et al. (2018) provided
indirect evidence that pex varies from 0.1–0.4 seasonally in P. ponderosa. Using
dual-isotope (H2

18O and HDO) labeling method, Kagawa (2020) found that Cryp-
tomeria japonica under rainy conditions shows increased exchange (pex = 0.9). The
significance of pex to observed intra-annual variations in cellulose δ18O is a topic that
needs more study. As we later discuss in Sect. 15.6.5, incorporation of oxygen and
hydrogen originating from foliar-absorbed water (Eller et al. 2013; Goldsmith et al.
2013) into photosynthetic sugars and organic matter (Studer et al. 2015; Lehmann
et al. 2018, 2020a) andwood (Kagawa 2020) is interesting phenomenon andmight be
related to intra-annual oxygen and hydrogen variations in the wood formed during
rainy seasons (Nakatsuka et al. 2004; Roden et al. 2009; Managave et al. 2010a;
Ohashi et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016; Nabeshima et al. 2018).
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Both in hydrological cycles and inside trees, hydrogen and oxygen isotopes of
water behave, more or less, similarly (Dansgaard 1964; Kagawa 2020) and frac-
tionations of hydrogen isotopes in leaf water are explained by the same Eq. (15.2),
with specific fractionation factors for hydrogen (Roden et al. 2000). The fraction
of carbon-bound hydrogen atoms that exchange with non-fractionated water is also
similar to that of oxygen (pex) (Yakir and DeNiro 1990; Roden and Ehleringer 1999;
Roden et al. 2000; Kagawa 2020). Oxygen and hydrogen show parallel fractiona-
tions through hydrological cycles (i.e. non-biological systems) along the meteoric
water line (Dansgaard 1964). However, hydrogen isotopes show larger fractiona-
tions than oxygen at the cambium, before and during cellulose synthesis (Yakir and
DeNiro 1990) and isotopic deviations of hydrogen from oxygen off the meteoric
water line (Yakir et al. 1990; Voelker et al. 2014) seem to be related to metabolic
activities (Lehmann et al. 2020b, Nakatsuka et al. 2020). One possible cause for
such deviations is respiration, because oxygen is eliminated by both carbon dioxide
and water released from trees, and hydrogen would be eliminated only by the water.
Such deviations are closely related to the amount of respired CO2 in humans and
animals (Schoeller and Van Santen 1982; Speakman 1997), and similar phenomenon
might be happening in plants where respiration is high, in such places as symplastic
leaf water pool (Kagawa 2020). In support of this hypothesis, Cormier et al. (2018)
reports associations between hydrogen isotope fractionations of plants and carbon
and energy metabolism under low light conditions.

15.4 Seasonal Isotope Fractionation Recorded
in the Cellulose of Tree Rings

Numerous studies have reported on the isotope composition of wood or cellulose
(e.g., δ13C and δ18O) as a means of revealing seasonal dynamics in tree-climate
relationships (Wilson and Grinstead 1977; Leavitt and Long 1986, 1991; Kitagawa
and Wada 1993; Ogle and McCormac 1994; Li et al. 1996; Livingston and Spittle-
house 1996; Sheu et al. 1996; Jordan and Mariotti 1998; Jäggi et al. 2002; Helle
and Schleser 2004; Eglin et al. 2010; An et al. 2012; Kimak and Leuenberger 2015).
Variation in δ13C across individual rings can be as large as 4‰, though 1–2‰ is
most common (Barbour et al. 2002; Kagawa et al. 2003; Helle and Schleser 2004; Li
et al. 2005; Kimak and Leuenberger 2015; Fu et al. 2017). This amount of variation
is most likely due to the physiological response of trees to climate forcings and/or
biochemical and physiological fractionation, and is not related to seasonal variation
in the isotopic composition of source CO2 (Jäggi et al. 2002; Helle and Schleser
2004; Li et al. 2005; Voelker et al. 2016; Fu et al. 2017). Variation in δ18O across
individual rings tends to be greater than that for δ13C, ranging as high as 6‰ and
often being between 2–4‰ (Wilson and Grinstead 1977; Zeng et al. 2014; Fu et al.
2017; Szejner et al. 2016; Belmecheri et al. 2018). The variation in cellulose δ18O
reflects an important influence of seasonal variation in the isotopic composition of
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source water (Chap. 18). Because of this variation, intra-annual variations of oxygen
isotopes show annual cyclicity in tropical areas and are often used for identifying
annual rings in tropical trees that lack anatomically distinct annual rings (Poussart
et al. 2004, Managave et al. 2010a, b, Pons and Helle 2011, Ohashi et al. 2016).

Numerous past studies have reporteddifferences in chemical compositionbetween
earlywood and latewood in a range of softwoods and hardwoods (Ritter and Fleck
1926; Wilson and Wellwood 1965; Khattak and Mahmood 1986; Bergander 2001;
Gindl 2001; Bertaud and Holmbom 2004). Generally, all these authors found that
earlywood contained more lignin and less cellulose than latewood. The difference
was explained in terms of the structure of the cell wall since earlywood consists of a
larger proportion of lignin-rich middle lamella, due to larger tracheid diameters, and
thinner cell walls, compared to latewood (Fredriksson et al. 2018). The cellulose and
lignin that compose tree rings can be distinguished on the basis of stable isotope ratios
(Borella et al. 1998, 1999; Barbour et al. 2001; Loader et al. 2003; Verheyden et al.
2005). Observed δ13C values for cellulose are isotopically enriched by approximately
3‰ compared to those for lignin (Loader et al. 2003). δ18O values are significantly
lower in lignin (22.7± 2.4‰), compared to whole-wood (27.7± 0.5‰) or cellulose
(31.4 ± 1.4‰) (Ferrio and Voltas, 2005). In this context, it needs to be considered
that lignin composition and percentage is variable, not only between EW and LW,
but also among different species and even within a single population of the same
plant species depending on age (Campbell and Sederoff 1996).

Several past research efforts have shown that seasonal patterns of δ13C differ
between EW and LW.Winter deciduous trees must, by phenological constraint, draw
on stored carbohydrate (NSC) resources to support their earliest cambial activity.
Using this assumption, several studies have interpreted the cellulose δ13C values of
EW as reflecting fractionation processes from antecedent growing seasons (Jaggi
et al. 2002, Helle and Schleser 2004; Li et al. 2005; Eglin et al. 2010; Hafner et al.
2015; Kimak and Leuenberger 2015; Fu et al. 2017; Zeng et al. 2017). Helle and
Schleser (2004) described a tri-phasic seasonal response in the δ13C from thin sections
across individual rings in four deciduous species. In the earliest phase, δ13C ratios
were at a seasonal high and it was assumed that cellulose depositionwas supported by
overwintered NSC stores. The enriched δ13C values of stored NSC was attributed to
post-photosynthetic fractionation related to carbohydrate conversions between free
sugars and polymeric starch (Scott et al. 1999). The earliest phase can potentially
be short, as current-season autotrophic capacity and NSC export from developing
leaves can occur relatively early in the spring (Keel and Schadel 2010). In the second
phase, young leaves expand and become net exporters of photosynthates. During this
phase, tree-ring δ13Cwas observed to decline and thiswas attributed to current-season
coupling between photosynthetic fractionation during a period of cooler temperature
and replete soil moisture. In the third and latest seasonal phase at the end of the
growing season, an increase in tree-ring δ13C was observed, which is attributed to
the late-summer translocation of leaf sugars into storage pools in the stems and bole,
and concomitant isotopic enrichment during NSC transformations, as in the start of
the growing season. In other studies, the enriched δ13C values observed in the EW
of temperate-latitude trees has been linked to the use of stored NSCs, but the cause
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of enrichment was attributed to antecedent climate-induced fractionation, not the
fractionation of sugar transformations (Kimak and Leuenberger 2015; Hafner et al.
2015). For example, Hafner et al. (2015) observed that δ13C ratios in a 38-year EW
chronology of the winter-deciduous species, Quercus robur, were best correlated
with climate conditions during the previous year’s summer; suggesting a minor role,
if any, for non-climatic fractionation effects. Given contrasts within the existing
literature, there is a need to better resolve the determinants of EW δ13C ratios in
deciduous trees.

Evergreen species have opportunities to commence photosynthesis even in winter
prior to the growing season where climate is mild, such as temperate European
climate, and they may rely less on stored carbon for EW formation (see Zweifel et al.
2006; Kimak and Leuenberger 2015; Soudant et al. 2016). However, the study by
Castagneri et al. (2018) showed evidence of significant reliance on stored carbon in
theMediterraneanpine,Pinus pinea, for constructionof bothEWandLW. In contrast,
Alvarez et al. (2018) observed no difference in the δ13C ratios of LW and whole rings
in Canadian black spruce (Picea mariana) trees, and concluded that both EW and
LWwere constructed from current-year photosynthate. Intra-annual δ13C (and δ18O)
variations are closely related to thewater status at the time ofwood formation (Leavitt
and Long 1991; Kagawa et al. 2003; Verheyden et al. 2004; Roden et al. 2009; Li
et al. 2011; Sarris et al. 2013; Schubert and Jahren 2015) and Barbour et al. (2002)
reported seasonal variation in the δ13C of tree-ring cellulose in Pinus radiata that
was consistently explained by theory relating intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE,
Chap. 17) to current-season climatic variation and soil water availability. There was
no need to invoke the withdrawal of stored carbohydrate reserves to explain the
seasonal variation in δ13C. Similarly, Li et al. (2005) attributed the enriched δ13C in
the EW of Pinus tabulaeformis in the China Loess Plateau as being explained largely
by seasonal climate conditions, rather than the reliance on stored NSCs.

Jäggi et al. (2002) conducted a detailed study of δ13C ratios in the bulk biomass of
needles, needle starch, and the cellulose of EW and LW in Picea abies in an effort to
differentiate the effects of stored NSC use from current-year climate fractionation.
There was a significant positive correlation between the δ13C of current-season starch
in 1-year old needles and the current-year’s EW, suggesting the use of short-term
needle stores to support xylogenesis. There was an additional positive correlation
between the δ13C of the bulk biomass of current-year needles and the current-year’s
EW, showing that the ultimate δ13C of the EW was likely the result of mixed NSCs
from older and newer needles. In either case, however, the NSCs would have resulted
from current-year CO2 assimilation, providing the basis for linkage between EW
δ13C and current-year spring climate. The starch signals from 1-year old needles and
current-year needles did not show correlation with current-year LW δ13C. Rather, the
LW δ13Cwere best explained by climatically-linked fractionation frommid growing-
season of the current year. These mechanistic observations tend to support at least
the first two phases of the tri-phasic pattern described by Helle and Schleser (2004),
though in this case for an evergreen conifer, and with the caveat of utilization of
recent NSC stores.
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In the case of δ18O, seasonal fluctuations as noted in the cellulose of EW and
LWwere reflecting variation in source water as well as enrichment fractionation
(McCarroll and Loader 2004). The close association of the oxygen isotope ratios
with source water variation is exemplified in the study by Miller et al. (2006) in
which LW cellulose δ18O values in southeastern U.S, pines were able to predict
inter-annual variation in the highly depleted precipitation water of hurricanes, Li
et al. (2011) confirmed this finding at higher time-resolution. Presence of intra-
annual isotopic variations are also reported in paleo wood samples and suggests the
possibility of reconstructing paleo-hydrological climate at higher time resolution
(Jahren and Sternberg 2008). Tree-ring hydrogen isotopes show similar intra-annual
variations to oxygen isotopes, however, δ2H was slightly different from δ18O in that
δ2H shows maximum at the beginning of each oak tree ring (Nabeshima et al. 2018).
Deviation of hydrogen from oxygen isotope ratios is related to relative humidity
(Voelker et al. 2014), and it is also related to plant metabolic activity such as remobi-
lization of storage (Cormier et al. 2018, Chap. 11). The latter might explain observed
negative correlation between δ2H and ring widths (Voelker et al. 2014) and positive
and negative juvenile effects observed in long-term tree-ring δ18O and δ2H from
central Japan, respectively (Nakatsuka et al. 2020).

An et al. (2012) were able to partially deconstruct the complex influences of
precipitation from two separatemonsoon systems, and cyclic variability in sea surface
temperature, on EW versus LW cellulose δ18O in a coniferous forest of southwestern
China. This knowledge was subsequently used as a basis for concluding that regional
coherence exists in the hydrological determinants of EW and LW δ18O values (An
et al. 2012; Fu et al. 2017).

Barbour et al. (2002) made observations of δ18O and δ13C in thin slices across
two annual rings in Pinus radiata growing in three sites with different hydrology
regimes. Generally, the two ratios were positively correlated across the growing
season, showing that as evaporative enrichment of the isotopic content of leaf water
increases, the iWUE of the leaf also increases. Furthermore, both δ18O and δ13C
reflected increases in seasonally-averaged values among the three sites according to
increased tendency for drought. These relationships are best explained by the corre-
lated, but opposing, effects of increasing atmospheric VPD on stomatal conductance
(decreases as VPD increases) and transpiration (increases as VPD increases). Thus,
at the scale of selected trees growing across an individual season, ecophysiolog-
ical responses to climate were a relatively accurate reflection of leaf gas-exchange
theory (sensu Farquhar et al. 1982), however, a complete understanding of the tree-
ring record of seasonal climate requires knowledge of the phenological gaps that
occur in the process of xylogenesis.
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15.5 Seasonal Lags in Cambial Phenology and Isotope
Variation in Tree Rings

As interest in the intra-annual record of stable-isotope fractionation in tree rings
has increased, it has become clear that an accurate alignment of that record with
seasonal weather events requires knowledge about the timing and progression of
xylogenesis (Rathgeber et al. 2016, Chap. 3). The progression of xylogenesis from
incipient cell formation by the cambial meristem to eventual maturation (when
carbon deposition to cell walls is complete) can take weeks to months (Kagawa
et al. 2005), meaning that cell-wall cellulose that is extracted and analyzed for δ13C,
δ18O, and δ2H reflects fractionation that occurred across a broad seasonal climate
gradient. At the onset of seasonal cambial activity, the production of radial files of
newly-formed cells occurs, and continues until the cessation of xylogenesis, either
due to temperature or water stress prior to the end of the growing season, or to
programmed phenology that is determined by day-length and/or temperature at the
end of the growing season. Following their respective production, cells will begin
the processes of enlargement, secondary wall formation and programmed death,
in turn, according to interactions between environmental constraints on metabolic
processes and intrinsic controls by plant growth regulators. This creates a contin-
uous intra-annual record of cellular isotope fractionation, but one that is ultimately
determined by environment-phenology interactions. The rate of cell division is rela-
tively fast early in the growing season, and the cell enlargement phase is relatively
long, creating EW cells. As the season progresses, the rate of cell division will
slow and the enlargement phase will shorten, producing the smaller, denser cells
that characterize LW. Conventionally, the duration of the wall thickening phase was
thought to be the primary cause of thicker cell walls with more stored cellulose in
LW tissues, especially in conifers (Skene 1969; Wodzicki 1971; Denne 1972). Cuny
et al. (2014) have challenged this view with support from detailed measurements of
each phase of xylogenesis in several temperate-latitude species. Their observations
showed that it is the duration of cell enlargement, early in the process of xylogenesis,
combined with a constant deposition of cellulose to secondary cell wall formation,
that ultimately determines cell wall thickness in LW. According to this view, the
amount of cellulose per cell, and thus carbon per cell, stored in both EW and LW is
roughly equal, but it is spread across the surface area of smaller cells in the case of
LW. This provides the visible appearance of thicker cell walls in LW. Recent 13CO2

pulse-labeling experiment of evergreen conifer (Chamaecyparis obtusa) found that
early-spring photosynthate appears in the previous late-latewood cells. In fact, late-
latewood cells stay alive during winter, because these cells retain nucleus during
winter (Ino et al. 2018).

Cuny et al. (2015) reported that the phased nature of xylogenesis sub-processes
underlies a phenology gap between the time of cell enlargement, which controls
increases in stem diameter, and deposition of cellulose in secondary cell walls, which
controls the storage of carbon in temperate-latitude coniferous species. This obser-
vation provides a basis for temporal offsets in the seasonal analysis of ring-width
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increment and cellulose stable isotope fractionation;with the latter reflecting seasonal
climate conditions that exist days to weeks later in the season, compared to the
former. These results have great importance for efforts to align intra-annual tree-ring
stable isotope records with the climate regime that existed during the time of initial
photosynthetic fractionation (Post-assimilation fractionation is a separate, but poten-
tially as important a factor, in determining the relation of observed tree-ring cellu-
lose isotope ratios to the seasonal climate during the time of initial photosynthetic
fractionation).

In a follow-up study, Cuny et al. (2019) observed variance in xylogenesis sub-
processes across an altitudinal temperature gradient. They found that cooler temper-
ature regimes slow the rates of cell enlargement and cell-wall thickening during
xylogenesis, but that the tree compensates through longer duration of the enlarge-
ment and thickening phases. Thus, there potentially exists an interaction between
extrinsic (environmental) control over metabolic factors, such as the enzyme activi-
ties that enable cell differentiation, and intrinsic (hormonal) factors that control the
duration of phenological phases. The temperature-dependent compensatory relation
of these processes appears to breakdown in the final LW tissues produced, late in
the growing season. In Mediterranean environments, studies of xylogenesis have
shown that cambium in Pinus pinea (Balzano et al. 2018) and P. helepensis (De
Micco et al 2016) were productive throughout the calendar year, while in Arbutus
unedo, a double pause in cell production was observed, in summer and winter with
the formation on more than one IADF.

15.6 The Transport and Utilization of Stored
Photosynthate for Xylogenesis

Post-photosynthetic metabolic processes leading to wood formation, such as translo-
cation, storage and remobilization of photoassimilate are closely related to intra-
annual variation of stable isotope ratios in tree rings. Although the seasonal course
of leaf δ13C is well reflected in intra-annual variation of tree-ring δ13C in some cases
(Leavitt and Long 1991; Leavitt 1993), the signal transfer is non-linear, rather than
direct. For example, there are seasonally variable time lags between photosynthetic
carbon incorporation and its use for wood formation (Schleser et al. 1999; Helle
and Schleser 2004), due to phloem transport and storage processes lying between
initial assimilation and the eventual use of photosynthate for xylogenesis. Here, we
are referring to interannual time lags on the scale of years, not the intra-annual time
lags of cambial phenology. Partly because of the time lag, which can last up to 1–
2 years, first- and second order interannual auto-correlations are frequently observed
in isotope dendroclimatological studies (Monserud andMarshall 2001; Szejner et al.
2018).
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A model that takes into account the relative contribution of current photosynthate
directly translocated from the leaves (new carbon) and older photosynthate remobi-
lized from the storage pool (old carbon)was developed in 2001 to explain intra-annual
variation of tree-ring δ13C (Hemming et al. 2001). This carryover phenomenon has
since been verified by the use of an artificially enriched 13C tracer and it is now clear
that the EW is made of the mixture of new and old carbon (Kagawa et al. 2006a; von
Felten et al. 2007). Recent labeling studies have revealed a wide range of mixing
ratios of new to old carbon among different tree species (Keel et al. 2007; He et al.
2020), and mobile carbon pools of trees have been classified into fast- and slow-
turnover pools (Keel et al. 2006). However, such carryover phenomenon was absent,
at least for root formation of pulse-labeled trees with H2

18O and HDO (Kagawa
2020) and future investigations are necessary, into the use of carried-over O and H
signals in carbohydrate pools, if any, for tree ring formation.

15.6.1 The Experimental Design of Isotope-Labeling
Experiments

During the 1960s and continuing into the 1980s, numerous experiments on tree
carbon allocation were conducted with a radioactive 14CO2 tracer (Hansen et al.
1997), notably in field studies. Due largely to the development of new analytical
capabilities with stable carbon isotopes, researchers started and have been using
13CO2 (>98 atom %) as a substitute for 14CO2 in tree carbon allocation studies since
the late 1990s (Simard et al. 1997a, b; Lacointe et al. 2004; Kagawa et al. 2005; Keel
et al. 2007; Talhelm et al. 2007).

In this chapter, we define “pulse-labeling” as a short-term isotope labeling where
fumigation of leaves with labeled CO2 (13CO2 or 14CO2) lasts not more than a few
days. The length of such a short input signal can be regarded as a pulse compared to
the length of the tree’s growing season. In pulse-labeling experiments, either a whole
tree or a branch is enclosed in a sealed chamber into which labeled CO2 is injected.
Fumigating a tree for one day with 13CO2 at atmospheric concentration (380 ppm)
provides a 13C signal sufficiently greater than the natural abundance ratio in each tree
bodypart (Kagawa et al. 2005, 2006b). Strong 13CO2 signal is efficiently incorporated
into the treewithin a short period and loss of labeled gas to the atmosphere isminimal.
Efficient incorporation is especially important when using expensive 13CO2 gas.

Alternatively, cheaper fossil CO2 gas depleted in 13C (δ13C= −29.7‰ according
to Körner et al. 2005) is available in large quantities and can be used for long-term
web-FACE labeling experiments (Pepin and Körner 2002) lasting more than one
growing season (Helle and Panferov 2004; Körner et al. 2005; Keel et al. 2006). The
main advantage of web-face labeling is that artificial changes to the photosynthetic
environment caused by the labeling experiment are minimal.

In order to study phloem translocation pathways of Japanese cedar, Kagawa et al.
(2005) injected 13CO2 to a branch on the upper side of the stem in June, during
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the earlywood formation period. Since Japanese cedar has straight grain, 13C was
translocated in parallel to the phloem grain, and confined to the specific side of
the stem showing little tangential diffusion. 13CO2 was injected again to the same
branch in September, during latewood formation, and detected a stronger 13C signal
at a slightly different location within latewood (Fig. 15.1, Kagawa et al. 2005). At
another experiment, 13CO2 was injected to a branch of Dahurian larch, which has
spiral grain, in August during latewood formation, and spiral translocation of 13C
was observed (Fig. 15.1, Kagawa et al. 2006a).

Kagawa et al. (2005, 2006a) drew lines in parallel to the straight and spiral grain
of Japanese cedar and Dahurian larch, originating from the base of the pulse-labeled
branch (Fig. 15.1), and 13C was detected along the line in both cases. This means,
straight and spiral phloem translocation happens in parallel to the straight and spiral
grain of Japanese cedar and Dahurian larch, respectively. These results supported the
pipe model theory, where the stem and branches are considered as the assemblage
of unit pipes and photosynthetic organs connected to each unit pipe provide carbon
to each connected side of the stem (Shinozaki et al. 1964).

Fig. 15.1 Phloem translocation pathways for straight-grained wood (Japanese Cedar,Cryptomeria
japonica) and spiral-grained wood (Dahurian Larch, Larix gmelinii). In three different experiments,
a piece of branch was enclosed in a transparent bag and 13CO2 (> 98%) gas was injected over a few
sunny days. Shaded areas on the stem disks illustrate the locations where 13C label was detected
in the wood of the stem. After sampling trees, the outer bark on each stems was removed, then
slivers were pulled off from the inner bark and outermost tracheids originating from the base of the
13C-fed branch. Since slivers are pulled off in parallel to the grain direction, a cell alignment line
was continuously drawn following the vertical cell direction from the branch base to the disk below.
Open circles indicate cell alignment line for Japanese cedar in May, and filled circles for Japanese
cedar in September, or Dahurian larch in August
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15.6.2 Evidence from Isotope-Labeling Studies for the Use
of Stored Carbon in Tree-Ring Production

Directions of phloem translocation and the allocation ratio of photosynthetic prod-
ucts to storage versus net production show seasonal changes, and such changes are
governed by the source (photosynthetic activity, amount of available storage)-sink
(consumption of photosynthetic products and storage for growth and respiration)
relationship (Hansen et al. 1997). Cambium-derived sinks (e.g. EW and LW) gain
carbon from nearby sources (e.g. storage in xylem and phloem parenchyma cells
or transport from phloem sieve-tube members). In spring-time, when EW forma-
tion happens, acropetal translocation prevails because newly forming leaves, and
shoots becomes a strong sink (Hansen and Beck 1994; Gordon and Larson 1968).
On the other hand, part of the photosynthetic products assimilated at the lower part
of the crown is translocated and used for tree ring formation at breast height. When
shoot elongation slows down in the early summer, basipetal translocation becomes
prevailing (Gordon and Larson 1968). There is a time lag between carbon assimi-
lation via photosynthesis and use of the assimilated carbon for tree-ring formation
(Figs. 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3). Part of photosynthetic product is instantly used for tree-
ring formation (new carbon), and part of the new carbon (sucrose) is converted to
storage substance such as starch, before being stored in parenchyma cells of the bole
or branches. For evergreen conifers, a significant amount of carbohydrate can be
stored also in needles, then used later for tree-ring formation (Jäggi et al 2002).

Kagawa et al. (2006b) enclosed whole saplings of Dahurian larch in transparent
bags and conducted pulse-labeling over two sunny days in summer (July), and also in
the spring of the following year (June) and tracked allocation of 13C to the different
parts of each tree. In spring, sink strength at the apical parts were strong and spring
photosynthetic products were allocated mainly to the apex; a lesser amount went to
the below-ground parts of the tree. Spring photosynthetic products were also used
for EW formation right after the labeling (Fig. 15.3 left, Kagawa et al. 2006a). When
new carbon is directly used for tree-ring formation, the 13C concentration of wood
shows a higher concentration than that of starch (horizontal dotted line in Fig. 15.3
left). On the other hand, if 13C-labeled photosynthetic products are used for tree-ring
formation via the storage pool, the 13C concentrations of wood become lower than
those of starch (Fig. 15.3 right). Photosynthetic products labeled during the previous
summer are directed to the storage pool, where 13C concentrations are diluted with
non-labeled carbon, then carried over to the current year. It is further diluted with
newly assimilated spring photosynthetic products (new carbon) as shown in the EW
of Fig. 15.3 right. Based on these results, we believe that EW is made of the mixture
of “new and old carbon”. “New carbon” is newly assimilated spring photosynthate,
translocated in phloem from the crown, and “old carbon” is storage carbon that is
carried over fromprevious years and transferred fromxylem and phloemparenchyma
from above- or belowground (von Felten et al. 2007).

On the other hand, the EW of broad-leaved species that form ring-porous wood,
such as oak, should be mostly made of storage, because formation of EW vessels
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Fig. 15.2 Timing of cell formation and intra-annual isotopic depositions of pulse-labeled photo-
synthetic carbon. Use of spring (May 29th) and autumn (September 18th) photosynthetic carbon for
tree-ring formation of Japanese cedar in Tsukuba, Japan. In this region, tree-ring formation starts
around April 13th and ends around November 9th. A shift from earlywood to latewood forma-
tion happens around July 22nd (Kagawa et al. 2005). Solid circles indicate 13C concentrations in
wholewood, and solid triangles indicate that in holocellulose. Horizontal axis at the bottom indicate
relative position within the tree ring formed, and the axis at the top indicate estimated date of cell
formation

of ring-porous trees precedes the onset of leaf flushing. In ring-porous oak, not only
carbon but also oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios show unusual values in EW
(Helle and Schleser 2004; Nabeshima et al. 2018), which cannot be explained by
climate at the time of formation. Carbon isotope ratios of storage carbohydrates,
such as starch, shows higher carbon isotope ratios than newly assimilated sucrose.
Initially, oak EW is made only from storage, then, as photosynthetic production
from leaves becomes available, the proportion of newly-assimilated carbon for wood
formation is increased. In summer, sink strength at the apical tissues becomes weak,
and basipetal translocation of photosynthetic products prevails. In the LW formation
of Dahurian larch in eastern Siberia, production is driven by both spring and summer
photoassimilates from the same year and it relies less on storage carried over from
previous years. However, if there is an unusually strong carbon demand, such as
compressionwood formation, a larger remobilization of storage resources is observed
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Fig. 15.3 Deposition of spring and summer photoassimilates into tree rings. 13CO2 pulse-labeling
was conducted in June, 2001 (left) and July, 2000 (right) in eastern Siberia. Horizontal dashed lines
with larger spacing show 13C concentrations of starch. Thin solid line and thick dashed line with
smaller spacing in the right subfigure show 13C concentrations of tree rings from two individual
trees (Kagawa et al. 2006a). The vertical dotted line indicates the tree-ring boundary between rings
formed within the two years

(Kagawa et al. 2006a), suggesting that storage can be an important source for wood
formation, whenever an unusual demand arises.

15.6.3 The Time Resolution of Intra-annual Variation
in Tree Ring Isotopes

Analogous to the peaks observed in chromatography, a signal output is observed
as a broadened 13C peak in the tree ring after pulse-labeling with 13CO2 (Fig. 15.4,
Kagawa et al. 2005). The pulse signal is transferred as 13C labeled sugars dissolved in
phloem sap. If we make an analogy of a tree’s sieve cells to a liquid chromatographic
column and tree rings to a chromatogram recorder (D), then we can expect to observe
a Gaussian peak in the rings as a function of time-since-labeling as expressed in the
formula,

D(t) = exp

⎛

⎝−
⎛

⎝ t − tc
H1/2

⎞

⎠

2

· ln2
⎞

⎠ (15.6)

where tc is the timewhen labeled carbon reaches the cambium for tree ring formation.
H1/2, which is a measure of time resolution, is the half width at half maximum of the
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peak observed in the tree ring. Apart from a small tail to the right, this Gaussian peak
matches the observed peak shape from a pulse-labeling experimentwith fast-growing
Japanese cedar (Figs. 15.2 and 15.4d, Kagawa et al. 2005).

The time delay tc is the time needed for new carbon to be transported from leaves
to the cambium for tree-ring formation. According to estimates based on the natural
fluctuation of the δ13C values of soluble organic matter in leaves and in the stem-base
phloem, the time of phloem transport of new carbon from leaves to stem base has
been estimated to be 1–2 days for adult beech trees of 25–27 m of height (Keitel et al.
2003) and the velocity of phloem transport has been estimated to be ca. 0.2–1.2m h−1

(Brandes et al. 2006; Dannoura et al 2011). However, carbon in the starch pool turns
over slower than carbon in the soluble organic matter pool in leaves (Brugnoli et al.
1988). Residence time, or time required to replace old carbon pools in leaves with
new carbon, is 9 days in deciduous species and 39–63 days in evergreen conifer
species (Keel et al. 2007). It thus takes much longer than 1–2 days for non-structural
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Fig. 15.4 Time resolution of tree-ring archive and residence time of storage carbon. Time resolu-
tions can be estimated from half-widths at the half height of the peaks (H1/2). Storage pool with
longer residence time (T1/2) can generate peak tail to the right of each peak. a two discrete pulses of
label given to a tree. Solid vertical lines represent the start and end of the first pulse, and dashed lines
for the second pulse. b, c expected tree-ring output signal from the two pulses in (a). d predicted
Gaussian peak from Eq. 15.6 (dashed line) and the observed peak shape from a pulse-labeling
experiment with fast-growing Japanese cedar (solid line). r and 1–r are the ratios of the carbon
contribution from new and old carbon pools, respectively
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carbohydrates in leaves to be exported, and the averaged time lag (tc) for the carbon
used for wood formation may be accordingly longer.

If we give two discrete pulses to a tree (Fig. 15.4a), then one would observe two
small overlapping peaks instead of one large peak (Fig.15.4c). Thus, time resolution
of a time series can be estimated by a half-width at half height of a peak, as two same-
sized peaks separated by an interval of more than twice the half-width (2*H1/2) are
discernible as separate peaks (thick line in the Fig. 15.4c, IUPAC 1997). By fitting a
Gaussian curve to the observed 13C peaks, we have estimated the time resolution of
tree-ring δ13C proxy to be on a weekly to monthly level for a fast-growing ever-green
conifer (Cryptomeria japonica) in temperate area (Tsukuba, Japan; Kagawa et al.
2005) and on a seasonal to yearly level for a slow-growing deciduous conifer (Larix
gmelinii) in boreal area (Yakutsk, Russia; Kagawa et al. 2006a).

However, to explain the 13C peak shape more precisely, the peak’s tail has to be
accounted for by an additional correction term. Tails with larger areas and longer
durations are observed with boreal Larix gmelinii. The size of the tail of such slow-
growing species depends primarily on the turnover of 13C tracer in the storage pool
near the site of wood formation, e.g. sugars and starch in parenchyma cells. This
is especially the case when a peak’s tail extends beyond the ring boundary into the
following year’s ring (“Summer” and “Autumn” peaks in Fig. 15.5, Kagawa et al.
2006a). In recent pulse-labeling experiments with Japanese cypress (Chamaecyparis
obtusa), pulse-labeled photoassimilates in early spring was used for formation of
late-latewood cells of previous year (Ino et al. 2018). Overwintering cells of late-
latewood can stay alive, because when overwintering latewood cells are observed
under microscope, the last few latewood cells still keep their nucleus (Keiji Takabe,
unpublished). They probably stay alive until early spring to finish the last part of
latewood formation, hence carbon deposition of hemicellulose and lignin observed
at the late-latewood of previous year. Such phenomenon, less clear though, was also
observed in Dahurian larch. Early-spring photoassimilates in June 2001 was actually
used formaking the last few latewood cells of tree ring formed in 2000 (Fig. 15.3 left),
giving another explanation for auto-correlation in addition to carry-over of storage
from previous year. To summarize, photoassimilates of a given year can be used for
tree ring of previous, current and the following year.

We observed an exponential decrease of 13C concentrations in the storage pool of
Dahurian larch over time (Kagawa et al. 2006b), therefore, the isotope signal transfer
model from leaves to tree rings should involve a storage term (S),

S(t) = exp

⎛

⎝−
⎛

⎝ t − tr
T1/2

⎞

⎠

2

· ln2
⎞

⎠ (15.7)

where T1/2 is residence time, the time needed for half of the old carbon in the storage
pool to be replaced with new carbon. In other words, the time required for 13C
concentrations in the storage pool to be reduced by half (Fig. 15.4c, d), and tr is
the time when the storage pool is remobilized. Residence time can be calculated by
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Fig. 15.5 Amodel for carbon isotope signal transfer from leaves to tree rings of deciduous conifer.
The colored bars in the top panel represent the amount of 13C label fixed during 4 different labeling
events, representing early spring (E-spring, green), late spring (L-spring, red), summer (blue) and
autumn (brown), which are distributed through the current year. Dotted lines in the upper panel
represent seasonal variation of net photosynthetic rate. In the lower panel, the colored lines represent
the proportion carbon from each labeling event to form the tree rings. Shape of the signal transfer
function from leaves to tree rings, LT(m,t), differs between early-spring, late-spring, summer and
autumn. Therefore, LT(m,t) depends on the month when 13C is assimilated by leaves (Drawn based
on the results of Kagawa et al. 2006a). Dashed black lines in the bottom panel on the right side
represent signal transfer function for 13C assimilated in the following year

fitting an exponential curve to the tail of the 13C peak. For example, residence time
has been calculated in this way to be 10.5 days for storagewithin a branch of Japanese
cedar (Fig.15.4d, Kagawa et al. 2005). The calculation for the boreal Dahurian larch,
revealed amuch longer residence time of ca. 1 year (Kagawa et al. 2006a). According
to labeling experiments of mature trees with fossil CO2, a residence time (T1/2) of
NSC pool within wood was estimated to be ca. 50–200 days (Keel et al. 2007).
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15.6.4 A Preliminary Model for Carbon Isotope Signal
Transfer from Leaves to Tree Rings

The concept of a non-linear signal transfer function was introduced to explain the
transfer of environmental signals (temperature,VPD) to tree-ring δ13C (Schleser et al.
1999). Here we present another signal transfer function, to explain the carbon isotope
signal transfer from leaves to tree rings. In order to explain how the temporal carbon
isotopic signal of photosynthetic products assimilated on a given day is transferred
to tree rings, we have developed a signal transfer function which is a function of the
month (m) when photosynthetic fixation of carbon (or 13C label) takes place at certain
month (m) and the time thereafter (t) when the carbon (or the 13C label) is used for
wood formation (Fig. 15.4). For example, the EW of boreal Larix gmelinii is made
of a mixture of photoassimilate from the current June-July and the previous July–
August (Fig. 15.3, Kagawa et al. 2006a). The total carbon used for tree-ring formation
(LT) is therefore expected to be derived from both new (current photosynthate) and
old (storage pool) carbon pools (Hemming et al. 2001; Kagawa et al. 2006a; Keel
et al. 2007) as follows,

LT(t) = r · exp
⎛

⎝−
⎛

⎝ t − tc
H1/2

⎞

⎠

2

· ln2
⎞

⎠ + (1 − r) · exp
⎛

⎝−
⎛

⎝ t − tr
T1/2

⎞

⎠

2

· ln2
⎞

⎠

(15.8)

where r and 1–r are the ratios of the carbon (or 13C) contribution from new and old
carbon pools, respectively (Fig. 15.4).

If we make an analogy of phloem sieve cells to a liquid chromatographic column,
then an input 13C pulse (solid line peak in Fig. 15.4b) would appear on a tree ring as a
Gaussian peak (Fig. 15.4d). If the two input pulses are far apart from each other more
than twice the half width at the half height of the peaks (2*H1/2), then summation of
the two peaks (thick solid line peaks in Fig. 15.4c) can be recognized as two separate
peaks on the tree ring. Thus, half-width at the half height (HWHF or H1/2) can be
used as an indicator for time resolution of tree-ring isotope archives. The observed
13C peak has a tail due to retention in the storage pool, and a correction term must
be added to adequately model this shape. The δ13C of photosynthate in leaves �A

is given by Eq. 15.1 (Farquhar et al. 1989), and �A varies according to the month
of photosynthetic production. Then the carbon isotope ratio of tree-ring cell layer,
δ13TR, formed at the time t can be expressed as,

�T R(t) =
∫ t

A(m) · �A(m) · (LT (m, t) + δPP) · dm

=
∫ t

A(m) · �A(m) ·
{
r(m) · (D(m, t) + δD)

+(1 − r(m)) · (S(m, t) + δS)

}

· dm (15.9)
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where A(m) is the photosynthetic assimilation rate of all carbon used for tree-ring
formation (Fig.15.5). The term r is known to change seasonally and is therefore
written as r(m). For example, the EW of ring-porous species relies less on current
photoassimilate and more on storage photosynthate, yielding a small r value. The
ratio r also varies widely among tree species (Keel et al. 2007) and under different
weather conditions (He et al. 2020). We added the terms δpp, δD, and δS to account
for the post-photosynthetic fractionation of total, new and old carbon, respectively.

15.6.5 Future Prospects

Since our current knowledge of post-photosynthetic carbon isotope signal transfer
processes is not yet sufficient to fully explain intra-annual tree-ring δ13C, the prelim-
inary model described here is based on limited experimental data. We could quantify
important parameters such as the time resolution of tree-ring δ13C (2*H1/2) (Kagawa
et al. 2005) or the residence time of carbon in the storage pool (T1/2) (Kagawa et al.
2006b), the model is too simplistic. In order to provide an experimental basis for
validation and further refinement of this preliminary model, we need to conduct
pulse-labeling experiments with mature, large trees as opposed to the young trees
used in many of our own studies. By pulse-labeling trees in different seasons and
later analyzing intra-annual δ13C of the tree rings subsequently formed, exact shape
of the signal transfer function (LT(m,t)) can be determined. We also need to measure
seasonal variation of natural carbon isotope ratios of leaf photosynthate (δ13L(m))
and tree rings (δ13TR(t)) at the same site to check if the model can precisely predict
intra-annual tree-ring δ13C variation (δ13TR(t)) from δ13L(m). In fact, natural early-
wood δ13C of boreal larch is correlated to the temperature of the current June-July
and the previous August (Kagawa 2006), reflecting a seasonal lag between photosyn-
thetic carbon assimilation and xylogenesis as we discussed in previous Sects. 15.3–5.
The shape of the signal transfer function (Fig. 15.5) is expected to differ between
different types of trees, such as coniferous vs. broad-leaved, ring porous vs. diffuse
porous, deciduous vs. evergreen, and fat vs. starch tree species. A variety of such
representative tree species frequently used for isotope dendroclimatology studies
should be chosen for future pulse-labeling experiments.

Although single-substrate model exists to explain intra-annual oxygen isotope
variation of tree rings (Ogée et al. 2009), post-photosynthetic oxygen and hydrogen
isotope signal transfer processes are much less explored compared to those of carbon
isotopes, partly because effective pulse-labeling method with oxygen and hydrogen
isotopes has been lacking.However, recent development of pulse-labeling techniques
with enriched or depleted H2

18O and HDO (Lehman et al. 2018, 2020a, Kagawa
2020) might contribute to the improvement of such model. For example, new roots
formed in the post-labeling period (within six months of heavy-water labeling) did
not contain significant oxygen and hydrogen labeling signals, possibly due to post-
labeling exchange of oxygen and hydrogen in carbohydrate pool with those of non-
labeledwater (Kagawa 2020). In a previous study, Kagawa et al. (2006b) successfully
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detected signals from photosynthate labeled with 13CO2 in July in roots formed
later that year. Therefore, turnover rates of oxygen and hydrogen in carbohydrate
pool may turn out to be much faster than those of carbon. Future analysis of intra-
annual oxygen and hydrogen isotope analysis of the pulse-labeled trees in Kagawa
(2020) will answer how pulse-labeled 18O and 2H signals in storage carbohydrates,
if any, will affect intra-annual oxygen and hydrogen isotope signals of tree rings.
Furthermore, pulse-labeling trees with three different isotopes (13CO2, H2

18O, and
HDO)at the same time shouldhighlight similarities anddifferences of carbon, oxygen
and hydrogen in post-fixation and exchange processes in carbohydrate pools.

Another interesting discovery from recent dual labeling experiments with H2
18O

andHDO is the use of foliar-absorbed water for wood formation. Recent studies have
identified foliar water uptake as a significant net water source for terrestrial plants
(Eller et al. 2013; Goldsmith et al. 2013; Dawson and Goldsmith 2018; Berry et al.
2019; Schreel and Steppe 2020) and not only is foliar-absorbed water incorporated
into leaf water, it is also assimilated into leaf sugar and organic matter (Studer et al.
2015; Lehman et al. 2018, 2020a) and cellulose of leaves, wood and roots (Kagawa
2020). Surprisingly, approximately half of oxygen and hydrogen in branch wood of
Japanese cedar formed during simulated rain event originated from foliar-absorbed
water, and the other half from root-absorbedwater, whichwas caused by an increased
oxygen and hydrogen exchange between sugars and local cambial water under rainy
conditions. These results suggest foliar water uptake as a significant oxygen and
hydrogen source of tree rings formed during rainy seasons (Kagawa 2020), and
current mechanistic models explaining oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios of leaf
water and tree rings might need to be revised in future to account for contributions
of oxygen and hydrogen from foliar-absorbed liquid water.

15.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed state-of-understanding of intra-annual variation in the
stable isotopes of tree rings. Isotope signal transfer processes from leaves to tree
rings include phloem translocation of photosynthetic products and storage of carbo-
hydrates. There are seasonally variable time lags between photosynthetic carbon
incorporation at leaves and its use for wood formation, and the time lags rangewidely
from a week to years (Kagawa et al. 2005, 2006a). Incorporation of photosynthetic
carbon into cellulose during xylogenesis is further affected by the processes of cell
formation and maturation. There are larger volume of work on intra-annual tree-
ring δ13C than for δ18O and δ2H, both on natural and pulse-labeled trees. Therefore,
our current understanding of oxygen and hydrogen isotope signal transfer processes
are limited compared to that of carbon. Our understanding is especially limited on
oxygen and hydrogen isotopic exchange processes between carbohydrates and local
cambial water before xylogenesis. However, recently developed H2

18O and HDO
pulse-labeling techniques are beginning to uncover such processes. For example,
recent experiments with heavy (or depleted) H2

18O, and HDO water identified foliar
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water uptake as a significant water source for trees (Eller et al. 2013; Goldsmith et al.
2013; Lehmann et al. 2018) and hence a significant source of oxygen and hydrogen
in sugars, organic matter, and wood cellulose (Studer et al. 2015; Lehmann et al.
2018, 2020a; Kagawa 2020).
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Chapter 16
Probing Tree Physiology Using
the Dual-Isotope Approach

John Roden, Matthias Saurer, and Rolf T. W. Siegwolf

Abstract The environmental and physiological interpretation of stable isotope vari-
ation in organic matter is affected by many different and interacting factors. This is
especially true when considering isotope variation in tree rings, which are influ-
enced not only by leaf-level photosynthetic gas exchange processes but also by post-
photosynthetic fractionation. It has been proposed that measuring multiple isotopes
on the same sample may constrain such interpretations if one isotope provides inde-
pendent information about important fractionation events that cause variation in
another isotope. Here we describe one such “dual-isotope approach” where oxygen
isotope variation (δ18O) is used to probe the effects of stomatal conductance on carbon
isotope (δ13C) variation for the same sample. This chapter describes the development
of this conceptual model, constraints onmodel applicability, particularly with respect
to tree rings, and how it has been utilized to explore aspects of tree physiology.

16.1 Introduction

The visionary scientist Harmon Craig was one of the first to measure stable isotopes
in wood and argued that δ13C in tree rings might be linked to environmental varia-
tion (Craig 1954). Others followed and measured different isotopes such as δ2H and
δ18O (Schiegl 1974; Gray and Thompson 1976, see also Chap. 1). However, due to
instrument and sample size limitations, most early studies focused on one element
at a time. Once it became possible to measure more than one element on a single
sample, researchers began to see the benefits of multiple proxy information to recon-
struct historical climate and physiological responses to climate variability. With the
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advent of software that can switch tuning during analysis of a single sample, IRMS
instruments commonly provide both δ13C and δ15N values after combustion and sepa-
ration for the same organic matter sample (Pate et al. 1998; Cernusak et al. 2007).
While this approach has many uses in ecological studies (Ohkouchi et al. 2015),
wood contains very little nitrogen and so relatively few stable isotope dendrochro-
nologists have applied δ15N as secondary proxy (although see Chap. 12). Although
measuring both δ13C and δ18O values for the same sample commonly involves sepa-
rate IRMS runs (combustion for δ13C and pyrolysis for δ18O), analysis of the carbon
and oxygen isotope ratios from one sample is also possible with newer pyrolysis
techniques (Woodley et al. 2012; Weigt et al. 2015). With the advent of new tech-
niques to more easily measure δ2H in cellulose (to deal with exchangeable H, see
methods in Chaps. 7 and 11), some are beginning to look at all three primary stable
isotopes in cellulose (Etien et al. 2009; Loader et al. 2016).

Regardless of using a dual-isotope approach as a way to constrain physiolog-
ical interpretations of one isotope, multiple isotopic information from the same
sample provide added information for analysis. Each element has a different pathway
for inclusion into organic matter with different fractionation events that potentially
capture a unique set of physiological and environmental information. Even oxygen
and hydrogen, which are both incorporated into cellulose via source water and
thus would seemingly provide identical environmental information, can be used to
examine evaporative conditions through measuring deuterium excess (Voelker et al.
2014) and may also act as a proxy for carbon metabolism (Cormier et al. 2019). In
addition, it is always useful to add non-isotope components of the annual ring as a
third or fourth proxy (see Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019). Ring width is related
to growth rates and can help to interpret isotope variation that, for example, may
be indicating drought or other growth limiting conditions. Though not commonly
done, there is good reason to think that combining newer techniques of tree ring
analysis (maximum latewood density, Chen et al. 2012 or Blue Intensity, Camp-
bell et al. 2007) with isotopes could clarify climatic relationships (temperature and
precipitation). This chapter will focus on the most common dual-isotope approach,
the measurement of both δ13C and δ18O from the same sample. We first explain the
relevant isotope fractionation processes in plants, then detail the principles of the
conceptual model and later discuss the potential and caveats when this concept is
applied to plant studies, with a particular focus on tree rings.

16.2 Carbon Isotope Fractionation

Briefly (see also Chap. 9), the δ13C variation in photosynthate that could be incor-
porated into tree rings is primarily the function of internal CO2 concentrations (ci,
Farquhar et al. 1989) for a given δ13C value of atmospheric CO2. Since Rubisco
discriminates against 13C, the amount incorporated into organic matter will be deter-
mined by its potential to use 12C preferentially. At high ci, unfixed 13CO2 can diffuse
back out the stomatal pores whereas at low ci the enzyme will discriminate less and
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capture relatively more 13C because it is substrate limited. As a consequence, condi-
tions that promote relatively low ci during the growing season (e.g. stomatal closure
due to water stress) will result in relatively high δ13C in organicmatter, and vice versa
for high ci. Ci is set by a supply (stomatal conductance) and demand (photosynthetic
rate) process (Farquhar and Sharkey 1982; Farquhar et al. 1989; Ehleringer 1993)
and thus numerous studies also demonstrate a relationship between δ13C and intrinsic
water-use efficiency (the ratio of photosynthetic rate to stomatal conductance, see
Chap. 17).

When making use of variations in stable isotopes to interpret and disentangle
plant responses to a changing environment, we must keep in mind that numerous
environmental factors impact CO2 and H2O gas exchange, (the primary drivers for
isotopic fractionation in leaves). In the real world, a whole assemblage of variables
impact plant metabolism simultaneously. Therefore because δ13C variation of plant
organic matter (also tree-ring cellulose) relates to supply and demand, it reflects
a variety of aspect of tree functional biology. Any aspect of tree status that leads
to modifications of photosynthetic rates (light interception associated with tree fall
gaps, nitrogen fertilization, temperature changes etc., Flanagan et al. 1997;Roden and
Farquhar 2012) would modify δ13C values through an altered CO2 demand. Factors
that modify CO2 supply primarily through changes in stomatal conductance (water
status, humidity etc., Saurer et al. 1995b; Leavitt et al. 2002), will also influence
tree-ring δ13C values. Thus δ13C variation could be associated with either changes in
stomatal conductance, net carbon assimilation or a combination of both. And herein
lies the impetus for the approach developed by Scheidegger et al. (2000), see also
Grams et al. (2007) where they add a second element (δ18O) as a way to distinguish
between stomatal vs assimilatory control over δ13C variation.

16.3 Oxygen Isotope Fractionation

It is useful to distinguish the isotope fractionation processes on two different levels:
(1) processes which alter the isotope ratio before water is taken up by plants (source
effects) and (2), changes which result from fractionation processes in the leaf during
transpiration (E) and incorporation into plant organic matter (plant effects).

16.3.1 Source Effects (see Chap. 18)

Source water δ18O depends on three main components, (1) the geographic origin
of clouds that provide meteoric waters and associated δ18O values. Precipitation
falling in warmer regions is more enriched in 18O than colder ones (Dansgaard
1953, 1964). Meteoric water δ18O is also impacted by continental effects causing
precipitation to be more depleted in 18O toward interior regions associated with rain
out events (Rozanski et al. 1993) and altitude with colder condensation temperatures
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producing more depleted precipitation with increasing elevation (Bortolami et al.
1979). Another source of variation is (2) seasonality which can have annual cycles
closely linked to temperature variation such that summer rainfall is more enriched
in 18O than winter precipitation (Dansgaard 1964; Rozanski et al. 1993). As water
infiltrates into soils further fractionation can occur particularly during periods of
high evaporation demand. As such, (3) soil matrix water δ18O may vary with depth
depending on soil structure, season and climate (Darling and Bath 1988; Allison
et al. 1984). Since roots can absorb water from a large range of soil depths (Dawson
et al. 2002) source water δ18O values (xylem water) can differ from meteoric water
inputs, which provides the baseline water that is modified by leaf-level processes
(Goldsmith et al. 2019; Allen et al. 2018a, b).

16.3.2 Plant Effects

Briefly (see also Chap. 10), the δ18O variation in organicmatter that could be incorpo-
rated into wood cellulose is primarily impacted by source water δ18O, atmospheric
vapor δ18O and evaporative conditions influencing fractionation processes in the
leaf during transpiration (Roden et al. 2000; Barbour 2007; Cernusak et al. 2016;
Lehmann et al. 2018). Further factors influence bulk leaf water such as progressive
enrichmentwhere leaf venation patterns lead to previously enrichedwater re-entering
the xylem and moving to more distal regions and becoming further enriched in 18O
(Helliker and Ehleringer 2002) and compartmentation where pools of water are
isolated from evaporation leading to a leaf being less enriched that expected based
on models (Roden et al. 2015). Péclet effects, where the back diffusion of water
from the sites of evaporative enrichment in the leaves as opposed by the flow of less-
enrichedwater from the xylem, also impact bulk leaf water enrichment (Farquhar and
Lloyd 1993). The δ18O signals from leaf water are incorporated into carbohydrates
and are then modified by proportional exchange during phloem transport as well as
at the site of organic matter synthesis (Barbour et al. 2004; Barbour 2007; Sternberg
2009; Gessler et al. 2014).

16.3.3 Combined Effect on Tree Rings

As a result of these processes, oxygen isotope variation in tree rings can be used to
probe a number of environmental impacts on tree physiology. Due to the primary
influence of source water δ18O associated with variation in meteoric waters, which
in turn can be a function of condensation temperature, tree-ring δ18O time series
may be a proxy for temperature variation (Gray and Thompson 1976). While this
may appear straight forward, there are a variety of potential fractionation events that
can modify that signal (e.g. soil evaporation) even to the extent of ecohydrolic sepa-
ration leading to soil water available to trees in antiphase to seasonal temperatures
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(Brooks et al. 2010; Allen et al. 2019). Many studies have demonstrated that δ18O
variation in organic matter track leaf evaporative conditions, especially vapor pres-
sure deficit (VPD, but also relative humidity, Edwards et al. 1985; Lipp et al. 1996;
Kahmen et al. 2011). The connection between tree ring δ18O values and stomatal
conductance relates to evaporative enrichment through non-steady state conditions
(but see Chap. 10). The Craig–Gordon model (Craig and Gordon 1965; Dongmann
et al. 1974) was developed for bodies of water and mostly over-predicts evaporative
enrichment in leaves. This model assumes a known fractionation for a given VPD
and temperature, and when used with leaves, is insensitive to stomatal conductance.
However, diurnal variation in leaf water δ18O can be quite dramatic and sensitive
to stomatal opening (Cernusak et al. 2002, 2005). Despite the numerous processes
impacting the isotopic ratio from source via leaf water to organic matter, controlled
experiments have confirmed that tree ring δ18O does indeed record evaporative condi-
tions (Roden and Ehleringer 1999; Grams et al. 2007; Roden and Farquhar 2012)
and thus should capture stomatal conductance variation, which is mostly accounted
for via the Péclet effect.

Physiologically, photosynthetic rates do not directly influence δ18O, in contrast
to transpiration and stomatal conductance and its associated impact on evaporative
enrichment. This is the link that Scheidegger et al. (2000) aimed to exploit with their
dual-isotope model in that δ18O helps constrain interpretations of δ13C variation in
leaves by using δ18O as an indicator of changes in stomatal conductance. While this
appears reasonable and promising, wemust keep in mind the many additional factors
that influence leaf evaporative enrichment described above andothers thatmodify that
signal as sucrose is transported to sites of cellulose synthesis in the stem (Gessler et al.
2009; Offermann et al. 2011, see also Chap. 13). These factors contribute to signal
complexity and make the use of δ18O variation as a proxy for stomatal conductance
in tree rings more challenging, which requires a careful evaluation of the data and
its interpretation, as outlined henceforth.

16.4 Dual-Isotope Conceptual Model

The seminal paper to propose the dual-isotope approach was Scheidegger et al.
(2000). They proposed measuring both δ13C and δ18O on the same sample in order to
constrain the interpretation of δ13C variation as primarily a function of carbon assim-
ilation (A) or stomatal conductance (gs) or a combination of both. To achieve this
goal, Scheidegger et al. (2000) developed a theoretical framework for interpreting
all possible changes in both isotopes. The concepts for this approach are strictly
based on well-accepted carbon (Farquhar et al. 1982, 1989) and oxygen isotope
fractionation models (Dongmann et al. 1974; Farquhar and Lloyd 1993; Cernusak
et al. 2016) and CO2 and H2O gas exchange principles (Gaastra 1959; von Caem-
merer and Farquhar 1981). If any of these principles are violated, the dual-isotope
approach would yield non-plausible results. Carbon isotope ratios (δ13C) or inverse
discrimination (−�13C, Grams et al. 2007) is plotted on the Y axis and δ18O or�18O
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Fig. 16.1 A subset of potential scenarios on how the dual-isotope conceptual model is used to
interpret δ13C variation. Adapted from Scheidegger et al. (2000). The alternate interpretation for
scenario B (dashed line) is given by Grams et al. (2007)

on the X with an arrow indicating the change in both isotopes between organisms
of different species or treatments or sites, etc. being compared (Fig. 16.1). These
plots must not be interpreted as plots of dependent and independent variables as one
isotope’s variation is not a causal factor for the other. These plots only represent
how both isotopes vary in tandem. The slope and direction of the arrow is then used
to imply the impact on net photosynthesis (Anet) or gs and consequently on δ13C
variation between comparator organisms (Fig. 16.1).

The basic assumption is that changes in δ13C result from changes in Anet (the
demand) or gs (supply function) or both, which are driven by temperature, VPD,
light, CO2 etc., while δ18O varies independently of carbon isotope fractionation
during photosynthesis. Based on Farquhar andLloyd (1993) andBarbour et al. (2000,
2004), δ18O and gs are negatively correlated. Therefore any variable (VPD, soil
water content, light, CO2 etc.) that reduces gs will result in an increase of δ18O
or vice versa. With this additional value, we can determine whether a change in
δ13C was predominantly influenced by Anet or gs. For example, in scenario A of
Fig. 16.1, an increase in both δ18O and δ13C would imply both a reduction in gs,
(inverse relationship with δ18O) and ci/ca (leading to reduced discrimination of 13C
by Rubisco), implying that photosynthetic rates remained unchanged. If Anet also
declined with gs then ci/ca might remain unchanged and δ13C values should be
similar between conditions (scenario C in Fig. 16.1).

Another premise is that these changes are sufficiently large since uncertainty
increases with decreasing signal strength. The dual-isotope methodology can be
used to study treatment and species differences or changes in the environment over
time, provided that the assumptions of similar δ18O of source water and water vapor
hold. Some studies try to account for source water δ18O variation between treatments
or species etc. by plotting �18O (enrichment above source water). In situations with
high relative humidity, the δ18O of vapor can contribute to the uncertainty in leaf δ18O
because of the bidirectional diffusion of the H2O molecules (Lehmann et al. 2018,
see also Fiorella et al. 2019 for related processes from an atmospheric perspective).
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In cases where the δ18O of source water or water vapor cannot bemeasured, theymay
be estimated from models though interpretations must be tempered as uncertainties
compound when models are nested within models.

16.5 Testing the Model

Scheidegger et al. (2000) tested this conceptual model using leaf organic matter from
three herbaceous species growing in fields with differences in land management
(mowed and fertilized fields or those abandoned from agricultural manipulations for
an extended period). The experiment produced two distinct microclimatic scenarios
impacting plant physiology, which was reflected in C and O isotope ratios. The
predictions from the conceptual model for Anet and gs agreed qualitatively with gas
exchange measurements from the same plots. Yet in their paper, Scheidegger et al.
(2000) indicated that controlled experiments would be the next step to clarify the
viability of the model for other systems and scenarios and to what extent it could be
used to interpret C and O isotope variations in terms of physiology with confidence.
Since then, more than 330 studies (controlled and field) have applied the dual-isotope
approach (see Siegwolf et al. 2022).

Grams et al. (2007) tested this approach on trees, using leaf cellulose from beech
and spruce trees from field sites or grown in controlled environments and exposed
to treatments that influenced AMAX and gs (ozone, elevated CO2 and light). They too
validated model output with gas exchange data and went a step further by comparing
simulated C and O isotope values with measured data. They found that leaf cellulose
δ18O can be related to stomatal conductance and by using C and O simulations they
could improve the correlation between gs and δ18O via additional adjustments of
fractionation model parameters such as kinetic fractionation, leaf temperature (and
ea/ei) associated with transpirational cooling, and the Péclet correction (associated
with transpiration rate, E and effective pathlength, L, a scaling factor assumed to
be associated with leaf anatomy and hydraulic resistance). They concluded that the
dual-isotope approach can help delineate the effects of their treatments on stomatal
conductance and carbon assimilation.

16.6 Testing the Model Using Tree Rings

The expansion of the dual-isotope approach from leaf cellulose to tree-ring cellulose
is a critical issue for those who wish to interpret historical changes in tree physiology
(the topic of this volume). While it may seem likely that all organic matter should
follow the same general rules for isotope fractionation, tree rings have a number
of unique attributes due to their temporal and physical separation from the sites of
photosynthetic carbon assimilation (see Chaps. 13 and 15 in this compilation). And
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so, the application of the Scheidegger et al. (2000) model to δ13C and δ18O variation
using tree-ring cellulose time series requires further validation.

Roden andFarquhar (2012), tested the dual-isotope approach forwood cellulose in
a control experiment (growth chambers) on pine and eucalypt seedlings grown under
a variety of conditions designed to alter stomatal conductance (VPD, drought, and
temperature) and/or photosynthetic rates (light levels and nitrogen nutrition). While
humidity treatments (46 versus 65%) produced significant effects on leaf transpi-
ration, leaf water evaporative enrichment in 18O, and wood cellulose δ18O (from
2 to 3‰), they produced only minor changes in gs (Roden and Farquhar 2012).
Non-significant differences in stomatal behavior was partly due to highly variable
measurements of gs and aswell as humidity treatments thatmay not have limited plant
function and water status. Within a humidity treatment, the dual-isotope approach
accurately predicted A:gs relationships for some of the other treatments (Fig. 16.2,
only the low humidity treatment is shown for clarity as both humidity treatments
showed similar patterns, see Roden and Farquhar 2012 and stomata should be most
responsive at high VPD, see below). Both the low light and low nitrogen treat-
ments produced reductions in photosynthetic carbon assimilation with little change
in stomatal conductance, while both the elevated temperature and drought treatments
produced reductions in both A and gs (Fig. 16.2). For both species, the dual-isotope
approach accurately predicted the response to increased temperature but not the
response to reduced nitrogen nutrition (Fig. 16.2a). The dual-isotope approach accu-
rately predicted the response to low light and drought for the eucalypt but not for
the pine (Fig. 16.2b). It should be noted that this was a seedling study and impacts
related to long-distance transport of assimilates through the bole were not captured.
Another difficulty in this technique is choosingwhich interpretation should be used if
the dual-isotope plot produces an arrow between two options (e.g. part way between
angled and vertical). This study provides a cautionary note that dual-isotope interpre-
tations of C and O isotope variation in tree-ring cellulose may not be able to clearly
delineate all hypothetical variations in the A:gs relationship as often assumed. The
results of this study demonstrated that the dual-isotope model works better for some
environmental effects and for some species than for others.

16.7 Utilization of the Dual-Isotope Conceptual Model

A number of studies have utilized the dual-isotope approach to probe a variety of
questions. Sullivan and Welker (2007) found the approach useful to qualitatively
differentiate the contributions of gs and A on site differences in 13C discrimination
for willows inGreenland. Keitel et al. (2006) applied the conceptual model to phloem
sap and leaf organic matter for European beech along a continental scale transect
and argue that organic matter�18O reflects canopy level conductance (estimated not
measured). Since neither study utilized a common garden experimental design, some
assumptions of the dual-isotope model may have been violated, but they claim that
with environmental quantification and reasonable assumptions their analysis could
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Fig. 16.2 Measured physiological response (see Roden and Farquhar 2012 for details) of Euca-
lyptus globulus and Pinus radiata grown in chambers controlled for temperature (21 °C), humidity
(46%), light level (1000 mol photons m−2 s−1), source water δ18O (−6‰) and atmospheric vapor
δ18O (−17‰). Compared to standard (control) conditions, separate treatments were increased
temperature (+3 °C), reduced nitrogen nutrition (½ the N inputs, low N), reduced moisture inputs
(drought) and reduced light inputs (50% of ambient, low light). All arrows extend from the mean
physiological measurements of control plants to the mean for plants exposed to each indicated treat-
ment (separated into 2 panels, a and b to reduce clutter). Inset plots are predicted responses derived
from dual-isotope plots (data not shown, but see Roden and Farquhar 2012) for each treatment

produce valid conclusions. Moreno-Gutiérrez et al. (2011) applied the dual-isotope
approach to needle organic matter from a pine plantation and assert that the model
provided insights into tree physiological changes after forest thinning treatments. For
a grassland ecosystem, Flanagan and Farquhar (2014) interpreted their variation in
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dual-isotope space as indicating stomatal control as the principle effect on photosyn-
thetic rates and 13C discrimination during periods of water stress. Prieto et al. (2018)
measured leaf δ13C, δ18O, and morphological traits on 15 herbaceous species in a
rangeland common garden to investigate diversity in leaf functional traits including
water use efficiency and nutrient economies. They conclude that the dual-isotope
approach can be used to probe water use strategies among species and broad-scale
studies on ecological adaptations. While more examples could be included, these
diverse studies show that the dual-isotope model has gained traction in the plant
physiological community as a way to constrain the interpretation of δ13C variation,
stomatal conductance and water use strategies in leaf organic matter.

While the dual-isotope model was developed for leaf tissues, numerous studies
expanded its use to tree-ring cellulose exploring how environmental changes affect
physiological properties over time. Sidorova et al. (2009) noted a change in correla-
tion between C and O isotopes in Siberian larch over time and used the dual-isotope
model to infer changes in stomatal conductance and carbon assimilation associ-
ated with water stress. Brooks and Mitchell (2011) used δ13C and δ18O variation in
Douglas-fir tree-ring cellulose to probe intrinsic water-use efficiency and changes
in stomatal conductance from before and after fertilization and thinning treatments.
Similarly, Barnard et al. (2012) utilized the dual-isotope approach to infer physio-
logical changes in Douglas-fir trees differing in canopy position. Voltas et al. (2013)
studied winter dieback, and hydraulic limitations for Scots pine trees in marginal
habitats. In their system, oxygen isotope variation indicated greater stomatal control
of water loss in declining trees. Giuggiola et al. (2016) combined the dual-isotope
approach with a canopy-level mechanistic model (MuSICA, Ogée et al. 2003) to
clarify the effects on stomatal conductance and carbon assimilation on thinning
induced growth enhancement in a xeric Scots pine plantation.While the studies high-
lighted above have provided valuable insights, as the complexity of the system tested
increases, the application of the dual-isotope model may become problematic as the
number of untested assumptions and unmeasured variables expand (similar source
water and atmospheric vapor δ18O inputs, common humidity between treatments in
complex canopies, etc.).

16.8 Points of Caution

Before tree physiologists and dendro-climatologists consider using the dual-isotope
approach in tree rings to interpret historic variation in δ13C, they need to pay special
attention to model assumptions and constraints. The most obvious pitfall of this
approach is accurate determination of source water and water vapor δ18O values as
both can mimic stomatal impacts. The greater the fractionation events that could
be attributed to factors other than stomatal conductance, the less useful the model
output becomes for constraining the interpretation of carbon isotope variation (see
also Chap. 18). In addition, we must consider for the interpretation of tree-ring
isotope values that CO2 assimilation and growth are different processes, which are
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not as tightly linked as usually assumed (Körner 2018). Tree growth can be fueled
from carbohydrate reserves as well as directly from fresh leaf assimilates depending
on phenological stage and dampening isotope signals. Furthermore, there can be
considerable time gaps between the synthesis of carbohydrates and its use for cellu-
lose production in the stem (Gessler et al. 2009, 2014; Offermann et al. 2011). This
can be problematic, as the isotopic signal in tree rings is not synchronized with the
time of the climatic event. An extreme case of this phenomenon is the complete
isotopic decoupling between leaf organic matter production and cambial activity in
the stem. Sarris et al. (2013) and Pflug et al. (2015) described this for trees exposed to
severe and chronic drought. A similar effect has been observed at low temperatures
(5–7 °C) where growth is severely limited, potentially making summer conditions a
disproportionally greater influence on whole tree ring isotope signals (Körner 2018,
See also Chap. 14). Using specific portions of the tree ring (earlywood, latewood etc.)
may be important to connect isotope variation to relevant periods of interest. Studies
with air pollutants and isotopes show that some principles for carbon isotope frac-
tionation in C3 plants were violated (Chap. 24). This was observed for ozone, which
caused an increase in δ13C due to enhanced PEP carboxylase activity, although ci/ca
was elevated in damaged leaves (Saurer et al. 1995a). A similar effect was observed
with SO2. In such situations the C and O isotope model will yield physiologically
non-plausible results.

Roden and Siegwolf (2012) highlighted ten areas of caution for this conceptual
model and encouraged research that could reduce model uncertainties. Some issues
they discuss have been mentioned above (e.g. common environmental inputs and
evaluation of the humidity/gs relationship for a species), but they also highlight
areas of caution specific to tree-ring studies. For example, tree-ring cellulose has a
dampened signal as compared to leaf cellulose due to isotope exchange with medium
water in the vascular cambium (unenriched compared to leafwater, Roden et al. 2000,
Barbour et al. 2004, but see also Treydte et al. 2014, for complications with relative
contributions) and dilution of signal when utilizing stored carbohydrate reserves
(Roden and Siegwolf 2012). They also indicate that site ambient humidity may
determine if tree ring δ18O variation can detect changes in gs. At high humidity,
mechanisticmodels that describe 18O fraction in cellulose (Rodenet al. 2000;Barbour
et al. 2004) predict that δ18O variation in organicmatterwill be insensitive to variation
in stomatal conductance. In addition, while the dual-isotope model predicts that
changes in gs will modify organic matter δ18O via differences in kinetic fractionation
and transpiration (through the Péclet effect, Farquhar and Lloyd 1993), they rarely
consider the influence of gs on bidirectional flow of isotopically distinct water vapor
(Roden and Siegwolf 2012; Lehmann et al. 2018). Most studies assume δ18O of
water vapor in the atmosphere is in equilibrium with tree source water, which may
rarely be the case (White and Gedzelman 1984; Fiorella et al. 2019). In addition,
atmospheric turbulences as they occur throughout the day in most forests disturb
steady state conditions and this can impair this assumption as well.

Many researchers (Keitel et al. 2006; Sidorova et al. 2009; Moreno-Gutiérrez
et al. 2011; Barnard et al. 2012; Flanagan and Farquhar 2014; Prieto et al. 2018)
utilize regression analysis of δ18O and δ13C data sets to provide some statistical
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confidence regarding trends in highly variable data sets and time series rather than
directional arrows (as in Fig. 16.1). However, Roden and Siegwolf (2012) argue that
regression analysis cannot be used exclusively because non-significant relationships
(vertical or horizontal slopes) have meaningful interpretations in the Scheidegger
et al. (2000) and Grams et al. (2007) conceptual models. They also argue against the
use of AMAX to interpret changes in assimilation because it is not the photosynthetic
capacity (which can be defined in a variety of ways) that sets the demand side
of the A:gs relationship that sets chloroplast CO2 concentrations which influences
13C discrimination, but rather integrated or average assimilation (Anet). There are
numerous environmental factors that affect integrated assimilation without altering
photosynthetic capacity such as light, water status, CO2, and temperature variation.

16.9 Alternative Dual-Isotope Approaches

Utilizing information frombothCandO isotopes in organicmatter can be approached
in a number of ways other than that proposed by Scheidegger et al. (2000), making
it possible to derive information beyond the influence of A and gs on δ13C variation.
Recently, another take on the dual-isotope approach was made by Goud et al. (2019)
where they introduced a way to quantify the relationship between δ13C and �18O in
leaf cellulose they termed integrated metabolic strategy (IMS). Instead of visualizing
δ13C and δ18O together in isotope space (as in Fig. 16.1), they calculate a ratio
between the two isotopes that reflect leaf-level metabolic efficiency. Their equation
scales both isotopes such that an increasing IMS implies more carbon gain per unit
water loss (water-use efficiency) rather than using δ13C alone to infer ci/ca and iWUE.
They tested the concept of IMS on 20 milkweed (Asclepias) species with different
leaf attributes associated with ecological and evolutionary diversity and found that
IMS has the potential to provide valuable insights on phylogenetic relationships and
phenotypic plasticity regarding tradeoffs between CO2 uptake and water loss (Goud
et al. 2019). In another example, Saurer et al. (1997) utilized combined δ13C and
δ18O information to derive the sensitivity of ci/ca of different tree species to changing
humidity. Approaches that combine mechanistic models, like MuSICA (Guiggiola
et al. 2016) can improve model predictive power and physiological interpretations.
Even if δ18O cannot be directly related to changes in stomatal conductance, but say,
rooting depths, plots of δ18O versus δ13C could be useful to see if different species
having different source water access have different δ13C and thus iWUE.

16.9.1 Conclusions

The theoretical framework of the dual-isotopemodel introduced by Scheidegger et al.
(2000) is valid and can be used to probe the degree of carbon isotope variation in
plant organic matter that is determined by the supply side (stomatal conductance)
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drivers of internal CO2 concentrations (ci/ca). As the model is rather simple at first
sight it is tempting to apply it like a “plug and play tool”. However, applying the
dual-isotope approach, particularly for stable isotope variation in tree-ring cellulose,
and linking it with the principles of gas exchange, requires special attention to keep
the physiological mechanistic context in mind and to ensure that the assumptions of
the conceptual model are not violated. Nevertheless, considering the myriad of plant
responses to the environment in a multi-species ecosystem context, it is very useful
to have a tool available that helps guiding the physiological interpretation. Despite
issues of applicability, measuring more than one stable isotope on a single sample
will generally provide added information and allow for better characterization of
environmental variation and physiological attributes.
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Chapter 17
Intrinsic Water-Use Efficiency Derived
from Stable Carbon Isotopes
of Tree-Rings

Matthias Saurer and Steve Voelker

Abstract Stable carbon isotopes in tree-rings are not only useful to derive climatic
information of the past. Based on the isotope fractionations during uptake andfixation
of CO2, physiological information can be retrieved, namely the ratio of assimilation
to stomatal conductance, which is termed the intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE).
This crucial plant physiological trait varies among species and environments and is
characteristic of how much water is lost from leaves for a certain carbon gain. iWUE
is of great importance at the scale of individual plants because it can determine plant
performance and survival. iWUE also contributes how closely canopy- or ecosystem-
scale carbon and water fluxes are coupled or divergent, which has implications for
understanding biogeochemical cycling. Carbon isotopes in tree-rings can be used to
estimate how iWUE of trees has changed in the past, e.g. due to increasing CO2,
nitrogen or other factors. Accordingly, many applications have explored this tool for
various forest ecosystems across the globe, often reporting a strong increase in iWUE
over the twentieth century. Explicit comparisons of tree-ring iWUE to growth-data
obtained from the same rings can help distinguish among strategies plants employ
under various environmental impacts, like increasing CO2, light limitation, drought
or too much water. In this chapter, we describe the theory behind iWUE, show some
limitations of the method, give examples of the combined application of iWUE and
tree-ring width, discuss photosynthetic limitations of iWUE and finally show how
the method has been applied in large-scale tree-ring networks.
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17.1 Introduction

The development of the Farquhar-model of carbon isotope fractionation during
photosynthesis was a milestone in the application of stable isotopes in ecology and
many other fields (Farquhar et al. 1982). This model enabled a straightforward inter-
pretation of carbon isotope values of plant organicmatter in terms of physiology. One
of the primary predictands of the Farquhar model is the internal CO2-concentration
inside the leaf (ci). Soon it was realized that this predictand can be directly linked to
the so-called intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE), the ratio between assimilation
(A) and stomatal conductance for water vapour (g) (Ehleringer and Cerling 1995;
Farquhar et al. 1989) (see Sect. 17.2 for more details). The regulation of stomatal
opening is one of the most intricate and essential functions of terrestrial plants,
as water-limited systems demand that stomatal behavior simultaneously constrain
water loss while assuring sufficient carbon gain for survival. This makes iWUE such
a useful property to know, although the actual water-use efficiency (WUE), defined
as the ratio of transpiration to assimilation, may even be more relevant in deter-
mining how plants respond to dry conditions. The analysis of carbon isotope values
of organic matter is nowadays an efficient method to determine iWUE that integrates
minute-to-minute signals in leaves over the days to months it may take to synthe-
size plant tissues. The isotopic composition can be determined efficiently via on-line
coupling of elemental analysers to isotope-ratio mass-spectrometers (see Chap. 7),
which has allowed for scientists to producemuch larger data sets compared to studies
taking place 20 years ago.

Given the advancements in isotopic theory and technical ability, it is not surprising
that the Farquhar-model has found increasingly widespread application in tree-ring
studies e.g. (Marshall and Monserud 1996; Penuelas et al. 2011; Waterhouse et al.
2004). In turn, many investigators have realized that the doors have been flung
open to reveal retrospective insights on how physiological processes have shifted
in response to myriad changing environmental conditions. Particularly important
avenues of research for projecting carbon-climate-vegetation feedbacks within the
biosphere have addressed how forests have responded to ongoing climate change
and increasing CO2 in the atmosphere (Saurer et al. 2014, Voelker et al. 2016).
Although numerous studies of how plants have responded to CO2, temperature,
drought and other factors have been carried out in greenhouses or growth chambers,
such studies of small plants may not be representative of how adult trees in natural
environments may have responded. Where tree longevity and size have made exper-
imentation extraordinarily difficult, the use of tree-ring stable carbon isotopes can
provide a more realistic view by studying trees in their natural habitat and over their
entire life-cycle. Intriguingly, information on iWUE can be retrieved for times when
CO2-concentration was different, for instance on the pre-industrial level of 280 ppm
compared to current levels that exceed 400 ppm. We can thus obtain information
on the ratio between A and g of trees living at times when scientific inquiry into
plant function was in its infancy and when leaf gas-exchange equipment did not even
exist. Stable carbon isotopes of tree-ring cellulose can therefore provide accurately
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and absolutely dated archives of annual and intra-annual past plant physiological
responses to climate, CO2 and other environmental drivers that are unavailable from
experimental methods and other paleoecological data sources.

Despite the power of pairing carbon isotope measurements and theory with tree-
rings, some limitations should also bementioned (Sect. 17.3). As iWUEonly resolves
the ratio of A to g, it often remains elusive, which of the two changed and to what
degree. An increase in iWUE, for instance, can theoretically be caused by higher
A or by lower g or a combination of the two. Furthermore, it should always be
considered that iWUE is a different metric than the actual WUE (see Sect. 17.3
for details). Nevertheless, independent data confirm the usefulness of δ13C-derived
iWUE-estimates from tree rings. Accordingly, iWUE-time series frommultiple sites
across the globe have provided numerous and invaluable insights into tree responses
to global climate change. Increases in iWUE have been documented by essentially all
studies spanning multiple decades of tree-ring isotope data and have occurred within
the last ca. 100 years. However, the rate of change of increase in iWUE is quite
variable and the reason for this range of responses not well understood. To provide
additional insights, some studies have combined tree-ring derived iWUEwith growth
data originating from the same tree-rings. This can help the interpretation of growth
trajectories by adding a physiological perspective, for instance in studies of drought-
related decline (Sect. 17.4). While most studies focused on stomatal limitations
of iWUE, photosynthetic limitation may be an under-explored topic (Sect. 17.5).
Finally, due to the construction of large networks of sites with tree-ring isotope
data, it recently became feasible to study spatial patterns of iWUE on regional to
continental scales (Sect. 17.6). Hence, with these examples, the breadth and success
of iWUE-reconstructions using tree-ring isotopes is on full display and portends
many novel findings in the future.

17.2 Model and Scenarios

The potential to derive physiological information from δ13C of plant material
(δ13Cplant) is strongly based on the Farquhar-model (1982), which in its simplest
form is given as:

δ13Cplant = δ13Catm − a − (b − a)
ci
ca

, (17.1)

where δ13Catm is the carbon isotope ratio of atmospheric CO2, a (4.4‰) is the frac-
tionation associated with the diffusion of CO2 through the stomata, b (27‰) the
fractionation resulting from enzymatic C fixation by RubisCO, and ci/ca is the ratio
of leaf internal to ambient CO2-concentrations. This mechanistic model for C3-
plants was experimentally verified in many studies (Evans et al. 1986) and predicts
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a depletion in the isotope ratio in the plant compared to the isotope ratio in the atmo-
sphere, but to a varying degree depending on ci/ca. Equation (17.1) can be applied
directly to tree-rings by using the measured tree-ring isotope value of a specific
year as δ13Cplant, provided the corresponding value for δ13Catm for the same year is
used. The δ13Catm-values have declined over the past 150 years due to fossil CO2

emissions and are known either from atmospheric measurements or derived from
ice-core studies (Leuenberger 2007). A modified equation is sometimes used in
biological studies, based on carbon isotope discrimination (�), which approximates
the difference between δ13Catm and δ13Cplant, thus a positive number:

�13Cplant = δ13Catm − δ13Cplant

1+ δ13Cplant
= a + (b − a)

ci
ca

. (17.2)

These equations can be solved for ci/ca. In the following, we explain how the
intrinsic water-use efficiency iWUE is derived from this information, which is the
ratio of net photosynthesis (A) to conductance for water vapor (gH2O) (Ehleringer
and Cerling 1995):

iWUE = A

gH2O
, (17.3)

expressed in units of μmol mol−1. Using the equation for net photosynthesis

A = gCO2(ca − ci ), (17.4)

with gCO2 as the conductance for CO2, and considering

gH2O = 1.6gCO2, (17.5)

we obtain the following relationship

iWUE = (ca − ci )

1.6
. (17.6)

Finally, using ci/ca derived from Eq. (17.1), we find:

iWUE = ca
b − (δ13Catm − δ13Cplant )

1.6(b − a)
. (17.7)

Such derived iWUE has been widely employed in tree-ring isotopic studies.
A and gH2O and thus ci depend on various environmental drivers (light, CO2,

VPD, etc.) and are dependent on species and site conditions. To group different
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tree physiological responses, a useful heuristic has classified three primary leaf gas-
exchange scenarios (Saurer et al. 2004): In response to changing CO2 and other
environmental variability over time, there can be trees that (1) tend to keep ci constant
representing ahomoeostatic gas-exchange regulation (Marshall andMonserud1996),
(2) trees that keep ci/ca constant like a set-point (Ehleringer and Cerling 1995), or (3)
trees that keep ca-ci constant, which is the equivalent of no increase in iWUE. Over
large gradients in ca, however,meta-analysis of empirical data indicates there is a shift
between scenarios (Voelker et al. 2016). Equations (17.1 and 17.7) shown here are
easily applicable due to their simple form, but additional fractionation effects occur
during and after photosynthesis that could in principle also be included. Such effects
are, for instance, due to the mesophyll conductance and other diffusive limitations
within the leaf aswell as photorespiration (discussed inChap. 9), post-photosynthetic
fractionations during biochemical reactions and phloem transport (Chap. 13) as well
as effects related to timing of wood formation, use of stored carbohydrates and
subsequent mixing of carbon pools of different age (Chap. 15).

17.3 Limitations and Verifications

While iWUE has proven useful in numerous studies, one needs to be aware of some
limitations of this metric. The actual WUE is a closely related, but still different
concept, which is calculated as the ratios of net photosynthesis (A) to transpiration
(E) (rather than A to gH2O only):

WUE = A

E
, (17.8)

with E defined as:

E = gH2O(ei − ea) = gH2OV PD, (17.9)

whereby ei and ea are the vapor pressures in the leaf cellular air space and ambient
air, respectively. Such WUE may be ecologically more relevant than iWUE because
it is based on the water fluxes and depends directly on VPD, which has been shown
to be important in amplifying recent warming trends (Breshears et al. 2013; Szejner
et al. 2019). Furthermore,WUE can be calculated over different periods, for instance,
as the ratio of carbon uptake to water loss at the plant level over a growing season
or plant life, which is also influenced by respiratory losses. It has been shown that
different concepts of WUE, like intrinsic and actual WUE, are sometimes poorly
correlated (Seibt et al. 2008). WUE can also be considered at a larger scale: at the
ecosystem-level, where it is defined as gross primary production (GPP) relative to
evapotranspiration (ET). In our opinion, it is of great importance to be aware of
the different scales at which WUE can be calculated and be cognizant that one is
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not compared directly with another without acknowledging how they may differ.
It should be quite obvious that plant-level and, for instance, ecosystem level WUE
are not the same and therefore should also not be expected to respond similarly to
environmental variability. Nonetheless, comparisons of WUE-estimates obtained by
different techniquesmay yield new insights on leaf, plant and ecosystem functioning.

As an examplewhere different techniques resulted in comparableWUE estimates,
a study in a Quercus petraea forest indicated that seasonal iWUE data obtained via
a process-based physiological model matched well with iWUE derived from intra-
annual δ13C of tree-rings (Michelot et al. 2011). The authors concluded that latewood
may be a good proxy for assessing seasonal variations of the ratio of assimilation to
stomatal conductance, despite some delay in organic matter deposition in the ring.
In contrast, WUE at the ecosystem level determined as GPP/ET at eddy-covariance-
based ecosystem flux tower monitoring sites across North America showed that
WUE at the ecosystem scale has been increasing much faster than that recorded by
tree-ring isotope-based iWUE (Guerrieri et al. 2019). The authors speculated that
reasons for this discrepancy could be different time-scales of the two approaches
or fluxes not accounted for, like non-transpirational water fluxes and contribution
from understory vegetation. In a study using satellite-based NPP estimates, a rela-
tionship between tree-ring δ13C values of an Eastern US network of sites and NPP
was found, rather than with WUE (Levesque et al. 2019). Finally, at a site in Cali-
fornia, Keen (2019) showed that intra-annual tree-ring derived iWUE responded
positively to VPD, whereas ecosystem-level WUE responded negatively to VPD,
and this opposing VPD-response drove a negative response between iWUE and
WUE during a range of wet to historically severe drought conditions. Together, these
studies demonstrate that tree-ring carbon isotopes can contain valuable information
on large-scale fluxes, but that more studies are needed to determine under what
conditions iWUE is related to ecosystem-scale WUE (Seibt et al. 2008).

A complication of interpreting tree growth patterns and iWUE-estimation that
needs careful consideration are the effects of age, tree size or height (Brienen et al.
2017; McDowell et al. 2011). Dendrochronologists have conventionally used empir-
ical detrending methods to remove age-related growth patterns from ring-width data
prior to assessing climate-sensitivity of tree growth. In recent decades it has become
popular among ecologists and ecophysiologists to convert tree-ring data to basal
area increment (BAI) or BAI/basal area for a given year, often putatively as a means
to avoid the need to detrend ring-width data that decline with tree size and age.
However, the often-stated or implied contention that these variables overcome the
need for detrending is a misconception. For example, BAI tends to increase with tree
size, but trees with initially greater BAI tend to have steeper positive relationships
between BAI and tree age (Voelker et al. 2008). Likewise, BAI/basal area has a nega-
tive trend with age that is particularly steep when trees are young and BAI/basal area
is nearer to one. Hence, it should be obvious that use of BAI or BAI/basal area may
include biases in tree growth trends and should not be compared when groups of trees
differ in age or size. Overall, BAI or BAI/basal area methods may not be an improve-
ment over conventional detrending methods for comparison to stable isotopes in the
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same tree rings, particularly for studies of trees that are young (i.e., <100 years in
age).

The carbon isotopes of tree-rings can change as trees grow, and depending some-
what on species and stand density, foliage is displayed at further distances from soil
water sources as they get taller and form larger branches (McDowell et al. 2011).
This change in stature results in a greater hydrostatic gradient in water potential and
higher hydraulic resistance that impacts canopy-level stomatal conductance and thus
iWUE. Such long-term trends owing to changes in tree stature can be mistakenly
attributed to climate and/or CO2, so care should be taken to minimize the potential
for this bias by considering it in assessments of carbon isotope responses to long-
term environmental change (Brienen et al. 2017). If neglected, this bias could result
in an over-estimation of how CO2 modifies leaf gas exchange. Several studies have,
however, highlighted that δ13C mainly has age-related trends in the first few decades,
forming a so-called juvenile trend, but not later on (Gagen et al. 2007; McCarroll and
Loader 2004). This problem can be avoided by simply not using the juvenile phase or
by applying appropriate corrections if known for a specific species or site (Vadebon-
coeur et al. 2020). The age-trend can well be tested for trees growing in pre-industrial
times where there are no strong variations in CO2-concentration by aligning them
according their cambial age. This was done in a recent study with coastal redwood
treeswhere indeed the age-trendwas strongest in the first few decades of their life, but
extended several centuries before finally levelling off (Voelker et al. 2018) (Fig. 17.1).
These trees are, however, almost 100 m tall and take exceptionally long to reach this
height, showing that there is no universal juvenile phase that is applicable across
species and forest types.

Some studies have tried to exclude age-effects by comparing different age cohorts,
i.e. comparing iWUE of young trees with mature trees during the same time period
(Bert et al. 1997; Brienen et al. 2017; Marshall and Monserud 1996). These studies
have not addressed a potential sampling bias, whereby mature trees are the survivors
of decades to centuries of mortality processes and also may not reflect the overall
stand structure and history (Brienen et al. 2017). Microclimatic conditions are also
different for saplings near the ground as compared to larger trees, e.g. regarding
light and VPD, which affects the relationship between δ13C and growth (Fardusi
et al. 2016). In other studies, stand structure has been shown to affect δ13C-trends
of understory beech and spruce trees, emphasizing the effects of competition and
light (Klesse et al. 2018) as well as in overstory ponderosa pine and grand fir trees
(Voelker et al. 2019a) due to increasing competition for water in the absence of
wildfire. Clearly, more research is needed to reliably separate the effects of CO2,
climate, age and tree height. Nevertheless, the strong increases in iWUE as a result
of the atmospheric CO2-increase has been found to bewidespread and thereby clearly
cannot be an artefact (Guerrieri et al. 2019).
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Fig. 17.1 Examples of inter-annual iWUE, sampled for two intra-annual ring divisions (latewood
and middlewood), from seven coastal redwoods (Sequoia sempervirens) growing in northern Cali-
fornia, USA (after Voelker et al. (2018)). Tree age data were corrected to ground level from tree
cross-section sampling height and pith dates were estimated using conventional techniques. To
minimize the potential impact of atmospheric CO2 concentrations or 13CO2, no data from years
later than 1880 were used. Finally, tree-level variation was minimized by iteratively fitting negative
exponential curves and correcting each data point with the tree-level mean residual. There were no
significant changes to the relationship after three iterations. Note that middlewood was defined as
the central 60% of each ring while the latewood occupied the last 25% and the first 15% of each
ring was discarded
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17.4 Combination of Growth and iWUE: The Case
of Drought

The combination of conventional dendrochronological analyses of growth and stable
isotope methods can be very powerful. With a multi-proxy approach, the particular
strength of tree rings is taken full advantage of as all the measurable parameters
originate from the same absolutely dated rings, but contain different environmental
information. Tree ring widths or basal area increments provide cumulative growth
information that is related to the complex interplay of environmental conditions and
limiting factors to xylogenesis during the growing season, whereas stable isotopes
measured in the cellulose of these tree rings are rather recording the physiological
conditions at the canopy level. Stable isotopes are also influenced by seasonal timing
of wood formation as periods of extreme growth limitation, e.g. drought, may not be
reflected in the isotope signal of the tree ring when xylogenesis is halted (Sarris et al.
2013). Furthermore, drought legacy effects may differ between tree-ring width and
stable isotopes as the recovery after an extreme event may be different for the two
parameters (Szejner et al. 2019). Hence, stable isotopes can help decipher causes of
growth variations more clearly in many cases. Tree growth and iWUE may or may
not show similar trends and may also display positive or negative correlations. With
careful consideration of biological trends due to tree age and size, the combined
analysis of tree growth and iWUE or carbon isotope discrimination can help to deci-
pher what relevant environmental mechanisms may be impacting trees by affecting
leaf gas exchange, growth, or both factors together (Brienen et al. 2021; Sun et al.
2018; Voelker et al. 2014). This multi-proxy approach may be particularly relevant
for better understanding tree responses to climate warming and various aspects of
drought (Levesque et al. 2014). Indeed, the area of land classified as very dry has
more than doubled globally in the last 50 years and accordingly drought conditions
are affecting many forest ecosystems, resulting in reduced growth and increased
stress and tree mortality (Allen et al. 2010). For example, in areas such as the Central
Mediterranean, Central and Western Europe, California and much of the Western
United States and elsewhere, warmer temperatures have amplified droughts (Dai
2013). California and the west US coast in particular has undergone recent extremes
(Keen et al. 2022) that are expected to become more severe in the future based
on climate model predictions (Wang et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2015). These projec-
tions are further supported by long tree-ring isotope chronologies that demonstrated
greater hydroclimate variability during the warmer Medieval Climate Anomaly and
the period of recent warming compared to the colder Little Ice Age (Voelker et al.
2018).

Considering projections of increased drought frequency and severity, there is a
crucial need to understand mechanisms leading to drought-induced tree mortality,
which may be provided by investigating how some trees, species and different forest
ecosystems have responded to acute or chronic drought stress (Allen et al. 2010).
Although drought-related physiological effects on trees have long been been studied,
the significance of differentmechanisms is still unclear (McDowell et al. 2008).When
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pests and pathogens do not act as the primary cause of tree mortality, the most impor-
tant processes leading to death are hydraulic failure (desiccation) in extreme drought
events and a reduction of the trees’ carbon storage through gradual depletion of
carbohydrates (starvation) induced by protracted drought episodes. The mechanism
of carbon starvation is likely related to water-use efficiency, as plants may reduce
stomatal conductance strongly to avoid loss of water, and therefore this process
may be elucidated using stable carbon isotopes. In such a situation, the plant is no
longer capable of producing enough non-structural carbohydrates to maintain essen-
tial metabolic functions and stored non-structural carbohydrates are inaccessible due
to compartmentalization and lack of enzymatic energy (Sala et al. 2010).

Studies of trees that survived or died during intense periods of drought have
been particularly effective at applying tree-ring growth and stable carbon isotopes to
highlight physiological factors that ostensibly predisposed trees to mortality. One of
the first such investigations to do so used a rather narrow timewindow for assessment,
but nonetheless found that trees that died during a severe drought had similar iWUE,
but lower tree growth rates, compared to co-occurring trees that survived (McDowell
et al. 2010). However, the surviving trees showed a strong climatic sensitivity of
gas exchange (i.e. δ13C) in contrast to dying trees, which was attributed to dead
trees having undergone chronic drought stress and carbon starvation prior to death.
Other more recent studies have further refined this type of approach. For example,
high mortality rates of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) in lower altitudes in inner-
Alpine valleys such as the Valais (Switzerland) (Rigling et al. 2013) exemplify a
region that was undergoing drought-induced forest decline. At one site, analyses
of growth and stable carbon isotope ratios in tree rings over the twentieth century
were combinedwith a 10-year irrigation experiment that doubled annual precipitation
(Timofeeva et al. 2017). There was a strong growth increase and concurrent depletion
of δ13C values for irrigated trees, indicating reduced iWUE. This demonstrated that
progressive limitation of leaf gas-exchange by drought-induced stomatal closure was
reversible when extra water was supplied. In the same stand, Scots pine trees that had
recently died hadmore than 100 years of lower growth and higher iWUEderived from
δ13C values compared with surviving trees. This indicates a conservative water-use
strategy for trees that had died, which resulted in a lack of carbohydrates, reduction
of the needle mass and long-term weakening. In contrast, a study with Norway
Spruce (Picea abies L. Karst.) indicated a different cause for mortality, as dying
trees grew significantly better and had higher iWUE in the earlier life phase than
surviving trees (Hentschel et al. 2014). Similarly, it was found for Scots pine (Voltas
et al. 2013) and for a Mediterranean oak species (Colangelo et al. 2017) that “fast
growing” and “less efficient” individuals were more affected, whereas (Heres et al.
2014) observed that declining trees were less sensitive in iWUE than non-declining
trees. Such differences in tree response strategies to drought could be summarized
in a conceptual diagram (Fig. 17.2).

The diagram shows differences between surviving and dead trees, where the
surviving trees are considered as the reference. These two tree groups have differed
in their past growth patterns and physiology prior to the actual, final decline phase.
Trees following a conservative strategy are located in the upper, left-hand sector of
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Fig. 17.2 Conceptual diagram for explaining death or survival of trees from the same stand based
on their earlier physiology and growth patterns. The location of the black circle indicates the
position of dead trees from the Scots pine site in Switzerland (Timofeeva et al. 2017), while the
grey circle refers to Norway spruce trees from southern Norway (Hentschel et al. 2014). Surviving
trees indicated as open circle are considered as the reference in both studies

the diagram, as was observed for Scots pine at the Swiss study site (Fig. 17.2). These
trees are expected to be prone to carbon starvation rather than to hydraulic failure.
It should be considered that carbon starvation may just mean a lack of carbohy-
drates and energy to maintain vital functions, although not a complete exhaustion
of storage pools (Hartmann and Trumbore 2016). In contrast, for Norway spruce
(Hentschel et al. 2014), trees that died later had higher growth andwere not following
a strictwater-use strategy. Therefore, these treeswere prone to hydraulic failure rather
than carbon starvation. This less conservative water-use strategy falls in the lower,
right-hand sector of the diagram (Fig. 17.2).

Absolute values of growth and iWUE can provide one continuum on which trees
can be ordered that can provide valuable physiological interpretations (Fig. 17.2).
Additional insights may be gained by assessing the sensitivity of growth or carbon
isotopes to various metrics of meteorological drought or the coupling of growth
to carbon isotope variation each provide additional windows on the relative degree
of drought stress and how that response may have changed over time (Keen 2019,
McDowell et al. 2010, Urrutia-Jalabert et al. 2015, Voelker et al. 2014, Voelker et al.
2019a). Overall, stable isotope analysis in combination with the study of growth
patterns is therefore a promising approach for elucidating relevant physiological
processes under drought, even more so when including oxygen isotope ratios as
their changes are influenced by transpiration rate, but not photosynthesis (Gessler
et al. 2018) (Chap. 10). This may ultimately result in improved predictions of forest
ecosystem changes in the future.
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17.5 Photosynthetic Limitations to iWUE

Most investigations of tree-ring carbon isotopes have highlighted how interannual
variability in iWUE is driven by stomatal closure during drought and that this pattern
is superimposed on how gradually rising CO2 has driven long-term changes in A.
Since so few studies have demonstrated evidence for how A has formed the primary
physiological constraint on interannual variability on tree-ring carbon isotopes and
iWUE, a few examples warrant specific mention here because they may continue to
lead to particularly novel insights. Two forest health studies on species located in the
eastern United States have shown that iWUE has been strongly influenced by sulfur
emissions and associated acidic deposition that increased duringmost of the twentieth
century and then showed a reversal in trend near 1980 after US federal legislation and
enforcement was increasingly implemented from 1963 through 1990 (Mathias and
Thomas 2018; Thomas et al. 2013). The authors concluded that increasing A was
an important component for explaining recent tree recovery. Other records where
inter-annual variability in tree-ring isotopes were controlled by how A was modified
by temperature and/or sunshine occurred in cold northerly regions such as Northern
Norway and Sweden (Loader et al. 2013; Young et al. 2012). Alternatively, Voelker
et al. (2019b) showed that similar constraints on A by temperature could be identified
in temperate trees growing adjacent Lake Superior, which modulates near-lake air
temperature regimes due to the large heat capacity of the lake reflecting previous
winter conditions during spring and early summer. The last studywas careful to utilize
only “middlewood” formed during the early growing season, which contrasts with
many other studies of drought stress that focus on whole rings or latewood. Hence,
this emphasizes the need for future studies of tree-ring isotopes to carefully consider
which intra-annual sampling scheme may be most appropriate where differences in
the primary constraints on leaf carbon uptake may shift on a seasonal basis between
photosynthetic rates and stomatal conductance (see also Chap. 15). Finally, Breinen
et al. (2021) has shown that during understory phases of tree development, tree growth
is often negatively correlated to carbon isotope discrimination but had neutral orweak
positive correlations once the same trees were in canopy dominant positions, which
implies that both the photosynthetic rates and growth of these trees were limited by
irradiance when they were in the understory.

17.6 Large-Scale Patterns

Earth System Models and Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) are
the workhorses to explore many large-scale terrestrial processes and climate-land
biosphere interactions. These models are routinely used to project future changes
in climate and Earth System processes under anthropogenic forcing in a detailed
spatio-temporal context (Sitch et al. 2003). DGVMs represent the basic physio-
logical processes responsible for plant growth via sets of interconnected equations
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such as those for photosynthesis, respiration, and stomatal conductance, and the
dependence of these physiological processes on the environmental (e.g., atmospheric
CO2 concentration, temperature, and water availability) conditions. A particular
challenge for these models is to correctly capture and project changes at decadal-
to-century timescales of utmost relevance for predicting short-term anthropogenic
climate perturbations. For example, mechanisms of the contemporary terrestrial
carbon sink are poorly understood which leads to large uncertainties in twenty-first
century climate projections (Cox et al. 2000). The representation of many physio-
logical mechanisms and plant-atmosphere interactions is still crudely or not at all
implemented in these DGVMs, and appears to significantly contribute to uncertain-
ties in predictions. Improving and validating the modeling of key processes with
empirical data are thus particularly important.

Based on development of tree-ring isotopic networks over the past two decades
(Saurer et al. 2014; Treydte et al. 2007), it has become feasible to link such tree-ring
data to DGVMs on a large spatial and temporal scale. While not strictly leading to
a validation of either model nor tree-ring data, this comparison can be profitable
for both fields of scientific inquiry, as independent assessment of similar variables,
like iWUE. Furthermore, DGVMs can also add more interpretation to a tree-ring
network, as variables like gs and A can be obtained. In a recent study using a 35-site
network across Europe with coniferous and deciduous species, changes in iWUE
from 1901–2000 and the spatial distribution of these changes across Europe were
investigated (Saurer et al. 2014). On average, iWUE increased in European forests
by 28%, with clear spatial differences across the continent. Moreover, comparison of
these data with iWUE simulations by a dynamic vegetation model (LPX-Bern 1.0)
showed good agreement with spatial patterns and overall twentieth century trends in
tree ring derived iWUE. Across the 27 conifer sites, tree-ring derived iWUE showed
strong differences between sites grouped in three latitudinal bands, i.e. <45°N, 45–
60°N, and>60°N (Fig. 17.3). The northermost sites showed the lowest iWUEand also
the lowest increase over the twentieth century (60.3–70.3 μmol/mol from the first to
last decade of twentieth century, i.e. an increase by 16.6%). They also showed a rather
homogenous signal as reflected in relatively low variability among sites. In compar-
ison, themost southern sites, fromMediterranean climate, showed the highest overall
values, an increase of 23% over the twentieth century, and also were characterized by
relatively high variability among sites, showing that different ecosystems react rather
differently to increasing CO2 depending on local site factors. Sites from temperate
climates, i.e. intermediate latitudes, showed intermediate overall iWUE, the strongest
increase over the twentieth century by 31%, and further a notable increase in the vari-
ability over time. This patterns of iWUE-increasemight reflect a generally strong, but
variable sensitivity to increasing CO2, compared to where temperature (i.e. northern
latitude sites) or precipitation (i.e. low latitudemediterrranean sites) have historically
been strongly limiting to leaf gas-exchange and growth.

These analyses clearly demonstrate the usefulness of such networks of tree-ring
data for better understanding physiological tree responses to climate and CO2 across
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Fig. 17.3 Reconstructed iWUE from 27 conifer sites across Europe grouped into different latitu-
dinal bands (a). Variability of iWUE between sites (standard deviation) for these latitudinal bands
(b)

different ecosystems. It might be further interesting to consider that net photosyn-
thesis tends to play a larger role in determining growth and δ13C in more energy-
limited environments, such as boreal forests, than in drought-prone environments.
Under scenarios of increasing drought, this may imply that changes in the relative
weight of energy andwater limitations could be assessed through the combined use of
δ13C and tree-rings. Nevertheless, the interpretation of iWUE-trends is not straight-
forward and can be enhanced by DGVM-results as shown in another recent study
(Frank et al. 2015). Here, increases in European forest transpiration were calculated
over the twentieth century, although a general decrease in stomatal conductance was
also inferred, which seems at first view to be contradictive. The increasedmodel tran-
spiration resultswere due to longer growing seasons, enhanced evaporative demand in
a warmer climate, and increased leaf area, which in total were outweighing the effect
of reduced conductance. These results suggest caution may need to be applied when
interpreting iWUE-results physiologically from δ13C of tree-rings without additional
information on seasonality of tree-ring growth, but also shows the enormous poten-
tial of combining tree-ring isotopes and DGVM- or other large-scale model outputs
for yielding new insights on carbon and water cycling.
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Chapter 18
Spatial and Temporal Variations in Plant
Source Water: O and H Isotope Ratios
from Precipitation to Xylem Water

Scott T. Allen, Matthias Sprenger, Gabriel J. Bowen, and J. Renée Brooks

Abstract Thewater present within trees when sugars and cellulose are formed is the
source of hydrogen and oxygen atoms that are incorporated into tree-ring cellulose
(see Chaps. 10 and 11). However, the isotope composition of relevant water pools is
often unknown when trying to interpret δ18O and δ2H isotopic records in tree rings.
This chapter focuses on the factors that can influence the O and H isotope ratios of
source waters for trees. Trees generally use water that originated as precipitation, but
this does notmean that the isotope ratios ofwater used by trees—predominantly taken
up by roots from soils—and incorporated in cellulose exactly matches precipitation
isotope ratios. Precipitation isotope ratios vary in space and time, and only a fraction
of all precipitation infiltrates soils, reaches roots, and is ultimately taken up by trees.
Considering species, soils, and climates may allow for predicting which fraction
of water resides in the root-zone during the growing seasons, and how its isotope
ratios deviate from that of average precipitation. Here we provide an overview of the
terrestrial water cycle and the associated transport and fractionation processes that
influence the stable isotope ratios of water used by trees. We highlight obstacles and
opportunities to be considered, towards more accurately interpreting the records of
O and H isotope ratios in tree cellulose.
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18.1 Introduction

Understanding the isotopic composition of the water that supplies trees (δSource) and
is incorporated into sugars and cellulose is central to interpreting tree-ring δ18O
and δ2H. When using stable isotope ratios in tree rings, δSource is often subtracted
from the isotopic values in cellulose (δcellulose) to isolate the fractionation effects
that reflect physiological and climatic controls over leaf gas exchange (Chap. 10,
11, 16); however, especially when using δcellulose as a proxy for past conditions,
measurements of δSource are rarely available. Thus, predictions and assumptions are
often necessary for interpreting tree-ring δ18O and δ2H. Analytical approaches have
relied on predicting δSource by averaging across some compilation of isotopic values of
local precipitation (e.g., Anderson et al. 1998), sometimes implicitly assuming static
values (e.g., Helliker and Richter 2008). However, δSource varies throughout years,
among years, among trees, and among sites, yielding measurement and prediction
challenges.

The value of δSource that is recorded in an annual tree ring (after accounting for
fractionation) should equal the mean isotopic ratio of xylem water (δxylem), weighted
by the photosynthetic rate and integrated over the time when that tree grows radially.
However, not only are δxylem measurements generally unavailable for long tree-ring
records, using them would involve uncertainties (e.g., regarding the timing of sugars
forming cellulose; see Chap. 13). Instead, δSource is commonly assumed to be constant
and equal to the isotopic value of long-term-mean precipitation, but such assumptions
have known limitations (e.g., as discussed in Chap. 16 and Roden and Siegwolf
2012). To better account for variations in δSource and more precisely interpret tree-
ring cellulose isotope ratios, several factors should be considered if δSource estimates
are needed (see Fig. 18.1).

The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of how precipitation,
soil, and tree water-uptake processes manifest in variations in δSource, and how our
understanding of those processes informs the interpretation of tree-ring isotope ratios.
The numerous biochemical synthesis and translocation processes that further alter
δcellulose in trees, convolving the relationship between δSource and δcellulose are discussed
in Chaps. 10, 11, and 13, and not covered here. Understanding the processes that
control δSource found in the xylem can lead to practical assumptions and new ways
of using tree-ring δ18O and δ2H, despite the uncertainties in δSource.

18.2 Precipitation Inputs and Their Spatially
and Temporally Varying Isotope Ratios

Isotope ratios of precipitation (δPrecip) have been measured and monitored since the
1950s (Dansgaard 1953, 1954), producing a rich body of data and theory describing
controls on meteoric-water isotope-ratio variation in space and time. Even these
earliest studies recognized that isotope ratios of rainfall were related to meteorology,
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Fig. 18.1 To estimate the isotopic composition of δ source waters to trees, we need to not only
consider the average isotopic composition of precipitation at a site. We must also consider which
water reaches the soil layers from which roots take up water during the time when plants are
transpiring, and how the isotope ratio of that water was influenced by mixing and fractionation
processes before reaching roots. While these steps can rarely be quantitatively addressed, asking
these questions can help in evaluating which factors should be considered to improve the accuracy
of δSource estimates when interpreting tree-ring isotope ratios

and that different storm systems and different climatic regimes produced rain and
snow with contrasting isotope ratios (Dansgaard 1954; Craig 1961). By the mid-
1960s, many of the underlying principles had been established, including equilib-
rium and kinetic fractionation effects that lead to isotopic differences between liquid
(isotopically heavier) and vapor-phase (isotopically lighter) water (Fig. 18.2; Dans-
gaard 1964; Craig and Gordon 1965). These fractionation factors also lead to the
progressive depletion of heavy isotopes from the atmosphere as air masses cool and
lose water as liquid- or solid-phase condensate (following a so-called Rayleigh distil-
lation process; Kendall and Caldwell 1998). Together these processes explain most
of the isotopic variation in meteoric waters, though progress building on this early
work has improved understanding of how dynamics and transport within the atmo-
spheric water cycle are expressed in δPrecip across different systems and timescales.
The fundamental theory of isotope fractionation in the water cycle was reviewed by
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Fig. 18.2 Water isotope variations in dual-isotope space and the effects of climate variations on
environmental water isotope ratios. Incoming precipitation generally falls along a meteoric water
line (MWL)which canbedescribedbyeither the globalmeteoricwater line (GMWL, δ2H = 8δ18O+
10), or a localmeteoric water lines (LMWL) if available for a specific site. The range of precipitation
isotope ratio in a given location is strongly related to its temperature, elevation, continentality. The
slope of 8, reflecting the relative equilibrium fractionation factors between δ2H and δ18O, defines the
GMWL but it is also common that LMWLs have similar slopes. Variation in precipitation isotope
ratios along those MWLs is strongly affected by season. Phase changes result in fractionation, with
lighter isotopologues favoring the vapor phase. Thus, fractionation from evaporation causes the
remaining liquid water to become isotopically enriched in the heavy isotopes because the departing
vapor containsmore light isotopes. Fractionation caused by evaporation also results inwater isotopes
deviating from the MWL, following an evaporation line with a lower slope than that of the MWL.
This evaporation line slope relates to the relative humidity, where evaporation lines associated with
higher humidity are more similar to the equilibrium fractionation line; at very low humidity, the
slope is controlled by the relative diffusivity ratios of 1H2H16O to 1H2

16Oversus 1H2
18O to 1H2

16O.
Deviations from the MWL can be measured as d-excess—the deviation in δ2H units from the line
passing through the origin (defined by the standard V-SMOW) along the equilibrium fractionation
slope (equal to 8); thus, d-excess= δ2H -8δ18O and the GMWL has a d-excess of 10. To account for
LMWLs not always matching the GMWL, lc-excess—the deviation in δ2H units from the LMWL,
where LMWL lc-excess = 0—better quantifies the effects of evaporative fractionation on pools
supplied by local precipitation

Gat (1996), and Bowen et al. (2019) provide an update focusing on the integrated
expression of these processes in large-scale climatic and hydrological systems.

An assumption in many tree-ring studies has been that water used by trees reflects
the isotopic composition of annually- or seasonally-averaged local precipitation (e.g.,
Anderson et al. 2002;Danis et al. 2006; Evans 2007; Zeng et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2019),
which are well-known for the modern climate across much of the Earth through a
combination of monitoring and statistical modeling (Aggarwal et al. 2010; Bowen
2010). This assumption implies that the processes delivering water to trees naturally
integrate across precipitation inputs at a given site. However, systematic variation in
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δPrecip exists at many spatial and temporal scales relevant to ecohydrology, and the
processes routingmeteoric water to plants are selective so the validity of this assump-
tion is often compromised. Here we introduce relevant sources of δPrecip variability,
working from large to small spatiotemporal scales, and we discuss the question of
routing and selectivity of water uptake in subsequent sections.

Long-term, annual-average δPrecip exhibits substantial (i.e. >1 ‰ δ18O) variation
at spatial scales of tens to thousands of kilometers (Fig. 18.3a). In non-mountainous
regions, local isotopic variation (at scales less than 100 km) is more limited (e.g.,
Price et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010). In contrast, areas of high topographic relief form

Fig. 18.3 Mapsof global variations in a typical averageprecipitation δ18Oandb seasonal amplitude
(i.e., absolute differences betweenmean values and either typicalmid-summer or typicalmid-winter
values) of precipitation δ18O (adapted from Allen et al. 2019a). Circles reflect the locations of
precipitation isotope monitoring sites, and their fitted average values and seasonal anomalies from
those average values. In extra-tropical regions, the highest values occur in summer; elsewhere, the
timing of seasonal cycles varies with the migration of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone
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precipitation due to orographic lifting and produce strong and systematic decreases
in δPrecip with increasing elevation (Dansgaard 1964; Poage and Chamberlain 2001).
The average decrease in δ18O with elevation is approximately –0.28 ‰ per 100 m
(Poage and Chamberlain 2001) and approximately –2.2 ‰ δ2H per 100 m. Conse-
quently, downslope routing of groundwater, streamwater, or other surface waters that
generated in higher elevations can result in water available to trees that is isotopi-
cally lighter than local precipitation; in such systems the resulting isotopic contrast
among locally-available water sources has been used to identify sources of plant
water uptake (Dawson and Ehleringer 1991; Chimner and Cooper 2004).

Old groundwater (which could be a tree-water source in areas where that ground-
water exfiltrates) can be isotopically distinct from modern precipitation. Evidence
frompaleo-waters, climate proxy records, andmodels also clearly suggest large shifts
in average δPrecip asEarth’s climate systemhas changed. For example, estimated δPrecip
across the northeastern USA during the last glacial period (~20,000 years ago) were
likely lighter in 18O by 8 ‰ or more relative to modern precipitation (Jouzel et al.
1994). Paleo-waters are relatively common in the subsurface (Jasechko et al. 2017),
and although these old waters mostly exist at depths that prohibit their use by plants,
they represent an isotopically distinctive source of water that may, in rare cases, be
accessed.

Potentially more common are ecosystems in which plants sample unevenly from
the seasonal precipitation cycle, and thus the seasonality of δPrecip is an impor-
tant determinant of source water composition (Fig. 18.3b). Isotopic seasonality is
a common feature in the atmospheric water cycle, and is typical of most regions that
exhibit climatic seasonality (Bowen 2008). In the extratropics, the lowest isotope
ratios are nearly ubiquitously associated with the cold season, whereas isotopic
seasonality at lower latitudes is largely associated with seasonal migration of the
intertropical convergence zone and associated wet/dry climate cycles (Feng et al.
2009). The largest range of seasonal variation is found in the mid- to high-latitude
continental interiors of the Northern Hemisphere, where inter-seasonal δ18O ranges
can exceed 20 ‰ (Bowen 2008). Allen et al. (2019a, b) illustrated how seasonality
of δPrecip influences δxylem, and that co-occurring species do not necessarily use the
same precipitation (more below), so seasonal bias needs to be considered in δSource
estimation.

Understanding inter-annual variations in δPrecip is especially important for tree-
ring isotope studies. Inter-annual variability in annual-mean δPrecip can result from
not only annual or seasonal δPrecip deviating from its normal pattern, but also from
anomalous amounts of summer (higher δPrecip) or winter (lower δPrecip) precipitation
in given years. Inter-annual variations in annual mean δPrecip often exceed 1.0 ‰
δ18O (Fig. 18.4). Among precipitation monitoring stations with at least five full years
of data, standard deviations describing inter-annual variability in amount-weighted
annualmeanprecipitation δ18O ranged from0.2 to 1.6‰(with ameanof 0.7‰across
27 sites; Fig. 18.4). In general, inter-annual variability is highest—with maximum
ranges among annual means exceeding 4 ‰ δ18O—in regions with larger seasonal
δ18O amplitudes (r = 0.62), which also tended to have the lowest average δPrecip
values.
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Fig. 18.4 Amount weighted annual precipitation δ18O means for individual years at GNIP sites.
Dots represents individual years and the bars represent ± 2 standard deviations, describing inter-
annual variations. These data are from GNIP sites (IAEA/WMO 2020) that have at least five full
years of both monthly δ18O and monthly precipitation amounts; note that there is a several-fold
larger set of sites if these criteria are loosened, allowing for gaps in records. Nonetheless, these
sites (city and country code indicated on the horizontal axis) span a range of climates and latitudes
(e.g., ranging from tropical sites in Uganda and Sri Lanka to northern latitudes in Canada). The
monitoring sites are ranked by mean δ18O, demonstrating that the lower values are also associated
with higher inter-annual variability in δ18O
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The literature also includes a growing number of examples of δPrecip variation
among events or over the course of individual storm events (e.g., Munksgaard et al.
2012; Coplen et al. 2015; Fischer et al. 2017). This evidence extends back to the work
of Dansgaard (1953), who measured sub-daily changes in rainfall isotope ratios in
Denmark associated with the passage of weather systems. In particular, this work
showed a substantial increase in 18O/16O as condensation altitude lowered throughout
a warm frontal storm, and this general pattern has been subsequently documented
and modeled for several other well-organized synoptic-scale events (Gedzelman and
Lawrence 1990; Coplen et al. 2008; Pfahl et al. 2012; Aemisegger et al. 2015).While
inter-event variations may be mostly damped out in soils and thus not detectable in
tree rings, such patterns can be strongly accentuated in large-scale systems such
as tropical and extratropical cyclones; in those storms, δPrecip changes of 8–10 ‰
(δ18O; 60 to 80 ‰ for δ2H) have been observed over timescales of hours and/or
spatial scales of ~100 km (Gedzelman et al. 2003; Coplen et al. 2008; Good et al.
2014a, b). These storms can produce heavy rains with unusually low isotope ratios, in
particular (Lawrence andGedzelman 1996), and evidence suggests that these isotopic
anomalies can be passed along to trees and tree rings if the events are especially large
or anomalous events (Weiguo et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2006; Berkelhammer and Stott
2008). The evolution of precipitating storms can be complex and spatially heteroge-
neous, particularly for less organized and/or convective systems. Routine prediction
of isotopic variations throughout individual events has not been demonstrated, and
many examples of seemingly chaotic fluctuations (Kennedy et al. 2012) suggest that
within-storm variation is the norm. However, predicting these patterns remains a
research frontier, and thus we do not really know their potential to bias soil water
isotope ratios, relative to average δPrecip, if different-sized events infiltrate the soil
differently.With that stated, small-scale variations are often less relevant to tree rings
because they integrate water signals across longer timescales.

In forests, canopy interception and interception loss can alter the isotopic compo-
sition of precipitation reaching soils. During events, slight evaporation occurs from
waters stored in canopies that may evaporatively enrich the water that is eventually
transmitted downward (i.e., throughfall). Perhaps more importantly (Gat and Tzur
1968), interception also involves the selective transmission of throughfall during
events and the omission of the water stored at the end of events that evaporates
completely. Given that δPrecip can trend upward or downward throughout events, this
selective transmission can result in erratic differences between event-mean through-
fall and open-precipitation δPrecip. A synthesis of interception studies (Allen et al.
2017) shows that, on average, the net-precipitation below forest canopies was mostly
between 0.2 ‰ lighter to 0.6 ‰ heavier in δ18O than open precipitation (the mean
long-term enrichment was 0.19 ‰ δ18O); while individual-event differences can be
much larger than these mean values, those short-term variations are erratic. Accord-
ingly, because individual events are small compared to the storage in soils, event-
level effects due to interception are likely inconsequential to variations in δSource and
the coarse-resolution signals inferred from tree rings. Nonetheless, enrichment is
observedonaverageover long time scales and thuswould represent a small systematic
bias if ignored.
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Resources to aid in predicting δPrecip inputs to a location are widely available,
although subsequent infiltration and uptake processes need to be considered to predict
δSource. Databases of δPrecip and volumes are available for thousands of locations with
monthly or better resolution through the IAEA’s Global Network of Isotopes in
Precipitation (GNIP; Aggarwal et al. 2011), and the Water Isotope Database (water-
isotopes.org; Putman andBowen 2019).Additionally, theNational EcologicalObser-
vatory Network (NEON) provides a rapidly growing public dataset containing time-
series of biweekly δPrecip for sites spanning the United States; however, none are
yet long time series, which are especially useful (see Sect. 18.5 and Fig. 18.4).
Country-specific precipitation-isotope monitoring networks also exist for Switzer-
land, Austria, Germany, and elsewhere. Global interpolated data products are also
available; for example, see those generated from the Water Isotope Database, which
can be queried online (see IsoMap http://isomap.org and the Online Isotopes in
Precipitation Calculator, http://wateriso.utah.edu/waterisotopes/) or downloaded as
maps (Bowen et al. 2014). Another option is to develop predictive isoscape maps
for the specific study domain (Bowen 2010). In addition to the raw isotope values
provided by GNIP and elsewhere, Allen et al. (2019a) provides fitted sine coeffi-
cients that describe δPrecip seasonality at > 600 sites globally, along with various
site-characteristic covariates. Another promising source of δPrecip estimates, espe-
cially for interpreting isotope paleo-proxy records, is isotope-enabled circulation
models that output global spatiotemporal variations in δPrecip over past centuries as
estimated from sea surface temperatures (Dee et al. 2015; Konecky et al. 2019). Any
of these data products can be useful for constraining δSource estimates in areas where
δPrecip data are not available.

18.3 From precipitation to Soils and Other Subsurface
Storages

Nearly all water used by plants originates from precipitation, whether it be from
fog, rain or snow. This precipitation is available to plants from different pools within
ecosystems. Two predominant pools are water held under tension in soils (the vadose
zone), and water held under pressure in groundwater (the saturated zone). Each can
be complex water storages that vary spatially and temporally in isotopic values.
Water enters these pools by infiltrating locally or flowing in from upslope areas. In
most cases, the local infiltration of rainfall and snowmelt provides water to plants.
In other cases, shallow groundwater can directly supply trees. These isotopically
diverse subsurface waters largely determine the δ2H and δ18O in tree rings; therefore,
considering how water resides, mixes, percolates, and evaporates in the subsurface
is critical to relating precipitation patterns to plant-tissue isotope ratios.

Two aspects mainly affect the isotope ratios of the water in the vadose zone: (1)
the transport, mixing and storage of precipitation with varying isotopic composition

http://isomap.org
http://wateriso.utah.edu/waterisotopes/
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within the vadose zone; and (2) the changes of water isotope ratios caused by frac-
tionation during evaporation from soil. Here, we introduce the processes that result
in variability in subsurface pore-water isotope ratios. Understanding such processes
(e.g., soil–water turnover times or typical depths of evaporative fractionation) can
aid in understanding which precipitation may be stored in a soil during the growing
season and to what degree soil waters might be evaporatively enriched in heavy
isotopes.

18.3.1 Water Transport and Mixing

Given that precipitation and δPrecip are highly variable, understanding how precipita-
tion travels through the subsurface is key to knowing which precipitation (and asso-
ciated isotope ratios) will be accessible to plants. Water transport in the unsaturated
zone occurs by various mechanisms, with characteristics that can be abstractly char-
acterized as well-mixed flow, uniform translatory (piston) flow (Hewlett and Hibbert
1967) or non-uniformpreferential flow (Beven andGermann 1982); in reality, aspects
of all of these flow behaviors are relevant.

Subsurface waters are rarely well mixed (Penna andMeerveld 2019), even though
well-mixed assumptions are often implicit to common representations of soil and
groundwater systems (e.g., Lawrence, et al. 2011). In hypothetical well-mixed
systems, a single isotope ratio could be assumed for an entire storage pool, repre-
senting the mixture of new inputs and prior storages; in that scenario, the fraction
of water extracted by plants, as well as that draining downward from soils, are both
unbiased representations of the stored precipitation. This means that more recent
precipitation will dominate the storage, and the ‘age’ of the water in storage will
match the turnover time (storage/flux). This transport scenario will yield spatially
uniform soil–water isotope ratios that vary in time, mimicking a damped and lagged
seasonal precipitation isotope cycle. Such assumptions may not apply for soil or
shallow groundwater (Penna and Meerveld 2019), but may better apply for large
groundwater aquifers that store a mixture of many years or decades of past precip-
itation; in those conditions, values are relatively spatially and temporally uniform
(Vogel and Van Urk 1975), supporting accurate estimates of δSource waters if it is
known that trees are using groundwater.

An older conceptual model of soil–water infiltration is that of uniform translatory
flow (also known as plug flow or piston flow), where newly infiltrating precipitation
pushes down the previous precipitation stored in soil pores; however, this model
has decreased in popularity since the majority of soil isotopic data does not fit this
model (Fig. 18.5). This uniform-flowmechanism leads to depth-stratified soil waters,
with the shallowest soils containing the most recent inputs (e.g., Fig. 18.5a) and
increasingly older precipitationwith depth. If newly infiltratedwater entirely replaces
previously stored water (“piston flow”), (a) no water in the profile will be older than
the turnover time and (b) the temporal variations in δPrecip would be preserved by
depth in soilwater isotope profiles (Fig. 18.5a), and (c) treewater isotope ratioswould
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Fig. 18.5 Example profiles of soil–water δ18O (left) and lc-excess (right) for (a and b) a vineyard
near Freiburg, Germany, (c and d) a humid, cold, continental pine forest in southeastern Canada,
and (e and f) a Mediterranean pine forest in the Pyrenees, Spain. For c–f, the error bars represent
±2 SD and the data show beginning, the middle and end of the growing season. All vertical colored
and black lines represent weighted seasonal or annual averages of the δ18O for the sites. For e and
f, both the so-called “mobile” (circles) and “bulk” (squares) water values are shown. For further
details, see (Sprenger et al. 2016a, 2018b, 2019)
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look similar to that of long-term mean precipitation if soils are deep enough to hold
years of precipitation and roots take up soil water uniformly across the rooting profile
(Sect. 18.4).Alternatively, if trees predominantly use shallow soilwater, δSource would
approximate rainfall that fell recently (i.e., usually during the growing season). The
rate that this oscillating signal propagates downward (e.g., Fig. 18.5a) depends on
how much precipitation falls and how much the soils store. In reality, because flow
is never entirely uniform, variation in soil water isotope ratios typically decrease
substantially with depth due to mixing (dispersion) during percolation (e.g., Thomas
et al. 2013; Barbecot et al. 2018; also see Fig. 18.5).

With non-uniform preferential flow, infiltrating precipitation follows the route
of least resistance; new inputs differentially bypass storages to yield an isotopically
heterogeneous subsurface (Brooks et al. 2010; Sprenger et al. 2018a, 2019). Themore
that infiltratingwater bypasses storages, themore likely it is that soilmatrixwaterwill
reflect older precipitation that resides across seasons and disproportionately supplies
plants (often referred to ecohydrologic separation; Brooks et al. 2010). How much
water flows in preferential flow paths versus trickling through the matrix can depend
on soil texture, structure, wetness (Weiler andNaef 2003), biological activity (Schaik
et al. 2014), and input amount or intensity (Nimmo 2011). With preferential flow,
the refilling of soil water stores may occur periodically, resulting in, for example,
the under-representation of precipitation that fell at higher intensities (Jasechko and
Taylor 2015; Allen et al. 2019b) or when soils are wet (Brooks et al. 2010; Sprenger
et al. 2019). These preferential flows have been observed through showing that (a)
waters quickly passing through soils are more similar to recent precipitation than is
the entirety of water in soils (including finer pores), and (b) the waters stored in the
soil matrix are older than they would be if well-mixed or uniform-flow conditions
dominated (Fig. 18.5c; see Berghuijs and Allen 2019). Conventional wisdom in
hydrology is increasingly gravitating towards assuming that soil–water transport is
highly preferential, especially in forest soils (Flury et al. 1994; Nimmo 2011), and
thus δSource can be potentially biased towards reflecting precipitation from specific
times or events when recharge occurs.

To estimate δSource, researchers should not only consider these soil–water trans-
port concepts but also the general empirical patterns seen in soil–water isotope
studies. Real-world soil water transport does not solely reflect any one of these
processes, even if we should expect evidence of preferential flows in shallower
soils and mixing in deeper soils. These dynamic subsurface flow processes affect
the pattern of subsurface isotope ratios in ways that are difficult to predict; this is
an active area of research in ecohydrology, with recent progress in generalizing
patterns across climates (Sprenger et al. 2016b; Allen et al. 2019b) and across inter-
annual climatic variations (Berkelhammer et al. 2020). In general, the isotope ratios
of soil water change over the growing season from lower isotope ratios in spring
to higher in summer and fall (Fig. 18.5b, c). That is to say, early growing season
soil waters are typically lighter than average δPrecip, because they reflect storage of
cold-season precipitation, and (at least in shallow soils) later growing season soil
waters are typically heavier than average δPrecip (Figs. 18.5). Late growing-season
shallow soil water is not only isotopically heavier because of the heavier isotopic
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composition of summer rainfall (e.g., compare the red and blue vertical lines in
Fig. 18.5), it also results from progressive evaporative fractionation (described in the
next section). Deeper soils tend to reflect a more wintry signature, even in regions
with summer precipitation (Ehleringer et al. 1991; Williams and Ehleringer 2000;
Martin et al. 2018; Allen et al. 2019b). Woody plant xylem frequently expresses this
lighter isotope ratio associated with deeper or older precipitation.

18.3.2 Evaporation Fractionation of Soil Water

Just as in leaves (Chaps. 10 and 11), evaporation from soils results in the enrichment
of heavy isotopes in the residual soil water because light isotopes are preferentially
evaporated (Gat andGonfiantini 1981); however, unlike in leaves, a constant resupply
of water rarely exists to move up and replace the evaporated fraction. Evaporation
results in heavy isotopes accumulating in the residual soil water until new precipita-
tion mixes with or displaces the enriched pool. Thus, soil water will often be more
enriched in heavy isotopes relative to the original precipitation water (Fig. 18.2).
These effects are very prominent in shallow soil–water samples (Fig. 18.6), although,
the most evaporatively enriched soil–water pools are generally of small volume
and not necessarily a major contributor to plants (discussed further in Sect. 18.4).
Nonetheless, studies inferring uptake depths or precipitation sources should consider
potential alterations in δSource attributable to evaporation (Tang and Feng 2001).

Kinetic fractionation of stable isotopes of water leads to sources deviating from
the meteoric water line (Fig. 18.2) because of differences in the relative diffusiv-
ities between 2H1HO and 1H2O compared to 1H2

18O and 1H2
16O (Horita et al.

2008). Until recently, deviations from meteoric water lines were mostly quantified
using d-excess (δ2H – 8 × δ18O), where 8 is the ratio of equilibrium fractionation
factors of O and H, defining the slope of the global meteoric water line (Dansgaard
1964); however, local meteoric water lines (LMWLs) often deviate from a slope
of 8 (Putman et al. 2019). Thus, variation in d-excess does not imply evaporation
because precipitation inputs along a LMWL with slopes different from eight will
also vary in d-excess, regardless of any subsequent evaporation. Accordingly, the
line-conditioned excess (lc-excess), defined relative to LMWLs (lc-excess = δ2H –
slopeLMWL × δ18O – interceptLMWL) is more appropriate for inferring terrestrial
evaporation (Landwehr and Coplen 2006). Shallow soil lc-excess values can be well
below zero, even in humid climates (Sprenger et al. 2016). Low lc-excess values
are especially common following extended warm periods without rain (Sprenger
et al. 2018b), e.g., in summer and early autumn (Fig. 18.5d). Although few tree ring
isotopic studies have used both δ2H and δ18O from plant tissue in conjunction (but
see Voelker et al. 2014), this area of research is advancing because this dual-isotope
approach can provide new insights into past evaporative conditions (see Chaps. 10
and 11). Alternatively, evaporation effects in dual isotope space can also be ‘compen-
sated’ by assuming theoretical evaporation lines (which can be notably different than
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Fig. 18.6 Soil–water isotope values compared to the estimated seasonal precipitation inputs at
those sites. All soil–water values are from the growing season, when possible separated as early
(April-June) versus late (July–September) growing season values. Summer and winter precipitation
are defined relative to the solar cycle (thus, for the tropical sites, winter is not necessarily colder).
“Shallow” includes depths from 5–30 cm; “Deep” includes depths from 30–100 cm (and to 300 cm
for the Nebraska and Luxembourg sites). The studies are as follows: Arid shrubland in China (Zhou
et al. 2011), Arid woodlands in Arizona (Snyder and Williams 2000), mesic woodland in Nebraska
(Eggemeyer et al. 2009), Floodplain forest in Switzerland (Bertrand et al. 2014), Mediterranean
oaks in Portugal (Kurz-Besson et al. 2006), sites in Luxembourg (Sprenger et al. 2016c), Subtropical
forest in southern China (Rong et al. 2011), humid montane forest in North Carolina (Berry et al.
2014), aHumid conifer forest (Brooks et al. 2010), and amontane tropical rainforest (Goldsmith et al.
2012). Precipitation data are calculated using the online isotope in precipitation calculator: http://
wateriso.utah.edu/waterisotopes/. Note that precipitation estimates can be imprecise; for example,
in the Goldsmith et al. study, positive δ18O values for summer rainfall are common. Also, note that
the most evaporative enriched soil waters are unlikely to be a substantial source to plants because
there is usually minimal water content in these locations

empirical ‘evaporation’ lines) and relating soil and plant waters to their precipitation
sources (Benettin et al. 2018; Bowen et al. 2018), for insights into how soil–water is
recharged by precipitation.

http://wateriso.utah.edu/waterisotopes/
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18.3.3 Predicting Soil Water Isotope Ratios from δPrecip

Methods for predicting the complex interplay between newly infiltrating precipitation
and previously stored water (that is often evaporatively fractionated) could support
more accurate uses of tree-ring isotope ratios. Hydrologists use both mechanistic
simulationmodels and statistical, “lumped”models to represent soil water processes.
Parameterizing those models is data intensive, requiring measurements of soil water
or outflow isotope ratios (e.g., Braud et al. 2005; Haverd and Cuntz 2010; Stumpp
et al. 2012; Mueller et al. 2014; Sprenger et al. 2015) to capture the dominant mixing
processes (Sect. 3.1), towards generating simulated rooting-zone water isotope time
series. While such models can be effective, requiring data-driven parametrizations
undermines their usefulness with long tree-ring isotopic records. Given that soil
water is an ensemble of fractions of previous precipitation events, soil–water can be
estimated as a distribution of those past events (Groh et al. 2018; Benettin et al. 2019);
thus transfer functions capturing a statistical relationship between inputs and outputs
may be more practical than mechanistic models and outperform estimates implying
that soils contain an even mixture of annual precipitation. Otherwise, syntheses of
growing season soil–water isotopes measurements show some generalities that aid
in constraining expectations.

Soil water δ18O generally deviates from local δPrecip across a wide range of sites
(as shown here; Fig. 18.6). Shallow soil–water is isotopically heavier than the typical
seasonal precipitation inputs, especially in arid regions, demonstrating strong evap-
orative enrichment. This pattern diminishes from arid to humid (left to right), with
exceptions occurring in sites with extended dry seasons (e.g., during the dry summer
in Portugal and following the dry winter in Mexico; Fig. 18.6). In regions where the
growing season involves more continuous evaporation, soil water δ18O in the late
growing season is usually higher than early growing season δ18O (Fig. 18.6); thus,
changes in soil water δ18O throughout a season can be confounded with changes
in depth of uptake. Importantly, these highly enriched shallow soil waters should
be scarce and under high tension after undergoing significant evaporation, and thus
they are not likely to be the primary water source to trees; furthermore, most tree
radial growth occurs near the beginning of the growing season (Zweifel et al. 2006;
Swidrak et al. 2013), often prior to the development of strong evaporation signatures
in soil water isotope ratios. Hence, tree source waters recorded in tree ring δcellulose
are unlikely to have δSource values that are as high as late-season shallow soil water
values (Fig. 18.6).

In wetter regions, evaporation effects are less prominent and thus isotope ratios in
soils tend to be bounded by seasonal δPrecip; however, conditions need to be consid-
ered on a case-by-case basis. For example, the Swiss floodplain forest (Fig. 18.6) is
likely influenced by a riparian aquifer, explaining its lack of evaporative signal; in
general, groundwater tends to be dominated by winter precipitation (Jasechko 2019),
and in this case, groundwater is likely sourced from higher elevation precipitation
(Bertrand et al. 2014). Another prominent feature across these sites is that deeper
soil waters are typically isotopically lighter, because they generally experience less
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evaporation and water with this evaporated signal only partially trickles downward
(i.e., preferential flow), and less variable because of mixing with stored preferen-
tial flow; furthermore, the conventional wisdom is that winter precipitation tends to
percolate deeper because surface soils are drying less during summer. The deeper
soil waters are mostly enveloped by the typical summer and winter δPrecip; notable
exceptions are the driest site, where deeper soil waters may still show strong evap-
orative enrichment, and the tropical rainforest in Mexico, where the original study
(Goldsmith et al. 2012) reports higher precipitation δ18O than those predicted by the
Online Isotopes in Precipitation Calculator (waterisotopes.org). While using these
precipitation predictions provides consistency across studies, δPrecip predictions can
be uncertain across topographically complex regions, especially when predicting
δPrecip in individual years (Sect. 18.2).

These patterns shown (Fig. 18.5) are explainable, albeit not necessarily a-priori
predictable. Nonetheless, our first-order theoretical expectation should be that with
larger fluxes (i.e., precipitation inputs) or shallower rooting zones (smaller storages),
soil–water turnover times are higher and thus they should more reflect in-phase
precipitation isotope values (i.e., growing season). This general pattern is shown in
xylemwater collected in a snapshot sample across >100 sites in Switzerland, defining
steep climate and elevation gradients (Fig. 18.7a). While estimated δPrecip decreases
near monotonically with elevation, xylem water δ18O does not; these measurements
highlight the influence of climate gradients on δSource. Deviations of xylem water
(and thus soil–water available to those plants) frommean annual δPrecip increase with
elevation and precipitation amount (Fig. 18.7b), which mostly co-vary in Switzer-
land; thus, the drier region trees used out-of-season precipitation whereas the wet-
region trees use growing-season precipitation, demonstrating the higher turnover
in wetter regions. This one example demonstrates how considering the relationship
betweenmore precipitation and higher turnover times can guide evaluations of δSource
variations across sites.

18.4 Roots and Uptake Patterns

Patterns in root water uptake add another layer of uncertainty to assumptions about
how δxylem relates to annual δPrecip. Earlier, we discussed how soils do not behave like
sponges that store and perfectly reflect the isotopic composition of annual rainfall.
Similarly, the water that roots take up does not perfectly reflect the isotopic compo-
sition of the average soil water. In this section, we highlight how roots take up water,
and how those processes influence δSource.

Water flows from soils into plants along a passive water potential gradient known
as the soil–plant atmosphere continuum (SPAC).Water enters trees primarily through
their non-suberized fine roots along an apoplastic route, and minimally through a
symplastic route where water is actively transported across cell membranes. Water
traveling along the SPAC apoplastically does not isotopically fractionate (Dawson
and Ehleringer 1991, 1993), albeit analytical errors can occur and soil and plant
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Fig. 18.7 a Annual precipitation and xylem water δ18O versus elevation and b xylem water δ18O
differences from precipitation δ18O versus mean-annual precipitation amount in Switzerland; eleva-
tion and annual precipitation are largely collinear here. Panel a shows decreasing δ18O of precipi-
tation with increasing elevation, which is true for most locations on Earth. However, xylem-water
(mid-summer values) δ18O did not decrease with elevation. This probably relates to the greater
precipitation amounts in higher elevations driving shorter soil–water turnover times, such that the
water stored in soils is more in-phase with current precipitation (i.e., wetter climate soils store
more summer precipitation in summer). Panel b shows the relationship between xylem-water δ18O
at the same sites, but as deviations from annual precipitation δ18O which range from −3 to 5 ‰
δ18O; in wetter areas, this δ18O deviation increases (r = 0.59 and Spearman’s ρ = 0.47, p < 0.001),
consistent with the greater soil–water turnover. Considering these relationships allows for avoiding
the systematic biases that can result from assuming that xylem water equals annual precipitation
across climatologically distinct sites

water are not always identical in a given instance in time (Vargas et al. 2017; Penna
et al. 2018; Barbeta et al. 2020). However, plants that do use symplastic transport for
water uptake, such as salt tolerant plants that exclude salts from uptake pathways,
have shown isotopic fractionation of 2Hduringwater uptake (Lin andSternberg 1993;
Ellsworth andWilliams 2007). Many salt-excluding species have a highly developed
Casparian strip which impedes apoplastic water movement into the endodermis,
forcing water through symplastic routes crossing cell membranes. The symplastic
route of water movement allows for exclusion of unwanted molecules such as salts,
but costs energy for active transport. The energy required for disassociating hydrogen
bonding of individual water molecules is greatest for water molecules containing 2H,
compared to other isotopologues of water (Clark and Fritz 1997). As a result, water
within stems of salt tolerant species has lower δ2H values relative to the source water,
without having measurable differences in δ18O (Lin and Sternberg 1993; Ellsworth
and Williams 2007).

For the majority of tree species with apoplastic water uptake, water within the
xylem approximates a spatially integratedmixture of soil water froma plant’s popula-
tion of fine unsuberized roots, proportional to their uptake rates. Therefore, the origin
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of water within the xylem will depend on a plant’s root distribution and water uptake
rates. Roots decline in density asymptotically with soil depth, with the majority of
plant roots occurring within the upper 30 cm of the soil profile (Gale and Grigal
1987; Jackson et al. 1996; Warren et al. 2005). For tree species, the percentage of
roots in the upper 30 cm varies from a high of 83% in boreal forests, to a low
of 52% in temperate coniferous forests (Jackson et al. 1996). However, variation
between sites was highly dependent on soil texture, water availability, and depth
to water table, permafrost, or rock. In general, roots are deeper in seasonally dry
regions and shallower in regions where soils remain wet (Fan et al. 2017). Thus, in
humid regions, not only do soils hold waters sourced from recent, growing-season
precipitation (Sect. 18.3), trees are more shallowly rooted and likely use shallower
water which should generally be composed of more recent precipitation (Figs. 18.7
and 18.8). In contrast, drier regions likely contain a long-duration mixture of past
precipitation and trees are more deeply rooted and thus likely use deeper waters that
have dampened and lagged expressions of δPrecip. Xylem water from deeply rooted
trees should rarely express the highly evaporated waters observed in shallow soils
in the same sites (Figs. 18.7 and 18.8). Some roots can extend down far below the
soil bedrock interface allowing them to access deep water reserves (Canadell et al.
1996). Thus while the majority of roots are located in the top of the soil profile,

Fig. 18.8 Mean growing season xylem-water isotope values as a deviation from annual precipita-
tion δ18O, plotted against site mean annual precipitation amount; these are data from the same sites
as those in Fig. 18.6, minus the Luxembourg sites because they lacked xylem water measurements.
Note that xylem water does not reflect evaporative enrichment above δPrecip as strongly as does soil
water (Fig. 18.6) because trees often use deeper waters, although the high variability in the driest
site likely results from evaporation effects. Xylem water in wetter sites is generally more enriched
compared mean precipitation (r = 0.67, p < 0.05), in contrast with the expected effects of evapora-
tive enrichment being greater in drier sites; this presumably reflects the presence of shallower roots
and more in-growing-season precipitation in soils of wetter regions
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rooting depths can extend below 50 m allowing trees access to many isotopically
different water pools.

In some cases, a subset of roots can account for themajority ofwater uptake,which
can explain dissimilarities between physical root distributions and isotope-inferred
uptake depths. If all roots were equally taking up water, then the proportion of water
acquired from different depths would match the distribution of fine roots; however,
root water uptake rates vary with depth depending on root hydraulic properties, soil
moisture content and soil water potential. When soils are at field capacity and both
soilwater content and plantwater potential are high, small gradients inwater potential
are associated with relatively large fluxes of water. The majority of root water uptake
during these periods is from the upper soil layer where rooting density is high. As
soils dry, equivalent drops in soil water potential yield smaller and smaller volumes
of water since soil moisture release curves relating water potential to water content
are non-linear (Selker et al. 1999). Rootwater uptake shifts to deeper layers as the soil
moisture content in the upper soils decreases (Warren et al. 2005; Brooks et al. 2006).
The ability of roots to extract water also varies by species and with depth in the soil.
Meinzer et al. (2007) found that relative uptake per root area increased with rooting
depth for both Douglas-fir and western hemlock. Plants with roots extending far
beyond the soil can access rock water and deep water aquifers which can sometimes
make up a substantial portion of xylem water even though only a small proportion
of roots extend to those depths (Schwinning 2010; Oshun et al. 2016), regardless of
shallow root abundances. Phreatophytes–plants using groundwater–often have deep
taproots reaching water tables which can account for a large portion of their water
uptake, even though the taproot is a small portion of their rooting system (Burgess
et al. 2000; Hultine et al. 2003a, b). Thus, roots at deeper depths are not only likely to
be rooted in soils or substrates that maintain moisture for longer, these deep roots can
transport more water, compensating for the relatively fewer roots at deeper depths
in soil profiles. Ultimately, the isotopic composition of xylem water of an individual
tree will reflect the integrated isotopic composition of soil water accessed by that
tree’s roots, weighted by those root’s water uptake rates.

Isotopic approaches has been used extensively to understand the dynamics of
root water uptake, and niche partitioning of soil water resources by plants within a
community (e.g., Ehleringer et al. 1991; Meinzer et al. 2007; Goldsmith et al. 2012;
Guo et al. 2018). Inferring uptake depth using isotopes requires known isotopic vari-
ation within the soil either spatially, temporally or both (see Sect. 18.3). Generally,
spatial variation in soil water isotopic composition is measured along a depth profile,
but spatial variation within a soil layer is also likely (e.g., Goldsmith et al. 2019), and
the isotopic composition of water being extracted by roots may not match the bulk
isotopic composition of soil water within a layer. Where exactly root tips are located
within a layer (e.g., within or around soil pedons) will influence water potential and
content they experience, and which water pool they can take up. Spatial variation in
all of these factors is complicated even when soils are relatively uniform (McCully
1999; Carminati et al. 2010). While water flows passively along a water potential
gradient, roots are alive and the rhizosphere around roots are filled with living organ-
isms that can excrete compounds that can change water potentials (McCully 1999).
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Additionally,mycorrhiza have been shown to transportwater that is taken upbyplants
(Warren et al. 2008). Understanding these living interactions and how they influence
water traveling along the SPAC has implications for the isotopic composition of
xylem water; this is an active area of research.

Another complicating factor in determining the source of water uptake within the
soil is hydraulic redistribution. Hydraulic redistribution is the passive movement of
soil water from one region of the soil to another via roots along a water potential
gradient (Caldwell and Richards 1989; Caldwell et al. 1998; Neumann and Cardon
2012). When plants are transpiring, the water potential gradient within the plant
drives water flow to the leaves and the atmosphere. However, if transpiration stops,
e.g., during the night, then water can flow along potential gradients within the soil.
Generally, water will flow from moist soils at depth to the dryer surface soils, and
this process was originally described as hydraulic lift. However, water can flow
downward via roots after rains (Ryel 2004), as well as laterally (Brooks et al. 2002,
2006), prompting the more generalized term of hydraulic redistribution. Hydraulic
redistribution would act to mute isotopic variation within the soil profile, but the
volumes of water that are released to the soil are small compared to the volume of
water within the soil (Neumann and Cardon 2012). For example, at 5% soil water
content, 10 cm of soil would hold 5 mm of water, but rates of hydraulic redistribution
are around 0.02 mm within 10 cm of soil per night, several orders of magnitude
smaller than the water content (Warren et al. 2007). In addition, the water excreted
from the root during the night is the first water to be taken up as transpiration begins
again, so isotopic differences between redistributedwater and the soilwaterwould not
accumulate over time. Thus, the resulting isotopic shifts in soil water are unlikely
to be detectable unless a strong isotopic label is used (Brooks et al. 2002, 2006),
implying that they are unlikely to strongly influence tree-ring isotope applications.

Roots extract and integrate water from different pores and depths, and thus δSource
variations are dampened compared to those of individual soil samples. Nonetheless,
temporal variation in soils and xylem water sources can manifest in δSource varying
spatially and temporally, introducing challenges to tree-ring δ2H and δ18O inter-
pretations. Furthermore, xylem water concurrently sampled from individual trees
or branches in the same site can vary by 1–2 ‰ δ18O (Goldsmith et al. 2019).
Thus, uncertainties and variations in source waters (and thus δSource) should always
be assumed. Nonetheless, plant-rooting characteristics are a tertiary control over
δSource, because roots can only extract water from that which is input to the system as
precipitation and held in the subsurface rooting zone (i.e., the primary and secondary
controls). Therefore, discussion of how rooting depth relates to δSource depends on
some understanding of δPrecip, its variations, and how it resides in soils.

Foliar uptake is an alternative uptake pathway that bypasses root and soil
processes. The uptake of water on leaf surfaces, typically occurring under foggy,
humid conditions (Simonin et al. 2009; Gerlein-Safdi et al. 2018) when plants have
lower water potentials (Goldsmith et al. 2013), represents a potentially different
isotopic signature. These are generally small supplements of water (Gotsch et al.
2014), and identifying their magnitude is difficult because the isotopic effects of
foliar uptake are also not always distinguishable from the back diffusion into stomata
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that occurs with transpiration (Goldsmith et al. 2017; Lehmann et al. 2017; also see
Chaps. 10 and 11). Foliar uptake effects on tree-ring isotope ratios are not well
described, but if boundary layer vapor isotope ratios are roughly in equilibrium
with precipitation (see Fiorella et al. 2019), foliar uptake may not have a substantial
effect on δSource; this is because the fluxes are small and the effects match those of the
back diffusion already accounted for in leaf-atmosphere fractionation representations
(Chap. 10).

18.5 Applications and Practical Considerations

18.5.1 Assuming δSource Values to Study Leaf-Climate
Interactions

Knowing the value of δSource is critical for many applications using tree-ring δ18O
(and δ2H) because much of the theory is based on isotopic shifts relative to δSource and
is calculated as �cellulose ≈ δcellulose − δSource (Barbour 2007). Often �cellulose is used
to infer leaf-atmosphere interactions, because transpiration and vapor exchange with
the atmosphere alter the isotopic ratio of leaf water in systematic ways (Chaps. 10
and 11). As a result,�cellulose is used as a proxy for climate and leaf physiology, after
accounting for the many mixing and fractionation processes that occur during the
incorporation of leaf water into cellulose (see Chaps. 10, 13, and 16). Thus, accurate
knowledgeor predictions of δSource through timeare key to accurate�cellulose estimates
and interpretations.

A common assumption for estimating δSource to calculate �cellulose of an annual
increment is that δSource is equal to long-term mean δPrecip at a given location.
Indeed, trees integrate soil water both temporally and spatially so that the annual
value of δSource is often bounded by the annual range of δPrecip inputs to a site (unless
the trees use shallow soil waters that are especially fractionated by evaporation).
Soils could possibly be an unbiased mixture of a year’s precipitation, but in most
scenarios (especially in more humid regions), the rooting-zone in soils can only hold
a small fraction of a year’s precipitation: e.g., consider that most roots are within the
upper 30 cm of soil (Gale and Grigal 1987), which could hold a maximum of 90 mm
of precipitation if the field capacity is 30%. In contrasting settings with deep roots,
water may only occasionally percolate to the deeper depths that disproportionately
supply trees. Thus, where evaporation ratios or seasonal variation in δPrecip is large,
δSource could deviate (systematically) from long-term mean δPrecip by several ‰ δ18O
or tens of ‰ δ2H.

Assuming δSource is always equal to long-term mean δPrecip, and thereby also
assuming that δPrecip is constant over time (Fig. 18.4) can confound interpretations
of inter-annual variations in �cellulose. To mitigate temporal uncertainties, where
possible, one can:
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• Select siteswhere soil or xylemwater isotope ratios have beenmeasured over years
of contrasting meteorological conditions to test how dry or wet years affect the
soil–water or xylem-water isotope ratios, e.g., to rule out their influence on signals
that are assumed to be due to �cellulose. For measuring soil water, bulk samples
(e.g., taken with an auger) should be used because suction lysimeters sample
water that is more likely to drain quickly and not contribute to transpiration. For
xylem water, twigs or cores should be collected. Both soils and xylem material
should be sampled a few times throughout the growing season and extracted water
by cryogenic vacuum distillation (see the discussion on sampling in Penna et al.
2018).

• Select sites where inter-annual variations in δSource are small, e.g., because δPrecip
variations are small, or trees use streamwater or groundwater with a less dynamic
stable isotope signature (e.g. Ulrich et al. 2019). Interestingly, these site conditions
for stable δSource contrast with the droughty edaphic sites where tree-ring widths
are more responsive to temperature, precipitation, or humidity, and thus droughty
sites are often preferred for dendroclimatological applications.

• Select sites where long records of δPrecip exist, or where magnitudes of inter-
annual variations in mean δPrecip can be constrained using publicly available δPrecip
datasets, which should provide a basis for estimations of uncertainties in assuming
constant δSource.

• If there are no means of estimating δPrecip and δSource variability, then uncertainties
in δSource should be assumed and interpreted accordingly.While values of assumed
uncertainty cannot be universally prescribed, Figs. 18.4 and 18.8 show potential
ranges of inter-annual δPrecip variability and δSource- δPrecip differences that can
occur.

Assuming δSource is always equal to long-term mean δPrecip can confound inter-
pretations of spatial variations in �cellulose across climate gradients. For example,
deviations of δSource from mean annual δPrecip can depend on climate (Fig. 18.7). To
mitigate spatial uncertainties associated with δSource, where possible, one can:

• Select sites where trees have predictable sources with relatively stable isotope
ratios (e.g., obligate phreatophytes), and measure their xylem water isotopic
values.

• Select siteswhere precipitation, xylem and/or soil water isotopic data are available
or can be measured to estimate how δSource relates to δPrecip.

• Select sites with similar climates, soils, and species to where past studies have
estimated the relationship of δSource to mean δPrecip.

• Search online isotopic databases for δPrecip data and streamwater isotope time
series (i.e. IAEA Global Network of Isotopes in Rivers, GNIR, Water Isotope
Database wiDB, waterisotopes.org, etc.). These data can be used to estimate the
mean isotope ratio of evapotranspired waters (see Eq. 21 in Kirchner and Allen,
2020).

• If there is no way to estimate or constrain how δSource differs from mean annual
δPrecip, then δSource can be assumed to have uncertainties of magnitudes reflecting
the seasonal amplitude in δPrecip (Fig. 18.3).
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Assuming δSource is always equal to long-term mean δPrecip can confound inter-
pretations of species or individual-tree differences in �cellulose, even at the same site.
Many species and individuals use different water pools in the subsurface (e.g., due to
differences in rooting depths). Tomitigate inter species uncertainties, where possible,
one can:

• Select sites where all species use groundwater or soil waters δ18O is relatively
homogenous (which should involve measuring xylem water δ18O to document
the similarity between species).

• Measure xylem water δ18O over a growing season to benchmark expected differ-
ences between δSource and δPrecip for each species. This assumes that measurements
of δPrecip are available or are also measured.

• Select sites where rooting depth information is available for the species of interest.
Insights into the relative rooting depths can be used to understand how δSource may
differ in time for different trees at the same site (e.g., a tree that uses shallowwater
exclusively may experience more inter-annual variation in δSource than does one
that uses deeper soil water with less variation in δ18O).

• Assume that trees within a single site vary substantially, and the variation is
not always attributable to species. The mean within-plot range was 1.8 ‰ for
the xylem-water samples in Fig. 18.7. Without some information on δSource or
rooting depth, it may be impossible to interpret species or individual differences
in �cellulose.

18.5.2 Inferring the Source of Water from Tree Rings Isotope
Ratios

Another application of tree-ring δ18O ratios is identifying the water sources used by
trees. Often questions pertain to inferring changes in sources ofwater to trees (e.g., by
depth, or between soilwater, streamwater andgroundwater), across species, climates,
landscapes, or time (e.g., (Sargeant et al. 2020; Miller et al. 2006; Sarris et al. 2013;
Saurer et al. 2016; Sargeant and Singer 2016). All of these questions require first
accounting for the fractionationundergone fromsource-water to cellulose, a sequence
known to vary with meteorological conditions, species, and canopy position (this is
the subject of Chaps. 10, 11 and 13); it should also be noted that constraining the
leaf-atmosphere exchange fractionation sequence described in Chaps. 10, 11, and 13
also assumes knowledge of the isotopic ratio of ambient atmospheric water vapor,
which can be out of equilibrium with local water sources (Fiorella et al. 2019).

After accounting for leaf-level fractionation effects, this application assumes that
residual variations in cellulose δ18O reflect variations in δSource. Indeed δsource
can be substantially different between pools: shallow soil waters are often isotopi-
cally heavier (than deeper soil water, river water, or groundwater), because they are
influenced more by evaporative fractionation, and they are also more likely to be
sourced from recent growing season precipitation that is isotopically heavier than
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winter precipitation in most extra-tropical regions; Fig. 18.3). Alternatively, deeper
soils, groundwater, and streamwater tend to be isotopically lighter than shallow soil
water because they recharge more in colder seasons or often from higher eleva-
tions (Sect. 18.3). However, interpretations of source waters from cellulose need to
consider the following possible confounding factors.

First, it needs to be recognized that predicting source water isotope ratios from
cellulose requires estimating leaf-water evaporative enrichment and fractionation
processes that occur with sugar assimilation. These processes can be uncertain and
their effect size can be similar or greater in magnitude than the effects of δSource
variation (Song et al. 2014). As a starting point to constrain those processes, inter-
annual variations in temperature and relative humidity are key data, which can be
applied in models to constrain expected inter-annual variability attributable to leaf
fractionation processes (Sargeant et al. 2020; Cernusak et al. 2016). These processes
(described in Chap. 11–13) must be constrained prior to estimating source waters
from cellulose.

Second, inter-annual variations within a water source can confound the ability to
separate between the use of different water sources over time. For example, source
differentiation will be confounded if (a) the range of isotope ratios in those sources
vary amongyears (e.g., shallow soils are isotopically lighter in yearswith less summer
precipitation because they are not diluted by summer rain’s higher δPrecip), (b) values
of δPrecip are anomalously high or low in a given year, (c) the growing seasons and thus
water uptake seasons differed among years such that the rings reflect larger propor-
tions of uptake during either spring (light, less evaporated) or late summer (heavy,
more evaporated). To mitigate uncertainties in interpreting source water signals,
where possible, one can:

• Select sites where seasonal and inter-annual isotope variations are smaller, such
as lower elevation or more coastal regions, but where the potential sources have
large isotopic differences. If the goal is to identify inter-annual differences in use
of groundwater relative to soil water, select sites where groundwater is sourced by
rain frommuch higher elevations so that its influence can be clearly distinguished
(e.g., Oerter et al. 2019).

• To account for inter-annual cellulose isotopic variations attributable to inter-
annual variations in δPrecip, select regions where inter-annual δPrecip was measured,
or estimate likely ranges of inter-annual δPrecip to see whether they could explain
tree-ring variations.

• To rule out the possibility that inter-annual isotope signatures change because the
mixtures of seasonal precipitation in soils, groundwater, or streams are changing,
examine inter-seasonal precipitation amount variations (and δPrecip seasonal ampli-
tude) to seewhether their effects onweighted-mean annual δPrecip are large enough
to explain inter-annual variations in ring isotope ratios (e.g., during the calibra-
tion period when data are available). These data are more widely available than
records of inter-annual variation in δPrecip.

• To rule out the influence of variations in the radial growth season, use dendrometer
records of radial growth phenology to indicate how growing season varies; this
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issue may not matter if intra-annual (e.g., early-wood versus late-wood) isotope
variations are small anyway.

Third, confounding factors in inferring site-and-species differences in source can
arise, for example, when (a) comparing across soils or landscapes where water
turnover times differ due to storage capacity or climate (e.g., a soil in a verywet region
might hold recent precipitationwhereas one in a dry sitemay contain several previous
years of precipitation) (b) comparing across soils where infiltration processes differ
and include substantial bypass flow (e.g., allowing more recent precipitation to show
up lower in soil profiles or in stream or groundwater sources), or (c) species differ
in growth and water-uptake seasons such that isotopic differences might reflect trees
taking up water from the same pools but at different times. To mitigate uncertainties,
where possible, one can:

• Select trees that co-occupy sites (or at least occupying sites with similar climates
and soils) to rule out the effects of soils differences in species comparisons.

• Use multi-seasonal xylem water measurements to show that potential sources
across sites similarly respond to precipitation inputs and seasonal climate vari-
ations, to rule out the possibility that tree-ring isotope variations are due to soil
and δPrecip dynamics, rather than changes in sources used by trees.

And last, confounding factors in inferring intra-annual variations (i.e., from sub-
annual slices of cellulose) in sources can arise, for example when (a) water that
was enriched due to evaporation from stems over winter (Treydte et al. 2014) is
incorporated in early radial growth, (b) sources change isotopically throughout the
growing season, confounding estimates of the relative use of each source, (e.g., rain
dilutes evaporatively enriched soils resulting in profiles that are inverse to the more
typical ones seen in growing seasons; Figs. 18.5 and 18.6). To mitigate uncertainties,
where possible, one can:

• Interpret the earliest early-wood isotope values cautiously to avoidmisinterpreting
the effects of evaporative enrichment throughout the dormant seasons or of stored
carbohydrates that contain source information from previous years.

• Unless the potential end-members are consistently very distinct, use a cali-
brated physical model to account for the source-water dynamics and interactions;
these finer scale dynamics should be considered when making finer-resolution
inferences from sub-annual isotopic variations.

18.6 Conclusions

Geographic, vertical, and temporal variations in the isotopic composition of potential
water sources to plants should be considered when interpreting tree-ring δ18O or
δ2H. While tree rings provide opportunity for studying these variations, there are
many potential confounding factors. When interpreting tree-ring isotope ratios, the
relative influences of source water variations versus climate and physiology effects
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on leaf-water enrichment (Chaps. 10 and 11) should both be considered; there are
only few circumstances where spatiotemporal variability in source water isotopic
composition can be ignored. There are many reasons why one ring, one tree, or one
site may have more enriched δ18O or δ2H than another, and these could result in
confounded interpretations; Table 18.1 demonstrates this challenge by offering a list
of hypothetical explanations for heavier-than-normal δ18O in a ring. Nonetheless, by
recognizing the full suite of controlling processes (Sects. 18.2, 18.3, and 18.4), many
potential confounding factors can be eliminated when interpreting data (Sect. 18.5).
Accounting for source-water isotope variations involves first examining the average
and seasonal precipitation inputs to a site (Figs. 18.3 and 18.4), then considering
how fast soil–water pools may turnover and how evaporation may affect their isotope
ratios (Figs. 18.5, 18.6, 18.7), and last, considering which soil-waters will be taken
up by trees (Figs. 18.7 and 18.8). Fortunately, soil–water-transport and plant-uptake

Table 18.1 There are many causes for high or low δ18O in tree rings. Here are many exam-
ples of diverse, potentially contrasting ecohydrological explanations for heavier-than-average δ18O
in a single ring—commonly assumed to result from greater leaf water enrichment in drier years
(Chap. 10)—demonstrating how the interaction among climate, soil, and tree processes can compli-
cate interpreting tree-ring δ18O. With knowledge of the system and conditions, many of these
alternative hypothetical explanations can be dismissed

Scenario Hypothetical interpretation: high δ18O
reflects…

Explanation: high δ18O results from…

1 dry summers – strong evaporative enrichment of leaf
water (i.e., independent of source water)

2 wet summers – more summer precipitation (which has
heavier δ18O) falling and thus it
composes a larger fraction of
rhizosphere storage

3 dry summers – evaporative enrichment of soil water

4 wet summers – trees growing radially later into summer
when soil waters have higher δ18O, as
opposed to just during spring (when soil
water has lower δ18O)

5 dry summers – trees growing and incorporating xylem
water only in early spring, when waters
stored in plants can be enriched in δ18O
because of evaporation from stems
throughout winter (more common in
deciduous trees)

6 wet summers – trees being able to rely on just shallow
waters, which are more evaporatively
enriched in heavy isotopes

7 dry winters – a lack of winter (lower δ18O)
precipitation in soil storage

8 any conditions – from precipitation having higher δ18O
values than in normal years
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dynamics both tend to correspond with climate, allowing source water to be partially
predictable and interpretable. Understanding these processes and moving beyond
assuming that source-waters isotopic compositions are constant or equal to that of
long-term mean precipitation is an important step towards improved interpretation
of tree-ring isotope ratios.
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Chapter 19
Climate Signals in Stable Isotope
Tree-Ring Records

Mary Gagen, Giovanna Battipaglia, Valerie Daux, Josie Duffy,
Isabel Dorado-Liñán, Laia Andreu Hayles, Elisabet Martínez-Sancho,
Danny McCarroll, Tatiana A. Shestakova, and Kerstin Treydte

Abstract In this chapter we introduce the climate signal in stable isotope tree-ring
records, with the emphasis on temperate forests. The development of the subdisci-
pline is recapped followed by an exploration of isotope dendroclimatic records by
geography and, broadly, by isotopic species. Whilst there are still questions to be
answered around signal strength and age-related effects in different environments
and in different species, the proxy is now contributing to palaeoclimatology in a
far greater way than in the days of the first hints of ‘isotope tree thermometers’.
We include two summary tables. Table 19.1 exemplifies the range of climate infor-
mation available from stable carbon isotope time series and Table 19.2 explores
oxygen isotope proxy signals. Due to the greater complexity seen in stable carbon
isotope interpretations we explore response groupingswith example references given
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for each category of proxy response. Finally, we summarize the state of the art in
isotope dendroclimatology and discuss possible future directions.

19.1 Introduction

Our understanding of the climate variability of the last two thousand years has been
significantly aided by large, network tree-ring reconstructions, the dendroclimatic
contribution to which is based almost exclusively on ring width and density data
(e.g. PAGES 2k Consortium 2013, 2017; Neukom et al. 2019; Esper et al. 2014;
Luterbacher et al. 2016). However, the increase in proxy data availability, for example
of temperature reconstructions (Wilson et al. 2016; Mann et al. 1999; Helama et al.
2002;McCarroll et al. 2013; Linderholm et al. 2014; Dorado-Liñán et al. 2012, 2015;
Klippel et al. 2019) has been accompanied by an understanding of the vital need for
more information, at greater spatial resolutions, for more regions and including more
variables than warm season temperatures (Smerdon and Pollack 2016; Gouirand
et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2010). There is a particular need for additional tree-ring
data from areas spatially underrepresented in climate proxy databases, in order to
capture the regional signature of past climate variability (Smerdon and Pollack 2016).
A key drive is an emerging picture of significant differences in the magnitude and
dynamics of forced and internal climate variability which requires stronger regional
detail through high-resolution regional reconstructions of multiple climate variables
(e.g. Gagen et al. 2016; Smerdon and pollack 2016; Young et al. 2019).

Tree-ring width and density-based dendroclimatology has, in the last ten years,
coalesced around four key efforts. To: (a) improve reconstructions of large scale
changes to explore the hemispheric temperature signature of climate change, (b) to
expand the geographic reach of regional temperature reconstructions to explore the
dynamics of forced and internal variability, (c) to increase the breadth and depth of our
understanding of the temporal variations in proxy records and the statistical finger-
prints of different reconstruction methods and, (d) to expand the non-temperature
(e.g. hydroclimate) potential of the tree-ring archive. Stable isotope measurements
from tree rings, both annual and non-annual, contain valuable climatic, physio-
logical and environmental information that can contribute to these research drives
(McCarroll and Loader 2004). Here we review the research frontier in stable isotope
dendroclimatology and explore the subject’s contribution to palaeoclimate science.

19.1.1 The Development of Stable Isotope Measurements
from Tree Rings

A cluster of studies carried out in the 1970s (Libby and Pandolfi 1974; Epstein and
Yapp 1976; Libby et al. 1976;Yapp andEpstein 1977), began the process of exploring
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what environmental information could be accessed by measuring isotopic variations
in tree rings (see also Chap. 1). These early studies explored a range of isotope
species and, whilst the methods were evolving, the earliest and most critical studies
were of relevance to the exploration of both the water and carbon isotopes. Early
tree-ring isotope time series were based largely on samples from a single tree, which
required a huge time andmonetary cost to produce and used a variety ofmeasurement
methodologies, analyzing pools of years together and often not extracting samples
to cellulose before measurement. However, without the quantitative knowledge of
how plant functions fractionate isotopes as they moved through the metabolic path-
ways of photosynthesis, and physically around the plant, and how sensitive these
fractionations are to temperature changes, the tantalizing evidence for a new climate
proxy was effectively stalled until the underlying fractionation theoretical frame-
works were in place. When this happened in the 1980s and 1990s (e.g. Farquhar
et al. 1982, 1989b; Francey and Farquhar 1982; Marshall and Monserud 1996) we
were able to state unequivocally that stable isotope ratios measured from tree rings
provided a usable environmental archive for the first time (see Chaps. 9, 10and 13).

Early isotopic investigations on blocks of whole wood showed relatively little
similarity in common isotopic signal (see Craig 1954; Farmer and Baxter 1974;
Pearman et al. 1976; Libby and Pandolfi 1974). Whole wood contains varying
amounts of resins and waxes, as well as lignin and cellulose (see Chap. 5). Without
extracting and separating such components prior to analysis, it is difficult to obtain
a common environmental signal not masked by noise from the isotopically hetero-
geneous resins, waxes and lignin. This problem was worked through by Epstein and
Yapp (1977) and Wilson and Grinsted (1977). From this point onwards, it gradually
became the working norm to extract tree-ring samples from wood to cellulose (or
cellulose nitrate for δD in order to ensure that only non-exchangeable hydrogen is
analyzed (Epstein and Krishnamurthy 1990) and Chap. 11), prior to the analysis
of stable isotope ratios (Bradley 1985). Wilson and Grinsted (1977) established the
methodology for cellulose extraction, based on the works of Green (1963), the so
called ‘Jayme-Wise’ method. It is this method, or the alternative Brendel method
(Brendel et al. 2000) that are generally used to extract whole wood tree-ring samples
to cellulose still, often in fast batch processing systems to reduce lab time (Loader
et al. 1997). Andreu-Hayles et al. (2019) summarizes the state of the art in isotope
dendroclimatology preparation options (see also Chap. 5).

There is evidence that, with non-resinous species in particular, using whole wood
can increase the efficiency of sample processing and still retain common signal
coherence (Loader et al. 2003). The use of whole wood in isotopic tree-ring studies
was encouraged by the revelation that there is a high degree of coherence between
δ13C derived from cellulose and that from (resin-extracted) whole wood, with an
offset between 1.5 and 3‰ (e.g. Loader et al. 2003) with variability between tree
taxa. As the majority of climate reconstructions derived from stable isotope time
series do not use absolute isotopic values, such an offset does not have consequences
for reconstruction accuracy, and analyzing resin-extracted whole wood can heavily
reduce lab time. A suite of studies has now developed climate reconstructions from
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stable carbon isotope series based on whole wood measurements (e.g. Verheyden
et al. 2005; Harlow et al. 2006).

Multiyear andmulti-tree poolingmethodologies have once again become popular,
following increased knowledge about the between-tree levels of isotopic variability
for commonly samples tree species (seeChaps. 4 and 6). Thesemethods considerably
increase time efficiency and reduce costswhile providing comparable results to single
tree studies, if certain conditions are met (Dorado-Liñán et al. 2011; Woodley et al.
2012).

For several decades after the palaeoclimatic potential of the stable isotope tree-
ring proxies was first explored following the establishment of the models describing
isotopic fractionation in C3 plants (e.g. Burk and Stuiver 1981; Farquhar et al. 1982),
the literature remained dominated by single site studies with results from a few tree
cores,with relatively low sample replication (Ramesh et al. 1986;Buhay andEdwards
1995; Anderson et al. 1998; Gagen et al. 2004, 2006; McCarroll and Pawellek 1998,
2001). Such studies offered exciting evidence of a strong, new climate proxy (McCar-
roll and Loader 2004) but its exploitationwas limited by the time and costs associated
with mass spectrometric analysis. The 2000s were thus marked by methodology
developments that could be explored with low sample numbers, rather than large
replication climate reconstructions from stable isotope dendroclimatology. There
were hints of relatively simple age-related trends in carbon isotope time series (Gagen
et al. 2007, 2008) and, eventually, in oxygen (Duffy et al. 2017, 2019; Büntgen et al.
2020) as compared to ring width proxies. Aspects remain to be explored, however,
because there are mixed results from different species and sites (Treydte et al. 2006;
Esper et al. 2010; Brienen et al. 2017). Non-climatic trends inmulti-tree stable carbon
isotope time series also revealed information on changing plant carbon water rela-
tionships (Gagen et al. 2011a; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2011) useful to future climate
projections where an accurate estimate of physiological forcing from the biosphere
is needed. Methods for pre-reconstruction corrections for the effects of the changing
stable isotopic composition of atmospheric CO2 (McCarroll and Loader 2004) and
for the bulk rise in atmospheric CO2 amount (McCarroll et al. 2009) were developed
(see Chaps. 17 and 25).

Advances in analysis increased the sample replication that could be achieved in
a reasonably equipped stable isotope dendroclimatology lab, by an order of magni-
tude (see Chap. 7) (Loader et al. 1997, 2017; Brendel et al. 2000; Gagen et al. 2012).
By the 2010s isotope dendroclimatic reconstructions often had sample replications
equivalent to studies using ring width or density data (Gagen et al. 2011b; Young
et al. 2012a, b, c; Loader et al. 2013). However, the time and cost of producing these
climate reconstructions, using stable isotope mass spectrometry, was astronomical
in comparison to equivalent growth proxy times series based on ring width measure-
ments.Moreover, the general dependence on a laboratory process that involves physi-
cally cutting each ring to be analyzed has limited the exploitation of the stable isotope
tree-ring proxies at a time when they have much to contribute.

Whilst the first tree-ring network analyses using stable isotope data frommultiple
sites are emerging (e.g. Szejner et al. 2016; Young et al. 2019), exploitation of the full
potential of the proxy is still held back by the maximum speed of mass spectrometry,
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as the primary measurement method. At present a high-end stable isotope dendro-
climatology lab uses some version of the following standard methodologies (see
McCarroll and Loader 2004) to prepare samples for, and measure, stable isotopes of
carbon, oxygen and hydrogen.

1. Dating via standard methods generally (see Loader et al. 2019 for an exception).
2. Physically isolating each ring, or a portion of each ring (e.g. latewood), by

cutting.
3. Performing a variety of chemical extractions on individual samples, ranging

from simple resin removal to full extraction to alpha-cellulose.
4. Drain, freeze dry, weigh out and individually ‘wrap’ samples.
5. Perform mass spectrometric analysis.

There is a pressing need to increase the speed, and reduce the cost, at whichwe can
produce stable isotope tree-ring time series in order to reach the sample replication
necessary for statistically high-quality networks of climate reconstructions.

The analysis method noted above typically achieves measurement precisions
around 0.15‰ for δ13C and 0.3‰ for δ18O (σn−1 n = 10) (Loader et al. 2016).
In terms of increasing sampling speeds, at the very best step 1 is carried out by an
ablating laser (Loader et al. 2017) and step 2 skipped in the analysis of non-resinous
tree species. However, a more typical analysis time, from start to finish, is in the
region of one week per 100 samples. Whilst the laborious nature of measuring stable
isotopes by mass spectrometry is a limiting factor, there are other limitations to the
reliance on this technique. Mass spectrometry typically requires a sample of the ring
equivalent to approximately 2–300 μg dry weight of alpha cellulose (Rinne et al.
2005). This can require a whole wood cut of several cubic mm of wood from each
ring.

Stable isotope measurements are routinely reported using the delta notation (‰).
This notation gives the ratio of the heavier to the lighter stable isotope relative to an
isotope standard, in parts permille.V-SMOW (ViennaStandardMeanOceanicWater)
is used as a standard for stable hydrogen and stable oxygen isotope measurements in
tree-rings (δ2H and δ18O) and V-PDB (Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite) as the standard
for δ13C analyses (see Chap. 8 for a full discussion of the relevant isotopic notations
and standards).

19.2 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Carbon
isotope Time Series

The use of δ13C as a tree-ring proxy is based on a mechanistic framework for the
leaf-level fractionations of 13C/12C, which allows us to understand the relationships
between climate and variations in the stable carbon isotope ratio of photosynthate.
In Table 19.1 we give an overview of the range of climate information, which can
be derived from stable carbon isotope time series. In plants, discrimination against
the heavier carbon isotope at the point that ambient CO2 enters the leaf, and again
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Table 19.1 Common climate signals in stable carbon isotope measurements from the rings of
trees. Work on carbon isotope dendroclimatology is wider ranging than that on the water isotopes.
A summary of the common signals and their associated environments is given in this table

Site and isotope Context Common signals

Less moisture
stress—carbon isotope
signal dominated by
photon flux control over
photosynthetic
assimilation rate

More moisture
stressed—carbon isotope
signal dominated by
hydroclimatic control of
rate of stomatal
conductance to CO2

Stable carbon
isotopes (generally
of latewood in
conifers)

Stable carbon
isotopes at high
latitude, moist
sites, generally
in Boreal forest
conifers

A photosynthetic proxy, not
a growth proxy, variability is
sensitive to (in addition to
warm season temperature)
cloud related hydroclimate
e.g. summer % cloud cover
(e.g. see Young et al. 2019)
Summer temperature (often
where sunshine data
unavailable), in Russian
Altai (Sidorova et al. 2013),
Canadian Boreal forests
(Gennaretti et al. 2017),
Canada (Bégin et al. 2015).
growing season relative
humidity (Edwards et al.
2008)

Stable carbon
isotopes in tropical
wood

Moist tropical
environments

Moist tropics, relationship
between stable carbon
isotope variability and light
availability remains
(Brienen et al. 2016; van der
sleen et al. 2014)

Stable carbon
isotopes in
temperate regions,
high elevation
forest

Where moisture
is available
throughout the
growing season

Summer sunshine and solar
radiation (Hafner et al.
2014; Dorado-Liñan et al.
2016), summer temperatures
in Europe (Lipp et al. 1991;
Esper et al. 2015), Asia (Liu
et al. 2014; Treydte et al.
2009) and South America
(Lavergne et al. 2018)

Stable carbon
isotopes in lower
latitude drier
environments

High elevation
‘Mediterranean’
type forest or
American
latitudinal
equivalents.
Moisture stress
restricts
stomatal
conductance to
CO2 in the
summer

Cool season temperature
(Heinrich et al. 2013)
Summer precipitation and
drought (Leavitt and Long
1989a, b, Bale et al. 2011;
Kress et al. 2010). Also
spring relative humidity in
Asia (Liu et al. 2018).
Extreme precipitation events
in spring and summer in
Iberia (Andreu-Hayles et al.
2017)

(continued)
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Table 19.1 (continued)

Site and isotope Context Common signals

Seasonally dry
tropics

Seasonal drought signal
(Gebrekirstos et al. 2009;
Brienen et al. 2016)
Use of dendrochemical and
stable isotope methods to try
and identify the annual ring
boundary (with varying
degrees of success), (Leavitt
and Long 1991; Poussart
and Schrag 2005; Ohashi
et al. 2009; Evans and
Schrag 2004; Anchukaitis
et al. 2008; Pons and Helle
2011

upon assimilation by the plant, depends on the internal leaf concentration of CO2 (ci)
and on atmospheric CO2 concentration (ca) expressed as the ratio ci/ca (Farquhar
et al. 1982, 1989b). Chapter 9 gives a full discussion of these fractionation and
discrimination processes. In trees growing in climates which are not water limited, ci
is regulated primarily by photosynthetic rate, controlled by variations in temperature
and sunlight. In climates that are water limited, ci is more often regulated by stomatal
conductance to CO2, controlled by antecedent precipitation and relative humidity
(Gebrekirstos et al. 2009; Brienen et al. 2016). Thus, at sites where the fundamental
laws of dendroclimatology apply (Fritts 1976) stable carbon isotopemeasurements in
tree rings, have successfully been used to reconstruct summer sunshine (e.g. Young
et al. 2019) temperature (e.g. Payomrat et al. 2018) as well as hydroclimate proxies
(e.g. Liu et al.2004; Roden and Ehleringer 2007).

Dendroclimatic reconstructions based on stable carbon isotopes still represent a
small fraction compared to those based on more readily measured variables such
as tree-ring width and maximum latewood density. Although they have a higher
production cost, stable carbon isotope measurements from tree rings also offer a
record of changes in plant carbon–water relationships via Intrinsic Water Use Effi-
ciency (iWUE) as it responds to changes in atmospheric CO2 (i.e., Leavitt and Long
1986, 1988; Granda et al. 2017). We can summarize the proxy potential of stable
isotope dendroclimatology:

• Stable carbon isotope tree-ring time series record the interaction between photo-
synthetic rate and stomatal conductance. As such they are not a growth proxy,
their variability is sensitive to parameters including warm season temperature
and sunlight as well as hydroclimate e.g. summer cloud cover at moist, high
latitude sites.

• Age related trends in stable carbon isotope tree-ring time series are less compli-
cated than in growth proxy series, and their impacts on signal strength are easier
to mitigate via simple mathematical standardizations and juvenile cut-off points.
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• The capture of additional information in stable carbon isotope series related to
changes in plant carbon–water relationships through time (e.g. Intrinsic Water
Use Efficiency, discussed below and in Chap. 17), which add to the range of
paleoenvironmental information available from tree-ring records.

Carbon isotopes in tree rings have some advantages of interpretation, in compar-
ison to growth proxies, because the fractionation mechanisms controlling carbon
isotope variability are known (Farquhar et al. 1982, 1989), the signal-to-noise ratio
between trees is high (McCarroll and Pawellek 1998), they can preserve high-to-low
frequency common climate signals and the number of samples required to build a
statistically robust chronology is often lower than for other tree-ring proxies (Leavitt
and Long 1986; McCarroll and Loader 2004). The proxy is an integration of (1) the
stable isotope composition of atmospheric carbon dioxide, (2) the relevant regulation
rates within trees (photosynthetic and stomatal conductance rates), and (3) the envi-
ronmental variables, which influence those rates, including temperature, sunlight,
relative humidity and precipitation (McCarroll and Loader 2004). All climate recon-
structions based on carbon isotope measurements from tree rings are built upon the
theory of how carbon dioxide is fractionated at the entrance to the stomatal pores
and in the C3 photosynthetic pathway (Farquhar et al. 1982, 1989b). A suite of
environmental variables influences these fractionation set points by exerting control
over two rates – stomatal conductance to CO2 (generally noted as gs) and photosyn-
thetic assimilation rate (generally noted as AN ). Sites at which stomatal conductance
to CO2 dominates the stable carbon isotope signal are usually restricted to dry, or
moisture stressed, forests. In non-moisture-limited settings carbon isotope discrim-
ination is generally controlled by photosynthetic rate, driven by temperature and/or
sunlight (Farquhar et al. 1989a; McCarroll and Loader 2004). Unlike ring-width and
density tree-ring proxies, carbon isotope series contain simpler age-related trends
and, at some sites, do not require detrending, allowing low-frequency variability to
be fully preserved in the final reconstruction (McCarroll and Loader 2004; Gagen
et al. 2007). Comparisons between paleoclimate reconstructions based on ring width
and carbon isotopes in some cases reveal similar (Esper et al. 2015; Bale et al. 2011)
or even larger (e.g., Lavergne et al. 2018) variability in the carbon isotope series and
increased signal capture at variable frequencies. However, this is not the case for
all species and all sites (Esper et al. 2010, 2015; Helama et al. 2015; Brienen et al.
2017).

At siteswhere significant age-related trends do exist in stable carbon isotopes, tree-
ring density series, or their digital equivalent (McCarroll et al. 2002; Campbell et al.
2011; Wilson et al. 2014) are more suited to the reconstruction of past temperature
variations because of their lower analysis costs. However, stable carbon isotopes offer
additional advantages due to their increased frequency capture and as they appear be
less prone to the ‘divergence problem’ (i.e., the loss of climate sensitivity in growth
proxies, during recent decades, Jacoby and D’Arrigo 1995; Savard and Daux 2020).
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19.2.1 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Carbon
Isotope Time Series in Temperate Regions

In temperate regions and high latitude forests, where adequate moisture is usually
available throughout the growing season, stable carbon isotopes from tree rings have
been successfully used to reconstruct past changes in summer sunshine and solar
radiation (Hafner et al. 2014; Dorado-Liñan et al. 2016) and summer temperatures,
further south into Europe (Lipp et al. 1991; Esper et al. 2015), Asia (Liu et al. 2014;
Treydte et al. 2009) and South America (Lavergne et al. 2018). Temperature recon-
structions at high latitude sites have traditionally been assessed based on tree-ring
width and maximum density (Wilson et al. 2016, St. George and Esper 2019 and
references therein). Heinrich et al. (2013) expanded the focus of European carbon
isotope-based reconstructions of temperature to Turkey with an 850-year reconstruc-
tions of cool season (winter-to-spring) temperature, consistent with the atmospheric
circulation patterns governing the cool season climatology of the region.

At higher latitude, moist, sites, stable carbon isotopes have proven a strong and
reliable proxy for cloudiness and parameters related to summer sunshine hours (e.g.,
Gagen et al. 2011b; Loader et al. 2013; Young et al. 2010). However, the extension of
successful reconstructions of sunshine from stable carbon isotopes into drier regions,
below the high latitudes, also reflects the strength of the relationship between the vari-
able and sunshine. Reconstructions include sunshine hours in the Alps (Hafner et al.
2014) and surface solar radiation in mountainous area of Spain (Dorado-Liñán et al.
2016). The strength of the carbon isotope ‘palaeocloud’ proxy is unsurprising given
that the action of rubisco is farmore strongly controlled by photon flux (sunlight) than
temperature (Farquhar et al. 1982). At more mesic sites related climatic variables
share influence over the carbon isotope signal and temperature can be reconstructed
via its co variation with summer sunshine, solar radiation or vapor pressure deficit
(McCarroll and Loader 2004; Treydte et al.2009; Dorado-Liñán et al. 2016). Care
must be taken not to extend this assumption to areas where summer sunshine and
temperatures do not co vary, particularly at lower frequencies (e.g. Young et al.
2019). Emerging reconstructions of past cloudiness and summer sunshine are of
crucial importance in current climate research since it may allow for an integrated
assessment of the cloud-climate feedback, an important cause of the large spread in
climate sensitivity between climate models (Dessler 2010; Flato et al. 2013).

At sites where summer moisture stress restricts stomatal conductance to CO2, or
where moisture stress is involved in the covariation of multiple climate variables
(precipitation, temperature, cloudiness etc.) carbon isotope variability can be used to
reconstruct summer precipitation and drought, in the USA (Leavitt and Long 1989a,
b; Bale et al. 2011), and in central Europe (Kress et al. 2010) as well as spring relative
humidity in Asia (Liu et al. 2018). Andreu-Hayles et al. (2017) used carbon isotopes
to explore and corroborate extreme precipitation events in spring and summer in the
Iberian Peninsula. This study also explored non stationarity in carbon isotopes, in
this case shifts through time in the dominant climatic limiting factor (from control
of carbon variability by spring precipitation to summer precipitation). Beyond the
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reconstruction of specific climate parameters, carbon isotope variability in trees has
also been used to reconstruct global modes of atmospheric circulation such as ENSO
(Bale et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2014; Lavergne et al. 2018).

The carbon isotope proxy, in the temperate latitudes where tree rings excel in
climate reconstructions, has clear potential to develop the continental scale network
reconstructions that now dominate efforts with growth proxy time series (D’Arrigo
et al. 2006a; Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015;Wilson et al. 2016). Leavitt and
Long (1989b) represent one such attempt, to reconstruct regional July drought vari-
ability across the north American southwest using a stable carbon isotope tree-ring
network. To date, however, the regional networks of carbon isotopes chronologies,
spanning several centuries, that do exist across North America and Europe, have
predominantly been used to track changes in plant physiological responses such as
Intrinsic Water Use Efficiency (i.e., Saurer et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015; Shestakova
et al. 2019).

As the palaeoclimate potential of well-replicated carbon isotope series was fully
explored for the first time in the high latitudes (e.g. McCarroll and Pawellek 1998,
2001) the discipline has tended to focus on the conifer species, which dominate the
northern forest zones. Whilst there are many species used to explore stable carbon
isotope proxies in temperate forest, there are some taxa that have contributed most
significantly to palaeoclimate products. These are Fagus, Picea, Quercus, Abies,
Larix and Pinus (e.g. Saurer et al. 1997; Skomarkova et al. 2006; McCarroll and
Loader 2004; Gagen et al. 2007; Churakova et al. 2019; Esper et al. 2015; Ferrio
and Voltas 2005; Hafner et al. 2014; Helama et al. 2015; Holzkämper et al. 2012;
Kirdyanov et al. 2008).

Stable carbon isotopes in tree rings from temperate regions offer an incomparable
source of information to reconstruct climate variables that are unlikely to be acces-
sible using other proxy records, such as summer cloudiness and non-age detrended
temperature reconstructions, as well as having the potential to enhance our picture
of climate variability in the southern hemisphere. The dominance of conifers in our
understanding of carbon isotope variability should be useful as the discipline starts
to focus on the underrepresented southern hemisphere, where preliminary results in
conifers have shown the potential of carbon isotopes (Gebrekirstos et al. 2009).

19.2.2 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Carbon
Isotope Time Series in Northern and Boreal Regions

The limitation of photosynthetic assimilation rate by temperature and/or sunlight is
common across northern latitudinal and boreal forests (see also Chap. 20). In those
regions,moisture limitation is not as common as in lower latitudes and carbon isotope
variability in trees is found to be driven primarily by the limitation of photosynthetic
rate by photon flux. The capacity of stable carbon isotopes in Fennoscandian conifer
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tree rings to track historical changes in sunlight and, where it covaries with cloudi-
ness, summer temperatures too, has been consistently demonstrated (e.g. Gagen et al.
2011a; Loader et al. 2013; Young et al. 2010, 2019). Those reconstructions have not
only described past changes in sunlight, but also revealed changes in atmospheric
circulation patterns (Young et al. 2012b, 2019; Loader et al. 2013) providing the first
attempt to better understand the largest source of uncertainty in modelling future
changes in climate: the cloud-climate feedback (Dessler 2010; Flato et al. 2013;
Boucher et al. 2013). Whilst the relationship between summer cloud and temperate
was revealed, across the Fennoscandian boreal zone, as negative at interannual time
scales, analysis of millennial length temperature and summer cloud cover recon-
structions revealed the relationship to be positive at decadal time scales (Young et al.
2012b, 2019). Thus, warmer periods in the past were associated with increases in
cloud cover at decadal time-scales, linked to the position of the polar vortex and the
variability of the Arctic Oscillation (Young et al. 2012b, 2019; Loader et al. 2013). At
these sites, cloudiness is likely modulating local summertime temperature at inter-
annual time scales, but at longer timescales, cloud cover may respond to large-scale
multidecadal temperature changes (Dessler 2010). Thus, assessments of the rela-
tionship between cloud cover and temperature at both hemispherical and millennial
time-scales are needed to provide a more complete picture, spatially and temporally,
of the cloud-climate feedback. In this context, carbon isotope records derived from
subfossil wood (e.g. Helama et al. 2018) offer a promising opportunity for extending
the Fennoscandia summer cloud reconstructions back in time to tease apart the high
latitude cloud-temperature feedback further. This endeavor becomes more pressing
the more we learn about how significantly clouds are involved in moderating or
enhancing greenhouse gas induced warming in the past (Zhu et al. 2019).

Stable carbon isotopes in combination with other tree-ring variables have also
been used to estimate July–August mean temperature in the Russian Altai for the last
200 years (Sidorova et al. 2013) and Canadian Boreal forests for the last millennium
(Gennaretti et al. 2017). Bégin et al. (2015) reconstructed 200 years of June–August
maximum temperature in northeast Canada by combining stable carbon and oxygen
time series. Edwards et al. (2008) reconstructed growing season relative humidity for
the last thousand years based on carbon isotopes from living and subfossil conifer
species in boreal western Canada. In the highest Arctic environments methods have
also been pioneered to explore carbon isotope variability in the annual stem growth
increments ofArcticBellHeatherCassiope tetragona (Rayback andHenry 2006) and
Salix species (Schifman et al. 2012),with correlations to growing seasonprecipitation
in these strongly climate limited shrub species.

In addition to complexity of decoding the prime driver of isotopic fractionation in
different climatic settings, carbon isotope records also experience common tree-ring
proxy pitfalls such as non-linearities (Schleser et al. 1999) and changes in climate
sensitivity through time (Daux et al. 2011; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2017). Non-linear
responses to climate, and shifts or loss, of climate sensitivity arewell-known issues in
tree-ring growth, particularly at low latitude and high-altitude sites (Esper and Frank
2009; St. George and Esper 2019). Isotopic fractionation is an active mechanism
that involves active physiological adjustments by the tree to changing environmental
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conditions. Non-linear responses due to shifts in the acclimation strategy to new
conditions have been described in old boreal trees (Giguère-Croteaua et al. 2019) as
water use efficiency changes in response to rising CO2 (see Chap. 17).

The regularity with which carbon isotope series from moist high latitude sites are
interpreted as temperature proxies may be partly related to the scarcity of reliable
instrumental records of sunlight and cloud cover. These parameters are sometimes
not even considered as potential drivers of isotopic fractionation (e.g., Kirdyanov
et al. 2008; Naulier et al. 2014). Where cloud data is available, the often-limited
length of those records can prevent testing of the co variance of summer cloudiness
with temperature on all time scales or the stability of the climate signal through time
leading to assumptions about the linearity of the climate-carbon isotope relationship
through time (e.g., Helama et al. 2018; Churakova et al. 2019). As a result, carbon
isotopes have been interpreted as palaeotemperature records where temperature is in
fact not the primary driver of carbon fractionation at the site (e.g. Gagen et al.2007).
Where temperature and cloud cover co vary in the summer, which should be explored
in the instrumental record wherever possible before regression-based reconstruction
of either parameter from carbon isotope records is attempted (see Young et al. 2019
for an example), the reconstruction of one variable from the other is not neces-
sarily problematic. Where cloud cover and temperature do not co vary in a region
a divergence between the temperature reconstruction from carbon and independent
temperature reconstructions will appear back in time (e.g. Gagen et al.2007). The
identification of periods in which temperature and sunshine or cloud cover may have
diverged might be the key to unequivocally identify the primary driver of carbon
fractionation at such sites, or its non-stationarity through time. In this context, the
atmospheric alteration caused by large volcanic eruptions may cause a large-scale
cooling, which is detectable in temperature sensitive tree-ring records (D’Arrigo
et al. 2013; Stoffel et al. 2015) but may not affect the photosynthetic capacity of the
tree, which translates in non-significant changes in carbon isotopes (Gu et al. 2003;
Battipaglia et al. 2007; Dorado-Liñán et al. 2016).

Tree-ring stable carbon isotopes in boreal forests offer perhaps the best opportu-
nity to accurately constrain one of the main sources of uncertainty in the simulation
of climate models: the cloud-climate feedback. By focusing on unequivocally iden-
tifying the main limiting factor of carbon fractionation and ensuring the stability
of the climate signal, it should be possible to assess hemispheric relationships and
feedbacks between cloud cover and temperature and vapor pressure deficit (VPD)
providing critical information for the climate modelling community.

19.2.3 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Carbon
Isotope Time Series in the Tropics

Tropical forests hold about half of the planet’s total terrestrial carbon biomass (Pan
et al. 2011; Hunter et al. 2013). They home ecosystems spanning from humid to sub
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humid to dry (Fig. 19.1). They are considered one of the major environments under
threat from habitat loss and climate change (Holm et al. 2017) and the drive to find
ways to develop tree-based climate proxies for the tropical forest regions of the world
has a long history (Worbes 2002; Stahle 1999). Carbon isotope studies in tropical
trees have much to contribute to tropical environmental science because of debates
around the future behavior of the tropical forest carbon sink (Körner 2009; Lloyd and
Farquhar 2008), and because proxy climate records for the tropics are still profoundly
limited (see also Chap. 22). The scarcity of long instrumental climate records for
the tropics, and the importance of the tropics in global climate dynamics (Chiang
2009), drives themotivation to expand thefield of tropical isotopedendroclimatology.
Settling questions around carbon dynamics in tropical trees requires a more detailed
understanding of tropical plant carbon water dynamics (e.g. Loader et al. 2011)
as well as detailed analyses of physiological and environmental drivers of tropical
wood formation at daily, seasonal and multi-annual timescales (Steppe et al. 2015,
Chap. 22). Whilst studies on tropical wood remain scarce, compared to temperate

Fig. 19.1 Ecosystems included in the tropical area and pictures of wood with A) poorly visible
rings , B) suppressed rings , C) wedging rings : D) false (empty triangle) and real rings. Examples
are given for lowland, mid (forested) and upper (tree line) elevations. Modified from Brienen and
Gebrekirstos (adapted from TRACE 2019, San Leucio Caserta)
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and high-latitude regions, there is a common agreement about the need to integrate
methodologies to explore tropical isotope dendroclimatology (Sass-Klaassen et al.
2016; Van der Sleen et al. 2017).

Tropical dendrochronology is a relatively new discipline in and of itself, because
of the difficulties of cross dating tropical wood, caused by the lack of simple warm-
cool seasonality in the tropics. Cross dating tree rings visually is, at best, challenging
and in ‘ever wet’ areas of the humid tropics impossible due to the lack of the climate
seasonality needed to form an annual growth cycle in trees. Early studies focused
on seasonally dry regions where the climate was capable of forcing a ring boundary.
Coster (1927) and Berlage (1931) described annual growth rings in teak trees from
tropical Indonesia, because the dry season provoked the cambial dormancy necessary
for annual ring formation. This has been found to be the case across the seasonally
dry tropics, including Australia (e.g. Buckley et al. 2010; D’Arrigo et al. 2006b;
Heinrich et al. 2008; Pumijumnong and Eckstein 2011), tropical Africa (e.g. Therrell
et al. 2006; Trouet et al. 2010) and the American tropics (e.g. Biondi 2001; Worbes
1999). Elsewhere ring boundaries have also been found to be caused by cambial
activity cessation in flood periods within seasonally flooded Amazonian forests (e.g.
Schöngart et al. 2002, 2004) or during salinity fluctuations in mangrove forests (e.g.
Robert et al. 2011; Verheyden et al. 2004b). Whilst a number of tropical trees do
grow annual rings, which can be cross dated (seeWorbes 2002), there are many other
problems facing the tropical dendrochronologists once they have found a species that
at least grows annual rings. Indistinct ring boundaries are common, and many of the
above studies mention low correlations with climate when calibration is attempted
(generally with the short instrumental climate data typical for much of the global
south). Tropical isotope dendroclimatology (Evans and Schrag 2004) emerged as a
drive to resolve seasonality in tropical trees that lack visible tree-ring-boundaries by
using seasonal stable isotope variability (e.g. Poussart and Schrag 2005).

An early endeavor was to utilize stable isotope variability to define the ring
boundary in tropical trees (Leavitt and Long 1991). In Thailand Poussart and Schrag
(2005) and later Ohashi et al. (2009) applied a version of this method seeking to use
seasonal peaks and troughs in dendrochemical variables to identify non-visible tree
ring boundaries isotopically. However, Poussart and Schrag (2005) seminal study
achieving dendro isotope dating in the tropics has not been widely replicated. Trop-
ical oxygen isotope dendroclimatology, or the combination of both isotopes (carbon
and oxygen), has also been used to facilitate boundary identification in Costa Rica
(Evans and Schrag 2004; Anchukaitis et al. 2008), Kenya (Verheyden et al. 2004a),
CentralGuyana (Pons andHelle 2011) andBrazil (Ohashi et al. 2015). Thesemethods
take advantage of the fact that in tropical areas where temperature and photoperiod
are more or less constant through the year (Fromm 2013) a driver for periodic wood
formation can be identified through changes in precipitation seasonality (Worbes
and Junk 1999) or seasonal shifts in isotopic source water signal (Anchukaitis et al.
2008).

Several studies also reveal strong correlations between stable carbon isotopes and
climate in seasonal tropical trees. In tropical regions with a pronounced dry season,
the limitation of stomatal conductance by moisture stress gives rise to robust climate
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variability in tree-rings that is effectively a seasonal drought signal (Gebrekirstos
et al. 2009; Brienen et al. 2016), providing the growth rings can be dated by tradi-
tional means. The signal is generally thought to be linked to water availability and
precipitation amount provoking stomatal limitation of the internal partial pressure
of carbon dioxide (Leavitt and Long 1991; Schubert and Timmermann 2015; Li
et al. 2011). However, in moist environments the relationship between stable carbon
isotope variability and parameters related to sunlight availability seems to hold true
in the tropics as it does elsewhere (Brienen et al. 2016; van der Sleen et al. 2014).

In a recent review by van der Sleen et al. (2017) the theory, methods and results of
tropical isotope dendroclimatology are reviewed and summarized (see alsoChap. 22).
Their review of 50 studies revealed a dominance of controls over stable carbon
isotope variability by water availability, light and nutrient supply in tropical studies.
Whilst oxygen isotope variability was dominated by source water signals with the
potential for additional variables influencing fractionation, such as rooting depth
and evaporative enrichment at the leaf (van der Sleen et al. 2017). The review also
mentions the emerging importance of nitrogen isotope investigations, which can be
used to explore the nitrogen cycle in complex tropical ecosystems.

19.2.4 Carbon Isotope Climate Sensitivity in Response
to Increasing CO2

Intrinsic Water Use Efficiency (iWUE) is a useful variable for studying spatial
and temporal changes in plant carbon–water relations and provides information
on climate–vegetation feedbacks at broad geographical scales (Dekker et al. 2016;
Lavergne et al. 2019). In the context of stable isotope tree-ring science, iWUE can
be derived from δ13C. A detailed description and explanation of iWUE is given in
Chap. 17.

Assessing changes in iWUE inferred from the stable carbon isotopes across tree-
ring networks reports an average global increase in tree iWUE of 0.1–0.3% per year
over the last century (Peñuelas et al. 2011; Battipaglia et al. 2013; Saurer et al. 2014;
Frank et al. 2015). Increases in iWUE are detected regardless of biome (Andreu-
Hayles et al. 2011; Silva and Anand 2013), tree species (Martínez-Sancho et al.
2018; Lévesque et al. 2014) or tree status (Hereş et al. 2014; Voltas et al. 2013). Rises
in iWUE seem generally to be more rapid during the second half of the twentieth
century (up to >0.5% per year) (see Gagen et al. 2011b) at some sites. However,
the rate of change is strongly site and species specific (e.g. Saurer et al. 2004).
iWUE time series have been observed where increases are halted by active stomatal
control in response to rising atmospheric CO2 (Waterhouse et al. 2004; Gagen et al.
2011b; Bert et al. 1997; Saurer et al. 2004) and time series where ‘spikes’ of very
large changes in iWUE occur against a background of a broadly passive response
to rising CO2 (Belmecheri et al. 2014). Increases in iWUE are still observed when
solely accounting for the effect of increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations after
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removing the climatic signal from stable carbon isotope series (Frank et al. 2015).
This suggests that trees may have adapted allowing the CO2 partial pressure within
the stomatal cavities to rise in balance with atmospheric CO2 concentration.

The species’ and geographical variability in iWUE increases is unsurprising for
two reasons, first, because of the rangeof carbonwater economics that have evolved in
trees, such that for some species it is beneficial to increase iWUEand for others less so
(Lin et al. 2015). Second, CO2–induced increases in iWUE can be a response tomore
than one change within the tree (Franks et al. 2013). Elevated CO2 does stimulate
photosynthesis (Lloyd and Farquhar 2008), reduce stomatal conductance to a minor
degree (Ehleringer et al. 1993; Farqhar et al. 1989) and allow trees to absorb the same
amount of carbon with less water loss. However, FACE (Free Air CO2 Enrichment)
experiments have found little stomatal response to increasing CO2 in mature trees
(see Chap. 21 and 24). Reductions in stomatal conductance can also, however, be
linked to increases in the costs of respiration (Clark et al. 2013; Wright et al. 2009),
heat stress (Corlett 2011) and drought stress due to increasing transpiration as our
climate dries out (Wright et al. 2009). Climatic drying is considered to be causal at
several sites where an increase in iWUE does not translate in enhanced tree growth
(Peñuelas et al. 2011).

Spatial variability in iWUE also assists with interpreting temporal changes in
δ13C derived iWUE time series. Large changes in iWUE are found across regional
aridity gradients, in particular in isohydric species (gymnosperms), which respond to
water stress by strongly regulating transpiration to maintain near constant leaf water
potentials when soil moisture drops (Brodribb et al. 2014). In such species, at arid
sites, negative correlations are found between iWUE andmetrics of water availability
such as annual precipitation (Pinus halepensis, Ferrio and Voltas 2005), groundwater
access (Pinus sylvestris, Song et al. 2016), or rooting depth (Pinus sylvestris, Santini
et al. 2018). Differences in iWUE (from pooled analyses) may exceed 30% between
aridity extremes (Santini et al. 2018). Strong latitudinal gradients, linked to hydro-
climatic conditions, have been reported for iWUE across Europe, with increasing
values southwards (Saurer et al. 2014). However, factors such as nutrient supply
and interactions with climate influence the regional variability in iWUE, which may
confound water availability effects across spatial scales (Silva et al. 2015).

A better understanding of how plant carbon water relationships change across
environmental gradients is needed to improve predictions of how water and carbon
balance within forest ecosystems are changing with climate (Saurer et al. 2014;
Frank et al. 2015). The extent to which variation in iWUE translates into carbon–
water changes at the ecosystem scale remains unclear. The complexities of changes
in leaf area index and canopy structure under climate change, alongwith atmospheric
boundary-layer feedbacks, challenge upscaling leaf-level information from tree rings
to the whole ecosystem scale (Medlyn et al. 2017; Lavergne et al. 2019).

Outside the temperate regions, Rahman et al. (2019) summarize evidence for
trends in tree growth and iWUE triggered by elevated CO2 against the background of
climate change. The authors report that almost all studies show a consistent decrease
of carbon discrimination over time, resulting in an increase in iWUE. Van der Sleen
et al. (2014) estimate an increase of iWUE of 30–35% across the tropics in response
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to elevated CO2 but expect no similar increase in radial growth due to the impact of
other factors in the nutrient-limited tropics. In a study of iWUEchanges in non-annual
ring forming trees in Borneo, Loader et al. (2011) found postindustrial increase in
iWUE of similar magnitude as described by Van der Sleen et al. (2014). Rahman
et al. (2019), reviewing iWUE histories in 81 species at 115 tropical sites, found
increases in iWUE but no stimulated radial growth, as the negative effects of climate
change overrode the fertilization potential of rising CO2.

Disentangling the iWUE/fertilization response in the tropics will take multi proxy
ecophysiological studies of tropicalwood formation, combining stable isotope, radio-
carbon, wood anatomy and X-ray densitometry (De Mil et al. 2017). The climatic
responses in these multiple proxies could then be combined to provide more robust
long-term estimates of the response of tropical trees to past climate and improve
model simulations of the impact of future climate change on tropical trees (DeMicco
et al. 2019).

19.3 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Oxygen
Isotope Time Series

19.3.1 Early Literature and Progress in Interpretations
of δ18O Values in Tree-Rings

In the mid-1970s, trees were postulated to contain an ‘isotopic thermometer’ in
the δ18O of tree-ring wood or extracted cellulose (Libby 1972; Libby and Pandolfi
1974). These early investigations were conducted on oak, cedar or spruce from
temperate areas (Libby 1972; Libby and Pandolfi 1974; Libby et al. 1976; Gray and
Thompson 1977). Following technical improvements in mass spectrometry, stable
oxygen isotope tree-ring chronologies from sub-tropical to sub-arctic sites also began
to be explored, revealing correlations with hydroclimate variables (including air
humidity) and the isotopic signature of source water, whilst progress was also made
in the mechanistic modeling of isotopes in soil and plant cellulose (Burk and Stuiver
1981; Edwards and Fritz 1986; Ramesh et al. 1986). In 2006 Treydte et al. published
the first millennial length, annually resolved, well replicated stable oxygen isotope
chronology, with results from seven Juniperus turcestanica from Northern Pakistan.
This study also led the way in applying the standard statistical practices of traditional
dendroclimatology - calibration/verification techniques—to a long, well replicated
oxygen isotope tree-ring time series (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2005; Treydte et al.
2006).

Table 19.2 summarizes the range of climatic and environmental information,
which can be derived from stable oxygen isotopes in tree rings. The climate signal
in tree-ring stable oxygen isotopes arises from the influence of (a) meteorological
processes before the water is incorporated into the tree (Chap. 18) and (b) the interac-
tion between the atmosphere and the leaf (Chap. 10, see also Sects. 14.4.1 and 16.3).
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Table 19.2 Examples of oxygen isotope dendroclimatology studies across the boreal zone and high
latitude areas of the northern hemisphere, the mid latitude temperate forest zone in northern and
southern hemisphere and tropical forests. The examples are not exhaustive but provide an overview
of available records and climate signals recorded in tree-ring oxygen stable isotopes in different
biomes

Biome Climate signal Examples

Arctic tundra (high
latitude)

Summer temperatures and
North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO)

Betula pubescens January–August
(1950–1999, Xu et al.2021)

Cassiope tetragona (Welker
et al.2005)

Boreal forests (high
latitude)

Summer season temperatures Picea mariana warm season
(1936–2004, Holzkämper et al.
2012) and summer (1000–2000,
Naulier et al. 2015; 997–2006,
Gennaretti et al. 2017); combined
with δ13C (1800–2003, Bégin et al.
2015)

Picea glauca (1780–2003, Porter
et al. 2013)

Pinus sylvestris (1736–2006,
Seftigen et al. 2011)

Spring and summer
precipitation

Pinus sylvestris July (1600–2002,
and summer (1736–2006, Seftigen
et al. 2011); Picea mariana May
(1936–2004, Holzkämper et al.
2012)

Temperate forests (mid
latitude) Northern
Hemisphere

Summer temperatures Pinus sibirica 1901–2000, Loader
et al. 2010), Quercus sp
(1596–2000, Etien et al. 2008a);
Larix decidua (1980–2010,
Leonelli et al. 2017); with low
cloud fog Sequoia sempervirens
(1952–2003, Johnstone et al. 2013)

Precipitation (different seasons) Summer: Larix sibirica (2
centuries, Sidorova et al. 2013);
Quercus sp. (1600–2000, Labuhn
et al. 2014); Quercus robur
(1613–2003, Rinne et al. 2013);
Pinus ponderosa (1967–2002,
Roden and Ehleringer 2007), Abies
alba (1840–1997, Saurer et al.
2000)

Spring/Summer: Pinus sylvestris
(1600–2002, Andreu-Hayles et al.
2017)

(continued)
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Table 19.2 (continued)

Biome Climate signal Examples

October–September: Pinus
sylvestris (1950–2009, Giuggiola
et al. 2016)

Winter: Quercus robur (Robertson
et al. 2001)

Summer season precipitation
and temperature

Picea abies (1913–1995,
Anderson et al.1998); Pinus
sylvestris and Quercus petraea
(1660–2002, Reynolds-Henne
et al.2007); various? (1800–2000,
Saurer et al. 2008); Quercus sp
(1850–2012, Young et al. 2015)

Summer drought, summer
temperature, relative humidity
(RH) and/or vapor pressure
deficit (VPD)

Pinus sylvestris (1935–2005,
Esper et al. 2018); Quercus
petraea, Fagus sylvatica and Pinus
sylvestris (1960–2007, Daux et al.
2018); Quercus petraea
(1900–2000, Etien et al. 2008a);
Picea abies, Fagus sylvatica and
Larix decidua (1970–2010,
Hartl-Meier et al. 2015); Quercus
sp (1600–2000, Labuhn et al.2014;
1326–2000, Labuhn et al. 2016);
Quercus sp (1600–2000,
Masson-Delmotte et al.2005);
Quercus sp (1885–1996,
Raffalli-Delerce et al.2004);
Quercus robur (1895–1994,
Robertson et al. 2001); Quercus
sp., Pinus sylvestris and Cedrus
deodora (1900–2004, Treydte
et al. 2007)

Various warm season climate
variables

Liriodendron tulipifera and
Quercus rubra (1950–2014/2015
and 1980–2015, Levesque et al.
2019); Quercus sp (1200–2000,
Loader et al. 2019)

Temperate forests (mid
latitude) Southern
Hemisphere

Summer temperature Austrocedrus chilensis Sep–March
(1890–1998, Roig et al. 2006)

Nothofagus pumilio Dec–May
(1952–2011, Lavergne et al. 2016)

(continued)
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Table 19.2 (continued)

Biome Climate signal Examples

Nothofagus pumilio Oct–Jan
(1809–2013, Grießinger et al.
2018)

Summer precipitation Nothofagus pumilio Oct–Jan
(1809–2013, Grießinger et al.
2018)

Supper relative Humidity Nothofagus betuloides Oct–Feb
(1861–2015, Meier et al. 2020)

Agathis australis May–Dec
(1985–2002, Lorrey et al. 2016)

Summer Vapour pressure (VP) Agathis australis Oct–Dec
(1985–2002, Lorrey et al. 2016)

Tropical forests (low
latitude)

Precipitation, temperature,
relative humidity or/and ENSO

Metrosideros polymorpha
(Kahmen et al. 2011), Cedrela
odorata (Brienen and Helle 2012),
various (Zuidema et al. 2012,
2013), Polylepis tarapacana
(Rodríguez-Catón et al. 2021),
Hyeronima alcorneides (Evans
et al. 2006), Pouteria sp.
(Anchukaitis and Evans 2010),
Cedrela montana (Volland et al.
2016)

At the meteorological scale, origin of the water vapor, temperature, evaporation and
condensation processes are the dominant controlling factors. During condensation
of water vapor the ambient air temperature determines the 18O/16O ratio in meteoric
water (Dansgaard 1964), resulting in a seasonal variation of the δ18O in precipita-
tion water (Rozanski et al. 1993). During rain events some water evaporates at the
plant and soil surfaces, leaving the remaining water enriched in H2 and 18O relative
to the precipitation water. Water, infiltrating into the soil mixes with the residual
soil water (Chap. 18). This mixing between infiltrated rain and residual soil water
of different temporal origins (Allen et al. 2019) is reflected in tree rings mainly in
temperate regions (Szejner et al. 2016), whereas in the tropics the δ18O values of
tree rings corresponds to the wet season variables (Brienen and Helle 2012). During
plant water uptake no measurable fractionation occurs. Differences in δ18O between
xylem (source) water and soil water are due to a mixture of water absorbed from
different soil depths with varying δ18O values (Sprenger et al., 2016). In Chap. 18
this topic is discussed in depth.

A detailed discussion about the variation in δ18O at leaf level is given in Chap. 10.
Here, we present a summarizing overview. The 18O fractionation in the leaf is tightly
linked to transpiration (E) and stomatal conductance (gs), both mainly controlled by
air humidity with its δ18O value and leaf temperature. During transpiration the O
isotope fractionation occurs as a result of the phase transition from liquid water to
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the gaseous phase. As the lighter H2
16O molecules evaporate more readily than the

heavier ones the remaining leaf water pool becomes enriched in H2
18O relative to the

source water (Dongmann et al. 1974; Craig and Gordon 1965). The 18O enrichment
is increased, with decreasing air humidity. To maintain the leaf water balance the
transpired water is replenished with unenriched source water, leading to a reduction
in the leaf water 18O enrichment, which is inverse proportional to the transpiration
rate and gs. This invers proportional relationship between E and gs is described as
the Peclet effect (Farquhar and Lloyd 1993; Barbour 2007).

During photosynthetic assimilate production the δ18O signal of the leaf water
is transferred to the assimilates. During the assimilate transport in the phloem, the
δ18O of the assimilates ismodified by a proportional oxygen exchangewith the xylem
water and at the sites of organic matter synthesis (Barbour 2007; Sternberg 2009;
Gessler et al. (2014).

19.3.2 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Oxygen
Isotope Time Series in Temperate Regions

Traditional tree-ring parameters, such as tree-ring width or maximum latewood
density have provedmost useful where species ranges are strongly limited by a single
climatic variable, such as summer rainfall or temperature, and it is these locations
which dominate growth proxy climate reconstruction networks. In the past, stable-
isotope studies have followed the same sampling strategy, starting at latitudinal or
altitudinal limits to maximize the changes of accessing a strong common climate
signal (Breshears et al. 2009; Loader et al. 2013). There is, however, increasing
evidence, that stable oxygen isotope ratios in tree rings from temperate regions,
where trees grow in favorable and moist climates, also carry strong climatic signals
(Loader et al. 2019).

The strong source water signal in moist parts of the globe has steered the devel-
opment of oxygen isotope dendroclimatology. Young et al. (2015) discuss such an
example in UK oak that went on to reveal such strong climate signals in stable
oxygen isotope variations that it led to the establishment of oxygen isotope dating
of archaeological timbers, in sites where tree-ring growth was too complacent to
allow for dendro dating via ring width variations (Loader et al. 2019). Similarly,
δ18O measurements from subfossil wood (e.g. late glacial pines) is being explored
as a method by which to reduce dating uncertainties in tree-ring width time series
and radiocarbon dating (Pauly et al. 2018, 2020).

In theUKanticyclonic summers are dry andwhat precipitationdoes fall is enriched
by short-lived, locally derived convective rain bearing clouds. This enriched source
water signal is then further enhanced, in warm anticyclonic summers, by evaporative
enrichment at the leaf, and thus high tree-ring stable oxygen isotope values in the
wood. The opposite occurs in wet, cool cyclonic British summers where longer-lived
Atlantic airmasses, wheremany rainout events have depleted the sourcewater, arrive
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on UK shores and ultimately lead to the synthesis of photosynthate with low tree-ring
oxygen isotope values (Young et al. 2015; Loader et al. 2019).

In the early decades of stable isotope dendroclimatology many studies focused
on exploring the different signal strengths in the isotope and growth proxies (e.g.
McCarroll and Pawellek 1998). Nowmulti parameter studies, bolstered by improved
understanding of the mechanistic models of the isotope-climate system, allow for
the reconstruction of more climate variables. Hartl-Meier et al. (2015) systematically
assessed the climate response of tree-ring width, δ13C and δ18O from a temperate
mountain forest in the Austrian pre-Alps. Variations in stem growth and isotopic
composition ofNorway spruce, commonbeech andEuropean larch fromdry,medium
and moist sites were compared with records of sunshine, temperature, hydroclimate,
and cloud cover. Results indicated uniform year-to-year variations in δ13C and δ18O
across sites and species, but distinct differences in ring width according to habitat
and species. Whilst the climate sensitivity of ring widths was generally weak, the
δ13C and δ18O chronologies contained strong common signals. This pattern is often
found in areas where stand dynamics impact growth proxies but isotopic variables are
more simply related to climate. It is in such ‘mesic’ growth environments where the
isotopes proxies may have most to contribute. As discussed, stable oxygen isotopes
have revealed particularly high common signal strength and climate reconstruction
potential throughout the geographical ranges of temperate tree species, rather than
just on the periphery of their distributions (Cernusak and English 2015). These find-
ings are also in line with studies from temperate sites across Switzerland (Saurer
et al. 2008), in China (Liu et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2020), in the Tibetan Plateu (Qin
et al. 2015; Bräuning 2006; Wernicke et al. 2015; Holmes et al. 2007; Grießinger
et al. 2011), and in India (Ramesh et al. 1986).

In Europe a tree-ring isotope network study, ISONET, explored δ18O variability
across 35 sites fromNorthern Fennoscandia to theMediterranean. The ISONET time
series revealed that the strongest twentieth century climatic signals were contained in
tree-ring δ18O from sites across the Northwest (UK, France) and Central (Germany,
Austria, Switzerland) European sites (Treydte et al. 2007). The close association
of tree-ring δ18O with precipitation and temperature variables was postulated to be
due to isotopic fractionation being a function of air mass sourcing (temperature of
condensation) and air mass trajectory (Treydte et al. 2007; Rozanski et al. 1993).

Studies on individual sites within the ISONET network made use of the strong
dependency of δ18O variation on moisture conditions and created robust multi-
century precipitation and drought reconstructions for both the UK and France. Simi-
larly, Rinne et al. (2013) developed a 400-year May–August precipitation recon-
struction for Southern England from tree-ring δ18O of pedunculate oak. The anal-
ysis demonstrated a statistically robust signal back to 1697, and was robust over a
larger area of the UK, later confirmed to cover the entire UK (Loader et al. 2019;
Young et al. 2015), such is the strength of the source water signal in the UK’s
temperate oak. Critically UK oak stable oxygen isotope ratios retain both low- and
high frequency precipitation variability (Rinne et al. 2013; Young et al. 2015). In
northwestern Iberia, extremes in a centennial stable oxygen isotopic record tracked
distinct seasonal hydroclimate conditions: wetter June-July periods were associated
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with extremely low δ18O values, while extreme high δ18O values were associated
with warm and dry conditions in the spring (Andreu-Hayles et al. 2017).

Lowland sites in France have also revealed strong hydroclimate reconstruc-
tion potential. Labuhn et al. (2016) developed a long, continuous cellulose δ18O
chronology for France, using living oak trees and timber from historic buildings.
They provide a regional reconstruction of summer drought covering more than six
centuries, coherent with other proxies of summer climate from the region. Again,
the trees show very strong inter-annual variability, and highly significant corre-
lations with temperature, precipitation and drought during the twentieth century.
The changes in coherence between two sites within their chronology, during earlier
centuries, indicated that the response of the proxy to climate might be non-linear, or
that the spatial patterns of climate in France have changed (Labuhn et al. 2016). Such
findings are supported by other studies revealing the sensitivity of tree-ring δ18O to
the combined effects of temperature and humidity, and therefore of drought (Raffalli-
Delerce et al. 2004; Masson-Delmotte et al. 2005; Etien et al. 2008b; Labuhn et al.
2014, see also further discussions in Chap. 14). Temperate stable oxygen isotope
time series from tree rings, particularly in oak species, are now strongly evidenced
to retain a strong hydroclimate signal (Levesque et al. 2019; Roden and Ehleringer
2007; Szejner et al. 2016; Roden et al. 2011).

In Argentina, the δ18O tree-ring ofNothofagus pumilio and Fitzroya cupressoides,
at relatively humid sites, was shown to be comparable and related to temperature
(December through May) (Lavergne et al. 2016). The temperature signal encom-
passed a large area in southern South America geographically under the influence of
the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). In light of the significant correlation between
the oxygen and carbon isotope records at the site the correlation between δ18O and
temperature was ascribed to the effect of temperature on isotopic enrichment of
leaf water, more than to its effect on precipitation δ18O (Lavergne et al. 2017a).
A modeling experiment later confirmed this interpretation (Lavergne et al. 2017b).
Further South, at Perito Moreno glacier (Santa Cruz Province, Argentina), also a
moist site, the δ18O of Nothofagus pumilio was found to be sensitive both to temper-
ature and hydroclimate (Grießinger et al. 2018; Meier et al. 2020). Though changes
in moisture source origin may have been involved via the SAM.

In a pioneering Antipodean study, Wilson and Grinsted (1978) were early to
hypothesize that δ18O in wood could be used to reconstruct past temperature and
the δ18O of source water. Whilst regional dendrochronology challenges, due to the
variations in ring width coherence, may have slowed progress in creating long-term
isotope series, a larger number of prominent New Zealand and Australia ecophysi-
ological investigations explore δ18O (e.g. Barbour et al. 2002; Cernusak et al. 2005;
Ellsworth et al. 2013). Brookman (2014) demonstrated that tree-ring δ18O in New
Zealand conifers was a promising tool for regional hydroclimate reconstruction via
a comparison of the δ18O records from Agathis australis and Libocedrus bidwillii
from sites onSouth Island.Again, a hydroclimate signal dominated (air humidity, soil
moisture deficit and rainfall amount) from previous autumn through the concurrent
growth season. Isotope climate correlations were strong in several different species.
In the North Island, Lorrey et al. (2016) also explored the palaeoclimate potential
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of long-lived Agathis australis via δ18O in earlywood and evidenced statistically
significant correlations with hydroclimate (October–December vapor pressure and
May–December air humidity). The relationships were shown to be consistent with
mechanistic δ18O simulations. These results suggested that Agathis australis δ18O
has the potential to provide quantitative climate information to explore past ENSO
activity in the region with sub-fossil chronologies having the potential to provide
insights back into the late Quaternary.

19.3.3 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Oxygen
Isotope Time Series at High Latitudes
and in the Boreal Forest

At high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere annually resolved δ18O chronologies
have been developed across the Boreal zone. Buhay and Edwards (1995) carried out
an early exploration of hydroclimate in Canada based on tree-ring water isotopes.
They used an isotopemodel to account for the impact of fractionation on sourcewater
signal in different moisture environments allowing for a reconstruction resolved by
hydroclimatic environment, over 275 years prior to the instrumental period. Birks
and Edwards (2009) described changes in atmospheric circulation patterns for the
North Pacific from water isotopes, showing the strongest relationship with temper-
ature variations and a precipitation amount effect. Temperature variability for the
last millennia has also been reconstructed using δ18O tree-ring records in Canada
from Boreal-lake subfossil trees, revealing the speed of recent climatic warming
at that latitude as well as a connection between the coldest periods of the nine-
teenth century and the volcanic eruptions and low solar activity associated with the
late Little Ice Age (Naulier et al. 2015). Gennaretti et al. (2017) combined δ18O,
δ13C and ring-width chronologies to develop an improved multi-proxy temperature
reconstruction (using a Bayesian framework) for the same region. Annual tempera-
ture and δ18O meteoric water records have also been estimated using δ18O tree-ring
reconstructions from Pleistocene subfossil wood in Nunavut (Csank et al. 2013).
Further studies in the Northwestern Territories showed positive correlations between
a tree-ring δ18O record and summer temperatures and negative relationships with
summer humidity, also involving an oxygen isotope evaporative enrichment signal
in warmer summers (Porter et al. 2009). Using longer δ18O records for the same
site, a ~200-year spring–summer temperature reconstruction was generated (Porter
et al. 2013). Further Canadian examples show the strength of Boreal δ18O for recon-
structing source water dominated precipitation and temperature histories, where the
two climate parameters co-vary (Holzkämper et al. 2012; Bégin et al. 2015). Even
further north, in High Arctic environments, a significant correlation between the
δ18O of birch trees growing in Southwestern Greenland and NAO was evidenced
(Xu et al. 2021). Similarly, tree-ring cellulose of the shrub Cassiope tetragona in
Ellesmere Island in Canada at 79 °N recorded Arctic and NAO variability (Welker
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et al. 2005). Rayback and Henry (2006) reconstructed 100 years of summer temper-
atures using cellulose material from tree rings of the shrub Cassiope tetragona in
Ellesmere Island.

Moving to consider the European context, δ18O records of Pinus sylvestris in
Finland and Sweden also reveal hydroclimate sensitivity (Seftigen et al. 2011; Esper
et al. 2018). In theRussianAltai, at the limit of theBoreal forest, summer temperature
and precipitation signals were both preserved in δ18O chronologies of Larix decidua
(Sidorova et al. 2013). High latitude Boreal forest has also formed the backdrop for
ring width and densitometry-based dendroclimatology to develop networks recon-
structions (e.g. Anchukaitis et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2016) and so were a natural
starting place for isotope dendroclimatology (e.g. McCarroll and Pawellek 1998,
Robertson et al. 1997).

Trees are long lived in the Boreal and high-latitude forests and abundant subfossil
material is available and well-preserved due to the cold environment. With the
underlying isotope fractionation models described above and in Chaps. 10 and 18
suggesting that water isotopes in tree rings should sensitively record a source water
signal in these moist, cool forests it is not surprising that tree-ring δ18O has proven
to be a reliable hydroclimate proxy far into the northern forests. See also Chap. 20
for a discussion of relevant reconstructions.

19.3.4 Dendroclimatic Information from Stable Oxygen
Isotope Time Series in the Tropics

A major research gap exists in the network of high-resolution proxy reconstruc-
tions for palaeoclimatology, in the terrestrial tropics (Evans and Schrag 2004). As
discussed, this is in part due to the challenges of using traditional dendroclimatology
in these regions (Worbes 2002). However, over the last two decades several authors
have tried to address this research gap by exploring the source water signal and evap-
orative enrichment signal in cellulose δ18O from tropical trees to resolve both dating
and climate signal (see Brienen et al. 2016; Rozendaal and Zuidema 2011; van der
Sleen et al. 2017 for a review). In Chap. 22 we summarize major findings regarding
the climatic information recorded in tree-ring δ18O from trees growing in tropical
regions.

Away from the ‘ever wet’ regions, most parts of the tropics do experience precip-
itation seasonality, even with annually stable temperatures. Wet seasons are typified
by δ18O depleted source water (Araguás-Araguás et al. 2000) with dryer periods
seeing enriched source water. Moreover, even in regions with very little rainfall
amount variability through the year, there is geographical source water variability, as
the monsoon seasons shift through the year (Loader et al. 2011). Several studies have
attempted to detect seasonality via source water variability as both a dating method
in non-annual ring forming tropical trees, and a climate signal (Evans and Schrag
2004).
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Kahmen et al. (2011) explored themechanistic explanations for sensitivity of δ18O
to climate in tropical tree rings. Using themechanistic Péclet-modifiedCraig-Gordon
model (PMGG) they reported that both air temperature and air humidity influenced
tree that δ18O, integrated via VPD, along an aridity gradient of Metrosideros poly-
morpha in Hawaii. Xylem water δ18O decreased along the gradient whilst leaf and
stem δ18O increased, suggesting that evaporative enrichment dominated the source
water signal in Hawaii’s coastal island environment.

In tropical rainforest environments of Central Guyana, Pons and Helle (2011)
found δ18O cellulose patterns mimicked the source water annual isotope cycle well,
withminima in both rainfall and cellulose at the start of the area’s primarywet season.
They tested their hypothesis with dual isotope measurements, which revealed that
cellulose δ13C also showed low moisture stress at the same time as the minima in
cellulose δ18O. Moreover, these revealing studies were successfully carried out in
tropical trees with anatomically indistinct tree rings (Pons and Helle 2011).

In South America, in the western Amazon basin, Brienen and Helle (2012)
reported a lower influence of temperature and vapor pressure variations on tree-
ring δ18O records from Cedrela odorata. Tree-ring δ18O correlated well with δ18O
in precipitation, regional precipitation variability during the wet season and stream-
flow from Amazonian rivers. Non time stable relationships with ENSO parameters
were also observed, as well as an increase in δ18O values over the twentieth century,
shared with ice core records. Baker et al. (2015) reinforced the dominance of a source
water signal in the Brienen and Helle (2012) δ18O Cedrela record via correlations
with other δ18O tree-ring records from low altitude rainforest tree species, and with
high altitude Polylepis tarapacana in the Bolivian Altiplano. The δ18O signature of
Polylepis tarapacana chronologies along the South American Altiplano revealed a
strong signal of December to March precipitation associated to the South Amer-
ican Summer Monsoon (Rodríguez-Catón et al. 2021). In Southern Ecuador, ENSO
variability has also been shown to be recorded in δ18O tree-ring records of Cedrela
montana (Volland et al. 2016). Good agreement with wet season precipitation was
found in high-resolution δ18O records of Tachigali myrmecophila in Manaus, Brazil,
in Cedrela odorata at 12 °S in the Amazonian and a 150-year Polylepis tarapacana
tree-ring δ18O record from the Bolivian Altiplano at 22 °S (Ballantyne et al. 2011).

In Costa Rica variations in the tree-ring δ18O records from 16-year oldHyeronima
alcorneides were found to be sensitive to tropical precipitation amount, especially
during ENSO events (Evans et al. 2006). The δ18O cycles measured in two Pouteria
trees, which did not have visible tree rings, and were assigned a calendar year via a
radiocarbon age-depthmodel, showed enriched δ18OduringwarmENSOwet seasons
(Anchukaitis and Evans 2010). Annual cyclicity in δ18O has also been revealed in
ring-less mangrove Rhizophora mucronata which also recorded sensitivity to the
ENSO event in 1997 (Verheyden et al. 2004a).

In Central Java in Indonesia, Schollaen et al. (2013) reported that δ18O chronolo-
gies from rainforest teak (Tectona grandis) recorded precipitation signals during the
dry and the rainy season. The δ18O teak tree-ring record also showed strong sensitivity
to ENSO events driven by warmer sea surface temperatures over the central Pacific
(Schollaen et al. 2015). In Indonesia and Thailand, high-resolution δ18O records from
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cross dated tree rings of Tectona grandis, and ring-less Samanea saman grown at the
same locality, show high correlations with instrumental data, reflecting the seasonal
cycles of rainfall and air humidity (Poussart et al. 2004).

Tropical oxygen isotope dendroclimatology, to date, has revealed coherent corre-
lations between various hydroclimate and sourcewater signals and δ18O in tree-rings,
often in trees with indistinct growth rings (e.g. Sano et al. 2009). These examples
highlight opportunities to extend our understanding of past climate from trees tomany
parts of the tropics, from remote to highly populated areas where climate changemay
have direct and serious implications. Despite these promising single site studies, the
environmental and physiological mechanisms controlling tropical isotopic signals
between the atmosphere and soil, through the stem and canopy to the wood and into
the cellulose of the tree-ring are highly complex, and more so in the tropics. The
interplay between isotopic signals carried in the source water and those produced at
the leaf level and during downstream enrichment and photosynthetic processes are
still not well understood (Gessler et al. 2014). The mechanistic interpretation of δ18O
in tropical trees remains therefore often problematic. Additional relevant discussions
can also be found in Chaps. 13 and 22.

19.4 Conclusions

The contributions of stable isotope dendroclimatology have increased tenfold,
over recent decades, thanks to better analytical systems allowing greater sample
throughput and replication, improved understandings of the mechanistic controls
over the isotope signal and increased geographical and species coverage in example
studies. Contributions to our understanding of the carbon–water-climate relation-
ship in trees are now available from long, well replicated stable isotope tree-ring
series across the old world, with pockets of emerging studies in previously under-
represented geographical areas. As global average temperatures continue to rise and
we move into a ‘1.5-degree world’ with increasing climate extremes, the additional
glimpses into our pre anthropogenic climate that we obtain from tree-ring isotope
records becomes ever more important. Coupled with the ability to explore how trees
and woodland respond to changing climate and CO2 levels in the atmosphere, the
isotope dendro proxies are now a vital part of the palaeoenvironmental toolbox.
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Chapter 20
Stable Isotopes in Tree Rings of Boreal
Forests

Olga V. Churakova, Trevor J. Porter, Alexander V. Kirdyanov,
Vladimir S. Myglan, Marina V. Fonti, and Eugene A. Vaganov

Abstract The boreal forests are widely expanded from subarctic forest to tundra,
and from taiga to forest-steppe zone (from 50 °N to 70 °N). We reviewed avail-
able stable isotope chronologies in tree-ring cellulose (δ13C, δ18O and δ2H) from 16
sites located in the Russian Federation; 4 research sites from Fennoscandia (Finland,
Sweden and Norway); 5 sites fromCanada, and 1 site fromAlaska (USA) to evaluate
impact of climatic changes from seasonal to annual scale across boreal forest ecosys-
tems. Results of our review of carbon isotope data showed that drought conditions
(mainly high vapour pressure deficit) are prevalent for western and central regions
of Eurasia, Alaska and Canada, while northeastern and eastern sites of Eurasian
subarctic are showingwater shortage developments resulting fromdecreasing precip-
itation. Oxygen isotope chronologies show increasing trends towards the end of the
twentieth century mainly for all chronologies, except for the Siberian northern and
southern sites. The application of themultiple stable isotope proxies (δ13C, δ18O, δ2H)
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is beneficial to study responses of boreal forests to climate change in temperature-
limited environments. However, a deeper knowledge of hydrogen isotope fractiona-
tion processes at the tree-ring cellulose level is needed for a sound interpretation and
application of δ2H for climate reconstructions, especially for the boreal forest zone
where forest ecosystems are more sensitive to climatic and environmental changes.

20.1 Introduction

The boreal forest, including areas classically known as taiga, is the largest biome
on earth (Apps et al. 2006), representing 17% of the earth’s terrestrial ecosystems.
It holds an estimated ~30% of terrestrial carbon stocks (Pan et al. 2011), making it
a significant variable in the global carbon cycle. The boreal forest encompasses a
zonal band roughly defined by 50–70 °N and occupies 1.2 billion hectares of land area
(Soja et al. 2007), with the Siberian taiga accounting for 70% of this area (Kasischke
2000). The typical boreal climate is subarctic (e.g., Köppen zones Dfc and Dwc). In
contrast to tundra areas to the north, the relatively low albedo of the boreal forest
plays an important role in regulating the surface energy balance and climate of the
subarctic latitudes (Bonan 2008).

Large areas of Fennoscandia, central and eastern Siberia (Russian Federation),
northern Canada and Alaska represent the most extensive remaining areas of natural
forests on the planet. The boreal forests are globally important for their economic
and environmental values. Extensive areas of the boreal forests of Finland, Sweden,
and parts of Canada are intensively managed for timber production and contribute
10–30% of the export income of these nations (ACIA 2004).

The study of boreal forest ecosystems is important because of their high sensitivity
to regional and global climate changes, and potential to influence ground tempera-
tures and the stability of vast pools of carbon currently locked in permafrost in the
subarctic regions (Fig. 20.1a). Permafrost plays an important role in stabilizing the
climatic system and climate-albedo feedbacks that are unique to the northern range
of the boreal forest (Bonan 2008). Due to climate warming, both vapor-pressure
deficit (VPD) and evapotranspiration are expected to increase in the boreal region,
which has implications for tree’s water relations (Sugimoto et al. 2002; ACIA 2004;
Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2016, 2020).

Many impacts of climate change are already apparent in the boreal forest
including:

(i) spatially complex patterns of reduced and increased rates of tree growth (Briffa
et al. 1998;Briffa 2000;Lloyd andBunn2007); (ii) larger andmore extensivefires and
insect outbreaks (Soja et al. 2007); and (iii) a range of effects due to permafrost degra-
dation, including new wetland development and subsidence of the ground surface
(Turetsky et al. 2019), with the associated loss of trees and ecological succession
toward wetland plant communities.

In boreal regions, the traditional tree-ring parameters like tree-ring width and
maximum latewood density are typically positively correlated with June-July and
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June–August temperatures, and therefore, have been successfully used to reconstruct
summer temperatures over the pastmillennium (Briffa 2000; Sidorova andNaurzbaev
2002; Naurzbaev et al. 2002; Hantemirov et al. 2011; Grudd 2008; Kononov et al.
2009; D’Arrigo et al. 2008; Myglan et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2015; Büntgen
et al. 2021). However, in some areas of Alaska and northwestern Canada where
the rate of recent climate warming has been most rapid, the generally reliable asso-
ciation between ring width and summer climate has been demonstrated to break
down, potentially linked to warming-induced drought stress (Briffa 2000; Wilmking
et al. 2004; D’Arrigo et al. 2008; Porter and Pisaric 2011; Porter et al. 2013). This
phenomenon is referred to the “Divergence Problem” (DP) in the dendrochronology
literature (D’Arrigo et al. 2008; Camarero et al. 2021). The emergence of the DP has
stimulated the search for a more reliable tree-ring climate proxy in affected regions,
including tree-ring δ13C and δ18O (Barber et al. 2000; Sidorova et al. 2009, 2010;
Porter et al. 2009; Zharkov et al. 2021).

20.2 Characteristic of Boreal Zone

20.2.1 Study Sites and Tree Species

Trees in the boreal zone have showed great potential for stable isotope studies due
to long-term tree longevity (Sidorova et al. 2008, 2010) and good subfossil wood
preservation due to severe climate conditions and permafrost availability (Sidorova
et al. 2013a, b; Helama et al. 2018; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019) (Fig. 20.1).

Fig. 20.1 Location of the study sites (Table S20.1) with δ13C (yellow triangles), δ18O (light blue
triangles) and both δ13C and δ18O (red triangles) isotope tree-ring cellulose chronologies (a).
Monthly precipitation (b) andmean air temperature (c) climatologies for the common period (1961–
1990) for all published sites, calculated from the 10’-spatial resolution dataset by New et al. (2002).
Permafrost distribution from continuous to sporadic is available in Obu et al. (2019)
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Dominant tree species are white spruce (Picea glauca) and black spruce (Picea
mariana Mill.) in Canada and the USA (Alaska), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)
in Fennoscandia, and a variety of larch tree species (Larix sibirica Ledeb., Larix
gmelinii Rupr., Larix cajanderi Mayr.) in central, eastern and northeastern Siberia.
Previous tree-ring isotope studies in the boreal region have focused mainly on devel-
oping stable carbon (δ13C) and oxygen (δ18O) isotope chronologies from cellulose
(Fig. 20.1, Table 20.1 and Supplementary Table 20.1). To date there have been only
a few studies in the boreal region focusing on hydrogen (δ2H) in tree-ring cellulose
(e.g., in Finland, see Hilasvuori 2011). Based on the available literature and knowl-
edge, our review focusses primarily on stable carbon and oxygen isotope studies in
tree rings from the boreal zone.

20.2.2 Permafrost

About 80% of the world’s boreal forests are located in the circumpolar permafrost
zone (Helbig et al. 2016) which makes permafrost a particularly important compo-
nent of the boreal forest. Boreal forests respond to both the timing and magnitude
of changes in soil moisture and soil temperature, nutrient availability, as well as
permafrost distribution and dynamics, which themselves are directly affected by
snow and vegetation cover, soil texture and geothermal heat flux (ACIA 2004; Cable
et al. 2013; Boike et al. 2013). Water released from thawing ice-rich permafrost can
be an important moisture source for trees growing in regions with severe tempera-
ture limitations and low amount of precipitation (Sidorova et al. 2010; Churakova
(Sidorova) et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2000; Sugimoto et al. 2002; Saurer et al. 2016).
Due to low temperatures in the subarctic belt, water loss is not yet as large as observed
in European forest ecosystems (Saurer et al. 2014). However, with a continued
increase in temperature (Sidorova et al. 2010), drought stress may increase accord-
ingly (Sidorova et al. 2009; Knorre et al. 2010; Bryukhanova et al. 2015; Saurer et al.
2016; Ohta et al. 2019) in the boreal forest regions.

Under the projected climate warming, permafrost is expected to degrade and
initiallywetland areas (thermokarst lakes) will increase in extent (IPCC 2014), which
has the potential to shift the regional carbon balance from a net carbon sink (under
productive boreal vegetation) to a carbon source (microbial emission of CO2 and
CH4 driven by access to thawed permafrost carbon. Lake drainage, hydroclimatic
change and ecological succession also have the potential to moderate thermokarst-
carbon balance impacts. A number of studies have reported a pronounced increase in
the seasonal thaw depth inWestern Siberia (Melnikov et al. 2004; Pavlov et al. 2004;
Fyodorov-Davydov et al. 2009). Fyodorov-Davydov et al. (2009) investigated the
spatial and temporal trends in the active soil layer (ASL) depth in northern Yakutia,
Russia (Table S20.1). The ASL is the top layer of soil with high activity of microbial
processes and which thaws during summer and freezes back again in autumn.

Seasonal dynamics of the cryosphere also have implications for the phenology
of tree growth, on carbon and oxygen isotope ratios in plants due to the influence
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Table 20.1 Summary of available stable isotope chronologies in tree rings from the boreal forest

Proxy Outcome Tree species References

δ13C

Spring temperature April–May temperature
increases towards recent
century

L. sibirica Ledeb
P. glauca

Tartakovsky et al.
(2012), Porter et al.
(2014)

Summer temperature June–August
temperature increases

L. cajanderi Mayr
L. gmelinii Rupr
P. sylvestris L.
L. sibirica Ledeb
P. glauca

Porter et al. (2009),
Loader et al. (2010,
2013), Sidorova et al.
(2008), Sidorova et al.
(2013a, b), Churakova
(Sidorova) et al. (2016,
2019), Kononov et al.
(2009), personal
communication,
Tartakovsky et al.
(2012), Holzkämper
et al. (2008),
Gennaretti et al. (2017)

Winter temperature Annual and decadal
temporal resolution
Winter (February)
temperature trend

L. gmelinii Rupr
P. sylvestris L.

Sidorova et al. (2010),
Edwards et al. (2017)

Sunshine duration Impact of June–August
sunshine duration on
δ13C isotope
chronologies

P. sylvestris L. Loader et al. (2013)

Cloud cover July–August percentage
of cloud cover suggest
strong negative
relationship between
cloud cover and
temperature. High
percentage of summer
cloud cover during the
14-fifteenth and
nineteenth centuries and
famines due to crop
failures caused by very
wet (rather than cold)
summer conditions

P. sylvestris L. Young et al. (2012),
Loader et al. (2013)

Arctic Oscillation Recent period becomes
cloudier compared to the
past millennia

P. sylvestris L. Young et al. (2012)

(continued)
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Table 20.1 (continued)

Proxy Outcome Tree species References

Water-use efficiency Increasing WUE towards
the recent decades,
Increasing water
shortage

L. gmelinii Rupr
L. cajanderi Mayr
L. sibirica Ledeb

Saurer et al. (2002,
2004, 2014),
Churakova (Sidorova)
(2018), Siegwolf et al.
(2022)
Keller et al. (2017)

Vapor pressure deficit Increasing June-July
VPD towards twentieth
century over past
millennia

L. cajanderi Mayr
L. gmelinii Rupr

Sidorova et al. (2009),
Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. (2019, 2020) in
preparation

Drought reconstruction Physiological
adaptations to drought
and correspondence to
the drought intervals of
the 1790, 1840, 1890,
1930, and 1960–1970

T. occidentalis Au and Tardif (2012)

River flow Potential for river flow
reconstruction

P. sylvestris Waterhouse et al.
(2000)

Summer precipitation June moisture
reconstructions
Moisture summers
during the early
millennium
and dry summers during
the late millennium,
twentieth century warm
and moist

P. sylvestris L. Edwards et al. (2017)

δ18O

Summer temperature Increasing Siberian thaw
permafrost depth
Link with summer
temperature

L. sibirica Ledeb,
P. sylvestris L.

Sidorova et al. (2012),
Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. (2016, 2019,
2020), Naulier et al.
(2015), Porter et al.
(2014), Hilasvuori
et al. (2009)

Sunshine duration Recent period becomes
sunnier compared to the
past century

L. cajanderi
Mayr;

Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. (2019)

Arctic Oscillation Teleconnection via
winter-spring and
summer precipitation.
Reduction of summer
precipitation, triggered
by a positive phase of
the Arctic Oscillation in
May

L. gmelinii Rupr Sidorova et al. (2010),
Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. (2019, 2021b)

(continued)
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Table 20.1 (continued)

Proxy Outcome Tree species References

δ13C and δ18O

Mixed signal in spring,
summer temperature
and precipitation, vapor
pressure deficit

Increasing spring and
summer temperatures,
decreasing July
precipitation
Increasing drought,
limited access to
nutrients suggest CO2
saturation of Siberian
larch trees
Vegetation period
becomes drier in the
second half of the
twentieth century and
the beginning of the
twenty-first century due
to decreased
precipitation. Vegetation
period shifted to an
earlier date in the course
of the last century

L. gmelinii Rupr;
P. glauca
L. sibirica Ledeb

Sidorova et al. (2009),
Knorre et al. (2010),
Bryukhanova et al.
(2015), Tartakovsky
et al. (2012),
Holzkämper et al.
(2008)

Arctic Oscillation Teleconnection via
precipitation patterns

L. cajanderi
Mayr;
L. gmelinii Rupr;
P. sylvestris L.

Sidorova et al. (2010),
Young et al. (2012),
Churakova (Sidorova)
et al. (2021a)

Relative air humidity,
winter temperature and
precipitation

Reconstructed relative
air humidity reflected the
predominating influence
of stomatal conductance
on carbon-isotope
discrimination, while
reconstructed winter
temperature reflected
separation of the �18O
record into �T-and
�RH-dependent signals
of similar magnitude.
High growth season
humidity persisted from
AD 1900 compared to
the Little Ice Age

P. engelmannii
P. albicaulus
L. gmelinii Rupr

Edwards et al. (2008)

(continued)
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Table 20.1 (continued)

Proxy Outcome Tree species References

δ2H and δ18O

Cloud cover,
temperature,
precipitation, relative
humidity

The strongest
relationship (r = 0.70, P
< 0.001) was observed
between δ18O and cloud
cover, yet, r values for
δ18O, δ2H and
temperature,δ18O, δ2H
and precipitation, all
exceeded 0.5 and were
statistically highly
significant for the oak
tree-ring chronologies
from southern Finland
Reconstructing relative
humidity from plant
δ18O and δ2H as
deuterium deviations
from the global meteoric
water line

Quercus robur L.
P. sylvestris L.
Quercus
macrocarpa
Q. robur
Pseudotsuga
menziesii

Hilasvuori (2011),
Voelker et al. (2014)

of active layer thaw on soil water availability and plant gas exchange, and on the
isotope composition of soil water. The freezing process itself induces a soil water
fractionation during the autumn freeze-back period (Lacelle 2011). In a closed system
with converging freezing fronts extending downward from the surface and upward
from the permafrost table, soil water fractionation is expected to obey Rayleigh
distillation principles, with the most enriched ice forming first (i.e., near the surface
and at the permafrost table) and progressively more 18O-depleted ice as the two
freezing fronts converge roughly at the mid-point of the active layer (Lacelle 2011).
This process, therefore, can lead to isotopic stratification of soil water with depth,
which has potential implications for the mean isotopic composition of soil water
used by trees in the early growing season.

The oxygen isotopic signal in tree-rings of trees growing on permafrost is also
masked by the supply of isotopically depleted water from melted frozen soil leading
to ‘inverse’ climate to tree-ring isotope relationship, as dry and warm summer condi-
tions result in lower soil, root and wood in δ18O values (Sugimoto et al. 2002; Saurer
et al. 2002, 2016).

A further complication of the isotope composition in tree-rings within the
permafrost zone is caused by the impact of forest fires. Wildfires lead to signif-
icant changes in active soil layer depth and seasonal dynamics, with potentially
long-term consequences for carbon, nutrient and water balance of the ecosystem
(Sidorova et al. 2009; Kirdyanov et al. 2020). As both water and nutrient supply for
plants predominantly depend on the freeze–thaw processes in the active soil layer
(Zhang et al. 2000; Prokushkin et al. 2018), the wildfire-induced changes in isotopic
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composition of the source water and water availability for trees as well as changes
in photosynthesis rate are recorded in tree-ring carbon and oxygen isotopes.

20.2.3 Climate

The major advantage in studying northern forests is their distance to popu-
lated regions, allowing the study of tree responses to environmental changes
without anthropogenic disturbances. A major disadvantage is the difficult acces-
sibility, especially in northeastern Siberia, and the scarcity of weather stations. Yet,
seasonal continuous measurements of climatic parameters are needed for future eco-
physiological studies. Gridded large-scale climate data (CRU TS 4.02, 0.5° × 0.5°)
(New et al. 2002; Harris et al. 2014) can help filling the gaps in the climate data.
Gridded temperature and precipitation data are an important source of information
to quantify climate reconstructions during the last decade and further back in time
(first half of twentieth century). Several studies on stable isotope tree-ring cellulose
chronologies for the boreal zone showed good correspondence with temperature
signals from both, local weather stations and gridded data (http://climexp.knmi.nl)
back in time (>100 years) (Sidorova et al. 2010; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019).
However, precipitation signals are better recorded by the local weather stations at
the local scale compared to the gridded averaged data at the regional scale.

Sunshine duration and cloud cover are distributed heterogeneously across boreal
regions. In summer, light duration lasts longer at high-latitudes than at the southern
taiga and forest steppe zone (Young et al. 2012; Gagen et al. 2016; Churakova
(Sidorova) et al. 2019).

Depending on the site location and impact of environmental parameters, conifer
trees in the boreal zone can adapt to extremely low annual temperatures (−19.2 °C
in northeastern Yakutia, data from the local Chokurdach weather station for the
period from 1961 to 1990). The climate data obtained from the local weather stations
(direct measurements) represent a wide range of minimum and maximum tempera-
ture extremes (e.g.,−60 °C in Yakutia to+45 °C in Khakassia, Russian Federation).
The amount of annual precipitation varies from236 to 310mm in northeastern Siberia
and Northern America, respectively (Fig. 20.1b) to 502 mm towards Baikalskii ridge
(Russian Federation), and further double increases to 1353 mm towards Norway’s
northeastern coastline.

http://climexp.knmi.nl
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20.3 Stable Carbon (δ13C) Isotopes

20.3.1 Isotope Ecophysiology

Application of stable carbon isotopes in tree-ring studies for the boreal zone has
increased over the past decades because these proxies record information not only
about temperature (Knorre et al. 2010; Sidorova et al. 2008, 2009, 2013a, b), but also
about moisture changes (Kirdyanov et al. 2008; Sidorova et al. 2010; Tartakovsky
et al. 2012; Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019, 2020, 2021b), as well as changes
in sunshine duration/cloudiness (Young et al. 2012; Loader et al. 2013; Helama
et al. 2018) (Table 20.1). Moreover, carbon isotope chronologies in tree-rings also
captured signals of atmospheric circulation patterns (Saurer et al. 2004; Sidorova
et al. 2010; Gagen et al. 2016) and facilitated the reconstruction of the river flow in
Siberia (Waterhouse et al. 2000).

Climatic parameters like temperature, water availability, air humidity and vapor
pressure deficit, and the impact of changes in ambient CO2 concentration on photo-
synthetic CO2 assimilation and water balance are reflected in the δ13C values of
plant organic matter and provide an isotopic fingerprint in the wood of tree rings (see
Chap. 9). The analysis of tree physiological properties using carbon isotope ratios is
particularly useful when combined with a photosynthesis model. This facilitates the
functional attribution of meteorological impacts to plant responses, such as stomatal
and substomatal conductance vs. ambient CO2 concentrations (ci/ca ratio) (Farquhar
and Lloyd 1989). Detailed insight into physiology (see Chap. 9) and resource distri-
bution during tree-ring formation (see Chaps. 3, 13 and 15) may also be obtained
through 13C-labeling experiments (Kagawa et al. 2006a, b; Masyagina et al. 2016).

20.3.2 Seasonal Variability

Short growing season (up to 90 days in far North) and harsh climatic conditions of
the boreal zone result in low tree stem increment (Vaganov et al. 2006). Compared
to temperate trees with wider rings (Leavitt 1993), boreal trees might show a
slower carbon turnover rate (Kagawa et al. 2006b). The highly resolved intra-annual
measurements of δ13C within tree rings (earlywood/latewood or laser ablation with
the step of 80–200 μm, see Chap. 7) helped to link changes in physiological and
metabolic processes and, as a result, tree-ring growth and xylem anatomical structure
associated to seasonal climatic variability.

Deciduous and evergreen angiosperms and gymnosperms depend on stored
carbohydrates during their first stages of leaves/wood development (Ericsson 1979).

Boreal deciduous (Betula pubescens Ehrh., Populus tremula L.), conifer decid-
uous (Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Rupr.) and conifer evergreen species (Pinus sylvestris
L., Picea obovata Ledeb., Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.) were used to identify the
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physiological principle of climate responses related to the phenology and structural–
functional features of wood. Intra-annual δ13C tree-ring analysis of gymnosperm
and angiosperm species in Scandinavia (Vaganov et al. 2009), central and eastern
Siberia (Kagawa et al. 2006b; Bryukhanova et al. 2011; Rinne et al. 2015; Fonti
et al. 2018) and southern Siberia (Voronin et al. 2012) have shown that not only the
temperature, but also soil moisture and rainfall might affect the dynamics of δ13C in
tree rings. In particular, δ13C in latewood of L. gmelinii in Yakutia was reported to
show better correlations with the growing season precipitation and soil water condi-
tions than δ13C in earlywood (Kagawa et al. 2003). Variability of tree-ring width and
δ13C under climatic conditions of extreme years in central Siberia indicated that an
increased spring temperature initially led to an increase of tree growth. However, due
to an increased use of water through transpiration, tree growth could be progressively
reduced from temperature to moisture limitation.

To determine the extent to which trees rely on stored carbohydrates from previous
years for tree-ring formation and how strongly the current photosynthates were used,
the intra-annual δ13C variability was measured. Samples from Larix gmelinii (Rupr.)
from two Siberian sites with a different hydro-thermal regime of permafrost soils
were analyzed using (a) δ13C-labeling (Kagawa et al. 2006b) and (b) laser ablation
coupled to the Compound-Specific Isotope Analysis (CSIA) (Rinne et al. 2015).
Kagawa et al. (2006b) showed that latewood in Larix gmelinii Rupr. was mainly
formed from current-year photoassimilates with minimal carry-over effect of carbo-
hydrates from the previous year, while the early wood is produced from a mixture
of current-year photoassimilates and previous-year carbohydrates. In P. sylvestris
from the same site, δ13C values of early wood were significantly correlated with
the previous year late wood (r = 0.42; P < 0.01) in a 100-year δ13C chronology,
which is evidence of a carry-over effect. In contrast, Rinne et al. (2015) provided
the evidence of a minimal carry-over effect of photosynthates formed during the
previous year(s). The combination of different methods, such as CSIA and intra-
annual tree-ring isotope analyseswill enhance a furthermechanistic understanding of
the carbon–water relationships within ecosystems, in particular, for the interpretation
of retrospective tree-ring analyses (Rinne et al. 2015).

20.3.3 Annual and Decadal Carbon Isotope Variability Over
Past 100 Years

Themean δ13C value in tree-ring cellulose chronologies fromFennoscandia, Yakutia,
the high-elevatedmountain range inKhibini (Kola Peninsula) and theAltaiMountain
range, analysed for the period from 1900 to 1998, showed mean values of −24‰.
These earlier published chronologies indicated wetter conditions for these sites in the
boreal zone compared to the drier northeastern and central sites ofEurasia andAlaska.
Based on the available δ13C tree-ring cellulose chronologies from the southern part
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Fig. 20.2 Annual (a) and smoothed by a 11-year Hamming window (b) δ13C tree-ring cellulose
chronologies obtained from conifer tree species from the boreal zone (for details see supplementary
Table S20.1)

(Khakasia, Russian Federation) of the boreal zone, reduced soil moisture availability
is reflected by mean δ13C values of −20.4‰ (Fig. 20.2a).

The δ13C in tree-ring cellulose chronologies (standardised to z-score) smoothed
by a 11-year Hamming window show a general significant increasing trend over
the recent decades for all, except for a few sites in northern Eurasia: Davan Pass
(Tartakovsky et al. 2012), Khakasia forest steppe (Knorre et al. 2010), Tura (Sidorova
et al. 2009) as well as Alaska (Barber et al. 2000), Canada (Porter et al. 2009) and
Sweden, Torneträsk (Loader et al. 2013) (Fig. 20.2b).

These decreasing δ13C trends in tree-ring cellulose chronologies towards recent
century from permafrost sites over the past decades were explained as an earlier
beginning of the vegetation period in spring and increased use of residual soil carried
over from autumn of the previous year (Sidorova et al. 2009; Knorre et al. 2010).
Another reason, e.g., physiological effect of increasing atmospheric CO2, is also
responsible for lower δ13C values. Thus, an earlier start of the vegetation period
could lead to tree-ring formation during a period with higher water availability,
resulting in stronger isotopic fractionation and 13C depletion (Knorre et al. 2010).

20.4 Stable Oxygen (δ18O) Isotopes

20.4.1 Isotope Ecophysiology

Oxygen isotopes in organic matter are modified by variation in the isotopic compo-
sition of source water, which is closely related to that of precipitation and soil water
(though modified by evaporation at the soil surface). The δ18O of meteoric water is
directly related to cloud/atmosphere air temperatures (Dansgaard 1964) as well as
evaporation and condensation processes in the global water cycle. This is especially
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true in northern high-latitudes, as has been demonstrated at broad spatial scales across
the North American arctic and subarctic based on precipitation isotope data from the
Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (Porter et al. 2016). An earlier study by
Saurer et al. (2002) also showed that average isotope values of 130 trees of a widely
distributed genus (Larix, Picea, Pinus) within the Eurasian subarctic from Norway
to Siberia are highly correlated with the modeled isotope distribution of precipita-
tion showing a large east-to-west gradient (see Chap. 18). Input waters are modified
(enrichment in 18O) in the leaf during transpiration, which is imprinted on photo-
synthates and cellulose through biochemical fractionation and exchange processes.
In Siberia, the inter-annual variability of winter precipitation δ18O is closely related
to temperature variability and the North Atlantic Oscillation, while the variability
of summer δ18O appears to be dominated by regional processes involving evapora-
tion and convection (Butzin et al. 2014). Therefore, δ18O values of tree rings reflect,
as a first approximation, average ambient temperatures and humidity. Progress has
beenmade in understanding the fractionation processes, whereH2

18O-molecule goes
from soil water to tree-ring cellulose (Craig andGordon 1965;Dongmann et al. 1974;
Farquhar and Lloyd 1989; Roden et al. 2000). Thesemodels have been validated with
experimental data from deciduous and coniferous tree species. A detailed description
of the leaf water enrichment processes is given in Chap. 10.

20.4.2 Seasonal Variability

The highly complex hydrological regime of boreal forests is given by a strong
sinusoidal seasonal course of δ18O imprinted in precipitation water, reflecting the
cloud condensation temperatures. Winter precipitation uptake is only possible in
the warming spring and summer months after snow melt and active layer thaw.
This explains the often good correlation between tree-ring δ18O values and winter
temperature,when this fraction of the annual precipitation becomes available for trees
(Sidorova et al. 2010). Oxygen isotopes are then incorporated and become visible
in the tree rings. As described in part Sect. 20.2.1 of this chapter the hydrology of
forests growing under permafrost conditions, only a shallow layer of soil thaws in
summer, each soil layer with its own δ18O of soil water. This variation of seasonal
δ18O from permafrost water must be taken into account for the evaluation of tree-ring
chronologies. It is therefore not surprising that only few studies about the seasonal
δ18O fluctuations in wood are available for the boreal zone, i.e. southern Siberia
(Voronin et al. 2012) and central Siberia (Saurer et al. 2016).
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Fig. 20.3 Annual (a) and smoothed by a 11-year Hamming window (b) δ18O tree-ring cellulose
chronologies obtained from conifer tree species from the boreal zone

20.4.3 Annual and Decadal Oxygen Isotope Variability Over
Past 100 Years

Annual δ18O values in tree-ring cellulose chronologies (Fig. 20.3) showed clear
isotopic differences from the coldest sites in northeastern Yakutia (19.0‰) (Sidorova
et al. 2008) andCanada (19.1‰) (Porter et al. 2009) towardswarmest sites in Russian
Altai (up to 27.7‰) (Loader et al. 2010; Sidorova et al. 2012, 2013a, b) andKhakassia
(26.4‰) (Knorre et al. 2010). A 5-year block δ18O tree-ring cellulose chronology of
black spruce trees (Picea mariana [Mill] B.S.P) from the Québec–Labrador penin-
sula, northeastern Canada (Naulier et al. 2015) showed the lowest isotopic value
(16‰) compared to all other reviewed sites (Fig. 20.3a).

A decreasing δ18O trend was detected in the early 1900’s between 11-year
smoothed δ18O tree-ring cellulose isotope chronologies from Tura site (TUR)
(Sidorova et al. 2009) and Canadian site Mackenzie Delta (Porter et al. 2009, 2014).
This discrepancy can be explained by cold conditions in Canada compared to warmer
periods at Siberian Tura site. Almost all δ18O values in tree-ring cellulose chronolo-
gies showed increasing temperature trends towards the end of the twentieth century,
except for the Siberian sites in Yakutsk (Spasskaya Pyad) (Tei et al. 2013) and
Khakassia (Knorre et al. 2010) (Fig. 20.3). Decreasing δ18O values in tree-ring cellu-
lose chronologies can be explained by 18O depleted water from autumn precipitation
of the previous year absorbed by the tree rings (Sidorova et al. 2009; Knorre et al.
2010).

The combination of tree-ring and stable isotope parameters (e.g., tree-ring width,
cell wall thickness, maximum late wood density, Sidorova et al. 2010, 2012;
Churakova (Sidorova) et al. 2019) enhances the strength of our interpretations and
need to be pursued where possible.
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20.5 Stable Hydrogen (δ2H) Isotopes

As the oxygen and hydrogen isotopic composition of precipitationwas already recog-
nized to be related to temperature (Dansgaard 1964), early work on oxygen and
hydrogen in plant material was conducted with the aim of using tree rings as an
isotopic thermometer. Although the fractionation mechanisms in leaf water are the
same for δ2H as for δ18O, the incorporation of hydrogen follows a different metabolic
pathway. Therefore, correlation analyses with tree-ring hydrogen isotope time series
and annual temperature records have been less successful (Epstein et al. 1976;Water-
house et al. 2002; Augusti et al. 2006). Most recent studies by Voelker et al. (2014)
showed potential for reconstruction of relative humidity from plant δ2H and δ18O as
deuterium deviations from the global meteoric water line (GMWL).

The analysis of δ2H in tree-rings is still in an explorative stage (Kimak and Leuen-
berger 2015; Cormier et al. 2019; Lehman et al. 2021; Churakova (Sidorova) et al.
2021a; Schuler et al. 2022), but the application of the dual stable isotope approach
(δ18O and δ2H) in tree-ring analyses is promising and will strengthen our future
isotope interpretation. Chapter 11 discusses the principles of δ2H in tree rings in
detail.

20.6 Conclusion and Outlook

Carbon isotopes proved to be a reliable proxy for spring and summer temperature,
vapor pressure deficit, sunshine duration/cloud cover and soil moisture changes.
Oxygen isotopes were not only a temperature proxy but also an indicator for air
humidity and water origin, showing also teleconnection with Arctic Oscillation
via precipitation patterns. A mixed temperature and precipitation signal is mainly
recorded for subarctic regions, covered by permafrost (Chap. 18).

The dual carbon and oxygen isotope approach is highly recommended for the
interpretation of stable isotope chronologies from the boreal forest due to oftenmixed
signals recorded in tree rings and the complex hydrology, which can be analyzed best
by using dual or even triple isotopes (δ13C, δ18O, δ2H).

Based on the available stable carbon and oxygen isotope data sets across the boreal
forest zone, we conclude that trees from western and central regions of Eurasia,
Alaska and Canada are exposed to drought conditions, while no strong evidence for
drought is observed at the northeastern and eastern sites of the Eurasian subarctic.

There are only few nitrogen isotope measurements in tree tissues, mainly in
needles of conifer trees (Mack et al. 2004; Prokushkin et al. 2018) and in soil samples,
e.g., northern Sweden (Högberg et al. 2006). So far, no data is available for δ15N in
tree-ring chronologies from the boreal zone, because no strong δ15N signal in tree
rings was found.

Trees growing at the circumpolar zone are a valuable archive and monitoring
system for information not only about temperature but also about currently ongoing
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hydrological changes. A multi-proxy approach as a combination of stable isotopes
and tree-ring parameters, new approaches (intra annual tree-ring analyses, δ2H and
CSIA), and eco-physiological modelling (δ13C, δ18O, δ2H) will strengthen our inter-
pretations and improve the quality of available climate reconstructions with annual
time resolution.
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Chapter 21
Stable Isotopes in Tree Rings
of Mediterranean Forests

Giovanna Battipaglia and Paolo Cherubini

21.1 Introduction

Tree-ring studies in theMediterraneanBasin and in regions characterized byMediter-
ranean climates are scarce because of a lack of old trees and difficulties related to the
clear identification of individual rings. Old trees are lacking because most regions
with aMediterranean climate have long histories of human activity; logging, grazing,
and human-induced fires have occurred over millennia. Annual rings are difficult to
identify in some woody plant species because highly variable climatic conditions
can lead to the formation of intra-annual density fluctuations, which hamper the
cross-dating of tree-ring series (Cherubini et al. 2013). Stable isotopes may help in
identifying intra-annual density fluctuations (De Micco et al. 2007) and in under-
standing the physiological processes behind tree-ring formation, carbon uptake, and
water use (Battipaglia et al. 2010a, 2014a).

Most of the tree-ring stable isotope studies carried out on Mediterranean tree and
shrub species include the use of both carbon and oxygen stable isotopes (Table 21.1),
which help to reconstruct past climate and retrospectively assess tree responses to the
environment (McCarrol and Loader 2004). The values of the isotopic ratios reflect
the extent to which the heavier isotope is discriminated compared to the lighter one
during the physical and chemical processes involved in the synthesis of plant organic
matter (Farquhar et al. 1989).
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Table 21.1 Summary of the main aim and outcomes of studies measuring stable isotopes in
Mediterranean tree rings. References given in chronological order

Stable
isotope

Main usage Main outcome Number
of
species

References

13C Unravelling
isotope-climate
relations

Negative correlation
with precipitation;
water availability
triggers tree growth
and stomatal
conductance

15 Shestakova et al.
(2019), Castagneri
et al. (2018),
Fernández-de-Uña
et al. (2017),
Shestakova et al.
(2017), Voelker et al.
(2014), Bogino and
Bravo (2014), Granda
et al. (2014), del
Castillo et al. (2013),
De Micco et al. (2012),
Battipaglia et al.
(2010a; b), De Micco
et al. (2007), Ferrio
et al. (2003), Liñán
et al. (2012)

Proxy for iWUE Generally, an increase
in iWUE shows that
the potential
fertilization effect of
increasing
atmospheric CO2
does not compensate
for the negative
effects of stress
factors such as
drought

41 Camarero et al. (2018),
Martínez-Sancho et al.
(2018), Paris et al.
(2018), Brito et al.
(2016),
Fernández-de-Uña
et al. (2016),
González-Muñoz et al.
(2015), Lucas et al.
(2013), Peñuelas et al.
(2011), Linares et al.
(2011), Di Matteo et al.
(2010), Linares et al.
(2009)

Reconstruction of past
climate

Good prospect for
temperature and past
precipitation regimes

3 Heinrich et al. (2013),
Szymczak et al.
(2012a; b), Aguilera
et al. (2009)

18O Reconstruction of
water resources

Trees show
contrasting patterns
of water use

4 Sargeant et al. (2016),
Singer et al. (2013)

13C & 18O Drought effect on trees Dying trees showed
reduced productivity
and
lower intrinsic
water-use efficiency
compared with
healthy trees due to
enhanced water loss
through transpiration

7 Barbeta & Peñuelas
(2017), Colangelo et al.
(2017), Sarris et al.
(2013), Brooks &
Coulombe (2009),
Battipaglia et al.
(2009), Voltas et al.
(2013)

(continued)
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Table 21.1 (continued)

Stable
isotope

Main usage Main outcome Number
of
species

References

Proxy for species
iWUE

Variations in stable
carbon and oxygen
isotope compositions
of co-occurring plant
species reflect their
different water-use
strategies

10 Battipaglia et al.
(2016a, 2017; b),
Altieri et al. (2015),
Moreno-Gutierrez et al.
(2015), Shestakova
et al. (2014), Maseyk
et al. (2011)

Effects of fire on tree
physiology

Fire increases tree
iWUE, decreases tree
growth and relative
conductivity.
Prescribed fire
reduces stress
competition for water
and nutrients

3 Niccoli et al. (2019),
Valor et al. (2018),
Battipaglia et al.
(2014a, 2016a; b, c, b),
Beghin et al. 2011)

IADF characterization IADFs formation is
mainly species and
site specific, related to
high temperature,
precipitation patterns,
and/or soil water
availability, which
differ at the selected
study sites

3 Zalloni et al. (2018),
Battipaglia et al.
(2014a, b, c)

Effect of natural CO2
spring

Downward
adjustment of
photosynthesis under
elevated CO2 in a dry,
nutrient-poor
environment

1 Saurer et al. (2003)

Solar flare effects on
trees

No clear effects on
ecophysiology

2 Bartolomei et al.
(1995)

Reconstruction of past
climate

Summer climate
influences trees
performance

5 Konter et al. (2014),
Hafner et al. (2011),
Aguilera et al. (2011)

Methodological
approach

Necessity of cellulose
extraction depends on
species and research
questions

1 Szymczak et al. (2011,
2014), Battipaglia et al.
(2008)

(continued)
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Table 21.1 (continued)

Stable
isotope

Main usage Main outcome Number
of
species

References

15N Climate change effect
on carbon and
nitrogen cycles

Decreasing trend in
δ15N in both
herbarium material
and tree rings,
indicating that
ecosystems might
cope with higher
plant N demand by
decreasing N losses
and increasing N
fixation and
mineralization

4 Peñuelas & Estiarte
(1996)

Effect of fire and
drought on trees

The post-fire growth
responses and
changes in wood C
and N isotope
composition depend
on site water
availability and fire
severity

1 Alfaro-Sanchez et al.
(2016)

Pollution effects on
trees

N deposition
influences iWUE and
photosynthetic
activity

4 Guerrieri et al. (2009,
2010, 2011),
Battipaglia et al.
(2010a, b)

In this chapter, we highlight the importance of stable isotope research in Mediter-
ranean ecosystems and explain the link between the morphological and func-
tional characteristics of Mediterranean species and the climatic and environmental
adaptations that have occurred over millennia.

21.2 Mediterranean Climates

Mediterranean climates occur around the world: in California, central Chile, western
and southwestern Australia, southwestern South Africa, and in the Mediterranean
Basin. Asmost tree-ring studies have been carried out in theMediterranean, we focus
on this region in this chapter. In a typical Mediterranean climate, winters are wet
and rather mild, although frost and cold stress can occur (Larcher 2000; Mitrakos
1980; Terradas and Save 1992). Rainfall starts in September and continues until
April, with a total precipitation amount of 400–1200 mm (Pignatti 2008). Summers
are hot and dry; rainfall events are rare, and the season is often characterized by an
extremely dry period, the so-called summer drought. These general features can vary
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in different coastal areas of theMediterranean Basin depending on their elevation and
local geomorphological and soil features, but the summer drought is always present
(see Fig. 21.1). The main factors leading to the formation of Mediterranean-type
climates are air circulation, latitude, topography, and the surface temperature of the
surrounding water.

a

b c

Fig. 21.1 a Map of the Mediterranean Basin showing locations of stable isotope tree-ring studies.
Themain findings of these studies are summarized inTable 21.1. Backgroundmap showingMediter-
ranean climates according to Köppen classification. b Two Walter and Lieth climate diagrams
depicting the climate of two typical Mediterranean areas. Lower diagram: Capri (an island in the
Tirrenic sea); upper diagram: Tramonti, at a higher altitude (period 1960–2010). c A few exam-
ples of Mediterranean species. Clockwise from top left: Pinus halepensis Mill of southern Spain;
Quercus ilex L from southern Italy; Euphorbia dendroides L.: winter habitus and summer habitus
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21.2.1 Mediterranean Climate and Vegetation

Mediterranean plants are adapted to this climate and cope with summer drought
through several changes at the phenological, morphological, physiological,

or biochemical levels (Pignatti 2008). These adaptations influence all relevant
ecophysiological processes, i.e., transpiration and carbon assimilation, as well as the
isotopic signal imprinted in plant organic matter. Hence, the isotopic composition
of the wood material of Mediterranean trees reflects their functionality and adap-
tation strategies. To cope with drought stress, two main strategies are observed in
Mediterranean plants: avoidance and tolerance (Pignatti 2008).

Many species survive summer drought by avoiding it through summer dormancy.
This strategy is adopted by annual and perennial herbs and bywoody species. Annual
herbs have a very short life cycle that starts in late winter so that fruits are mature at
the beginning of summer. Seeds then remain dormant until conditions are optimal for
successful growth. Perennial herbaceous species often have a geophyte life-form, in
which the above-ground parts of the plants (leaves, stems) are shed at the beginning of
summer and the individual remains dormant bymeans of a perennating below-ground
organ (bulb, tuber, rhizome). Some woody species also have summer dormancy,
shedding all their leaves (e.g. Euphorbia dendroides L.) at the end of spring or
summer. Several species, such as Cistus, change their leaves according to the season
and are characterised by the alternation of a winter and a summer leaf habitus.

Plants without summer dormancy present tolerance attributes, which help them
to face summer drought. Many species have a low leaf surface area, e.g., the needle-
like leaves of Rosmarinus officinalis L. or Juniperus phoenicea L. subsp. phoenicea,
whose juvenile needle-like leaves turn into scale-like leaves that are densely arranged
around the stem in older branches. Other species have schlerophyllous leaves, with
very dense mesophyll and thick cuticles to constrain water loss. Regulation of stom-
atal activity is a good strategy to cope with summer drought: stomatal closure can
reduce transpiration rate and water loss. Several species count on stomata,which are
sunken into the leaf surface and protected by dense, short trichomes, to reduce water
loss. The lower leaf blades ofR. officinalis,Quercus ilex L., andOlea europaea L. are
examples of this feature. Other plants without summer dormancy tolerate high solar
radiation bymeans of a reflecting cuticle (e.g.,Myrtus communisL. subsp. communis)
or long (oftenwhite) hairs on the upper leaf blade (e.g.,Centaurea cinerariaL. subsp.
cineraria) that protect inner tissues from excessive radiation.

The adaptation mechanisms of Mediterranean plants are often linked with human
activity, since their long association with humans has left its mark across much of
the landscape. Human activities have influenced not only the type of community and
forest composition, but also their main characteristics.

Four major types of vegetation can be recognized in the Mediterranean-European
region according to the bioclimate type and the elevation (Quézel and Médail 2003;
Rivas-Martínez et al. 2007; Médail 2008). First, a thermo-Mediterranean vegeta-
tion rises from sea level to ~200–500/800 m a.s.l. and is dominated by sclero-
phyllous communities (e.g.,Olea europaea,Ceratonia siliqua,Chamaerops humilis,
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Pistacia lentiscus,Pinus halepensis, Pinus brutia, etc.). Ameso-Mediterranean vege-
tation takes over between ~100–500/1000 m a.s.l. and is dominated by sclerophyl-
lous forests (Quercus ilex, Quercus suber, and Q. coccifera) or Pinus halepensis/P.
brutia forests in drought-prone forest systems. This then transitions to a supra-
Mediterranean vegetation between ~500–1500/1800 m a.s.l., with deciduous oaks
forests (e.g. Acer, Carpinus, Ostrya, Quercus, and Sorbus) in the more humid areas.
Finally, a mountain-Mediterranean vegetation belt between ~1500–2000 m a.s.l.
includesFagus and deciduous and semi-deciduousQuercus forests, as well as several
coniferous forests with Pinus nigra, Pinus sylvestris, firs (Abies alba and most of the
Mediterranean Abies spp.), and even cedar (Cedrus libani s.l.) on Cyprus (Médail
et al. 2019).

21.3 Mediterranean Wood Formation in Mediterranean
Tree Species

The Mediterranean basin has an extension of more than 2 million square kilometers,
and it is the largest of the world’s five mediterraneanc-climate regions, as well as the
world’s second largest biodiversity hotspot (Myers et al. 2000).

The Mediterranean region is considered to be one of the climate-change hotspots,
being a transition zone between temperate and arid and tropical regions (Diffen-
baugh and Giorgi 2012). It has experienced an increase in drought frequency in the
past three decades, and forecasts predict increased irregularity of the intra-annual
precipitation pattern, and increasing temperature in the next decades (IPCC 2017).
Water availability is considered the key factor driving ecophysiological processes in
Mediterranean vegetation. It influences cambial activity, photosynthetic rates, dry
matter production, phenology, allocation of carbon to roots and leaves, and overall
growth activity of woody plants (Margaris and Papadogianni 1977; Lo Gullo and
Salleo 1988; Orshan 1989; Gratani 1995; Salleo et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1999).

In Mediterranean ecosystems, tree species are adapted to cope with the so-called
“double stress” of summer drought and winter low temperatures (Mitrakos 1980;
Cherubini et al. 2003). These stressors trigger the formation of Intra Annual Density
Fluctuations (IADFs) (Campelo et al. 2007; Battipaglia et al. 2016a; De Micco et al.
2016), which are caused by the interruption of the normal course of growth during
the growing season. When favorable growth conditions resume, growth resumes,
resulting in a change in wood density (Tingley 1937; Schulman 1938). In Mediter-
ranean regions, this happens irregularly in space (at different sites at the same time),
time (in different years at the same site), and among species (as well as individual
trees). This ability to stop and restart growth within a growth season is indicative
of the high plasticity of Mediterranean species, whose wood functional traits enable
them to preserve hydraulic conductivity throughout the different seasons, achieving
a trade-off between hydraulic efficiency and safety (see Beeckman 2016).
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IADFs make it difficult to clearly identify individual annual rings; as a result, the
tree rings ofMediterranean species are used less often for dendroecological purposes
less than those of plants growing in temperate environments. However, a variety of
recent research techniques have provided valuable information about the short-term
growth variability of Mediterranean trees and shrubs. These include the intensive
monitoring of stem radial variation using dendrometers (Sánchez-Costa et al. 2015),
the assessment of cambial phenology (Camarero et al. 2010; Vieira et al. 2017), the
measurement of xylem anatomical traits (DeMicco et al. 2019; Carvalho et al. 2015;
Pacheco et al. 2016), stable isotopes within tree rings (on tree-ring sub-sections,
Klein et al. 2005; in continuum by laser ablation, Battipaglia et al. 2010a, b; 2014a)
and a combination of methodologies (Zalloni et al. 2018, 2019; Balzano et al. 2018;
Castagneri et al. 2018).

21.4 Carbon and Oxygen Stable Isotopes in Tree Rings
of Mediterranean Species

21.4.1 Carbon Isotopes

Mediterranean species, which grow in climates characterized by summer drought
and wet periods during the growing season, show wood structure adjustments that
are mostly related to the need to maintain high conductivity when water is available,
and to prevent xylem embolism when dry conditions occur (Cherubini et al. 2003;
De Micco and Aronne 2012; Meinzer et al. 2010; Sperry et al. 2008). Tree-ring
formation is therefore directly influenced by these adjustment processes and carbon
stable isotopes can investigate the link between xylem hydraulic properties and the
related physiological mechanisms.

Water shortage negatively influences carboxylation rates by reducing the CO2

concentration in the gaseous spaces within the plant (Ci) due to stomata closure,
causing a decrease in carbon isotope discrimination (Farquhar et al. 1989; Schei-
degger et al. 2000). Many studies conducted in Mediterranean climates have shown
that plants growing under water stress (stress induced by low soil water content and
high evaporative atmospheric demand) produce tree-rings with higher δ13C (Ferrio
et al. 2003; Battipaglia et al. 2010a; Maseyk et al. 2011). However, leaf water avail-
ability ultimately influences tree-ring δ13C. This availability is a consequence not
only of soil water content, but also of the physical structure and hydraulic resistance
along the plant xylem and the way the plant transports and uses water (e.g. leaf
phenology) (Masle and Farquhar 1988; Warren and Adams 2000). Further, tree δ13C
is influenced by the leaf-to-air vapour pressure deficit (VPD), which is the driving
force for transpiration. Studies on isotope-climate relationships have shown that
mean annual precipitation controls carbon discrimination (�13C) in several forest
ecosystem types (Schulze et al. 1998; Diefendorf et al. 2010; Kohn 2010), as well
as in tree rings of a large range of Mediterranean species (Shestakova et al. 2019;
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del Castillo et al. 2013). These studies generally suggest a stronger influence of
precipitation on �13C in drier environments (Warren et al. 2001).

21.4.2 Carbon Isotope Discrimination as a Proxy for iWUE

Carbon isotope composition has been used to calculate intrinsic water-use efficiency
(iWUE) (see Chap. 17) inMediterranean species (Ehleringer et al. 1993; Altieri et al.
2015; Battipaglia et al. 2016b; Dawson and Ehleringer 1993;Moreno-Gutiérrez et al.
2012). iWUE is key to the survival ofMediterranean species under drought conditions
(Farquar et al. 1989); according toMedrano et al. (2009), a high iWUE can be consid-
ered an adaptive trait of Mediterranean species. Inter- and intra-species interactions
influence iWUE, and iWUE can vary with inter- and intra-annual climate variability,
stand density, and tree size (Forrester 2015).Within and across tree species, variations
in iWUE reveal a continuous ecophysiological gradient of plant water-use strategies
ranging from “profligate/opportunistic” (low iWUE) to “conservative” (high iWUE)
(Moreno-Gutierrez et al. 2012). Several factors can affect iWUE at individual and
stand levels, such as tree age and height (Francey and Farquhar 1982; Farquhar et al.
1982, Bert et al. 1997; McDowell et al. 2011a, b; Brienen et al. 2017), site density
and characteristics (Battipaglia et al. 2010a; Zalloni et al. 2018), forest management,
climate, and increasing atmospheric CO2 (Silva and Horward 2013, De Micco et al.
2019).

Both network studies and case studies have highlighted a general increase in
iWUE in Mediterranean species (Linares et al. 2009; Di Matteo et al. 2010; Linares
et al. 2011; Peñuelas et al. 2011; González-Muñoz et al. 2015; Brito et al. 2016;
Fernández-de-Uña et al. 2016; Paris et al. 2018; Shestakova et al. 2019). All studies
agree that the increase in iWUE does not translate into growth enhancement in
response to increasing atmospheric CO2. However, it is not yet clear why this occurs
because it is extremely difficult to disentangle the influence of single factors on
iWUE variation and to quantify the extent to which drought overrides a positive
CO2 fertilization effect (see Peñuelas et al. 2011). Moreover, iWUE can vary due
to both photosynthetic and stomatal conductance rates, since both affect the ratio
between CO2 partial pressure in leaf intercellular space and in the atmosphere. To
better understand the role of assimilation on iWUE, several authors have coupled
tree-ring δ13C values with wood δ18O values (the dual isotope approach; Chap. 16,
paragraph 5).

21.4.3 Oxygen Isotopes as a Proxy for Source Water

Oxygen isotopes can provide valuable information about changes in source water,
which is typically either precipitation or groundwater (Dansgaard, 1964). No frac-
tionation occurs when water is taken up by the roots (Wershaw et al. 1966), so the
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δ18O of xylem water can be used to investigate plant water source use in a range of
environmental conditions (Sternberg and Swart 1987; Ehleringer and Dawson 1992;
Dawson et al. 1998a, b). Very few studies, however, have focused on Mediterranean
environments (Sargeant and Singer 2016; Singer et al. 2013), where water sources
are quite complex and subject to strong seasonal fluctuations. The interface between
the influx of marine water and the freshwater table depends strongly on climatic
factors and on the exploitation of groundwater for urban or rural purposes, both of
which influence the quality of water available for plant communities.

The isotopic composition of rainfall is typically subject to seasonal patterns that
are influenced by geographic and climatic factors. Generally, autumn–winter precip-
itation has a more negative isotopic signature (ranging between∼−7.8 and−6.0‰)
than spring–summer precipitation (ranging between ∼−4.0 and +0.8 ‰) (Alessio
et al. 2004). Consequently, the freshwater table is labelled by meteoric water, and
primarily by the abundant autumn–winter and spring precipitation events (Wu et al.
1996). In contrast, soil water in the shallow layers depends on spring–summer precip-
itation. Further, water occurring 10–50 cm below the dry soil surface is subject to
evaporative enrichment and therefore attains less negative or even positive δ18O
values (Craig and Gordon 1965; Allison and Leaney 1982; Yakir et al. 2000). A
further source of water is the marine water table, which is typically characterized by
enriched values of δ18O (∼0 ‰).

Thus, the δ18O composition of tree rings will reflect the isotopic signature of the
tree’s water source: rings will have a depleted δ18O signature if trees take up water
from the groundwater table (Dawson and Ehleringer 1998), and an enriched δ18O
signature if trees take up water from the vadose zone. Indeed, water in the vadose
zone is generally linked to recent precipitation and is subject to high evaporative
enrichment of δ18O (Dawson and Ehleringer 1998). These source-water signatures
will be different for individual rings within a given species depending on the annual
position of the water table and the degree of mixing between precipitation, surface
flow, and groundwater during periods of xylem uptake (McCarroll and Loader 2004).
It should also be noted that considerable fractionation occurs at the leaf/needle level,
where lighter isotopes are preferentially lost via transpiration, leading to an enrich-
ment in plant tissue δ18O of up to 20‰ compared to soil water (Craig and Gordon
1965; Saurer et al. 1998; McCarroll and Loader 2004; Barbour 2007; Cernusak et al.
2016). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the source water signal can be modi-
fied by large changes in evaporative enrichment in drought-adapted Mediterranean
species. These species tightly regulate transpiration through their stomata (Ferrio
and Voltas, 2005), an ability that is thought to be a functional adaptation to drought
(Pallary et al. 1995; Battipaglia et al. 2009).

Singer et al. (2013) and Sargeant and Singer (2016) used annual tree-ring δ18O
analyses to interpret plant water use at various temporal and spatial scales as a func-
tion of regional hydrology and climate. Both studies underlined the great plasticity
of plants as evinced by their ability to take up different sources of water and to
modulate their root depth to take up water from different compartments in order
to avoid competition. This promising approach needs to be exploited further, as it
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could provide important information regarding the ability of plants to survive drought
events cooperatively (Altieri et al. 2015).

21.5 Application of Carbon and Oxygen Isotopes
in Tree-Rings of Mediterranean Species

The carbon and oxygen composition of tree-rings has been used for elucidating
whether plant functional responses are related to stomata control of water losses (gs)
or to varying assimilation rates (A), since δ18O shared a dependence on gs with δ13C,
but is thought to be independent of variation in A (Scheidegger et al. 2000; Grams
et al. 2007; Roden and Farquhar 2012).

Indeed, even if the interpretation of the double model δ13C—δ18O is not straight-
forward (Roden and Siegwolf 2012), and may sometimes be hampered by changes in
the source water isotopes (Gessler et al. 2014), it can still provide important informa-
tion when applied in strongly water-limited ecosystems, such as the Mediterranean
(Ripullone et al. 2009; Moreno-Gutiérrez et al. 2012; Voltas et al. 2013; Gessler et al.
2014; Altieri et al. 2015; Battipaglia et al. 2016a). In the next paragraphs, we will
illustrate specific examples of a double δ13C—δ18O model that is relevant for the
Mediterranean region.

21.5.1 Carbon and Oxygen Isotopes and Forest Dieback
in the Mediterranean Basin

Forest vulnerability is reported to be increasing worldwide; forest dieback episodes
have been recorded for different species in all biomes (Allen et al. 2015; Adams et al.
2017; Hartmann et al. 2018) and particularly for tree and shrub species in Mediter-
ranean ecosystems. Manifested by a loss in tree vigour (leaf shedding, canopy and
shoot dieback) and growth declines, these dieback cases reveal the high vulnerability
of forest ecosystems. Increased tree mortality seems to be a response to the rapid rise
in temperature and associated drying trends (Camarero et al. 2015; Colangelo et al.
2017). In the Mediterranean, trends of increasing temperature and altered precipita-
tion patterns lead to higher probabilities of extreme events, such as heat waves and
fires (IPPC 2014). Species-, age- and microsite-specific plant responses to changing
climatic conditions are responsible for the degree of adaptation and survival under
limiting conditions. These factors also determine interspecific competition, and thus
vegetation dynamics.

The main mechanisms triggering tree decline and mortality have been identified
as carbon starvation and hydraulic failure, but the relative importance of the two
processes and their link are not clear yet (McDowell et al. 2008, Sala 2009, Sala
et al. 2010, Gruber et al. 2010, Sevanto et al. 2014, Gaylord et al. 2015, Hartmann
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2015, Rowland et al. 2015, Salmon et al. 2015; Adams et al. 2017). Plants experience
hydraulic failure when more water is lost by transpiration than a plant can take up
through its root. This creates high xylem water tension and results in progressive
cavitation and conductivity loss of the xylem (Sperry et al. 1998; McDowell et al.
2008; Sevanto et al. 2014; Salmon et al. 2015). This process may be most relevant
during very severe, short-term droughts (McDowell et al. 2008). On the other hand,
carbon starvation occurs when plants close their stomata to prevent desiccation under
drought conditions (McDowell et al. 2008). Low water supply leads to a reduction
of photosynthetic activity, which, when coupled with the depletion of non-structural
carbohydrates (NSC), can induce a negative carbon balance, leading to so-called
starvation (McDowell et al. 2008; McDowell and Sevanto 2010; Hartmann 2015;
Salmon et al. 2015).

Gessler et al. (2018) developed a conceptual model, based on the Scheidegger
model (Scheidegger et al. 2000, see Chap. 16), to assess the mechanisms of drought-
induced tree mortality. Using a synchronic approach, they investigated the tree-ring
δ13C and δ18O data for different species and found that an increase in δ13C and δ18O
in dying trees as compared to surviving ones indicates low photosynthetic activity
and stomatal conductance. These conditions can lead to a slow or continuous decline
in growth, possibly followed by carbon starvation-induced death. On the other hand,
the long-term reduction of iWUE in dying trees seems to be associatedwith increased
growth and higher stomatal conductance, inducing possible hydraulic failure in dying
trees. However, those findings show a huge variability among species and sites. This
variability is linked to the complex processes regulating growth and, in particular,
the fractionation processes that take place during the mobilization of photosynthetic
assimilates from the leaf to the wood (Gessler et al. 2014). Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that trees may use remobilized carbohydrates (primarily starch) for
the formation of tree rings. These stored carbohydrates may have been produced
months or even years earlier (Gessler et al. 2014). This is especially possible in
Mediterranean biomes, where the growing season is very long (Castagneri et al.
2018) and where xylogenesis can be interrupted more than once during the year
(Balzano et al. 2019, 2018). In this case, a multidisciplinary approach is required
to disentangle the different processes underpinning changes in growth and iWUE,
and to better understand the causes of tree diebacks (Cailleret et al. 2017; Colangelo
et al. 2017; Camarero et al. 2015, 2019).

21.5.2 Carbon and Oxygen Isotopes and IADF

Intra-annual density fluctuations (IADFs) are abrupt changes in density within a tree
ring, and are frequently found in Mediterranean species as a response to seasonal
climate fluctuations between dry and wet periods (Bräuning 1999; Campelo et al.
2007; Cherubini et al. 2003; Rigling et al. 2001; Schulman 1938; Tingley 1937; De
Micco et al. 2016). Although IADF frequency is related to tree age, size, and tree-ring
width, as well as to genetic and site conditions, it mainly depends on drought. IADF
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frequency is the result of wood functional trait adjustments to preserve hydraulic
conductivity underMediterranean “double stress” conditions (DeMicco et al. 2016).
The ability to adapt to highly seasonal Mediterranean conditions may depend on a
species´ capacity to adjust cambial activity in order to cope with the prevailing envi-
ronmental conditions. Trees that are not able to quickly adjust their wood traits
to respond to climate are more vulnerable to drought (Martinez-Meier et al. 2008).
Nevertheless, the question of whether these adaptations result from a hydraulic struc-
ture adjustment to avoid stressful conditions or to take advantage of favorable ones
is still open (Battipaglia et al. 2016a).

Carbon and oxygen stable isotopes have been used both separately and together
to study IADF formation in Pinus pinaster (De Micco et al. 2007), Arbutus unedo
(Battipaglia et al. 2010a; b), Erica arborea (Battipaglia et al. 2014a), Quercus ilex,
and Pinus pinea (Zalloni et al. 2018, 2019), and to infer information about IADF
functionality. In particular, the position of IADF within the rings is linked with
several microclimatic factors and varies within the same species according to the
soil water availability, reflects different δ13C signals (Battipaglia et al. 2010a). An
increase in δ13C is almost always found in the first half of the ring (in the so-called
E-IADF band of latewood-like cells in the earlywood; see De Micco et al. 2016)
as a consequence of stomatal closure under drought stress, when the tree reduces
its vulnerability to cavitation, with a low hydraulic conductivity (De Micco et al.
2007, Battipaglia et al. 2010a, 2014a). A decrease in δ13C is typically found in the
second half of the ring in the so-called L-IADF (earlywood-like cells in the latewood)
and corresponds with a reactivation of the cambium and of photosynthetic activity
due to late-summer or early-autumn water availability following summer dormancy
(Battipaglia et al. 2014a). The importance of the position of IADFs and their link
to a common ecophysiological process was analysed using a network approach to
examine δ13C and δ18O in several species (P. pinea from Italy, Pinus halepensis from
Spain and Slovenia; P. pinaster from Portugal, Larix decidua from Poland, and L.
decidua xkaempferi from Austria). For all the different sites and species, the types
of IADF and their positions had the same isotopic signals in terms of carbon and
oxygen. E-IADFs presented δ13C and δ18O in the range of −23 ± 0.6‰ and 32 ±
1‰, respectively; L-IADFs had δ13C and δ18O values of −27 ± 0.7‰ and 29 ±
0.5‰, respectively (Battipaglia et al. 2016a). These results should be extended to a
larger database in order to assess how the isotopic composition of IADFs could help
with dating problematic samples and support the interpretation of phenomena that
trigger the formation of IADFs in the Mediterranean environment.

21.5.3 Carbon and Oxygen Isotopes and Fire

Fire has been a frequent and important disturbance in Mediterranean forest ecosys-
tems throughout the Holocene (Heinselman 1981; FAO, State of Mediterranean
Forest 2018), shaping landscapes and determining vegetation distribution and
dynamics. Tree rings have been used to reconstruct fire history and to determine
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the effects of fire on forest productivity. In recent years, carbon and oxygen isotopes
measured in tree rings have proved to be a useful tool for understanding the complex
ecophysiological processes that occur in Mediterranean tree species following a
wildfire or prescribed burning (Beghin et al. 2011; Battipaglia et al. 2014b, c, 2016b,
2019; De Micco et al. 2014; Valor et al. 2018; Niccoli et al. 2019). Because conifers
are widespread in the Mediterranean Basin and highly prone to fire damage, many
studies have focused on conifer species, including Pinus sylvestris (Beghin et al.,
2011), Pinus halepensis (Battipaglia et al. 2014b; c; Valor et al. 2018), Pinus pinea
(Battipaglia et al. 2016b), and Pinus pinaster (Niccoli et al. 2019). Stable isotopes
studies indicate that tree response and their potential to recover over the short- and
long-term depends on fire severity. Strong wildfires produce a simultaneous increase
in tree-ring δ13C and δ18O, suggesting a strong reduction in stomatal conductance and
assimilation rate, which are often linked to crown damage (Battipaglia et al. 2014b;
Niccoli et al. 2019). When fire severity is low to moderate, the effect on trees is less
pronounced; often, the tree rings only report a small variation in δ13C, with no change
of δ18O. In these cases, a reduction in tree growth is largely due to the reduced photo-
synthetic capacity of the burned trees (Battipaglia et al. 2016b). Following prescribed
burning s, however, trees show a decrease in both δ13C and δ18O, indicating a possible
favorable effect of reduced competition between the surviving plants. In addition to
reducing competition, prescribed burning seems to lead to a release of nutrients,
which can also stimulate the growth of surviving trees (Battipaglia et al. 2014c,
2016b; Valor et al. 2018; Niccoli et al. 2019).

21.6 Nitrogen Stable Isotopes

Nitrogen availability is an important factor limiting productivity in Mediterranean
ecosystems (Noy-Meir 1973; Gutierrez and Withford 1987; Lloret et al. 1999) and
therefore influencing wood formation. Tree-ring δ15N is mainly influenced by the
isotopic ratio of the available nitrogen sources (Nadelhoffer and Fry 1994; Peñuelas
and Estiarte 1997; Evans 2001, Stewart et al. 2001). Thus, tree-ring δ15N allows for
the reconstruction of the nitrogen source and the relative activity of the different
biogeochemical processes that affect the δ15N of nitrogen compounds taken up by
trees in the surrounding ecosystem (i.e., mineralization, nitrification, denitrification
and, NO3 leaching; see Chap. 12). However, other fractionation events that occur in
plants during assimilation processes can also influence tree-ring δ15N and complicate
interpretation of the nitrogen sources (Evans 2001). Indeed, tree-ring δ15N may also
depend on nitrogen reabsorption or re-translocation (Kolb and Evans 2002) or frac-
tionation by different mycorrhizal associations (Michelsen et al. 1998; Craine et al.
2009). The incorporated tree-ring δ15N signature thus results from an integration of
nitrogen sources and internal transformations. These complicationsmay explain why
only a limited number of studies have been carried out in Mediterranean ecosystems,
most of which have focused on understanding the effects of climate change on carbon
and nitrogen cycles (Peñuelas et al. 1996; Alfaro-Sanchez et al. 2016).
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Tree-ring δ15N has also been used to assess changes in nitrogen availability due to
(i) variations in atmospheric nitrogen deposition and (ii) their influence on ecosystem
nitrogen dynamics, since the nitrogen isotope ratio in compounds produced as a result
of anthropogenic activitiesmaybe significantly different from the natural background
δ15N in the soil (Freyer 1991). Guerrieri et al. (2009, 2011) and Battipaglia et al.
(2010b) showed that increases in nitrogen deposition from the atmosphere or from
fertilization are reflected in tree-ring δ15N signals as a result of source δ15 N (e.g.,
NOx, NHx forms, or NH4

+ vs NO3
−) and the processes occurring during different

phases of soil biogeochemical processes (i.e., losses caused by NO3− leaching, deni-
trification, and NH3 volatilization; see also Chap. 12). Changes in δ15N in annual
tree-rings reflect the causes of variation in the tree’s iWUE due to climatic or anthro-
pogenic impacts, suggesting that an increase in nitrogen input from the atmosphere
(Guerrieri et al. 2011) or from consociation from nitrogen-fixing species could led to
an increase of trees iWUE under a scenario of reduction in precipitation, such as in
Mediterranean area (Guerrieri et al. 2011; Battipaglia et al. 2017). Measurement of
δ15N of the different possible sources, and a better understanding of the fractionation
processes in the different species, is needed for a proper interpretation of tree-ring
δ15N data.

21.7 Conclusions and Outlook

Tree-ring isotope studies in the Mediterranean Basin have increased in the last years
for two main reasons. First, there is general agreement regarding the importance of
reliable information about how Mediterranean trees are responding to a changing
climate. Such information informs assessments of the future state of such vulnerable
forests, as well as their role in carbon sequestration and ecosystem services. Second,
stable isotopes help to identify the ecological behavior and vulnerability of Mediter-
ranean tree and shrub species, information that can improve management options.
Further research is needed to improve our knowledge about the xylem plasticity of
the different Mediterranean species. This will help pinpoint how cambial activity
affects the functional processes of trees and their responses to climate change. The
combination of multiple approaches, including stable isotopes, xylogenesis, wood
anatomy, and long-term growth and isotope-based gas exchange data, may provide
more insight on how plants optimize growth and minimize costs.
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Chapter 22
Stable Isotopes in Tree Rings of Tropical
Forests

Peter van der Sleen, Pieter A. Zuidema, and Thijs L. Pons

22.1 Introduction

The analysis of growth rings in the stems of trees is a relatively new tool in tropical
forests, as the existence of annual rings in tropical treeswas not commonly recognized
until recently. For a long time, the tropical environment was associated with year-
round favorable growth conditions that were thought to prevent the formation of
distinct annual growth rings. However, most tropical environments are seasonal to
a various extent (Fig. 22.1), and the formation of annual tree rings in deciduous
species growing in tropical climates with a pronounced dry season has been known
for a long time (Coster 1927). Although ring boundaries of trees in the humid tropics
are generally less clear than those in temperate trees, the formation of distinct annual
growth rings has been shown for a large number of tropical tree species (Worbes 2002;
Rozendaal and Zuidema 2011; Zuidema et al. 2012; Brienen et al. 2016; Schöngart
et al. 2017). In addition to drought, other seasonally changing environmental factors,
such as flooding and soil salinity, are known to induce the formation of annual ring
boundaries (Schöngart et al. 2002; Chowdhury et al. 2008).
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Fig. 22.1 a Map of the tropics showing locations of studies on stable isotopes in tropical tree-
rings. Main findings of these studies summarized in Table 22.1. Background map showing tropical
climates according toKöppen classification (map fromBeck et al. 2018), with grey continental areas
belonging to arid (mostly treeless) climate types. b Diagram showing general rainfall seasonality
in the tropics, with a dry month defined as a month with <100 mm average precipitation. Figure
adapted from Kricher (2011). c A few examples of tropical (woody) ecosystems. Clockwise from
top left: evergreen rainforest close to the equator (no dry season) in Brazil, mountain cloud forest
in Bolivia (moderate dry season; but moist year round), deciduous dry forest in Mexico (long dry
season), and savanna vegetation in Tanzania (long dry season)

The “re-discovery” of annual growth-ring formation in tropical trees, and devel-
opments in stable isotope analyses has triggered studies on the variation of the natural
abundance of isotopes in tropical trees, with the number of publications on stable
isotopes in tropical tree rings increasing rapidly in recent years (Fig. 22.1). In this
chapter, we provide an overview of research on stable isotopes in tropical tree rings,
and the insights gained on the functioning of tropical forests and the impacts of
global change. This chapter is a condensed and updated version of our earlier review
(van der Sleen et al. 2017), with a main focus on lowland forests in the wet tropics
between 23.5°N/S (Fig. 22.1).
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22.2 Tropical climate

The tropics are generally warm (mean annual temperature of >24 °C) andwet (except
for dry grasslands and deserts).Most tropical ecosystems are seasonal to some extent,
but in contrast to temperate regions, seasonal weather patterns are primarily driven by
variation in precipitation amount and not temperature fluctuations.Across the tropics,
rainfall seasonality is a result of large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns. At the
equator, heat builds up, causing warm and moisture-laden air to rise. The ascending
air diverges at the top of the troposphere and flows tomore northern and southern lati-
tudes. As the air cools, it loses its moisture as precipitation, becomesmore dense, and
ultimately descends as dry air in the subtropics, from where it returns equatorward
near the surface, giving rise to the trade winds. These circulation patterns, on both the
northern and southern hemisphere, are called the Hadley cells. The great equatorial
convection zone, where the trade wind meet is known as the Intertropical Conver-
gence Zone (ITCZ), and characterized by violent thunderstorms and high quantities
of precipitation. The ITCZmoves north during theNorthern hemisphere summer, and
south during the austral summer, as a consequence of the Earth´s tilt. This seasonal
movement induces wet and dry seasons in most tropical regions (Fig. 22.1). At loca-
tions lacking a true dry season, forests will remain evergreen throughout the year.
At locations with a longer or drier dry season, the number of deciduous species
increases. Further away from the Equator, forests give way to savanna, shrubland
or grassland (Fig. 22.1). Although climate is an important factor determining forest
type, it is also affected by other factors, such as soil characteristics and fire regime.

Another important climatic feature in tropical regions is the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), which are irregular periodic variations in winds and sea surface
temperatures over the tropical eastern PacificOcean.Although the factors responsible
for the occurrence ofENSOevents remain incompletely understood, the phenomenon
occurs when the ITCZmigratesmore southwards than normal. This raises sea surface
temperature and disrupts the normal upwelling pattern along the west coast of South
America. Eventually, this reduces the transport of warm surface water across the
Pacific Ocean toward Asia, and as a result affects weather systems throughout the
tropics and subtropics, causing heavy downpours and flooding in some regions and
severe droughts in others. El Niño occurs every two to seven years and tends to
alternate with another climatic phenomenon with opposite effects. This is called La
Niña, and happens when trade winds gain abnormal strengths, increasing upwelling
along the west Coast of South America and strengthening the flow of warm surface
water westwards across the Pacific.

Local climate conditions, and its variability (including ENSO-driven anomalies),
affect tree physiology and thus tree-ring isotope values. In addition, large-scale circu-
lation patterns affect the δ18O signature of precipitation, which can be recorded in
tree rings (Table 22.1).
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Table 22.1 Summary of the main usage and outcomes of studies measuring stable isotopes in
tropical tree rings. References given in chronological order (detailed version of the table is available,
see Supplementary Table S1)

Stable
isotope

Main usage Main outcome Number of
species*

References

13C Proxy for iWUE iWUE generally
increased over time

21(3) Hietz et al. (2005),
Brienen et al. (2011),
Loader et al. (2011),
Locosselli et al.
(2013), van der Sleen
et al. (2015a),
Rahman et al. (2020)

Identification of annual
rings in ring-less wood

Moderate potential to
identify annual rings
through intra-annual
sampling

12(8) Leavitt and Long
(1991), Ohashi et al.
(2009), Krepkowski
et al. (2013), Schubert
and Timmermann
(2015)

Unravelling
isotope-climate
relationships

Negative correlation
with rainfall

16(0) Gebrekirstos et al.
(2009), Fichtler et al.
(2010), Brienen et al.
(2011), Gebrekirstos
et al. (2011), van der
Sleen et al. (2014),
Schubert and
Timmermann (2015),
Boakye et al. (2019)

Reconstruction of past
climate

Some prospect for
rainfall reconstruction

1(0) Wils et al. (2010),
Mokria et al. (2018)

18O Unravelling
isotope-climate
relationships

Correlations with
rainfall, humidity and
ENSO in shallow
rooting trees

11(0) Anchukaitis et al.
(2008), Anchukaitis
and Evans (2010),
Managave et al.
(2011b), Managave
et al. (2011a), Xu
et al. (2011), Brienen
et al. (2012), Zhu
et al. (2012a), Zhu
et al. (2012b), Sano
et al. (2012), Brienen
et al. (2013), Xu et al.
(2013), Boysen et al.
(2014), van der Sleen
et al. (2015b),
Schollaen et al.
(2015), Xu et al.
(2015), Volland et al.
(2016), Cintra et al.
(2019)

(continued)
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Table 22.1 (continued)

Stable
isotope

Main usage Main outcome Number of
species*

References

Reconstruction of past
climate

Good prospect for
rainfall reconstruction

14(0) Managave et al.
(2011b), Managave
et al. (2011a), Brienen
et al. (2012), Zhu
et al. (2012a), Zhu
et al. (2012b), Sano
et al. (2012), Xu et al.
(2013), van der Sleen
et al. (2015b), Baker
et al. (2015), Xu et al.
(2015), Pumijumnong
et al. (2020)

Identification of annual
rings in ring-less wood

Good potential to
identify annual rings
through intra-annual
sampling

6(6) Evans and Schrag
(2004), Evans (2007),
Anchukaitis et al.
(2008), Managave
et al. (2010), Xu et al.
(2014)

13C and
18O

Identification of annual
rings in ring-less wood

Good potential to
identify annual rings
through intra-annual
sampling

20(17) Verheyden et al.
(2004), Poussart et al.
(2004), Poussart and
Schrag (2005), Pons
and Helle (2011),
Ohashi et al. (2016),
Managave et al.
(2017), Cintra et al.
(2019)

Unravelling
isotope-climate
relationships

Correlations with
rainfall and ENSO

6(0) Cullen and Grierson
(2007), Ballantyne
et al. (2011),
Schollaen et al.
(2013), Colombaroli
et al. (2016),
Managave et al.
(2017)

Identification of drivers
of changes in iWUE
(stomatal conductance
vs. photosynthesis)

Some evidence that
iWUE increased
through decreased gs

4(0) Cullen et al. (2008),
Nock et al. (2011)

15N Effects of increased N
deposition on N cycling

Potential to record
aspects of nitrogen
cycle

9(0) Hietz et al. (2010),
Hietz et al. (2011),
van der Sleen et al.
(2015c)

ENSO, el Niño Southern Oscillation; iWUE, intrinsic water-use efficiency; gs stomatal conductance
* Total number of species and those with non-distinct growth rings between brackets. Some species were
involved in multiple studies, notable Tectona grandis, Cedrela odorata, and Fokienia hodginsii
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22.3 Carbon Stable Isotopes

22.3.1 Carbon Isotope Ecophysiology in the Tropics

The stable carbon isotopic signature in the wood of tropical trees is influenced by
a variety of factors related to rainfall, temperature, light conditions and species’
responses to drought (for the basics of the 13C/12C isotope fractionation in plants see
Chap. 9). The combined effects of these factors determine δ13C values measured in
tropical tree rings. In some cases, contributions of individual environmental factors
are hard to disentangle, as they can covary and exert similar effects on tree-ring δ13C.

Ontogenetic trends in tree-ring δ13C series can be substantial for tropical trees, as
was illustrated forCedrela odorata from Bolivia (Brienen et al. 2017). Juvenile trees
growing under a forest canopy are exposed to reduced irradiance that is associated
with a high ratio of intercellular over atmospheric CO2 concentration (ci/ca), and
young trees possibly also absorb 13C-depleted CO2 near the forest floor (Medina and
Minchin 1980; Medina et al. 1991; Buchmann et al. 1997). Both factors contribute
to low δ13C values in the stem wood of small trees. Sub-canopy trees are exposed to
higher light levels and slightly 13C-enriched CO2 due to high photosynthetic activity
in the canopy, leading to higher δ13C values in their wood. Canopy and emergent
trees are exposed to high light levels and CO2 with an atmospheric δ13C signature
(Buchmann et al. 1997). In addition, ontogenetic trends in tree-ring δ13C may be
driven by increased vapor pressure deficit (VPD) from understory to canopy and
increases in hydraulic resistance with tree height. Therefore, changes in δ13C with
tree size can provide valuable information in an ecological context (e.g. on light
conditions; van der Sleen et al. 2014), but are an important confounding factor in a
dendroclimatological context.

Decreasing water availability, or increasing VPD, results in stomatal closure, and
therefore lowers the Ci/Ca ratio (e.g. Gebrekirstos et al. 2011). As a result, drought
increases tree-ring δ13C values and intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE; the ratio
of photosynthetic rate over stomatal conductance; A/gs) (e.g. Lambers et al. 2008;
Cernusak et al. 2009; Craven et al. 2013). The available evidence suggests that the
relationship between water availability and tree-ring δ13C also holds in regions with
humid climatic conditions: δ13C of leaves collected in the rainy season was lower
than in leaves collected in the dry season (French Guyana, Buchmann et al. 1997),
and wood δ13C of trees growing near a creek was lower than that of trees growing
on a comparatively drier ridge (Guyana, Pons et al. 2005).

Changes in light and nutrient conditions can also affect tree-ring δ13C values when
photosynthetic activity increases (A) more that stomatal opening (gs) (e.g. Cernusak
et al. 2009; van der Sleen et al. 2014). Interestingly, average tree-ring δ13C values
and the impact of environmental conditions on δ13C ratios is species specific. Co-
occurring tree species of similar DBH can exhibit large variations in δ13C values,
which has been related to differences in successional status (Bonal et al. 2007), shade
tolerance (Guehl et al. 1998; Bonal et al. 2000), leaf phenology patterns (Bonal et al.
2000), and drought tolerance (Craven et al. 2013).
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22.3.2 Seasonal Variation in Tree-Ring δ13C

Early studies on δ13C in tropical wood showed the presence of intra-annual varia-
tion, similar to what was found for other climatic regions (Leavitt and Long 1991).
Subsequent studies confirmed this seasonality (e.g. Poussart et al. 2004; Verheyden
et al. 2004; Ohashi et al. 2009), suggesting seasonal variation in water availability as
underlying cause. Variation in δ13C within a single growth ring can however, not be
unequivocally understood from current photosynthesis on the basis of the Farquhar
et al. (1989) model. Other processes may interfere with patterns driven by climate
seasonality, such as utilization of stored reserves early in the growing season, poten-
tial fractionation downstream from the carbon fixation in the leaves, and a varying
fraction of C allocated to other processes than diameter increment in the growing
season (Helle and Schleser 2004; Kagawa et al. 2006; Krepkowski et al. 2013; Fu
et al. 2017). Although attempts have been made to identify annual rings in tropical
trees that lack visible increment ring boundaries based on intra-annual δ13C patterns,
δ18O proved to be more useful for that purpose.

22.3.3 Annual and Decadal Variation in Tree-Ring δ13C

Several studies have investigated the inter-annual variation of δ13C and its correlation
with precipitation amount (Table C). Strong negative correlations between tree-ring
δ13C and annual precipitation were found for species from various sites in trop-
ical America, Asia and Africa, whose growing conditions differed widely in annual
precipitation (e.g. Fichtler et al. 2010; Rahman et al. 2020). Such climate sensitivity
was further linked to ENSO variability in some studies (e.g. Brienen et al. 2011). In
semi-arid Ethiopia, Gebrekirstos et al. (2009) also found a strong correlation of δ13C
with precipitation for three Acacia species, but less so in Balanites aegyptiaca. Such
differences may relate to water-use strategies, with drought-tolerant species showing
a lower sensitivity to inter-annual variability in precipitation amount (Gebrekirstos
et al. 2011; Craven et al. 2013).

Other studies combined δ13C sequences with measurements of δ18O. In some of
these, δ13C showed correlation with other precipitation variables than those found
for δ18O (Cullen and Grierson 2007; Schollaen et al. 2013). Nevertheless, δ18O series
generally yielded stronger correlations with precipitation variables than δ13C series
(Poussart and Schrag 2005; Ballantyne et al. 2011: and see discussion in the next
section).

Studies using longer tree-ring sequences have consistently shown a declining δ13C
trend over the last century in tropical trees (Hietz et al. 2005; Brienen et al. 2011;
Loader et al. 2011), also when explicitly correcting for potential ontogenetic effects
(Nock et al. 2011; van der Sleen et al. 2015a). After correcting for decreasing atmo-
spheric δ13C over that period (the Suess effect), a rather constant 13C discrimination
(�13C) generally remains. This leads to the conclusion that Ci/Ca remained constant
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over time and that, as a result of the increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration,
iWUE has increased consistently over time (Silva and Anand 2013, see Chap. 17).
A sustained increase of photosynthesis and/or a higher water-use efficiency under
elevated CO2 are expected to stimulate tree growth if carbon and/or water are limiting
factors (Körner 2009). A few studies also quantified temporal trends in tree growth
using the same tree-ring sequences as used to determine δ13C trends (Nock et al.
2011; van der Sleen et al. 2015a). Interestingly, these studies found no indications
for a growth stimulation over the past century. Stem diameter growth is not neces-
sarily linearly linked to photosynthetic activity, because other aspects of the carbon
balance of trees may have changed as well, such as phenology, leaf turnover, respi-
ration and biomass allocation. However, if it is reasonable to assume that diameter
growth can reflect changes in the total carbon balance of a tree, in particular on
longer time scales, than the available tree-ring studies suggest that photosynthesis
did not increase as a result of rising atmospheric CO2 concentration. This scenario
could arise if tree growth is ultimately limited by nutrient availability in most tropical
regions, or if a CO2-induced stimulation of photosynthesis has been compensated
by an external climate-related stressor, such as increased temperature or decreased
precipitation.

22.4 Oxygen Stable Isotopes

22.4.1 Oxygen Stable Isotope Ecophysiology in the Tropics

Water taken up by trees becomes enriched in 18O in leaves as a result of transpiration.
The strength of this enrichment is mediated by environmental conditions (Barbour
2007; Chap. 10). CO2 taken up by the leaves exchanges its oxygen atoms with that
of leaf water, causing a transfer of the isotopic signature of leaf water to sucrose.
In addition, when cellulose is synthesized from sucrose in the stem, about 42% of
the oxygen atoms are again exchanged with xylem water. This exchange causes the
effect of enriched leaf water to be partly reverted, and results in a strong imprinting
of the isotope signature of source water in the wood of trees. Unfortunately, the
δ18O signature of absorbed source water is commonly unknown, especially over
longer time scales. In addition, it is often unknown from what depth the root systems
of tropical trees take up water, which further complicates the determination of the
δ18O of source water, and thus the interpretation of intra- and inter-annual variation
in δ18O in wood. Shallow-rooting trees, growing in dense canopies where isotopic
enrichment at the soil surface is minimal, likely absorb water that consists mainly
of recent precipitation, and hence tree-rings are imprinted with an 18O signal that is
rather similar to that of rainwater. As rainwater resides only shortly at the soil surface
before percolating down to the groundwater, the δ18O signature of groundwater likely
integrates variation in δ18O in precipitation over several years (Chap. 18). The depth
of water uptake has been estimated bymeasuring natural abundance of 18O in the soil
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profile and in xylem water (Jackson et al. 1995; Hasselquist et al. 2010; Ellsworth
and Sternberg 2015) or by labelling soil water (Stahl et al. 2013). These studies show
that deciduous trees tend to take up water from shallower depths than evergreen trees
and that the depth of water uptake generally increases with tree age and size.

22.4.2 Seasonal Variation in Tree-Ring δ18O

The first δ18O studies on tropical trees quantified radial variation of δ18O in tree
stems to reconstruct annual ring boundaries of tree species without anatomically
distinct rings or to confirm the annual nature of ring formation (Evans and Schrag
2004; Poussart et al. 2004; Verheyden et al. 2004; Poussart and Schrag 2005; Evans
2007). In some of these studies, δ13C was also measured, but δ18O was found to
be generally superior for this purpose. The suitability of δ18O for the identification
of annual rings is based on its seasonal change in precipitation: rainwater δ18O is
low during the rainy season and with heavy precipitation events (Dansgaard 1964;
Villacıs et al. 2008; Kurita et al. 2009). High δ18O values of precipitation during the
dry season can be further amplified in both soil and leaves due to higher evaporation
at low humidity (Jackson et al. 1995; Cintra et al. 2019). This seasonality in δ18Owas
confirmed in tropical trees with distinct annual rings (Poussart et al. 2004; Managave
et al. 2010; Ballantyne et al. 2011;Managave et al. 2011a; Schollaen et al. 2013). The
identification of annual rings in homogeneous (ring-less) wood is most successfully
done when intra-annual variation in source δ18O is large. This is the case in the
western parts of the Amazon basin, where δ18O in precipitation is low in the rainy
season due to rain-out of the heavy isotopes as water vapor travels from the Atlantic
ocean across the basin (Sturm et al. 2007). Evidence for this effect is provided by the
lower intra-annual variation in δ18O in evergreen trees from Guyana (1–4‰; Pons
and Helle 2011) compared to trees sampled near Manaus, Brazil (3–6‰; Ohashi
et al. 2016). A special case are trees in montane forests where the uptake of water
during the rainy season is from precipitation, whereas moisture can also be directly
absorbed from clouds in the dry season. These two water sources differ in δ18O
values, which can result in large seasonal variation of tree-ring δ18O (Anchukaitis
et al. 2008; Anchukaitis and Evans 2010). As the strength of intra-annual variation
in δ18O varies across species (Poussart and Schrag 2005; Anchukaitis et al. 2008)
and climatic conditions, selection of species and sites will determine the ability to
identify annual rings in homogeneous wood.

22.4.3 Annual and Decadal Variation in Tree-Ring δ18O

Because some trees incorporate the δ18O signature of rainwater in stem wood, time
series of tree-ring δ18O can be used to quantify past variability in precipitation.
Tree-ring δ18O has been correlated with basin-wide precipitation in the Amazon
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(Ballantyne et al. 2011; Brienen et al. 2012; Baker et al. 2015, 2016), and regional
precipitation in Thailand (Poussart and Schrag 2005; Pumijumnong et al. 2020),
Costa Rica (Anchukaitis and Evans 2010), India (Managave et al. 2011b), Indonesia
(Schollaen et al. 2013, 2015), Laos and Vietnam (Xu et al. 2011), West Africa (van
der Sleen et al. 2015b), and central Africa (Colombaroli et al. 2016). Particularly
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability is often evident in δ18O sequences
either from positive anomalies (Verheyden et al. 2004; Anchukaitis and Evans 2010;
Zhu et al. 2012a) or negative ones (Evans and Schrag 2004; Brienen et al. 2012). The
analysis of tropical tree-ring δ18O is developing into a powerful tool for reconstructing
the variability of precipitation on regional scales.

Good synchronization of δ18O patterns among individual trees was found for
several species (e.g. Poussart and Schrag 2005; Managave et al. 2011b; Brienen et al.
2012; van der Sleen et al. 2015b), sometimes over large spatial distances (Baker et al.
2015; Schwendenmann et al. 2015; Volland et al. 2016). Synchronous variability in
δ18O can be higher than for ring-width, thus providing an alternative tool for cross
dating (Baker et al. 2015; van der Sleen et al. 2015b; Volland et al. 2016) and iden-
tification of false and missing rings (Boysen et al. 2014). However, δ18O synchro-
nization between individuals may be low for certain species or sites (e.g. Poussart
and Schrag 2005; Baker et al. 2015). For δ18O in Toona ciliata from Thailand, low
δ18O synchronization occurred (van der Sleen 2014), in spite of the ring-width series
showing strong synchronization (Vlam et al. 2014). It is likely that trees that lack a
common signal in tree-ring δ18Ovalues exploit otherwater sources than recent precip-
itation (e.g. ground water). These results suggest that shallow rooting tree species
on well-drained soils have the highest probability to record the δ18O variability of
precipitation and thus have the highest potential as tools for climate reconstructions.

In several studies the two stable isotopes 18O and 13C were combined using a
mechanistic interpretation, the so-called dual isotope approach (see Chap. 16), where
A/gs obtained from �13C and gs derived from �18O could potentially provide an
estimate ofA (Scheidegger et al. 2000). This approachwas used byNock et al. (2011),
who interpreted an increase of �18O over time as an indication of a decreasing gs
in trees from Thailand. The observed decrease of �13C, and thus increasing A/gs,
would then be the result of this decreasing gs and not an increasing A. However, the
underlying assumptions in this approach are that the δ18O signature of source water
is known and that the leaf to air vapor pressure difference (LAVPD) has remained
constant over the period studied. In many tropical regions, this LAVPD may have
increased as a result of global warming and/or decreased precipitation, leading to
increased transpiration and δ18O over time. Even though gs is also partly controlled
by LAVPD, this makes it nonetheless difficult to separate the gs effect from the
LAVPD effect on transpiration.

A long-term increase of δ18O values has been encountered in several studies
conducted on tropical tree species (Poussart and Schrag 2005;Xu et al. 2011; Brienen
et al. 2012; van der Sleen 2014; van der Sleen et al. 2015b; Volland et al. 2016).
Some of these trends could be caused by ontogenetic changes, but a consistent small
trend over the past century was also found in studies that did correct for ontogenetic
trends (van der Sleen 2014; van der Sleen et al. 2015b; Volland et al. 2016). For
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the Amazon region, these results are consistent with similar increases of δ18O in
Andean ice cores (Thompson et al. 2006) and Andean lake sediments (Bird et al.
2011). Thus, the increasing trend in δ18O in tree rings likely reflects a pan-tropical
phenomenon. The cause of this increase is yet unknown, and it is unclear whether it
relates to climate change.

22.5 Nitrogen Stable Isotopes

22.5.1 Nitrogen Stable Isotope Ecophysiology

The value of plant δ15N depends on the δ15N of the N taken up and N losses in
leaves, fruits, etc. Uptake can be in the form of nitrate, ammonium, organic N
compounds or N2 in the case of nitrogen fixation. The δ15N of these sources varies
in a complex manner (except for N2, which is used as standard and is thus 0‰ by
definition; Chap. 12).

Higher soil and foliage δ15N are generally reported for tropical lowland forests,
compared to temperate and boreal forests (Martinelli et al. 1999; Amundson et al.
2003), and tropical montane forest (Brearley 2013). This pattern is considered as
evidence of more N losses and thus a more open N cycle in tropical lowland
forests, because nitrate lost through leaching and/or denitrification is 15N-depleted.
Temperate forests are generally more N-limited, whereas tropical forests tend to be
more P-limited (Vitousek and Howarth 1991), which is consistent with their higher
δ15N. Leguminous trees are abundant in tropical forests, although not all can form
an effective symbiosis with Rhizobia. Yet, facultative leguminous N2-fixers can still
be abundant (Menge and Chazdon 2016) and contribute to N-accumulation also in
late successional stages of tropical forests (Roggy et al. 1999; Pons et al. 2007). This
could be the reason for an alleviation of N-limitation, whereas N2-fixing trees are
virtually lacking in temperate forest (except for early successional stages; Menge
et al. 2009).

22.5.2 Annual and Decadal Variability in Tree-Ring δ15N

So far, only three studies on temporal variation or trends δ15N in tree rings have
been carried out in tropical forests (Hietz et al. 2010, 2011; van der Sleen et al.
2015c). Hietz et al. (2010) using two species in a Brazilian forest, found a gradual
increase of tree-ring δ15N over time after statistical correction for tree age. The
authors suggested that this result could be caused by an increase in tree turnover
and thus gap formation that generates NO3

− losses and thereby increasing δ15N
of the remaining soil N pool. In a subsequent study, Hietz et al. (2011) reported
also an increase in δ15N in three species from a monsoon forest in Thailand. They
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also found a similar increase when comparing 40-year-old herbarium leaves with
recent leaves from the same species and sample location in a Panamanian forest
(BCI). The two forests are intensively monitored and there are no indications that
the level of disturbance has increased over the past century. Such a consistent trend
in δ15N in three widely separated tropical forests may therefore indicate an effect of
increased anthropogenic N-deposition, which causes higher NO3

− losses (and thus
δ15N enrichment of remaining soil nitrogen). However, in the most recent study, van
der Sleen et al. (2015c) sampled annual rings in six species from three sites at different
continents. They corrected for possible tree size effects by comparing wood sampled
at a fixed diameter (20 cm) from different sized trees. Ten-year pooled samples were
also collected between 1955 and 2005 from single trees, which showed increasing
trends of δ15N in Bolivia and Cameroon. Surprisingly, the trends were absent in
the fixed diameter sampling, showing evidence of potential ontogenetic effects. The
discrepancy between the results of Hietz et al. (2011) and van der Sleen et al. (2015c)
may also have been caused by a lower statistical power in the latter. Unfortunately,
the interpretation of temporal changes in δ15N in the few available tropical tree-
ring studies remain strongly hampered by a limited understanding of the factors that
influence soil- and tree δ15N values.

22.6 Conclusion and Perspective

Tropical forests harbor an incredible biodiversity and provide ecosystem services on
which millions of people depend. They are a major component of the global carbon
cycle, storing some 25% of the total terrestrial carbon and accounting for a third of
net primary production (Bonan 2008). Understanding the functioning of these forests
and their responses to global change is therefore an urgent need for ecology, climate
science and conservation. The study of stable isotopes in tropical tree rings offers
unique opportunities to quantify how these trees respond to their environment, and
can fill an important void in many tropical areas where the availability of climate data
is limited or of short duration. In fact, stable isotopes in tree rings are essentially the
only tools available to obtain cost-effective, high-resolution, long-term retrospective
data on tree physiology and the environmental conditions affecting it.

Currently, stable isotopes research in the tropics has mainly focused on (i) quanti-
fying the effects of rising atmosphericCO2 and climate change on tree physiology, (ii)
identifying the drivers of growth variability and reconstruction of past climate, and
(iii) the identification of annual rings in wood lacking anatomically distinct growth
boundaries. The main findings of the available studies are shortly summarized for
each isotope in Table 22.1. The application of stable isotopes continues to expand.
New applications are numerous, and include the potential use of stable isotopes for
timber tracing and to identify illegally logged wood (e.g. Vlam et al. 2018), to bench-
mark the predictions of dynamic global vegetationmodels (e.g. Zuidema et al. 2018),
and for reconstructions of atmospheric CO2 and δ13C values (using trees with a C4
photosynthetic pathway; Ben et al. 2017).
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Although tropical isotope research has centered on three stable isotopes (C, O, and
to a lesser degree N), advances in analytical techniques and reductions in associated
costs continue to broaden these analyses. This not only includes the analyses of other
stable isotopes, but also the analyses of the intramolecular distribution of isotopes. For
example, the position of 18O in the glucosemoiety in cellulose can be used to separate
source water from leaf water enrichment effects (Sternberg 2009; Waterhouse et al.
2013), and the position of 2H was related to the oxygenation/carboxylation ratio
that depends on Ci (Ehlers et al. 2015). These techniques can be used to infer more
details about environmental effects on tropical trees than is possiblewith bulk isotopic
ratios as done so far. Even though stable isotope research in the tropics still faces
methodological and interpretation issues, we anticipate that it will continue to play
a crucial role for our understanding of the functioning of tropical forests and their
resilience to global change.
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Chapter 23
Forest Management and Tree-Ring
Isotopes

John D. Marshall, J. Renée Brooks, and Alan F. Talhelm

Abstract Forest management can be improved by the mechanistic understanding
that tree-ring stable isotopes provide. Key management tools include genetic selec-
tion, competing vegetation control, thinning, and fertilization. These tools frequently
change environmental conditions and physiological processes, such as photosyn-
thesis, stomatal conductance, water uptake, and nitrogen cycling, which may
leave isotopic signatures in tree-rings, providing detailed responses to management
over decadal time periods. While data sets remain small, some trends have emerged
from previous forest management studies using stable isotopes. Genotype selection
sometimes shows isotopic evidence of maladaptation, especially in the presence
of climate change. Competition control and thinning have different isotopic reac-
tions depending on the dryness of the site; they generally obtain different responses
depending on whether competition is primarily for aboveground (light) or below-
ground (water and nutrient) resources. Fertilization responses recorded in tree rings
appear to be driven by initial increases in photosynthesis, and later by increases in leaf
area index. Tree-ring isotopic applications can provide key insights to amuch broader
range of silvicultural objectives than included here, and we encourage their applica-
tion in large-scale silvicultural experiments to reduce uncertainties and explainmech-
anisms of response. In future work, we suggest that management studies wishing to
utilize tree-ring stable isotopic analysis include key ancillary measurements, espe-
cially leaf nitrogen concentrations, leaf-area index, xylemwater sources, and canopy
temperature, to help support interpretation of the isotopic data.
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23.1 Introduction

Forest management activities are designed to alter stand and tree growth, composi-
tion, structure, and/or other ecosystem properties (Smith et al. 1997). Management
activities such as thinning, prescribed burning, herbicide application, or fertiliza-
tion change resource availability within forests, altering tree growth (Fox et al. 2007;
Johnson andCurtis 2001; Jurgensen et al. 1997; Neary et al. 1999). However, because
these activities often change the availability of multiple resources—including mois-
ture, nutrients, and light (e.g. Jurgensen et al. 1997; Neary et al. 1999)—the phys-
iological or ecological mechanisms responsible for changes in tree growth can be
unclear. The forestry research community has long been interested in understanding
how management activities affect both resource availability and tree physiology.
Their wish has been for more mechanistic prescriptions to meet objectives including
the optimization of forest productivity (e.g., Campoe et al. 2013; Forrester et al.
2013; Gauthier and Jacobs 2009; Gspaltl et al. 2013), adaptation to climate change
(e.g. Chmura et al. 2011; Lindner et al. 2014; Martin-Benito et al. 2011), and the
production andmaintenance of ecosystem services (Deal et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2011;
Luyssaert et al. 2018).

Stable isotopes are an important tool to understand the response to trees, stands
and ecosystems to management because they integrate and trace physical and phys-
iological processes over time and space (Dawson et al. 2002; West et al. 2006;
Sulzman 2008; Werner et al. 2012). Forestry researchers were early adopters of
some stable isotope techniques (e.g., Heilman et al. 1982; Högberg et al. 1993;
Nambiar and Bowen 1986). The use of these techniques has expanded rapidly in the
last decade to encompass a variety of management practices in ecosystems from the
African savanna to giant sequoia forests in California (e.g., Cramer et al. 2010; York
et al. 2010). However, although stable isotopes can be powerful analytical tools, the
application and interpretation of stable isotope methods can be complex because
numerous abiotic and biotic processes alter the relative abundance of individual
isotopes (Dawson et al. 2002; Sulzman 2008; Werner et al. 2012; West et al. 2006).

In this chapter, we describe isotopic consequences of management effects and
discuss their mechanistic interpretation. We first present, in chronological order,
several of the traditional management tools used in even-aged stands from planting to
harvest, largely becausemuch of the isotopic literature examining forestmanagement
occurred in such stands. This organization is intended to clarify, not to suggest that
forest managers are limited to these tools and applications. In fact, thesemanagement
tools can be used to foster a broad range of ecosystem services, which isotopic data
can help inform. We provide both illustrative examples and, in the cases of nutrient
additions (fertilization) and thinning, meta-analyses. We present the results of a new
meta-analysis here, but we also summarize an earliermeta-analysis (Sohn et al. 2016)
of thinning effects on drought responses of tree growth.

We focus here on carbon isotope discrimination (�13C, Chap. 9) and oxygen
isotopic ratios (δ18O, Chap. 10), with brief mention of nitrogen isotope ratios (δ15 N,
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Chap. 12). We neglect hydrogen isotope ratios (δ2H) because they are often so corre-
lated with δ18O and because hydrogen exchanges so readily with atmospheric water
vapor that the samples must undergo complex preparation (Chap. 11). The method
is therefore not prevalent in forest management applications. Intense work is going
on with δ2H preparation techniques and it seems likely that they will become more
feasible in the near future.

23.2 Choice of Species and Genotype

Oneof themost powerful tools of forestmanagement is the ability to select the species
and genotypes comprising the stand. Foresters can plant favored trees, cull unwanted
species or phenotypes, or create conditions that are favorable for particular trees.
Tree species differ substantially in�13C, which is correlated with intrinsic water-use
efficiency (iWUE,Chap. 17) defined as the ratio of net photosynthetic rate to stomatal
conductance (A/gs). Numerous studies have evaluated interspecific differences in
�13C in order to evaluate traits such as drought tolerance and water-use efficiency
(e.g., Bonhomme et al. 2008; Jansen et al. 2013; Voltas et al. 2006). Broadly, in
interspecific studies, deciduous trees show more positive �13C and lower iWUE
(intrinsic water-use efficiency) than co-occurring needle-leaved evergreens, which
themselves have more positive �13C and lower iWUE than scale-leaved evergreens
(Marshall and Zhang 1994). Long-lived leaves tend to have greater leaf mass per area
(g/m2) (Wright et al. 2004), which is associated with lower mesophyll conductance
(Flexas et al. 2014; Niinemets et al. 2009). This relationship is thought (Hultine and
Marshall 2000) to be the primary reason why a negative correlation between leaf
�13C and leaf mass per area has been frequently observed (Araus et al. 1997; Hanba
et al. 1999; Hultine and Marshall 2000; Körner et al. 1991; Takahashi and Miyajima
2008; Talhelm et al. 2011). In any case, if a forest is likely to deplete the soil water
supply during the growing season, then efficient use of that water generally enhances
forest growth (Zhang et al. 1995; Zhang and Marshall 1995) and possibly survival
(Timofeeva et al. 2017).

Species differences in water access have also been detected in δ18O of xylem
water or wood. These differences in water source may be caused by differences in
vertical root distribution, where water deeper in the soil tends to be more depleted in
heavy isotopes (18O, 2H) than water found near the soil surface (Hartl-Meier et al.
2015; see Chap. 18). This isotopic difference within the soil profile has been used
to understand how species partition water resources (Flanagan et al. 1992) and how
water-use patterns change seasonally (Dawson 1998; Meinzer et al. 1999). When
species are mixed, the root systems may be deployed at different depths, leading
to differences in vertical water-uptake. The resulting niche partitioning may give
rise to overcompensation, the tendency of a species mixture to be more productive
than monospecific stands of either species alone (Pretzsch et al. 2013). However,
species mixtures may also lead to growth reductions and mortality for some of the
species (Granda et al. 2014). For example, shallow-rooted spruce trees were more
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negatively influencedbydrought thanmore deeply rootedbeech trees in amixed stand
(Brinkmann et al. 2018). Alternatively, differences in tissue or leaf water δ18O may
also reflect differences in transpiration timing or rate (Chap. 10). In either case, δ18O
differences provide an index of water sources and water use (Marshall andMonserud
2006). When combined with δ13C, δ18O in cellulose may allow one to distinguish
whether water-use efficiency has been modified by changes in photosynthesis or
transpiration (Scheidegger et al. 2000; see Chap. 16). However, using δ18O to draw
insight into leaf gas exchange requires knowledge or assumptions about the δ18O of
xylem water (Gessler et al. 2018; Roden and Siegwolf 2012; Chap. 18).

Seedling planting also offers the opportunity to control genetic composition (e.g.,
species, genotype, and clone) and initial stand structure. In intensive forestry, “tree
improvement” is almost always focused on increased timber yield through rapid
growth, wood quality, or increased pest resistance. Careless matching of genotype
to environment can be deleterious, causing frost damage when coastal Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) was moved inland (Rehfeldt 1977), or suboptimal growth
when cold-tolerant lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta; McLane et al. 2011) or Douglas-
fir (Leites et al. 2012) were moved to warmer climates. Planting can also be used
to assist the migration of warm climate genotypes toward areas that were once too
cold for them, but are no longer (Savolainen et al. 2004). Isotopic data have been
used as a screening criterion to describe the populations within a species, often
from young trees planted in common gardens (Gornall and Guy 2007; Guerra et al.
2016; Monclus et al. 2006). This approach has also identified provenance differ-
ences in rooting depth using δ8O (Voltas et al. 2015). Although these studies have
mostly focused on ecological questions related to species adaptations to a particular
climate, the observed correlation of �13C with height growth or biomass production
has also been used to justify genotype selections (Marguerit et al. 2014; Zhang et al.
1995; Zhang and Marshall 1994, 1995). In addition, quantitative trait loci have been
applied in native populations to determine whether WUE can be increased without
decreasing productivity (Brendel et al. 2002, 2008;Marguerit et al. 2014). In a recent
paper, Isaac-Renton et al. (2014) provided a compelling assessment of the climate-
change consequences of climate maladaptation in lodgepole pine (Fig. 23.1). The
northern populations were defined as “leading edge” because the species is presum-
ably moving northward. These northern populations lacked some of the drought
adaptations found in the southern “trailing edge” populations, which may reduce
their ability to deal with future droughts. Lodgepole pine has been well studied in
this respect, but these same questions can and should be asked about other species
as well.

23.3 Control of Competing Vegetation

Managers often prepare sites for planting or improve growing conditions for young
trees by removing competing vegetation with herbicides or mechanical treatments.
These treatments increase the availability of light, water, and nutrients and improve
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Fig. 23.1 Variations in growth and physiology of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) in relation to
climate and provenance. a serial changes in several growth and tree-ring traits, including stable
carbon isotope ratios emphasizing the excursion from the long-termmean in the drought year, 2002.
b correlations among traits. c map of the seed sources and the planting sites. From Isaac-Renton
et al. (2014)

tree growth. Because competition control increases the availability of several impor-
tant resources simultaneously, stable isotopes can be useful for identifying the
primary mechanism creating the growth response, particularly when complemented
by supporting observations.

Competition control often increases �13C by releasing water to the trees, which
would increase stomatal conductance. For instance, Ares and colleagues (2007)
observed that five years of herbicide treatments reduced canopy cover of competing
vegetation from 95 to 7% among newly established Douglas-fir saplings on the
western slope of the Coast Range in the northwestern United States. For the Douglas-
fir, competition control increased tree growth, foliar N concentrations, and soil mois-
ture availability. In analysis of tree ring �13C of the Douglas-fir trees, earlywood
�13C was unaffected by the herbicide treatments, but the latewood was higher in
�13C, which led Ares et al. (2008) to conclude that increased soil moisture avail-
ability in the late summer was the primary driver of increased tree growth. Likewise,
in young ponderosa pine seedlings, reduced competition reduced water stress and
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increased �13C (Pinto et al. 2011, 2012). Similarly, removal of understory shrubs
from stands of Pinus densiflora in western Japan increased foliar �13C and both
stomatal conductance and foliar N. Increased foliar �13C suggests that the observed
increases in growth were caused primarily by increased water availability (Kume
et al. 2003).

In contrast, competition control sometimes improves light or nutrient status,which
increases photosynthesis, decreasing �13C. For instance, mechanical and herbicide
treatments to control grass growing beneath 10-year old white spruce (Picea glauca)
trees in boreal Canada also increased tree growth, foliar N, and soil moisture, but
reduced foliar �13C (Matsushima et al. 2012). This reduction in foliar �13C, which
was correlated with foliar N concentration and coupled with a concomitant increase
in foliar δ15 N, led the authors to conclude that the increase in N availability was the
primary mechanism by which competition control increased growth in their study.
Similarly, competition control decreased red pine (Pinus resinosa) tree ring �13C
in the north-central United States (Powers et al. 2010). Clearly, the physiological
effects of competition control depend on which resources are released and the ability
of trees to utilize these resources to acquire C.

23.4 Thinning

Managers thin forests primarily to increase growth of the remaining trees or to create
stands that are more resilient to climate stress, insects, disease, and wildfire. Like
the removal of competing vegetation, decreasing tree density within a stand reduces
competition for resources that limit tree productivity. Thinning can increase the
availability of water, nutrients, and light; trees respond physiologically to an increase
in each of those resources with changes in the isotopic signatures recorded in tree
rings.

We assessed the �13C response across all years and all studies in a meta-analysis
(Fig. 23.2) and found that the direction of the discrimination change depended on
the mean annual precipitation at the site. While we note that this analysis contains
data from only a relative handful of studies, we presume that this reflects differences
in physiological responses to thinning. At low precipitation sites, discrimination
increases due to the water released to the remaining trees when the thinned trees
are removed. The released water increases conductance more than it does photosyn-
thesis, increasing �13C relative to the control. In contrast, at sites with high precip-
itation, �13C decreases after thinning, presumably due to improvements in the light
or nitrogen status of the remaining trees, either of which would tend to increase rates
of net photosynthesis. The water released by thinning sites must have less influence
on�13C than the light and nutrient increases on these high-precipitation sites. These
responses are unlikely to be species-specific responses as nearly all species respond
to water stress by decreasing �13C (Granda et al. 2014; Grossiord et al. 2014).

Under dry conditions, thinning can mitigate drought stress and tree ring stable
isotopes have helped illuminate the physiological mechanisms of drought resistance
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Fig. 23.2 Normalized change in discrimination± SEVersusmean annual precipitation at the study
site. �13C values are mean responses from each study from the period up to 10 years following
the thinning treatment. 1. Brooks and Mitchell (2011) (Thin); 2. Brooks and Mitchell (2011) (Thin
x Fertilization); 3. Powers et al. (2010); 4. Sohn et al. (2014); 5. Martin-Benito et al. (2011); 6.
Leavitt and Long (1986); 7. Navarro-Cerrillo et al. (2019) (Pinus nigra); 8. Navarro-Cerrillo et al.
(2019) (Pinus sylvestris); 9. McDowell et al. (2003) Stand A; 10. McDowell et al. (2003) Stand B;
11. McDowell et al. (2003)) Stand C; 12. York et al. (2010)

(Sohn et al. 2012, 2014, 2016). In an earlier meta-analysis of thinning effects on
drought response, tree ring isotopic data revealed that in conifers, heavy thinning
influenced �13C in a drought year more strongly than in the other years (Sohn et al.
2016). The heavy thinning treatments also changed δ18Omore strongly in the drought
year. However, thinning influenced the isotopic data both before and after the drought
year aswell. An analysis of ring-width data in the same paper showed clearer patterns,
in part because it included broadleaf species. For the broadleaves, thinning appeared
to increase soil moisture available to the trees during drought, allowing them to resist
changes in growth during the drought year. Voelker et al. (2019) also found that stand
basal area influenced drought sensitivity; stands at lower basal areas demonstrated
decreasing trends in A/gs, and greater resilience to droughts. However, they found
stands with high basal area had increasing trends in A/gs over the same period of
time, which they attributed to greater water limitations and lower drought resilience.
Kruse et al. (2012) also noted that stand density influenced the degree of stomatal
control over A/gs.

In more mesic environments, thinning can increase exposure of the remaining
canopy to both greater light and higher vapor pressure deficits, as well as increase
nutrient availability (Fig. 23.2). For example, Pinus pinaster, Pinus radiata and
Pinus resinosa all decreased �13C after thinning, presumably from an increase in
A relative to gs from greater light exposure and/or greater leaf nitrogen content
(Warren et al. 2001; Powers et al. 2010). However, for Pinus nigra, Pinus halepensis,
and Pseudotusga menziesii growing in mesic environments, tree ring �13C did not
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change significantly with thinning while growth increased, implying that both A and
gs increased in response to increased canopy light exposure and water resources.

Responses of trees to thinning are not always intuitive. Ruzicka et al. (2017) used
�13C and ring widths to examine stand responses to thinning in three Douglas-fir
sites that varied along a moisture gradient. Similar to what was reported above for
mesic sites, trees in the thinned stands grewmore at thewet and intermediate sites, but
had no significant change in iWUE relative to the unthinned control trees. However,
at the driest site, trees in the thinned stand did not produce larger growth increments,
and increased in iWUE, which implies that water was not the main limiting factor.
Instead, they speculated that gs decreased from greater exposure to the surrounding
atmosphere and increased evaporative demand.

Forest thinning is usually applied at long intervals,with a decadeormore to recover
betweenoperations. Therefore, the physiological responses to thinning should exhibit
a regular temporal pattern in the subsequent years. As noted above, when water
resources are limiting growth, density reduction should result in greater water avail-
ability to the remaining trees. An initial increase in water resources should increase
stomatal conductance if leaf area, sapwood area and root area do not immediately
adjust. As a result, iWUE would be expected to decrease and discrimination would
be expected to increase in water-limited site. As shown by the red and pink points
in Fig. 23.3, the expected increase did occur, but only on the driest sites and only
in the first and second years after thinning. This may be due to increases in water
availability leading to increased growth (McDowell et al. 2003, 2006; Giuggiola

Fig. 23.3 Carbon isotope discrimination (± variance) by year after thinning, where year 0 is the
year the thinning treatment was applied. Data series displayed in rank order of wet (dark blue) to dry
(dark red) based on mean annual precipitation. See Fig. 23.2 for precipitation values and citations
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et al. 2016; Di Matteo et al. 2010). However, these stands varied in the duration of
the response (Fig. 23.3). For example in eastern Oregon, McDowell et al. (2003)
examined the change in cellulose δ13C in a stand of 250-year old ponderosa pine
trees (Pinus ponderosa) where thinning selectively left the largest trees with wide
spacing, removing 60–80% of the basal area. �13C increased a year after the thin-
ning treatment and remained higher for at least 12 years when they collected cores,
whereas growth differences were not noted until 4 years after the treatment. Predawn
water potentials of the foliage were significantly less negative in the thinned trees
compared to neighboring control stands, indicating that soil water availability was
still higher in the thinned stands 12 years after the treatment. In another ponderosa
pine stand located in Arizona,McDowell et al. (2006) noted that after a four-year lag,
�13C values increased for approximately 12 years of a density reduction experiment
(shown in Fig. 23.3 as Sohn et al. 2014, who re-analyzed the McDowell et al. 2006
data). In this study, the basal area increment (BAI) produced in a given year was
related to this change in �13C, with higher levels of thinning producing a greater
increase in�13Candgreater increases inBAI.However, after 12years,�13C returned
to pretreatment levels even though stand densities of the treatments were maintained.
They found that the whole tree leaf area to sapwood area had adjusted such that trees
in the low basal area stands had significantly more leaf area per unit sapwood area,
and suspected that increases in tree leaf area returned to a homeostatic balance of
A/gs at pretreatment levels. Giuggiola et al. (2016) found similar results in a xeric
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) thinning experiment they followed for over 40 years. At
least in xeric locations, thinning does appear to increase water to the remaining trees
initially, increasing stomatal conductance of the existing foliage. However, after a
decade or so, the trees at xeric sites adjusted their leaf area and root area and returned
to homeostasis in A/gs.

Our meta-analysis of δ18O responses to thinning was based on few studies, but
we again found different responses depending on the precipitation amount at the
site (Fig. 23.4). The change was positive on the wetter sites and negative on the
one drier site. Increases in cellulose δ18O indicate that the environment around the
trees changed in some way, perhaps with decreased relative humidity, increased
leaf temperatures, and/or shallower root water uptake for the thinned trees (Brooks
and Mitchell 2011; Martin-Benito et al. 2011; Moreno-Gutiérrez et al. 2011). These
studies with increased δ18O assumed that source water between control and thinned
plots did not change, so speculated that the increases in δ18O from thinning were
from increased leaf temperatures from increased solar irradiance, and decreased
relative humidity around the foliage from increased boundary layer conductance in
the open stands (Jarvis andMcNaughton 1986). Canopy coupling to the ambient air is
generally high for conifers (Jarvis and McNaughton 1986), which would minimize
the change in boundary layer with thinning, but thinning in Brooks and Mitchell
(2011) removed 2/3 of the basal area, changing the remaining trees from being in
dense closed canopies to having completely exposed canopies (Martin et al. 1999).
This dramatic shift in canopy density could be enough change in leaf temperature and
relative humidity to cause the modest change in δ18O. However, the assumption of
constant water sources between treatments may not be accurate as water uptake may
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Fig. 23.4 Difference in δ18O of tree rings between thinned and control stands as a function of time
since thinning. Positive values indicate higher δ18O in the thinned stands. Colors designate mean
annual precipitation as in Fig. 23.2. 1. Brooks and Mitchell (2011) (Thin); 2. Brooks and Mitchell
(2011) (Thin x Fertilization); 3. Martin-Benito et al. (2011); 4. Sohn et al. (2014); 5. Powers et al.
(2010)

shift within the soil profile. An upward shift in root water uptake in thinned stands
might favor more enriched source water (Brinkmann et al. 2018). The downward
shift after thinning on the drier site is difficult to explain, but the authors speculated
a decrease in the isotopic value of source water in the thinned stands (Sohn et al.
2014). Higher transpiration rates in the thinned stands would lead to use of deeper,
isotopically more depleted water sources (Chap. 18). This shift in water uptakemight
be consistent with the hypothesis presented earlier for these same stands, that the
root:shoot balance is modified such that the roots can reach deeper depleted water. In
future studies, measurements of xylem source water and leaf temperature between
treatments would greatly assist in the process of choosing among these potential
explanations.

One additional complication to interpreting tree ring stable isotopes in trees is that
stress may increase their reliance on stored carbohydrates (Helle and Schleser 2004).
As a result, slow-growing stressed trees appear to have less isotopic variance over
time compared to neighboring trees in stands that have been thinned (McDowell
et al. 2006; Sohn et al. 2014). Both δ13C and δ18O showed much lower variance
between years in control stands and in pretreatment values as compared to after
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the density reduction (McDowell et al. 2006; Sohn et al. 2014). This difference
in isotopic variance for both δ13C and δ18O could be caused by a greater reliance
on stored carbohydrates in the slow-growing control trees, which would mute the
isotopic response to perturbation in any particular year.

23.5 Fertilization and Nutrition

Nutrient fertilization is typically applied to forest stands after a pre-commercial or
commercial thinning or after stand differentiation has occurred in order to accelerate
tree growth and shorten the rotation (Miller 1981). As with thinning, the date of
fertilization provides an obvious reference point for analysis of its effects, and tree
ring studies can compare pre- and post-treatment responses. As noted above, the
response of �13C to fertilization depends on the mechanism of response. If fertil-
ization increases the nitrogen concentration within foliage, photosynthesis would
be expected to increase (Brix 1971, 1981). Since water resources are not directly
altered by fertilization, stomatal conductance could be expected to remain similar
to pre-fertilization rates. Thus, increases in foliar N concentration are expected to
decrease �13C and increase iWUE.

In the meta-analysis of �13C, we found a short-term response that generally
supported this scenario (Fig. 23.5). Discrimination decreased in years 1 and 2,
however the significant effect disappeared thereafter. However, the responses among

Fig. 23.5 Mean �13C effect by time since fertilization from meta-analysis. Numbers near means
represent the sample size of values (contrasts) included in the analysis for each year
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Fig. 23.6 Differences in carbon isotope discrimination between fertilized and control stands. Nega-
tive values indicate lower discrimination and higher iWUE on the fertilized plots. 1. Brooks and
Coulombe (2009); 2. Brooks and Mitchell (2011) (Fertilization); 3. Brooks and Mitchell (2011)
(Thin xFertilization); 4. Kruse et al. (2012) (Daylesford); 5. Kruse et al. (2012) (Lyons); 6. Elhani
et al. (2005); 7.Krause et al. (2012); 8.Walia et al. (2010); 9. Balster et al. (2009) (First Fertilization);
10. Balster et al. (2009) (Second Fertilization)

individual studieswere rather different (Fig. 23.6). For example, Brooks andMitchell
(2011) found reduced discrimination, yielding the negative values in Fig. 23.6, for
at least four years after fertilization in a nutrient-limited coastal Douglas-fir stand.
These decreases in discrimination were correlated with increases in measured leaf
nitrogen levels (Mitchell et al. 1996). Similarly, Brooks andCoulombe (2009) found a
decrease in�13C for four years after fertilization in another nutrient-limitedDouglas-
fir stand in the Cascade Mountains, and speculated a similar increase in foliage
nitrogen. Increasing foliar nitrogen is a common short-term response in these fertil-
ization studies and as with studies of competition control and thinning, the increase
in foliar N can help support interpretation of �13C and δ18O observations. For this
reason, we suggest that measurement of foliar N should be incorporated in future
stable isotope studies of leaf gas exchange.

In the longer term, fertilization can also cause increases in foliage leaf area, which
may dilute the foliar nitrogen (Balster and Marshall 2000; Binkley and Reid 1985).
If leaf area increases without an increase in foliar N levels, then foliar gas-exchange
rates and �13C may not change. Photosynthetic rates may even decrease due to
canopy shading, in which case �13C might increase. Note that this would offset
the decrease that follows the fertilization immediately after the application. In the
Brooks and Mitchell (2011) study, the decrease in �13C was observed even in the
10th and 11th years after fertilization. Likewise, the growth increase lasted many
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more years and both stands were documented to have increased in leaf area. It is
plausible that longer-term decreases in �13C in response to fertilization could be a
consequence of increased leaf area or height growth, either of which might lead to
stomatal closure (McDowell et al. 2002, 2011). In contrast to Brooks and Mitchell
(2011), Balster et al. (2009) found no significant shifts in �13C from fertilization
in Douglas-fir at 24 sites located in the interior northwest USA, although growth
responses lasted for 8 years after treatment. However, leaf area index was increased
(Balster and Marshall, 2000), providing a likely increase in canopy photosynthesis
without a change in the gas-exchange setpoint reflected in �13C.

Antecedent site fertility influences the longevity of the �13C response to fertil-
ization. Cornejo-Oviedo et al. (2017) found an increase in iWUE in both late and
earlywood one year after fertilization in a productive coastal stand, in contrast to the
3–4 year increase in more nutrient limited stands mentioned above. Site moisture
availability also has an influence. Liles et al. (2019) found no changes in iWUE in
their most productive, wettest ponderosa pine site, but found increases in iWUE from
fertilization at their drier sites.

Changes in δ18O in response to fertilization might be expected if fertilization
influenced transpiration, the canopy microclimate (mostly relative humidity) or the
source water accessed by the trees (Chaps. 10, 16, and 18). Some fertilization studies
have reported strong changes to δ18O, while others have reported no significant
changes. Brooks and Coulombe (2009) found a 2% increase in latewood δ18O with
fertilization that lasted nearly a decade with the highest level of fertilization, but no
change relative to controls for earlywood. They speculated that the δ18O increase in
latewood was caused by the combination of high leaf-area index and late-summer
drought in the dry Mediterranean summers of the Pacific Northwestern USA.

Although δ18O data showed significant treatment effects to the fertilization in a
range of studies (Fig. 23.7), the effects were in different directions and they occurred
at different times. Interpretation is limited by the small number of studies and the
many possible sources of variation (Roden and Siegwolf 2012). Especially impor-
tant are understanding which δ18O differences are caused by changes in canopy
conditions and exposure following thinning and fertilization, as well as source-water
variation (Sarris et al. 2013). Source water could be tested by measuring the isotopic
composition of xylemwater (Marshall et al. 2020; Volkmann et al. 2016;White et al.
1985). We strongly recommend these measurements to minimize the uncertainties
in these studies.

Nitrogen fertilization can also influence the δ15 N of tree rings (Elhani et al.
2005; Peñuelas and Estiarte 1996; Poulson et al. 1995), particularly when the applied
nitrogen has a different isotopic composition than native nitrogen in the soil, or when
the fertilizer material tends to volatilize, leading to strong kinetic fractionation and
a δ15 N increase in the remaining nitrogen. This occurred in a study in which urea
was applied to Douglas-fir forests in the northwestern US (Balster et al. 2009). In
this study, the urea was converted to NH4

+, which is quickly transformed to NH3

and released to the atmosphere. Although the fertilizer could not be detected through
increases in wood N concentrations, the δ15 N was significantly enriched in fertilized
trees. Tree ring δ15 N analyses are difficult because the nitrogen concentrations in
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Fig. 23.7 The change in δ18O of tree rings induced by a fertilization event at year zero. Positive
values indicate that the δ18O of the fertilized plots were higher than those of the controls. 1. Brooks
and Coulombe (2009); 2. Brooks andMitchell (2011) (Fertilization); 3. Brooks andMitchell (2011)
(Thin x Fertilization); 4. Kruse et al. (2012) (Lyons); 5. Krause et al. (2012)

wood are so low compared to leaves or roots (Chap. 12). Further, interpretation of
tree ring δ15 N data should recognize that the labeled nitrogen can be translocated
across the rings over time (Balster et al. 2009; Hart and Classen 2003; Sheppard and
Thompson 2000), unlike the isotopic labels embedded in the C, H, and O in cell
walls.

Experimental long-term annual fertilization is sometimes applied in forests. In
such cases, changes in δ15 N of plant tissues can be stark (Högberg and Johannisson
1993; Marshall and Linder 2013). Although they do not simulate standard manage-
ment practice, these studies provide clear insights intomechanism of response. These
clear differences are attributed to a combination of decreased N retention by mycor-
rhizal fungi and increased leaching of depleted nitrate, both of which tend to enrich
15 N in leaves and tree rings (Högberg et al. 2014).

23.6 Modeling of Management Effects

Although stable isotopes are often used for assessment of treatment responses, the
milieu of environmental, ecological, and physiological changes can be complex and
difficult to interpret. These complexities can be addressed viamodels of tree ecophys-
iology and forest growth (see Chap. 26). This is especially important because forest
management decisions are often driven by expectations about future growth. Wei
et al. (2014) used �13C data to parameterize a physiological growth model in an
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attempt to explain how large increases in tree growth were obtained from replicated
fertilization and herbicide treatments. Themodel, 3-PG, includes an empirical param-
eter that describes the influence of nutrition on photosynthate allocation. Wei et al.
(2014) set that parameter to its maximum in the treatments that combined fertilizer
and herbicide, then empirically fitted the parameter to the other treatments. This was
possible because all of the major fluxes of carbon and water were measured, as was
the �13C of photosynthate. With so many parameters constrained by measurements,
the allocation parameter could be fitted with more confidence.

The 3-PG model has also recently been modified to predict tree-ring δ18O (Ulrich
et al. 2019). Themodel was applied to ponderosa pine trees growing over 107 years in
a riparian and an upslope area. Key parameters in the δ18Omodel remained difficult to
measure or verify, in particular the Péclet effect, which describes the back-diffusion
of enrichedwater against the xylem flow into the leaf (Chap. 10). However, themodel
provided a validated estimate of the gas-exchange predictions based on their isotopic
consequences. Such constraints would increase the confidence of model predictions
as it is used, for example, to predict responses to changed climates, genotypes, or
novel management regimes.

These models might be usefully combined with the meta-analyses presented
above. In particular, it would be worthwhile to vary precipitation amount or soil
depth to create differences in water availability and then thin or fertilize the modeled
stand. If such an exercise could recreate the pattern observed in Fig. 23.2, it would
increase our confidence in interpreting it as an effect ofwater availability. Likewise, if
the site-specificity of the fertilization response in Fig. 23.6 could be recreated by site-
specific parameterization of the models, this would help to explain the differences
in direction and timing of the fertilization response.

23.7 Conclusions

Stable isotope analysis of tree rings is a powerful tool for exploring the long-term
and complex physiological responses to forest management. The thinning response
differs between wet and dry sites, where the trees reduce their water-use efficiency
on dry sites and increase it on wet. These patterns are consistent with the release of
water limitations on dry sites and of light and nutrient limitations onwet sites. Carbon
isotope discrimination data revealed that fertilization has two dominant effects: a
short-term increase in foliar nitrogen, and a longer-term increase in leaf area.We have
noted the timing and site-specificity of the isotopic changes after thinning and fertil-
ization, which indicate that physiological responses to thesemanagement actions can
last for decades, but the responses vary in direction and timing among studies. We
encourage the development and parameterization of models to test the mechanisms
proposed here and to improve predictions about management responses at a given
site. Stable isotope tree-ring studies on management actions could reduce uncer-
tainties and explain mechanisms of response, especially with increased auxiliary
measurements of leaf nitrogen, leaf area, and xylem and soil water isotopes.
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Chapter 24
Impact of Increasing CO2, and Air
Pollutants (NOx, SO2, O3) on the Stable
Isotope Ratios in Tree Rings

Rolf T. W. Siegwolf, Martine M. Savard, Thorsten E. E. Grams,
and Steve Voelker

Abstract Anthropogenic activities such as industrialization, land use change and
intensification of agriculture strongly contribute to changes in the concentrations
of atmospheric trace gases. Carbon dioxide (CO2), oxidized N compounds (NOx),
sulfur dioxide (SO2) and ozone (O3) have particularly significant impacts on plant
physiology. CO2, the substrate for plant photosynthesis, is in the focus of interest
as the ambiguous effect of its increasing concentration is controversially discussed.
Is its increase beneficial for plants or are plants non-responsive? NOx, a product of
combustion and lightning, can have either fertilizing or toxic effects depending on the
concentration and form. This is also the case for reduced forms of nitrogen (NHy),
which are mostly emitted from agricultural and industrial activities. In combination
CO2 and N compounds can have a fertilizing effect. SO2 and ground-level O3 are
mostly phytotoxic, depending on their concentrations, daily and seasonal exposure
dynamics, and tree health condition. Elevated concentrations of both substances arise
from industrial combustion processes and car emissions. All of the above-mentioned
gaseous compounds affect plant metabolism in their specific ways and to different
degrees. This impacts the isotope fractionation leaving specific fingerprints in the
C, O, (H) and N isotope ratios of organic matter. In this chapter we will show how
the impact of increasing CO2 and air pollutants are reflected in the isotopic ratios
of tree rings. Increasing CO2 shows a considerable variation in responses of δ13C
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and to a minor degree in δ18O. Ozone and SO2 exposure cause an overall increase
of the δ13C values in tree rings and a slight decrease in δ18O, mimicking an increase
in net photosynthesis (AN) and to a minor degree in stomatal conductance (gs).
However, directly measured AN and gs values show the opposite, which does not
always correspond with the isotope derived gas exchange data. NO2 concentration
as it is found near highly frequented freeways or industrial plants causes an increase
of δ13C while δ18O decreases. This indicates an increase in both AN and gs, which
corresponds well with directly measured gas exchange data. Thus the air quality
situation must be taken in consideration for the interpretation of isotope values in
tree rings.

24.1 Introduction

Stable C and O isotope ratios are indicative for changes at the leaf level CO2 and
H2O exchange (Chap. 9; Farquhar et al. 1989; Chap. 10; Farquhar and Lloyd 1993).
Via assimilates, the specific isotope signals are stored in tree rings making them
an ideal recorder for information on past environmental changes. The goal of this
chapter is to highlight the impact of changes in atmospheric CO2 and air pollutants
on stable isotope ratios in tree rings. Herein, we describe the pathways by which
gaseous compounds are incorporated into plants with an emphasis on uptake via
leaves through stomata. Impacts on tree physiology and potential phytotoxicity are
discussed with respect to effects on isotopic fractionation that can lead to detectable
isotopic variation in tree-rings. Overall, this chapter provides a broad review of the
literature that demonstrates the effect of CO2 and pollutants on tree-ring isotopes and
how these influences need to be considered for the interpretation of stable isotopes
in tree rings.

24.1.1 Reactive Pollutants and Trees

Reactive gaseous compounds, such as O3, SO2 and NOx, which are mainly prod-
ucts of high temperature combustion processes (e.g., ore smelters, oil refineries,
chemical industrial plants, coal-fired power plants, and combustion driven mobility)
were identified early on as the most relevant phytotoxic air pollutants (Ashmore
2005; Wellburn 1990; Martin and Sutherland 1990; Frank et al. 1979, Choi and Lee
2012). Over recent decades, SO2 emissions have been substantially reduced through
air quality regulations in most Western countries. Such a decrease for airborne N
compounds is observed since the mid 1980s, with the introduction of catalyzers for
car exhausts (Geng et al. 2014; Etzold et al. 2020). While a fraction of the N- and
S-compounds are deposited on the soil surface and absorbed by microorganisms and
roots (their ambiguous effects are described below), the gaseous forms are taken up
via stomata through diffusional processes and directly metabolized. Before stomatal
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uptake, a portion of the reactive pollutant species are deposited on branch, leaf and
soil surfaces (Fig. 24.1), which makes the quantification of leaf uptake rather diffi-
cult. Where possible, isotopic tracer studies (15N, 34S) in the field (Ammann et al.
1999, Saurer et al. 2004) and in the laboratory (Chaparro-Suarez et al. 2011; Vallano
and Sparks 2013) can lead to more realistic flux estimates including eddy covariance
measurements. A broad overview about the impact of air pollutants on physiological
responses as reflected in stable isotopes is given in Savard (2010).

In the 1970’s and later, increasing concentrations of air pollutants were causing
significant losses in agricultural crop yields and were regionally identified as causing
significant forest decline (McLaughlin 1985; Heck et al. 1988; Slovik et al. 1996;
Bytnerowicz and Fenn 1996; Muzika et al. (2004); Ashmore 2005; Matyssek et al.
2010, 2012). Climatic variation in combination with air pollutants can exacerbate
the impact of stress modulating canopy-integrated leaf gas exchange, and thus tree
growth. Indeed, one of the most toxic pollutants besides SO2 (Darral 1989; Lee et al.
2017) is O3 (Cailleret et al. 2018; Jolivet et al. 2016). Whereas SO2 pollution is not
as globally distributed as tropospheric O3, and is mainly a regional problem near
the vicinity of smelters and coal driven energy production, ozone has greater areal
coverage as well as more spatial and temporal variation (Lefohn et al. 2018; Mills
et al. 2018; Tarasick et al. 2019). In particular, photochemical reactions producing
O3 are enhanced during warm and sunny days when nitrogen oxides and volatile
organic compounds are present (Royal Society 2008). Weather situations favoring
ozone formation are often associated with dry and warm conditions that lead to low
stomatal conductance (gs) or stomatal closure, which reduces uptake and hence toxic
dose effects. Thus, less injury will occur when stomata are closed even if O3 or SO2

concentrations are high. In contrast, conditions characterized by high air pollution
concentrations and high gs occur when the air is humid leading to higher uptake,
which will exacerbate the effects of these pollutants (Jolivet et al. 2016). These
include sluggish stomata and lower gs. Sluggish stomata become unresponsive to
sudden changes in environmental cues that affect stomatal aperture, such as light or
humidity or even pollution levels. Generally, plants respond to the exposure of air
pollutants and CO2 with changes in gs, net photosynthesis (AN), and biochemical
processes (e.g., Savard et al. 2020a), which reflect how O3 and SO2 can directly
damage cells via oxidation of lipids in the plasma membrane (Jolivet et al. 2016;
Duan et al. 2019) and impairment of other plant biochemical processes (decrease in
Rubisco and potential increase in PEP carboxylase. Ainsworth et al. 2012).

While O3 and SO2 are predominantly phytotoxic, N compounds can be either
beneficial or detrimental (Etzold et al. 2020), depending on their concentration and
form. The ultimate impact of N can be dependent on its availability in the ecosystem.
In N-limited forests, N deposition modifies the soil biogeochemical dynamics and
can increase tree growth (Högberg 2007; Thomas et al. 2015), whereas in high N-
systems, additional N-deposition can lead to soil acidification, and excessive foliar
and root N, which can foster tree mortality (Aber et al. 1989; Vitousek et al. 1997;
Galloway et al. 2004). The combined increase in CO2 and N-deposition can often
enhance C uptake and can result in an enhanced tree and forest growth (Norby 1998;
Gruber and Galloway 2008; Etzold et al. 2020). However, where stem growth was
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Fig. 24.1 Pathways for the gaseous exchange between atmosphere and plant canopies and leaves
(After Larcher, 2003). The arrows indicate the fluxes of the respective gas species. Diffusive resis-
tances are shown as brown rectangles: raerodyn → Aerodynamic resistance; rdiff → diffusive resis-
tance; rcanopy → diffusive resistances as the molecules diffuse though the canopy; rsoil → diffusive
resistance as the molecules diffuse into or out of the soil; rb → boundary layer resistance; rs →
physiologically controllable stomatal resistance; ri → resistances in the intercellular system; rw →
cell wall resistance to CO2 includes the transition of CO2 in the liquid phase; rmm →mitochondrial
membrane resistance. rc → chloroplast resistance to CO2, includes the resistance of the chloroplast
envelope and stroma.Mesophyll resistance is defined as rm = rw + rc; CO2 concentrations are shown
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in the chloroplast (cc)
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either reduced or unchanged, access to nutrients was found to be restricted or the air
contained other pollutants that were potentially phytotoxic (Giguère-Croteau et al.
2019; Savard et al. 2020a).

Air pollutants generally cause direct damages on the cell wall structure and impair
biochemical processes (Jolivet et al. 2016), while CO2 and N-compounds can be
beneficial through various pathways, from the roots to the mesophyll (Fowler et al.
1998; 2001) (Fig. 24.1).

24.1.2 General Effects of Changes in the Atmosphere
on Stable C, O and N Isotope Ratios

As shown in Chapters 9, 10 and 19 any environmental impact that alters the source
isotopic signals or the foliar gas exchange of CO2 and H2O will result in specific
changes of the stable C and O isotope ratios (δ13C and δ18O values) in plant organic
matter. An increase in CO2 concentration enhances photosynthesis and can cause a
reduction in gs. However, exposure to pollutants such as O3 and SO2 also induces
stomatal closure, but in contrast is often accompanied by a concomitant decrease in
net photosynthesis (AN) (Matyssek et al. 1997; Linzon 1972; Ziegler 1972; Parry
and Gutteridge 1984; Martin et al. 1988; Wedler et al. 1995). Exposure to NOx
sometimes leads to an increase in both AN and gs (Gessler et al. 2000; Siegwolf et al.
2001). Changes in AN and gs alter the ratio of internal (leaf intercellular) [CO2] (ci)
to external [CO2] (ca), i.e., ci/ca. When AN increases without a change in gs, ci/ca
decreases. Since 12CO2 is preferably assimilated relative to 13CO2 the partial pressure
of 12CO2 decreases to a larger proportion than 13CO2 augmenting the ratio of 13CO2

/ 12CO2 in the favor of 13C. As a consequence the uptake of 13CO2 rises, resulting
in an increase of the δ13C values. Under conditions where there is an increase in
gs at a constant AN, or a decrease in AN at a constant gs, the ci/ca will increase,
leading to a decrease in δ13C values (Farquhar et al. 1989; Chap. 9). Chapter 10
describes the formation of δ18O values in plant organic matter, which is given by the
δ18O ratio of source water (water before it enters the leaves, see Chaps. 10 and 18)
and subsequently by the δ18O of leaf water, which is modified by the variability of
gs and water vapor in the air. The role of gs is reflected in an inverse proportional
relationship to δ18O values (an increase in gs results in a decrease in δ18O and vice
versa, Barbour et al. 2004; see also Chap. 10). As the 18O/16O ratio is independent
of AN, the combination of δ13C and δ18O from the same sample allows for the
distinction of whether δ13C changes are a result of changes in AN or gs (Scheidegger
et al. 2000). Here the application of the C and O dual isotope approach can be very
useful for data interpretation (Chap. 16) and facilitates a more detailed analysis of the
physiological plant responses to variable impacts of air pollutants, assuming that only
intrinsic reactions (i.e., non-responsive to air pollutants) control the foliar isotopic
signals. The specific isotopic ratio, formed in the leaves and imprinted on assimilates,
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are then transferred to stems (tree rings) and roots forming organic material (see
Chap. 13).

Nextwe discuss the specific impact of gaseousN compounds taken up via stomata.
Chapter 12 (δ15N values) and 23 (fertilization effects) provide a general discussion
about N-absorption via roots and leaves. Various quantities for stomatal uptake of
N compounds are provided in literature, i.e. values up to 30% of the total plant
N uptake (Amman et al. 1999). In most cases, the N isotopic (δ15N) signature of
the gaseous forms is reflected in the foliar organic matter (amino acids) and the N
isotopic fractionation is low. However, the δ15N values of soil N compounds can
depart largely from what is assimilated by the roots (see Chap. 12). An overview on
the various N-fractionations during N incorporation in leaves is given in Tcherkez
(2011) and Craine et al. (2015).

As the nitrogen content in tree rings is low and varies (on average 0.04–0.12%),
the isotopic analysis of δ15N values in wood is quite challenging (Savard et al.
2020b). Where possible, the analysis should be done on single rings. In cases with
very little material, samples can be pooled. Another challenge is the mobility of N
compounds across several rings (Tomlinson et al. 2014). Yet numerous studies have
made use of the δ15N values in tree rings and of the atmospheric sources to calculate
the N incorporation of specific anthropogenic sources that have an isotopic signature
distinct from natural δ15N values (Elhani et al. 2003; Amman et al. 1999; Saurer
et al. 2004, Guerrieri et al. 2009, see below).

24.2 Sampling, Sample Preparation, Isotope Analysis
and Flux Determination of Gaseous Pollutants

24.2.1 Sample Processing

In the following, we refer to Chaps. 4, 5 and 12 with regard to sampling and sample
preparation. For the analysis of δ15N values in tree rings, whole wood is collected
and milled the same way as for the 13C and 18O analyses. However, procedures for
sample preparation to determine the 15N/14N ratio in wood are still under debate, in
particular, the question of whether the mobile fraction of N compounds in tree rings
should be removed. While some authors recommend removal to prevent false trends,
other studies have shown no effect on the N concentration and δ15N values (Doucet
et al. 2011; Tomlinson et al. 2014; Guerrieri et al. 2017; Chap. 12 for more details).
Once the samples are ready for analysis, they are combusted in an elemental analyzer
(analogous to the determination of δ13C), which is linked via an open split interface
with a sector isotope ratio mass spectrometer to determine the C or N isotope ratios.
A recent evaluation of the methodology for preparing spruce tree-ring δ15N series for
the purpose of conducting environmental research used a total of 16 trees from two
sites exposed to different types and levels of anthropogenic N emissions (Savard et al.
2020b). This study suggested that short-term δ15N changes (<7 years) are difficult
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to relate to long term environmental impacts, but that middle to long-term trends
do. The authors also suggest that pooling tree rings of several trees from a site can
provide reliable results provided that the sub-samples are of equal weight, but that
the ideal method is to calculate the arithmetic mean of δ15N series from a minimum
of three individual trees.

For δ18O determination samples are thermally decomposed in a helium stream
under exclusion of oxygen (pyrolysis). The resulting CO is analyzed in the mass
spectrometer (Farquhar et al. 1997; Woodley et al. 2012, Weigt et al. 2015).

24.2.2 Foliar Flux Quantification of Pollutants

Flux quantification of gaseous pollutants from the atmosphere into the leaf intercel-
lular spaces follows the same principle as for CO2 and H2O gas exchange (Gessler
et al. 2000; Siegwolf et al. 2001, Teklemariam and Sparks 2004). The pollutant fluxes
are calculated by mutliplying gs with the gaseous pollutant concentration difference
between the ambient ([O3a]) and intercellular ([O3i]) for the respective gas molecule.
The latter ismostly assumed to be zero (Gessler et al. 2000, 2002; Laisk et al. 1989) or
where available, values from the literature are used (Yamulki et al. 1996; Thoene et al.
1996; Rennenberg and Geßler 1999). The stomatal conductance is either determined
using gas exchange systems or derived from sap flux measurements (Köstner et al.
1996; Zweifel et al. 2007) or meteorological approaches (eddy covariance or energy
balance, Wehr et al. 2017). A direct approach to determine gaseous pollutant uptake
uses gas exchange chambers, where the pollutant concentration before and after the
chamber is measured and the difference is multiplied with the gas flux though the
chamber system (Neubert et al. 1993; Teklemariam and Sparks 2004; Grulke et al.
2005, 2007; Chaparro-Suarez et al. 2011). This approach is mostly applied in labora-
tory experiments or when leaves or twigs can be enclosed in cuvettes. In addition, the
use of enriched labeled gases, e.g., 15NH3, 15NO2 or 34SO2 is an elegant and reliable
method as the assimilated substance can be traced and quantified within the plants
(Nussbaum et al. 1993; Segschneider et al. 1995; Vallano and Sparks 2007). In close
vicinity of emission sources, the isotopic values of the pollutants are often different
from the natural background values, e.g., heavily frequented roads (Amman et al.
1999; Saurer et al. 2004; Guerrieri et al. 2009) or industry plants (Guerrieri et al.
2009; Savard 2010; Savard et al. 2017) vs. clean air regions.

All these methods have their pros and cons. The most prominent disadvantage
is that the accurate quantification of the pollutant fluxes is very challenging, since
O3 or NOx as well as NHy react with the surfaces of the leaf environment (i.e., the
canopy, adjacent branches and leaf surfaces) and the instrument itself (walls of the
tubing and measuring equipment resulting in a gas phase destruction), which can
lead to an over-estimation of the real fluxes into the leaves.
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24.3 Specific Impacts of Gaseous Compounds on Isotopic
Ratios in Tree Rings

24.3.1 Increasing Atmospheric CO2 Concentration

As atmospheric CO2 is the primary C-source for terrestrial plants, its variations in
concentration and δ13C values impact the isotopic ratios in organic matter via CO2

and H2O gas exchange. Since the initial stages of industrialization around 1850 the
CO2 concentration has increased from ~ 270 μmol/mol to 415 μmol/mol by 2020
(Belmecheri and Lavergne 2020). This 145 μmol/mol increase in ca can have strong
impacts on various aspects of plant physiology and lead to higher ci as CO2 diffuses
through stomata and into leaves. During much of the last 20,000 years, long time
periods have corresponded to increasing CO2 (ca). For plant carbon uptake, these
increases in ca caused increases in the difference of ca−ci as a consequence of an
enhanced CO2 fixation into sugars within the leaf by photosynthesis, but this also
caused ci to increase in absolute concentrations. Following Fick’s Law, the increasing
difference of ca−ci is directly proportional to the stimulation ofAN, assuming gs stays
constant (Farquhar et al. 1989):

AN = gs (ca − ci ). (24.1)

The same relationship can be re-written as:

AN = gs (1 - (ci/ca)). (24.2)

The term ci/ca in Eq. (24.2) is particularly important to understanding how CO2

may affect tree-ring carbon isotope signatures because Farquhar et al. (1989) further
showed that carbon isotope discrimination (�13C, see Chaps. 9 and 17 for details)
can be described by:

�13C= a − (b − a) (ci/ca), (24.3)

where a is the fractionation from diffusion through the stomata (4.4‰) and b is the
fractionation by carboxylation by Rubisco (~27‰).

Equations 24.1–24.3 summarize the simplest version of a much more complex
relationship provided by Farquhar et al. (1989) and these have been employed a large
number of studies of terrestrial, marine and atmospheric carbon isotope signatures.
However, reconsiderations of this approach have increasingly advocated modifying
Eq. 24.3 as:

�13C = a − (b − a) (ci/ca) − f (�∗/ca) (24.4)
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where f is the fractionation factor during photorespiration (‰) and �* is the CO2

compensation point in the absence of CO2 (Seibt et al. 2008; Keeling et al. 2017;
Schubert and Jahren 2018; Lavergne et al. 2019).

The goal of this section is not to delve too deeply into the plant physiology and
isotopic theory, and applications toEarth systemsmodeling,whichmanyother papers
have addressed within the past 10 years. Moreover, variation in mesophyll conduc-
tance is known to have a substantial effect on�13C values, but it will not be discussed
in this chapter due to the great variation among species and a lack of consensus on the
magnitude with which changing atmospheric CO2 can affect this aspect of leaf gas
exchange. Rather, this section serves to set the stage for understanding what CO2-
induced trends we should expect to observe in tree-ring �13C signatures, which
is a function of ci/ca and f and �*, which in turn are directly related to intrinsic
water-use efficiency (iWUE; see Chap. 17). Whether CO2 may affect �13C values is
a long-running and important question to dendrochronologists, plant physiologists,
paleoecologists, and a broad array of scientists that use atmospheric δ13C or�13C as
a tracer of past global-scale changes to climate and vegetation patterns. Therefore,
relevant information for interpreting tree-ring isotope patterns has arisen in diverse
fields of scientific inquiry that we will briefly summarize here.

The least intrusive and most realistic way to expose vegetation to elevated CO2

(eCO2) is to use chamberless exposure systems, also known as FACE systems (Free
Air CO2 Exposure). FACE studies undertaken in forests are logistically difficult and
operationally expensive, so only a handful of these experiments have been undertaken
or are still operating (Bader et al. 2013; Norby et al. 2016). Overall, these and other
eCO2 experiments have generally confirmed an expected fertilizing effect on AN;
whereas the expected reductions in gs have often been absent or smaller than expected
on mature trees (Körner et al. 2005; Bader et al. 2013; Keel et al. 2007, Streit et al.
2014; Klein et al. 2016; Gimeno et al. 2020; Jiang et al. 2020; Walker et al. 2020). In
forest settings, gs responses to eCO2 tend to be a function of various other biological,
physical and ecological factors mediating tree- or canopy-level whereas potted plants
in the lab or in controlled environments show a strong responsiveness to changes in
CO2 (Jarvis andMcNaughton 1986;Buckley et al. 2017; Sperry et al. 2019).Hence, if
trees growing in natural environments respond similarly towhat has beendocumented
experimentally, with historical increases in AN and little to no change in gs (sensu
Wieser et al. 2018), then we should expect that trees and forests should become more
water-use efficient. Indeed, most tree-ring carbon isotope studies that focus on this
issue have documented this shift in water-use efficiency. Most of these hundreds
of studies have been recently digitized and summarized by Adams et al. (2020),
confirming in amassivemeta-analysis what has been demonstrated by a previous and
somewhat smaller meta-analysis (Leonardi et al. 2012). Such increases inWUE can,
but do not stringently demand, changes in�13Cor ci/ca. Saurer et al. (2004) first noted
how tree-ring carbon isotope records spanning 1861–1990 documented no change or
moderate decreases in �13C or ci/ca despite substantial gains in iWUE. Since then,
research interests have focused on whether CO2 modifies �13C or ci/ca, because
such knowledge could provide for more accurate determination of the magnitude
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with which �13C has responded to climate or other environmental variability from
isotope signals in tree-rings andother plant andpaleoecological or geological records.

As CO2 increases it is often assumed that�13C or the ci/ca ratio remains constant.
However, numerous studies show considerable variations in the isotopic responses
(Fig. 24.2), which is either species specific or due to habitat properties or changes
in the environment. Variations in isotopic response patterns as described by Saurer
et al (2004) can even occur within the same tree during its life span (Wieser et al.
2018). To assess the potential impact of ca on leaf gas exchange, a review of theory
and modeling combined with estimates of past ca and stomatal measurements over
geological times concluded that plants maintain a constant ci/ca (Franks et al. 2013).

Fig. 24.2 Responses of�13C/ppmCO2 exemplifying the variation among selected individual tree-
ring �13C studies that span at least 25 years and up to 1850 to 2017 (narrow black lines) as well as
large-scale meta-analyses and modeling results (thick lines). The thin lines were calculated as the
slope of a linear regression of �13C vs. atmospheric CO2 concentration, and demonstrate the large
potential range in variation that can be encountered for any given tree species and site combination,
and thereby the danger in extrapolating a �13C/ppm CO2 response from one or only a few such
studies. The thick black line gives the mean value of these individual studies, weighted by the
inverse of the range of CO2 concentrations spanned by each study. In this figure, �* was assumed
constant for all studies and was only formally incorporated into the calculation of �13C by Keeling
et al. (2017) and Schubert and Jahren (2018)
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Yet, tree-ring �13C records tended to indicate that �13C changed in response to
increasing ca, suggesting a correction to ci/ca or some other combination of factors
not explicitly considered by previous tree-ring isotopes studies (i.e., f , �*, or meso-
phyll conductance) may be needed to accurately separate this effect from that of
climate variability on tree-ring �13C values. However, before a set of mechanisms
can be identified, it is first important to identify the magnitude of change. Based
on tree-ring �13C data from four trees, Feng and Epstein (1995) first proposed a
correction to �13C of 0.02‰/ppm CO2. Soon after Kurschner (1996) proposed a
rate of 0.0073‰/ppm CO2 from a single eCO2 experiment. Using an 1171-year
record from a single species and region, Treydte et al. (2009) concluded that a shift
of 0.012‰/ppm CO2 best fit their data. An over two-fold range of responses among
these individual studies clearly demonstrated that a synthesis effort was necessary
to determine an overall response, and whether or not a large empirical assessment
to determine whether ci/ca responds to ca as indicated by tree-ring �13C or with
the contention of Franks et al. (2013) that ci/ca does not respond to ca. To do so,
�13C responses to CO2 from many paleo and eCO2 studies and including all FACE
studies that had been conducted in forests up to that time (Voelker et al. 2016; here-
after V16). The three earlier individual studies reporting changes in �13C/ppm CO2

describe linear rates of change whereas the V16 data set and analyses predicted that
ci/ca should increase with ca but at a non-linear or diminishing rate as:

ci/ca = −0.3974 + 0.5163(1 − e−0.0076 ca). (24.5)

In turn, Eq. (24.5), can be translated to a non-linear change in �13C per unit CO2

as:

0/00/ppm = 0.089 e−0.0076 ca . (24.6)

The negative exponential relationship given in Eq. (24.6) is plotted in Fig. 24.2
and clearly expands ca values far lower and higher than all tree-ring studies. This
relationship likely represented the most robust empirical assessment at that time.
However, the intervening five years have provided a number of other relevant studies
that can shed additional light on whether Eq. (24.6) is supported or refuted by inde-
pendent analyses, and how trends in tree-ring�13C studies should be viewed in light
of this body of work. As an example, Lavergne et al. (2019) analyzed > 100 tree-
ring �13C studies constrained to the period 1950–2014. They found little detectable
effect of ca, converted pressure units on �13C after accounting for immense changes
in climate and elevation among studies sites and over time. Ostensibly, this agrees
qualitatively with the theory reviewed by Franks et al. (2013). However, the data set
investigated by Lavergne et al. (2019) co-varied with a period of recent rapid climate
change at many sites and spanned a relatively small gradient in ca compared to some
other studies, which would make it less likely to detect a response of �13C to ca.

The �13C / ppm CO2 response rate of the two paleo studies of conifer leaves
or wood (Hare et al. 2018) and speleothems (Breeker 2017) both overlapped with
that predicted by Eq. (24.6), which provided evidence of a consistent �13C / ppm
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CO2 response rate prior to industrialization despite different data types and analytical
approaches. Thereafter, Schubert and Jahren (2018) assessed�13C / ppmCO2 across
ca of ca. 100 to 3000 ppm for Arabidopsis thaliana, grown in chambers. The model
of change in �13C per ppm CO2 resulting from this meta-analysis was given as:

0/00/ppm = ( f )
(
�∗)/

(
c2a

)
, (24.7)

where �* was set to 40 ppm (Schubert and Jahren 2018).
When we re-applied this model to the sparse data compilation of woody plant

responses to CO2 provided in Schubert and Jahren (2018) (i.e., excluding the data of
herbaceous plants grown in growth chambers), the response was nearly parallel to
Eq. (24.5) but shifted substantially higher (Fig. 24.2, dark green line). Notably, the
model described about 11% of the variation in�13C / ppmCO2 whereas an empirical
fit to the same data explained 11% of the variation and had a muted response at lower
CO2 concentrations. The value of f = 38.6‰was found to maximize explained vari-
ation between the model and data. The value of 38.6 ‰ is substantially higher than
the range of 9.1 to 22.0 ‰ that has been reported previously (Schubert andJahren
2018). These results suggest that their woody plant data set was not large enough for
robust parameter estimation. To remedy this problem, we plotted Eq. (24.7) fitted
to the much larger V16 data set (Fig. 24.2, thin brown line), which yielded a value
of f = 19.4‰, which is at the high end of the previously reported range, but much
more reasonable compared to f = 38.6‰. Overall, this analysis provides powerful
independent confirmation of the shape and magnitude of the �13C response to CO2

despite two very different analytical approaches. More specifically, V16 attributed
CO2-induced changes to�13C entirely to shifts in ci/ca, whereas Shubert and Jahren
(2018) attributed the same changes entirely to fractionation associatedwith photores-
piration. It is certainly possible that some combination of these two primary mecha-
nisms, other morphological and biochemical contributing factors, as well as ecolog-
ical and evolutionary feedbacks operating on long timescales, determine the overall
�13C response to CO2 over long time periods.

The measured record of 13CO2 in the atmosphere provides yet another means for
understanding how terrestrial �13C of the vegetation has been influenced by rising
CO2. When global models of ocean and terrestrial productivity and carbon cycling
are constrained to match 13CO2 records, the results required that �13C increase
over the industrial period (Keeling et al. 2017). Although the positive value of this
response rate of�13C / ppm CO2 obtained by Keeling et al. (2017) is in broad agree-
ment with many other studies (as noted in Fig. 24.2), it was substantially higher
compared to most tree-ring �13C responses and meta-analyses for that same range
in atmospheric CO2. The apparent difference in the �13C / ppm CO2 response rate
between the ones reported by Keeling et al. (2017) and that plotted by using Eqs.
(24.6) or (24.7) as applied to the V16 data set has most likely multiple, non-exclusive
causes as detailed below. The difference may reflect (1) the difference between using
woody plant �13C responses largely from temperate species as compared to global
vegetation responses where C4 grasses and other vegetation types play a significant
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role (2) the lack of a temperature response of �* being incorporated in the anal-
yses of Eqs. (24.6) and (24.7) applied to the V16 data set, and (3) deficiencies in
the global modeling approach of Keeling et al. (2017). With respect to point (1),
reconciliation of the difference would require that C4 plants and tropical forests, the
vegetation typesmost conspicuously lacking frompaleo and tree-ring�13C data sets,
be characterized by stronger responses of �13C to rising CO2 concentrations. The �

values of C4 plants are lower and far less sensitive to changes in CO2 compared to
C3 plants, so the source of increased �13C responses to CO2 would need an origin
in tropical forests. This makes intuitive sense since C3 net photosynthesis includes
more dynamic responses to CO2 at higher average temperatures characterizing trop-
ical forests. Tropical rainforests would also have fewer and less severe moisture
constraints, allowing greater sensitivity to CO2 compared to many temperate forests.
With respect to point (2), the incorporation of a temperature response of �* was
not attempted because surface air temperatures are poorly constrained for paleo
data collections spanning the Holocene and Last Glacial period. V16 did attempt to
provide modern locations with similar climate conditions compared to the paleo data
collections. The implicit assumption therein is that differences in temperature and
�* would add noise to the data set but be unbiased. That analysis also eliminated
the �13C difference between paleo and CO2-enrichment studies at the approximate
breakpoint between the two types of data sets at ca. 350 ppm that could have owed to
differences in species composition, climates and the temperature dependence of �*.
With respect to point (3), the findings of the simulation modeling by Keeling et al.
(2017) spanned the years 1765–2014 and concluded that �13C of terrestrial vegeta-
tion must have changed significantly, and attributed this change to a steady increase
in �13C of 0.014‰ / ppm CO2. Although this change was attributed to the effects of
atmospheric CO2, this period encompassed increasingly widespread disturbance to
forests at a global scale, which certainly decreased vegetation height and competition
for soil water, which would have contributed to progressive reductions in globally
integrated terrestrial �13C over this time period. Hence, other potential sources of
bias outside of direct CO2-effects on leaf gas exchange influenced 13CO2 records and
could have been mistakenly been attributed to impacts of rising atmospheric CO2

on vegetation �13C by Keeling et al. (2017). Overall, the reconciliation of results
provided here indicates that the�13C response to CO2 in woody plants will generally
be expected to follow either Eqs. (24.5) or (24.6) when parameterized with values
of �* = 40 ppm and f = 19.4‰, but that the overall �13C response to CO2 of
global vegetation may be somewhat greater in magnitude according to the findings
of Keeling et al. (2017), unless this attribution to CO2 was biased by not including
the effects of progressively greater disturbance on forest leaf gas exchange.

A number of readers of this text may be wondering what, in practice, should
be done about expected increases in �13C in response to increasing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations. This topic is difficult to address because there is no one correct
answer. An important aspect in assessing apparent �13C / ppm CO2 trends at any
given site or across sites is that there can be tremendous variation among individual
tree-ring studies, as represented by the numerous narrow black lines displayed in
Fig. 24.2. This site-to-site variability results from many interacting factors such as
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climate change, climate oscillations, tree development (i.e., increased tree height or
stature), competition, pollution and other stressors that are superimposed on top of
the relatively small effects of CO2. Indeed, Leonardi et al. (2012) summarized a
large number of tree-ring �13C studies and found a huge shift in responses between
the periods 1860 and 1990 that included negative overall responses of �13C / ppm
CO2 during the 1952–1990 period (Fig. 24.2). Such a negative �13C response to
CO2 is probably not realistic based on first principles. At sites with low productivity
there may be little to no response of �13C to CO2 (Marchand et al. 2020) whereas
in other regions, negative �13C trends have been associated with increased stomatal
closure associated with warming- or competition-induced drought stress (Peñuelas
et al. 2011; Saurer et al. 2014; Lévesque et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015; Voelker
et al. 2019). Indeed, some studies have utilized approaches that have determined
differences from the expected trend in �13C / ppm CO2 across a range of sites (Liu
et al. 2018; Szejner et al. 2018; Voelker et al. 2019). The approach of these three
papers was to remove the expected CO2 responses with an aim of better isolating
the impacts of changing climate or competition on ecophysiology. This approach
may prove particularly useful for isolating spatio-temporal impacts of climate and
climate change and other factors such as pollution that affect tree-ring carbon isotope
signatures if future efforts adjust for the temperature dependence of�* and the partial
pressures of CO2 that differ with elevation (sensu Lavergne et al. 2019).

δ18O: In experiments with potted young trees, increases in CO2 resulted in a
distinct reduction of gs. However, in some FACE experiments in temperate mixed
forest little (Keel et al. 2007) or no stomatal response to changes in CO2 was found
(Bader et al. 2010, 2013;Klein et al. 2016). Even after 9 years of FACE treatment trees
growing at the timberline at 2180 m above sea level (Stillberg, Davos, Switzerland)
showed no stomatal response to increased CO2 for either species, Larix decidua and
Pinus mugo. Accordingly, the effect of eCO2 was not reflected in δ18O values of
organic matter, although gs of the same plants was highly responsive to changes in
VPD, which was clearly reflected in δ18O (Streit et al. 2014). As noted above, site-
specific biological, physical and ecological factors cause tree- or canopy-level effects
to be diminished compared to leaf-level responses to CO2. So far, δ18O data of trees
and tree rings from FACE experiments are rare. Before we derive CO2 responses
via stomata reflected in δ18O values from tree rings we must keep in mind that the
oxygen isotope composition ismodulated by a number of other factors, such as origin
of precipitation water (Dansgaard 1953, 1964, Chap. 18), seasonality (Daansgard
1964; Rozanski et al. 1993) air humidity and δ18O of water vapor (Dongmann et al.
1974;Roden et al. 2005; Lehmann et al. 2018) soil properties and soil depth (Sprenger
et al. 2018; Brooks et al. 2010). Voelker and Meinzer (2017) summarize further that
post photosynthetic fractionation processes alter the δ18O values in wood during the
transfer of assimilates in the phloem: an oxygen exchange occurs with 18O-depleted
xylem water, modifying the δ18O of the assimilates (Roden and Ehleringer 1999;
Barbour et al. 2004) especially during the synthesis of cellulose (Sternberg 2009,
Gessler et al. 2014, Chap. 10). The variability of these processes can add signal
noise, masking stomatal signals imprinted on the δ18O of tree rings to a degree
that the stomatal signal is no longer detectable. This is especially the case if the
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modification of the oxygen isotope ratio by gs is small (e.g. at high air humidity;
Roden et al. 2005), resulting in an unfavorable signal to “noise” ratio. Nevertheless,
we cannot conclude that changes in CO2 have no effect on δ18O, as other studies for
other species have found different responses (Battipaglia et al. 2013).

Albeit the reduced responsiveness of gs to CO2 in the field, using both, C and
O isotope values widens the scope of interpretation; even more so if the δ18O of
the source water and water vapor are known. The latter can also be estimated with
specific models (Barbour et al. 2001). The application of various statistical tools or
the dual isotope approach as described in Chap. 16 is valuable to evaluate the impact
of long-term CO2 dynamics on plant physiology, especially for the evaluation of
the long-term intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE, see Chap. 17). Including tree-
ring width and anatomical parameters (cell wall thickness, wood density, etc. see
Sidorova et al. 2019) will help to identify, which factors impact tree growth and to
what degree besides increasing [CO2]. Such an enhanced data set is instrumental to
correctly evaluate the carbon gain water loss relationship (see Chaps. 16 and 17).

To summarize: the wide variety in isotopic patterns in response to CO2 changes
reflects the dynamic variability of species-specific responses to elevated CO2. This
includes (a) stimulation ofAN under highCO2 levels (e.g., Herrick andThomas 2001;
Bader et al. 2010; Klein et al. 2016), (b) down regulation of photosynthesis (Sage
et al. 1989; Grams et al. 2007), (c) reduction in stomatal conductance (Gunderson
et al. 2002), or (d) little (Keel et al. 2007; Bader et al. 2010) to no stomatal response to
changes in CO2 (Bader et al. 2013; Streit et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2016). These short-
term responses on the leaf level leave their isotopic fingerprints in the assimilates,
which are cumulated and integrated over the growth period and recorded in the
biomass of tree ring (Chap. 14).

24.3.2 Ozone (O3)

Ozone in the troposphere is considered to be one of themost phytotoxic air pollutants,
impacting plant and ecosystem functions (Ashmore 2005; Ainsworth et al. 2012). A
good description of its formation, propagation and fate is given in the report of the
Royal Society (2008). The main process of O3 removal from the troposphere is the
dry deposition on land surfaces, with an important role for vegetation such as forest
ecosystems by O3 uptake through stomata (Cieslik 2004). Non-stomatal removal of
O3 occurs at soil and plant surfaces (e.g. cuticle deposition) and degradation reactions
with soil or plant emitted NOx or biogenic VOCs (Lenhart et al. 2019; Fowler et al.
1998, 2001). These removal mechanisms complicate the quantification of the O3

uptake via stomata; nevertheless, significant estimates of non-stomatal O3 fluxes
were reported (20–80%,Cieslik 2009; 26–44%,Rannik et al. 2012), depending on the
type of vegetation cover and its surface characteristics.Albeit these uncertainties, flux
estimates based on the combination of stomatal conductance and ozone concentration
still yield important results (Karlsson et al. 2004, 2007; Grünhage et al. 2004) for the
ozone dose effective on plant physiology. More sophisticated models aim at linking
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stomatal O3 uptake to growth decline for a more mechanistic ozone risk assessment
to forests (Matyssek et al. 2008, Anav et al. 2016, Feng et al. 2018, for crop plants,
Hu et al. 2015, Xu et al. 2018).

24.3.2.1 Damages Caused by Ozone

OnceO3 has been taken up by the plants via the stomata itmay cause numerous visible
leaf injuries such as chlorosis and necroses, accelerated senescence and pre-mature
leaf shedding (Günthardt-Goerg and Vollenweider 2007). Even before these symp-
toms become visible, a number of responses at the cellular and molecular level have
already occurred.Upon uptake,O3 rapidly reactswithwet surfaces in the intercellular
cavity, producing a suite of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that challenge a plant’s
detoxification mechanisms. Quite similar to defense reactions against pathogens and
programmed cell death (for details see Kangasjarvi et al. 2005, Sandermann et al.
1998), the plant amplifies internal ROS production that cause the above-mentioned
leaf symptoms in what is known as the hypersensitive response reaction. In the long
run and often before visible symptoms develop, or even without them, stomatal func-
tioning and Rubisco activity are affected by chronic O3 stress. The stomatal response
is not the same among species and O3 concentrations. While short-term exposure to
high concentrations typically result in a direct closing response of stomata, long-term
exposure to moderately enhanced O3 levels is also reported to reduce gs (Hoshika
et al. 2014, 2015;Wittig et al. 2007), and related to declining rates of CO2 fixation by
lower Rubisco protein amount and activity (Karnosky et al. 2005; Wittig et al. 2009;
Dizengremel 2001). Other reports, however, describe impaired stomatal functioning
by elevatedO3, causing delayed responses of stomata to environmental changes. This
so called “stomatal sluggishness” increases response times of opening and closing
movements, which can lead to increased water loss by transpiration under high VPD,
respectively (Paoletti and Grulke 2010; Paoletti et al. (2020). At the whole tree level,
elevated O3 affects allocation processes of photoassimilates. In mature trees, long-
term exposure to twice ambient O3 concentrations significantly reduced allocation
to stems (Ritter et al. 2011), which is well in line with the often-found reduction of
stem growth in natural environments with high O3 exposure (Karnosky et al. 2005).
Below ground,O3 impaired source-sink relations are believed to reduce belowground
C allocation (reviewed by Andersen 2003, Andersen et al. 2010), typically resulting
in lower root/shoot biomass ratios. However, a larger number of studies report on
unchanged root/shoot biomass ratios (Agathokleous et al. 2016) and few experiments
on field grown trees under long-term O3 exposure even found fine root growth to be
stimulated (Nikolova et al 2010; Pregitzer et al. 2008).
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24.3.2.2 Consequences for Isotopic Fractionations

Since O3 impairs stomatal regulation, photosynthesis and its biochemical processes,
these impacts will be seen in the carbon and oxygen isotopic fractionations and
thus in the variation of the 13C/12C and 18O/16O isotope ratios of different plant
compartments. Species respond differently to elevated O3 depending on O3 uptake,
mesophyll exposure, detoxification capacity, and plant age (Fuhrer and Booker 2003;
Matyssek and Sandermann 2003).

In a 2-year phytotron study on juvenile Fagus sylvatica trees exposed to elevated
O3, a parallel increase of δ13C and δ18O was observed (Grams et al. 2007; Grams and
Matyssek 2010), indicating a concurrent reduction of ci as a response to stomatal
closure. Likewise for mature trees of the same species, O3 caused reductions in gs
and related increases in δ18O (Kitao et al. 2009; Gessler et al. 2009) as well as for
different herbaceous plants (Jäggi and Fuhrer 2007). In accordance with reductions
of gs, the phytotron study found AN to be reduced as often observed under elevated
O3 (Ainsworth et al. 2012) and not increased as one might have expected from
higher δ13C values. Moreover, the increase in δ13C under O3 compared to control
trees was stronger than expected from measured ci and corresponding calculations
using the Farquhar model (Kozovits et al. 2005; Grams et al. 2007). This apparent
mismatch between gas-exchange measurements and carbon isotope discrimination
was also reported by Saurer et al (1991) for grain (Triticum aestivum), Patterson and
Rundel (1993) for Pinus jeffreyi and by Elsik et al. (1993) for two Pinus species.
Later studies found PEPC (Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase) to be increased in
amount and activity under O3 exposure, resulting in increased δ13C values for both
leaves and stems (Saurer et al. 1995; Doubnerová and Ryslavá 2011). Regardless of
the higher PEPC activity, AN was reduced and gs showed little response compared
to control plants. The increased δ13C values were explained by the fact that C-
fixation through PEPC does not discriminate as much against 13C compared to 12C
resulting in an13C enrichment in the assimilates (Vogel 1993). Various detoxification
mechanisms further the 13C enrichment along with an enhanced PEPC activity that
are generally stimulated under stress (Doubnerová and Ryslavá 2011). An increase in
δ13C under O3 exposure, whichwould suggest an enhanced or constant AN at reduced
gs is not in line with our understanding of 13C fractionation coherence according the
fractionation model for C3 plants of Farquhar et al. (1989; 1982). Based on direct
CO2 and H2O gas-exchange measurements, we expect more negative δ13C values
as AN is reduced while gs stays constant or is reduced to a minor degree (Grams
et al. 2007). This example demonstrates once the assumptions of the well-accepted
fractionation model are violated, the conclusions drawn from isotope measurements
can lead to physiologically implausible results. As the ratio of Rubisco to PEPC
activity decreases significantly under elevated O3 (up to 20-fold, Dizengremel et al.
2009), the fractionation model must be adjusted, e.g., by increasing the parameter
“b” representing the fractionation of all carboxylation processes as suggested by
Saurer et al. (1995). Therefore, the consultation of the history of human impact in
the past for the respective forests is of great value for the data interpretation.
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24.3.3 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

Ambient SO2 concentrations increased considerably since the advent of industrial-
ization and became an increasing problem across Asia, Europe and North America,
particularly before the mid-1980s. This pollutant may have had a stronger impact
on the isotope ratios in plants and tree rings than previously recognized. Sakata
and Suzuki (2000) described a significant δ13C increase in Japanese fir trees that
underwent diseases and insect pests when being weakened by SO2. Savard et al.
(2004) reported an unprecedented δ13C positive shift by up to 4‰ for spruce tree
rings induced by SO2 emissions from a large smelter in Canada. Wagner andWagner
(2006) and Boettger et al. (2014) described major increases in the long-term trend in
pine and fir tree-ring δ13C series between 1945 and 1990 and a subsequent decrease
after 1990 reflecting the trends of SO2 concentration in German sites. In their study
of English oak trees exposed to SO2, Rinne et al. (2010) document a 2.5‰ δ13C rise
with insignificant changes in the δ18O series. Many other examples of SO2 effects in
natural settings around the world could be cited, with the singular common impacts
of rising tree-ring δ13C values during the time of exposure.

A possible explanation for this general δ13C increase is a secondary fractionation
resulting from SO2 phytotoxicity, which causes a decline in various physiological
activities. Closure of stomata is generally induced by foliar SO2 uptake, and acidifica-
tion of solution often invoked to explain this closure. Recently, molecular biological
research suggests instead that guard cell mortality cause stomatal closure (Ooi et al.
2019). However, plant response mechanisms are intricate as they depend on the SO2

concentration (and presence of other co-pollutants), duration of exposure and the
availability of water (e.g., Maier-Maercker and Koch 1995; Lee et al. 2017). Under
acute controlled exposures (25mg SO2/m3), the foliar system of trees becomes photo
inhibited and exhibits decreasing A, gs and ci (Duan et al. 2019). Overall, authors
from diverse research fields ascribe the related tree-ring δ13C increase and growth
reactions to various combinations of changes in gs, AN, starch production and priority
of C allocation (e.g., Darral 1989;Meng et al. 1995; Kolb andMatyssek 2001; Grams
et al. 2007).

In the Canadian example cited above, a reduction of gs was not the only response
causedby exposure because a concomitant δ2Hdecrease in tree-ring nitrated cellulose
was significant, and stem growth did not notably change (Savard et al. 2005). Consid-
ering intrinsic factors only, decreases in δ2H and δ18O generally reflect stomatal
opening (Dongmann et al. 1974; Farquhar and Lloyd 1993; Sensula and Wilczynski
2017). When considering extrinsic factors, this case of severe exposure of trees to
emissions may have acidified the upper soil layers, damaging fine surface roots and
shifting water uptake to large, deeper roots, where source water δ2H (δ18O) values are
lower (Chap. 18). In the German examples, the combined physiological responses to
high SO2 pollution are expressed by the long-term positive δ13C series with no signif-
icant to moderate δ18O changes (Wagner andWagner 2006; Boettger et al. 2014), and
no effects on δ2H values (Boettger et al. 2014). This case reflects increased respi-
ration rates that expel higher proportions of 12C and generate tissues with higher
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δ13C signals, without modifying the δ18O values. Otherwise, foliar gas-exchange
responses inferred from increasing δ13C with moderately decreasing δ18O trends a
priori should reflect increases in AN and gs. However, this scenario is in contrast
with directly measured CO2 and H2O gas-exchange values under controlled SO2

exposure, as Atkinson and Winner (1987), Kropff et al. (1990), Wedler et al. (1995)
and Randewig et al. (2012) report a reduction in AN and gs, which should result in
an overall decrease in δ13C values. The observed reduction of AN better fits with the
general observation that ring growth does not increase with the isotopic changes.
Hence, aside from the possible extrinsic factors proposed above, the SO2 induced
enzymatic detoxification and reduced carboxylation rate represent other mechanisms
that could explain strong increases in 13C uptake (Randewig et al. 2012), in some
cases outweighing the prediction of the widely accepted C-isotope fractionation
model by Farquhar et al. (1989, 1982).

As shown for ozone exposure, the impact of SO2 detoxification and its effect on
δ13C values are not considered by the C-isotope fractionation model for C3 plants.
Moreover, foliar response models do not take into account the extrinsic effects on
tree-ring δ18O (δ2H) changes. Thus, the common data interpretation assuming that
a δ13C increase with none to moderate δ18O (δ2H) changes would be caused by an
increased AN is not correct and does not correspond to real physiological responses
to SO2. Accordingly, paleoclimate reconstruction, the evaluation of the water-use
efficiency (Chap. 17), or the use of the dual C and O isotope gas-exchange model
(Chap. 16) could all be erroneous if based on tree-ring series impacted by airborne
acidifying emissions. Therefore, the effects of these emissions must be considered
for the evaluation of tree ring isotope chronologies originating from regions and
periods with large SO2 emissions.

24.3.4 Gaseous Reactive Nitrogen (Nr) Compounds: NO,
NO2, NHX

As observed for ozone and SO2, the emissions of biologically reactive N compounds
(Nr) have greatly increased (NOx from combustion and NHy from agricultural fertil-
ization) since the beginning of the industrialization. The distribution of Nr occurs
via large-scale atmospheric transport and is deposited into terrestrial ecosystems.
Although N deposition is identified as the most important growth driver in managed
European forests (Etzold et al. 2020), the current often excessive N input can reduce
forest growth (Waldner et al. 2014).

Vegetation demand for N is mostly met by root uptake of nitrate (NO3), ammo-
nium (NH4+) and dissolved organic N-compounds from the pedosphere (Chap. 12).
However, the direct uptake of gaseousNr (NO,NO2,NHy) via stomata canbe substan-
tial and several studies report quantities obtained in this manner total between 10
and 37% of plant-N demand (Amman et al. 1999; Harrison et al. 2000; Millard and
Grelet 2010; Vallano and Sparks 2013; Chap. 12).
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24.3.4.1 Factors Impacting Nr-uptake by Leaves

The main factors influencing the assimilation of N by the foliar system are: (i) the
species of trees, (ii) the proximity to anthropogenic emissions, (iii) the plant and
canopy structure, and (iv) the type of Nr. (i) Chaparro-Suarez et al. (2011) reported
a species dependent variability for NO2 uptake, which is directly correlated with
gs confirming the regulation of stomatal uptake. Accordingly, they report Betula
pendula had the highest gs and highest NO2 uptake, in contrast to Pinus sylvestris,
where both values were the lowest. In all cases, they found no NO2 compensation
point (meaning that plants do not produce NO2), or cuticular N transfer, which agrees
with other studies (Teklemariam and Sparks (2004); Gessler et al. (2000). (ii) Savard
et al. (2009) and Guerrieri et al. (2010) studied trees exposed to emissions in the
vicinity of industrial complexes and reported tree-ring series carrying δ15N values
apparently reflecting airborne industrial NO2. For trees growing in the vicinity of
highways, similar δ15N values were found in the tree rings as in the atmosphere
(Amman et al. 1999; Saurer et al. 2004; Doucet et al. 2012). These authors found
an increase in the δ15N values of the NO2 by 5‰ to 8‰ relative to the δ15N of
the background values. It is assumed that the exhaust treatment by car catalyzers
results in an enrichment of the 15NO2 due to the stronger bounding of the heavier
15N . Thus, the lighter 14NO2 reacts more readily on the catalyzer resulting in N2 and
O2. (iii) Stand and canopy structure impact N-deposition considerably (Bettinger
et al. 2017) as the N-compounds react with the surfaces of leaves, branches and
stems, reducing their concentrations in air. Baldocchi and Wilson (2001) indicate
a decreasing importance of surface deposition with decreasing foliage density, as
indicated by reduced deposition velocities. (iv) For each of the different biological Nr

molecules, different flux rates are founddue to the different solubility of the respective
molecules in an aqueousmilieu. NH3 shows amuch higher water solubility than NO2

and NO (Felix et al. 2017; Castro et al. 2005), and NO is less soluble than NO2 by
an order of magnitude (Neubert et al. 1993). Accordingly, this solubility hierarchy
is reflected in the flux rates for all three molecules (Teklemariam and Sparks 2004,
Gessler et al. 2000). Likewise, mesophyll resistance (rm) is another critical parameter
in the chain of incorporation for gaseous compounds, and is considerably higher for
NO than for NO2 (Van der Eerden et al. 1998), and higher for NO2 than for NH3

(Teklemariam and Sparks 2004; Castro et al. 2005; Gessler et al. 2000). In contrast
to NO2 and NH3, most authors found stomatal NO fluxes negligibly small with little
or no impact on plant physiology and in plant organic matter (Neubert et al. 1993).
As NH3 is highly water soluble and rapidly converted to NH4

+ in the aqueous milieu
of the mesophyll cells, rm for this gas is low and it is assimilated via the glutamine
synthetase / glutamate synthase cycle (Sparks 2009; Castro et al. 2005; Pearson
and Soares 1998). In contrast, the assimilation of NO2 is somewhat more complex.
Once this gas enters the intercellular cavity it is rapidly dissolved in the aqueous
phase of the apoplast via disproportionation to nitrite and nitrate. NO2 scavenging
by ascorbate represents an alternative parallel pathway. The resulting nitrite and
nitrate from both pathways are metabolized via nitrite and nitrate reductase for the
ferredoxin dependent reduction ofNO2

– toNH4
+ and the glutamine synthetase driven
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production of amino acids (Ramge et al. 1993). A good overview is given by Sparks
(2009).

24.3.4.2 Physiological Effects Caused by Gaseous N-compounds

The atmospheric δ15N values of Nr in the vicinity of emission sources are often
distinctly different than those from regions without Nr-pollution (background values,
either enriched or depleted in 15N). This allows the quantification of the direct uptake
of Nr-gases via stomata and their incorporation into organic matter, as these products
are transferred via phloem to branches, stems (tree rings) and roots. Since the δ15N
variations are detectable in tree rings (although N is at lower concentrations than
in leaves), the historical development of anthropogenic N emissions can be inferred
retrospectively (Amman et al. 1999; Saurer et al. 2004; Choi et al. 2005; Guerrieri
et al. 2009; Savard et al. 2009; Savard 2010; Sun et al. 2010; Mathias and Thomas
2018).

Assimilation and incorporation of Nr impact numerous metabolic processes (see
above) reflected inAN andgs (e.g.,Gessler et al. 2000; Siegwolf et al. 2001).However,
few studies have investigated the impact of assimilating anthropogenic N on the C
and O isotope fractionation in plant organic matter. In 1988, Martin et al. reported
increasing δ13C values in leaves and wood of young trees, which were exposed to
increased SO2 + O3 and SO2 + O3 + NO2 concentrations for a four-week period.
They argued that the δ13C increase was a result of stomatal limitation. But they did
not examine the plant responses for each pollutant separately, thus it was not possible
to clearly assign the impact of each pollutant on specific plant mechanisms due to the
combined application of all three pollutants. As shown by Saurer et al. (1995), the
increase in δ13C values for O3 exposed plants was primarily caused by an increased
PEPC activity.

In a comprehensive case study, Siegwolf et al. (2001) analyzed the impact of
chronic NO2 exposure on the C and O isotope ratios and CO2 and H2O gas exchange.
Populus euramericana vars Dorskamp cuttings were grown in climate-controlled
growth chambers under limiting and surplus soil-N regimes. One chamber was
supplied with filtered air and in the other an average NO2 concentration of 100
nmol/mol was maintained for 12 h per day for three months (details in Siegwolf
et al. 2001). Irrespective of the soil-N regime, NO2 exposure caused δ13C to increase
in leaf organic matter relative to plants grown in clean air as reported in other studies,
(Bukata and Kyser 2007, Vallano and Sparks 2013) whereas the δ18O values were
reduced (Siegwolf et al. 2001; Fig. 24.3). Leaf uptake of Nr compounds allows for
a direct and rapid N availability in plant metabolism and has a fertilizing effect.
Since Nr uptake via leaves stimulates AN and leads to higher gs, this affects the
C and O isotope fractionation (see Chaps. 9, 10 and 19). For both, limiting and
surplus soil-N regimes, NO2 exposure caused an increase in δ13C and reduction in
δ18O values indicating higher AN and gs values, respectively, which is confirmed
by CO2 and H2O gas-exchange measurements. In the absence of NO2, the effect of
soil-N surplus relative to soil-N limitation results in a decrease of δ13C and δ18O
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Fig. 24.3 δ13C plotted against δ18O values from all four treatments (C stands for filtered air, C-low
nitrogen (LN), C-high nitrogen (HN), NO2-LN and NO2-HN) in Populus× euramericana (adapted
from Siegwolf et al. 2001). The solid orange arrows between data points indicate the δ13C and 18O
shifts caused by NO2 exposure, and the dashed green lines indicate the changes resulting from
increased soil N addition. The fine lines with capital and small letters, respectively, represent the
shifts caused by the N-treatments. The letters ‘b’ and ‘d’ indicate the shifts in δ13C (positive) and
18O (negative) for the low soil-N supplied plants, when exposed to NO2. The capital letters ‘B’ and
‘D’ stand for the shifts of the high soil-N supplied plants, caused by NO2 exposure. The letters ‘a’
and ‘c’ quantify both the δ13C and18O negative shifts caused by a high soil-N supply in NO2 free
air. ‘A’ and ‘C’ represent the shift of the NO2 exposed plants, caused by high soil-N supply. The
standard error is indicated by the horizontal and vertical bars in each data point (n = 6)

values, suggesting that AN might be reduced or constant whereas gs is considerably
increased. Yet, an increase of the soil-N supply results in an increase of AN and
gs, while gs rises over-proportionally relative to AN (Sage and Pearcy 1987; Dinh
et al. 2017). The CO2 and H2O gas exchange measurements confirm an increase in
gs, while AN is increased as well but not to the degree that δ13C would increase.
However, care must be taken when generalizing this response to changes in soil N-
supply. Chapter 23 describes different responses, mostly for coniferous species (see
Figs. 23.5 and 23.6). A meta-analysis showed an opposite trend in response to soil-N
fertilization (decrease in�13C, increase in δ13C) after the first few years. The impact
of N-deposition can cause divergent isotopic response patterns, depending on the
nutrient status, water supply, canopy traits and structure, species composition etc.,
which needs to be considered for the data interpretation.

It is noteworthy how the isotopic response patterns in deciduous trees differ
between the cases of “soil N-changes only”, “NO2 exposure only”, or “soil N change
and NO2 exposure” (Fig. 24.3). These isotopic patterns (Fig. 24.3) as a result of NO2

exposure were also found in air pollution studies using tree-ring samples. Saurer and
Siegwolf (2007) and Guerrieri et al. (2009) analyzed tree rings from Picea abies
growing along a highly frequented freeway in Switzerland and found δ13C and δ18O
patterns invoked by NO2 exposure. However this pattern as shown in Fig. 24.3 might
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change with the occurrence of other more dominant impacts such as drought. In
the same study of Guerrieri et al. (2009), the impact of NO2 emissions from an oil
refinery in Southern Italy were analyzed for changes in δ15 N (as an indicator), δ13C
and δ18O values from tree rings. Drought events at this Mediterranean site occur
frequently, in contrast to the sites along the Swiss freeway where water supply is not
limiting. Thus the trees near the oil refinery responded primarily to drought stress by
reducing gs to minimize water loss. Consequently, the protection against drought is
more relevant for plant survival therefore the drought response outweighs the influ-
ence of NO2, which was also reflected in the increased iWUE (Guerrieri et al. 2010).
For trees, which are not subject to other dominant stressors (drought, high concentra-
tions of pollutants, flooding or abrupt changes in the vegetation), this isotopic pattern
as shown in Fig. 24.3 was seen in most NO2-controlled studies, and its application
can serve for diagnostic or monitoring purposes.

Regarding NH3 or NO we have not found any literature that described the impact
of NH3 or NO on the isotopic fractionation in trees, which does not mean that we can
exclude any isotopic effect. Based on gas-exchange data we assume the following
isotopic response as a result of NH3 exposure: Fangmeier et al. (1994) and Krupa
(2003) report an increase in AN and gs with increasing NH3 concentration. They
hypothesized that gs was indirectly impacted because an increase in NH3 enhanced
the carbon demand for building skeleton C compounds. This in turn generated an
increase of AN, reducing ci, leading to an increase in gs. Based on this mechanistic
chain, we premise that ∂E/∂A (E is transpiration and A assimilation) is a constant
(Cowan and Farqugar 1977). Therefore, we assume a decrease in δ18O (increase of gs,
Chap. 10), while δ13C stays constant, as a consequence of the proportional increase
in AN. However, this hypothesis must be verified experimentally. With regard to the
small NO flux and its low aqueous solubility, we assume that its physiological impact
is negligible at ambient concentrations.

24.3.4.3 Impact of Anthropogenic Nr on Root N Assimilation
and Tree-Ring δ15N Series

The reader interested in the airborne Nr transformations in soils can find a relevant
discussion in Chap. 12. A final point regarding the assimilation of anthropogenic N
compounds as depicted by tree-ring series grown under natural conditions is that soil
biogeochemical conditions can play a key role in the way coniferous trees respond
to anthropogenic N deposition, especially in forests where soil is N limited. Indeed,
depending on the N status of the forest and on soil conditions (pH, action exchange
capacity, base cation saturation ratio, etc.), direct or ectomycorrhizal (EcM) root
uptake may take place. The direct assimilation may not fractionate N isotopes prior
to biological reactions within trees, but it is well known that EcM fungi generally
are enriched in 15N in the process of fungal metabolism, and release the relatively
light N that is transferred to the roots and stems of trees, with different degrees of
fractionation depending on the abundance and diversity of the various community
components (e.g., Hobbie and Högberg 2012). The proportions of direct and EcM
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N uptake modulate the final δ15N values recorded in tree-ring series. There might
be a tipping point at which the bacterial and fungi communities in close association
with the root system are modified so that trees exposed to similar enhancement of
bioavailable N but growing on different physicochemical soil conditions will record
opposite long-term δ15N trends (Savard et al. 2019). All things considered, it is no
surprise that soil dynamics will impact the tree-ring series as the dominant part of
N in coniferous stems originates from soil N compounds. It is clear however that
research is needed on the ultimate modulation of tree-ring δ15N series by long-term
changes of microbial dynamics in soils.

24.4 Concluding Remarks

Airborne pollutants may alter both the leaf and root assimilation paths for carbon and
nutrients in trees. It is often difficult to uncover and identify the coherences between
the impact of a single air pollutant or other environmental vectors and specific
plant responses with their stable isotopic composition. In the real world, plants are
often exposed to many pollutants, that together modify the atmospheric and soil
environments. Therefore, the knowledge on how each pollutant specifically affects
plant metabolism is instrumental for a better understanding of the combined impact
under consideration of a given environmental situation. Furthermore, it facilitates
the planning of combined experimental assessments and for modeling ecosystem
responses to pollution exposure. The consideration of the vegetation and manage-
ment history facilitates an accurate interpretation of the isotope values from long-term
chronologies and the inclusion of other parameters (tree ring width, wood density
etc.; Sidorova et al. 2019) strengthens the interpretations of tree-ring isotopic data.
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Chapter 25
Insect and Pathogen Influences
on Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes

Danielle E. M. Ulrich, Steve Voelker, J. Renée Brooks,
and Frederick C. Meinzer

Abstract Understanding long-term insect and pathogen effects on host tree physi-
ology can help forest managers respond to insect and pathogen outbreaks, and under-
stand when insect and pathogen effects on tree physiology will be exacerbated by
climate change.Leaf-level physiological processesmodify the carbon (C) andoxygen
(O) stable isotopic composition of elements taken up from the environment, and these
modifications are recorded in tree-rings (see Chaps. 9, 10, 16 and 17). Therefore,
tree-ring stable isotopes are affected by both the tree’s environment and the tree’s
physiological responses to the environment, including insects and pathogens. Tree-
ring stable isotopes provide unique insights into the long-term effects of insects and
pathogens on host tree physiology. However, insect and pathogen impacts on tree-
ring stable isotopes are often overlooked, yet can substantially alter interpretations of
tree-ring stable isotopes for reconstructions of climate andphysiology. In this chapter,
we discuss (1) the effects of insects (defoliators, wood-boring, leaf-feeding), pests
(parasitic plants), and pathogens (root and foliar fungi) on host physiology (growth,
hormonal regulation, gas exchange, water relations, and carbon and nutrient use)
as they relate to signals possibly recorded by C and O stable isotopes in tree-rings,
(2) how tree-ring stable isotopes reveal insect and pathogen impacts and the inter-
acting effects of pathogens and climate on host physiology, and (3) the importance
of considering insect and pathogen impacts for interpreting tree-ring stable isotopes
to reconstruct past climate or physiology.
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25.1 Introduction

Harmful insects, pathogenic fungi, and parasitic plants can alter host tree physiology,
reduce tree health, and contribute to tree mortality. Native and introduced insects and
pathogens influence forest structure, composition, biodiversity, and carbon dynamics
(Castello et al. 1995; Clark et al. 2010). Environmental stress can increase biolog-
ical challenges to tree health and create a greater likelihood of host tree mortality
by either insect pests (Waring and Pitman 1985; Fettig et al. 2007; Anderegg et al.
2015) or pathogens (Manion 1991; Marçais and Bréda 2006; Voelker et al. 2008).
Forest-pathogen interactions with amplified climate variability have been cited as the
primary cause of the widespread forest mortality observed in recent decades (Allen
et al. 2010; Hubbart et al. 2016; Hartmann et al. 2018). Mitigating and predicting
future mortality events requires understanding the physiological mechanisms under-
lying interactions among insects and pathogens and trees, and the influence of climate
variability on forests (Hartmann et al. 2018). However, the interacting effects of
insects and pathogens, and climate on tree physiology are poorly understood, partly
due to the long timescales over which all of these impact tree function. Furthermore,
separating the effects of insects and pathogens, and climate on tree function is chal-
lenging. Therefore, combining annually resolved tree-ring stable isotopes and ring
width chronologies that record information over decades to centuries are ideal tools
to reconstruct insect and pathogen, and climate impacts on host physiology and to
help predict future effects of insects and pathogens on forests.

Tree-rings record both the tree’s environmental conditions, and the tree’s physio-
logical responses to the environment. Insects and pathogens can alter host physiology
(i.e. growth, hormonal regulation, gas exchange, water relations, carbon and nutrient
relations), and therefore pathogen effects can be recorded in the tree-ring record.
Many studies have used tree-ring widths and growth to reconstruct climate and tree
vigor (Fritts 1971; Fritts and Swetnam 1989). However, ring widths have limited
use for reconstructing key aspects of tree physiology. In contrast, tree-ring stable
isotopes can be used to more precisely infer certain physiological and ecological
processes because they can provide more specific and additional information about
trees’ responses to their environment compared to tree-ring widths alone (Cernusak
and English 2015; see Chaps. 16, 17). The carbon (C) from carbon dioxide (CO2)
in the atmosphere and oxygen (O) from water taken up by the tree reflect climatic
conditions, and are then altered by physiological processes before eventually being
incorporated into each tree-ring (see Chaps. 9, 10). The stable isotopic composition
of the cellulose of each tree-ring can be analyzed over the lifespan of a tree to reveal
temporal shifts in physiological responses. Because forest insects and pathogens can
affect host physiology, tree-ring stable isotopes combined with ring widths are well-
suited to investigate past and long-term impacts of insects and pathogens on host tree
physiology.

Here, we synthesize and review how tree-ring stable isotopes record the impacts of
insects and pathogens on host physiology over seasonal to multi-decadal timescales
and the interacting effects of climate and pathogens on host physiology. First, we
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discuss the effects of insects and pathogens on host physiology (focusing primarily on
insects and pathogens that have been investigated with tree-ring stable isotopes), and
briefly relate that to the isotope theory presented in Chaps. 9, 10, 16, and 17. Second,
we discuss how tree-ring stable isotopes can be used to reveal the aforementioned
insect and pathogen impacts and to help separate the interacting effects of insects and
pathogens, and climate on host physiology. Finally, we conclude by discussing the
importance of considering insect and pathogen impacts when interpreting tree-ring
stable isotopes to reconstruct past climate or physiology.

25.2 Effects of Pathogens on Host Physiology

Forest insects and pathogens have diverse effects on host tree physiology, including
alterations in growth, hormonal regulation, gas exchange, water relations, and carbon
and nutrient use,many ofwhich can alter the isotopic composition of cellulose in tree-
rings. The detrimental effects of forest insects and pathogens on host tree functions
often contribute to host treemortality. Here, we focus on the physiological impacts of
insects and pathogens that have also been investigated using tree-ring stable isotope
approaches.

Many forest insects and pathogens reduce growth and biomass via partial defolia-
tion and branch dieback. Leaf-feeding, defoliating insects, such as spruce budworm
(Choristoneura), jack pine budworm (Choristoneura pinus), web-spinning sawfly
(Cephalcia), larch budmoth (Zeiraphera diniana Gn), aspen leaf miner (Phylloc-
nistis populiella), and pandora moth (Coloradia pandora Blake) cause changes in
leaf area (per tree and/or per leaf), photosynthetic capacity,water relations, andphoto-
synthate allocation, often resulting in reduced radial growth (Kozlowski 1969). Arti-
ficial defoliation studies have also demonstrated defoliation-induced reductions in
phloem sieve tube diameter, reducing C transport capability (Hillabrand et al. 2019),
and defoliation-induced increases in C allocation to storage over growth (Wiley
et al. 2013; Puri et al. 2015). The reduction in photosynthetic tissue can result in very
narrow or one or more locally absent growth rings. This means that a physiological
process or climate signal detectable by tree-ring stable isotopes may not be available
because cell division is inhibited, phloem transport is disrupted, or recent photo-
synthetic C uptake is not sufficient to supply sugars to produce tree rings. In some
such situations, narrow rings can form if stored C reserves are mobilized for growth
(Kozlowski et al. 1991; Helle and Schleser 2004; Kagawa et al. 2006). Utilization
of stored starch can alter the tree-ring stable isotope composition of newly synthe-
sized plant compounds because the C stable isotope composition of photosynthetic
products stored as starch is relatively enriched compared to that of triose-phosphates
(Brugnoli et al. 1988; Cernusak et al. 2009; McKellar et al. 2011). Additionally, the
isotopic composition of stored compounds is a mixture from previous photosynthetic
activity andwill not reflect the current physiological processes within the plant (Sohn
et al. 2014). Consequently, plant structural compounds, such as cellulose in tree-rings
could potentially be enriched and the intra- or inter-annual variance muted if those
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tissues were derived in part from stored starch. Enriched C isotope signals have been
observed in early-forming parts of growth rings of some hardwood species (Helle
and Schleser 2004). However, to our knowledge, changes in inter-annual C isotope
variability due to stress modifying the proportion of C derived from storage has not
yet been demonstrated (Sohn et al. 2014). Leaf lifespan also can influence how defo-
liation events are recorded in the tree-ring record with deciduous species responding
more quickly than evergreen species. For example, the larch web-spinning sawfly
(Cephalcia lariciphila (Wachtl)) reduced radial growth of European larch (Larix
deciduaMill.) by 67% during the same year as defoliation (Vejpustková and Holuša
2006). In contrast, in evergreen species, substantial radial growth reductions were
often observed during the second consecutive year of heavy defoliation. Spruce web-
spinning sawfly (Cephalcia arvensis Panzer) reduced growth only in the second year
of defoliation of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) (Gori et al. 2014a) and
similar results were also found for defoliation of white pine (Pinus strobus (L.)) by
pine false webworm (Acantholyda erythrocephala (L.)) (Mayfield et al. 2005). The
slower response of evergreen species compared to deciduous species is consistent
with a strong legacy effect due to cohorts of evergreen leaves remaining functional
for multiple years, as opposed to only months for deciduous species (Zweifel and
Sterck 2018). However, sometimes the timing of radial growth reduction in response
to defoliation is more variable, such as in L. decidua that exhibited radial growth
reductions for four years after defoliation by larch budmoth (Z. diniana) (Peters
et al. 2017). Similarly, growth reductions in balsam fir (Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.)
and white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench) Voss.) were observed 1–4 years after
defoliation by spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana (Clem.)) (Blais 1958;
Krause 1997). Furthermore, leaf lifespan can influence foliage quality for insects,
and thus can affect the severity of the insect’s impact on tree physiology, how defo-
liation may be recorded in tree-rings (but not always, see below Sect. 25.2 and also
Kress et al. 2009), and consequently themagnitude and/or duration of isotopic depar-
tures signaling variations in insect outbreak cycles. For example, in the European
Alps during spring, larch budmoth (LBM) has defoliated European larch on a cyclic
pattern every 8–10 years (Baltensweiler et al. 2008). After defoliation events, larch
will refoliate in early August if the leaf mass loss exceeds 50% (Baltensweiler et al.
2008). This second flush of short needles is often killed in early frosts in October,
preventing defoliated larch trees from accumulating assimilates and nutrients, so
resource-deprived trees again produce short needles the following spring. In addi-
tion to short needles, resource-deprived trees also produce needles with low nitrogen
(N) content and high raw fiber. These alterations in LBM food quality trigger the
collapse of the LBM population and create the remarkably regular 8–10 year period-
icity of LBM outbreaks that had been observed for 1200 years. Switzerland’s forest
service had documented regular LBM outbreaks since 1864 (Baltensweiler 1993;
Baltensweiler et al. 2008). However, since the 1980s, no alpine-wide synchronized
LBM outbreak event has occurred. As a result, tree-ring stable isotopes have been
used to reveal that an increase in summer temperatures may explain why no LBM
outbreak has occurred since the 1980s (Kress et al. 2009; and for more details, see
below Sect. 25.2).
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Growth perturbations also have been attributed to insect- and pathogen-induced
alterations in host tree hormonal regulation, as is the case with the parasitic plant,
dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium spp.). Dwarf mistletoe, a relative of Christmas
mistletoe (Phoradendron, Loranthus, Viscum spp.), is a vascular, obligate, hemi-
parasitic plant that relies primarily on the host tree for water and nutrients. Dwarf
mistletoes, native to and found throughout North America, include 42 species that
infect species of Abies, Picea, Tsuga, Larix, Pseudotsuga,Keteleeria, and Juniperus,
and 95% of the species in Pinus (Hawksworth andWiens 1998; Nickrent et al. 2004).
Dwarf mistletoes divert host tree water and nutrients by developing an endophytic
system within the host xylem and phloem (Geils and Hawksworth 2002; Mathi-
asen et al. 2008; Glatzel and Geils 2009). In contrast to Christmas mistletoes, dwarf
mistletoe eventually kills its host and instead of leafy shoots, has small diminutive
aerial shoots that are essentially leafless. Needles on host branches infected with
dwarf mistletoe possessed lower abscisic acid and greater total cytokinin contents
than needles on uninfected branches (Logan et al. 2013). Cytokinins are known
to delay senescence, promote resource mobilization, and increase the frequency of
branching (Mok 1994; Davies 2010). This is likely the cause of a classic symptom
of the infection known as a witches’ broom, a dense disorganized mass of host tree
branches. The self-shaded witches’ brooms reduce host light capture and photo-
synthetic C gain (Logan et al. 2013). The dwarf mistletoe-induced alterations in
cytokinins may explain why resources are continuously allocated to self-shaded
witches’ brooms. The alterations in hormone levels and witches’ broom formations
also may underlie significantly greater leaf area:sapwood area ratios in infected trees
compared to uninfected trees (Sala et al. 2001). These hormonal influences and
morphological effects would be expected to alter δ13C and δ18O of infected plant
tissues.

Forest insects and pathogens induce alterations in gas exchange, either directly or
indirectly. Swiss needle cast is caused by a fungus (Phaeocryptopus gaeumannii (T.
Rohde) Petr.) that blocks stomata by either the fungal fruiting bodies (pseudothecia)
or hyphae. This physical blockage of stomata restricts leaf gas exchange, reducing the
CO2 assimilation rate (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) by 50% and 37%, respec-
tively (Manter et al. 2000). Some insects and pathogens can also restrict leaf gas
exchange by interrupting water transport in stems (Parke et al. 2007). Alternatively,
forest insects and pathogens can alter gas exchange indirectly. For example, defoli-
ating insects such as spruce budworm induce needle loss which has been shown to
have a compensatory effect on the remaining needles where A of remaining needles
increases, possibly due to increased allocation of mineral nutrients to remaining
foliage (Reich et al. 1993; Lavigne et al. 2001; Little et al. 2003). In western hemlock
trees infectedwith dwarfmistletoe, photosynthetic capacitywas significantly reduced
due to sequestration of host N by dwarf mistletoe (Meinzer et al. 2004).White spruce
infectedwith dwarfmistletoe exhibited greater transpiration (E) rates than uninfected
trees, due to the dwarf mistletoe-induced perturbations in hormonal regulation where
needles on infected likely branches possessed lower abscisic acid and greater total
cytokinin contents than needles on uninfected branches (Logan et al. 2013). Because
abscisic acid promotes stomatal closure (Mittelheuser and Van Steveninck 1969),
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whereas cytokinins promote stomatal opening and decrease sensitivity of stomata to
abscisic acid (Acharya and Assmann 2009), these combined alterations in hormone
levels likely underlie the increase in host E (Logan et al. 2013). The dwarf mistletoe
infection also reduces stomatal limitations on gas exchange, as shown by significant
reductions in intrinsic water use efficiency in infected trees compared to uninfected
trees (Meinzer et al. 2004; Logan et al. 2013).

Forest insects and pathogens influence host tree water relations. For example,
Heterobasidion parvidporum (white rot fungus) and Phytophthera quercina are
fungal root pathogens of conifers and oaks, respectively. These fungal infections
result in rootmortality and consequently reducedwater and nutrient uptake, hydraulic
failure, and increased susceptibility to windthrow, wood decay, and mortality (Filip
1999). Host trees ofmistletoes and dwarfmistletoes adjust their hydraulic system and
water relations to accommodate these parasitic plants that sequester host water, C,
and nutrients (Geils and Hawksworth 2002; Mathiasen et al. 2008; Glatzel and Geils
2009). Some mistletoes have leafy shoots that provide a greater surface area for tran-
spiration (E), which can result in significant additional water loss from the host tree
(Flanagan et al. 1993; Cernusak et al. 2004). Mistletoes can transpire up to 9 times
more per unit leaf area andmaintain 72% greater rates of gs than their hosts (Ullmann
et al. 1985; Marshall et al. 1994). This results in significant additional water loss,
lowers host tree water potentials, and increases risk for hydraulic failure. To compen-
sate, host trees close their stomata, significantly reducingC assimilation and resulting
in a negative host tree C balance (Zweifel et al. 2012). The mistletoe-induced ‘leak’
in the hydraulic system is intensified under drought conditions (Zweifel et al. 2012).
In contrast to leafy mistletoes, dwarf mistletoes have reduced aerial shoots with less
leaf area from which water can be lost. Needles of host trees infected with dwarf
mistletoe have exhibited greater rates of gs and E, reduced water use efficiency, and
consequently more negative δ13Cleaf (Sala et al. 2001; Meinzer et al. 2004; Logan
et al. 2013). The vascular occlusions caused by dwarf mistletoe’s sinkers tapping
into host xylem lead to branch swellings and restrictions in water flow that can
either reduce needle size (Logan et al. 2002; Reblin et al. 2006) or cause needle loss
(Meinzer et al. 2004). Infected trees exhibited significantly reduced sapwood-area
specific hydraulic conductivity (K s) compared to uninfected trees, yet leaf-specific
hydraulic conductivity (KL) did not significantly differ between infected and unin-
fected trees (Meinzer et al. 2004; Logan et al. 2013). The maintenance of KL but not
K s of infected branches was the result of two different infection symptoms: reduced
needle size (Logan et al. 2002; Reblin et al. 2006) and needle loss (Meinzer et al.
2004). Due to these differences, Logan et al. (2013) observed significantly greater
E in infected branches while Meinzer et al. (2004) observed no significant differ-
ences in gs between infected and uninfected trees. Due to significant needle loss and
reductions in photosynthetic capacity, infected trees exhibited significantly lower
water use and inferred significantly lower C use on the whole tree level compared to
controls (Meinzer et al. 2004).

Forest insects and pathogens also disrupt host tree C and nutrient relations. By
establishing an endophytic system within the host phloem and xylem, dwarf mistle-
toes and mistletoes sequester photosynthates and nutrients. As stated above, trees
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infected with dwarf mistletoe and mistletoe exhibited significantly reduced leaf N
content compared to non-infected trees, presumably due to the sequestration of N by
the parasite (Meinzer et al. 2004; Galiano et al. 2011). This contributes to the signif-
icantly reduced photosynthetic capacity of infected tree needles compared to unin-
fected tree needles (Meinzer et al. 2004). Insects such as bark beetles (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae, Scolytinae) and the red oak borer (Enaphalodes rufulus (Haldeman);
Coleoptera: Polyphaga, Cerambycidae) nest in and feed on phloem, impeding photo-
synthate transport. Bark beetles such as the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus
ponderosae Hopk.) are native forest disturbance agents that infest and kill Pinus
species.Although tree-ringwidth records show that bark beetles have been associated
with western North American forests for hundreds of years, current outbreaks have
increased in duration, intensity, and geographic area affected due to rising tempera-
tures and decreasing precipitation throughout western North America (Samman and
Logan 2000; Bentz et al. 2009, 2010). Bark beetles overwinter as larvae and attack
trees in the summer (July–August). Females bore through the bark to the phloem and
construct egg galleries. Trees can defend themselves by releasing resin, a defense
mechanism to “pitch out” and resist beetle attack (Amman et al. 1985). This requires
that a tree be healthy enough to allocate current photosynthates and/or stored non-
structural carbon to create this resin and healthy enough to transport photosythate
and resin to sites of attack. The first beetles to attack a tree release aggregating
pheromones to attract additional beetles to overcome the tree’s defense. In addition
to phloem, bark beetles can also injure the xylem because bark beetles vector various
fungi that can disrupt xylem functionality (Dysthe et al. 2015), and inhibit water
transport and also resin production. The bark beetle-induced, and fungal-enhanced,
combination of phloem and xylem dysfunction kills the tree. With longer summers
and shorter winters, some bark beetle species like D. ponderosae are not killed off
by cold temperatures as they generally have been in the past, and can produce more
than one generation per year, increasing the duration, intensity, and geographic area
of outbreaks (Bentz et al. 2010). However, other species like D. ruffipennis are more
cold-adapted, and rarely experience winter kill events (Miller and Werner 1987). In
addition, warming and drought has stressed trees and weakened their capacity to
fend off insects like bark beetles (Raffa et al. 2008; Anderegg et al. 2015).

Red oak borer is another native wood-boring insect that has recently experienced
outbreaks of unprecedented magnitude that contribute to oak mortality observed in
the Ozark Mountains of Arkansas and Missouri, USA (Crook et al. 2004). Episodic
oakmortality in this region andelsewhere havebeen attributed to “oakdecline,”which
is often incited by drought, late frosts, or insect defoliation, but is also influenced
by a combination of predisposing factors such as tree age, competition, soil quality,
and a number of insect pests and pathogens that are effective at contributing to the
death of weakened trees, including red oak borer (Manion 1991; Thomas et al. 2002;
Crook et al. 2004; Voelker et al. 2008; Gagen et al. 2019). The red oak borer has
a two-year cycle with adults emerging in only odd numbered years. Larvae chew
through bark into the phloem, sapwood, and heartwood where they build a gallery,
feed, and overwinter twice. At low numbers, trees tolerate red oak borer but at
extremely high infestation levels, mortality occurs. These physiological effects of
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insects and pathogens can all impact the stable C and O isotopic composition within
host trees, but because of the diversity of influences described above, each insect-
and pathogen-host isotopic pattern can vary substantially (Cernusak et al. 2004).

25.3 Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes Record Physiological
Impacts of Insects and Pathogens

Although numerous dendrochronological studies have examined outbreak cycles of
pathogens and insects (Lynch 2012), fewer have used tree-ring stable isotopes to
investigate host physiological impacts and interactions with climate. Any factors
that affect leaf gas exchange (A, gs) can influence the tree-ring stable isotope record
(see Chaps. 16, 17). The enhanced insight into physiological impacts of insects
and pathogens has led to research using tree-ring stable isotopes combined with ring
widths to identify physiological outbreak signatures, outbreak cycles, and infestation
dynamics. Correlations between theC andO stable isotopic composition of tree-rings
and climate variables reveal the bidirectional interactions between climate, and the
severity and susceptibility of insect and pathogen infection: how climate affects
host susceptibility to insect and pathogen infestation, and how insect and pathogen
infestation influences sensitivity to climate. Tree-ring stable isotope records can
improve efforts by forest managers to combat insect and pathogen outbreaks by
providing early detection of insect or pathogen infection and improving predictions of
outbreaks and mortality events under future climate regimes as a result of synergistic
insect and pathogen and climate influences. Tree-ring stable isotopes have helped
elucidate this interaction between pathogen and climate. Below, we describe how
tree-ring stable isotopes have been used to investigate (1) the impacts of insects
and pathogens on host tree physiology (growth, hormonal regulation, gas exchange,
water relations, and carbon and nutrient use), (2) the effects of climate on insect and
pathogen infestation severity levels and host tree susceptibility to infestation, and (3)
the effects of insect and pathogen infestation on host tree sensitivity to climate.

25.3.1 Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes Reveal Insect and Pathogen
Impacts on Host Physiology

Given the potential for greater insights into host tree physiological impacts of insects
and pathogens, tree-ring stable isotopes have been used to more precisely identify
physiological impacts to reveal infection ‘signatures’ and onset of infection. For
example, Marias et al. (2014) used tree-ring growth and δ13C over 100 years and
also tree-ring δ18O during 20 years of severe infection to investigate the impacts
of hemlock dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium tsugense (Rosendahl) G.N. Jones ssp.
tsugense) on the physiology of host western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (raf.)
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Sarg.). Radial growth of infected trees was initially greater than that of uninfected
trees in 1886–90 but then declined more rapidly and became significantly lower
than uninfected trees in 2006–10 as the infection became severe, suggesting that
infected trees were growing faster than uninfected trees prior to becoming infected.
During the advanced stage of the infection, infected trees exhibited significantly
lower tree-ring δ13C and δ18O than uninfected trees regardless of annual precipitation
(drier versus wetter years). The lower δ13C of infected trees supports previous work
that the dwarf mistletoe infection reduces host photosynthetic capacity, due to the
parasite’s sequestration of N from the host tree (Meinzer et al. 2004). Because the
impacts on radial growth and δ13C were evident only when the infection became
severe, the authors concluded that tree-ring growth and stable isotopes could not
be used to identify precisely when trees became infected. However, this information
suggests thatwestern hemlock can live for decadeswith the dwarfmistletoe infection.
The lower δ18O of infected trees was unexpected because gs and environmental
variables, expected to influence δ18O (see Chap. 10), were similar for both infected
and uninfected groups of trees. However, estimates of lower mesophyll conductance
(gm) in leaves of infected trees from A-Ci curves led the authors to conclude that
effective path length (L) estimated from the Peclet effect model (Barbour 2007) was
higher in leaves of infected trees, leading to their lower tree-ring δ18O. Although the
anatomical causes of the Peclet effect have been debated (Roden et al. 2015), these
unexpected findings pointed to limitations in the dual isotope approach (Scheidegger
et al. 2000; Roden and Siegwolf 2012) often used to interpret tree-ring δ13C and
δ18O because it does not account for changes in traits related to leaf anatomical
characteristics such as gm andL that alter gas exchange andmay underlie the observed
δ18O patterns.

Tree-ring stable isotopes have been used to investigate the long-term impacts of
insect-induced defoliation and leaf herbivory on host physiology and tree growth-
climate relationships (Leavitt and Long 1986; Simard et al. 2008, 2012; Kress et al.
2009; Gori et al. 2014a). Defoliation and herbivory can be recorded in tree-ring
cellulose because they directly influence gas exchange by damaging stomata and
photosynthetic machinery (Weidner et al. 2010) and indirectly by increasing A in
remaining leaves (Simard et al. 2008) and reducing stand-level E and associated
competition for water during dry periods. Simard et al. (2008) investigated the effects
of western spruce budworm (SBW) (Choristoneura fumiferanaClem.) by comparing
the C and O tree-ring stable isotope records of SBW’s primary host balsam fir (Abies
balsamea), secondary host black spruce (Pinus mariana), and a non-host tree species
Pinus banksiana (Lamb.). Severe infestations of the leaf-feeding SBW are recorded
in the tree-ring record as reduced radial growth lasting 5 years ormore (Swetnamet al.
1985). Light to moderate infestation effects on radial growth are less pronounced.
SBW-induced defoliation appeared to cause a compensatory increase in A of the
remaining needles with a relatively smaller concurrent increase in gs, exhibited by
increased tree-ring δ13C (i.e. decreased tree-ring�13C) and reduced radial growth not
observed in the non-host species and concurrent with documented SBW outbreaks
in the area. The compensatory increase in A may have resulted from an increase in
allocation of mineral nutrients to remaining leaves (Lavigne et al. 2001). In contrast,
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the tree-ring δ18O trajectories were synchronous among host and non-host species,
supporting that the δ13C signal is most likely due to a compensatory increase in A
(rather than shifts in gs) in remaining needles and suggesting that the tree-ring δ18O
signal is driven primarily by climate, rather than SBW.

Compensatory increases inA in response to defoliationby theweb-spinning sawfly
also have been recorded in tree-ring stable isotopes of host Norway spruce. Gori et al.
(2014a) compared tree-ring growth, δ13C, and δ18O in healthy and defoliatedNorway
spruce in the southern Alps of Italy. Defoliated trees exhibited significantly greater
tree-ring δ13C and lower δ18O values than control trees, suggesting that defoliated
trees may have increased the photosynthetic capacity of remaining foliage according
to the dual isotope model (Scheidegger et al. 2000). Interestingly, the δ13C and δ18O
isotope patterns of defoliated trees began 2 years and 1 year, respectively before
defoliation. Using the Scheidegger et al. (2000) model, the authors hypothesized that
the isotope patterns observed before defoliation were due to reduced gs, suggesting
defoliated treesmay have been responding to drought stress, which likely contributed
to the outbreak. The drought-stressed trees may have mobilized stored starch into
tree-ring cellulose, known to have greater δ13C values (Brugnoli et al. 1988; Helle
and Schleser 2004; Cernusak et al. 2009).

In contrast to the findings of Gori et al. (2014a) and Simard et al. (2008),
other studies have not found evidence for compensatory increases in A as a result
of defoliating insects and pathogens. Leavitt and Long (1986) did not observe a
tree-ring δ13C signal of SBW outbreak in infested stands of host species white fir
(Abies concolor) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and non-host ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa). Furthermore, Ellsworth et al. (1994) observed a decline
in instantaneous measures of A and no change in leaf δ13C of sugar maple (Acer
saccharum Marsh.) heavily defoliated by pear thrips (Taeniothrips inconsequens
Uzel), a piercing-sucking insect. Artificially defoliated balsam fir (Abies balsamea
Mill.) saplings exhibited an increase in tree-ring δ13C but the lack of significant
correlations among gas exchange parameters (A, gs, ci/ca) and tree-ring δ13C did not
support a compensatory increase in A (Simard et al. 2012). Instead, the authors
attributed the increase in tree-ring δ13C to mobilization of stored carbohydrates
enriched in 13C (Brugnoli et al. 1988; Helle and Schleser 2004; Cernusak et al.
2009).

25.3.2 Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes Inform Effects of Climate
on Insect and Pathogen Infestation Severity Levels
and Host Tree Susceptibility to infestation

Climate-induced alterations in host physiology have been shown to both decrease
and increase the severity of and susceptibility to insect and pathogen infections.
As mentioned earlier, larch budmoth (LBM) defoliates larch in the European Alps,
and had occurred with a regular 8–10-year periodicity for at least 1200 years until
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the 1980s after which no regular outbreaks have been observed (Baltensweiler et al.
2008). Tree-ring stable isotopes have been used to determine if climate variables may
explain why no LBM outbreak has occurred since the 1980s. Because LBM infesta-
tion results in needle loss or damaged, dysfunctional needles, no tree-ring cellulose is
formed during an outbreak, and the C isotope signature of outbreak years reflects the
cellulose formed either before or after defoliation occurs when normally functioning
needles have replaced damaged needles in the second half of the growing season
(Baltensweiler et al. 2008). Indeed, the tree-ring δ13C in outbreak years appeared
to be dominated by latewood formation due to the second flush of needles because
δ13C correlated stronglywith summer (July–August) temperatures (Kress et al. 2009;
Weidner et al. 2010). Cooler summer temperatureswere positively relatedwith severe
LBM outbreaks, suggesting that the 1980s halt in infestation may have been due to
increasing summer temperatures (Kress et al. 2009). This is likely because winters of
sufficient duration (120 days below2 °C) are required to successfully induce diapause
and protect overwintering insects from low temperatures. However, warmer spring
and summer temperatures may lead to an early diapause with fewer frost days,
leading to egg mortality (Baltensweiler et al. 1977). Additionally, above-average
summer temperatures could influence maturation of needles, the main food source
for LBM and result in poor food quality, leading to larval and pupal mortality. Both
tree-ring δ13C and δ18O were unaffected by LBM but δ18O was strongly correlated
with the δ18O of previous winter (December–March) precipitation, consistent with
a winter recharge of the soil (Daux et al. 2011). Because of LBM, the potential for
larch, a long-lived (850+ years) economically valuable species, to be used to recon-
struct climate was questioned. However, strong correlations between climate and the
tree-ring stable isotope record and not LBM suggest that the tree-ring stable isotope
record of LBM-infected larch can be used for climate reconstructions (Kress et al.
2009;Weidner et al. 2010; Daux et al. 2011). In contrast, tree-ring widths can be used
to track LBM outbreaks but potentially not climate, making radial growth unsuitable
for climate reconstructions (Kress et al. 2009; Weidner et al. 2010), unless correc-
tions are made and/or comparison with a non-host species is included (e.g. King et al.
2013;Konter et al. 2015; see Sect. 25.3). Comparison of theseLBMstudieswith other
studies on defoliating insects highlights that leaf lifespan and phenology may govern
whether insect-induced defoliation is recorded in tree-ring stable isotopes (Simard
et al. 2008; Gori et al. 2014a) or not (Kress et al. 2009;Weidner et al. 2010). Because
deciduous larch refoliates after defoliation, the tree-ring stable isotope record reflects
the physiology of the second flush of foliage. In contrast, evergreen species that are
defoliated for multiple years may remobilize stored C reserves to maintain function
(e.g. Simard et al. 2012) or exhibit a compensatory increase in A (Simard et al. 2008;
Gori et al. 2014a), both of which influence tree-ring δ13C.

Tree-ring stable isotopes have also revealed how climate variables such as relative
humidity increase the severity of fungal pathogens such as Swiss Needle Cast (SNC).
The fruiting bodies (pseudothecia) of the fungus Phaeocryptopus gaeumannii (T.
Rohde) Petr.) that causes SNC physically occlude stomata, restricting gas exchange
and resulting in premature needle loss in host Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
(Manter et al. 2000). In spring, spores land on foliage and colonize needles to the
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extent that environmental conditions promote germination and hyphal growth into
stomata. Warm winter and spring temperatures and spring/summer leaf wetness may
facilitate fungal growth and reproduction (Manter et al. 2005; Stone et al. 2008).
Saffell et al. (2014) compared tree-ring growth, �13C, and δ18O in SNC-infected
Douglas-fir treated and not treated with a fungicide to remove SNC to examine
whether �13C and δ18O can serve as a tool for detecting past SNC infection and
the influence of climate on SNC disease severity. Given the pseudothecia-induced
restrictions in gas exchange, SNC reduced �13C as expected, suggesting that �13C
can be used to detect past SNC infection. In contrast, tree-ring δ18O did not differ
between treated and untreated trees likely because high humidity masked any effect
of SNC on O isotope fractionation (see Chapter 10). High humidity can mask O
isotope fractionation because high humidity reduces evaporative enrichment of leaf
water and vapor exchangewith leafwater is high, reducing physiological δ18O signals
within the leaf (Barbour and Farquhar 2000). In diseased trees, a significant negative
correlation between�13C and relative humidity during the spring sporulation period
of antecedent years suggested that high humidity, conditions that promoted fungal
growth and reproduction, increased SNC disease severity (Saffell et al. 2014). Other
favorable climate conditions for the fungus, including warmer winter temperatures
at coastal (relatively cool, wet) sites, and increased summer precipitation at inland
(relatively warm, dry) sites, are likely to increase SNC disease severity (Lee et al.
2013, 2017).

Tree-ring δ13C and δ18O have revealed in what situations climate-induced stress
may have increased susceptibility to insect-induced mortality. Recent increases in
temperature and decreases in precipitation in western North America have promoted
unprecedented outbreaks of bark beetles (Samman and Logan 2000; Bentz et al.
2009, 2010). Bark beetle outbreaks have affected tens of millions of hectares in
western North America since 1990 (Raffa et al. 2008) and have led to widespread
forest mortality and economic timber loss (Corbett et al. 2016). Tree-ring growth
has been used to identify bark beetle outbreaks because surviving trees experience
prolonged periods of release visible in the tree-ring record (e.g. Alfaro et al. 2004).
However, tree-ring stable isotopes provide the physiological information needed to
determine if drought may predispose host trees to bark beetle-induced mortality
(Gaylord et al. 2013). In south central Alaska, Csank et al. (2016) used tree-ring
δ13C and δ18O from live and dead trees to examine whether white spruce (Picea
glauca) killed by spruce bark beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennisKirby) showed greater
evidence of drought stress prior tomortality compared to trees that survived the beetle
outbreak.Compared to live trees, dead trees exhibited significantly greater correlation
coefficients describing relationships between δ13C and spring/summer temperature;
however, the isotopic record in dead trees had no correlation with precipitation,
whereas in live trees, δ18O was highly correlated with spring precipitation. As a
result, the authors inferred that trees that succumbed to beetle attack were more
drought-stressed than those that survived. However, the authors could not determine
how drought stress contributes to the development of epidemic outbreaks because
they could not determine the stable isotope sensitivity to these climate variables
among live versus dead. To more robustly test whether drought stress has a role in
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allowing incipient spruce bark beetle populations to build toward epidemic outbreak
conditions, mixed-effect modeling of tree-ring stable isotopes is useful (Pettit et al.
in prep.; Pettit 2018). Pettit et al. (in prep) sampled tree-ring �13C from Engelmann
spruce (P. engelmannii) trees from six stands in montane forests of southern Utah
that died either early or late during an outbreak that killed >95% of overstory spruce
trees across the region. As expected, tree-ring �13C was consistently lower during
progressivelymore severe droughts across stands, butmixed-effectmodeling of�13C
response to summer drought detected no significant differences between early- and
late-dying trees. The lack of a difference in �13C sensitivity to drought between
early- and late-dying trees indicates that incipient spruce beetle populations did not
build into an epidemic outbreak by selecting hosts that weremore sensitive to drought
stress, but rather that warmer growing season temperatures during this time were the
most important direct driver of the spruce beetle outbreak.

Another recent study conducted in California, used tree-ring �13C and δ18O
to investigate whether paired surviving versus dead ponderosa pines (Pinus
ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws.) killed by western pine beetle (Dendroctonus brevi-
comis) differed in drought sensitivity prior to the outbreak (Keen 2019). The authors
found that although drought sensitivity of growth and �13C had increased dramati-
cally since 1900, there were no significant differences between surviving and dead
trees in climate sensitivity of �13C or δ18O in response to temperature, precipita-
tion, and various drought metrics. Surviving trees grew faster than the paired dead
trees and much faster than randomly sampled ponderosa pines from the same region,
and were located in stands with more conspecific stem basal area. In this case, tree-
ring stable isotopes indicated that drought sensitivity had increased about five-fold
between 1900 and the initiation of the bark beetle outbreak, but that tree drought
sensitivity did not determine local-scale selection of hosts by bark beetles at sites
where at least one overstory tree survived. Overall, increases in drought sensitivity
preceded the western pine beetle outbreak that killed >95% of overstory ponderosa
pines across the region, and surviving overstory ponderosa pines tended to be the
fastest growing and more isolated from conspecifics.

The aforementioned studies using tree-ring stable isotopes to investigate the
effect of drought on host susceptibility to insect attack highlight an underexplored
line of research: determining the relative contributions of drought-induced stom-
atal closure versus stress-induced shifts in C allocation to the tree-ring δ13C signal.
During drought, stomatal closure restricts gas exchange and is reflected by increased
tree-ring δ13C. During insect attack, stressed trees may allocate more current year
photosynthate to defense and less to growth, and/or allocate more stored photosyn-
thate to tree-ring growth (Kozlowski et al. 1991; Helle and Schleser 2004; Kagawa
et al. 2006; Sohn et al. 2014). This can increase tree-ring δ13C due to more stored
C, enriched during remobilization from starch, being allocated to tree-ring growth
and/or less current year C being allocated to tree-ring growth.More broadly, drought-
induced negative water potentials more strictly constrain cell division and expansive
growth of plants compared to leaf gas exchange (Hsiao 1973; Muller et al. 2011).
This concept was recently demonstrated for stem radial growth and stomatal conduc-
tance in isohydric and anisohydric conifer species adapted to an arid region of Utah,
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USA (Voelker et al. 2018). The predictable ordering of these processes governing
key aspects of C fixation and allocation to growth make it likely that tree-ring isotope
signals will be somewhat lagged and muted during droughts that cause trees to cease
growth but maintain low but significant levels of photosynthesis. Overall, it can often
remain unclear to what extent the tree-ring δ13C signal is driven by drought-induced
growth inhibition, drought-induced stomatal closure, defense-induced shifts in C
allocation, or a combination of these effects.

25.3.3 Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes Inform Effects of Insect
and Pathogen Infestation on Host Tree Sensitivity
to Climate

Insect- and pathogen-induced alterations in host physiology have been shown to both
increase and decrease host tree sensitivity to climate variables. Fungal pathogens such
as Armillaria root disease (Armillaria) and Heterobasidion parviporum cause root
and butt rot, needle loss, reduced uptake of water and nutrients, and predisposition of
trees to drought-induced decline and mortality (Marçais and Bréda 2006; Colangelo
et al. 2018). The tree-ring growth, δ13C, and δ18O of H. parviporum-infected and
uninfected Norway spruce were compared across three different elevation sites (850,
1300, 1900 m) in the eastern Alps of Italy (Gori et al. 2013, 2014b). Infected trees
exhibited the greatest reductions in radial growth, δ13C, and δ18O relative to control
trees at the low elevation site compared to the higher elevation sites. This suggests
that the infection was most severe at low elevation, likely because conditions were
less favorable for the fungus at higher elevations (Gori et al. 2013, 2014b). At higher
elevation, the growing season is shorter, and temperatures and water availability
are also lower, which makes the fungus less aggressive. Other observational and
modeling studies have found similar elevational gradients in insect outbreak intensity
(Johnson et al. 2010; Peters et al. 2017). The tree-ring stable isotope data suggested
that infection induced an increase in gs according to the Scheidegger et al. (2000)
model (see Chap. 16). Increased gs may compensate for reduced foliage observed in
infected trees. Radial growth of low elevation infected trees was the most sensitive
to drought stress, as shown by a significant correlation between the Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI) and infected tree radial growth that was not observed in low
elevation control trees nor in infected or control trees at higher elevation sites.

Just as relative humidity was shown to influence SNC severity (Saffell et al. 2014),
SNC severity has also been shown to influence Douglas-fir sensitivity to climate in
western Oregon (Lee et al. in review). Consistent with Saffell et al. (2014), Lee et al.
(in review) found that the coastal site with greater relative humidity exhibited greater
SNC severity compared to the inland sites with lower relative humidity. At the inland
siteswhere SNC severitywas low,�13C and δ18O inDouglas-fir tree-ringsweremore
sensitive to climate variation than to SNC severity. Growth reductions of trees at the
inland sites were primarily attributed to stomatal response to high VPD, consistent
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with (Barnard et al. 2012). In contrast, at the coastal sitewhere SNCseveritywas high,
�13C and δ18O were less variable over time, showing muted and lagged responses
to past climate and suggesting a greater reliance on stored carbohydrates. Growth
reductions of trees at the coastal site were primarily attributed to a reduction in A
through an SNC-induced loss of foliage. Growth response to high summer VPD was
greater in years with high SNC severity than in years with low disease severity (Lee
et al. 2017).

Defoliating insects such as pandora moth (Coloradia pandora Blake) can modify
co-occurring host and non-host tree sensitivity to PDSI for up to two decades after
defoliation events. This has been observed in a drymixed-conifer landscape in central
Oregon where old-growth ponderosa pines were defoliated four times by pandora
moth for at least 2–6 years per event at local scales, between the 1850s and the
1990s (Voelker et al. 2019). More comprehensive regional information on defolia-
tions extends back over 600 years (Speer et al. 2001). At this site, historic suppres-
sion of wildfire has led to increased sensitivity of leaf gas exchange to drought,
which has likely made trees more susceptible to insects and pathogens (Keen et al.
in prep, Voelker et al. 2019). Compared to the period prior to defoliation, tree-
ring �13C during and after defoliation was less sensitive to PDSI (Fig. 25.1). This
defoliation-induced reduction in drought sensitivity lasted for 15–20 years, with a

Fig. 25.1 Percentage change in ponderosa pine tree-ring �13C sensitivity to Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI) before and after defoliation by pandora moth (C. pandora). Dashed lines
indicate the percentage change in drought sensitivity that would be considered significantly different
than 0 at P < 0.01 (±16.16%)
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broad peak extending from near the end of the defoliation to about six years there-
after. In Fig. 25.1, both host and non-host trees were included. It is notable that
non-host trees were reduced in drought sensitivity to an equal or greater magnitude
compared to the host trees (data not shown), suggesting that the greatest effect of
defoliation in these dry conifer forests was a reduction in competition for water at
the stand-level due to a loss of leaf area and associated E. This application of tree-
ring �13C demonstrates that (1) defoliation can affect climate sensitivity of trees for
up to two decades, and (2) although no significant changes in absolute �13C were
detected in host or non-host trees associated with defoliation, if used in a drought
reconstruction, tree-ring �13C of host or non-host trees would tend to underestimate
drought severity for up to twenty years after a defoliation event.

Other tree-ring stable isotope records also have revealed loss of sensitivity to
climate variables with increased severity of pathogen infection or insect herbivory.
The aspen leaf miner (Phyllocnistis populiella Cham.) is responsible for widespread
herbivory of trembling aspen since its first recorded outbreak in the early 2000s (Boyd
et al. 2019). The aspen leaf miner feeds on leaf epidermal cells during summer
months, decreases A, gs, and growth, and has resulted in increased leaf δ13C due
to damaged stomata (Wagner et al. 2008). In contrast to leaf-level measurements
of gas exchange and leaf δ13C, under low soil moisture conditions, tree-ring wood
δ13C decreased with increasing intensity of leaf mining (Boyd et al. 2019).When leaf
mining intensitywas low, trees responded as expected to low soilmoisture, exhibiting
increased tree-ring δ13C and suggesting reduced gs. In contrast, when leaf mining
was severe, trees did not respond as expected to low soil moisture, exhibiting reduced
tree-ring δ13C and suggesting increased gs and/or decreased A relative to any shifts in
gs. This leaf mining-induced de-coupling of tree-ring δ13C-climate sensitivity may
reflect a compensatory response of increased gs in remaining leaves due to premature
leaf-mining-induced leaf area reductions. Hence, severe leaf mining may override
the influence of climate on tree-ring stable isotopes in trembling aspen (Boyd et al.
2019).

An insect-induced reduction in host tree climate sensitivity has also been observed
in northern red oak (Quercus rubra L. (Fagaceae)) infested with red oak borer, a
wood boring insect. “Oak decline” is a widespread phenomenon that is believed
to be triggered by a combination of factors including tree age, drought, and soil
quality (Manion 1991; Thomas et al. 2002; Crook et al. 2004; Voelker et al. 2008;
Gagen et al. 2019). The oak decline episode of the early 2000s in the Ozark forests
of central USA was unique because it coincided with drought and red oak borer
activity (Muzika and Guyette 2004; Voelker et al. 2008; Haavik et al. 2008). From
~1950–2000, infested trees reduced radial growth more rapidly compared to control
trees as red oak borer infestation became severe. However, the tree-ring δ13C signal
of infected and healthy trees only diverged during the most advanced stage of infes-
tation when reductions in radial growth were greatest (Haavik et al. 2008; Billings
et al. 2016). In both studies, tree-ring δ13C was sensitive to drought early in the
study period but not when infestation became severe (Haavik et al. 2008; Billings
et al. 2016). This is consistent with the observation that before infestation, trees that
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eventually became severely infested exhibited a 20% lower radial growth immedi-
ately following a severe drought compared to trees that only became lightly infested.
Similar to western hemlock infected with dwarf mistletoe (Marias et al. 2014), it
appears that oak can support high levels of wood boring insects for ~17 years without
measurable impacts on the tree-ring δ13C record (Haavik et al. 2008). Oaks stricken
by drought-induced dieback have reduced C resources available for defense (sensu
Voelker et al. 2008) but increased tissue N concentrations (Billings et al. 2016) after
remobilization—both of which would presumably benefit red oak borer fitness. In
oaks suffering dieback, live tree crowns (i.e. leaf area) are smaller and made up of
more epicormic branches (Voelker et al. 2008). If these tree-level N resources are
concentrated in fewer leaves and result in greater leaf-level A, higher tree-ring δ13C
would be expected in dying trees. Unexpectedly however, Billings et al. (2016) found
that dying trees exhibited lower tree-ring δ13C than healthy trees, which contrasted
with the dying trees’ greater N concentration than healthy trees. Although dying
trees were characterized by greater N concentration, the difference in tree-ring δ13C
during later stages of oak decline were apparently more influenced by proportionally
greater increases in stomatal conductance as a product of an unbalanced hydraulic
system—whereby extensive branch dieback caused large decreases in leaf area and
preserved much of the pre-dieback xylem functionality of stems and roots supplying
the leaves water. In summary, tree-ring stable isotopes have revealed that infestation
by insects and pathogens with diverse impacts on host physiology can increase or
decrease the sensitivity of host trees to climate.

25.4 Considering Insect and Pathogen Influences
on Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes in Future Work

Because tree-ring stable isotopes reflect both the environment and tree physiological
responses to the environment, they provide invaluable insights about past climate
and physiology, yet can be complicated to interpret (Barbour and Song 2014). The
fact that the effect of insects and pathogens on host physiology can be recorded in
tree-rings and potentially mask climate signals (e.g. Simard et al. 2008; Marias et al.
2014; Saffell et al. 2014) and also that climate signals can potentially mask insect
and pathogen impacts, needs to be considered when using the tree-ring record to
reconstruct past climate, climate-growth relationships, and physiological responses
to the environment.Moreover, the potential for pests or pathogens to affect both hosts
or non-hosts may not be detectable in absolute isotopic values but only in isotopic
sensitivity to climate (Fig. 25.1). Insect/pathogen impacts are not always reflected in
tree-ring stable isotopes (Kress et al. 2009) and, with proper consideration, tree-ring
stable isotopes can often still be useful for reconstruction of climate and physiology.
Here, we highlight the importance of considering the limitations to interpreting tree-
ring stable isotope signals and ways to address these limitations in future research
studies.
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The effect of an insect or pathogen can be significant enough to shift tree-ring
isotope signals and can confound interpretations of tree-rings to reconstruct climate
if it is unknown whether the tree was infected or not. Paleoclimate studies that use
dated tree-rings from dead or sub-fossil logs or buildings may in some cases include
trees infected with a pathogen or insect (Krause 1997). For example, if the tree-
ring �13C record of Pandora moth-defoliated Douglas-fir were to have been used to
reconstruct climate, one could gain the erroneous inference that climate variability
was relatively quiescent for one to two decades after each defoliation event (e.g.,
Fig. 25.1). To address this issue, corrections can be made to the tree-ring record to
properly reconstruct climate if insect or pathogen presence is known. For example,
growth rings during LBM events have been removed and replaced with variance-
adjusted values obtained from unaffected rings (Esper et al. 2006; Büntgen et al.
2006). Experimental study design can also be used to reduce the confounding effects
of climate and insects/pathogens on tree-ring stable isotopes. Studies can be designed
where uninfected and infected sets of trees are exposed to the same environmental
conditions by sampling trees in a relatively small area (e.g. Marias et al. 2014).
Another approach to separate the effect of climate and insects/pathogens is to also
sample and compare the tree-ring record of a non-host species that grows in the
same area or region to identify climate shifts not associated with insect/pathogen
physiological impacts (e.g. Simard et al. 2008; King et al. 2013; Saffell et al. 2014;
Konter et al. 2015).

Insect and pathogen influences also challenge traditional isotope theory. For
example, Marias et al. (2014) found that the differences in tree-ring δ18O between
uninfected and infected trees could not be explained by climate or gs alone—the
traditional interpretations using the dual isotope approach (Scheidegger et al. 2000).
The dual isotope approach does not necessarily incorporate parameters related to leaf
anatomy such as gm and L, which appeared to have significantly affected tree-ring
δ18O in the study of Marias et al. (2014). Therefore, future research using the dual
isotope approach must properly account for its assumptions and consider its limi-
tations, especially in potential insect- and pathogen-infected systems (Roden and
Siegwolf 2012).

Research on insect and pathogen effects on tree-ring stable isotopes also sheds
light on variation in isotope signals. The competing influences of climate and plant
physiological responses to environment or insects and pathogens on tree-ring cellu-
lose may be responsible for discrepancies among studies in how and if insect and
pathogen influences are recorded in tree-ring cellulose. For example, defoliation
by SBW has been recorded in tree-ring stable isotopes in some studies (Simard
et al. 2012), but not in others (Leavitt and Long 1986). This variability in how
and if insect/pathogen impacts are recorded in the tree-ring stable isotope record
in different systems makes it critical to consider the potential effect of insects and
pathogens on host physiology and the tree-ring stable isotope record when using
tree-rings to reconstruct past climate and physiology. Insect- and pathogen-induced
reductions in radial growth also contribute to discrepancies among studies because
many pathogens result in narrow or missing rings, inhibiting the development of
cellulose in which C and O stable isotopes can be recorded. In addition, insects and
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pathogens, and other stressors can increase the reliance on stored C reserves which
would dampen or mute the tree-ring record to the actual climate or physiological
responses during any particular year (Kozlowski et al. 1991; Helle and Schleser
2004; Kagawa et al. 2006; Sohn et al. 2014). Other factors that contribute to the vari-
ability in results across insect- and pathogen-infested systems include the intensity,
frequency, and distribution of the infestation or disturbance, and whether the history
of infestation is known or unknown, which varies by type of insect/pathogen. It is
clear that when designing experiments and when interpreting tree-ring stable isotope
chronologies to reconstruct past climate or physiology, consideration of insect and
pathogen impacts is as essential as considering the more well-studied effects of tree
age and size on tree-ring δ13C and δ18O (McDowell et al. 2011; Klesse et al. 2018).

Despite challenges to interpreting tree-ring stable isotope signatures, their appli-
cation to examine the physiological impacts of insects and pathogens can provide
valuable information to forest managers on tree responses to insects and pathogens in
light of intensifying outbreaks due to climate change. Tree-ring stable isotopes enable
examination of spatial and temporal variation in host-insect/pathogen dynamics to
informmanagement plans for the future and in diverse systems. For example, findings
that insect/pathogen effects are more severe and result in increased drought stress at
low elevation compared to higher elevations highlights that the insect or pathogen
could become more aggressive at currently colder high elevation sites as climates
become warmer (e.g. Gori et al. 2014b).

25.5 Conclusion

Tree-ring stable isotope analyses are a powerful tool because they reveal long-term
physiological effects of insects and pathogens on the host tree that would not other-
wise be observable in ring widths alone. More detailed information on the impacts of
insects and pathogens on host physiology and the bidirectional interacting effects of
insects/pathogens and climate on host physiology should increasingly be leveraged
to improve predictions of future outbreaks and forest mortality events that can guide
forest management. However, interpretation of tree-ring stable isotope ratiosmay not
be straightforward given that they record both climate and physiological responses to
abiotic and biotic environmental factors. Therefore, the potential for insect/pathogen
impacts on host physiology should be critically evaluated when designing exper-
iments or research that employs tree-ring stable isotopes to reconstruct past plant
physiological responses or climate variability.
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Chapter 26
Process-Based Ecophysiological Models
of Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes

Liang Wei, John D. Marshall, and J. Renée Brooks

Abstract Tree-ring stable isotopes can be used to parameterize process-based
models by providing long-termdata on tree physiological processes on annual or finer
time steps. They can also be used to test process-based ecophysiological models for
the assumptions, hypotheses, and simplifications embedded within them. However,
numerous physiological and biophysical processes influence the stable carbon (δ13C)
and oxygen (δ18O) isotopes in tree rings, so themodels must simplify how they repre-
sent some of these processes to be useful. Which simplifications are appropriate
depends on the application to which the model is applied. Fortunately, water and
carbon fluxes represented in process-based models often have strong isotopic effects
that are recorded in tree-ring signals. In this chapter, we review the status of several
tree-ring δ13C and δ18O models simulating processes for trees, stands, catchments,
and ecosystems. This review is intended to highlight the structural differences among
models with varied objectives and to provide examples of the valuable insights that
can come from combining process modeling with tree-ring stable isotope data. We
urge that simple stable isotope algorithms be added to any forestmodel with a process
representation of photosynthesis and transpiration as a strict test of model structure
and an effective means to constrain the models.
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26.1 Introduction

Models are abstract and simplified representations of reality; we use models when
they are easier to work on than a real system (Smith and Smith 2009). Models are
widely used in studying plant stable isotopes by including processes important to
tree physiology and environmental biophysics. Model complexity spans from the
conceptual to detailed mathematical representations of system fluxes. Conceptual
or diagrammatic models in this book use diagrams or word descriptions instead of
equations, such as conceptual models that describe the links between δ13C and δ18O
in plants (Grams et al. 2007; Scheidegger et al. 2000; Chap. 16). Classic mathematic
models for plant stable isotopes represent the processes in stable isotope fractiona-
tions, such as the widely used model for δ13C developed by Farquhar and colleagues
(Farquhar et al. 1982, 1989; Chap. 9) and the Craig-Gordon model for δ18O of
liquid water pools undergoing evaporation (Craig and Gordon 1965; Farquhar et al.
2007; Chap. 10). Moreover, many other equations in this book explicitly describe
processes in stable isotopic fractionation driven by physiology, and/or environmental
biophysics. These equations are mechanistic mathematical models; each equation
describes a unique aspect underlying the variations of tree-ring stable isotopes.

Because many isotopic models for specific processes are explicitly described in
previous chapters, we will not repeat that work in this chapter. Instead, we focus on
larger and more complex models that integrate these equations and our knowledge to
simulate tree-ring stable isotopes based on processes of water uptake, gas exchange,
and tree-ring formation. These models simulate the interactions between environ-
ment and plant, and integrate major processes in tree physiology, including photo-
synthesis, respiration, transpiration, carbon allocation, tree-ring formation, and the
corresponding fractionations of stable isotopes in different tissues. One might think
that an ideal process-based model would include all the processes to fully represent
the variation in tree-ring stable isotopes; however, such a model would be impos-
sible to parameterize (i.e. to determine appropriate values for an accurate quantitative
description of a process). Therefore, all models must simplify process representa-
tion; the simplification strategies should match the objectives and constraints of the
modeling exercise. We cover a range of tree-ring stable isotope models optimized
for different objectives from those optimized for gas-exchange fluxes to those for
carbon allocation addressing issues of carbon storage and timing of ring formation.

26.2 How Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes Help Modeling
of Ecosystem Processes

Process-based forest modeling requires significant amounts of data including mete-
orological and environmental information to drive models, and physiological and
mensurational data to parameterize and validate the models. Data shortage—the
lack of and need for detailed and long-term data—is a common problem in many
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forestmodeling applications. Tree-ring stable isotopes can alleviate this need because
they can serve as a proxy for some key data requirements, especially long-term
physiological information (van der Sleen et al. 2017). Tree rings store decadal- to
millennial-scale information about how plants responded physiologically to climatic
and environmental changes as well as ontogenetic and size changes. Additionally, the
time step of tree-ring records is limited only by our extraction capabilities as detailed
intra- and inter-annual information is stored within tree rings (Gessler et al. 2014;
McCarroll and Loader 2004; Chaps. 7 and 15). In contrast, observational meteoro-
logical records began only ~200 years ago, and studies of plant physiology began
only in the last several decades. Moreover, tree-ring stable isotopes are relatively
easy to obtain, and sample preparation and measurement procedures have been well
developed (Chaps. 4–7). Published stable isotope chronologies are also readily avail-
able for modelers (e.g. compiled lists in Keller et al. 2017; McCarroll and Loader
2004).

Tree-ring stable isotopic data are ideal for testing model structure and parame-
terizing complex models. Models of ecosystem processes (e.g., photosynthesis and
transpiration) simulate key physical and biochemical processes within the system
and often lead to conclusions that are not intuitive. However, as models have become
more comprehensive, they are not only more difficult to parameterize, but also more
difficult to test. When models become too complex, we begin to rely on empirical
calibrations of simplified models to parameterize the complex model. However, with
limited available data used to calibrate and test the model, parameters are often tuned
without reference to mechanistic constraints. This practice is dangerous when many
parameters need to be tuned, but few observations are available. Tuning can “suc-
cessfully” fit simulations to observations in a way that does not faithfully represent
nature; thus, we get the “right” answer for the wrong reasons. As addressed by Aber
(1997): “Perhaps one of the worst characteristics of a calibrated model is that it
cannot fail…When models cannot fail, we cannot learn from them”. Even worse,
an incorrectly parameterized model would likely yield erroneous answers. There-
fore, modelers must (1) test the mechanistic basis of models and (2) calibrate the
models within mechanistic constraints. Tree-ring stable isotopes may help to solve
this dilemma as they can be related to underlying mechanisms (Fig. 26.1). A prereq-
uisite for successful modeling remains the sound knowledge of the physiological
processes and their responses to environmental drivers.

Accurate simulations of δ13C and δ18O require appropriate parameterization of
key equations that describe both the fluxes and the isotopic values (Fig. 26.1). Small
changes in parameters can result in similar flux values but may create large discrep-
ancies between measured and modeled stable isotopes (Wei et al. 2014a), thus the
stable isotopes provide a test for the calibration process. For example, Fig. 26.2 illus-
trates how a stable isotope component could test alternative model formulations. The
simulations were based on a ~80 year-old natural stand of grand fir (Abies grandis) in
the Mediterranean climate of northern Idaho, where low summer precipitation limits
gas exchange (Wei et al. 2014a). Three scenarios in the example represent alterna-
tive means to parameterize the model: (1) using default gas exchange parameters; (2)
calibrating the model with all available sap flow observations from a nearby site with
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shallower soil; and (3) calibrating the model with part of the sap flow observations
until the soil dried out. Scenario 1 did not reasonably simulate transpiration and the
response of canopy conductance to vapor pressure deficit (VPD), but Scenarios 2
and 3 did (Fig. 26.2a, b). Although the differences were small between Scenarios 2
and 3 in both the calibrated parameter values and simulated transpiration, simulated
tree-ring δ13C were clearly separated (~2‰) between Scenarios 2 and 3, and only
Scenario 3 matched the δ13C observations (Fig. 26.2c). With δ13C as a constraint,
small parameterization errors in gas exchange can be detected, increasing our confi-
dence in the simulations under Scenario 3. Note that the isotopic data were used here

Fig. 26.1 Simplified schemes of simulating tree-ring stable C (δ13C) a and O isotopes (δ18O)
b, and using them as tests for modeling. Major components in process-based physiological
models are included in gray boxes. The blue box indicates where stable isotopes can be used
for model testing, either providing information for modeling calibration or validating the model.
Post-photosynthetic fractionation (PPD) and storage are modeled less comprehensively than other
physiological processes. Explicit PPD (I) may include fractionations in respiration, transportation,
allocation, and organic matter synthesis. Mixing of stored and new carbohydrates further compli-
cates the simulations of stable isotopes. Therefore, some models apply a simplified PPD scheme
(II), such as a fixed offset between stable isotopes in new photosynthate and tree rings. Blue solid
lines indicate comparison and testing, and blue dotted lines indicated post-photosynthetic processes.
Chapter (CH) numbers are marked in boxes to indicate locations of corresponding contents in this
book
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Fig. 26.1 (continued)

not as parameterizations themselves, but as a test of other means of parameteriza-
tion. As this example illustrates, stable isotopes can serve as a powerful means to
test alternative parameterization strategies (Aranibar et al. 2006; Duarte et al. 2017;
Ulrich et al. 2019; Walcroft et al. 1997; Wei et al. 2014a).
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Fig. 26.2 Example of using tree-ring δ13C to validate a process-based forest model (3-PG; Wei
et al. (2014a) for more details). Three scenarios demonstrate possible means to calibrate a model,
where three parameters differed among scenarios, including maximum canopy conductance (gcmax ,
m s−1) the slope of canopy conductance to vapor pressure deficit (VPD; kg, mbar−1) and quantum
yield (αcx , mol C mol−1 photon). Scenario 1 used the default parameter set for simulations (gcmax
= 0.020, kg = 0.05, αcx = 0.055). Scenario 2 calibrated these parameters with all available sap
flow observations at a nearby site with similar forest type but where the soil dried earlier than at the
modeling site (gcmax = 0.011, kg = 0.08, αcx = 0.0615). Scenario 3 calibrated the model using only
part of the sap flow observations at this nearby site before the soils dried, which should be the most
reasonable approach (gcmax = 0.014, kg = 0.08, αcx = 0.0615). Although Scenario 2 and 3 had very
similar simulations of transpiration a and similar VPD response curve (b “observed” shows the 99%
percentile of all sap flux-basedmeasurements), only Scenario 3 reasonably simulated tree-ring δ13C
c. Because reliable δ13C simulations require accurate simulations of photosynthesis and stomatal
conductance (Eq. (26.2)), simulations of gas exchanges of Scenario 3 are hence more reliable. We
can then accept the simulated GPP of Scenario 3 as a better simulation than the other two scenarios
d. This figure is redrawn from Wei et al. (2014a), with permission

26.3 Components for Modeling Tree-Ring δ13C and δ18O

Our knowledge about causes of variation in tree-ring δ13C and δ18O has continuously
improved (Chaps. 9, 10, 16 and 17). The key processes which have been commonly
included in process-based modeling of tree-ring δ13C and δ18O can be broken into
various components such as fractionation during carbonfixationwithin leaves, during
carbon allocation, or during cellulose formation within the stem (Fig. 26.1). Models
tend to focus on one or two of these boxes depending on the model objectives, but
the level of process detail varies greatly between models. As mentioned earlier, more
complex modeling requires more detailed data for parameterizing and testing the
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models. Model predictions are generally validated with data either after simulating
leaf-level fractionation or after cellulose formation within the stem. At the leaf level,
simulated δ13C can be tested with phloem δ13C, and simulated water δ18O in tissues
can be assessed with leaf or stem water observations (Fig. 26.1). However, these
observations are normally short-term and non-continuous. Tree-ring stable isotopes
provide long-term and continuous data that can be used to validate models over years
of simulation.

Leaf-level photosynthetic fractionation for δ13C–CO2 is relatively well under-
stood. Models for photosynthetic fractionations of δ13C–CO2 vary in complexity
from“simplified” to “comprehensive” andmodelers should pick themodel that serves
their purpose (Ubierna and Farquhar 2014). The comprehensive model includes frac-
tionations related to Rubisco, stomatal conductance, mesophyll conductance, respi-
ration, photorespiration, and ternary effects (Farquhar et al. 1982; Farquhar and
Cernusak 2012; Ubierna and Farquhar 2014). The comprehensive model requires
many parameters, some of which (e.g. mesophyll conductance) are difficult to esti-
mate. Therefore, few process-based models for tree-ring δ13C have applied the
comprehensive model (e.g. Eglin et al. 2010; Rogers et al. 2017). A simplified model
is more widely used in studies that simulate tree-ring δ13C; it highlights the control
of intercellular CO2 concentration (ci) on fractionation and lumps the impact of other
factors into a single parameter that is mostly determined by Rubisco carboxylation
(b, 27‰) (Farquhar et al. 1982). δ13C of new photosynthate can then be approximated
as:

δ13C ≈ δ13Ca − a − (b − a)(ci/ca) (26.1)

where δ13Ca is the δ13C of atmospheric CO2, a is the fractionation from diffusion
through air (4.4‰), and ca is the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Most components
in Eq. (26.1) can either be treated as constants (a, b) or are easily obtained from
observations (Ca and δ13Ca). In process-based models, ci is driven by the photo-
synthetic rate (A) and the stomatal conductance to CO2 (gs) (Farquhar and Sharkey
1982) as follows:

A/gs = (ca − ci ) (26.2)

Therefore, process-based models can be conveniently enabled to simulate δ13C
of photosynthate.

Another key source of variation for simulating δ13C is atmospheric CO2; both ca
and δ13Ca in Eq. (26.1) are changing due to human activities. ca has increased and
δ13Ca decreased due primarily to the burning of fossil fuels (Francey et al. 1999, see
also Chap. 9). Additionally, ca and δ13Ca vary seasonally, mainly due to seasonal
changes in global photosynthesis (Keeling et al. 2017). Tree-ring stable isotopes
records have been used extensively to understand both the secular change in CO2

and plant physiological responses to this change (Chap. 24). However, the concurrent
ontogenetic changes in tree age and size are difficult to separate from CO2 changes
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over time (Monserud andMarshall 2001).Models have the potential to separate these
temporal concurrent influences on tree-ring isotopic records (see Sect. 26.5).

Less well understood are fractionations in other tissues (i.e., post-photosynthetic
fractionations) (Badeck et al. 2005; Gessler et al. 2014; Offermann et al. 2011;
Chap. 13). These include fractionations upon phloem loading (Busch et al. 2020)
and unloading, composition changes in phloem contents (Bögelein et al. 2019),
leakage and refilling during transport (Gessler et al. 2014; Offermann et al. 2011),
and biosynthetic processes during wood formation (Bowling et al. 2008). We do not
assess these in detail here as they were already presented in Chap. 13. However,
models can assess likely consequences of these fractionations in the tree-ring data
(Danis et al. 2012; Eglin et al. 2010).

Stored carbohydrates from previous years are sometimes used to build wood of
the current year (Barbour and Song 2014; Chap. 14); this phenomenon is called the
carry-over effect, legacy effect, or time-lag effect (Fritts 1966; Zweifel and Sterck
2018).Modeling the carry-over effect requires simulations of the dynamics of carbon
storage and their impacts on tree-ring stable isotopes over time. Such components
have been included in some process-based models (e.g. Danis et al. 2012; Eglin et al.
2010; Hemming et al. 2001) (see Sect. 26.4). The results of simulating the carry-over
effect have varied among studies. For example, storage did not play a significant role
in simulating tree-ring δ13C for Pinus halepensis (Klein et al. 2005), while it was
important in some other studies that simulated tree-ring δ13C with Pinus arizonica
and Fagus sylvatica (Hemming et al. 2001; Skomarkova et al. 2006).

Simulations of tree-ring δ18O are mostly extensions of the Craig-Gordon model,
which describes evaporative enrichment at the evaporation site in the leaf and
exchange with atmospheric water vapor (Fig. 26.1b, Chap. 10). These predictions are
often corrected for the Péclet effect, which describes the diffusion of enriched water
into the unenriched xylem water (Farquhar and Lloyd 1993; Barbour 2007; Barbour
et al. 2004; Cernusak et al. 2016). This back-diffusion of water from the evapora-
tion site isotopically enriches bulk leaf water where carbohydrates are formed. The
Péclet effect is directly influenced by transpiration, whereas the Craig-Gordonmodel
is mainly influenced by relative humidity. These models may also include isotopic
variation due to phloem transport (Gessler et al. 2014; Chap. 10) and the impact of
δ18O in water vapor on δ18O in plant water and organic compounds (Lehmann et al.
2018, 2020). Models of δ18O vary in the detail of the δ18O evaporative enrichment
process in leaf water, and one should choose a model that is most suitable to specific
objectives (Cernusak et al. 2016). The influence of the Péclet effect should be damped
in simulating flows downstream from leaf water pools, so it may not be necessary
to include it in simulating tree-ring δ18O (Cernusak et al. 2016; Ogée et al. 2009).
However, including the Péclet effect did improve simulations of tree-ring δ18O in at
least one study (Ulrich et al. 2019). All models of δ18O require information on the
δ18O of water taken up by the trees (see Chap. 18).

Accurate modeling of tree-ring stable isotopes may require allocating the correct
amount of new biomass in the tree stem at the right time to integrate seasonal influ-
ences into isotopic values measured within the rings (Chap. 14). Therefore, these
models should reasonably simulate tree radial growth across the growing season
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(tree-ring width, the increment of basal area, or tree diameter). Simulating radial
growth requires not only reasonable simulations of the carbon supply, but also reason-
able descriptions of allocating new and stored carbohydrates to tree-rings, and the
phenology of ring production. Process-basedmodels with reasonable simulations for
δ13C and δ18O have been used to validate simulations of productivity (see Sect. 26.2),
which benefited the simulations of radial growth. Several examples (Danis et al. 2012;
Ogée et al. 2009; Ulrich et al. 2019) have reasonably simulated both radial growth
and stable isotope composition of the ring (see in Sect. 26.4.3).

Scenario and sensitivity analysis of tree-ring isotope models can also provide
important insights into potential causes of variation, both during research planning
and in post hoc analyses of tree-ring data. For example, Wei et al. (2018) used
alternative modeling scenarios to conclude that elevation differences in temperature
had little direct effect on productivity in a montane watershed. Lin et al. (2019)
analyzed drought effects on δ18O in tree rings, using a sensitivity analysis to conclude
that a change in source water was the most probable explanation for the observed
δ18O response. Given the many sources of variation in δ18O, this kind of formal
analysis may be especially valuable.

Perhaps even more valuable is the notion of using models in research planning.
For example, had the Lin et al. (2019) analysis been done before the measurements
were conducted, perhaps measurements of xylem water δ18O would have been prior-
itized. This idea of close collaboration between modelers and experimentalists, from
research planning to publication, is common in other disciplines and has begun to take
hold in ecology (Medlyn et al. 2015, 2016). Perhaps the tree-ring isotope community
has room to grow in this direction.

26.4 Models that Simulate Tree-Ring Stable Isotopes

Several process-based models have been used to predict stable isotopic composition
at varying levels of complexity. At a small spatial scale, simple leaf- or stand-level
models can simulate forest physiology and growth with simple stand structures; at
the other end, more complex models can simulate forests with different species,
tree sizes, and canopy structures at watershed, regional, and global scales. Here we
describe several representative models that have advanced our abilities in modeling
tree-ring δ13C and δ18O. All these models have been used to simulate tree-ring stable
isotopes for more than one year and have been tested with observed isotopic data.
Most models here could simulate time series of tree-ring stable isotopes, but we also
include models that simulate δ13C in new photosynthate and/or δ18O in foliage water
as they have the potential to also predict tree-ring isotope time series after simple
upgrades or modifications.
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26.4.1 Models for Predicting δ13C of Foliage and Tree-Rings

Panek and Waring 1997

Panek andWaring (1997) simulated foliage and tree-ring δ13C in a semi-mechanistic
way. A process-based model (FOREST-BGC, Running and Coughlan 1988) was
used to capture climate constraints on gs. δ13C was modeled empirically based on
multiple linear regressions between δ13C and climatic constraints on stomata. The
study tested howmuch variance in tree-ring δ13C can be explained by climate controls
on gs, neglecting all other sources of variation discussed above. The model explained
34% (r= 0.58) of the annual variation in tree-ring δ13C across 22 years forDouglas-fir
in Oregon, USA.

Walcroft 1997

Walcroft et al. (1997) combined process-based modeling with tree-ring δ13C to
expand our knowledge in the connections between long-term climate and tree-ring
stable isotopes. This study also indicated the possibility of using tree-ring δ13C to
validate models. Driven by daily meteorology data, a leaf-level model simulated
stomatal conductance, leaf photosynthesis, and standwater balance forPinus radiata
over two growing seasons at two sites in New Zealand. The authors used the gas-
exchange data to simulate seasonal variations in leaf-level ci. They compared this to
seasonal canopy-level ci estimated from δ13C of intra-annual tree-ring slices using
the simplified equation from Farquhar et al. (1982) (Chap. 9). The two sets of ci had
similar seasonal variations except that simulated ci varied over a larger amplitude.
This indicated the importance of post-photosynthetic processes, including mixing of
stored carbohydrates s, in damping the signals of gas exchange in tree-rings.

SICA

Trees may adjust their stomatal regulation of ci in response to rising atmospheric
CO2 (Voelker et al. 2016), which would change water-use efficiency and tree-ring
δ13C. In one of the early attempts to describe these phenomena, Berninger et al.
(2000) modeled annual variations of tree-ring carbon isotope values for a long period
(1877–1995) using a modified version of the SImple CAnopy model (SICA) model
(Berninger 1997). Two kinds of stomatal responses to elevated CO2 were used: a
sensitive scheme that reduced gs with increasing CO2 and an insensitive scheme that
did not. It turned out that the insensitive scheme better predicted tree-ring carbon
isotope valueswith a correlation coefficient (r) between simulations and observations
as high as 0.74. In contrast, r reached only 0.58 with the sensitive scheme. This
indicated that gs had not decreasedwith increasing CO2 and�13C increased since the
1950s. The SICA model did not consider ontogenetic effects or post-photosynthetic
fractionations; therefore, there was a 4.6‰ offset between simulated photosynthetic
�13C and observed �13C in tree-ring cellulose.
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TREERING

The TREERINGmodel (Fritts et al. 1999; Hemming et al. 2001) was among the first
to incorporate post-photosynthetic discriminations in simulations of tree-ring δ13C. It
included the impact of daily cambium activity and carbon storage on the simulations
of tree-ring δ13C. The dynamics of two carbohydrate poolswere simulated: sucrose as
new photosynthate and starch as storage. Sucrose is first spent each day on respiration
and growth. If there were remaining sucrose, a fixed percentage of remaining new
photosynthate was allocated to starch storage in each day. The results indicated that
the stored carbon had a greater impact on tree-ring δ13C than new photosynthate in
16 years of Pinus arizonica in Arizona USA (Hemming et al. 2001).

ISOCASTANEA

ISOCASTANEA (Eglin et al. 2010) is one of the most comprehensive models to
simulate tree-ring δ13C. It captures how short-term δ13C signals at the leaf-level
are integrated into tree rings. It incorporates two procedures that are currently
rare in simulating plant stable isotopes and results in better estimates of post-
photosynthetic fractionation with explicit carbon dynamics. First, the model simu-
lates post-photosynthetic translocation and allocation of carbohydrates based on the
physiological processes in the phloem. These processes included the phloem loading
in canopy and unloading in stem and roots, and mass flow in sieve tubes which
include volume and conductance of phloem elements. This model also simulates the
dynamics of storage, respiration, and structural biomass formation, which make its
post-photosynthetic carbon dynamics more explicit than many other similar models.
Second, tree rings are not formed instantaneously in the ISOCASTANEA model.
Tree-ring formation is separated into three main stages in nature: cambial cell divi-
sion, cell expansion, and cell-wall thickening (Eglin et al. 2010; Samuels et al. 2006).
Themodel simulates tree-ring growth bydividing tree rings into growth layers formed
continuously in the cambial division stage. After formation, carbohydrate allocation
to the growth layer decreases exponentially over time. The later phases of growth
represented lignification and cell wall thickening.

26.4.2 Models for Predicting δ18O of Leaf Water and Tree
Rings

Roden–Lin–Ehleringer 2000

The Roden–Lin–Ehleringer model (Roden et al. 2000) simulates δ18O and hydrogen
isotope ratios (δ2H) in tree-ring cellulose.Twomajor components of themodel predict
the evaporative enrichment and vapor exchange in leaf water using the Craig-Gordon
model, and isotopic exchange during cellulose synthesis. Stable isotope ratios simu-
lated by the Roden–Lin–Ehleringer model were compared to observed values from
either hydroponically grown trees in the lab (Roden and Ehleringer 1999a) or trees
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grown along stream banks at field sites (Roden and Ehleringer 1999b). The lab trees
were grown in altered water vapor δ18O and hydroponic solution δ18O. Simulated
δ18O had a good 1:1 relationship with observed δ18O from tree-ring cellulose across
experiments. This model is so simple that it might be included as an algorithm inside
many existing models of more complexity.

Péclet Effect

The introduction of the Péclet effect into modeling leaf and tree-ring δ18O directly
included transpiration effects into leaf water enrichment models (Farquhar and Lloyd
1993).However, the Péclet effect also introduced an effective path length variable (L),
which describes the distance water moves inside the leaf lamina and is not directly
measurable. Using the same data used to develop the Roden-Lin-Ehleringer model
above, Barbour et al. (2004) simulated δ18O in leaf water and tree-rings respectively
with and without a Péclet effect; simulations with the Péclet effect had better predic-
tive power than without it. Modeled differences in leaf water across 17 Eucalyptus
species was largely explained by varied L across species; however, L was highly
unconstrained (Kahmen et al. 2008). Process modeling that predicts transpiration
can facilitate estimating L values (e.g. Loucos et al. 2015; Song et al. 2013; Ulrich
et al. 2019). However, Kahmen et al. (2011) found that most variance in leaf and tree-
ring δ18O was related to vapor pressure deficit, regardless of the model complexity
used to predict it. The debate about including the Péclet effect in tree-ring δ18O
models continues, and largely depends on modeling objectives. Like the Roden-Lin-
Ehleringer model above, the Péclet effect is simple enough to be included in a model
with a few lines of code. More details can be found in Chap. 10.

26.4.3 Models for Predicting Both δ13C and δ18O of Tree
Rings

Single-Substrate Model

Ogée et al. (2009) simulated tree-ring formation from a single well-mixed water-
soluble sugar pool that varied in size and δ13C and δ18O signatures. This pool was
assumed to be large enough to fulfill the metabolic demand in the growing season,
andwas filledwith new photosynthate and drained by respiration and biomass forma-
tion. The dynamics of the carbon pool accompanied the changes in δ13C and δ18O
in this pool, which was controlled by the isotopic fractionation of photosynthesis,
respiration, and biomass synthesis (Ogée et al. 2009). In a 2 year studywith twoPinus
pinaster trees in France, the single substrate model relied upon model simulations
of photosynthesis and respiration from the well-calibrated MuSICA model (multi-
layer simulator of the interactions between a coniferous stand and the atmosphere)
to predict stable isotopes in tree-ring cellulose (Ogée et al. 2003a). MuSICA is a
process-based multilayer gas exchange model, which simulates the fluxes of energy,
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water, and CO2 through soil, vegetation, and atmosphere (Ogée et al. 2003a, b). The
single substratemodel achieved reasonable simulations for seasonal variation in δ13C
and δ18O when compared with measured values from 100-μm thick samples within
tree rings.

3-PG with Isotopic Modules

A widely used forest model, 3-PG (Physiological Principles Predicting Growth)
(Landsberg andWaring 1997), has beenmodified to simulate tree-ring δ13C and δ18O.
3-PG is a big-leaf model describing physiological principles applied to the whole
canopy. The model estimates gross primary production (GPP) and a VPD-dependent
canopy conductance. The modification by Wei et al. (2014a) used these parameters
to calculate δ13C via the simplified (Farquhar et al. 1989) model. The difference
between δ13C in new photosynthate and the tree-ring was assumed as a constant
offset to bypass the simulations of post-photosynthetic fractionation and keep the
model simple (Wei et al. 2014a). The model has also been modified to estimate tree-
ring δ18O (Ulrich et al. 2019). Here the modification included δ18O enrichment at the
site of evaporation, the Péclet effect, and exchange and fractionation during cellulose
formation. The fidelity of modeled GPP and canopy conductance can then be tested
by comparing simulated tree-ring δ13C and δ18O with observations; this approach
greatly constrained the parameter space and avoided artifacts in simulations of gas
exchange, which improved the reliability of this model (Ulrich et al. 2019; Wei
et al. 2014a). The modified 3-PG model has also been used to estimate variations
of tree-ring δ13C across an elevational gradient in a watershed (Wei et al. 2018) and
to estimate responses to forest management practices on tree-ring δ13C (Wei et al.
2014b) (also see Chap. 23).

MAIDENiso

MAIDENiso (Danis et al. 2012) was designed specifically for modeling tree-ring
width and stable isotopes. This upgraded version of the MAIDEN model (Misson
2004) captures ecophysiological processes to simulate carbon allocation to the stem
as well as δ13C and δ18O of tree-ring cellulose. Storage of carbon was explicitly
modeled with carbon reservoirs in leaf, bole, and root (Boucher et al. 2013; Misson
2004); this enabled carbon storage impacts to be included on stem growth, δ13C,
and δ18O simulations. MAIDENiso was able to simulate tree-ring cellulose δ13C
and δ18O with r above 0.5 between simulations and observations for both δ13C and
δ18O in an oak species in France (Danis et al. 2012), and 0.52 and 0.62 for δ18O in
Picea mariana in northeastern Canada andNothofagus pumilio in western Argentina
(Lavergne et al. 2017).

A notable use of MAIDENiso applied an inverse modeling approach to change
the meteorological data and see if the changes would provide a better fit of simulated
tree-ring width, δ13C, and δ18O to their respective observations (Boucher et al. 2013).
This approach was designed to find the best combination of the climatic inputs as
a robust paleoclimatic reconstruction. This model also enabled the separation of
climatic impact andCO2 influences on plant growth,which is useful for paleoclimatic
reconstructions (Boucher et al. 2013; Guiot et al. 2014).
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26.5 Future Directions

Better modeling of tree-ring stable isotopes relies on the improvement and incorpo-
ration of physiological mechanisms that influence plant isotopic values. A particular
challenge that modeling could address relates to including ontogenetic changes in
CO2 responses. Ontogenetic change is often attributed to age in the tree-ring commu-
nity, perhaps because age is easiest tomeasure from tree-ring chronologies. However,
no evidence of an age effect exists per se in trees (e.g. Mencuccini et al. 2005), except
as caused by increasing tree height. Tall trees generally face a challenge in lifting
water to the canopy, which causes an increase in δ13C with height (Brienen et al.
2017; Marshall and Monserud 1996; McDowell et al. 2011; Voelker et al. 2016).
These issues are particularly important when tree-ring δ13C is used to infer responses
to CO2 because the CO2 effect and the height effect are often confounded. Future
work will need to remove the height signal from tree-ring data to draw solid infer-
ences regarding the CO2 effect (Brienen et al. 2017; Marshall and Monserud 1996).
Similarly, the proportion of oxygen atoms exchanged with xylem water upon cellu-
lose formation may be variable (Cheesman and Cernusak 2016) and may need to be
accounted for in the traditional model of δ18O in tree rings (Roden and Ehleringer
1999b). As mesophyll conductance becomes easier to determine, there may be value
inmodeling how it differs among species and growing conditions; this critical param-
eter influences the relationship between intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE) and
δ13C. It describes the drawdown in concentration between the intercellular spaces,
where iWUE is controlled, to the chloroplasts, where δ13C is set by photosynthesis
(Stangl et al. 2019). Finally, the continuing debate about the many forms of post-
photosynthetic fractionation will certainly continue to modify our tree-ring isotope
models (Gessler et al. 2014; Chap. 13).

Another way to promote tree-ring stable isotope modeling is creating comprehen-
sive databases for tree-ring stable isotopes chronologies. Although sources exist for
such chronologies (e.g. compiled lists in Keller et al. 2017; McCarroll and Loader
2004), these data have not been well archived into a single database. The Interna-
tional Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) (Grissino-Mayer and Fritts 1997) had stable
isotope measurements from only 24 sites in 2017 (Babst et al. 2017). The global
TRY database had only 59 observations of wood δ13C and none of wood δ18O data
in 2020 (Kattge et al. 2020). In comparison, the TRY database includes ~15,000
observations from 468 species for leaf δ13C and 533 observations from 96 species
for leaf δ18O in 2020.Moreover, data from 4200 sites are available for tree-ring width
(Babst et al. 2017), which made tree-ring width chronologies more readily available
to facilitate testing models than stable isotopes. Therefore, we suggest archiving of
stable tree-ring stable isotope chronologies whenever possible.

Tree-ring stable isotopes can also provide benchmarks for dynamic global vegeta-
tionmodels (DGVMs) in the future. DGVMs attempt to represent the dynamics of the
global biosphere (Schulze et al. 2019). They integrate our understanding of physical,
chemical, and biological processes of terrestrial ecosystems at varied scales fromsites
(represented as grids) to the globe. Several of these models have been upgraded to
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simulate plant stable isotopes, including SiB2 (Suits et al. 2005), ISOLSM (Aranibar
et al. 2006; Riley et al. 2002, 2003; Still et al. 2009), LPJ-DGVM (Scholze et al.
2003), JULES (Bodin et al. 2013), ORCHIDEE (Churakova et al. 2016; Risi et al.
2016), LPX-Bern (Keel et al. 2016; Keller et al. 2017; Saurer et al. 2014), and CLM
(Duarte et al. 2017; Keller et al. 2017; Raczka et al. 2016). Although these DGVMs
simulate δ13C in new photosynthate or leaves, and/or δ18O in leaf water, most of
them (except LPX-Bern) do not simulate tree-ring stable isotopes at this point and
therefore tree-ring stable isotopes have not been used for testing DGVMs. However,
because of the modular structure of DGVMs, they can be conveniently upgraded
to simulate tree-rings stable isotopes by adding new modules or modifying current
ones.

Inverse modeling for paleoclimate is a new frontier of using tree-ring stable
isotopes (Boucher et al. 2013;Guiot et al. 2014). This approach rejuvenated the use of
tree-ring information for paleoclimate reconstruction. The reconstruction tradition-
ally relies on empirical relationships between tree-ring chronologies (width and stable
isotopes), which means only the most limiting climatic factors would have left clear
signals in the tree-ring chronologies. Additionally, these traditional reconstructions
have obtained the clearest climate signals from trees growing in an extreme environ-
ment. Inverse modeling revolutionized the reconstruction by applying process-based
approaches. Many climatic factors can be tested at the same time by mathematically
estimating their collective impact on forests and statistically testing and improving
the climatic variables that are provided as a priori.

Modeling is an important tool to study ecosystem processes because it can inte-
grate physiological and growth processes. Tree-ring isotopic records likewise inte-
grate these processes so the two approaches are certain to continue to develop in
tandem, each tested against the other. Moreover, as demonstrated above, stable
isotopes are convenient testing for models, and including a stable isotope component
inmodels is relatively simple.Models can add value to completed isotopic datasets by
post hoc analyses of the likely controls over isotopic composition. We urge that more
process-based forest models include a stable isotope component to help parametrize
and validate the models and improve model credibility.
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